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PREFATORY NOTE. 

The importance in Acoustics of a detailed experimental and 
theoretical study of the dynamics of bowed stringed instruments 
can hardly be overestimated, especially in view of the prominent 
position occupied by the violin family of instruments in music. 
Prof. E. H. Barton and his pupi!s have shown the way on the 
experimental side of this subject by their photographic studies of 
the vibrations of different parts of stringed instruments. But 
much still remains to be done, and the position of the subject 
considered as a whole must be described as unsatisfactory unless 
it is transferred from the more or less empirical basis on which it 
has stood hitherto to a solid foundation. of deductive dynamical 
reasoning. This is precisely what I have attempted to do in the 
present work, which is a first instalment. An adequate theory of 
the excitation of strings by bowing is only possible when the 
communication of energy from the string to the instrument through 
the supports and the effect of the yielding of these supports on 
the free periods of the string are taken into account, and a con
sideration of the forced vibrations of the instrument is thus the 
:first step in the dynamical theory. ~ 

The following is the general plan of the treatment adopted, 
Section II (pages 3 to 7) is devoted to elementary considera
tions regarding the effect of a periodic force applied at a point on 
a string which is mounted on the bridges of an instrument, the 
latter being assumed to have a single free period of its own. The 
relation between the frequency of the string and the natural 
frequency of the instrument is shown to be of great importance as 
is illustrated by the phenomenon of the "wolf-note." Section 
III discusses the modus operandi of the bow in broad outline, and it 
is shown that the velocity of the bowed point on the string is not 
necessarily a constant quantity either in the forward or backward 
motion, though, ordinarily, if the pressure of the bow be sufficient, 
the forward velocity would attain a limiting value equal to that 
of the bow. The velocity in the stage or stages of backward motion 
need not be uniform, though under certain conditions, uniformity 
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may be approached. In Sections IV and V, the kinematical theory 
of the motion of bowed strings is discussed, and it is shown that 
when the bowed point is assumed to divide the string in an irrational 
ratio, the mode of vibration approaches one or other of certain 
ideal types which are completely defined by the motion of one, 
two, or more equal discontinuous changes of velocity moving along 
the string. If there be n such discontinuities, the ratio of the 
forward and backward velocities of the bowed point is the same 
as the ratio of the distances of this point from the two nearest 
nodes (one on either side) of the nth harmonic. In Sections VI, 
VII, VIII and IX, these' irrational' modes of vibration are further 
discussed, and the remarkable general result is obtained that if n, 
the number of discontinuities, be a prime integer greater than unity, 
a tw~step zig-zag motion is always possible at the bowed point 
except when this is at or near an end of the string : whereas, if n 
be not a prime integer, the motion at the bowed point is necessarily 
of a more complicated type if it lies outside certain sections of the 
string. In Section X, it is shown how the 'irrational' types of 
vibration are modified by the dropping out of certain sets of 
harmonics when the bowed point divides the string in a rational ratio. 
In Section XI, it is shown how all the experimental curves figured 
by Krigar-Menzel and Raps in their paper may be deduced 
theoretically to a close approximation. In Section XII, the 
treatment is extended to the case in which the instrument on 
which the string is mounted has any number of free periods of 
-vibration, and the relation between the pressure and speed of 
bowing and the mode of vibration elicited is discussed with 
reference to (a) the position of the bowed point, (b) the frictional 
properties of the bow, (c) the finite width of the bow, (d) the 
dynamical constants of the instrument on which the string is 
mounted and the effect of altering such constants by loading or 
' muting' the instrument, and (e) the thickness, length and 
tension of the string. A detailed discussion is given of the special 
cases in which the motion at the bridge is considerable owing to 
the resonance of the instrument. By considering the form of 
the frictional-force curves and the kinematics of various modes of 
vibration possible under the action of bow, a new and very im
portant class of vibration-forms is indicated, the characteristic of 
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which is that the forward motion at the bowed point has a 
uniform velocity equal to that of the bow, but the backward 
motion has a non-uniform velocity. These have been called by 
me' transitional modes of vibration,' as they are intermediate in 
form between the various ' irrational ' types and their ' rational ' 
modifications, and can be controlled by varying the pressure of 
the bow. The kinematical theory of these 'transitional modes,' 
especially of those allied to the first irrational type which are of 
musical interest, has been fully discussed and illustrated. 

Twenty-six full-page plates and numerous drawings illustrate 
the present monograph. The concluding pages of Part I (which 
include the Bibliography, summary and index), are not as yet in 
print and will be issued separately as another number of the 
series of Bulletins. These pages will deal principally with the 
theory of the ' cyclical' modes of vibration obtained at the wolf
note pitch and other analogous cases, with the experimental tests 
of the various results indicated by the dynamical theory, and with 
a detailed study of the dynamical constants of the violin family 
of instruments, from which the strength and quality of their tone 
under any given mode of bowing can be calculated. Experiments 
with mechanically-played violins are in progress which have largely 
confirmed the results indicated by the dynamical reasoning. It 
is my object also to study and elucidate many of the constructional 
features of the bridge and belly of the violin by applying the 
principles of Analytical Mechanics, and also by finding their effect 
experimentally on the dynamical constants of the instrument. 
The quantitative explanation of the effect of a mute on the quality 
of violin tone is one of the, most interesting results of the present 
investigation. · 

C. V. RAMAN. 
Calcutta: 

The rBth September, rgr8. 
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SECTION I.-INTRODUCTION. 

The vibrations of stretched strings excited by bowing and 
their practical application in musical instruments of the violin 
class present many important and fascinating problems to the 
mathematician and to the physicist. In the present monograph 
which is the first part of a more complete work on the whole sub-

B 
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ject, I propose to deal with the theory of the excitation of these 
beautiful and characteristic types of vibration under various 
conditions. and of their communication to the resonator on which 
the string is stretched. Experimental results in confirmation of 
those obtained from dynamical theory are also presented. 

The problem which it is proposed to consider has formed the 
subject of investigation by many mathematicians and physicists. 
A list of the works and original papers that I have consulted is 
given in the Bibliographical Appendix. The present position of the 
subject cannot be considered satisfactory, in view of the fact that no 
complete and detailed dynamical theory has been put forward 
which could predict and elucidate the many complicated pheno
mena that have already been found empirically by those who have 
worked in the field and that could also point the way for further 
research. It was this defect in the present state of knowledge of 
the subject that induced me to undertake the investigation. Some 
preliminary work had already been carried out by me on the 
vibrations of bowed strings and the physics of bowed instruments. 
Reference may be made here to three papers which may be re
garded as the starting points of this investigation 1 ; the exposition 
given in the present paper is however self-contained. In the paper 
on ct Discontinuous Wave-Motion" by myself and another that 
has appeared in the Philosophical Magazine for January 1916, it 
has been shown how the well-known principal mode of vibration of 
a bowed string discovered by Helmholtz 1 can be reproduced ex
perimentally as a free oscillation by imposing on a stretched string 
a certain simple distribution of initial velocities involving a dis
continuity. This experiment which was first made in September 
1914, suggested my undertaking a thorough investigation of the 
general problem. Free use has been made of a simplified form of 

1 C. V. Raman, M.A., " Photographs of Vibration-Curves," Philosophical 
Magaziru, May 1911. 

C. V. Raman, M.A., •• The Motion of Bowed Strings," Bulletin No. 11 of the 
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, 1914- See also Science 
Abstracts, February 1911, and Natur-1, August 13, 1914, page 622. 

C. V. Raman, M.A., and S. Appaswamaiyar" On Discontinuous Wave-Motion," 
Philosophical Magazin~, January 1916. 

I " Sensations of Tone," English Translation by Ellis. 
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the theory of discontinuous wave-motion given by Harnack, Davis 
and others, which I have extended so as to cover cases not con
sidered by these writers.1 The whole subject is considered in the 
light of dynamical theory, and an attempt has been made to 
divest it of empiricism as far as possible. Emphasis is laid upon 
the cases which are of practical interest in music. To make the 
present monograph as comprehensive as possible in respect of the 
matters dealt with~ I shall develop the theory, step by step, in detail. 
A summary of the treatment and of the results obtained wilt be 
found in Section XIV. Many illustrative diagrams, photographic 
curves and numerical results will be found in the paper. Not only 
does the theory succeed in explaining all the known phenomena, 
but it has also justified itself by predicting many new relations and 
results which have been tested experimentally. These are also 
referred to in the course of the paper·and in the summary . .. 
SECTION H.-EFFECT OF PERIODIC FORCE APPLIED AT A POINT. 

It is clear that the motion of a bowed string is a case of 
maintained vibration, and an adequate treatment of the subject 
is only possible if the dissipative forces to' which the string is 
subject are taken into account. The dissipation may be due, (a) 
to the direct communication of energy, to the surrounding medium 
from the string, or (b) to motion set up in the supports between 
which the string is stretched. The forced oscillation of a string 
in the presence of dissipative forces of the first kind,· is readily 
found on the assumption that each element of the string is re
sisted by a force proportional to its velocity. I,ord Rayleigh and 
others have discussed the motion that would ensue under such 
conditions when a periodic force is impressed at one point on the 
string. In practice, however, it is known that the secQnd source. 
of dissipation is generally of much greater importance than the 
first. The energy of the vibrating string is conducted through 

1 Two preliminary notes on the subject have been•published by me: "On 
Some New Methods in Kinematical Theory," Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathe
matical Society, Vol. IV, pages 1-4, "On the summation of certain Fourier 
Series involving discontinuities," Ibid., Vol. V, pages 5-8. 
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the bridges over which it is stretched to the sides of the box on 
which the bridges are fixed, and ultimately to the atmosphere 
as sound-waves. 

We shall now consider the motion of a string, one end of 
which is supposed to be rigidly fixed at the point x=o and the 
other end of which (xc:::l) passes over a bridge. A periodic force 
E cos mt is assumed to act at the point x=x0 • The string may be 
taken to be perfectly uniform and not subject to any resistance, 
so that the communication of energy to the surroundings takes 
place only through the bridge. The equation of motion of the 
string is . 

d'y d'y 
,. dt' =To dx'" · • • • . . • . . (I) 

The solution of the equation for values of x between o and X0 

may be written 

y==aF1 sin px sin mt+G1 sin px cos mt . 

where ,.m'=To P'· 
(2) 

(3) 

From x-==%0 up to x==l we may write, 

y== D1 cos p (l-.x) sin mt+E1 cos p (1-x) cos mt 
+F, sin p (l-z) sin mt+G, sin p (l-z) cos mt. . (4) 

Since y must be continuous at the point x0, 

F 1 sin fJx0 ==F1 sin p (l-x0)+D, cos P (l-.x0) (5) 

G1 sin '/J%0 =G1 sin p (l-x0)+E, cos P (l-xJ. (6) 

The discontinuous change in the value of ~~ at the point of 

.x0 is due to the force E cos mt. From this we get the two equa
tions 

F 1 cos px0+F1 cos p (l-x0)-D1 sin P (l-x0)c::::oo 

G1 cos p.x0+G, cos p (l-x0)-E1 sin P (l-%0) = P~o· (7,8) 

At the point x == l, 
y-=D1 sin mt+E1 cos mt 

and this motion at the bridge must be due to its yielding under 
the transverse periodic components of the tension. If the equa
tion of motion of the bridge is 
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MtPy= -To dy -fy-g' dy 
dP dx dt 

where M is the mass of the bridge and associated parts, we obtain, 
by substitution, the equations 

(f- M m') Dt = T0 p F,+g'm E, . • . • {9) 
(f'-Mm')E,=T0 pC,-g'mD, . . • (ro) 

From the six equations numbered (5) to (ro), the six un
knowns Fu Fu C1, C,, D, and E9. should obviously be capable of 
complete determination. Putting 

T0 P g2m 
j'~- -M m"'=tan fJ and {1 -M m"'=tan 4>, 

the equations may be solved by first eliminating D,. E, and then 
F 11 C1• Using for brevity the expression tan +=tan fJ cos" f> and 
8 =tan fJ sin f> cos~. the eliminant equations obtained are 

F 1 sin (pl + 1/t)+C, 8 cos+ cos Pl= o 
. E cos l{t sin PX0 Fa 8 cos., cos pl-Ca Sln (Pl+,)+ p T;--=0 

Solving these two equations, we obtain · 

F = -E 8 cos'+ cos pl sin px0 
9 p T0 (sin"' (pl +.,) + ot cos' .p cos11 pl] 

G = -E cos., sin (Pl++) sin p~ 
ll p T0 [sini (pl + 4/') +8' cost., cos"'·pl] 

If the impressed force E cos mt is regarded as an arbitrarily deter
mined quantity, the interpretation of the preceding result is a 
simple matter, provided tan fl (which involves the damping factor 
g') is regarded as very small. The second term in the denomina
tors is then very small relatively to the first, and the maximum 
ofF, is obtained when the first term in the denominator is zero, 
i.e. when 

CPl+l{t) =J''II'Of 

Pl=v '11'-fJ, 

+ being then practically equal to fJ. C, is found to be zero when 
F, has its maximum value. 

When sin px0 is zero, it is found from equations (5) to (ro) 
that Fi• C1 , D'l., E1 and F1 are all equal to zero. The significance 
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of this is that when the point of application of the force coincides 
with a node of the string for the particular frequency of oscilla
tion, the whole of the string between the bridge and the point of 
application remains completely at rest. Only the portion of the 
string between the fixed end and the point of application has any 

~ovement, this being of very small amplitude, viz., P ~0 sin p:x 
cos mt. It is thus seen that a periodic force of given magnitude 
produces an eftect which is insignificant when it is applied at a 
node of the resulting oscillation, and which gradually increases as 
the point of application is removed further and further from the 
node. This result has many applications, as we shall see later on. 

Generally speaking, the angle 9 may also be taken to be very 
small, the quantity (f-M m1

) being either positive or negative 
and large compared with T0 p. We then find, as may have been 
expected, that the vibration set up by the perio~ic force is a 
maximum when its frequency is the same as that of the free 
vibrations of ~he string of length l with both ends rigidly fixed. 
But the case is otherwise when <r-M m') is small, that is, when 
the free periods of vibration of the string and the bridge, taken 
.separately, are nearly equal to one another. If the two periods 
are nearly equal to one another, the amplitude of the vibration 
of the string set up by the application of a periodic force of 
given _magnitude and of frequency equal to that of its free 
oscillations is considerably smaller than if the natural periods 
of the string and of the bridge differed appreciably. To elicit 
the same amplitude of vibration, therefore, a comparatively much 
larger force would have to be applied when the frequency of the 
vibration is the same as that of the free period of the bridge and 
associated parts. This is the explanation of the difficulty 
noticed in bowing a string steadily when its pitch is that of 
the maximum resonance of the instrument. In Section XII, we 
shall consider the special effects observable under these condi
tions when the pressure of the bow is insufficient to maintain a 
steady vibration, and also those produced by loading the bridge. 

In dealing with the motion of bowed strings, we have to 
consider the effect, not of a simple harmonic force, but of a 
system of ·forces whose frequencies form a harmonic series acting 
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over a finite region of the string which may, by courtesy, be ~yled 
the " bowed point. •' As the bridge over which the string passes,_ 
together with its associated masses, may have several free periods 
of vibration, it is obvious that the formulae connecting the 
various harmonic components of the periodic force brought into 
piay by the bow, with the respective components of the -result
ing motion, would not, in general,. be of a simple character~ 
Fortunately, however, as will be shown in the course of the paper, 
it is possible to build up a theory, which successfully predicts the 
phenomena observable under a very wide variety of conditions. 
The only assumptions that need be made for the present are (I), 
that the string is uniform and of negligible stiffness, and (2), that 
the yielding at the bridge is negligibly small in comparison With the 
motion of the string at the bowed point, or at any other point 
actually chosen for observation. These assumptions, which may 
be approximated to, in practice, as closely as desired, greatly 
simplify the treatment. The main result of the preceding treat
ment that is utilized, is that the effect of any of the harmonic 
components of the impressed force_ depends -upon the-· point 
at which it is applied, vanishing when it is applied at a. node, 
and increasing gradually as it is removed further and further 
from it. . 

The assumptions of the uniformity and .flexibility of the string 
are made to ensure the treatment being as far as possible rigorous. 
Except, however, in the case of very complicated types of vibration, 
these assumptions are not essential, provided the frequencies of the 
normal modes of vibration are not so far from forming a harmonic 
series as to prevent the bow eliciting all the members of the series 
which are of importance, as components of a strictly periodic 
forced oscillation. Owing to this restriction ·and the dispersion 
which the waves suffer in travelling on a non-uniform string, the 
treatment then requires modification, as wiil be referred to again, 
later on. 

SECTION III.-THE Modus Operandi OF THE Bow. 

The function of the bow as normally applied is both to elicit 
and to maintain the vibrations of the string. Th.e two processes 
are interdependent, but it is well to remember that they should 
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not be confused with each other, inasmuch as it may well 
happen that the character of the motion in its initial stages is not 
necessarily the same or even analogous to that maintained in the 
final steady state. For the present, however, we need not enter 
into these intricacies, but may simply assume that the motion is 
maintained in some perfectly periodic manner by the action of 
the bow, and proceed to find its character. It is obvious that on 
the assumptions set forth in the preceding section the period of 
the maintained oscillation is the same as that of the free vibra
tions of the string. 

In a well-known paper on •• Maintained Vibrations" (Phil. 
Mag., 1883) reproduced in his Theory of Sound, Vol. I, page 81, 
Lord Rayleigh has discussed the general theory of vibrations 
elicited by generators and has shown that the supply of energy 
to the system through the action of the generator in any given 
time, may sometimes actually exceed that lost by the system in 
the same time through dissipative forces. When this happens, 
the excited vibrations continue to increase indefinitely in ampli
tude, until some physical limit is reached beyond which the 
equations of motion originally assumed cease to apply. The 
motion of a bowed string is evidently a case of this kind, the 
physical limit beyond which the vibrations cannot increase being 
imposed by the finiteness of the velocity of the bow. It has 
been_suggested (with more or less definiteness) by the previous 
writers on the subject, that the bowed point on the string does 
attain or nearly attain the velocity of the bow in its movement 
in one direction. As will be seen presently, the question whether 
the forward velocity of the bowed point is absolutely the same as 
that of the bow is one of fundamental importance in the theory 
of the subject, and in ooe qf my own previous publications,1 

I have shown how this identity of velocities can be brought 
experimentally to a test. What I propose to do here is to discuss 
the dynamical principles underlying the case in some detail, and 
then to pursue the argument to its logical conclusions. 

The magnitude of the frictional force due to the bow at any 
instant must obviously depend upon the pressure with which it 

1 See Science Abstracts (Physics), Feb. 1915, page 87 (C. V. Raman). 
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is applied and upon the relative velocity at the point of contact. 
It is also clear that this relative velocity cannot ordinarily change 
sign during the motion, for, if it did, the entire frictional force 
would also change sign and the excess velocity of the bowed 
point would be immediately damped out. (An excellent illus
tration of this principle may be had by bowing a fork vigorously 
and then suddenly reducing the velocity of the bow. It will 
then be found that the amplitude of vibration of the fork also. 
falls with practically equal suddenness.) With an efficient gene
rator, e.g., a bow with rosined horse·hair acting on the string, the· 
frictional force exerted would be much greater when the relative
velocity is nearly but not quite zero, than when it is large. On 
the other hand, when the relative velocity is actually zero, the 
friction ceases to be a determinate function of the relative velo
city. From these premises, it is clear that, when the bow is 
applied with sufficient pressure and not too great a velocity, the 
maintaining forces brought into play would be far in excess of 
those required to maintain the vibration of the string (the mass 
and damping of the latter both being small), so long as the rela
tive velocity at the point of contact does not actually become 
zero during any part of the vibration. On the other hand, we know 
that a steady state of vibration is only possible when the energy 
gains and losses balance each other, i.e., when the harmonic com
ponents of the force exerted by the bow. are just sufficient to 
maintain the motion. The only possible inference that can be · 
drawn under the circumstances is that the bowed point does 
actually attain the velocity of the bow during part of its motion 
and ultimately throughout the fractional part or parts of the 
period of vibration during which it has a forward movement. 
During these stages, the bow merely carries forward the point of 
the string with which it is in contact, and it is important to 
notice (accordingly to the preceding argument) that the frictional 
force then acting on the bowed point would actually fall below 
the maximum statical value; by how much it would fall below 
this maximum, would depend on the circumstances of the case, 
viz., the magnitude of the friction during the other stages of the 
motion as determined by the relative velocity, and the magnitude 
of the forces required to sustain the motion. 

c 
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When the bowed point has the velocity of the bow in all the 
stages of forward movement, there is necessarily a discontinuous 
change of velocity 1 when it starts moving backward. The pre
ceding argument may be pressed a little further if we assume 
that the forces required to maintain the motion are very small 
compared with the variation of frictional force due to a finite 
change of relative velocity. (Such an assumption would, in 
general, be justifiable if the pressure of bowing were sufficient 
and the damping co-efficient were sufficiently small). It would 
then follow that the frictional force exerted by the bow is practi-: 
cally constant throughout the whole motion, and that during all 
the intervals in which the relative value is not zero, it has a 
finite constant value which is the same for all such intervals. 
The relative velocity changes from this value to zero and vice versa 
in a discontinuous manner. 

From a consideration of dynamical principles and of the 
relative order of magnitudes of the quantities involved, we thus 
arrive at the following_ two results: (a) during one or more in
tervals in each period of vibration, the bowed point has a forward 
movement which is executed with constant velocity exactly equal 
to that of the bow; (b) during the other interval or intervals, 
the bowed point moves backwards, also with constant velocity, 
this being the same for all such intervals (if there be more than 
one). -The preliminary treatment of the vibrational modes given 
in the succeeding sections is mainly founded on these two re
sults. It must be observed, however, that as the argument by 
which the second result was deduced, is rigorous only in the 
limiting case of a vanishingly small damping co-efficient, this 
particular result, viz .• the constancy of velocity in the backward 
movement, cannot be regarded as holding good with the same com
pleteness and generality as the first result, i.e. the constancy of 
velocity in the forward movement. We are thus led by the argu
ment to anticipate the existence of cases in which the velocity 
of the bowed point varies in a continuous manner, particularly 
in the stages in which the movement is in a direction opposite to 

I Equal to the velocity of the bow plus the initial speed of backward move
ment. 
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that of the bow. This is a feature which becomes of great im
portance in certain cases, specially in those of musical interest, 
and which therefore requires to be emphasised. For the present, 
however, it is advantageous to consider the constancy of the 
velocities of the bowed point as holding good rigorously, both in 
the forward and backward movements. This assumption serves 
admirably as the basis on which the kinematical theory of the 
various possible modes of vibration may be discussed. We shall 
accordingly proceed on this basis. 

We may call the two velocities possible at the bowed point, 
vB and v A respectively, vB being the velo~ity of the bow, and v A 

the velocity of the bowed point when it travels against the bow. 
The intervals of time T1, T8, T6 etc. in each period of vibration 
during which the velocity is v A and the intervals Tt, T4 , T 8 etc. 
in which it is vB are obviously connected.by the equations, 

T1+Tt+T8+T.+T,+T8++ = T (the complete period of 
vibration). 

• 

As already remarked, the argument shows that in the presence of 
dissipative forces, the constancy of velocity in the intervals of 
backward movement is not by any means so generally assured as 
the intervals of forward movement, and a steady state of motion 
in which the total of the time intervals of movement in the direc
tion opposite to that of the bow, exceeds that, of the intervals of 
movement with the bow, is altogether out of the question. The 
only cases, therefore, whose kinematics need be considered in 
detail are those in which v A is numerically not less than vB. 

SECTION IV.-SIMPLIFIED KINEMATICAL THEORY. 

From the general results indicating the nature of the motion 
at the bowed point obtained in the preceding section, we now 
proceed to build up a detailed kinematical theory of the motion 
of the bowed string. For this purpose the ordinary Fourier 
analysis is unsuitable, as it is neither convenient nor suggestive. 
I have therefore devised a simple graphical treatment which is based 
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upon the. use of the velocity·diagram of the string 'and appears ad· 
mirably adapted for the present investigation. 

·The general solution of the equation of wave propagation on 
an infinite string not subject to damping is, 

I 

• (II) 

.. It is well known that this solution for the case of an infinite 
string can be used to represent the configuration at any instant 
of a vibrating string of finite length, by arranging the form of 
the ! displacement waves in such manner that the motion is 
periodic and satisfies the terminal condition y=-o at the two ends 
of the string. · 

· Similarly, the -solution obtained by differentiating (I) with 
respect to time, viz.; 

dy I' I' dl=-a t (x-at)+a a (x+at) . .••. (12) 

can be applied to represent the velocity diagram of a finite string 
at any instant during· its vibration, if the periodicity of the 
motion and the terminal conditions of velocity are secured. It 
is obvious that solution (12) as it stands, represents the velocity 
waves that travel on an infinite string without change of form 
in the positive and negative directions respectively. In the case 
of a finite string of length l, the reflexions that take place at the 
two ends have to be taken into an account and we may write 

dy 
dt =6 (x -at)+' (x +at). . • . • • • (13) 

The functions 6 (x-at) and fJ (x+at) represent the positive 
and negative velocity waves which must be imagined as extending 
to infinity in both directions. Further they must each of them 
be periodic with wave length equal to twice the length of the 
string, and must be so related that at the two ends of the string 

~=o and x=l, the terminal condition d~ =O is always satisfied. 

This can be secured by arranging the form of the velocity waves 
in much the same way as the displacement waves would be ar· 
ranged to secure the terminal condition y=o, i.e. the form of the 
positive velocity wave from x=o up to x=l in its initial position 
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is an inverted and reflected image of the negative wave from· . 
x=l up to x=2l, and vice versa. , 

The cases in which the positive and negative, velocity wav~. 
are completely identical in their initial positions: present- features_ 
of special interest. . Half the initial velocity at each po~nt on the 
string is then due to the positive wave, and the other half to the'' 
negative wave, and there are no initial displacements, i.e.> the' 
string is everywhere in its position of statical equlibrium. A{t~r 
the expiry of half a period, i.e., when the positive and ,negative 
waves have each moved through a. distance equal to the length, 
of the string, the latter is again everywhere in its position ,of 
equilibrium. This is so because one half of each wave is merely. 
the inverted and reflected image of the other half J and the dis
placements resulting· from the initial velocities are annulled 
during the same half period. During the second half period the 
velocity at every point on ·the string goes back again to its -origin
al value through exactly the same stages ; in other ~ords; the 
'velocity is everywhere an even penodic function o~ the time 
which when plotted gives a figure with the symmetry charac-. 
teristic of such functions. It is thus seen that the positive and 
negative velocity waves are necessarily identical in any case 'i~ 
which the changes of velocity at points on_ the string .take place . 
in a symmetrical manner with respect to time. 

We now proceed to consider cases in which the velocity · 
changes that take place at some particular point on the string, say 
the point x=x6, can be assumed to have a specified form. Thep. 
the form of the velocity waves 8 (x-at) and ~ (x+at) must be such 
that by their movement and superposition,' the known ·change~ 
of velocity at the point x6 are reproduced. For examp_le, let u~ 
assume that the'string at the point x6 moves during the vibra~ 

. , ' , I. 

tion with a succession of constant velocities. the· velocity ,passing 
in a discontinuous manner from each value to the next. · Then 

h "t d'ly. 1 t t . : .. , at t e pom x6 , dti. 1s a ways zero, excep a certam mstants· in 

each period of vibration when it becomes ± infinity. 
Differentiating (13) with respect to time, we have 

d'l dJ=-a8'(x-at)+~~'(x+at) .. •.• _. (qf 
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Si~ce at the point x6 , ~J is generally zero, we must have 

6' (xb- at)=~' (xb + at). • . • • • • (15) 

If the' velocity-waves 6 (x-at) and~ (x+at) are represented 
graphically, equation (IS) may be given a geometrical significance ; 
if any two points are taken, one on the positive wave and the 
other on the negative wave, the distances of which from the 
point x6 • measured along the string are equal but in opposite 

directions, we should find the slopes of the waves at these two 
points to be equal. We have already seen that the positive and 
·negative waves must satisfy certain' other conditions, viz., that 
they are periodic with wave-length 2l, and that, initially the form 
of the positive wave from x == o up to x == l is the inverted and 
reflected image of the negative wave from x == l up to x = 2l and 
vice versa. It is a definite geometrical problem to find the con
figuration of the waves which would simultaneously satisfy these 
three conditions. By inspection, we get ~ following remarkably 
simple and significant solution: if the point x6 divides the string 
in an i"ational ratio, the only possible form of the velocity waves 
is that in which the slope is everywhere the same,~ other words, 
they are representable by a number of straight-lines which are all 
parallel to one another, a discontinuity intervening wherever one 
straight-line leaves off and the next begins. Velocity-waves 
having this form also satisfy the geometrical criteria when the 
point x6 divides the string in a rational ratio (i.e., in the ratio of 
two whole numbers), but in the latter case, this is not the only 
form of vel~city-waves geometrically possible. This result is not a 
matter for surprise, for the point x6 would then coincide with a 
node of one of the harmonics of the string, and the ordinary 
Fourier analysis of the kinematics of the vibration shows that the 
motion of the string as a whole is not fully determinate, even 
though the motion at one nodal point on the string is fully ascer
tained. 

It is noteworthy, however, that the result stated above was 
obtained solely from geometrical considerations without any 
reference to the methods of harmonic analysis. 
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The utility of the preceding discussion is obvious. For, we 
have seen in Section III that at the bowed point, generally speak
ing, the velocity alternates between two and only two constant 
values, once or oftene! in each period of vibration. The con-

dition ~;' = o is thus generally satisfied at the bowed p~int, except 

at the instants at which the velocity changes from one value to the 

other and vice versa. At these instan~, ~J becomes ~ i~finity. 
The preceding arguments are thus applicable, and it follows that 
when the bow is applied at some point dividing the string in a 
irrational ratio, the form of the velocity-waves is that of a 
number of straight-lines parallel to one another, with intervening 
discontinuities. It can now be seen that this is the case even when 
the bow is applied at a point dividing the string in any rational 
ratio, i.e., at some node on the string. For, the kinematical un
certainty in the latter case is due only to the harmonic com
ponents in the motion which have a node at the point of appli
cation of the bow, and we have established from dynamical 
principles that such harmonics are not excited by the bow and do 
not therefore exist in the motion under consideration. The quan
tities that determine the motion at the bowed point must there
fore also determine the motion at every other point on the string 
whose position is known. These quantities, in ·the case of the 
bowed point, are its initial velocity and the magnitudes and 
positions of the discontinuities in the velocity-waves. For, the 
slopes of the positive and negative velocity-waves passing over 
the bowed point in opposite directions being equal, the velocity 
at that point remains unaffected except when a discontinuity 
passes over it, the velocity then suddenly changing by a quantity 
equal to the magnitude of the discontinuity : the times at which 
these changes occur are determined by the initial positions of the 
discontinuities and vice versa. As stated above, these quantities 
must also completely determine the motion at all other points on 
the string, and this is only possible when, between the points of 
discontinuity, the velocity-waves consist of straight-lines that are 
all parallel to one another. • 

It is thus seen that the problem of finding the mode of 
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vibration of the string under the action ()f the bow reduces itself 
to one of finding the number, position and magnitudes of the 
discontinuities in the velocity-waves. From the mode of con
struction of the positive and the negative waves, it is obvious 
that the number of discontinuities in a wave-length of either of 
the two waves is the same, and is equal to the total number of 
discontinuities actually on the region of the string at any instant 
during the vibration. When a discontinuity travelling with the 
positive wave reaches the end of the string, it is reflected and 
retwns as a discontinuity in the negative wave · moving on , . 
towards·the other end, it reaches it and is again reflected and 
brought on to the positive wave. This process then repeats itself 
indefinitely. In Section Ill it was shown that the velocity at the 
bowed point is alternately v A and "B, changing discontinuously 
from one value to the other, and vice versa. The positions and 
magnitudes of the discontinuities in the velocity-waves must be 
such that by their passage over the bowed point, the specified 
changes of velocity at that point are produced. The simplest 
case possible is that in which the discontinuities pass in succession 
over the bowed point, belonging alternately to the positive and 
negative waves, i.e., pass alternately over the bowed point in 
opposite directions. It is obvious that the discontinuities must 
then be all of the same magnitude and sign, i.e., "A - "s. In 
other' words, the discontinuities are all equal in magnitude to one 
another and to the arithmetical sum of the two speeds possible at 
the bowed point, i.e., to the relative velocity _of the bowed point 
with respect to the bow during the backward movement. Other 
cases that may possibly arise are the following :-(a), two discon
tinuties of the same magnitude and sign may pass simultaneously 
over the bowed point in opposite directions. (b), two discontinui
ties differing in magnitude or sign or both may simultaneously pass 
over the bowed point in opposite directions. (c), two or more 
discontinuities may pass over the bowed point in succession in the 
same direction instead of alternately in opposite directions. The 
contingency in (c) does not however actually arise, as it is impos
sible to construct positive and negative waves which would give 
rise to it and which would at the same time satisfy the condition 
that the velocity at the bowed point should alternate between two 
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values only. Further, it is found that if the bow is applied at a 
point dividing the string in an irrational ratio, the contingency in 
(b) is also impossible, and the discontinuities in the velocity-waves 
are necessarily all equal to one another and to v A - vB. This 
result is of great importance in the theory of the subject. 

The reason why the discontinuities are all equal to 11 A - vB 

if the bowed point divides the string in an irrational ratio, is 
not very difficult to see. The result has already been demon
strated for cases in which the discontinuities pass in succession 
over the bowed point and never simultaneously. If two equal 
discontinuities pass over the point in opposite directions at the 
same instant, the velocity of the point is left unaffected. Further, 
if two discontinuities thus cross at the bowed point, they cannot 
again pass simultaneously over the bowed point when returning 
after one re:flexion at the ends of the string (the distance of the 
bowed point from the two ends being unequal). On the return 
journey, the discontinuities must therefore pass the bowed point 
either separately or else simultaneou~ty with certain other dis
continuities. In the former case their magnitudes are necessarily 
equal to v A - vB. In the latter case also, a precisely similar 
result holds good, except when all the discontinuities of a given 
set pass over the bowed point in twos and twos and never singly. 
From very simple geometrical considerations it can be shown that 
the discontinuities would so all pass in twos and twos only if they 
were situated at regular intervals equal to an aliquot part of the 
wave-length, and the bow were itself applied at a point of division 
of the string into an equal number of aliquot parts, i.e., at a 
point or node dividing the string in a rational ratio. 1 We thus 

1 The following simple model serves very effectively to picture the movement 
and successive refiexions of the discontinuities in the velocity-waves. Consider 
the motion of an endless cord which runs on two parallel axes between which it is 
stretched straight., A number of particles fixed to the cord at intervals may 
represent the discontinuities. If there are N particles fixed at equal intervals along 
the cord, the particles moving towards one axis would pass those moving the other 
way, at points dividing the distance between the axes into N equal parts. No 
particle would ever pass these points singly, i.e., by itself. A similar result would 
not be possible if the particles were fixed to the cord at unequal intervals or if 
any other point of observation were chosen. This model may be used for a lecture 
demonstration of the results given in Sections VII to X with reference to types 
of vibration in which there are two, three or any larger number of discontinuities. 

D 
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arrive at the following two general results regarding the form 
of the velocity-waves :-I. When the bow is applied at a point 
dividing the string in an irrational ratio, the velocity-waves con
sist of straight lines that are all parallel to ~;me other with inter
vening discontinuities all equal to v A - v B , and the number of 
such discontinuities per· wave length is the same in the positive 
and negative waves. 2. When the bow is applied at a point 
dividing the string in a rational ratio, the velocity-waves also 
consist of parallel straight lines with intervening' discontinuities, 
the number of which is the same per wave-length in t!le positive 
and negative waves; the magnitude of the discontinuities is n~t 
however the same as in {I). The argument shows that in this 
case, the non-appearance of the harmonics having a node at the 
bowed point results in a number of discontinuities being present 
at regular intervals equal to an aliquot part of the wave-length 
in the. positive and negative waves, viz., at intervals of 21/s when 
the bow is applied at one of the points of division of the string 
into s aliquot parts.1 The discontinuities pass in pairs {never 
singly) in opposite directions over the bowed point and also over 
the other points of rational division of the string. 

From the foregoing it is seen that in any case in which the 
bow is applied at a point of rational division of the string, the 
form of the velocity waves can be derived by a very simple 
geometrical c6nstruction from velocity-waves of • the irrational 
type, ·i.e., those in which the discontinuities are' all equal to. 
"A -vB; the construction is equ~v~eo.~ ~~ thr .. aboijtion \or .re-" 
moval of those harmonics which have a node at the bowed point 
and leaves th~ resulting .motion .at ·!he ~ow;~ .Po~~ a~4 )t the 
other points of rational division unaffeded. · Exampfes of. tpe 
method will be dealt withY later. Its usefulness is evident from 
the fact that all the possible types of vi~ratiori.may,thus be con-. 
sidered. as _special. cases of what,. JiY :he. terme4 the irrational 
types of vibration, the theory of which can be worked out 
geometrically with the g{eatest ease and simplicity and which .. we 
shall now procee4 to discuss. 

1. s is taken to be the smallest possible number of aliquot parts. 
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SECTION V.-CI.ASSIFICATION OP THE VIBRATIONAl. MODES • . 
From the results given in the preceding section it is 'obvious 

that the vibrational modes in the cases in which the bow is 
applied at a point of irrational division of the string can be very 
simply classified according to. the total number o{ discontinu~ties 
in the velocity waves. If there is one discontinuity J we m_ay cail, 
it the first type of vibration of a bowed string. If there' are two· 
discontinuities, it may be called the second type of vibration~ and 
so on. Generally speaking, each of these types ~f vibration in-
cludes the complete series of harmonics. · · 

We may now proceed to deduce a few results of general 
application, examples which will be met with in the deta:iled graphi
cal discussion of individual cases to be given later in the course of 
the paper. 

Since the positive and negative velocity waves are represent
able by parallel lines separated by equal intervening discontinui
ties, the points at which the x- axis is cut by the parallel lines 
(or would be cut by them if produced) must b"e equi-distant from 
one another. If there are n discontinuities per wave length, the .· 
intercepts on the x - axis are evidently 2lfn. I~ n =I, the 
intercepts are equal to 2l, i.e., to the wave-length, and it is obvious 
that in this case the positive and negative waves are necessarily 
of the same form (symmetrical abottt the x - axis) and are com
pletely coincident twice in each period of vibration. 

-I 

If the inclination of the lines to the x - axis is tan c and 
there are n discontinuities per wave-length each equal to ( v A - vB), 
we have • 

2Cl=n {VA.- VB). • ••••• (16) 

By summation of the ordinates of the positive and negative' 
waves, the velocities at all points on the string can b~ ascertained 
and represented graphically. The velocity graph thus obtained 
for the string must evidently consist of parallel straight lines in-· 

-I 

clined to the x- axis at an angle tan 2c, the maximum number 
of such straight lines being (n+r), (there being n discontinuities on 
the string, some of which might be instantaneously coincident in 
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position). Further, these (n+I) lines on the velocity diagram 
pass through fixed points on the x - axis situated at equal inter
vals. Since the two ends of the string have always zero velocity, 
these fixed points are in fact the (n+I) nodes of th nth harmonic, 
and we thus obtain the result that the lines of the velocity dia
gram pass, or would pass if produced through some or all of the 
(n+x) nodes of the n'11 harmonic, if the particular type of vibra
tion ~licited by the bow is that in which there are n equal dis
continuities. 

From the preceding result, we may very readily deduce an 
expression for the ratio v A fvB of the two velocities possible at 
the bowed point, which besides being of perfectly general applica
tion is also valid for all points on the string, the velocity at which 
alternates between two constant values only, once or oftener in 
each period of vibration. Assume first that the bow is applied 
at a point of irrational division of the string and the mode of 
vibration elicited is that in which there are n equal discontinuities. 

Consider the motion at a point on the string lying between the 111 

and (r+x>'" nodes of the n'" harmonic (counting from one end) 
and whose distance x from that end of the string is therefore 
greater than (r - I) l/n and less than rlfn. The velocity of this 
point on the string at any instant during the vibration is give_n by 
the ordinate of the velocity diagram. As we have just seen, 
this velocity-diagram consists of parallel lines drawn through the 

-I 

successive nodes of the n'" harmonic at an inclination of tan 2c 
to the x - axis, with intervening discontinuities. If the velocity 
at the particular point on the string alternates between two and 
only two constant values, it must be because the ordinate 
drawn through it intersects alternately the two lines of the 
velocity diagram passing through the two nodes of the n'" bar
monic on either side of it, as a result of the movement of 
the discontinuities. In other words, the two velocities at the 

point considered are 2c (x - r - 1 lfn) and 2c (x - r lfn). The 
ratio of these velocities is merely the ratio of the distances of the 
point from the two nodes, and if (for brevity) the symbol x,. is 
used to denote the shorter of the two distances, and 111 is used to 
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denote the total fraction of the period of vibration in which the 
point moves with the larger of the two velocities, we have 

nxn 
fll=- ........ , (I7) 

l 

The algebraic difference of the two velocities at the point ~s 

zclfn and this is equal to {vA- vB), vide equation•(r6). Since 
the result given in (r7) is true for all points on the string at which 
the velocity alternates between two constant values once or oftener 
in each period of vibration, it applies also at the bowed point, Xn 

denoting its distance from the nearest node of the nth harmonic. 
The result given in (I7) above is noteworthy. by reasqn of 

its simplicity and perfect generality as also by reason of the sim
plicity and perfect generality of the reasoning from geometrical 
considerations by which it was deduced. The result is equally 
applicable in cases in which the motion at the bowed point is of 
the simplest possible type (one ascent followed by a descent) as 
well as those in which the motion is one of the so-called complicated 
types, a succession of several ascents and descents within the· 
period of vibration. In deducing the result, it has been assumed that 
the vibration is elicited by applying the bow at· a point of irra
tional division of the string, so that the type of motion maintained 
is one in which the discontinuities present in th~ velocity waves 
are all equal to (vA - vB ). Even this restriction may be re-
moved, i.e., we may also include the cases in which the bow is 
applied at a point of rational division of the string, the only 
difference being that the result given in (r7} would then be appli
cable only at the bowed point and at some or all of the other 
nodes of the principal member of the missing series of harmonics, 
and not at any other point o~ the string. For, as already referred 
to in the preceding section, any type of vibration elicited by 
applying the bow at a nodal point on the string can be considered 
as one of the modes of vibration of the ' irrational ' type with the 
series of harmonics having a node at the bowed point dropped 
out. The process leaves the motion at the bowed point and at 
the other nodes of the principal member of the missing series of 
harmonics, unaffected. 
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\ 

When no:::: I, equation ( 17) reduces to the well-known relation 
discovered by Helmholtz, i.e., the ratio of the velocities of ascent 
and descetlt at the point considered is the same as the ratio 

. of its distances from the two ends of the string. Krigar-Menzel 
and Raps found in their experimental work '\hat Helmoholtz's rela
tion was satisfied when the bow was applied in the normal manner 
at any point very close to an end of the string or else very 

t1 fh dl 
.. lllll l 

exac y at one o t e no a potnts dtstant -, -, -, -, -6 or -from 
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the end. The value of • for other points of application of the 
bo.w was also measured by Krigar-Menzel and Raps, and they 
state as the result of these measurements that no general 
algebraic relation connecting the value of 111 at the bowed point 
with its position on the string could be found even when the 
motion at the bowed point was of the simplest possible type repre
sentable by a two-step zig-zag. Their deliberate conclusion on 
this question was that, except when the bow was applied close to 
the end of the string or at one of the nodes of some fairly impor
tant harmonic, the value of • was to be regarded as a purely 
empirical quantity depending on the experimental conditions. It 
is obvious that if the value of 111 is thus regarded as an arbitrary 
quantity determinable by experiment, no complete theoretical 
discussion of the kinematics of the string is possible, and in fact 
Krig~-Menzel and Raps did not attempt any such complete dis
cussion. While on the experimental side their paper was a notable 
contribution r-o the subject, the treatment given by them on the 
theoretical side was thus obviously defective and incomplete. The 
general kinemetical analysis set out in the present paper shows 
that the value of • in all cases (i.e. both for rational and irrational 
points of bowing) should satisfy the relation given in equation 
(17), n being given by the appropriate integral value, I, 2, 3, 4 
or 5, etc. The failure of Krigar-Menzel and Raps to discover this 
general algebraic relation, or rather this series of relations con
necting the value of 111 at the bowed point with its position on the 
string, must be attributed to their having adopted an almost exclu
sively empirical • method of treatment. If, instead of relying 
solely on the result of the measurements which were necessarily 
subject to experimental error in some degree, they had investi-
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gated in detail the kinematics of some of the simpler types 
of vibration other than those known through the work of Helm
holtz, e.g., that obtained by applying the bow at a point close to 
but not coincident with the centre of the string, the functional 
relation connecting the value of (I) at the bowed point ·with its 
position on the string conld have been looked for with a greater 
chance of success. That such a functional relation exists must 
indeed have been evident from the fact that the characteristic 
vibration-curves in such cases also are perfectly reproducible, time 
after time, with strings of any length, diameter or material. 

The failure to establish a proper scheme of classification Df 
the vibrational modes and to find the general form of the func
tional relation connecting (I) at the bowed point with its position 
anywhere on the string was also one of the fundamental defects in 
the paper by A. Stephenson cited in the Bibliography. In· thi~ 
paper (published in I9II) only the work of Helmholtz is referred 
to, and a perusal of it shows that Stephenson was unacquainted 
with the work of Krigar-Menzel and Raps published in 18gr, and 
that he was, indeed, unaware of many facts which anyone who has 
experimented with a bow and monochord could readily observe 
for himself. It is not a matter for surprise therefore that, though 
Stephenson's paper is noteworthy as an attempt to treat the 
motion of a bowed string as a case of maintained vibration, it 
takes us little beyond the work of Helmholtz. Stephenson also 
failed to realise that the Fourier analysis is obviously incapable of 
giving any useful indication of what would happen if the bow is 
applied at a point of irrational division of the string, ,i.e., at a 
point not exactly coinciding with any nodal point of importance, 
and it is precisely such indication that is required to explain the 
phenomena observed in experiment. 

We may now pass on to consider the kinematics of the irra
tional types of vibration more in detail. If there are n equal dis
continuities, the velocity-diagram of the string consists of not mor~ 
than (n+r) parallel lines passing through the (n+r) nodes of 
the nth harmonic. As the discontinuities move one way or the· 
other, the lines of the velocity-diagram incr~ase in length or 
else shorten and sometimes vanish altogether, and given the form 
of the velocity-diagram at any epoch of the vibration, it is quite 
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an easy matter to find· i~s form. at any subsequent epoch or to · 
. trace directly the 1iuccession of velocity-changes at any point o.n 
the string and thus to determine the form of the vibration curves. 
If the positive and negative velocity-waves· are of identical form, 
it is obviously convenient to co~mence wi.th the epoch at which 
they are completely coincident and the string everywhere passes 
through its position of statical equilibrium. At that. epoch, the 
discontinuities are everywhere- situate in pairs along. the string, 
the odd discontinuity, if any being at one end of tpe string, and 
the lines of the velocity-diagram pass through the alternate nodes 

of then'" harmonic. In the subsequent motion, the discontinui
ties situate along the string separate and move off in opposite 
directions, the odd mscontinuity; if any, situate at the end of the 
string· moving straight off towards the other end. After half , a 
peried, the positive and negative waves again coincide and the 
velocity-changes at every point on the string are gone through in 

·the reverse order, as already described in Section II of the paper. 
It should be remarked that the positive and negative waves are 
necessarily of the same form when the motion at any one point on 
the string is representable by a simple two step zig-zag, or by any 
other curve possessing· a similar type of symmetry. As normally 
applied, the bow excites the vibrations of the string from an 
initiai state in which the latter is everywhere in its position of 
equilibrium. The tendency is thus, in a large majority of cases, 
to set up vibrations having this characteristic type of symmetry. 

SECTION VI.-THE FIRST TYPE OF VIBRATION. 

·Of the possible types of vibration set up by the application 
of the~ bow at a point of irrational division, the first type with 
only one discontinuity on the velocity-diagram is the simplest and 
most important. In thiS case, as already remarked, the positive 
and negative velocity-waves are necessarily of the same form, and 
at the instant at which they are coincident, the velocity-diagram 
is a straight line passing through one end of the string (x=o), 
with'a discontinuity at the other end (x=l). As this discontinuity 
m~ves in along the string, the velocity-diagram consists of 

. parallel lines passing through its two ends, and the velocities at 
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Resonance-Curves of Belly of Violoncello. 
A Without any load on the bridge: Wolf-note frequency 176 

vibrations per second. 
B. With a load of 40-4 grammes fixed on top of bridge. 

Wolf-note frequency 137 vibrations per second. 
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360 .... 

G-String bowed. 

t of Wolf-note. 

100 per sec. 

Wolf-note. 

D-String bowed. 

184 per sec. 

233 .... 
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any point' before and after its. passage are respectively propor
tional to the distances from the two ends. When the disconti
nuity reaches the end x=lJ it is reflected and, the veloCity-diagram 
then passes back through the, same stages to its original form. ' 

' ~ 
..__ ____ _ 

Velocity-Diagrams. Vibration-curves and Displacement Diagrams. 
Fig. 1.-First Type of Vibration., 

Fig. I (first column) shows the successive velocity-diagrams at' 
intervals of one-twelfth of an oscillation. · . 

s 
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Fig.•I (second column with the heavy and thin lines taken 
separately) also shows the displacements of the string from its 
initial position at similar equal intervals throughout the complete 
period of vibration. These configuration-diagrams, as we may call 
them, evidently consist of two straight lines passing through the 
ends of the string and meeting at the point up to which the dis
continuity in the .velocity-diagram has travelled at any instant. 
(It should be remarked here that the displacements are always 
measured from the position of equilibrium of the string under 
the steady frictional force exerted by the bow, and not from the . . 
position of equilibrium attained when the bow is removed). The 
second column of Fig. I, with the heavy and thin lines taken 
together represents on the same scale of ordinates, the vibration 
curves for the complete period, of points situated on the string 
at successive equal intervals of one-sixth of its length, com
mencing from one end. When extended on either side for a 
number of complete periods, the vibration-curves are seen to 
consist of simple two-step zig-zags, the fraction "' of the com
plete 'period during which any point moves with the larger of the 
two velocities being given by the relation 

.-=xJl • . . . . • • . (18) 

where x1 is the distance of the point from the nearer of the two 
ends 1>f the string. 

The correspondence noticed above between the configuration 
of the string as a whole and the vibration-curves of individual 
points on it is not peculiar to the present case. but may be estab
lished with generality for any possible type of vibration of a 
stretched string in which the positive and negative velocity-waves 
are of the same form. A geometrical proof is very readily given 
by noticing that the displacement at any point is the time-integral 
of the velocity and is therefore representable by the area enclosed 
by two ordinates drawn at equal distances on either side of the 
point under consideration, to intersect the velocity-wave. The 
following is an analytical proof. . In such cases we have 

oo nwx . 2wnt 
y= ~ a,. sin -r sm -:y- . • (19) 
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If x is regarded as constant and t as a variable, equation (rg) 
represents the form of the vibration-curves. On the other hand, 
if t is regarded as constant and x as the variable, the equation 
gives us the configuration of the string. By taking only half the 
complete period into consideration, i.e., from t=o up to t=T/2 
or from t=T/2 up to t=T, we can get identical geometrical repre
sentations for the motion at individual points on the string, and 
for the configuration of the string as a whole, provided that the 
times for the latter and the positions for the former are so chosen 
that 2t/T=x/l. 

Two other important consequences of ~quation (rg) may also 
be noticed here. If two points are taken on the string, one on 
either side of the centre at equal distances from it, the form of 
their vibration-curves are the mirror-ima~s of one another with 
respect to the centre of the string. The second consequence is 
that the vibration-curve at a point very close to the end of the 
string from t=o to t=T/2 or from t=T/2 up to t=T is, in the 
limit, of the same form as the velocity-diagram of the string at 
time t=o or t=T/2 as the case may be. This may be regarded as 
a particular case of the correspondence. of form noticed in the 
preceding para. obtained by putting the chosen values of t and x 
very small. For, when t is very small but not actually zero, -the 
small displacement at any point is proportional to the initial 
velocity at the point. 

SECTION VII.-THE SECOND TYPS OF VmRATION. 

We now pass on to consider the case in which there are two 
discontinuities in the velocity-diagram. 

At some epoch or other of the vibration, the two discontin
uities must necessarily coincide, and 'Ye thus see that in the 
second type of vibration also, the positive and negative velocity
waves are necessarily of the same form. The particular point on 
the string at which the discontinuities cross, remains, however, at 
our disposal. If this point is the centre of the string, the dis
continuities would again cross at that point after half a period, 
and it is obvious that the string would vibrate in two segments, 
the frequency of vibration being twice that of the· fundamental, 
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and th~ vibration-curves would everywhere be simple two-step 
zig-zags. If, however, the discontinuities cross at a point distant 
lfz+b from one end, their second crossing after the expiry of a 

,_ 
... , _____ ~/ ' 
---~/ro=-------

Velocity-Diagrams. Vibration-curves and Displacement Diagrams. 

Fig. 2.-Second Type of Vibration. 

half-period would be at a point distant lfz - b from the same end, 
and the frequency of the vibration would be that of the funda
mental. Fig. 2, first column, shows the velocity-diagrams for this 
case. Initially, the velocity-diagram consists of two parallel 
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lines passing through the two ends of the string and separated 
by the two coincident discontinuities. When these move off in 
opposite directions, the third line that forms 01;1 the velocity
diagram and extends both ways, passes through the centre of the 
string. During the greater part of each half-period, therefore, the 
centre of the string remains at rest, 1 displaced from the position 
of equilibrium first to one side and then to the other, the move
ment from one position to the other being executed with great 
velocity (eqt1al to vA - vB ). The two stationary positions of the 
centre of the string should therefore appear very brilliantly visible 
on a dark ground. The vibration-curves of any desired points on 
the string can be very readily set down by inspection of the 
velocity-diagrams or otherwise. They are shown in the second 
column of Fig. 2. At the centre, the motion is of the type 
already described.' The nature of the movement at points inter
mediate between the limits x = lj2 ± b is not shown, but this the 
reader can find for himself from the velocity-diagram. At the 
points x = lj2 ± b, the vibration-curve is a simple two-step zig-zag, 
the ratio w of the time of movement with the larger velocity to 
the total period of vibration being given by the simple relation 

w""" 2bjl. • , • (2o) 

Outside the limits x = lj2 ± b the motion is representable by a four
step zig-zag, the velocity alternating twice betw_een two constant 
values, w being given by the relation · 

w = 2 xJl (2oa) 

I This phenomenon of which, it is believed, the simplest explanation is here 
given, and the analogous appearances at the respective nodes in the case of the 
third, fourth and higher types of vibration were observed and figured so long ago 
as 1800 by Dr. Thomas Young in the Philosophical Transactions for that year. 
Yo~g obtained them by applying the bow at points close to but not coincident 
with the points of aliquot division of the string. He appears to have fully under
stood the fact that the types of vibration thus set up were" totally different from 
those obtained by applying the bow at the points of aliquot division, and not 
merely modifications thereof. His explanation of the difference in terms of the 
impulses which he assumed the bow to send out and of their interference at the 
bowed point, was remarkably near the truth. 

I Three typical vibration-curves of the type here descpbed appear among the 
photographs published by Krigar-Menzel and Raps, but these authors failed to 
observe the essential kinematical relation given in (20) necessary to connect them 
together, 
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where x1 is the distance of the point of observation from the 
centre of the string or from the end, whichever is less: 

A motion of tlie type here described would, normally speak
ing, be excited if the bow were applied at one or other of the two 
points x==l/2±b. It is obvious, however, that it might also be 
excited, if the bow were applied outside these limits, the motion 
at the bowed point then being a four-step zig-zag. In either case. 
the maximum value of b is l/4, since this would make "'in (20) 
equal to i· · 

As already ,explained in Section V, the relation m= 2 ~Jl 
would hold good at the bowed point even if this divided the string 
in a rational ratio, as the dropping out of the harmonics having a 
node at the bowed point would leave the motion there unaffected. 
It is instructive to compare the values of • for various points on 
the string, for the first and second types of vibration. These are 
shown in Table I. The distance of the point from ~e end of the 
string is given as a fraction of the totallengt;h. For conv~ience, 
the ratio of two large numbers prime to one another may be used 
as practically equivalent to an irrational ratio. If the motion at 

TABLE I. 

Position of Bowed point lllQl.t~ll~ !5-Li-'~ '~l~'gl~ Ill'! s I· .. i Hjtil Sti 1 1u
1 

U" 1 !1ij~lfs7rf"i -
Value of • for the fi.rst type .lll!llt.t.'l.l i\+l~-1-sto:t:Jl~~~sl Jjfrl~ " i U OliSti 

Value of • for the second type · · ~J111!6~11s.t6 1
1i1-h1 s9 o\~lt\lkrl! Jtl-trll I I 

the bowed point is of the simplest possible type, a two-step zig
zag, it is seen from the third row of figures in Table I that one of 
the sides ·of the zig-zag becomes very steep if the bow is applied 
close to the centre of the string. It becomes less and less steep 
as the bow is removed farther and farther from the centre of the 
string, but it continues steeper than in the vibration-curve for 
the first type until the point l/3 is reached when 111 becomes identi
cal for the first aud second types of vibration; the significance of 
this is that in the second type of vibration the octave is the 



G-String Bowed. D-String Bowed. 

Simultaneous Vibration-Curves illustrating eHect of loading 
the violin bridge on its horizontal motion transverse to the 

strings, (observed at the G-String corner). 

PLATE V. 

Without load. 

With load of 17 
grammes fixed on 
top of bridge. 

Ditto ; fixed on left 
foot of bridge. 

Ditto; fixed on right 
foot of bridge. 
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dominant harmonic. and far more powerful than the f~damental 
when the point of application of the bow is close to the centre of 
the string, but the difference becomes less and less marked as the 
bow is removed farther from· the centre; when the bow is applied 
at a· distance l/3 from the end of the string, the octave and the 
fundamental are present in the same proportion in the second 
type of vib.ration as in the first, and~ in fact, the two types of 
vibration .then become identical owing to the dropping out of all 
harmonics having a'node at lf3· Similar relations are met with in 
the theory of tht! third and higher types of vibration, and a fuller 
d~scussion 'of this identity of vibration types in certain cases will 
be given when dealing 'in detail with the theory for rational· points 

t of bowing. • Between lj3 and l/4, the value of.., is ac~ually less for 
the second type than for the first, and the octave becomes feebler 
and feeblet; as the bow is ;emoved from the centreJ till at lf4, it' 
v~nishes aitogether, ~ being equal to f. • · 

' ' • • • ~ •. •• • .' • • I • 

SEcTION VIII.-THE THIRD. TYPE oF Vm:RATION. 
. .· 

' . . - : .. . . ' ' . . . 
When there are three equal discontinuities on the velocity-

diagram, the positive and negative· velocity-waves are u'ot. neces
sarily of the same form. ·. If at an epoch at which two of the 
discontinuities are coincident in position, 'the third is at one of 
the'ends of the string, then, obviously, the positive and negative 

. waves are ot the same form and actually coincident at 'that 'i~
stant; the vibration ·at every point on the string is then ff .th~' 
symmetrical type.. At the epoch referred to, the velocity-diagram 
would· consist ··of .. only two parallel lines, one of which passes 
through an end of the string, and the other through the point of 
trisection farthes{from'it. In the subsequent motion, the num
ber of lines in the velocity-diagram would,. in general, be four, 
and at certain instants, three 'or two. On the other hand, in the 
unsymmetrical cases, the number of lines is never less than three 
and is generally four. Apart from this, the form of the vibration
curve at any point on the string can be found in precisely the 
same way in the unsymmetrical cases as in the symmetrical ones, 
i.e., by considering the changes of velocity due to the movement 
of the discontinuities. · 
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As the symmetrical cases are much the more important, we 
shap. now consider them a little more fully. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate 
the mode of vibration, the initial coincident position of the two 
discontinuities lying outside the two points of trisection of the 

~~ •' --------------------
.,.~~~· 

,........~ 

~-~~~ 

~~ ..... 

· .. r.~~~ 
·~~v 
· ..... ~;./ 
- . 

,.._ ___ , 
'"' ___ _,/ ' 

-

Velocity-Diagrams. Vibration-curves and Displacement Diagrams. 

Fig. 3.-The Third Type of Vibration (Negative). 

string in Fig. 3 and between them in Fig. 4· If this position 
is at x = zlf3±2b, the two discontinuities again coincide after a 
half peJ;:iod at the point x=l/3+2b. It can be seen that at the 
points l/3+b and 2l/3-b in Fig. 3 and at the points l/3-b and 
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21/3 + b in Fig. 4, the vibration-curve .is a simple two-step zig-zag, 
these being also points at which disc<?ntinuities cross. At the 
points l/3- 2b and 2l/3+2b in Fig. 3, and at the points l/3+2b and 

... 

. ...._j''-J~ 

..J .............. .f''J' 

~~,:-...... 

...-J~"'-

-..........;···········r·· .... ,.J ...... 

Velocity-Diagrams. 

'- ' 
\ / 

/ ' 

Vibration-curves and Displacement Diagrams. 

Fig. 4.-The Third Type of Vibration (Positive). 

21/3- zb in Fig. 4, the vibration-curve is seen to be a four-step 
zig-zig. Except in the region on either side of the points of trisec
tion between the limits l/3 -2b<x<l/3+b and 2l/3-b < ~ <21/3 
+zb in Fig. 3 and the limits l/3- b <x <l/3+2b and 2l/3 -2b <s 

'I> 
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< 2l/3+b in Fig. 4, the velocity at any point on the string alter
nates between two constant values thrice in each vibration-period. 
The fraction • of the complete period during which the larger 
velocity subsists is given b-y the relation 

OJ= JX8/Z • • • • • • . • (21) 

where x8 is the distance of the point of observation from either 
point of trisection or from the end of the string whichever is the 
least. The types of vibration shown in Figs. 3 and 4 may be re
garded as set up by application of the bow at a point distant b 
from one of the points of trisection, and lying between them in 
respect of Fig. 3, and outside of them in Fig. 4· The motion at 
the bowed point is then of the 5implest possible type (represent
able by a two-step zig-zag}, the value of OJ there being given by 
the relation 

"'== Jbfl . • • . • • . . (2Ia) 

The maximum value of b is lf6 as.• is then equal to!· 
The values of • as given by equation 2I (a) for various values 

of b within the limit stated above, are shown in Table II. The 
distance of the bowed point from one end of the string is shown 
as a fraction of the total length l. 

TABLE II. 
-

Position of bowed point . . .. l~iltiJit kl,1 ~ ~~-~'~' 6 u a 11
1
14 "Qr;'jn 

Value of • for the third type .. J.l~~litlJ. t 11 9 7 5 1
9siljf1 114~-nl-b 

Position of bowed point .. .. ! ~j!ll-l.rlrt ill Jt11 J. 7 11 4 tltli 
Value of • for the third type · · ~tslnli1ollf t li11i ~ i I t It 

From Table II it will be seen that OJ is very small at the 
bowed point when this is situate close to the point of trisection. 
One side 'of the zig-zag vibration-curve at the bowed point is then 
much steeper than the other and, as can be seen from Figs. 3 and 
4, the third harmonic is dominant in the resulting motion, being 
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in fact far more powerful than even the fundamental. As the 
bow is removed from the node, (II becomes larger and the ampli-

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

I 
! d (i) 
c> 

Fig. 5.-(For explanation see below). 

tude of the third harmonic falls off rapidly, and vanishes com
pletely when the bow is applied at the points x = 4Z/g or 2l/g, the 
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value of 111 being then exactly t. A distance of l/g either way 
from any of the nodes of the third harn;wnic may thus in a sense 
be regarded as the range of application of the bow for the excita-

• tion of the third type of vibration. On comparing the values 
of 111 in Table II with those for the first and second types shown in 
Table I, it ~ill be noticed that at the point 2l/5 the second and 
third types both give the ratio l and that at the point l/4 the 
first and third types both give 111 = l· It is instructive to note 
the gradual changes in the form of the vibration-curves for the 
third type at the centre of the string and at l/5 as the point at 
which the bow is applied approaches l/4 and 2l/5 respectively. 

Fig. 5 (a), Vibration-curve of the gth type, bowed at 51/9-
l/I35 and observed at lfxs. 

Fig. 5 (b), (c), (d), (e), Vibration curves at the bowed point for 
the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th types respectively, when the bow is ap
plied close to the centre of the string. 

Fig. 5 U>, Velocity-diagram o( the 4th type: (g) and(h), Velo
city diagrams of the 5th type: (i), Velocity-diagram of 3rd type, 
b?w applied at sl/8. 

SECTION IX.-THE FOURTH A."'D HIGHER TYPES OF 

VIBRATION. 
' ~. 

_ The cases in which there .are four or more equal disconti
nuities moving on the velocity-diagram of the string are also 
capable of investigation with facility by the graphical method. 
Certain general laws are readily established of which we have 
already seen instances in the second and third types of vibration. 
Certain irnportant and very remarkable differences are also noted 
between the cases in which n (the number of discontinuities) is a 
prirne integer, e.g., 5, 7 or II, and the cases in which n is not prime, 
e.g., 4, 6, 8, 9 or Io. One result that holds good for all values of 
n is that the motion at every point on the string lying outside 
certain limits is representable by a vibration curve consisting of 

. 2n straight lines, alternate ones being parallel to one another. In 
other words, outside certain limits the velocity at every point on 
the string alternates between two constant values, n times in each 
complete period, the fractional part of the period w during which 



A-String Bowed. E-String Bowed. 

Simultaneous Vibration·Curves illustrating eHect of loading the Lridge on 
its horizontal motion transverse to the Strings, (observed at the 

G-string corner). 

PLATE VI. 

Without load. 

With load of 17 
grammes fixed on 
top o£ bridge. 

Ditto ; fixed on left 
loot of bridge. 

Ditto ; fixed on right 
loot of bridge. 
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nx 
the larger ~elocity subsists being given by the relation fl) = /' 
·already found (equation IJ). . 

The regions within which the velocity may have more than 
two values in each period, lie on either side of the (n-I) inter
mediate nodes of the nth harmonic and are bounded by points at 
which discontinuities moving in opposite directions cross one 
another.· The vibration curve of a point at which one such cross
ing takes place consists of (2n-2) straight lines in each complete 
period; if two crossings occur at one point in each period, its 
vibration curve consists of (2n-4) straight lines and so on. If 
(n-I) cross~gs take place at a point .. the vibration curve at that 
point is of the simplest possible form, i.e., a two-step zig-zag •. 

We now proceed to find the conditions. that must be satisfied 
if the motion at some specified point on the string is to be of the 
simplest possible type. 

Choosing as origin of time, the instant'at'which the positive 
and negative waves are completel1 coincident, it is easy to find 
the positions on the string at which the coincident discontinuities 
in the waves should lie, if the motion at some

1
specified point on the 

string is to be representable by a simple two-step zig-zag. Take 
first, the case in which n=4 and let ~e x- co-ordinate of the 
specified point be 3l/4- b. The velocity-diagram at time t=o 
consists of three parallel lines passing through the centre and the 
two ends of the string respectively. Let the ~a-ordinates at time 
t=o of the two pairs of coincident discontinuities be lf4+c and 
3l/4+d respectively, see Figure 5 (f). In this _diagram the posi
tions of the nodes and of the specified point are shovyn by arrow
heads. In the subsequent movement, the discontinuities would 
pass over the point referred to,' after times corresponding to the 
following distances of travel: (b+d), (lfz-c -b), (lfz-d+b), 
Cl+c b), (l-;c+b), (31/z+d-b), (3lfz+c.f.b) 'and (21-b-:-d). 
It is seen that by putting c=b and d=3b, the alternate distances 
(excluding the first and the last) become equal to one another. 
The condition for the vibration curve at the point 3l/4-b being 
a simple two-step zig-zag is thus that the initial positions of the 
coincident discontinuities should be (l/4+b) and (3l/4+3b). · We 
may then mark off the following scheme of points on the string ; 
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6-step 2-step 4-step 4-step 2-step 6-step 
zig-zags. 

The nature of the motion at the points marked off is indi
cated below t4em in the scheme. If the point at which the 
motion is of the simplest possible type is (3l/4+b), then we get 
instead the following scheme :-

o z .!.. 1!. z 
4 2 4 

(~-b).(~ +3b).(!-2b).(!+2b)·(~-3b).(~ +b) 
2-step 6-step 4-step 4-step 6-step 2-step 

zig-zags. 

It will be noticed that in both schemes, the region on either 
side of the central node is bounded by points at which the motion 
is representable by a four-step zig-zag. It is not possible, by 
assigning arbitrary values to c and d or in any other way, to secure 
that the region round the central node should be bounded by 
points at which the vibration-curve is a two-step zig-zag, so long 
as we are dealing with the fourth type of vibration. This result 
has a very important significance. If the fourth type of vibration 
is excited by applying the bow near either of the two nodes ll. or 
31/., the motion at the bowed point might be (and, in fact, gener-

-ally would be) of the simplest possible type, i.e., having a two
step zig-zag as the .vibration-curve. On the other hand, if the bow 
is applied near the centre of the string (which is also a node of the 
fourth harmonic), the fourth type of vibration, if elicited, would 
not give a motion of the simplest possible type at the bowed 
point. Nor, for that matter, would the sixth, eighth br tenth types, 
if elicited. • For the second type of vibration, a simple two-step 
zig-zag vibration-curve for the bowed· point is possible. But for 
the fourth type, if elicited by bowing near the centre of the 
string, the minimum number of lines in the vibration-curve at 
the bowed point for each complete period is four ; for the sixth 

· type, it is six:, for the eighth type, it is eight, and so on. 
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Figs. 5 (b), (c), (rl) and (e) illustrate the preceding remarks. 
They were drawn from the initial velocity-diagrams of the res
pective cases, which were disposed so as to give a vibration-curve 
of the minimum complexity admissible at the bowed point. 

Kinematical analysis by the method described above leads to 
analogous results in every case in which n is not a prime integer 
and the vibration is elicited by application of the bow near a 
point which is a node of the nth harmonic but is also a node of 
some harmonic of lower frequency. For instance, the sixth type 
of vibration, if elicited by bowing near a point of trisection, 
would not give a vibration-curve at the bowed point of a simpler 
type than a four-step zig-zag; the ninth type under similar 
circumstances would give a vibration-curve at the bowed point 
with not less than six lines per period ; the twelfth type would 
not give less than eight lines per period, and so on. Near the point 
of quadrisection of a string, the eighth type would give a vibration
curve at the bowed point with at least four lines per period and 
so on. As a final example we may mention the case in which the 
bow is applied very close to one end of the string. Only the first 
type (n= I) would then give a simple two-step zig-zag at the 
bowed point. For other values of n, i.e., 2, 3, etc., the vibra-: 
tion-curve at the bowed point would consist of 4, 6, or more 
lines as the case may be, in each complete period. 

When n is a prime number, e.g., 5, 7, or II,' the corresponding 
type of vibration may be elicited by applying the bow on either 
~cl~~cl~~rm~~M~cl~~~~~~ 

the string, with a simple two-step zig-zag as an admissible vibra
tion-wrve for the bowed point. The initial positions of the coinci
dent discontinuities in the velocity-diagram differ very consider
ably, however, according to the par~icular node selected, and the 
character of the vibration-curves elsewhere than at the bowed 
point is correspondingly different in the respective cases. On the 
other hand when n is not a prime, a two-step zig-~ag would be 
possible as the vibration-curve at the bowed point, only if this is 
at the boundary of the region on either side of a node of the 
nth harmonic which is not also a node of some harmonic of lower 
frequency; e.g., l/6 or 5l/6 for the sixth type, l/8, 3lj8, 5lf8~ or 
71/8 for the eighth type and l/g, 2l/g, 4l/9, 5l/g, 7l/g, or Bl/9 for the 
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ninth type. ·Near the other nodes, the motion at the bowed point 
for these types is necessarily of a less simple type, as we have 
already seen .. 

We shall now consider one after another the fifth and higher 
types of vibration confining our attention to those cases in 
which the motion at the bowed point has the simplest character 
possible under the circumstances, that is, a two, or four, or a 
six-step zig-zag, etc., as the case may be. It is obvious, from 
considerations of symmetry, that it is sufficient to copsider the 
cases in which the bow is applied .at some point between the 
centre and one end of the string, that is between x=l/z and x=1. 
For any given value of n, as we have seen, the velocity-diagram con-
sists of parallel lines passing through the nodes of the n'" harmonic, 
and it follows that at these nodes the state is alternately one of 
rest and of motion in one direction or the other. These positions 
of rest at intervals during the vibration at the respective nodes 
are readily visible to the eye on inspecting the string, appearing 
the brighter, the longer the intervals of rest. If two such posi
tions coincide, the line of rest seen is twice as bright, and so on. 
For instance, in the fourth type of vibration already discussed, 
three lines of rest are visible at the centre of the string, and four 
lines at the points x == 1/4 and % = 31/4. 

The Fifth Type of Vibration. 

This may be elicited by 'WPlying the bow at the points 

(!+b )• {~-b). {~+b) or {~-b) 
the motion at the bowed point being in each case a simple two
step zig-zag. In the first case the initial positions of the disconti
nuities in the velocity-diagram are . 

2l . (¥ ) o, { S-2b) and S-4b 

By writing b for-b in the above, the initial position of the 
discontinuities in the second case is found at once. The initial 
velocity-diagram for this case is shown in Fig. 5 (g). In the third 
case the initial positions of the discontinuities are 
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( ~ + 2b), ( ~ - 4b) a:d l. 

The solution for the fourth case is obtained by writing - b for b 
in the preceding. The initial velocity-diagram for the fourth case 
is shown in Fig. 5 (h). 

On working out the form of the vibration-curves from the 
velocity-diagrams, it is found that in all these cases, five lines of 
rest should be visible at each of the four nodes l/5, 2l/5, Jl/5 and 
4/s. Except in the limited regions lying on either side of each of 
these nodes, the vibration-curve ·at any point on the string is a 
ten-step zig-zag in which the alternate lines are all parallel to one 
other. The boundaries of tile regions about the nodes and the 
character of the motion at the limiting points are indicated in the 
following table :-

TABLE III. 

(Fifth Type of Vibration). 

(1/6-b): 2-step. (l/•-4b): 8-step. (l/6-Jb): &step. (lJ&-2b): 4-step. 

(l/&+4b): 8-step. (l/6+b): 2-step. (l/6 + 2b) : 4-step. (l/&+Jb): &step. 

(2l/&-2b): 4-step. (21/&-Jb): &step. (zl/6-:....b); 2-step. (zlj6-4b): 8-step. 

(21/&+Jb): 6-step. (2//6 + zb): 4-step. (zl/&+4b): 8-step. (zlj6 +b): 2-step. 

(3l{6-3b): 6-step. (Jl/&-2b): 4-step. (Jl/&-4b): 8-step. (31/&-b): 2-step. 

(31/&+zb): 4-step. ( Jl/6 + 3b) : 6-step. (Jl/&+b): 2-step. (Jl/&+4b): 8-step. 

(41/&-4b): 8-step. (41/&-b): 2-step .. (4//&-zb): 4-step. (41/&-Jb): 6-step. 

(41/s +b): 2-step. (4l/&+4b): 8-step. (41/&+Jb): 6-step. (4//&+zb): 4-step. 

zig-zags. 

It will be seen that the distance between the two points on 
either side of each node as shown in the Table. is in all cases 
equal to 5b. 
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The Sixth Type of Vibration. 

By applying the bow at either of the two points ~ ± b the 

type of vibration with six: equal discontinuities on the velocity
diagram may be elicited with a two-step zig-zag as the vibration
curve at the bowed point. 

It is obvious that for this to be possible, the discontinuities 
should cross at the bowed point five times in each period of 
vibration, and the initial positions of the discontinuities are thus 

found to be ~ +b,.1F+3b and~ +sb, the upper minus signs being 

taken for the first case and the plus signs for the second. The 
following are the-eight points on the string at which crossings of 
discontinuities take place during the vibration and the character 
of the vibration-curve determined by the number of such crossings 
is indicated below the respective points :-

First Case. 

( ~ - b)· ( ! + sb). c~ -2b ). (~ + 4b). (~ - 3b) 
2-step IO·step 4-step 8-step 6-step 

{~ +3b). (~- 4b). ( ~ + 2b). ( ~ - sb) and ( ~ + b) 
6-step 8-step 4-step 10-step 2-step 

zig-zags. 

Second Case. 

(! - sb). (! +b), (~- 4b). (~ + 2b). (~- 3b) 
IO·step 2-step 8-step 4-step 6-step 

(~ + 3b): (~- 2b). (~ + 4b). (~-b) and (~ + sb) 

6-step 4-step 8-step 2-step 10-step 
zig-zags. 

It will be noticed that the regions on either side of the nodes 
are all of the same length 6b. (With the fifth type of vibration, 
this length was found to be sb, with the fourth type 4b, with the 
third 3b, and with the second type 2b, the motion at the bowed 



Modified two-step zig-zag vibration-curves at the bowed point, 
showing the practical constancy of the velocity of ascent with the 
bow, and the variability of the velocity of descent against the bow. 

PLATE VII. 

Bowed and 
observed at 
L/3'26 

}

Low pressure. 

Higher pressure. 

L/3'52 

)

Low pressure. 

Higher pressure. 

U4'23 

with 

successive 

increments 

of pressure. 

Low pressw"e. 

Ditto. 

High Pressure. 
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point being in ~ach case a simple two-step zig-zag. The generali
zation of the result is obvious). 

From the vibration-curves, it is found that six lines of rest 
should be visible at each of the nodes lf6 and sl/6, in the case dis
cussed above, five lines of rest at each of the nodes 2lj6 and 41/6,
and f~ur lines of rest at the central node 3lj6. 

Passing on to t~e cases in which the bow is applied in 

the neighbourhood of the node~, it is found that the_maximum 

number of crossings in each period possible at the bowed 'point is 
four. (If we attempt to find the position of the discontinuities on 
the assumption that there are five crossings, the resulting equa
tions are inconsistent with each other). A four-step zig-zag thus 
represents the least complicated motion possible at the bowed 
point in this case. We have then three pairs of coincident dis,
continuities in the initial velocity-diagram of the string, and as 
there are two crossings of discontinuities at the bowed point in 
each half period, we get two simple algebraic equations connecting. 
the position of the bowed point with the initial positions of the 
discontinuities. Thus if the position of the 1bowed point is at 

~ + b, and the initial positions of the three pairs of discontinuities 
l 3l 5l - • , , 

are 6+c,6,+d, and 6+e, we obtam the two equations (e-b) 

= (b- d), and (e+ b)== (c..:_ b). It is obviously not possible from 
these two equations alone to determine~ the three quantities c, d 
and e, uniquely in terms of the known quantity b. While c,d 'and 
e are thus in a sense arbitrary quantities, in practice owing to 
the :flexibility of the dynamical conditions under which the 
motion is maintained (this will be ref_erred to again later on), the 
vibratio~ would tend to settle down into a type in which b, c, d. 
and e are all integral multiples of one and the same quantity, 
these multiples being as small as is consistent with the. kine
matical conditions referred to above and the dynamical conditions 
of maintenance in the presence of dissipative forces. For in
stance, by putting c=sb, d==-b, and e==3b, we get a solution 
which satisfies the two kinematical equations and gives a charaC
teristic type of vibration. 
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The case in which the sixth type is elicited by applying the 
bow in the neighbourhood of the node 31/6, i.e., near the centre 
of the string, may be similarly dealt with. In this case, the 
maximum number of crossings of discontinuities at the bowed 
point in each period is three and the simplest type of motion at 
the bowed point is a six-step zig-zag. The initial position of one 
pair of discontinuities then necessarily coincides with the bowed 
point. To find the initial positions of the other two pairs, we 
have only one equation which is given by the crossing that takes 
place within each half-period. The case has therefore to be dealt 
with in a manner analogous to that described in the preceding. 

Thus if the posi!ion of the bowed point is at ~ + b, the discon-

tinuities may initially be taken to be at the positions ( ~ -3b )· 

. ( ~ + b ) and ( ~ + 5b )-

The Seventh Type of Vibration. 

For this type, we have t~ consider the bowed point as being 

at one or other of the six positions { ~ ±b). ( s; ±b). and 

( ~ ± b }- Each of these cases gives a mode of vibration charac

ter!stically different from the others, though at the bowed point 

. the vibration-curve is the same in all the cases, a two-step 

zig-zag. When the bow is applied at!!!+ b~ the discontinuities 
7 

are initially at the positions o, ( ;l- 2b), ( ~ -4b) and 

{ ~ -6b)· In the resulting vibration, if b be small, the seventh 

harmonic is very strong. By writing -b for b in these quantities, 

we get the solution for the second case in which the bow is applied 

at ( ~- b} Both the sixth and the seventh harmonics are then 

powedul in the mode of vibration set up. If the position of the 

bowed point is shifted to the point ( s; + b ) the initial positions 
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of the discontinuities are found "to be { ~ - 4b )• ( ; '+ 2b ). 

(; -6b) and l respectively. In the resulting vibration the 

fourth and seventh harmonics are dominant. By_ writing -b for 

b as before, the so~ution for the bowed poin~· ( s; -b) is obtained. 

The third and seventh harmonics are then dominant. When the 

bow is applied at the point ( ~ + b ). the initial positions of th~ 
discontinuities are o, { ~ + 4b} { ~ - 6b) and { .Y - 2b }· 

It can be shown that the second, :fifth and seventh harmonics are 

then dominant. The solution for the case in which the bow is 

applied at { ~ - b ) may be obtained as above by changing the 

sign. The second and seventh harmonics are found to be domi

nant in the resulting vibration. 

The eighth, ninth and higher types may be readily discussed 
in accordance with the general principles already outlined. The 
form of the vibration-curve for the ninth type of vibration eli-

cited by bowing at the point (2~ - -1
-) and calculated for the 

9 135 

point of observation distant -
1
- from one end of the string is IS , 

shown in Fig. 5 (a) above. It will be seen from the general form 
of the vibration-curve that the second and ninth harmonics are 
dominant in the resulting motion. 

SECTION X.-CoNSTRUCTION OF THE VELOCITY-DIAGRAM 

WHEN THE BOW IS APPI,IED AT A NODE. 

The discussion of the vibrational modes given in Sections 
VI to IX proceeded on the assumption that the bow is applied at 
a point of irrational division of the string and that the pressure 
of bowing is sufficiently large in relation to its velocity to ensure 
that the motion at the bowed point alternates between two and 
only two rigorously constant velocities, once or oftener in each 
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period of vibration. When these conditions are satisfied, the 
resulting mode of vibration should in general include the complete 
series of harmonics. We shall now pass on to consider the cases 
in which owing to the position of the bow coinciding exactly with 
a point of rational division of the string, the series of harmonics 
having a node at that point is completely absent in the resulting 
vibration. The absence of these harmonics is evidently necessary 
if the mode of vibration of the string is to be fully determinate in 
terms of the motion at the bowed point, and in Section IV it has 
been shown to follow from this and the known characteristics of 
the motion at the bowed point that the form of the velocity 
waves must then be that of a number of straight lines parallel to 
one another with intervening discontinuities. The velocity
diagram of the string at any epoch of the vibration must therefore 
also consist of parallel straight lines with intervening disconti
nuities. It will now be shown that these straight lines are all 
parallel to the s-axis, i.e., to the position of equilibrium of the 
string. 

Let the velocity-diagram of the string at a certain epoch in 
the corresponding irrational type of vibration consist of parallel 
straight lines inclined to the s-axis at an angle a., with disconti
nuities of magnitude du d., d81 etc., intervening at the points 
s == c11 c1 , c., etc., respectively. This velocity-diagram may be 
re~dily analyzed into its Fourier components. Let the velocity 
at any point on the string at the epoch referred to, be represented 
by+ (x). Then, 

n=co tJ'IJ'X 
+ (x)= :! A,. sin -

1
-, 

n=I 

where the value of A,. is determined by the equation 

I 
2 r . tJ'IJ'X 

A,. = T Jo +(x) sm -1- dx. 

+ (x) is equal to x tan a. between the limits x = o and x = c1• 

From x == c1 up to x === c1 , it is equal to (x tan a.- d1) and then 
changes to (x tan a- d1 - d1) retaining this value up to x == c8 , 

and so on. Integrating by parts, we have 
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2 [ nwx ]' 2 r' nwx A 11 = -n; + (x) cos -l- · 
0 

+ nwJ
0

tan a cos - 1- dx 

Since tan a is a constant, the second term reduces to zero and 
the equation may be written in the form 

A 2 [d nwe1 nwe2 ] n = -- 1 cos -
1 

+d8 cos--+ etc. 
nw · l 

When n= I, we have 

A 2 [d we1 we1 ] 
1 =--; 1 cosT +d2 cos-1- +etc. 

When n=s, As may be written in the form 

A 2[d1 we1 d2 we9 J s =-- -cos-+-cos- +etc • .,. s lfs s lfs 

n=~ . 
The summation of the series ~ An sin ~ of which A 1 sin ~ 

l l 

is the leading term gives us the original velocity-diagram + (x) 
which consists of parallel straight Jines inclined to the x- axis 
at an angle a and has a discontinuity d1 at the point x == Cu a 
discontinuity d, at the point x=c,., and so on. From this, it 

n=~ 

follows that the series ~ Ans sin nl/wx of which ·A sin swlx is 
n=:r s s 

the leading term would similarly give us when summed, a dia
gram also consisting of straight lines inclined to the x- axis at 
the same angle a, the magnitudes of the discontinuities in it being 

d,, dg, da, etc., and the series being periodic for successive incre-
s s s . 

ments of x by the length 2l/s instead of 2l as with the original 
series. Subtracting the ordinates of the diagram thus derived 
from those of the original diagram +(x), the resulting figure in 
which the s'", 2s1", 3s'" harmonics, etc., are all absent, is seen to 
consist of straight lines parallel to the x-axis with intervening 
discontinuities. We have already seen that with the irrational 
types of vibration, d10 du du etc., are all numerically equal to 
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(v...t.:..... "B), some belonging to the positive wave and some to the 
negative. In the particular cases in which the positions cl' c~, c8 , 

etc:, of the discontinuities are such that the motion at the' bowed 
point is a simple two-step zig-zag, the summation of the series of 
harmonics to be left out gives, when graphically represented, a 
diagram of the simplest possible form, that is, one straight line 
terminated by one discontinuity in each length of abscissa zlfs, the 
st" harmonic being the first of the series. This is very readily 
proved. Taking the first type of vibration in which there is only 

. one discontinuity in the velocity-diagram (Fig. I in Section. VI), 
· we see ·that ·at the epoch chosen as the origin of time, c1 = l. 
From the expression for A, given above, it follows that the series 
n=oo -

.,.. .. • H'lr% h di • • VA-VB h · ""' .n.ns s1n - 11 as a scontmUity equal to at t e 
n=I 5 s 

• Z Th t d' . . 1 b (s-2)l same pomt c1-= . e nex tsconbnutty wou d eat x =--. 
s 

the line of the diagram passing through the intervening node 
(s- t)l . . . 

at ~== ---. For the second, thtrd, fourth types of vtbrabon, 
6 

etc., discussed in Sections VII, VIII and IX, a precisely similar 
construction holds good when the motion at the bowed point is a 
simple two-step zig-zag. For, the positions of the discontinuties 
c1, c1, c1 , etc., in the initial velocity-diagram are such that if the bow 

' is applied at a node of a given harmonic, the discontinuities are 
also situated at certain other nodes of the same harmonic. A suffi
cient illustration of this fact and of the method of construction 

·is given in Fig. 5 (i). This shows the initial velocity-diagram for 

th~ .third type of vibration elicited by bowing at the node r . 
The thin inclined lines show the velocity-diagram with the com
plete series of harmonics, the thick horizontal lines show the 
velocity-diagram obtained by dropping out the 8th, t6th harmonics, 
etc., and the dotted vertical lines show the intervening dis
continuities. From the subsequent movement of the discontinui
ties in the diagram thus drawn, the vibration-curve at any desired 
point on the string is readily obtained. 

The types of vibration set up by bowing the string at the 



Modified two-step zig-zag vibration-curves at the bowed point, 
showing the practical constancy of the velocity of ascent with the 

bow, and the variability of the velocity of descent against the bow. 
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. . l 2l 3l ¥ f . ' "al . · Th . • nodal potnts -, -; -, -, etc. 1 are o spec1 mterest. e tm-. 
2 3 4 5 . 

tial velocity-diagram in t~ese case~ is readily derived from the 
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Velocity-Diagrams: Vibration-curves and Displacement-Diagrams. 

Fig. 6.-The string bowed at the centre. 

. . . 
first irrational type of vibration by the method of construction 
described above. We shall now consider these cases a little .niore 
fully. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the first "case. The initi!l velocity-diagram 
E 
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is a straight line parallel to the string with a discontinuity at each 
end. These discontinuities move in towards the centre of the 
string, and when they meet at the expiry of 11 quarter-period, the 

I 
I 
I • 
~ 

. 
---; . 

:-.---...! 

I r--
• ~ . ' ~ 

-I 
I 

I 

Velocity-Diagrams. Vibration-curves and Displacement-Diagrams. 

Fig. 7.-The string bowed at a point of trisection. 

velocity at every point on the string, except the centre itself, is 
zero. At this epoch, the form of the string consists of two 
straight lines meeting at the centle, being the same as at the 
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corresponding epoch in Fig. I. Incidentally, it will be noticed 
that the mode of vibration of a string bowed at the centre is the 
same as that obtained when it is plucked at the centre.1 I 

Fig. 7 illustrates the case of a string bowed at a point of 
trisection. At the two points of trisection, the vibration-curve is 
a simple two-step zig-zag, l;lnd at two corresponding epochs, the 
configuration of the string consists of two straight lines meeting 
at the point of trisection. · The nature of the motion as observed 
at the centre of the string is of special interest in this case. Com
mencing from the position of extreme displacement in one dire~ 
tion, the complete period of vibration is seen to be made up of 
six phases of equal duration, in the first and third of which the 
velocity of the centre of the string is the same as that of the bow 
applied at the point of trisection. In the fourth and sixth phases 
the velocity is also the same numerically but in the opposite 
direction. In the second and fifth phases, the velocity is numeri
cally double that of the bow, having the same sign in the second 
phase, and the opposite sign in the fifth phase. Only the first, 
fifth, seventh, eleventh harmonics, etc., contribute towards making 
up the motion at the centre of the string in this case. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the case in which the bow is applied at a 
point exactly a quarter of the length of the string from one end, 
the initial velocity-diagram of the string being obtained by the 
geometrical construction from the first type of vibration. The 
cases in which the bow is applied at a point one-fifth or one-sixth 
or one-seventh, etc., of the length from one end may be similarly 
dealt with. 

Passing on to consider the modifications of the second, third 
and higher irrational types of vibration caused by the-coincidence 
of the bow with a point of rational division of the string, we :find 
no difficulty in constructing the initial velocity-diagram of the 

I It is also readily seen that the velocity-diagram of a string plucked at any 
other point and released should consist of a straight line parallel to the x-axis 
and ,bounded by two discontinuities which ·are initially coincident at the point of 
plucking and start off with the velocity of wave propagation in opposite directions. 
The form of the vibration-curves in this and other analogous cases is much more. 
readily found by the aid of the velocity-diagram than by tracing the configuration 
of the string. · 
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string in any specified case, and as we have already seen, the 
construction becomes further simplified when the motion at the 
bowed point is representable by a two-step zig-zag. Certain in-

I • 

:---- ,. .-

- ! 

r......r-

-I : 

Velocity-Diagrams. 

----~--..J/'-------.... 

Vibration-curves and Displacement-Diagrams. 

Fig. B.-String bowed at point of quadrlsection. 

teresting relations then become evident. The velocity-diagrams 
derived from the first and second types of vibration are found to 
be identical when the bow is applied at a point of trisection (cf. 
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Section VII in which it was shown that these two types then 
become completely identical). Similarly, the first and third types 
become identical when the bow is applied at a distanee lj4 from 
one end, the first and the fourth when it is applied at l/5 from one 
end and so on. Further, the second and third types give the 
same results when the bow is applied at a distance 2l/5 from the 

end, the ratio 111 being ~ in both cases. The third and fourth 
5 

t b h . th . I h 'h b • lid 2l ypes ot gtve e ratlo Ill=- w en t e ow 1S app e at-, 
7 7 

and so on. These relations may be stated and proved in the 
following general form. 

When the motion at the bowed point is given by a simple two
step zig-zag, the pth and qth types of vibration give identical vibra
tion-curves, provided the bowed point coincides with an intervening 
node of the <P+q)th harmonic. 

The proof of the relation· stated above follows very simply 
from the general relation given in equation ( 17). Let x0 define the
position of the bowed point and let the nearest nodes of the pth 
and qth harmonics be the (r+r)th and the (s+r)th respectively, 
counting from one end. For the pth type, the ratio Ill= (x0-rlfp) 

+ Pl. For the qth type, the ratio Ill= (slfq-x0)+ !., it being as-
q • 

ri d . . 
sumed that p < x0 < -q· The pth and qth types gtve the same 

vibration-curves when the value of 111 is the same for both at the 
bowed point. Equating 111 for the two cases, we. deduce x0 = 
(r+s) lf <P+q), in other words that the bowed point coincides with 
the (r+s+r)th node of the <P+q)th harmonic. Similarly, if x0 

lies outside the limit srlfs and slfq, the pth and qth types become 
identical when the bow coinCides with the (r-s+r)th node of the 
(p- q)th harmonic. 

As an illustration of the results, we may consider the case 

in which the bow is applied at the point :! · The fourth and 
I 

seventh types of vibration both give the ratio 111 == 1r and are thus 

identical in this case, but the third type gives the ratio 111 =-=-, 
II 
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the first type gives the ratio w = 1.. and the second type gives the 
" , II 

1 ' • f 11 • . .. 5 argest rabo o a , vtz., w = -. 
· · II 

SECTION XL-SOME EXAMPLES OF THE THEORETICAL DETER· 

MINATION OF THE VIBRATION-CuRVES. 

We shall now proceed to figure a number of vibration-curves 
whose forms can be calculated by the aid of the theoretical prin
ciples set out in the preceding sections. To trace the vibration
curve at any given point on the string, we require data regarding 
the position of the bowed point and also as to the particular type 
of vibration (according to the method of classifica~on explained 
in Section V) which may be assumed to be actually elicited. In 
the next section we shall consider at some length the general rela
tion connecting the position of the bowed point and the pressure, 
velocity and other features of the bowing adopted, with the mode 
of vibration elicited. Meanwhile, as a working rule, it will be as-

, sumed that if the bow is applied at a point not far from a node of 
the ntll harmonic, n being one of the first seven or eight natural 
numbers, the ntll type of vibration is elicited. It will be further 
assumed that the motion at the bowed point is a simple tw<rstep 
zig-zag except in cases in which, as shown in Section IX, it is 
necessarily ·of a more complicated type. These assumptions are 
jtistifi.able, provided the pressure of bowing is sufficient and other 
circumstances are favourable. 

The detailed method of tracing the vibration-curves is as fol
lows : the initial velocity-diagram of the string is first set down 
according to the principles already explained. The ordinate at 
the point whose vibration-curves is to be drawn, gives its initial 
velocity. The positions and magnitudes of the discontinuities 
and the direction of their motion, positive or negative, being 
known, the successive changes of velocity at the point of observa
tion and the intervals of time at which they take place are obvi
ous to inspection. The successive intervals and the resulting dis
placements may then be pricked off on a time-displacement dia
gram and when joined up, give us the desired vibration-curve. 

In Figs. I to 8 we have already had a number of illustrations 



Modified four-, six-, and eight-step zig-zag vibration-curves at the 
bowed point, showing the practical constancy of the velocity of 

ascent with the bow, and the variability of the velocity of 
descent against the bow. 
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Fig. 9.-Examples of Vibration-Curves of a Bowed String, 
found "a priori.•• 
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of the graphical process worked out in detail. The succeeding 
Figs. 9. Io, II and 12 present additional examples of vibration
curves determined by the entirely a priori method set forth above. 
They were specially drawn for comparison with the :first forty of 
the curves found experimentaUy by Krigar-Menzel and Raps and 
published with their paper .1 

N.B.-In these and the succeeding :figures, the symbol e 
represents a small fraction whose value was variously assumed. 

The :first curve in Fig. 9 belongs to the :first type of vibration. 
The second and third curves belong to the :fifth type of vibrati<?n, 
the bow being applied on opposite sides of the node of the :fifth 
harmonic in the two cases.• The former curve is modified owing 
to the absence of. the eleventh harmonic. The :fifth and sixth 

.types of vibration both give the ratio • == ~ when the bow is ap-
, II 

plied at the point *· {At the same point, the :first type of vibra-

tion would give the ratio • == ~) . The fourth curve in Fig. 9 is a 
II 

combination of the fourth and seventh types which become identical 

when the bow is applied at the point 1!., the ratio • at the bowed 
II 

point being .! for both types. The :fifth curve belongs to the 
II 

5even!h irrational type of vibration and the sixth curve to the third 
irrational type. It will be noticed that these two forms are closely 
analogous and it can be readily shown that they merge into one 

another when the bow is applied exactly at the point ~ , where 

they both give the ratio • == ~. The close approximation of the 
IO 

form of the seventh curve to that of a pure sine-wave will be 
noticed. The eighth curve belongs to the third irrational type of 

1 The other experimental curves (twenty-four in all) that appear with the 
paper of Krigar-Menzel and Raps are mostly simple two-step zig-zags. See also 
Barton' a Text-Book of Sound, page 43:2. 

J The position of the bowed points for the two corresponding experimental 
curves have been erroneously shown interchanged in the paper of Krigar-Menzel 
and Raps. 
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Fig. 10.-Examples of Vibration-Curves of a Bowed String, 
found "a priori." 
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vibration which is pictured in greater detail in Fig. 3· The ninth 
curve belongs to the fifth irrational type of vibration. The tenth 
m a combination of the fifth and second types of vibration which 

become identical when the bow is applied at the point ..2!.., both 
7 

types giving the ratio ... = ~. 
1 

The first curve in Fig. to is a combination of the second and 

seventh types which give a common ratio "'=.!.when the bow is 
9 

applied at the point ~. The second curve represents the sec~nd 
irrational type o! vibration (see also Fig. 2 in which this is 

worked out in greater detail). The third curve is a combination 

of the fifth and sixth types which give a common ratio •=~ at 
II 

the bowed point ~. The fourth curve is similarly a combination 
II · · 

of the fourth and fifth types (• = ~ at the bowed point ~).. The 

fifth curve represents the third irrational type of vibration (see 

Fig. 4 for a treatment in greater detail). The sixth curve is a 

combination of the third and eighth types, w being equal to III at 

the bowed point 4l • The seventh curve in Fig. IO is represen-
II 

tative of the fourth irrational type of vibration. The eighth curve 

is a combination of the fourth and seventh types ("' = !.. at the 
II 

bowed point i for both). The ninth curve is a combination of 
II 

the third and eighth types and the tenth is a combination of the 

third and fifth types("'=!.. and IS respectively). 
II 

The first curve in Fig. II belongs to the second irrational 
type ·of vibration (compare with the graphs in Fig. 2). The 
second and third curves in Fig. II need no further remarks. The 
fourth curve is a combination of the sixth and seventh types of 
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Fig. 11.-Examples of Vibration-Curves of a Bowed String, found 
"a priori." 
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"b . • b • 1 I h b d • 2 l· VI ration, ca~ emg equa to - at t e owe pomt -for both 
· IJ IJ 
types of vibration. The fifth and s~venth curves are examples of 
the well-known .. staircase" figures discovered by Helmholtz. 
The sixth and eighth curves represent two cases of the fifth irra
tional type of vibration. The ninth curve is a combination. of the 

fourth and fifth type of vibration, • being equal to !.. at the 
9 

bowed point ~ for both types. The last curve in Fig. I I is of 

special interest, as it is a case of the eighth type of vibration main
tained with a complicated motion at the bowed point. In Section 
IX, it was shown that the motion at the bowed point cannot be a 
simple two-step zig-zag, if the eighth type of vibration is elicited 
by applying the bow near the point l/4· In the initial velocity
diagram from which this vibration-curve was drawn, two of the 
discontinuities were situated at the two ends of the string res
pectively, and the other six were taken to be situated in pairs at 
the points (z+Je)/8, (4- ze)/8 and (6+e)f8 respectively, corres
ponding to the position of the bowed point (2 - e)f8. 

, The first vibration-curve shown in Fig. IZ is of the type dealt 
with in greater detail in Fig. 8. The second curve is of special 
interest, as the eighth irrational type of vibration which it repre
sents, is elicited by applying the bow near a node of the fourth 
harmonic and the motion at the bowed point for this case is thus 
necessarily of a "complicated" type, viz. a four-step zig-zag in
stead of a two-step. The position of the bowed point being 
(z+e)/8, the discontinuities in the initial velocity-diagram were 
taken to be situated in pairs at the positions (I -e)/8, (3- 5e)j8, 
(s+e)/8 and (7- Je)/8 respectively. The third curve in Fig. I2 

represents the eleventh irrational type of vibration. The velocity
diagram of the eleventh type from which this was drawn gives a 
simple two-step zig-zag as the vibration-curve at the point 
(I+e)fn. An entirely different curve (in which the 4th and nth 
harmonics are dominant) is however obtained from the velocity
diagram which gives a two-step zig-zag at the point (3- e)/II, and 
actual eXperimental trial, I find, gives a result in agreement with 
this, ~d not the curve shown in Fig. 12. ·: Krigar-Menzel and Raps 

' 



Simultaneous Vibration-Curves of the Bridge and D-String of a 
Violoncello, showing Cyclical changes at frequencies other than 

that of the "Wolf-note." 

PLATE X. 

Bridge. 

D-String bowed, 
frequency 360 
vibrations per sec. 

Bridge. 

D-String bowed, 
frequency 360 
vibrations per sec. 

Bridge. 

D-String bowed, 
frequency 240 
vibrations per sec. 

Bridge. 

D-String bowed, 
frequency 240 
vibrations per sec. 
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Fig. 12.-Examples of Vibration-Curves of a Bowed String, found 
"a priori." 
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however describe one of their experimental curves which is very 
similar to the third in Fig. 12 as that produced by bowing at the 
point (3- e)/ II. If this description were correct, the motion at 
the bowed point could not have been a simple two-s;tep zig-zag. 

The other vibration-curves obtained theoretically and shown 
in Fig. 12 do not require any special remarks. The fourth curve 
is a combination of the fourth and seventh types which give 

identical motions (w=.!) at the bowed point ~. The fifth curve 
II I:I 

is the third irrational type of vibration modified by the absen.ce 
of the 13th harmonic with the node of which the bowed point 
coincides. The sixth curve is of the well-known stair-case type. 
The seventh curve is a combination of the third and the eighth 

types given by the ratio ,.. = :
1

• The eighth curve is similarly a 

combination of the fifth and the eighth irrational types which 

become identical when the bow is applied at the point ;~. The 

ninth curve illustrates the seventh irrational type of vibration, and. 

the tenth curve is a combination of the second and fifth types of 

vibration which give a common ratio (w=.!) at the bowed point in 
. 7 

th 
• . . 31 

e pOSltiOn -. 
, 7 

SECTION XII.-THE EFFECT OF THS VARIATION OF THE 

PRESSURE .AND VELOCITY OF BOWING. 

Preliminary Discussion. 

In the previous sections of the paper, we have considered the 
kinematics of all the possible modes of vibration of a bowed string 
in which the motion at the bowed point consists of ascents and 
descents with strictly constant velocities. It now remains to con
sider various subsidiary questions that arise. What are the modi
fications in the kinematical theory necessary, when, as fore
shadowed in the discussion on the modus operandi of the bow, the 
motion at the bowed point is not rigorously of the kind postulated ? 
In other words, what is the effect produced if the' velocity with 
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which the bowed point slips past the hairs of the bow is not 
exactly constant in each period of vibration ? Then again, what is 
the effect produced by the finiteness of the region with which the 
bow is in contact, a region which for the purpose of discussion we 
have so far taken as equivalent to a mathematical point? Does any 
slipping occur when the string is being carried forward by the bow ? 
Is it possible in practice that by simply removing the bow from a 
nodal point to another closely contiguous to it, the missing har
monics in any given type of vibration are suddenly restored to 
their full strength as our kinematical discussion tacitly assumed?_ 
Finally we have the all-important question, what are the condi
tions of excitation, e.g., pressure and velocity of bowing and so on, 
required for any given type of vibration to be elicited ? What 
part does the instrument on which the string is mounted and the 
handling and properties of the hairs of the bow play in determining 
these conditions? What, for instance, is the effect on the motion 
of the string produced by loading the bridge over which it passes 
with a mute or otherwise? This is a most formidable array of 
questions, but it does not seem entirely hopeless to find answers 
to them all, provided we proceed step by step, seeking answers to 
th~ questions one at a time. · 

We may col:BClence by retaining the assumption that the 
region of contact of the bow may be treated as a mathematical 
point and that the velocities of ascent and descent of this point 
are rigorously constant. We have already seen that on this 
assumption all the possible modes of vibration can be classified in 
a series of which the ordinal number n is the same as the total 
number of discontinuities in the velocity-diagram of the string, 
the bowed point being taken to divide the string in· an irrational 
ratio. If the point of bowing divides the string in a rational 
ratio, the mode of vibration may be derived from one of the 
irrational types by dropping out the series of harmonics having a 
node at that point (see Section X). Another important point 
elicited by the discussion is that if n be not a prime number, a 
two-step zig-zag motion at the bowed point is kinematically im
possible for that type of vibration if the bowed point ~ies w~thin 

a distance of l/zn from any node of the nth harmonic which is also 
a node of some harmonic of lower frequency. Further, if the 
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position of the bowed point be specified and its motion is repre
sentable by a simple two-step zig-zag, the entire mode of vibra
tion is uniquely determined by the number n of the discontinuities. 
But if the motion at the bowed point consists of several ascents 
and descents in each period, the number n does not uniquely 
determine the motion. One or more additional constants express
ing the initial position of the discontinuities in the velocity-diagram 
must then be specified for the motion to be completely deter
minate. 

From the preceding, it is obvious that the first step for 
establishing the mode of vibration in any given case is to find the 
number " of the discontinuities. Prima facie, we may exclude 
the consideration- .of all types of vibration of which the ordinal 
number " is very large. This is evident, for the larger the 
number of discontinuities, the more important is the part which 
harmonics of high order contribute to the motion, 1 ·and it is 
known from various considerations that these harmonics of high 

•order are difficult to elicit and maintain as part of a perfectly 
periodic: motion with the frequency of the gravest mode. As has 
been well shown by Prof. E. H. Barton,' the higher the frequency 
of any given component in the motion, the more sensitive it is to · 
any departure from the exact adjustment for resonance. Under 
ordinary circumstances, the free periods of vibration only ap
proximate to, and do not actually form a harmonic series. We 

' ·are therefore led to conclude that any type of vibration in which 
the number of discontinui~es is very large and in which therefore 
harmonics of high order are dominant would not, in practice, be 
elicited by the bow. 

Two other considerations also point to the same result as that 
noted above. It is very probable that the higher harmonics are 
subject to a greater degree of damping and the bow would there
fore tend to elicit types of vibration in which they are relatively 

1 This becomes almost self-evident on attempting to draw a velocity-diagram 
for the string consisting of parallel straight lines inclined at a constant angle · • 
to the .Y-a:s:is and separated by a large number of equal discontinuities situated 
at various intervals along the string. 

I Prof. E. H. Barton, " On the Range and Sharpness of Resonance to Sus
tained Forcing," Bulletin No. 13, Indian Association for the Cultivation of 
Science. 
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subordinate. Then again, we see that the finiteness of the region 
with which the bow is in contact would operate in the same 
direction. For, from equation (17) 

n x,. 
W=-

l 

which expresses the ratio ·of the time during which the string 
moves past the hairs of the bow to the whole period of the 
vibration, we see that the larger n is, the more rapidly do~s the 
value of w change with any alteration in the position of the 
bowed point, xn being the distance of this point from the nearest 

node of the nth harmonic. fhe disturbing effect. of applying the 
bow over a finite region instead of at a mathematical point would 
therefore be much greater when the value of n is large, and would 
thus have an unfavourable effect on the production of types 
of vibration involving a large number of discontinuities. 

We thus see that if the motion at the bowed point admits 
only of discontinuous changes of velocity from one value to 
another and vice versa, the possible modes of vibration would be 
confined to a restricted number of typ:!s and their variants. 
Each type would, ~cording to equation (17), have a characteristic 
value of w if the position of the bowed point were specified, and 
a passage from one type to another would involve a sudden change 
from one value of w at the bowed point to another. 

Taking the results summarised above, together with those ar
rived .at in the discussion on the modus' operandi of the bow in 
Section III, it is now possible to trace the general effects of varying 
the pressure or velocity with which the bow is applied. If there is a 
change of type, the value of w undergoes the concomitant discon
tinuous change given by equation'" ( 17). If the pressure of the bow is 
increased or its velocity decreased, the value of w in the con
comitant change of type decreases as a rule, so that the bow and 
string move with a common velocity for an inc~eased fraction of 
the period. The change would be in the opposite direction if the 
pressure of the bow were decreased or its velocity increased. The 
change of type may or may not, according to the circumstances, • 
involve a change in the motion at the bow~d point from a simple 

F 
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two-step zig-zag to one with several ascents and descents, or vice 
versa. Another variety of change that may be caused by the 
alteration of the pressure or velocity of the bow is a re-adjust
ment of the positions of the discontinuities with the correspond
ing changes in the relative amplitudes of the harmonics, the value 
of co which is determined by the number of discontinuities in the 
motion remaining unaltered. This species of change, as already 
shown, would only be possible if the motion at the bowed point 
involved several ascents and descents in the period. 

\Vhen the pressurt: with which the bow is applied is consi!ler
able and the other ':circumstances are favourable, the maintained 
moti..on 'would be the one which giv~s, as nearly as possible, the 
smallest value of., • at the bowed point. When the bowed point 
is in the 'neighbourhood of a node of some fairly important har-

mon:ic, say the n'A, it is readily seen from equation (I7) that the n1
h 

type would give a very small value of co and is therefore the type 
• that ~ould be main~ained. This is the justification of the result 

which was assumed in Section XI for theoretically determining 
the vibration-curves and comparing them with those obtained ex
perimentally by Krigar-Menzel and Raps. From the published 
account of these experimenters it appears that the style of bo·wing 
actually adopted by them was the one referred to above. For 
smalfer pressures of bowing than those adopted by them, it might 

· b~· ·expected that the modes of vibration figured therein would be 
Uic~pable of being maintained and would yield place to types 
giving larger values of •. 

Graphical Treatment. 
11 .. • • 

A clearer comprehension of the for~going results may be ob
tained by discussing the specific cases in which the bow is applied 
at some point between the extreme end of the string and the node 
of the fifth harm:onic distant l/S from the same end. This includes 
the " musical range" of bowing. When the bow is applied very 
close to the end of the string, only the first type of vibration is 
kinematically capable of givin"g a two-step zig-zag motion at the 
bowed point. This also. gives the smallest value of "' and is 
accordingly the type that is elicited by firm bowing. The higher 



Observed at L/10. 

The first type of vibration : its rational and transitional 
modifications. 
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types give four, six, or eight-step zig-zags, etc., as the case may be 
at the bowed point, with correspondingly larger and larger values 
of w, and can thus be obtained only by increasing the velocity or 
reducing the pressure of bowing. As the position of the discontin
uities in these cases _is susceptible of variation, each of these types 
is itself capable of modification by altering the pressure or velocity 
of bowing, and the relative amplitudes of the harmonics may be 
profoundly modified without any change in the value of w. 

When the bow is removed from the extreme end to a point 
at some distance from it, some of the higher types also are 
capable of giving a two-step zig-zag motion at the bowed point. 
Let us now assume for simplicity that the bow does not elicit 
vibrations involving more than nine discontinuities, so that the 
ninth type is the highest that need be considered. Within the 
range between o and l/5. the bow may elicit the first type any
where. The following table shows for the other types the maxi
mum ranges within which the bow must be applied for a two-step 
motion to be even kinematically possible. . 

TABLE IV. 

Ninth Type .. .. lft8 < xb < lf6. 

Eighth Type .. .. ljiG < xb < 3l/I6. 

Seventh Type .. .. l/t4 < xb < 3l/14. . 
I 

I Sixth Type .. .. lj12 < Kb < l/4 . 
I 
' 
Fifth Type .. .. ljiO < Xb < 31/IO. 

Fourth Type .. ··I l/8 < xb < 31/8. 

Third Type .. ··I l/6 < x-b < lj2 • 
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\Vhile this table gives the maximum ranges, the effective ranges 
should be considerably less. For, taking the ninth type for ex-

ample; the value of .., is .!. when the bow is applied at the point 
9 

Bl/BI or at the point rol/8r. The ninth harmonic which is the 
dominant of the type then entirely vanishes. The effective range 
for eliciting this type must thus lie within the limits noted 
above. Proceeding on this principle, the limits within which the 
effective ranges for the different types should lie are calculated 
and shown in Table V. 

--

Ninth Type, .. .. I, 1<>1 < xb < 1;8-h. 

Eighth Type .. .. 1/9• < xb < 1/7~· 

Seventh Type .. .. 1/81 < xb <Iff>!. 

Sixth Type .. .. 1!7l<xb <IH. 

Fifth Type .. .. 1/61 < xb. 
-

Fourth Type .. .. lfs! < xb. 

From this table it is seen that, practically speaking, the first 
type is the only one that can be elicited with a two-step motion at 
the bowed point if this lies between o and l/ro. If the bow is 
applied between lfro and l/5. the higher types may also give a 
two-step motion at the bowed point within their respective ranges. 
The values of .., within these ranges for the several types as ascer
tained from equation (I7) are shown graphically in Fig 13. 

In this diagram, the heavy line is the graph of .., for the first 
type, and the thin lines meeting in pairs at the points lfg, l/8, 
etc., give.the values of 14 for the 9th, 8th types, etc., respectively. 
The most noticeable feature in the diagram is the extreme steepness 
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of these lines compared with that for the first type. At the nodal 
points lfro, l/g, l/8, etc., the diagram shows the value of w to be 
either zero, or else rfro, I/9, rf8, etc., respectively as the case may 
be. Rejecting the zero value for w as inadmissible, we find that 
at the nodal points l/ro, lfg, 1J8, etc., the value of w is I/Io, I/9. 
r/8, etc., respectively. The lines for the higher types intersect 
in pairs at the points whose abscissae are 21/rg, 2l/r7, 21/IS, 21/I3, 
and 21/n respectively. At these points, the first type gives the 

t 
-0 

Position of Bowed Point~ .!_ 1 1
8 10 9 

l 

7 

l 
6 

l 

s 
Fig. 13.-Showing the chief types of vibration, their ranges and 

characteristics and the effect of variation of the pressure of 
bowing. 

value of w to be 2/I9, 2/17, 2/15, etc., respectively. But the 
higher types give the value of"' at these same points to be I/Ig, 
I/I7, I/ IS, etc. If, therefore, these types are to be elicited, con
siderable pressure and small velocity of bowing must be adopted, 
and at the same time, the region with which the bow is in contact 
must be very narrow. With a short, heavily-damped string such 
as that of a violin, these conditions are not readily obtainable 
and, at any rate, they differ from those 'actually adopted in the 
whole range of violin practice. We are therefore led to conclude 
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that in the musical applications of the subject, we 'have to deal 
only with the first type of vibration and its modifications. On an 
ordinary monochord, however, by suitable bowing the higher 
types of vibration may be obtained within the ranges considered. 
The diagram shows that except at the nodal points already men
tioned, 3 or even 4 difierent values of "' are possible. 

t 

Fig. 14 shows the different types of vibration with discon-

I . -s 14 9 13 

I -4 II 1 10 

Position of Bowed Point ~ 

l 

3 

Fig. 14.-Showlng the chief types of vibration, their ranges and 
characteristics and the effect of the variation of the pressure 
of bowing. 

ti.tuious changes of velocity that may be obtained by applying the 
bow anywhere within the region lying between l/5 and l/3. The 
heavy line, as before; is the graph for the first type. The other 
types are shown by lines passing through the nodes of the corres
ponding harmonics, thin continuous lines representing types which 
may give a si~ple two-step motion at the bowed point, and 
broken lines (- - - -) representing types which necessarily 
invoive more complicated motions at the bowed point. For in-
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stance, through the point l/3, we have one continuous line repre
senting the third type and two broken lines representing the sixth 
and ninth types respectively. Similarly, through the point l/.4. 
we have two continuous lines, one on each side, representing t~e 
fourth type and two broken lines, one on each side, representing 
the eighth type. The diagram enables us to find at a glance, the 
general effect of applying the bow at any given point within the 
range and of any considerable variation of the pressure or velocity 

t 
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~ 3l 2l 3l ~ 2!.. 
II S 5 7 9 II 
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Position of Bowed Point ~ 

Fig. 15.-Showing the chief types of vibration, their ranges and 
characteristics and the effect of the variation of the pressure 
of bowing, 

with which it is applied. At the two nodal points l/5 and l/3, 
for a two-step zig-zag motion, the diagram shows that the value 

• 
I: I: ' , ' 

of w can only be - and- respectively. At the point l/4/• has 
5 3 •' 

generally the value.!.., but another value, i.e., !.. belonging to the 
4 2 

second type, is barely on the limit .of possibility. Elsewhere, 
three, fou~, five or even six different values of ware possible, the, 
number being determined by the position of the· bowed point, and 
the particular value out of those possible which is actually 
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obtained being determined by the pressure, velocity and other 
features of the bowing adopted in any given case. 

Fig. 15 sim~arly represents the types of vibration that may 
be obtained by bowing at points lying between l/3 and l/2, It is 
noteworthy that all the three diagr~ms give the values of "' at the 
bowed point, both in the cases in which this point divides the 
string in a rational ratio as well as in those in which it divides the 
string in an irrational ratio. In cases of the latter kind~ the dia
grams may also be used to find the value of "' elsewhere than at 
the bowed point. 

There is another and a very instructive point of view fr~m 
which the effect of the variation of pressure may be regarded. 
In Section II of _the paper, it was shown that if the bow is ap
plied at a point of rational division of the string, the harmonics 
having a node at that point are not excited. It is obvious also 
that if the bowed point is situated at some little distance from 
the node instead of actually coinciding with it, the forces required 
to maintain the harmonics in question with appreciable 'amplitudes 
would be of considerable magnitude •relatively to those required 
for the maintenance of the other components in the motion. We 
are led therefore to conclttde that the types of motion main
tained would tend to be those in which harmonics having a node 
near the bowed point are relatively large or small in amplitude 
according as the pressure with which the bow is applied is much 
or little. We are also led to conclude that as an increase of the 
velocity of the bow involves an increase of the amplitude of 
vibration, its effect on the character of the motion would be ana
logous to that of a decrease in the pressure of the bow. The pre
ceding results are in agreement with those already arrived at from 
somewhat different considerations. 

Mathematical Theory. 

We now proceed to consider the mathematical theory of the 
subject. For the present, we shall adhere to the simplifying as
sumption already made that the region of contact may he regarded 
as a mathematical p'oint. Let the motion of the string in any 
actual case be represented by the Fourier series 
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n =co n1rX [ 2nnt 2nnl] 
Y= l: sin -- a sin--+b cos--l n T n T 

n=I 
or more briefly 

y= n=;co Bn sin n~:_ sin (~.!. +e ) 
n=I T • 

From the formulae found in Section II of the paper it is seen that 
the force required to maintain this motion may be represented by 

. (2nnt , ) . 
n=co sm T +en +en 

:S kn Bn ' 
n =I sin nnxo 

l 

when kn and e' n are quantities independent of the position of the 

bowed point and x0 is the distance of this point from the fixed 
end of the string. If for a particular value or values of n the 

denominator sin n~xo of the term in the series is very small but 

not actually zero, and if at the same time the amplitude B,. of 

the corresponding harmonic or harmonics remains fit;tite. the mag
nitude of the respective term or terms in the expression for the 

B 'f . nwxo . all maintaining force is necessarily great. ut 1 sm T 1s actu y 

zero for certain values of n, the corresponding terms Bn in the 

maintained motion must necessarily vanish as we must obviously 
exclude the possibility of infinitely large values for the maintaining 
force. The series' given above represents the variable part of the 
frictional force at the point of contact. · This force is a function 
of the pressure P with which the bow is applied and the relative 
velocity (v- vB) at the point of contact. It may be written in 

the form F (P, v- vB ), the function remaining determinate and 

aiways of the ~arne sign so long as the relative velocity (v- vB) 

does not become zero. or change sign. We may therefore write 

. (2nd , ) n =co sm -T + e,. + e • 
F (P, v-vB)=P0 + :S kn B,. ••• (22) 

n=I sin5 
l 

where P0 is the non-periodic part of the frictional force. 
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Equation (22) may be regarded as ·. y~eclioamical rel&ii-;a Jrom 
which the motion at the bowed point and therefore also the entire 
mode of vibration of the string is to be determined. For, if the 
velocity v of the bowed point be expressed as a function of the 
time, the amplitudes B,. of the harmonics can be found therefrom 

' by integration over the complete period. The various types of 
vibration whose kinematical theory was discussed in the first part 
of the paper· m~y .be regarded as forming a series of limiting solu
tions of this J;u.,~~)quation to one or other. of which the actual 
results approximate- niore or less closely according to circum
stances. How these limiting solutions are obtained has already 
been indicated in the discussion on the modus operandi of the 
bow. We now proceed to examine more closely .the degree of 
approximation within which the limiting solutions represent the 
actual resnlts. 

Our. knowledge of the form of the function F (P, v- vB) is not 

at present very definite for surfaces of the kind we are concerned . 
with in this paper. It may however be accepted as demon-
trably correct that when the relative velocity_ (v - vB) is actually 
zero, the friction is not greater than a certain maximum statical 
value P, which increases continuously for increasing values of the 
pressure P with which the bow is applied. We may also suppose 
that when the relative velocity (v- vB) is greater than zero, the 
magnitude of the friction decreases with increasing values of the 
relative velocity, at first somewhat rapidly and later on perhaps 
not so rapidly. Arguing from these premises, the relation given 
in (22) enables us to arrive at certain important conclusions. In 
the first place, since the quantities k,., e',. depend on the· con
struction of the sounding box on which the string is stretched, the 
summation of the series on the right-hand side of (22) cannot, in 
general, result in our finding a constant value for the relative 
velocity (v- vB) in any or all of the epochs in which it is greater 
than zero. The relative velocity may however approach or attain 

, practical constancy in any or all of the epochs referred to, if the 
variation of the sum of the series on the right-hand side of equa
tion (22) within those epochs is negligibly small. It is seen that 
such practical constancy would be attained if the pressure P with 
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which the bow is applied is sufficiently large to ensure that the 
necessary variation in the value of the function F (P, v- vB) can 
be secured by negligibly small changes in the relative velocity 
(v- vB). The practical constancy in the relative velocity during 
the epochs referred to may also be secured even for moderate 
values of the pressure P, provided that in the ser'ies on the right
hand side of (22) there are no large, rapidly·yarying terms. For 
instance, if the string were bowed at importa1;1t nodes such as 
l/3 or l/4 even with very moderate pressure';· the. ;bsence of the 
corresponding series' of harmonics in the resuiting motion removes 
terms which would otherwise introduce large and rapidly varying 
fluctuations in the value of the series for the maintaining force. 
The constancy of the velocity of the bowed point in slipping past 
the hairs of the bow is thus remarkably perfect in such cases. 

Assuming the solution of (22) to be one of the limiting types 
in which the relative velocity (v- "B) has a constant value in all 
the epochs in which it is not actually zero, we may easily find an 
inferior hmit to the pressure with which the bow must be applied 
for the given type of vibration to be possible. Thus~ let (v A -"B) 
be the constant value of the relative velocity during any such 
epoch and let P A be the sum of the series on the right-hand side 
of (22) for that epoch. Then we must have 

' F(P,vA- vB)=P0+PA ••. (23) 

Further, let p A' be the maximum value of the series during any 
of the epochs in which the relative velocity is zero. Then, we 
must have 

Ps (the statical friction) { P0+P A, • • • (24) 

Subtracting the quantities in (23) from the two sides of the in
equality in (24), we find that the pressure with which the bow 
must be applied is such that 

P 5 -F(P,vA -vB){PA'-PA 

If p.. be the coefficient of statical friction for the pressure 
P, and p.. A be the coefficient of dynamical friction for the pressure 
P and relative velocity (v A - vB ), the inequality may be written' 
thus, 

p { • • • (25) 
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If the pressure of the bow is less than the critical value 
given by (25), the vibration would no longer be maintained and 
would 'therefore alter in character. We may now consider the 
effect of increasing the pressure above this critical value. It is 
obvious from equation (22) that if the relative velocity (v- v8 ) 

is assumed to have a constant value in all the epochs in which it is 

not actually zero, the increase in the frictional force F ( P, v - v 8 ) 

caused by an increase of the pressure of the bow might merely 
result in raising the non-periodic constant P 0 on the right-hand 
side of the equation and thus leave the periodic part of the forces 
acting on the string unaltered. When, therefore, any one of such 
types of vibration is once thoroughly established., considerable 
latitude is permissible in the pressure of the bow so long as it does 
not fall below the critical value. It must not however be under
stood from this thatthe pressure can be increased indefinitely. For, 
if there be some other possible type of vibration whose critical 
pressure be higher than the first, the motion originally maintained 
would be relatively less stable and would yield place to the other, 
when the pressure of the bow exceeds the critical value of the 
latter. The manner in which an increase of pressure setS up an 
instability of the original type of vibration is best understood by 
analogy with that of the equilibrium of a system with one degree 
of freedom. The equation of motion about the position of equi
librium of such a system under the action of the bow is 

%+ (k-A) x+ n'x=o 
where k is the damping coefficient and A is a positive quantity 
proportional to the velocity-rate of change of the frictional force 
which may be increased by increasing the pressure of the bow. 

When the velocity as given by s is initially zero, there is ap
parently nothing to cause the system to depart from the position 
of equilibrium. If, however, by increasing the pressure of the 
bow, A is increased till it exceeds k, the equilibrium becomes un
stable and any small motion is magnified continuously ~ill it 
reaches the limit set by the velocity of the bow. The mechani
cal disturbance caused by laying on the bow or by increasing 
its pressure is sufficient to give effect to the instability. Similarly 
in the case of the bowed string, a steady state of vibration in any 
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given type is obviously out of the question if any slight disturb
ance results in a progressive change and re-adjustment of the 
amplitudes of the harmonics. Referring to equation (22}, it is 
seen that an increase in the non-periodic part P 0 of the frictional 
force caused by an increase in the pressure P of the bow would 
tend to set up such instability if an alternative mode of vibration 
with a higher critical pressure were possible. _ . 

On comparing equations (22) and (25), it is seen that, in 
general, the type of vibration which has a higher critical pressure 
tha~ another would also contain the harmonics having nodes near 
the bowed point with relatively larger amplitudes.. .. 

Analysis of the Motion. 

. nwx [ . 2nwt 2nd] 
y=~ sm -l- an sm T + b11 cosy 

Differentiating, we have 

dy 2n~r . nwx [ 2nwt . 2nwt] , 
dt =:£ T sm -l- an cos -r-bn sm T . . . (26) 

But in Section X, we found that the analysis of the velocity
diagram consisting of parallel straight lines gives 

dy . nwx 
dt =~An Sln -l-. 

where 

A 2 [ nwc1 nwc2 ] 
n = - n;- dl cos -l-+ da cos -·z- + etc. ' . 

dP d2 , d3 , etc., being the magnitudes of the discontinuities in the 
velocity-diagram situated at points whose abscissae are c1, ci, c8, 

etc., respectively. Since some of the discontinuities move towards 
the origin and others away from it, it is convenient to use instead 
of cl, c'l., Cs, etc., the quantities ch c'l., Cg, etc., where c,. =C,. +at 

if the discontinuity d belongs to the positive wave and c = 2l-,. . . ' ,. 
(C,. +at) if it belongs to the negative. We then have, as a rela-

tion true for the whole period of vibration, 

A 2 [ d nw(C1 +at) d nw(C, +at) J 
n == - n'lT 1 cos l + 11 cos --1-- + etc. . (27) 

Comparing (26) and (27), we may write 
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I [ nwC1 nwC2 ] a,. =-n'rr'T d1 cos -l- + di cos-~+ etc. 

b . I '[d . nwC1 d . nrrCi ] ,. = - n'w'T 1 sm - 1- + 8 sm -;- + etc. 

B,. = (a,.• + b,. ') l · · · ·. . . . (28) 

This gives the amplitudes of the series of harmonics in terms of 
the discontinuities and their initial positions. · In the case of the 
bowed string we have . · . . -

d1== d,= d8:_ , • • • =:' (v A -VB). • • • {29) 

From (28) and (29), it is easy to verify the ,remark already made 
that when the number of discontinuities is large, the higher har
monics gain considerably in their relative importance. 

Substituting the values of the amplitudes B,. of the har

monics found from the preceding analysis in the expression for 
the maintaining force on the right-hand side of equation (22), the 
interesting question arises whether this expression for the main
taining force is realty a convergent Fourier series. If k,. varies 

as ,.• where . .r> I, the expression for the force on the right-hand 
side of (22) is a non-convergent series and it follows that under 
such circumstances, the bow would be even theoretically incapable 
of eliciting an infinite series of harmonics. Even when k,. varies 

as ~ where z is not greater than unity, the existence of the 

factor sin n~xo in the de~ominator of each term in the series brings 

in a very interesting difficulty as to its convergency. If we 

assume ~0 to be an irrational fraction, it is obviously possible by 

' · assuming a suitable and sufficiently large value of " to make the 

quantity sin "~".2 smaller than any specified fractional . number, 

. and, further, it is evidently possible to find an infinite number of 

such values of " which would reduce sin '!..~x, to a value below the 

specified limit. Under the circumstances it becomes rather a deli
cate mathematical question whether the expression for the force 
given in (22) would then be a convergent series, and, if so, for 
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what values of z. This difficulty ~oes not arise if ~n be a ration a~ 

fraction, for the values of sin nt~ then fo~m a recurring series 

and the expression for the force is obviously convergent for values 
of z. not greater than unity. It is of great interestto detumine 
and represent the form of the ex pression for the force at the 
bowed point graphically and compare it "with the form of the 
vibration-curve at the bowed point; if the values of k,. be arbit
rarily assumed and the amplitudes B,. are determined from the 
formulae given in (28) and (29), it is to be expected that, in gene
ral, the equation for the maintaining forces given in (22) is not 
rigorously satisfied even if the value of the constant P 0 and 
the initial positions cl. ci, c3, etc., of the discontinuities be 
suitably assumed. In other words, the motion. at . the bowed 
point cannot in general be rigorously of ,the type on which our 
kinematical discussion was based, that is, 'having forward motions 
which involve no slipping and ~ackward motions with uniform 
velocity of slipping. But in a special class of cases, as we shall 
presently see, the motion at the bowed· poi:r;tt may be exactly of 
such type consistently with the dynamical conditions expressed in 
equation (22). 

. . 
Frictional-Force Curves and Motion at the Bowed Point. 

As indicated above, it is a most important matter to deter
mine and represent graphically the natu;e <?f the variation of the 
frictional force at the bowed point. If the maintained' 'lllotion, 
the position of the bowed point an<f the magnitudes of the series 
of constants kn and e11 are all. known, the harmonic components 

in the frictional force• are all determinate, except those, the fre
quencies of which are the same as that of the missing harmonics 
having a node at the bowed point. If such components be 
assumed to be zero, or at any rate be as~igned specific.ml!gnitud~s, 
the frictional-force curve at the bowed point may be drawn by the· 
aid of a machine for harmonic synthesis. Such· curves would ~e 
very useful for comparison with the form of the vibration-curve at 
the bowed point, specially during these epochs at which the bowed . . . 
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point slips past the hairs of the bow ; they could also be used for 
determining the critical value. of the pressure of the bow for the 
possibility of the type of vibration" considered. 

The form of the frictional-force curves may be found analyti
cally and drawn .without the aid of a harmonic machine in an 
important class of cases which may be regarded as representative 
of the phenomena actually met with in experiment. We shall as-

sume that the values of e,.' can all be put equal to ~. This 
2 

would be a very close approximation to the truth, as may be seen 
from the formulae given in Section I, if the natural freque~cies of 

· vibration of the string form a strictly harmonic series and the 
yielding at its ends is n~gligible. Further, we shall assume that 
the values of k,. are proportional to n.. This assumption cannot 

be very wide of the mark, for, if k,. were proportional to a power 

of n higher than unity, the expression for the frictional force 
would not be a convergent Fourier series and it would no longer 
be possible to consider the motion of the string as comprising an 
infinite series of harmonics. In practice, moreover, it seems very 
unlikely that the damping coefficients of the higher harmonics in
crease at a much lower rate than that given by the formula 
k,. a\'?,. ~s the higher harmonics would otherwise be more con

syicuous in. the maintained vibration than they usually are.1 

On these assumptions, the expression for the frictional force 
"assumes the form ' 

n=~·~kB~.~os e~~ +e,.) 
~ ~.~-----------

• .ft= I ·sin ~Xo · 
l 

To effect the. summation of this series, we have to assume that 
:xofZ is a rational fraction and the values of the denominators there

',fore form a recurring series. For those values of n for which the 

. . ~ . . ... 
1 It may be.noted that the assumptions e.,.'=- and li,. oc n are quite correct 

, • ,. "' 2 

when the dissipation ,of the en'ergy of the string is solely due to a frictional force 
proportional to the velocity resisting each element of the string. Cf. Andrew 
Stephenson. ·Phil. ~ag:, Jan. 1911. 
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denominator is zero, Bn is also equal to zero, and the series 

therefore contains a series of itldeterminate terms. In the most 
general case in which the vibration-curve at the bowed point can 
be represented by a number of straight lines of ·which alternate 
ones are not necessarily parallel to one another, we may write the 
expression for the force in the form 

n=I . n"'Xn 
SlD.-l-

the values of «n and bn being given by the formulae (see page 

' 
. I r d'. n"'C, n"'Cs J 

an= - n'"''~ ! cos -l- + d2 cos -l- + etc. , 

The .summation of the expression for the force is thus seen to 
depend upon the summation of a number of separate sine and 
cosine series of the form .. 

cos n"'C • n1rC 
~I l 2n"'t .... - cos-- and 

n . n1rXn T 
sm-l-

sm- • '>·, 
I l . 2n"'" 

~- sm--., 
n • n"'xn · T 
• Slll--

l 

Since x0/l is, by assumption, a ration~! f,raction, we have to exclude 

the indeterminate terms in whic~ ~he!le~o:n;nat~r· sin n~x0~is zero. 

in order. to effect the summation of these series. 

The form of' the expression suggests that the graph repr~sent-. 
· ing the sum of each of the series given above should consist of 

a number of straight lines parallel to. the axis of ,time. sepa~ated by 
intervening discontinuities. The.summatio.n of the 'serieS 'then 
reduces itself to finding the positions a:nd magnitudes ·of these 

. ' discontinuities. Taking, for instance, any one of the cosine series, 
we may assume that its graph has a discontinuity. 81 ·at' either of .. ' 

G 
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the pot'nts t= ::!_ -"1r, d' · · · h f h · ;:t: a 1scontmu1ty 02 at e1t er o t e pomts 
271' 

. a.;,T. 
t= ± ~ • and so on. This graph is representable by the ex-
pression 

2nwt 
fo + '1.f,. cosT' where 

/ 11 = .!.[31 sin ""• + 3s sin na 11 + etc.] ""' . 
To find the values of the quantities a •. 3a ••••• al, "A' •• • etc., we 
have the set of equations, 

w cos wCfl 
2 sin wx0/l 

,. cos 21rC/l 
2 sin 2wx0jl 

............................................ 
'!.. cosnwC/l 
2 sin nrx0jl 

............................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
It is obvious that if Cfl is an ,irrational fraction, the quantity 
wcosn"'Cfl • • . 
2 

sin nwxofl will never recur m value, however much n be increased. 

The number of independent equations is then infinite and the 
method of evaluation proposed appears to fail altogether. If how
ever C;Z be a rational fraction, and the two fractions Cfl and :&0/l 
be reducec:t to their lowest common denominato,r, the expression 

"' cos nwCfl ill , h . • d b . lt' 1 f t . . I w recur w en n 1s mcrease y any mu tp e o w1ce 
2Sln nwx0 l 
this common denominator. To enable the equations to be satis
fied, the quantities sin na1, sin nau etc., should similarly recur, 
and the angles "u a 2, etc., must therefore all be multiples of .. 
divided by the lowest common denominator of the two fractions 
Cfl and x0fl. The number of unknown quantities (31 , 3a, etc.) 
to be evaluated is the same as the number of independent equa
tions available, and it is thus possible to determine 31 , 811 , etc., 
completely. 
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The several series contained in the expression for the frictional 
force may thus be added up and their sum represented graphically. 
It is obvious that the frictional-force curve assumes the least com
plicated form, that is, has fewest discontinuities when the initial 
positions C1, C2, C3, etc., of the discontinuities in the velocity
diagram of the string coincide with the nodes of the principal 
member of the missing series of harmonics. For, the fractions 
X C C C • 
-l0 and....!, 2, -1, etc .. would then have the smallest poss1ble com .. l l l • . 

man denominator. It may be noted that the method given above 
for drawing the frictional-force curve is applicable in the general 
case when the vibration-curve at the bowed point consists of any 
number of straight lines forming a continuous ''curve," and is 
thus not restricted to the cases in which the velocities in the for
ward and backward movements are both constant and uniform. 
If these velocities are constant and uniform, the discontinuities d1, 

dz, etc., in the velocity-diagram of the string are all equal to one 
another (see Section IV). 

When the vibration-curve at some one point on the string (not 
necessarily at the bowed point) is a simple two-step zig-zag, the 
calculation of the form of the frictional-force curve becomes par
ticularly simple. When the motion at the bowed point is itself of 
this type, the expression reduces to the form 

. 
When the motion at a point x1 which is not the bowed 

point is of the two-step zig-zag form, the expression for the fric
tional force may be written as 

the quantities v A.', vB' and fiJ' having· reference to the motion at 

the point x1• The two formulae given above may be readily verified 
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from (22) by analysing the motion postulated at the bowed point 
and substituting the values thus obtained for the quantities 8 11 • 
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12 

Fig. 16.-Frictional-Force Curves and Motion at the Bowed Point. 

Figures 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 in the text represent no fewer 
than 45 curves for the fric"tional force calculated for various cases 
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from the expressions given above, the vibration-curve at the 
bowed point which forms the basis of the calculation being shown 
alongside for comparison. Figs. 16 to 19 represent cases in which 
the vibration-curve at the bowed point is assumed to be of the 
simple two-step zig-zag type, and Fig. 2.0 represents cases in 
which it is taken to be a four-step or a six-step zig-zag, though 
at some other point on the string the vibration-curve is a two
step zig-zag. 

As examples of the method of calculation, we may consider a 
few of the cases illustrated in the figures. Let the string be bowed 
at a distance of one-seventh of its length from one end. From 
Fig. 13 it is seen that in this case (l)=f. The expression for the 
force then reduces to •• 2n'ITt 

7kVB ( -I)"-1 cosT 

'ITiT l-----• n'IT 
n sm -· 

7 

The positions of the discontinuities in the frictional-force 
curve must therefore be 

'IT 2'11' 3'11' 4'11' 5'~~' 6" 
± 7• ± 7 • ± 7 ' ± 7' ± 7 and ± -i · 

We then get the set of equations 

~ • n71' .. • 2n11' 3n'IT " 4n'IT 5n11' 
o, s1n - + o2, s1n - + 83 sin - + 8-~o sin - + 86 sin -

7 7 7 7 7 

. 6n1r 7k VB + 88 SlD- = (- I)"-1 ___ , 
7 T. n1r z,.. sm-

7 

of which only the first six are independent (i.e n. I 2 3 4' • 5 
• I I J ' J 

or 6). On writing down the equations, it is found at once that 

81 =88=86 =o. Multiplying both sides of the equation by sin~. 
7 

simplifying and utilizing the relation 

.. 3'11' 5'11' cos-- cos-+ cos-=! 
7 7 7 
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we find that 

\' 2kvB 88 : 8, : o8 as I : 2 : 3, and 82 = -· 
wT 

The frictional-force curve for this case is shown in Fig. 19. As 

another example, we may take the position of the bowed point to 

be .E. and that Cll=2... (Referring to Fig. 13, it will be seen that 
· II II 

this gives a combination of the fifth and sixth types of vibration). 

On writing down the equations as before, it is found that 

a1=88=86=81=88=o and that the equatio~ reduce to the form 

. 2nw . 4n" \' • 6n,. \' . Bn.. co • IOn,. 
8tstn- + 86 sm - + o8 stn- + o~ sm- + o10stn-

II . II II II II 

HIT 
IIkvB • sin

II 
=( -I)•-•----• 2n,. 

2rrT. sm1 -
II 

Multipl~g both sides by 2 sin' ~,.i.e., by {I-cos 4nw} and sim-
II II 

plifying, the equations may be easily.solved by grouping together all . 
the t~rms which have a common coefficient sin~. all those which 

• II 

have the coefficient sin =.! and so on. The solution is found to be 
II 

6kvB On 
88 : 8, : 88 : 8" : 810 as 3 : - 5 : 9 : - IO : 15 and 8" =-T • . .. 
plotting these values, a very interesting figure is obtained in 
which the fifth and sixth harmonics are very prominent and by 
their superposition,' give an appearance similar to that of '' beats.'' 
(See Fig. 19.) All the curves shown in Figs. I6 to 2I were calcu
lated by methods closely analogous to those employed in these 
two examples. They were all drawn to exactly the same scale, 
the velocity of the bow being taken to have a fixed value, and the 
curves are thus all strictly comparable. 

From a scrutiny of the 45 frictional-force curves shown in 
Figs. I6 to 21, a number of important generalisations can be 
arrived at, which we now proceed to consider. 
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The curves shown in Figs. I6 to 21 are of special interest in 
many ways. The 29 curves shown rn Figs. I6 to I9 all deal with 
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Fig. 17.-Frictionai-Force Curves and Motion at the Bowed Point. 

cases in which the bow is applied at a 'point of rational division 
and the motion at this point is a two-step zig-zag, the value of • 
for which has either I or 2 as its numerator. It will be seen that, 
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in aU these cases, the frictional force has a minimum constant 
value during the epochs at which the bowed point slips past the 
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Fig. 18.-Frlctlonai-Force Curves and Motion at the Bowed Point. 

hairs of the bow. It is also seen that in some of these cases the fric
tional force has the maximum or a maximum value just before the 
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slipping beg1ns and just after it is over. But this is by no means a 
general rule, for in 12 out of the 29 cases, the frictional force before 
and after this epoch is not a maximum at all. Further, in all the. 
cases in which the bow is applied at a point of aliquot division, e.g., 
l/2, l/3, l/4, l/5 or l/6, etc., the friction is a maximum at the middle 
of the stage during which the bowed point is carried forward by 
the bow. The nine curves of this kind shown in the series all 
bear a strong family resemblance to one another. Similarly the 

f .. lf f thb d .ts2l2l2l2l nct10na- orce curves or e owe pom -, -, -, -, etc., are 
5 7 9 :u 

worthy of careful study and inter-comparison. When the value 

of "'for these cases is !, !, !, 2.., etc., respectively, the curves 
· 5 7 9 II , 

have a distinctive form in which the two chief harmonics having a 

node on either side of the bowed point are specially prominent. 

2 2 2 2 • But when c.~=-, -, -, -,etc., respectively, the form of the curve 
5 7 9 II 

is more closely analogous to those for aliquot points of divi
sion referred to above. This is evidently because the funda
mental is more prominent when "' has the larger value in such 
cases. 

Krigar-Menzel and Raps remark in their paper as follows:
" It is clear from all that has been said that the idea of the 
mechanical action of the bow which we form is in all the cases the 
same as that which has already been described by Helmholtz. 
The bowed point adheres to the rosined hairs of the bow and is 
carried forward with a constant velocity equal to that of the bow. 
This situation accounts for the ascending line of moderate slope in 
the vibration-curve at the bowed point. Finally, through the in
creasing tension of the string, the adhering point breaks loose and 
glides downwards against the bow under strong friction with a 
constant maximum vel~city till the cycle commences to repeat it
self anew." If Krigar-Menzel and Raps were quite correct in . 
their explanation of the ,. breaking loose of the bowed point from 
the hairs of the bow " as due to the increasing tension of the 
string, we should have expected to find that the friction of the 
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oow is a maximum immediately before the release takes place. As 
we have just seen, this is by no means generally.the case, and we 
are therefore forced to conclude that the pure ki~emati~s of the 
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Fig. 19.-Frictionai-Force Curves and Motion at the Bowed Point. 

motion is also a factor in determining the release of the string by 
the bow. As we shall see presently, Krigar-Menzel and Raps 
were also wrong in taking the velocity of slipping against the hairs 
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of the bow to be uniform. It is in general only approximately 
uniform or even largely non-uniform, and such varia~ions of the 
velocity have an important significance and result. 

Referring again to the curves shown in Figs. 16 to 19, it will 
be seen that in all cases, the harmonics which have a node near 
the bowed point are prominent in the frictional-force curve. This 
is what might be naturally expected from the form of the expres
sion for the force. 

· Further, in all cases when co is a small fraction, 'the frictional
force curves become very steep, that is, the friction becomes 
greater. If ~his friction exceeds the maximum statical value, the 
motion ceases to be possible. We thus see that if the value of co 

is to be small, the pressure of the bow must be considerably in
creased. For instance, from the last five cases shown in Fig. 19 
it is clear that the minimum pressure of the bow must be in· 
creased as the bowed point approaches one end of the string. 
Similar effects are also noticeable in the cases in which the 
bow closely approaches important nodes such as l/2, 21/5, l/3 or 
lf4· 

For any given position of the bowed point, the larger value 
of co means smaller friction and therefore a reduced minimum 
pressure. When the bow coincides exactly with an important 
node such as l/2 or l/3, the friction becomeS extremely smalt 
and the pressure of bowing necessary is therefore very low 
indeed. 

Passing on to the cases in which the motion at the bowed 
point is still assumed to be a two-step zig-zag, but the value of ., 
has 3 or some larger integer as its numerator, we see at once a 
remarkable difference (Fig. 20). The frictional force has no longer 
a constant uniform value while slipping takes place. This is incon
sistent with the assumption that the velocity of slipping is constant, 
and we are thus forced to conclude that the velocity of the bowed point 
during the slipping stage is necessarily nonruniform in a greater or 
less degree, when the pressure of bowing is such that the value of co is 

greater tha,. 2/r, the rth harmonic being the principal member of 
the missing series. 

We see, therefore, that for the particular set of damping 
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coefficients assumed, a strictly uniform velocity of slipping is only 
possible when the bow is applied with such pressure that the 
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Fig. 20.- Frictional-Force Curves and Motion at the Bowed Point. 
[Incompatible Cases.] 

numerator of .., Is either I or 2, and this may not be possible at 
all if the denominator' r is too large. For other laws of damping, 
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we would get an even more unfavourable result, that is, strict 
uniformity is nevei possible, though practical uniformity may be 
attained in a number of cases. ' ' • 

The foregoing results may, with advantage._ be discussed a 
little more in detail. Take the case in which the'bow is applied 
exactly at the point l/3· The value of QJ is l and the motion at 
the bowed point is practically a perfect two-step zig-zag. , If now 
the bow be removed to a point a little on one side of the. node, 
say to the point r6l/49, we find on· a reference to Fig. I4 (page 70), 
that if we exclude the cases in which the motion at the bowed 
point is a four-step or six-step zig-zag, etc., the only possible values 
of QJ are 'iT' H and H· The value -..'& is evidently much too small 
to be easily elicited. The value!: is evidently of importance as it 
corresponds to the first principal mode of vibration of a bowed 
string. A very small pressure of bowing is obviously sufficient to 
elicit this type. But from what has already been said, it is 
evident that for this value of QJ we cannot have strictly uniform 
velocity of slipping of the bowed point in the backward motion, 
though in its forward motion, the velocity may be exactly equal 
to that of the bow. If the third, sixth and other harmonics of 
the missing series are actually restored.·in the motion in nearly 
their proper amplitudes (neither more nor less), then the velocity 
in the backward motion may be practically uniform, otherwise 
not. Thus we see that this non-uniformity of slipping and the 
restoration of the missing harmonics are closely connected with one 
another. If the bow is removed further still from the point of 
trisection and is applied at, say, 5l/r6, the possible values of QJ for 
a two-step zig-zag motion at the bowed point would be ..fi, rt 
and 

1
6
6

• The value 
1

1
6 

may be elicited if the pressu.re is sufficient. 
If the pressure is sufficiently reduced we may get the first prin
cipal type of vibration for which QJ=l.; but this would be modi_ 
fied by the non-uniform slipping which inevitably occurs in this 
case. 

Fig. 2I shows the frictional-force curves and the motion at the 
bowed point for six specially selected cases in which the latter is 
a four-step zig-z:Jg, and one case in which it is a six-step zig-zag. 
In the four-step zig-zags, the velocity is assumed to be constant 
and the same in both stages during which slipping occurs, and the 
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frictional-force curves are seen to be entirely compatible with this, 
as the friction is constant and has the same value during both the 
stages. It must be understood that this result holds good only in 
the special cases considered and in some others, but not generally. 
In the case of the six-step zig-zag shown, the frictional-force curve 
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Fig. 21.-Frictionai-Force Curves and Motion at the Bowed Point. 
(Four and six-step zig-zags). 

is evidently incompatible with it, as the friction in one stage is less 
than in the two others. 

The form of the frictional-force curves for other cases in which 
the motion at the bowed point is representable by a six-step or 
an eight-step zig-zag, etc., may be investigated by the method des
cribed above. In the great majority, if not all, of such cases, it 
would no doubt be found that the form of the frictional force is .. 
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incompatible with the perfect parallelism and straightness of the 
descending lines of the vibration-curve at the bowed point. In 
other words, the velocity of the bowed point would not he quite 
constant and uniform in all the stages in which it slips past the 
bow. 

Transition from the Rational to the Irrational Modes of 
Vibration and vice versa. 

The preceding investigation of the form of the frictional-force 
curves has already enabled us to form a general idea of the condi
tions which under the kinematical theory outlined in Sections V to 
XII breaks down to an appreciable extent. We have seen that this. 
departure from the comparatively simple vibration-forms so far 
investigated is due in the first instance to the velocity of slipping 
at the bowed point becoming non-uniform, and is closely connect
ed with the progressive (as distinguished from the discontinuous) 
restoration of the missing harmonics which occurs when the bow 
is gradually moved away from some important nodal point. We 
are thus led to investigate the transitional forms of vibration, as 
they may be called, which are intermediate between the irrational 
types discussed in Sections V to IX and their rational modifications 
worked out in Section X. These transitional forms may be found, 
a priori, by a general method which will be best understood by 
considering som·e specific cases. · 

We may confine attention at first to the cases in which the 
motion at the bowed point is a two-step zig-zag or a close approxi
mation thereto. Let the bow be applied at some point interme
diate between, say, l/5 and l/6, with pressure and velocity approxi
mately those necessary to elicit the first type of vibration (see Fig. 
13). When the bow is applied exactly at lfs, the vibrational form 
of the string is defined by one large positive discontinuity in the 
velocity-diagram and four small negative discontinuities: these 
are so situated that the motion at the bowed point is a perfect 
two-step zig-zag and in the resulting motion, the 5th, Iotl~ har
monics etc. are absent. Similarly when the bow is applied at l/6, 
we have one large discontinuous change of velocity and five small 
ones: the 6th, 12th harmonics etc. are absent. When the bow 
is gradually moved from l/5 to l/6, the 5th, lOth harmonics etc. 
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gradually reappear, and the 6th, 12th harmonics etc. become 
feebler and disappear. In these transitional stages, the forward 
motion of the bowed point must still take place with uniform 
velocity equal to that of the bow, but the velocity in the back
ward motion need not be strictly constant. \Ve are thus naturally 
led to assume that the transitional modes should be capable of 
being deduced from a velocity-diagram with one large disconti
nuity and five small ones. On proceeding to find the relation 
that the positions and magnitudes of these discontinuities must 
satisfy in order that the bowed point may have a uniform 'Velo
city in the forward motion, it is found by trial that the velocity
diagram must be similar in certain respects to that for the case of 
bowing at l/6. The five small discontinuities should all be equal 
to on~ another, and their positions on the string with respect to 
the bowed point are perfectly determinate. If the motion of the 
string is assumed to be of the perfectly symmetrical type, that is 
involving only sine components, the position of the sixth (large) 
discontinuity is also uniquely determined. If, further, the inclina
tion of the lines in the velocity-diagr~m and the velocity of the 
bow are assigned specific values, the magnitude of the discon
tinuities is known, and the vibration-form is completely fixed. 
In general, however, an asymmetrical vibration-form is possible, 
and it is found that when the velocity of the bow is given, the 
form of vibration has a possible variation determined by (a) the 
position assigned to the large discontinuity which must lie within 
certain limits and (b) the inclination of the lines of the velocity
diagram to the x-axis. 

Except when the slope of the lines of the velocity-diagram is 
such that the five small discontinuities all vanish (in which case the 
transitional form' becomes identical with the first irrational type 
of vibration), all the transitional forms referred to in the preceding 
paragraph have the common feature that the vibration-curve at 
the bowed point instead of being a perfect two-step zig-zag, 
consists of a zig-zag in which the steep descending line is not 
perfectly straight but consists of three (or in the extreme cases 
two) straight lines, all of which howev~r are much steeper than the 
ascending line which is perfectly straight. Ten cases of transitional 
forms thus worked out, a priori, for bowed points lying between 
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l/4 and lf6, are shown in Fig. 22, in which the corresponding vibra
tion-curves calculated for points near the end of the string are 
also shown. 

It will be seen that in all the ten curves, the vibration-curve 
at the bowed point closely approaches the simple two-step zig
zag form and in some cases (e.g., the curves for bowing at 31/r6 

•and 31/17) is nearly indistinguishable from it. The vibration
curve for the point near the end of the string, however, shows the 
differences clearly enough. . . 

Most of the curves on the right-hand side of Fig. 22 are seen to 
be asymmetrical; in other words, the appearance of the curves is 
not the same if the-page were held upside down. The three curves 
for the case of bowing at 21/II are particularly instructive. The 
first of these three _curves (which is an extreme case) shows a 
sharp peak at the top and five horizontal steps, below. The second 
(which is the symmetrical case) shows six steps, of which the first 
and the last are shorter than the rest. The third curve (which is 
also an extreme case) shows five horizontal steps above, and one 
sharp point below. 

. As an example of the method of drawing these curves, we may 
take the case of bowing at 31r6. The velocity-diagram for the 
case is drawn in a manner similar to that for bowing at 1/6, the 
positiqns of the discontinuities being as follows:- The first small 
discontinuity is initially at the end of tQ.e string (x=o}. The 
point of bowing is at 31fr6, and two other small discontinuities are 
therefore situate at 61/r6. Another pair must be at 121/16. For, 
6l116 + 3l/16 = 121/ r6"- 3l/16. · The inclination of the lines of the 
velocity-diagram and the position of the large discontinuity are 
arbitrar'y, though the latter must initially lie between the limits 
141/16 and 1. If the large discontinuity is initially at 14 lfr6 and 
belongs to the positive wave, we have one extreme asymmetrical case 
in which the descending part of the vibration-curve at the bowed 
point consists of two straight lines only. [For, {l- J4lfr6)+{l- 3l{r6 
=(rzl/r6+3lfr6)]. If the large discontinuity is initially at the end 

·z of the string, we have the symmetrical case in which the desce~d
ing part of the vibration-curve at the bowed point consists of three 
straight lines. When the large discontinuity is initally at 14l/r6 
and belongs to the negative wave, we have the other extreme asym-
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metrical case: [(I4 lfr6+ 3 l/r6) = (l- I2 l/r6)+(l- 3 lfr6)]. The 
slope of the lines of the velocity-diagram and the velocity of the 
bow determine the magnitudes of the discontinuities. If the lines 
were horizontal, the magnitudes of the discontinuities would be the 
same as if the string were bowed at l/6. Whatever the slope might 
be, and wherever the large discontinuity may lie initiatty within 
the limits referred to, the descending motion at the bowed point 
occupies exactly 3/I6 of the whole period of vibration. In other 
words, the transitional form also obeys the kinematical law given in 

nz,. b · t a1 t th' · equation (I7), i.e,"'= T' " emg pu equ o I, as 1S 1s a 

modification of the first irrational type. The same kinematical 
law is satisfied for aU the ten cases shown in Fig. 2z, and is, in fact, 
true for aU the transitional modifications of the first irrational 
type, (n=I). 

In the preceding treatment, we have obviously neglected to 
take into account the existence of certain nodal points of minor 
importance lying between l/5 and l/6 or between lf t- and lf5· For 
instance, between l/5 and l/6, we have the nodal points 3l/I6, 2l/II 
and 3l/I7. For a more complete theory, we have also to take into 
account the gradual dropping out and reappearance of the x6th, 
the nth and the I7th harmonics and their trains of harmonics of 
high order, as the bow is gradually moved across from l/5 to l/6. 
As however these harmonics are of very small amplitudes, the 
correction may be neglected altogether if the bow be not ~pplied 
exactly at any one 'Of these nodal points. If it is applied exactly 
at such nodal point, the correction may be effected by the method 
described in Section X for rational points of bowing, and in any 
case, the correction so made would have no effect if some other node 
of the missing harmonic is chosen as the point of observation. 
When, however, the intervening nodal point is of importance, a 
more accurate method of correction is required. For example, 
when the bow is moved step by step from lfz to 2lj5, the gradual 
reappearance of the second harmonic and the gradual dropping out 
of the fifth harmonic have both to be taken into account. This 
may be done by drawing a velocity-diagram similar to that for 
bowing at l/5. that is, with one large and four small discontinuities, 
and readjusting the positions of these discontinuities so as to give 
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a uniform velocity in the forward motion at the bowed point. Fig. 23 
(first three graphs in the left-hand column) shows three velocity-
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\ 

diagrams of this type, and against each of these diagrams is shown 
the corresponding motion at the bowed point and the vibration-
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curve at a point near the end of the string. The gra~ual transition 
from the type corresponding to a string bowed at l/z to one bowed 
at zl/5 is clearly seen. · · 

The graphs in Fig. 23 for the case of bowing at Jl/8 show the 
dropping out of the 3rd harmonic. One of the cases is of the 
symmetrical type and the other of the asymmetrical type. In the 
five vibration-curves at the bowed point shown on the right-hand 
side of Fig. 23, it will be seen that the ascent with the bow is made 
with a uniform velocity, but that the velocity of descent is not 
constant. 

Similarly when the bow is applied at some point intermedi
ate between l/3 and zl/7, the velocity-diagram of the transitional 
mode may be drawn in a manner similar to that for bowing at l/7, 
that is, with one large and six small discontinuities, the positions of 
these being readjusted in the manner requisite to give a uniform 
velocity in the forward motion at the bowed point. These vibra
tion-forms would show the gradual dropping out of the_ seventh 
harmonic as the bow approaches the point z l/7. There is how
ever an alternative set of transition-forms in which the velocity-dia
gram is similar to that for bowing at l/4• i.e. has one large and 
three small discontinuities, and these forms secure predominance as 
the bow is removed farther and farther from l/3 towards l/4· 
SiriCe both types of transition-forms give a forward motion with 
uniform velocity at the bowed point for identically the same frac
tion of the penod, they may be superposed in any desired propar
tion so as to secure the specified velocity at this point. In this 
way, the various modifications of the first irrational type of vibra
tion obtained by bowing at points between l/3 and l/4 may be accu
rately drawn. Results approximating to the truth may howevet: 
be obtained without utilizing the principle of superposition of 
transitional forms here suggested~ by merely choosing the form with 
seven discontinuities for bowed points lying between l/J a~d say 
Jl/Io, and the form with four discontinuities for bowed points lying 
between 3l/1o and l/4. The curves thus drawn are shown in 
Fig. 24. 

Of the five cases shown in Fig. 24, the second, third and fifth are 
of the asymmetrical type and the others are symmetrical forms. 

In all these transitional forms, the descending motion at the 
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bowed point is not ·executed with a uniform velocity but consists 
of two or three stages in which the velocities are different. The 
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relative dur~tion of these stages and the velocity of the bowed 
point during these intervals are capable of adjustment within a 
considerable range, and any such alteration involves important 
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changes in the amplitudes and, for the asymmetrical types, also 
in the phases of the harmonics which have a node near the bowed 
point. There is thus, Prima facie, reason to consider that these 
transitional forms should be capable ~f adjusting themselves in 
such manner as to secure the maintenance of the motion, and also its .. 
stability, over a considerable range of bowing pressures and veloci- ' 
ties. A further mode of adjustment is provided by the principle of 
superposition of transitional forms referred to previously. The 
theory may be further elaborated by working out the form of the 
frictional-force curve in a representative set of transitional modes of 
vibration by the general method described in the preceding sub-sec
tion, and proving its compatibility with the motion at the bowed 
point corresponding to each mode. This detailed investi~ation 
must be reserved for Part II of the monograph. For the present, 
however, it will be sufficient to point out some indications of 
theory. It is evident in the first place that any change either in 
the pressure or the velocity of bowing involves some change in the 
relative amplitudes of the harmonics in these transitional forms. 
For, the velocity of the bowed point being non-uniform when 
slipping past the hairs of the bow, equation (22) given on page 73 
cannot, in general, continue to be satisfied at every instant by 
merely altering the non-periodic part Po of the frictional force 
when the pressure is changed, or by multiplying the periodic part 
on the right-hand side by a t:onstant when the velocity of the 
bow is altered. Another result which is indicated by theory is 
that the position of the discontinuities. in the velocity-diagram of 
the string would, in general, be compati~le with the position of the 
discontinuities in the frictional-force curve, only if all of the former 
are, at some one epoch of the vibration, situated at points divid
ing the string into an integral number of equal parts, one of such 
points being that at which the bow itself is applied. This i~ evi
dent from the method which was used for finding the form of the 
frictional-force curve. ' 

The principle used for finding the form of the transitional 
modifications of the first irrational type may evidently be em
ployed also for finding the transitional modifications of the second, 
third and higher irrational types. It is sufficient at first to confine 
attention to those cases in which the motion at the bowed point is 
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approximately a two-step zig-zag, though the method may also be 
extended to cover even more complicated cases. 
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Fig. 25.-Transitional Modifications of the Second and Third lrra-
tional Types, and the Transition from the First to the 
Fourth and Fifth Types. 

The first four curves in each column on the two sides of Fig. 25 -
show the vibration-curves at the bowed point and at a point 
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near the end of the string respectively, for some transitional 
modifications of the second irrational type. In the first case the 
position of the bow is at the point s1/I3 whose distance from the 
end of the string is less than 21/s. The curves may be ,drawn 
from a velocity-diagram with two large equal discontinuities and 
three smaller discontinuities also equal to one another; the mag
nitudes of the discontinuities being the same as for the case of 
bowing at 21/s, but their positions being different, in order that the 
point s1/I3 might have a uniform velocity in the forward motion. 
It is seen that the curves are of the asymmetrical type, the two 
large discontinuities in the velocity-diagram not being coincident, 
when one of the three small discontinuities is at the end of the 
string and the other two are coincident. The next two pairs of 
curves in Fig. 25 show the transitional modifications, one sym· 
metrical and the other asymmetrical, for the case of bowing at the 
point sl/u which lies between t.l/5 and 3!/7· The velocity-diagram 
in these cases has two large and five small discontinuities. The 
bowed point for the fourth pair of curves in Fig 25 is 7lfx6 which 
lies between 3l/7 and 4/,f-}. The velocity-diagram for this case has 
two large and seven small discontinuities and is of an asymmetrical 
type. 

The transitional forms of the second irrational type for bowed 
pointS' lying between 4l/9 and 51/II or between Sl/II and 6l/I3 
and so on, may be simtlarly drawn. When the bowed point lies 
further away from the centre of the string than the node sl/13, in 
other words is in the neighbourhood of the node 31/8, the eighth 
harmonic and its train would partially drop out, and the velocity
diagram would have two large and six small disco ntiD.uities, and 
the form of the vibration-curves may be easily deduced therefrom. 
For example, if the bow be applied at the node 8lf2I, the two 
large discontinuities would be initially at the same point, and the 
small discontinuities would be initially situated in pairs at the points 
2l/2I, 14l/2I and I8l/zr. If the bow be applied between Jl/8 and 
l/3, the second irrational type would be modified by the drop
ping out of the eighth, eleventh and third harmonics and their 
respective trains. In all these transitional modifications of the 
second irrational type, the motion at the bowed point is approxi
mately but not exactly a two-step zig-zag, and the fractional part 
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o~ the period of vibration taken up by the slipping motion is given 

rigorously by the usual kinematicalla w Cal =n Xn n being given the . l • • 
integra~. value 2. 

The fifth and sixth pairs of curves in Fig. 25 represent transi
tional modifications of the third irrational type, the bowed point in 
the two cases being situated on opposite sides of the point of trisec
tion of the string. The bowed point 7l/rg is situated between the 
nodes 31/8 and 4l/II, and the velocity-diagram for this type has· 
therefore three large and eight small discontinuities. The bowed 
point sl/I7 is situated between the nodes 2l/7 and 3lfxo, and the 
velocity-diagram which has therefore three large and seven small 
discontinuities is of the asymmetrical type, as is shown by the 
vibration-curves deduced from it. Further examples of the modi
fications of the third, fourth and higher irrational types may be 
readily worked out by analogous methods. In all such casE's, the 
fraction of the period of vibration during which slipping occurs at 

the bowed point is given by the kinematical law w = n :n, n being 

given the appropriate integral value 3. 4 or 5 etc. 

~ Transition from one Irrational Type to another. 

The theory given in the preceding sub-section may be ex
tended so as to cover another important and interesting class of 
transitional vibration-forms, the nature of which will, as before, 
be best understood J>y considering a specific case. Let the bow 
be applied at some point intermediate between the nodes l/4 and 
l/s. We have already seen in the preceding sub-section that the 
transitional modifications of the first irrational type then obtained 
may be drawn from a velocity-diagram which has one large posi
tive discontinuity and four small equal negative discontinuities. 
The magnitude of the large discontinuity bears to that of the 
small ones, a ratio depending on the inchnation of the lines of the 
velocity-diagram to the .x-axis. If thi~ slope be at :first zero and 
is gradually irlcrefised in the positive direction, a stage will be 
arrived at, when the four small discontinuities completely vanish, 
and the mode of '6ibration becomes idem~eal with the first irrational . .., 
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type. · On further increasing the slope of the lines, f:4e four small 
discontinuities re-appear, this time with a positive value, and 
when the inclination is such that aU the five discontinuities have 
the same magnitude, the mode of vibration becomes identical with 
the fifth irrattonal type. On the other hand, if the slope of the 
lines is negative and is numerically increased, the four small 
discontinuities become larger and larger, and the fifth becomes 
smaller and smaller,. till at a particular inclination, it vanishes 
altogether. The mode of vibration then becomes identical with the 
fourth irrational type. These transitional changes are obviously 
of great interest and importance, and it is very instructive to trace 
the corresponding changes in the motion at the bowed point by 
the method described in the preceding sub-section. Till the final 
stage in which the type becomes identical with either the fourth or 
fifth irrational type, the fraction of the period of vibration during 
which there is slipping at the bowed point continues to be given 

by the kinematical law"'== n ;n in which n is equal to unity. It 

then changes to the smaller value given by the same formula when 
ts is put equal to 4 or 5, as the case may be. It is to be noticed, 
however, that before this final stage is reached, the motion at the 
bowed point undergoes an important modification. For instance, 
in the transition from the first to the fourth irrational type, as 
four of the discontinuous t::hanges of velocity increase in magnitude 
and the fifth decreases, slipping at first occurs at the bowed point 
only when its velocity is in a direction opposite to that of the 
bow; w~en the fifth discontinuity is so small that it is equal to or 
less than the velocity of the bow, this is no longer true, and 
slipping also occurs during a part of the forward motion, and this 
ceases only when the fifth discontinuity finally vanishes. During . 
the latter part of the transitional stages, the fraction of the period 
occupie~ by the backward motion is given by the ratio nx,.jl, in 
which n is put equal to 4, whereas the total fraction of the period 
during which slipping occurs is found by putting n =I. Similarly 
in the transition from the first to the fifth irrational-type. slipping 
is confined to the backward motion of the bowed 'point, only if 
the fifth discontinuity is greater than any one of the 'others plus 
the velocity of the bow. When it is equal. to or. less than this . . 
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sum, slipping occurs also during part of the forward motion, and 
the fraction of the period occupied by the backward motion is 
found by putting n=s in the ratio nxn/l, whereas the fraction 

during which slipping occurs•is found by putting n = I. 

These transitional mode~ would be symmetrical or asymme
trical according as the position of the discontinuites in the velocity
diagram is symmetrical or otherwise. The three curves for the 
bowed point 3l/r3 and the observed'point I2l/I3 shown in Fig. 25 
represent the transition from the first to the fourth irrational type·. 
Two out of the three pairs of curves are asymmetrical and the 
other is symmetrical.. The last pair of curves in Fig. 25 shows the 
transition from the first to the fifth irrational type when the bow 
is applied between the nodes l/5 and l/6. 

The theory indicated above may be extended to cover a very 
large number of cases in which there is a transition from one irra
tional type to another, the moti~n at the bowed point remaining 
approximately a two-step zig-zag. For example, as may be seen 
from Figs. 14 and 15, we q1ay have transitions from the second 
irrational type to the fifth, seventh or ninth type, or transitions 
from the third type to the seventh or eighth type and so on. 

T1ansitjonal fo,ms involving complicated motions at the Boweil Point. 

It has been shown in Section IX that if the number of dis
continuities in an irrational type is not a prime integer, and the 
bow~d point lies anywhere within certain ranges, its vibration
curve is necessarily of a more complicated form than a two-step 
zig-zag. We shall now consider some transitional forms in which 
the slipping velocity of the bowed point is not the same in all the 
stages of descent in such cases. For example, if the bow is ap
plied near the centre of the string and the fourth type is elicited, 
the vibration-curve at the bowed point is a four-step zig-zag ; if 
the sixth type is elicited, it is a six-step zig-zag·, and so on. [See 
Fig. 5, (b), (c), (il) and (e), page 35.] In the transitional forms, 
all the discontinuities cannot be equal to one another as in the 
irrational types. On drawing the velocity-diagrams it is found, 
however, that when the motion at the bowed point is a four-step 
zig-zag, the first, third and other odd discontinuities, if any, 
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should be equal in magnitude, and similarly, the second, fourth 
and other even discontinuities, if any, should be equal in magni
tude. If the motion at the f>owed point is a six-step zig-zag, the 
discontinuities should be capable of being arranged in 3 sets o·f 
equal discontinuities, and so on These relations are perfectly gen
eral, and ·the vibration-curve for a point near the end of the string 
calculated from a veloCity-diagram of this kind shows some imme-
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Bowed Point. the end of the string. 

Fig. 26.-Transitional Modifications of the Fourth and Sixth lrra. 
tional Types. 

diately recognisable characteristics, every alternate or every third 
ascent or descent being of the sa~e steepness and length. This is 
clearly seen in the curves on the right-hand side column of Fig. 26. 

The first pair of curves shows the fourth type and the next 
two pairs the sixth type, obtained by bowing the string near the 
centre. The two following pairs show the sixth type obtained by 
bowing on one side of the point of trisection, and the last pair 
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also show the sixth type obtained by bowing on the other side of 
the trisection-point of the string. The eighth type obtained by 
bowing near the point of quadrisection of the string may be simi
larly investigated. The curves arE' e~ll nP'=essarily asymmetrical. 

~-

, _______ 
Velocity-Diagrams. Vibration-curves at a point near 

the end of ,the string. 

Fig. 27.-Transition from the First to the Second Irrational type and 
vice. versa (also illustrating Cyclical change of Vibra
tion-form at the wolf-note pitch). 
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The motion at the bowed point in all these cases obeys the kine-
nx l 

maticallaw "'=-f-· n being given the appropriate integral value, 

and w signifying the fractional part of the period during which 
slipping occurs at the bowed point. 

The transition from a two-step to a four-step or a six-step 
motion at the bowed point, obtained by applying the bow close to 
the end of the string with smaller and smaller pressures, may be 
readily traced by drawing a velocity-diagram with unequal dis
continuities, and deducing the vibration-curves in the manner ex
plained above. The transition from a tw~step to a four-step 
motion for bowed points close to the end of the string was ob-
served by Helmholtz.1 · 

Lim£ting Form of Vibration for Very Small Pressures 
of Bowing. 

In the discussion on the modus operandi of the bow and the 
subsequent detailed treatment of the modes of vibration maintained 
under various conditions, it has so far been assumed that the 
pressure of the bow is sufficient to ensure that there is no slipping 
at the bowed point during at least a part of each period of vibra
tion. On this assumption, it has been found that when the 
pressure of the bow is gradually reduced, the mode of vibration 
passes through various stages which are either very close approxi
mation to certain standard types or else form transitions between 
those types. There is little difficulty in finding which of the 
standard types of vibration is capable of being elicited when the 
bowing pressure is the minimum admissible. The exact method 
of ascertaining the critical pressure for any given type of vibra-

1 "Sensations of Tone," English Translation by Ellis, page 85. Fig. 26 of 
Helmholtz's work representing this transition is not quite correct. For, when the 
two discontinuities are unequal, the two steeper lines in the vibration-curve of a 
point near the end of the string would not be quite parallel, except in the limit 

• when the point observed is infinitely near the end of the string. The shorter descent 
would be less steep than the longer one. Further, Helmholtz shows only the sym
metrical transition forms in which the break first appears in the middle of the ascend_ 
ing line of small slope. In general, the actual transition forms are asymmetrical. 
See Pig. 27 of this Bulletin. 
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tion has already been indicated. Generally speaking, the type 
which involves slipping at the bowed point for the largest fraction 
of the period has the smallest critical pressure. From Fig. 15, on 
page 7I, it is seen that when the bow is applied at any point in 
the range l/2 to l/3, the fraction of the period during which there 
is slipping at the bowed point is largest for the first irrational type 
in which the fundamental is dominant. Within this range there
fore, the smallest pressure of bowing for which the theory given is 

·valid would elicit the first type of vibration, or rather a transi~ 
tional modification of it. in which harmonics having nodes near 
the bowed point are absent or relatively deficient. If the pressure 
of bowing be further reduced, the motion at the bowed point 
necessarily suffers further modification. Under the conditions 
postulated, the fundamental is dominant, and the higher harmon
ics, especially those whose nodes are nearest the bowed point, 
require proportionately much larger maintaining forces than the 
fundamental. The pressure of the bow being small, the forces 
exerted• by it are insufficient to maintain the higher harmonics 
which accordingly tend to fall out, leaving the fundamental practi
cally by itself. The limiting form of vibration of the string for 
small pressures of bowing within the range l/2 to l/3 is thus a 
simple oscillation. On reducing the pressure of bowing to the 
smallest possible values, even the fundamental ceases to be vigor
ously maintained, and the amplitude of the vibration tends to 
zero. The effect of an increase in the velocity of the bow on the 
form of the maint~ined vibration is of course analogous to that of 
a diminution of its pressure . 

. Practically similar results would be obtained by applying the 
bow with a small pressure-velocity ratio at points lying between 
l/3 and l/4· For, within this range, the second irrational type of 
vibration is that which requires the smallest pressure to elicit, 
and when the harmonics which have nodes at l/3, zl/7 and l/4 drop 
out, it leaves little besides the fundamental and a feeble octave. 
The case is however very 'different if the bow be applied in the 
range between o and l/4· -The first type of vibration in which the 
fundamental is dominant then has a fairly high critical pressure, 
and when the pressure of the bow is less than this value, the mode 

, of vibration alters into one in which the motion at the bowed 
' 
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point is representable by a four-step or a six-step zig~zag or even 
a more complicated curve. In other words, the fundamental and 
harmonics of low order have then a tendency to fall out, leaving 
the higher harmonics in possession of the field. The string may 
even divide up into segments and .vibrate with twice, thrice or 
four times its usual frequency. 

Instability of Periodic Vibration under High Bowing Pressures. 

The fundamental assumption on which the treatment given so 
far rests is that the bow maintains the string in a periodic vibra
tion. If the yielding at the ends of the string be negligible, the 
period of this vibration is the same as that of its free oscillations, 
the phase of each harmonic component in the force exerted by the 
bow being in advance of the phase of the correspQDding component 
in the maintained motion by 90° (see Figs. 16 to 19 a11;d explana
tion on pages 8o to 90). The question arises whether a periodic 
motion is always possible under the action of the bow. This is 
best discussed by considering a specific case. Assume that the 
bow is applied exactly at the node l/J. A v:ery small pressure is 
then sufficient to maintain the usual periodic motion. (See the 
last pair of curves in Fig. 17 on page 87). It is obvio'us that in 
this case, any increase in the pressure of the bow over the minimum 
necessary to establish the usual type of vibration can have no 
effect at all, so long as the motion is periodic. But it does not 
follow from this that the pressure of the bow may be increased 
indefinitely without affecting the possibility of the steady vibra
tion. That a maximum exists beyond which the pressure may not 
be increased if a regular vibration is to be possible is indicated by' 
the following considerations. The string determines its own fre
quency of vibration under the action of the bow. But during the 
fraction of the period in which the bow and bowed point adhere, 
the frictional force is in a sense arbitrary as it may have any value 
smaller than the statical friction. If, tqerefore, the pressure of 
the bow be sufficiently large, the frictional force is capable of 
variation in an arbitrary manner between large limits, and there
fore also of setting up a motion of the string having an arbitrary 
period and phase. The motion of the string thus tends to become 
irregular when the pressure 'of the bow is much in excess of that 

I 
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required to maintain a regular vibration having the maximum.. 
critical pressure. . "! •. • 

The maximum bowing pressure at which a· steady vibration 
ceases to be possible evidently depends on the position of the bowed 
point, on the velocity of the bow, and to some extent also ·on the 
other conditions of bowing, e.g. the finite width of the· bow.· At 
important nodes suc;h as l/2, 21/5, l/3 and l/4, the maXimum admis
sible pressure is necessarily low, as the critical pressure necessary to 
maintain the usual steady vibration is small. But at nodes such 
as 51/II or Sl/I2 or Sl/13, a considerably larger pressure is admis
sible. In the general case in which the bow )s applied at any 
point on the string, the factors that determine the possibility of 
the mode of vibration having the highest critical pressure, also 
determine the maximum· pressure beyond w'hich a steady vibration 
ceases to be possible. 

Effect of the Finite Width of the Bow. 

Exc~pt by way of passing reference (see pages 7, 65, 6g and 
the last para. of the previous sub-section), we have. not so far 
considered in detaU the effect of the finite width of the region of 
contact between the bow and the string. The necessary modifica
tions in the equation of maintenance (22) given on page 73 may be 
made without difficulty. We may represent an element of the 

region of contact by dx, the pressure exerted on it by P 6 and dx 

its velocity by vxt. The frictional force acting un the element may 

be written as F( P 
6 

, v xt _ v B )dx. To find the expression for the 

maintained motion_. we have to analyse the force acting on each 

element dx into its harmonic sine and cosine components, multiply 
• n1rx 

each component by the corresponding factor sm T and then 

integrate over the region of contact. We thus obtain the' two 

equations. 
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= kn:8n sin (en+ e,.'} 
where kn Bn en and en' have the same significance as in equa-, ' 
tion (22), and .x0, x0' are the limits of the region of contact. 

Comparing the expressions now obtained with those for the 
ideal case of a string bowed at a mathematical point, it is evident 
that the theory for a finite region of bowing is considerably the 
more complicated of the two. It is important to realise clearly 
the. essential point of difference between the two cases. · When 
the pressure of the bow is regarded as applied at a single point on 
the string, the frictional force is expressible as a function of the 
relative velocity of that single point with respect to the bow, and 
may therefore have any arbitrary value (positive or negative) 
smaller than the statical friction when this relative velocity is 
absolutely zero. On the other hand, in the actual case of the 
finite region of conta:t, the relative velocity of every element of 
this region with respect to the bow enters in the expression for 
the system of forces acting on the string, and while it is possible 
for a single point on the string to have absolutely the same velocity as 
the bow in every part of its forwf!-rd motion, kinematical theory 
shows that it is not possible for every element on· a finite region to 
have absolutely the same velocity as. the bow in every part of its for
ward motion. The frictional forces do not therefore have the 
same freedom of adjusting themselves· to the conditions of the 
maintained motion as in the ideal case. 

The only line of attack on the present problem open to us 
appears to be the tentative one of assuming that the maintained 
motion is one of the various types we have discussed in the preced
ing pages, and then finding in what manner its maintenance is 
affected by the finiteness of the region of contact. As the simp
lest case possible, let us assume that the bow is applied near the 
end of the string and that the maintained motion is of the first irra-
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tiona! type (see Fig. I on page 25). The vibration-curve at every 
point on the region of contact is then a simple two-step zig-zag, 
but with different velocities of ascent and descent. The amplitude 

. of vibration of the string then evidently depends on the position 
of the particular point whose velocity of ascent is the same as 
that of the bow; it is a maximum if the relative velocity in the 
ascending motion is zero at the extreme edge of the region of con
tact nearest the ~nd of the string, and a minimum if it is zero at the 
edge farthest from the end. If the relative velocity be zero a:t 
some intermediate point, it is positive on one side of it and nega
tive on the other. _The frictional forces exerted by the bow on 
the region of contact on either side of this point are then in oppo
site directions, one set tending to increase the motion and the 
other to oppose it. The forces exerted by the bow thus tend 
mutually to cancel out their own effects, and only the difference 
1eft over, if any, is available for the maintenance of the motion. 
It must be remembered that, element for element, the forces act
ing on the string furthest from the end that tend to reduce its 

. vibration are the more powerful, as most of the factors sin n;x 
are larger here than in the part nearer the end. The tendency of 
the vibrations to increase up to the maximum possible is thus 
strongly opposed. As the bow is applied nearer and nearer the 
en,d of the string, the point at which the relative velocity is zero 
tends ~o approach the boundary of the region of contact furthest 
from the end. 

Conclusions similar to those stated above are also arrived at 
if we assume that the bow is applied with sufficient pressure, close 
to but not exactly at an important node such as l/2 or l/3. and 
that the corresponding irrational type of vibration (that is the 
2nd tvpe or the 3rd type) is elicited. It will be noticed that iu 
every such case, the forces acting on the string furthest from the 
node tend to oppose the motion, while those acting nearer the 
node tend to support it, and the force available to maintain the 
motion is only the difference between the effects of the two sets. 
On the assumptions made, the force acting on each element of the 
string is perfectly determinate, and the integrals given above 
should therefore be capable of complete evaluation. 
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We may now pass on to consider the effect of the finiteness· 
of the region of contact on the assumption that this region includes 
some fairly important node and that the vibration elicited is one 
of the rational types discussed in Section X. The velocity
diagram of the string then consists of horizontal lines parallel to 
the x-axis (that is, t(} the string) and separated by discontinuities. 
If the relative velocity is zero throughout the ascending motion at. 
some one point in the region of contact, this would practically be 
the case also at immediately contiguous points; at points which 
are considerably removed from it, however, the relative velocity 
would be zero only during a succession of intervals making up a 
part of the ascending motion and would have a finite value during 
the other intervals, this value being positive in one part of the 
region of contact and negative in the other part. (For instance 
see Fig. 8 on page 52). During the intervals of the ascending 
motion in which the relative velocity is finite, the frictional forc~s 
would evidently act in opposite directions in the two parts of the 
region of contact, and would thus tend to cancel each other's 
effects. The more numerous the discontinuities are and the greater 
the width of the bow is in relation to the length of the string, 
the greater would be the reduction in the effective action of the 
bow produced by this opposition of forces. As the intervals in 
which the relative velocity is finite are distributed regularly over 
the period, the effect of the finite width may be regarded as ap
proximately equivalent to a reduction of the pressure of the bow, 
though of course this is not an absolutely accurate statement. 
Since the number of discontinuities in the velocity-diagram is one 
of the factors determining the effective reduction in the pressure 
of bow produced by the finiteness of the region of contact, the 
tendency would be to elicit a mode of vibration having the fewest 
discontinuities. The particular point on the region of contact the 
motion of which approximates most closely to that for the ideal 
case of a bowed • point' is, of course, a variable factor which 
enters into the equations determining the maintained vibration. 
Since this point would not in general actually coincide with the 
node falling within the region of contact, the mode of vibration 
would approximate to one of the transitional types discussed on 
pages 95 to no rather than to one of the standard types of vibra-
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tion modified by the dropping out of a set of harmonics which we 
discussed in Section X. 

Owing to the fact that the frictional forces in the cases con
sidered in the preceding paragraph are partly determinate and partly 
indeterminate, a complete evaluation of the integrals and a rigorous 
detailed treatment do not appear practicable. A rough numerical 
estimate of the effect of the finite width of the bow on the critical 
pressure necess_ary to maintain any given type of vibration seems 
however within the range of possibility, if the necessary physical 
data are known or can be~assumed. This complicated work must 
necessarily be reserv~d for a future occasion. · 

The EUect of the Yielding at the Bridge: General Discussion. 

The yielding at the bridge and the consequent communica
tion of energy from the vibrating string to the sound-box, and 
thence to the air, are essential features in the investigation of the 
mechanicsofbowed.strings. For simplicity, we have so far assumed 
that this yielding is very small, and that the bow maintains .a 
a strictly periodic vibration. When these assumptions are made, 
no special difficulty arises in discussing the mode of action of the 
bow; and it is found that the vibrations of the string are practi
cally in...the normal modes, and have the same frequency as that 
of the string with rigidly fixed ends. Cases may however arise in 
which either or both of the assumptions may not be justifiable a 
priori, and we· have thus to enter into an examination of (a) the 
conditions, if any, under which a periodic vibration cannot be 
maintained by the bow, and (b) the possibility (or otherwise) of 
a periodic motion under the action of the bow, with a frequency 
differing from that of the string with rigidly fixed ends. For a 
full understanding of these problems, we have to enter into a 
discussion of the mechanics of the string and bridge much more 
detailed than that given in Section II.· The discussion may con
veniently be divided into four parts: (r) the free vibrations of the 
system if there be no dissipation of energy; (2) the free vibrations 
as modified by.the dissipation of energy; (3) the vibrations forced 
by a periodic force of arbitrary period; and (4) the vibrations 
forced by the bow under various conditions. The discussion is 
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also valuable as enabling us to find methods for experimentally 
verifying the theory given in the preceding pages. ' 

Alteration of Free Periods. 

Taking first the free vibrations, we may, to avoid undue 
complications, consider only the motion at the bridge transverse 
to the string. This neglect of the longitudinal motion of the 
bridge would not seriously invalidate our conclusions, as there
action of this component of the motion of the bridge would only 
tend to alter the tension of the string periodically, and would not 
directly tend to set up a transverse motion such as that with which 
we are now concerned. Further, it is sufficient if we consider the 
motion in. the plane parallel to that of the vibrations of the string, 
the latter being assumed to be the same as that in which vibra
tions are forced by the bow iu ·usual practice. In other words, the 
reaction of the bridge on the motion of the string may be suffi
ciently nearly represented by a system capable of movement in a 
single direction transverse to the string, and having one, two, 
three or such larger number of free periods of vibration as may be 
necessary to obtain a sufficiently close approximation to the truth. 
As a first step, we may assume that the bridge may be represented 
as a single mass controlled 'by a spring. Neglecting the dissipa
tion of energy and using the notation of Section II, the free periods 
of vibration of the string and of the bridge may be found from 
the formula 

-T p 
tan pl 0 where 1£ m' = T p• f-Mm'l.' o 

The equation for pl may be completely solved by a graphical 
method. Writing the relation in the form 

M T oP'l~- f= ToP cot pl, 
the expressions on either side may be readily plotted as graphs 
with respect to pl. The left-hand side gives us a parabola with 
its vertex on the line pl = o, on the negative side of the axis 
of pl. The right-hand side has a series of branches with the 
lines pl ==- .. , pl = 2"' •••• pl = n"', etc., as their asymptotes. The 
particular point at which the parabola cuts the axis of pl deter
mines the free period of vibration of the bridge, if the reaction 
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of the string be not taken into account. The curves representing 
· T0 p cot pl evidently cut the axis of pl at the poinp; pz--n 1rj2; 
and if the parabola also cuts the axis at one of these points, th'e 
reacti~n of the string would have no effect on the fre~ period o~ the 
bridge. · In other cases, the free period of the bddge ·and the free 
periods of the string are both subject to modification. The graphs 
show that the natural frequencies of the string which are gr~ater 
than that of the bridge, are further increased by the yielding of 
the latter,. while those which are less are further decreased. The 
frequency of the bridge is increased or decreased according as it 
is greater or less than the nearest of the two natural frequencies 
of the -st~ing between which it lies. The most interesting results 
are obtained when the free period of the bridge, and one of the 
_free periods o~ the string, nearly or actually coincide, that is, when 
the parabola in the graph cuts the axis of plat or near one of the 
points pl =,..or 2 ,. or 371', etc. Taking, as an example, the case in 
which "the bridge and the string have nearly the same frequency, 
the points wher~ the parabola cuts the two branches having the 
common asymptote pl = ,.. , determine the two free periods of the 
system as modified by the mutual action of its parts. When the 
parabola cuts the axis of pl at a point for which pt < ,. , the 
intersection of the parabola with the inner branch determines the 
modified period of the bridge, and the intersection with the outer 
branch dete_rmines the modified period of the string. The state 
of matters is reversed when the parabola cuts the axis of pl at a 
point for which pl > .... When the parabola passes exactly 
through the point pl = ,. , it is no longer possible to define which 
of the two free periods of the system is distinctively that of the 
string and which of the bridge. 

From the preceding discussion it is clear that the yielding of 
the bridge modifies the free periods of the string lying near its 
own period to a greater extent than it does those further off, and 
that when the string and bridge taken separately have the same 
free period in any case, their mutual action results in the system 
having two different periods which, when the free oscillations are 
excited, would produce ''beats" somewhat similar to those of 
two tuned electrical circuits coupled with each other. ''Beats" 
would also occur when the free periods, taken separately, are nearly 
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but not quite equal to each other ; but they would then be more 
rapid than in the case of perfect tuning. From the principle of 
conservation of energy, it is evident that in every such case, the 
vibration of the string would be a maximum when that of the 
bridge is a minimum, and vice-versa. 

Effect of Thickness of String on Free Periods. 

. An approximate formula for the numerical calculation of the 
, alteration in the frequencies of the string is readily found. The 
unaltered frequencies are given by mj2.,. where m = (T o/P)I p and 
Pl=n.,., n being any positive integer. Putting Pl= n• + p'l as 
the result of the yielding of the bridge, P'l being small, tan pl ==tan 
p'l=P'l (nearly). The change in frequency is thus 

m'/2.,.== (T0/P.)I P'/2.,. 
== T0mj211l (M m'- f). 

If (Mm'- r> is sufficiently ~arge and either positive or nega
tive, the value of m corresponding to the undisturbed period 
may be substituted on the right-hand side without sensible error. 
For a given value of m, that is, for a given frequency, the altera• 
tion produced by the yielding of the bridge is proportional to T ofl, 
in other words to the tension divided by the length. For a given 
vibrating length and frequency, the heavier or thicker a string 
is, the greater would be the tension necessary, and therefore also 
the alteration in frequency produced by the yielding at the bridge. 
Similarly, with a given stdng vibrating with a stated frequency, 
the ratio T 0fl may be increased by increasing the tension and the 
vibrating length, and the alteration of frequency produced by the 
yielding of the bridge also increases. . , 

When (Mm'-r> is not very large, the-equation may be 
written in a slightly different form. 

m' [M(m- m')1+2Mm'(m- m')- f] 
=T0mfl. 

Since (m - m') is the unaltered frequency divided by 2•, the 
relation is evidently a quadratic in m' which may be readily 
solved. When the free periods of the bridge and the string con· 
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sidered are the same if the two are taken separately, we have to 
write M(m- m')1 = r and m' = ± [T0/2 M l]l • 

The formula shows that in this case the system has two free 
periods instead of one, and that the influence of the density of the 
string, or of its tension and vibration-length for a given frequency 
in determining the.efiect of the yielding of the bridge, is relatively 
not so great as at other frequencies. 

Yielding of a Bridge which has more than one Free Period. 
' 

If the bridge has two or more free periods of vibration, the 
effect of its yielding on the free periods of the string may be readily 
found by the method of generalized co-ordinates. If tp1, tp2 , tp3, 

etc., be the normal co-ordinates of the system of which the bridge 
forms a part, we may write 

Kinetic Energy of the System=ta1~1'+!a~~~'+ia3;31+etc., 
Transverse Yielding of Bridge=r1tfJ1 +r,'P~~.+r3tfJ3+etc. 

From this, we find 

[ 
r 1/a r 1/a r 1fa J tanpl=-T0 p --1

-
1-+ 2 2 +-3-2-+etc. 

n1
1 -m'J. n<J.s-m' n'3 -m' 

where nJ21r, nJ21r, n3/2", etc., are the natural frequencies of the 
bridge._ When the particular free period of the string under con
sideration nearly coincides with the one of the free periods of the 
bridge, the results obtained in respect of it from this general 
formula, would not di:ffer seriously from those obtained, if only the 
co-ordinate of the bridge having nearly the same free period is 
retained, and the others are neglected. Generally, however, two 
or more of the co-ordinates in the motion of the bridge require to 
be taken into .account, and the alterations in a free period of the 
string produced by two co-ordinates in the n;wtion of the bridge 
may be of opposite sign, and may thus tend to cancel each other 
out. 

Decrement of Free Vibrations of String. 

We may now pass on to consider the e:ffect of dissipation of 
energy on the free vibrations of the system. For this purpose, 
we may, at first, confine our attention to the case in which the 
motion of the bridge is expressed by a single co-ordinate, aJ;J.d use 
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the same notation as in Section II. Since y = o when % -= o, we 
find by assuming the free oscillations of the string to be given by 
the expression · 

y ==Fi:.iPl +qJJ( . .-+at)+F,e<iP1+q2)(:~t-at) 
1 

that p1 ==- p 11 q1 ==- q, and F 1 = - F,. We may therefore write 

y =F[ e<ip+q)(Hat) _ e-<iP+q)(:~t-iu>J. 

At the point % = l, we have the relation 
diy tly I dy 

M dt'lo = -Todx -fy-g fii"· 
• 

Substituting the assumed value of y, we find 

[ Ma2(ip+q)'+g'a{ip+q>+r] [ eUP+q)l_,~(iP+q)l] 
"""'- To(iP+ql[ e<ip+q)l+e-<iP+q)l]. 

Since ql may be assumed to be small, a simplification may be 

effected by writing (eq1+e-q1)=2 and (eq1-e-q1)=2 ql. Then, 

[M a'(ip+q>'+g'a (iP+q)+f] [2ql cos Pl+2i sin pi] 

=- T 0 (iP+q) (2 cos Pl+2iql sin pl). 

Separating the real and imaginary parts and equating, we 
ohldn · 

l
• ToP +Bql_ Aql + T0q 

tan p = -A - T
0
q'll - B + T

0
pql' 

where A=[Ma'(q' -p')+g'aq+f] 

and B=[zMa"Pq+g'ap]. 

Cross-multiplying and neglecting terms of the order q', we 
find that . 

g'a'p'Tn 
qa= -[(,f-Maip')'l.l + T 0'1.p1l] + ff'+Ma'pi]T0 

This gives us the rates of decay of the free vibrations of the 
system. The free periods as altered by the damping are given by 
the equation · 

tan Pl= -(T0P+Bql)/(A- T0q
1l), 

which may be solved graphically or numerically, after substitution 
of the approximate value of q. 
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We now proceed to discuss the results obtained in the pre
ceding para. 

Using the abbreviation t = M mt'', the expression for the rate 
of decay of the free vibrations may be written in the form 

qa= 
p~l'i.(m;I.Jm'- I}M''fpl + M(m1ijm' +I)+ p{ 

To obtain the rate of decay of the free vibrations of the 
bridge, we put m = m1 and find qa =- g' / (2 M + p.l), wher.e 
p.~ is, of course, the mass of the string. It will also be seen that 
if the mass of the string be small compared with that of the bridge 
and associated parts-of the instrument, the rates of decay of the· 
free vibrations of the string would, in general, be small compared 
with the decrement of the free vibrations of the bridge. An ex
ception should, however, be made in respect of the free modes, 
if any, the frequencies of ·which do not differ considerably from 
that of the bridge. 'rhe components whose frequencies are nearest 
to the frequency of free vibration of the bridge decay with time 
more rapi~y than the rest, and ~n the particular case in which 
the free vibrations of the bridge and of the string in any particular 
mode are of nearly equal frequency, the rate of decay of the parti
cular component is much larger and becomes comparable with 
that of ~the bridge. 

Effect of Damping on Free Periods. 

The effect of damping upon the free periods (as shown by the 
formula for tan pl) is generally quite negligible. For, if we take 
the maximum value of qa, that is- g"/2M, and substitute it 
in the formula tan pl =- (T0p + Bql) / (A- T 0q'l·l), lt is found 
that Bqt = o, and that T 0q2l is quite negligible. Except for 
certain terms containing q' appearing in A, the equation for deter
mining the free periods is thus practically the same as if there were 
no dissipation of energy. The free period of the bridge (in the 
absence of the string) is increased by a quantity of the second 
order in consequence of the dissipation of energy, and the effect 

·of this on the free periods of the string which do not lie near that 
of the bridge is of no consequence. Even in respect of those free 
periods of the string, if any, which are approximately coincident 
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with that of the bridge, the alterations produced by the mutual 
action of string and bridge would be nearly the same as in the 
absence of any dissipation of energy. But this statement may 
require modification, if the alteration of free periods by the mutual 
action of the string and the bridge be of the same order of quantities 
as the alteration of the free period of the bridge by damping, as 
would be the case if T Jl were less than g6/2M, that is, if the string 
were very thin, or if the damping of the bridge were considerable. 

Coupled Vibrations of String and Bridge. 

From what has been said above, it is clear that, ordinarily, if 
the free vibrations of the string be excited, the free vibrations of 
the bridge which are excited at the same time would die out more 
or less quickly; the beats due to the superposition of its free and 
forced oscillations would therefore vanish, leaving a steady vibra
tion having the modified free period of the :string which dies away 
rather slowly. The transient beats in the vibration of the bridge 
become slower and slower as the frequency of the string approaches 
that of the bridge, and the dissipation of the energy of the vibrat
ing string becomes much more rapid. But the beats of the free 
vibrations of the bridge with those excited by the string do not 
vanish even when the adjustment of the frequencies of the string 
and bridge is most accurate. On the other hand, it is at this stage 
that they become most prominent in the motion of the bridge, and 
also appear in the vibration of the str.ing, the modification of ·the 
free period of the string by the yielding of the bridge being then a 
maximum. The motion is however highly da~ped at this stage, 
and dissipates itself quickly. We cannot, therefore, as in the 
case of undamped vibration, expect to. find the epochs of the 
maxima of the bridge-vibration coinciding exactly with those of 
the minima of the string-vibration, or vice versa. But as the free 
periods of the system are not considerably altered by damping, 
approximate coincidence of the maxima of the one with the minima 
of the other, and vice versa, may still be expected. 

It is worthy of note that when m1 is not nearly equal to m. 
the rate of decay of the free vibrations of the string depends not 
only on the frequency but also upon its length and density. For 
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a given frequency of vibration, the heavier of two strings of the 
same length is more strongly damped. Similarly, for a string of 
a given material~ the damping may be increased by altering its' 
length and tension in such a manner as to keep the frequency of 
vibration constant. Analogous effects have already been noted in 

·respect of the alterations of the free period of the string produced 
by the yielding of the bridge. When the frequency of vibration 
is gradually altered so as to approach the point at which m = m1, 

the rate at whicl;t the damping of the free vibrations increases to the 
maximum possible, depends largely upon the density and length 
of the. string. But in all cases, the maximum value is the same, 
this being attained when the string and bridge taken separately 
have exactly the same free period. That this is so in spite of the 
actual free periods of the system as modified by the mutual action 
of its parts being different in the various cases, is explained by 
the fact that the increased damping due to the greater density or 
length of the string is at this point completely set off by the decrease 
in the damping produced by the larger alteration of free period. 

So far for the free vibrations in the case in which the motion 
of the bridge is expressible by a single co-ordinate. . If the bridge 
has two or more free periods of vibration, the yielding at the end 
of the string may be expressed as a linear ftmction of the values 
of the normal co-ordinates of. the bridge-system. Similarly: the 
force exerted by the string on the bridge (which is of the damped 
harmonic type) may be resolved into its normal force-components 
which are also of the same type. On account of the dissipation 
of the energy, however, it is not generally possible in these cases 

· to express the equations of motion in' the simple form in which 
only a single co-ordinate is involved in each equation. By apply
ing a general method analogous to that described by Lord Rayleigh 
(Theory of Sound, Vot I, 2nd Ed., Art. ro4), the yielding at the 
bridge and thence also the values• for the free periods and the 

· logarithmic decrements of the vibrations of the string may be 
determined. For those cases in which the free period of any 
component in the vibration of the string lies at or near one of 
the free periods of the bridge, the values thus obtained in respect 
of the particular component would not differ seriously from those 
obtained by neglecting all the co-ordinates in the motion of the 
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bridge except that which becomes specially important in the cir
cumstances. 

Simple Harmonic Force of Arbitrary Period • 
.. 

We may now pass on to discuss the vibrations maintained by 
a periodic force of arbitrary frequency applied at some specified 
point on the string. ·In Section II, we have already found the 
formulre necessary for this purpose, on the assumption that the 
motion of the bridge is expressible by a single co-ordinate. It now 
remains to scrutinize the results in some detail, and to extend them 
to the case in which the bridge has two, three or a larger number 
of free periods of vibration. 

One important consequence of the formulre given on page 5 is 
as regards the phase of the motion of the bridge. . When the 
period of the maintained vibration is much greater than that of 
the bridge, (fi- Mm~) is positive and large in comparison with 
g1m. The string and the bridge are then in the same phase of 
vibration. On the other hand, when the period is less than that 
of the bridge, (ji·- Mm') is negative, and the two vibrations are 
in opposite phases. When / 1 = M m•, the vibrations differ in phase 
by exactly a quarter of an oscillation. The results hold good, ir
respectively of whether the frequency of the applied force is, or 
is not, exactly the same as the frequency of the free vibrations of 
the string, so long as the latter are of sufficient amplitude in com
parison with the motion of the bridge. 1 

The results given in Section II may be generalised for the case 
in which the bridge has two, three or a larger number of free periods, 
by using the method given in Lord Rayleigh's Theory of Sound 
Vol. I, Art. 104, to find the forced oscillation of the bridge in 
terms of that of the string. The relations thus found would be 
precisely analogous to equations (9) and (ro) on page 5 except 
that instead of (f-lt!m1

) and g1 m, we wonld have two other con
stants depending in a rather complicated manner upon the masses, 
free periods and damping coefficients of the bridge-system, upon 
the position of the point on the bridge over which the string passes, 
and also upon the assumed period of the applied force. The for-

1 Compare with the results described in the paper on the ,. Small Motion at 
the Nodes of a Vibrating String" • Bulletin No. 6 of this Association. 
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. mulre for the forced oscillation of the string may then be deduced 
precisely as in Section II. The quantity (F<J.' + G2

1)l may be re· 
garded as expressing the forced vibration of the string, so long as 
the motion of the bridge does not become comparable with the 
motion of the string in its amplitude. 

It is given by the relation 
l E cos +sin px0 

<Fa'+ G.!) = PTo[sin'J.(pl + .,) + oicosZplcosi.,]l 

=Esin px0/k 
where k is a quantity independent of the position of the bowed 
point which expresses the relation between the applied force and 
the maintained vibration. In the denominator of the expression 
for (F<J.' + G'/.1)!, the quantity sin' (pl ++)is approximately indepen
dent of the dissipation factor, provided two or more of the free 
perio~s of the system composed of the string and bridge do not 
lie near each other. On the other hand, the quantity o2 cos' pl cos'., 
is dependent entirely on the friction. Except in special cases 
of the kind mentioned, the amplitude of the maintained vibration 
would practically be a maximum when sin' (pl + +) is zero, that 

. is, when the period of the impressed force is the same as one of 
the free periods of the string as modified by the yielding of the 
bridge. When this is the case, k is proportional to o, and is there
fore ~ntirely dependent on the rate of dissipation of energy. On 
the other hand, if the period of the impressed force is the same as 
one of the free periods of the string with the ends rigidly fixed, 
sin pl == n1r, and k is proportional to [tan'"' +o2Jl, and depends 
both on the dissipation of energy and on the alteration of free 
period produced by the yielding of the bridge. The magnitude 
and phase of the force required to maintain the vibration thus 
depend, in general, both on the difference between the free and 
forced periods, and on the rate of dissipation of energy. 

Forced Vibrations of Coupled Systems of nearly equal perzods. 

The special cases in which two or more of the free periods of 
the system composed of the string, bridge and associated masses 
lie near each other require however to be separately considered, 
as the value of + cannot then be regarded as independent of the 
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dissipation of energy. · The simplest of these casei is that in which 
one of the free periods of the string approximately coincides with 
one of the free periods of the bridge, and also with the period of 
the applied force. As one of the co-ordinates in the motion of the 
bridge then becomes large in comparison wit4 the others, we may 
neglect all the rest, and the formulre given in Section II may 
therefore be used without serious error. Under the conditions as
sumed, the motion of the bridge is not negligibly small, and the 
motion of the string on either side of the point of application of 
the force cannot be quite accurately represented by the same ex
pression; in other words, the string does not quite confo~m to the 
natural types of vibration. This is sufficiently evident from the 
formulre on page 5 if (f'- Mm') be put nearly equal to zero. As 
an approximate result, however, we may still regard (F1

1 +·G1
1) l 

as expressing the amplitude of the maintained vibration of the 
string,while (D,' + E,')i represents that of the bridge. To find 
(F,' + G1

1)l for various periods of the applied force lying in the 
neighbourhood of the free periods of the string and the bridge, 
we have to consider the values of + and 8 in such cases. Thus, 
tan+ =tan 8 (I -sin' t/>) and 8=tan 8 sin 'II cos '· where tan 6 
=ToP! (f'-Mm'), and tan '=g'mf(r-Mm'). By substitution, 
8 = T0P sin' '11/g'm, and is thus always positive. Generally speak
ing, 8 is small and approximately equal to T0P g'mf<r- Mm')', 
being thus directly proportional to the damping coefficient g' of the 
bridge. But when /1 approaches Mm' (as in the cases now being 
considered), 8 increases rather sharply to a considerably larger 
maximum value T oP/g'm which is inversely proportional to the 
damping coefficient of the bridge. So long as (f-Mm') is not 
small,+ is practically equal to 6, being positive when f > Mm', 
and negative when r < Mm'. But when r approaches the value 
M m•, + becomes numerically less than 8 and, in fact, vanishes 
when r == M m', whereas 8 increases to either of the values ± •/Z 
at this point. The free period of the string is given by the rela
tion pl = n,., if its ends be supposed rigidly fixed, and by the 
relation pl + 8 = n .. , if the yielding of the bridge be taken into 
account. Thus, if the string and bridge (taken separately) have 
the same free period, and the applied force is also of the same 
period, r=Mm', and Pl==nr. Sin'(Pl+ +) is then zero, and 

1 
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G, = o. The amplitude of vibration of the string (F"'' + Gil")l is 
then equal to ± F,. and may be written as E sin px0fPTl' which 
is equal to Eg"m sin PxofP" To'· . 

In other words, the force required to maintain a vibration of 
a given amplitude is then inversely proportional to the damping 
coefficient g' of the bridge. This apparently paradoxical result is 
easily explained*. For, the motion of the bridge is then E9. cos mt, 
where E, = E sin px0fPT0 , and the rate of dissipation of energy 
which is ig'm' E"'' may be written as l F"'9. T0'P'fg', and is thus also 
inversely proportional to the damping coefficient g'. By writing 
the rate' of dissipation of energy in the form l F 2Em sin px

0
, it is 

seen that the force required to maintain the string in a vibration 
of a given amplitude is directly proportional to the rate of dis
sipation of energy. It is also proportional to the corresponding 
motion at the bridge, as may be seen by writing the expression for 
the applied force in the form iF,E,T0pm. 

If the free periods of the string and the bridge (taken sepa
rately) and the period of the applied force are not all exactly equal 
to one another, but only approximately equal, the expression for 
the amplitude of the forced vibration of the string cannot reduce to 
such simple forms as those given in the preceding para. We may 
however trace the manner in which the amplitude of the maintained 
vibration varies with the period of the applied force, assuming 
either that (I) the latter is the same as the free period of the string 
with rigidly :fixed ends, but differs from the period of the bridge 
(taken by itself), or (2) that the free periods of the string and of 
the bridge (taken separately) are equal, but differ from the period 
of the applied force. In the :first set of cases, the expression 
[sin"' (pl + +)+~~cos'+ cos• pl]! fcos + to which the amplitude 
of maintained vibration is inversely proportional, reduces to 
[tan• + + 8i]t , Pl being equal to,., As the period of the applied 
force approaches the free period of the bridge, 8i increases continu· 
ously and becomes a maximum when f = M m'. On the other 
hand, the value of tan• + :first increases, and after attaining a maxi
mum when f is> or < than Mm', becomes zero when/'= Mm'. 

* Compare with the observations of Lord Rayleigh on the reaction of a depen
dent system, Theory of Sound, Vol. 11 Art. 117. 
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But (tan• + + 8')! has only one maximum which is attaine~ when / 1 

== M m'. For, tan t may be written as T0P sin fl cos ~/g'm, and 
(tan• + + 8') is therefore equal to (T0p sin fl/g'm)1 which is a maxi
mum when 4' = wfz. From this, it is seen that in the first set of 
cases, practically the maximum force is required to maintain a vibra
tion of a given amplitude, when its period is the same as the free 
period of the bridge. · In the second set of cases, it is necessary to 
trace the values of the expression [sin' (pl + +)fcos• + + 8' cos• pl]i. 
This may be written in the form [sin' pl +sin' pl tan • + cos• pl 
(tan'+ + ~)]1. Sin'pl is a minimum when pl =,.. and f =M m•, and 
increases continuously when r is > or < Mm•. We have already 
seen that cos'pl (tan• + + 8') is a maximum when f == Mm•. 
Sin 2Pl tan + is zero when /1 = M m•, and is very small when r is 
appreciably greater or Jess than M m•, but intermediately, it has 
finite negative values. To find whether the sum of these expressions 
is a minimum or a maximum when pl =., and f = M m•, we may 
differentiate [Sin' (pl + +)/cos• + + 0' cos• pl) twice with respect 
to P, and then put pl =., and + = o. The result found is that the 
expression is then a maximum or a minimum according as 

( ToM)' T0M l/ M 4 g'l +4g'l(I+f'4 )>or<r. 

If we neglect ,...l/4M which is one-fourth of the ratio of the 
mass of the string to the mass of the bri.;lge, etc. this condition 
may be simply written as 

T ofl> or< 2~(\/'2-r), 
or to a closer approximation, in the form 

As the term on the right-hand side is proportional to the square 
of the damping coefficient of the bridge, we should expect in 
practice to find it smaller than the one on' the left, unless, of 
course, the string be very -thin or the damping of the bridge be 
unusually large. The force required to maintain the vibration 
would thus, in general, be a maximum when its period is the same 
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as the free period of the string and the bridge, and when this is 
the case, the force required would be a minimum for two other 
periods, one of which lies on each side of the aforesaid maximum. 
Thes~ two periods for which the minimum maintaining force is 
required would, except in extreme cases, be more or less the same 
as the two free periods of the coupled system composed of the 
string and bridge. Wht-n, however, the string is very thin, or the 
damping of the bridge is unusually large, the two minima do not 
exist, the force required being a minimum and not a maximum at 
the period given by f= Mm'. 

When the free periods of the string and of the bridge (taken 
separately) are nearly but not quite equal to one another, and are 
assigned specific values, and only the period of the applied force is 
regarded ss a variable, it is easy to see from the discussion in the 
preceding para. that, subject to similar restrictions regarding the 
relative magnitudes of the quantities involved, the force required 
to maintain the string in vibration of given amplitude would, 
likewise, be a.minimum for two periods, f being greater than Mm' 
in one case and less than Mm' in the other. The two minima 
of the force necessary would however be unequal. These two 
periods would correspond more or less closely to the two free periods 
of the system, and from the discussion of the free vibrations 
already given, it is clear that the difference of these two periods 
would be a minimum when the free periods of the string and bridge 
taken separately are equal, and would not therefore change very 
rapidly when they are made slightly different. 

Effect of Motion of the Bridge on Periodic Vibrations forced by the 
Bow. 

When the applied force, instead of being simple in character, 
comprises a series of harmonics, and its period does not differ 
considerably from the free period of the string with rigidly fixed 
ends, the forced vibration may still, as an approximation, be ex
pressed in terms of the amplitudes Bn and phases en of the nor
mal types of vibration. 

The force required to maintain the vibration may .be written 
in the form 
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where kn, e'~ are quantities which are approximately independent 
of the position of the bowed point, and are determined by the 
differences between the free and forced periods of the components 
in the motion, and the logarithmic decrements of the respective 
free modes. If the difference of periods is zero or negligible in 
respect of any component or components, the corresponding con
stants k, are merely the logarithmic decrements of the free vibra
tions multiplied by the factor wn1T0jl, and should thus be readily 
capable of experimental determination. If the difference of periods 
is not negligible, the experimental determination of k, is not such 
a simple matter, as it would be necessary to determine the loga-. 
rithmic decrement of the free vibrations, and also to make an 
accurate comparison of the period of the applied force and the 
period of the component free vibration as modified by the yielding 
of the bridge. [The free periods may, of course, be calculated 
theoretically if the constants of the string and the actual compo
nents of the yielding of the bridge are known]. In the particular 
cases in which the difference of the free and forced periods or 
the logarithmic· decrement of any component is large, the corres
ponding constant k, becomes large. This mig.ht, for instance,. 
happen on acco~nt of a particular component being nearly or 
exactly in resonance with one of the free modes of vibration of the 
bridge, in which case, as we have already seen, the component 
would be thrown out of harmonic relation with the rest, or would 
be highly damped. 

The preceding theory is evidently applicable in considering 
the motion under the action of the bow, if we assume that this 
motion is a periodic vibration. It is clear that the bow should be 
capable of forcing a strictly regular vibration even if the yielding 
of the bridge be not negligible, provided, of course, the pressure 
and speed of the bow are in suitable relation to the position of 
the bowed point and other factors involved. For, the expression 
given above for the force requisite to maintain such a motion is 
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exactly of the same form as that given at foot of page 73, the only 
difference (to a first approximation) made by the alteration of free 
periods due to such yielding being in the actual numerical· values 
of the series of constants k,. and e' ,., In other words, assuming 
that the motion is periodic, the theory is substantially on the same 
lines as that· already discussed. Various special points however 
come up for consideration. For instance, what is the period of 
the vibration forced by the bow when the yielding of the bridge is 
not negligible ? In attempting to find an answer to this question, 
we should recollect that the series of " constants" k,., and e',. are 
not independent of the period of the forced vibration. A complete 
theory seems at- first sight wholly impracticable in the circum
stances. It is obvious, however, that in most cases of practical 
·interest, where the yielding of the bridge is sufficiently large to 
enter into the theory, the alterations of the free periods of the 
various components in the motion prodqced by it, would not all 
be in the same direction. We may therefore infer that when the 
pressure of the bow is just sufficient to elicit a steady vibration 
including the usual retinue of upper partials, the period would not 
ordinarily differ to an appreciable extent from that of the free 
vibrations of the string with rigidly fixed ends. [The amplitude of 
vibration is, of course, assumed to be small, or at any rate of the 
same order of quantities in both cases]. Even when the yielding 
of the bridge results in a large alteration of the free period of 
some fairly important harmonic, e.g., of the fundamental or the 
octave, the same result might be expected. It might be shown 
that if in such a case, the pressure be sufficient only to excite the 
said component with the frequency as altered by the yielding of 
the bridge, a'nd not with the normal frequency, a steady vibration 
would not be possible. For, when the bow is laid on, the bridge 
has initially no motion, and one of two things would happen. 
Either the component in question would altogether fail to be excited, 
or as we shall see later on, it would tend to be excited in a cyclic 
manner, that is, with alternately increasing and decreasing ampli
tude. Only the pressure sufficient to excite all the components in 
their normal frequencies would be capable of maintaining a regular 
periodic vibration of the usual kind. 
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Cases in which the Bow maintains a Periodic Vibration with Altered 
Frequency. 

The preceding discussion makes it clear that in practically 
all cases in which the pressure of the bow is just sufficient to main
tain a steady vibration, the period would not differ appre:iably 
from that of the free vibration of the string with rigidly fixed ends. 
But when the pressure is much in excess of the minimum necessary, 
we might expect different results. For, as already remarked on 
page IIJ, when we have a very large maintaining force at our 
disposal, we are no longer restricted to a consideration of those 
types of motion which require the smallest forces to elicit. In 
order that a motion of a period different from the normal be 
possible, at least two factors are necessary-(a) we should have 
sufficient maintaining forces at our disposal, and (b) there should 
be a factor tending to alter the frequencies of all the components 
of free vibration in the same direction, that is, to increase all of 
them or to decrease all. By sufficiently increasing the pressure of 
the bow, factor (a) may be secured. We have already seen that 
the yielding of the bridge would not, in general, enable us to secure 
the result stated in (b). The sliding friction of the bow might however 
lower the frequencies of all the component vibrations, in much the 
same way as in the dynamics of a particle, the viscous resistance is 
found to result in an increase of the period of vibration. In other 
words, it is quite possible that" when the pressure of the bow is 
sufficiently large, it might tend to lower the frequency of vibration 
in addition to maintaining the motion*· As, however, the friction 
exerted by the bow is not entirely determinate; we cannot ordi
narily expect a regular vibration of the string under such circum
stances. But under special conditions, as for instance in the region 
of frequencies within which the resonance of the instrument is 
considerable, we may expect to meet with cases in which a high 
bowing pressure elicits a regular vibration with a frequency appre
ciably or even considerably less than the normal. The greater the 
pressure of the bow, the larger would be the possible lowering of 

• With reference to the possibility of a maintained vibration in such cases 
having a period different from that of free vibration, see Lord Rayleigh's TlseOJ? of 
Sound, Vol. I, Arts. 64 and 68(11). 
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frequency. For the reasons explained on pages 113 and 114, the 
phenomenon would be most prominent when the bow is applied at 
points exactly coinciding with important nodes, such as l/3 or l/4 
or 1/s. and would be inappreciable if the bow be applied near an 
end of the string, or at points close to, but not coincident with, 
important nodes. 

Various other important questions arise in regard to the theory 
of the periodic vibrations of a uniform string forced by the bow. 
Has the construction of the instrument on which the string is 
mounted any effect in determining the possibility or otherwise of 
any stated form of vibration? What is the effect on the motion 
of the string of muting the bridge or otherwise loading the mobile 
parts of the instrument? How do the thickness, length and 
tension of the string influence the character of its motion under 
the action of the bow ? What is the relation between bowing pres
sure and velocity ? What happens when the amplitude of the 
maintained vibration is too large for the theory of " small" oscilla
tions to be strictly applicable ? These are extremely important 
questions for which it is_ essential to find an answer in order to 
arrive at a proper understanding of our subject. We now proceed 
to consider the various points raised, one after another, in consider
able detail. 

Influence of the Instrument on the Form of Vibration of Bowed 
Strings. 

Upon the construction of the instrument depends the motion 
of the points of attachment of the string forced by its vibrations, 
and therefore also the reaction of the instrument on the vibrations 
of the string. This influence may be expressed mathematically in 
terms of the masses, free periods and damping coefficients of the 
bridge, and the associated mobile parts of the instrument, and in 
terms of the tension, length and free periods of the string, and the 
position of the point on the bridge over which it passes ; we have 
already discussed the formulre necessary for this purpose in some 
detail. It now remains to consider in what manner, if any, the 
motion forced by the bow depends on the actual numerical values 
of the various quantities involved. From the discussion given i~ 
Sections III, V, X, and pages 63 to 72, it would appear that the 
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sequence of the phenomena obtained by bowing at any given point 
on the string with varying degrees of pressure or velocity, is to a 
large extent capable of being found from kinematical considera· 
tions depending upon the position of the bowed point, its conti· 
guity or coincidence with some important node-point and the like, 
taken in conjunction ~ith broad dynamical principles common to 
all cases likely to arise in practice. But the subsequent mathe
matical treatment (pages 73 to no) showed that the actual magni· 
tudes of the constants k1, k,, k8 etc., e'u e'., e'1 etc., expressing 
the relation between the maintaining forces and the maintained 
motion, are of no small importance. In order to get a connected 
idea of the theory, we considered on pages 79 to 94 a special class 
of cases in which all the constants e' n were pllt equal to •/2, and 
the constants k,. were put equal to nk ; this supposition enabled 
us to effect an analytical summation of the expression for the 
maintaining force in all such cases. We shall now see in what 
manner, if any, the conclusions thus arrived at have to be modified 
when the constants kn and e',. have values determined by the 
actual constants of the instrument on which the string is mounted. 

The general equation giving k,. in terms of the constants of 
the instrument is · 

kn=2n'lfT0[sin1(2n•l/aT+tn)+8,.'cos'2,..,.llaT. cos•t,.]ljaTcost~t. 

If the period of the motion is assumed to be the same as that 
of the string with rigidly fixed ends, this reduces to the form kn 
= nw T ofl. [tan'+n + 8,. 1]]!. where +n usually depends only on the 
difference between the free and forced periods of the nth compo
nent and 8,. depends on the dissipation of energy. The magni
tudes of tn and 8n for any component in the motion depend mainly 
on those normal modes of vibration of the instrument which 
have frequencies nearest to it. As any actual instrument would 
have numerous free periods of its own forming an ascending scale 
of frequencies, it is not a violent supposition in trying to take 
a general view of the phenomena to assume that [tan• h + 8',.]! 
is of the same order of quantities for all values of n. We would 
then have k,. = nf(n)k, where /{n) varies in an irregular (not pro
gressive) manner as n is increased, and k is a constant. If we put 
J(n) equal_to unity, and make the further supposition that e',. is 
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equal to wji for all values of n, we have precisely the same con
ditions as those assumed in calculating the form of the frictional 
force curves on pages So to 94· The general value ·of e' n is 

w/2 - tan-1 [-sin (2n.,.l/a T. + ljln) f8n cos~n cos 2n.,.lfaT]. 

When the period of forced vibration is the same as that of the string 
with rigidly :fixed ends, this reduces to the form 

e' n = .,./2 -tan - 1 (-tan"'" f8n). 

From this, it is seen- that when the dissipation of energy is tlie 
principal factor and not the difference, if any, between the free and 
forced periods, e'n is practically equal to '"/2. 

Though, as we have seen, the assumptions that e'" = '"/2 and 
k" = nk serve as a broad basis for discussion, the values of kn 
and e'n in individual cases, especially for the first eleven or twelve 
harmonics which are of importance, may indeed stand to each 
other in ~ery different relations. As an illustration of this we 

. ' 
may consider a few examples. The :first is that in which the 
gravest mode of free vibration of the instrument is far higher in 
frequency than the gravest mode of vibration of the string, and 
has, say, exactly ten times its frequency. So far as the :first ten 
harmonics are concerned, we may altoget4er neglect the influence 
of the modes of free vibration of the instrument higher in frequency 

. than the gravest. The values of tan ljln for the first nine har-
monics increase in proportion to the ratio nf(roo -n'), and for 
the tenth is zero. The value of 8n similarly increases with n in 
the r~tio n'/ (roo- n')' if n < ro, and when n = IO, becomes very 
large. Since kn = n .,.T0/l (tan' +n + 8n 1]1• it is seen that it would 
increase at a vastly greater rate than in proportion to n, as we 
move up from n =I ton= 10. In the curves for the maintaining 
force calculated on this basis for any assumed type of motion and 
position of the bowed point, the :first three or four harmonic com
ponents would be far less pronounced in comparison with the rest 
than in the curves found when kn is simply proportional ton. One 
obvious consequence of this would be that the critical pressure 
required for eliciting types of vibration in which the fundamental 
or octave is dominant, would be smaller than usual, and for those 
in which the higher harmonics are dominant, would be increased; 
so far from making it difficult to excite vibrations of the latter 
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kind, this might, for some positions of the bowed point, actually 
make the production of such types of motion easier by increasing 
the difference between the critical pressures of alternative modes 
possible in any given case. An exception should however be made 
in respect of the extreme case of a type in which the tenth 
harmonic is dominant, as owing to the resonance of the instru
ment, this would require an unusually large force to elicit, and 
might thus actually be incapable of being realised in experi
ment. 

As another example, we shall consider the case in which the 
gravest period of free vibration of the instrument is graver than 
the fundamental period of the string, and the other periods are 
assumed to be so small that their influence on the first eleven or 
twelve harmonics is negligible. As an extreme case, we may take 
the period of the instrument to be infinitely long, that is, regard 
the bridge as having inertia subject to damping but without spring. 
The values of tan tn and 8,. would then vary as t/n and 1/n' 
respectively. The value of k,. would therefore actually decrease 
as n is increased. Since the amplitudes of the harmoni~s in the 
vibration are of the order 1/n', the magnitude of the higher com
ponents in the maintaining force would be negligibly small, the 
first three or four terms of the series being pre-eminent. The 
prominence of the first component would be even more marked, if 
instead of taking the free period of the instrument as infinitely 
long, we take it as only a little greater than, or actually equal to, 
the fundamental period of the string. For example, let the period 
of the instrument be Po- times the fundamental period of the string. 
The values of +n and 8,. would then vary as n/(loo- 12In1} and 
n'/(xoo- 121 n1

)
1 respectively. It is obvious that k1 would then be 

much greater than k1 , k8 , etc. This preponderance of the first 
component in the maintaining force would have an important in
fluence on the possibility of certain types of motion under the 
action of the bow. For example, we may consider the case of a 
string bowed near one end. If the pressure of the bow be sufficient, 
we should get the first type of vibration in which the principal 
component is dominant, the motion at the bowed point being of 
the simple two-step zig-zag form. When the pressure is reduced 
below the limit necessary for this type of vibration, the general 
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theory leads us to expect that the motion would alter to the second 
type of vibration in which the motion at the bowed point is of the 
four-step zig-zag form (see pages 66 to 67), or to one of the transi
tional forms intermediate between the first and the second types 
(see pages 108 to III). But in the present case, the fact that k1 

is large leads to a difficulty. In order that a four-step zig· zag 
type of motion be possible at the bowed point, it is necessary that 
the frictional force should be equal, or nearly equal in the two 
stages at which slipping occurs. This, in its turn, is only possible 
when the second component (not the first) is prominent in the main
taining force. (This remark will be clearly understood on a refer
ence to the last three pairs of curves in Fig 21 on page 94). We 
see that under the conditions assumed, the only steady modes of 
vibration ordinarily possible wculd be· those in which the first 
harmonic is either dominant or entirely absent. This remark is 
of importance, as will appear later when we consider the ~eory of 
cyclic vibrations. 

Other examples may also be furnished of the manner in which 
the values of the individual constants kl' ku etc., may affect the 
sequence of the phenomena obtained by bowing at any given point 
on the string with varying pressures or velocities. For instance 
if k1 is very large, it would require a considerable pressure to 
elicit the first type of vibration in which the fundamental is domi
nant, even when the bow is applied at a point far removed from 
the end of the string, e.g., between l/2. and Z/3· We may then find, 
as an exception to the general rule stated on page II2, that this is 
not the type which requires the smallest pressure to elicit within the 
range referred to. Similarly, a large k2 would result in the octave 
being very prominent in the curves for the maintaining force, and 
we might find the sequences indicated for the range l/2 to l/3 in 
Fig 15 on page 71 entirely altered in such a case, especially in regard 
to modes of vibration involving complicated motions at the bowed 
point. 

Relation of Bowing Pressure to the Tension, Linear Density and 
Length of String. 

From a musical point of view, the thickness of the string is 
a factor of great importance. Leaving aside the complications due 
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to possible non-uniformity or imperfect flexibility of. the string 
(which may be considered separately), the thickness of the string 
is principally of importance as it determines the linear density and 
therefore also the tension necessary for any given frequency of 
vibration. For purposes of comparison of the bowing pressures 
necessary, we may assume the length of the string and the frequency 
of vibration to be the same in all cases. For a given velocity of 
bowing, the amplitude of vibration would also be constant. The 
nth harmonic component of the maintaining force is proportional 
to k,. , that is n,. T0/l [tan' +• + 8,. ']i· Since T0 is the tension of 
the string, and since tan +n and B,. are also proportional to T0 , 

the maintaining forces necessary are proportional to the square 
of the tension, that is, also to the square of the linear density of the 
string. This becomes intelligible when we remember that the rate 
of emission of energy from the instrument is also proportional to 
the square of the tension or of the linear density. The use of 
heavy strings is thus indispensable for obtaining a powerful tone, 
and if we assume that the frictional coefficients are the same, 
the minimum bowing pressure required for any given type of vibrlt
tion is also proportional to the square of the linear density. With 
strings of the same material, the linear density is proportional to 
the square of the diameter, and the bowing presscre necessary 
increases as the fourth power of the diameter. _It is worthy of 
notice that the maximum possible area of contact between the bow 
and the string increases at a much smaller rate than the bowing 
pressure necessuy, as the thickness of the string is increased. 
Further, as a thin string requires a much smaller bowing pressure 
than a thick one, a greater variety of vibration-forms would, in 
general, be possible with the former, within a given range of bow· 
ing pressures, than with the latter. 

Comparison may also be made of the bowing pressures neces
sary when the tension and length of the string are simultaneously 
varied in such a manner as to retain the frequency of vibration 
unaltered. It is easily seen that under the conditions assumed, 
the amplitude of vibration remains constant, provided the velocity 
of the bow and the relative position of the point at which it is 
applied, are the same in all cases. The frequency being constant, 
the tension necessary varies as the square of the length of the 
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string, and the bowing pressure necessary is also proportional to 
the square of the length of the string. 

The manner in which the bowing pressure necessary for the 
maintenance of the motion varies when the frequency of vibration 
is altered by changing the tension or length of the string, cannot 
however be expressed in such a simple manner as in the preceding 
cases. Taking, for instance, the case in which the frequency is 
altered by varying the tension of a string of constant leDocrth, the 
expression for the bowing pressure is seen to consist of two factors, . 
one of which increases continuously with the tension, and the other 
.fluctuates between a series of maxima and minima. As the fre
quency increases, the amplitude of vibration for a given velocity of 
bowing falls off, being inversely proportional to the square root of 
the tension; but the values of constants k1, k11 etc., contain a factor 
proportional to the square of the tension. The bowing pressure 
therefore contains a factor proportional to T0t which increases 
continuously as T0 is increased. The other factor depends on the 
relation between the frequencies of the impressed vibration and 
the natural frequencies of resonance of the instrument. For ex
ample, if the instrument has only one free period of vibration, one 
of the factors which determines the bowing pressure has a series of 
maxima corresponding to the cases in which the first, second, third 
or higher~ harmoltic has the 'same frequency as the free vibration of 
the instrument. The bowing pressure necessary, if plotted as a 
function of the frequency of vibration, should then show a series 
of maxima and minima, the highest value being reached when the 
frequency of the principal component in the forced vibration of the 
string is the same as that of the free vibration of the instrument. 
If the instrument has more than one free period of vibration, the 
variation of bowing pressure with frequency would be determined 
by the relation of the impressed frequencies of vibration to the fre
quencies of all the free periods of vibration of the instrument. In 
general, we should expect the pressure-frequency curve to show a 
series of maxima and minima, the most important maxima corres
ponding to the frequencies of resonance of the instrument to the 
dominant harmonic in the vibration. Superposed on these maxima· 
and minima • we should expect to find a tendency of the bowing 
pressure necessary to increase continuously as the tension is in- · 
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crea5ed. Similar results should be obtained when the frequency 
of vibration is altered by decreasing the length of the string, both 
the tension and the ratio in which the bowed point divides the 
string being retained constant. 

Effect of Mu:ing on the Minimum Bowing Pressure. 

The next questio~ to be dealt with is the effect of muting or 
otherwise loading the mobile parts of the instrument upon the 
periodic vibrations elicited by the bow. The addition of mass 
represented by the mute results, of course, in an alteration of the 
constants of the instrument relevant to our present investigation. 
The free periods of the instrument are aU increased. It is obvious 
that this would profoundly influence the character of the forced 
vibration of the body of the instrument and therefore also its reac
tion on the string. We have also to consider the alteration in the 
modes of vibration of the various parts of the instrument pro· 
duced by the load. The point at which the mute or other load is 
added tends to become a node, or point of rest, so far as the modes 
of higher frequencies are concerned; on the other hand, the point 
loaded would tend to become a point of maximum vibration for 
the gravest mode or modes The contiguity or otherwise of the 
load and of the point on the bridge over which the string passes, 
is thus a matter of some importance. Considering the bridge, 
belly and the air enclosed in the instrument as a single dynamical 
system, we may use the Lagrangian equations of motion to investi
gate the alteration in its forced vibrations produced by the load. 

Let ~~~ ~ •• ~., etc., be the normal co-ordinates of the system, 
and 4111 411 , etc., be the normal force-components corresponding 
to a particular harmonic in the force exerted on the bridge by the 
vibrating string. As the result of the addition of the load, ~ •• ~ •• 
etc., are no longer the normal co-ordinates, and we may write the 
kinetic and potential energies of the system in the form* 

• Cf. Routh's Atlv11metl Rigid Dyflllmics, Sixth Edition, Sees. 76 to 78, and 
Lord Rayleigh's Tlleory of Soufltl, Second Edition, Art. 92(11), where the effects of addi
tion of inertia or constraints on lA. fru r~ibrllliofls of • sysleJfl are diacussed. Strictly 
speaking, since the kinetic energy of a particle of mass a is I• (-*t + Y. +.it), the addi
tion to the kinetic energy of th«: system should be represented by three terms thua: 
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T 1 • • •• • • 
= Ia1fl1 + !aa'l>a + · · · · · + Ja.(/.'1>, + /a'l>a + · · · }' 

V=Jc,'[>,'+ica<~>l+ ..•.. 

The Lagrangian equations for the forced vibration are 

(a,~'+ c,}'[>, + /,a.~2(ft'l>l + /a'l>a + ••. } =~, 
(a.~• + ca}'/>a + fia.~"(/1'1>1 + fz'l>a + · .. } =~~ 

etc. etc. 

Multiplying the first equation by ft/(a1~1 + c1}, the second equa
tion by /,./(a2~1 + cit} and so on, and then adding the results, we find 

1.f4>f(a~1 +c) 
(fJ'I>i + A'l>a +etc.}= I+ a.A'lif~f(aA." +c) 

Since ia.(/1~ 1 + /,.~'1. + etc.)1 is the kinetic energy of the load, 11 

being \ts mass, its forced vibration is given by (/1'1>1 + /'1.'1>'1. +etc.). 
Writing ~·...:.._ -m' and dividing out by the product a1a'1.a3 , etc., 
the preceding expression reduces to 

~.f.fa 1 • (n2
1 -m")(ns"-m'-), etc. +similar terms 

(n1
1 -m')(n2

1 -mi), etc.- a.m9'U1"/a1(na'-m")(n3i-m"), etc.+ •. ]' 

where n,f2r, n'/./27f', na/27f' J etc., are the natural frequencies of the 
system in ascending order of magnitude before the addition of the 
load. The forced vibration for any given frequency of the impressed 
force is thus inversely proportional to the magnitude of the expression 
(n1'- m')(ni1 - m"), etc.- a.m'[ft"/al'(n,.•- m1)(n3

1 - m'), etc.+ ..•• ] 
which when put equal to zero gives also the equation for the free 
periods of the system as altered by the load. We may readily 
trace the effect of increasing the mass 11 of the mute from zero to 

T=ial~lil+}ail~t.2 +· · · • +!a(fl~l +f'J.~t.+• .. • )1 

+!a(gl'l>l +g'1.1>2+· •• )2 +l.,(ht~l +h;~2+· • • .)2
• 

However, for tlle sake of simplicity in interpreting the results, we assume (following 
Routh) that the addition to the kinetic energy consists of only one term of this 
type. This would be quite correct if the displacement of the particle due to varia
tions of the co-ordinates 4>1, 4>9., etc., were all in the same straight line, and in any 
case may be tegarded as sufficient for our present purpose. Lord Rayleigh has dis
cussed the general theory for the free vibrations when the addition to the kinetic 
energy consists of any number of terms less than the number of degrees of freedom 
of the system. It may be remarked here that the effect of the sound-post of the violin 
could probably be regarded as equivalent to that of a geometrical constraint imposed on 
the vibrations of the sides of the sound-bos, and if this is the case, the effect could be_ 
discussed mathematically in a simple manner. 
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any desired value, upon the value of this expression (say A), and 
therefore also upon the amplitude of the forced vibration. Taking 
first a case in which the frequency of the impressed force is smaller 
than the smallest natural frequency of the system (m ~ n1), it is 
seen that both terms in A are positive, and their difference must 
therefore gradually diminish as • is increased, till for a particular 
value of •, it vanishes_ altogether. With subsequent increases of 
a, A changes sign, its numerical value becoming larger and larger. 
The effect of the load is thus, at first, to increase the forced vibra
tion, till a stage is reached at which the latter becomes very large. 
This occurs when the frequency of the impressed force is the same 
as the lowest natural frequency of the system as altered by the 
load. • With a further increase in the load, the forced vibration 
diminishes, finally vanishing when the load is very large •. 

We may next consider a case in which the frequency of the 
impressed force lies between two of the natural frequencies of the 
system. The result of the load is to decrease the natural frequen
cies of the system, and it is a well-known result (which is easily 
deduced from the equation for free periods) that, whatever be the 
magnitude of the load, the altered frequencies form a series 
separating the original frequencies of the system. Thus, if 

N1,, N1,, N,,. etc. 
2W' 2W' 2W' • 

be the natural frequencies of the system as altered by the load 
(assumed to be very great), the quantities 

form an ascending scale of magnitudes. (N1 is practically zero if 
the load be very large). The sequence of changes in the forced 
vibration due to a gradual increase in the load is sufficiently • 
illustrated by considering a case in which n1 L m L "•· This 
has to be sub-divided into two categories (a) [n1 L m L NJ and 
(b) [N1 ~ m ~ n1]. In the category (a), the determinant A is 
negative throughout, and increases numerically as the mass a of the 
load is increased. The effect of the load is thus to diminish the 

• Of course, in such a case, the equations would have to be modified eo as to 
take the dissipation of energy into account. 

K 
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forced vibration throughout. In the category {b), A is negative 
when a is zero, and decreases numerically as a is increased, be
coming zero for a particular value of the latter. For larger values 
of a, A is positive. The effect of the load in the second category 
of cases is thus to increase the forced vibration up to a certain 
stage at which it becomes very large, subsequent additions of load 
.decreasing the forced vibration, till it finally vanishes in the limit 
when the load is large. The difference between the two categories 
is that in the former, the frequency of the impressed force does not, 
for any 1oad, coincide with a natural frequency of the system. . 

So far, we have only considered the forced vibration of the 
system at the particular point at which the load is fixed. For our 
present purpose, it is necessary to know also the effect of the load 
on the forced vibration of the other parts of the system, par
ticularly the point at which the string passes over the bridge. 
[This, of course, need not be the same point as that at which the 
load is fixed]. The motion of the system is fully defined by the 
co-ordinates ~1 , ~.., etc., though these are not the normal co
ordinates when the load is attached to the system. The values of 
~1 , ~~etc., may be found by eliminating (/1~1 +/1~1 + .. ) from the 
Lagrangian equations of motion.* 

• In the particular case in which the impressed force acts on the system at 
the point at which the load is fixed, the efiect of the latter on the forced vibration 
may be readily found from elementary considerations without the use of the Lag
rangian equations, provided it is assumed that this point is capable of movement 
on!y in a single direction. (It might, for instance, be supposed that the load is 
fixed on a string, bar, membrane or plate, capable only of transverse vibration at 
the point of application of the force). If the forced vibration at this point is h E 
cos mt when the component of t;lle impressed force resolved in the same direction 
is E cos mt and there is no load, we may write the forced vibration as A' E cos mt 
when a load of mass a is attached to it. The alteration in the forced vibration is 
simply due to the reaction of the load, and we find at once that A'= h/(I-h .. m2). 
If h be negative, that is, if the forced vibration in the absence of any load at the 
driving point be in a phase opposite to that of the impressed force, the efiect of 
the' load is to decrease the forced vibration in the ratio I: (I-h .. m2) which is the same 
at every point of the system. On the other hand, if h be positive, that is, if the 
vibration and the force at the driving point be in the same phase when there is no 
load, the efiect of the load is, in the first instance, to increase the forced vi"Mation of 
every pari of the system in the ratio I: (I-h .. ml). When the load is such that 
Ao~mi=I, the forced vibration is very large, showing that at this stage the frequency 
of the impressed force coincides with a natural frequency of the system as altered 
by the load. Subsequent additions of load result in a continuous decrease of the 
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We obtain a5 the result, 

A. f/1 =fl>Jfa,. (n&'-m') (n8
1 -m1

), etc., 
+am1fa1 • UJa,.(f1fl>2 -fl>d'") (n1'-m') (n/-m'), etc., 
+ /sfaa(/1ff>8-ff>.fa) (na'-m'} (n.'-m'), etc., 
+ .•.. ], 

and analogous expressions for A. fl,, etc. Writing the transverse 
yielding of the string at the bridge in the form (r1' 1 + r,f/1 +etc.), 
we find ff>

1 
== r1 E cos mt, ff>1 = r1 E cos mt, and so on, where E cos ml 

is the periodic transverse force exerted by the vibrating string. 
If the point at which the load is fixed coincides with that over 
which the string passes, Mr1 = fJr, o:::::o /Jr1 = .... , and we have 
(/1ff>,- ff>d,) = (/1ff>8 - ff>J8) -- ••• == o. From this it follows 

A. f;1 = ff>1/a1 • (n;;1 -m1) (n8
1 -m1

), etc., 
A. fa=ff>2/aa. (n1

1 -m1) (111
1 -m'}, etc., 

and so on. 

In other words, each co-ordinate of the system is determined 
exclusively by the corresponding generalized component of force, 
and as the load is altered, the motion of every point on the system 
is affected in the same way, increasing or decreasing in inverse pro
portion with the determinant A., and vanishing when the ~oad is 
increased indefinitely. A similar result would be obtained even if 
the point of attachment of the load is not the same as that over 
which the string passes, provided the ratios of the displacements 
at the two points due to variations of the co-ordinat~ are all 
identical, that is if ftfr1 = fJr, ==........ In general, however, 
if the two points are not coincident, these quantities would not be 
identical, and an addition of load would not alter the forced vibra
tion at different points of the system in the same proportion. The 

forced vibration at every point of the system which finally vanishes for a very 
large load. These results are exactly the same as those deduced from the general 
Lagrangian equations, and clearly show from elementary dynamical considerationa 
that the addition of a load at a given point of a system cannot lower the natual 
frequencies in such IIl&llDer that more than one of them falls from above to below 
any assigned frequency. This is practically Routh's theorem regarding the separa
tion of the roots of Lagrange's determinant as altered by the addition of inertia to 
any part of a dynamical system, and affords a clearer view of the fUDdamental 
nature of thia theorem. · 
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forced vibration would not also vanish when the load is increased 
indefinitely; for 11 (the mass of the load) appears in the numerator 
as well as in the denominator of the expression for each of the 
co-ordinates. In such cases, the forced vibration as altered by the 
load may be considered as consisting of two parts. The first part 
alters with increasing load in inverse proportion to the value of A , 

(the determinant for free periods), and vanishes when the load is 
indefinitely increased. The second part alters with increasing load 
in the ratio af A , and its changes would thus be somewhat similar 
to that of the first part, except that when 11 is very large, it does 
not vanish but reaches a finite limiting value. 

It is instructive to trace the effect of successive small changes 
in the load on the frequencies and modes of free vibration of the 
system and upon its forced oscillations. To a first approximation, 
the alteration in the free period of a normal mode produced by a 
small load is unaffected by the change of type which accompanies 
it,* and may be readily calculated from the modified equations of 
motion by putting all the other co-ordinates equal to zero: For 
instance, with the preceding notation, the frequencies as altered 
by a small load 11 are given by the equations 

m11=cJ(a1 +afi'), ma'=c.J(al+af..") 

and so on. 

The alteration of free period is in each case determined by the 
increase in the kinetic energy of the system due to the addition of 
load. This furnishes us with a simple quantitative method for ex
ploring the motion of the system, and determining the ratio of the 
amplitudes of its vibration at different points in each of the 
normal modes. With larger loads, the alteration in the types of 
free vibration have an influence on the free periods which cannot 

-be neglected. This is obvious at once on comparing the approxi
mate values of the frequencies found as above (all of which become 
infinitely small when 11 is increased indefinitely), with those given 
by the equation A =o, the roots of which, according to the well
known theorem due to Routh, all remain finite (except the smallest), 
when the load is increased indefinitely. It is possible to find the 
normal co-ordinates of the loaded system by the general method 

* Lord Rayleigh's Tlleo,y of Sound, Vol. I, Art. 88. 
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of transformation. (See, for example, Routh's Advanced Rigitl 
Dynamics, Section 56}. But a more instructive method is that 
used by Lord Rayleigh (Theory of Sound, Vol. I, Art. go). The 
normal vibrations of the system in the absence of any load corres
pond to a variation of but one of the co-ordinates fl., flu flu etc., 
at a time. The alteration of any one of these types produced by 
the addition of a small load may be expressed by superposing 
small synchronous variations of the other co-ordinates upon that 
of the principal co-ordinates involved. For example, the principal 
vibration given by the co-ordinate ~~ as modified by a small load 
• would involve also small variations in the co-ordinates f'1 , f'8 , etc., 
the magnitudes of which are given by the ratios · 

~Jf'1 =n1
1/(n2

1 -n1
1

) lC •Mafa1 

f's/f'1 = n1
1/(na'- n1

1) lC afd8/a8 

and so on. 

The modification of the natural types produced by the load may 
become very important in some cases. For instance, if the vibra
tion corresponding to the co-ordinate f'1 involves large displace
ments at the point of attachment of the load, and its frequency 
does not differ much from that of the vibration flu the latt.er as 
modified by the load would involve also large synchronous varia
tions of f'2• When the load is large enough to depress the pitch of 
the normal vibration in~~ sufficiently, the two principal vibrations 
may even completely interchange their characters. Examples of 
this will be referred to later. In fact, when the load is sufficiently 
great, the gravest modes of vibration are those involving large 
displacements of the point at which it is attached, and similarly 
the higher modes are those which involve little or no displacement 
of this point. This is a feature which is of importance in refer
ence to our present investigation. 

It has been stated above that the effect of the load on the 
forced vibration is in some cases to increase it, and in other cases 
to decrease it, and that in the particular case in which the load is 
very large and it is fixed to the system at the point of application 
of the force, the forced vibration vanishes. It may now be shown 
that, in general, the effect of a moderate load is to increase the 
forced vibrations of graver pitch, and to diminish those of higher 
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pitch •. This is a consequence of the fact that a dynamical system 
such as that with which we are now concerned has a number of 
free. periods which form a series, and that a moderate load fixed at 
any given point is sufficient to make the pitch of the higher modes 
of vibration approximate to their limiting values, or at any rate 
pass the first stage in which the effect of the load is to increase the 
forced vibration. This may be proved tn the following manner. 
The kinetic energy of the system in the absence of any load may 
be written in the form · 

!a1~ 11 + !a;!fla' + !a~!fla' +etc . 

.For any actual system (such as a violin) composed of bars and 
elastic plates, the quantities au a21 a8, etc., are all. of the same 
order of magnitudes. From this fact and the approximate formula 
given previously, it follows that a given small load would lower 
the frequency of one of the higher modes by roughly about the same 
interval as it would in the case of one of the graver modes. The 
absolute lowering of the frequency would thus be much greater in 
the former case.· By Routh's theorem, the maximum permissible 
lowering is equal to the difference of the frequencies of the given 
mode and that of the one next below it. If, as is generally the 
case with the higher modes, this difference is not large, a small 
load w.ould be sufficient to make the frequency approximate to its 
limiting value, or at any rate pass the stage up to which the 
forced vibration is increased in amplitude. 

· From what has been said above, it is clear that the effect of 
a mute is- to inprease the yielding of the bridge and the dissipation 
of energy for vibrations of low pitch, and to decrease them for 
vibrations of high pitch. When the string is excited by bowing, 
the effect of the harmonic components of the force exerted by it 
on the bridge, would be variously influenced by the mute, accord
ing to the frequency of each. If the pitch of the fundamental 
vibration of the string is sufficiently high, the mute would decrease 
the forced vibration of the instrument, and the bowing pressure 
necessary for exciting the string would be reduced. On the other 
hand, if the pitch of the fundamental is sufficiently low, the effect 
of the principal components of force would be increased by the 
mute, and the bowing pressure necessary would be increased. 



Cyclical vibrations of G-String and Bridge of Cello near 
'Wolf-note' pitch, showing the differences in lag. 
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Cyclical vibrations of G-String and Bridge of 'Cello near the 
'W olE-note' pitch. 
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The constants k11 k.u k81 etc., expressing the relation between the 
periodic forces exerted by the bow and the vibration· of the string 
maintained by it, would be profoundly modified by the action of 
the mute, and the possible influence of this on the modes of vibra
tion of the string excited by the bow may be discussed as in the 
preceding pages. 

Relation between Bowing Pressure and Speed. 

From equations (22) and (25) given on pages 73 and 75 
respectively, it is easy to see the relation between the amplitude 
of vibration of the string (as determined by the speed of the bow) 
and the minimum bowing pressure necessary for eliciting any 
given type of vibration. When the speed of the bow increases, 
the amplitudes of the harmonic components of the vibration 
in the given mode increase in proportion. From (22) and (25), 
was find accordingly that 

P { S·vBj(P.-P.A) 

where P is the pressure required to excite the given type of 
vibration, S is a constant depending upon the type and the 
point of application of the bow, "B is the velocity of the bow, and 
( P.- P. A) is the difference between the statical and dyna
mical coefficients of friction. If ( p.- P. A) be independent both 
of the pressure and the speed of bowing, the minimum bowing 
pressure necessary is proportional to the speed of the bow. If, 
however, (,.- p. A) depends on the velocity of slip, this result 
does not hold good, and in the particular case in which the 
difference between the statical and dynamical coefficients of 
friction is proportional to the velocity of slip at which the latter 
is measured, the minimulll bowing pressure is actually indepen
dent of the velocity of the bow. In practice, it may be ex
pected, the truth lies between the two extremes. As remarked 
on pages 9 and 74, the property of an efficient generator such 
as rosined horse-hair is that the friction diminishes with 
increasing velocity, at first rapidly, and later more slowly. This 
may be represented graphically as in Fig. 28 (a), the friction 
reaching a limiting value for large relative velocities. If we 
assume that the frictional force is proportional to the pressure, in 
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other words that the frictional coefficient depends only on the 
relative velocity. the graphical relation of the type shown in the 
:figure'may be approximated to by an analytical expression of the 
form 

(I:) 

, , 

FRIC'ri·ONII&. 

FoRe •· 

MINIMUM Bowi'IIIG 

PRESSURE 

, , . 
·' .. 

/ 

RELATIVE V£1.0CITV. 

Spcco OFTH£ Saw 

FIG. 28. 

where l'o and v1 are constants, and v is the relative velocity. 
For any given type of vibration, the relative velocity during the 
stages of slipping at the bowed point is proportional to the speed 
of the bow. Writing v = r "B where r is a number, the mini-• 
mum bowing pressure is given by the formula 

This is shown graphically in Fig. 28 (b). For large bowing speeds_, 
the bowing pressure necessary practically varies as the speed ; but 
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for smaller speeds, the pressure required is greater than in propor
tion to the speed of the bow or the amplitude of the maintained 
vibration. For very small speeds, the pressure required ~ould, 
as seen from the graph, converge upon a finite limiting value. 
This limit is easily shown to be given by 

~-- .. 

P=5/~~-o·v1/r 

and is very small if the ' decay' of the friction from the statical to 
the limiting dynamical value be sufficiently rapid. 

r-e-"s · r."J(r-vs. r/v1) 

dPj =5/p.0 • • dvs (r-e-"s · r/111)' 

From this, it follows that 

Lt (:~) =5f2~~-o and 

Vs=O 

Lt (:~) =5/Po· 

vs=co 

The preceding discussion is based on the assumption that 
the speed of the bow is not so large that the resulting vibration 
exceeds the limit for which the theory of •• small" oscillations is 
applicable. We now proceed to consider the effect of increasing 
the amplitude of vibration beyond this limit. 

Effect of Large Amplitudes • . 

The question arises whether a finite amplitude of vibration 
has any effect on the frequency of a bowed string, and in what 
manner, if any, the finiteness of the motion influences the mode 
of vibration of the string and of the instrument. This may be 
considered in the following ·way. Assuming the motion under the 
action of the bow to be. periodic and of the form 

~ B s· n~rx s· (2n~rl ) y= .... 10-1- 10 -r+e. • 
the finiteness of the coefficients B1, B1, etc., necessitates our 
considering certain terms of the second order in the forces acting 
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upon each element of the string and upon its point of attachment 
to the bridge. · The length of the string at any instant from x = o 
to x=l, is given by 

' t[x+(dy/dx}1
]
1 

dx 

~; + f.l(dy/d%)' is, (appx.) 

=l+.Sf8l. "ln'~·'-•'/Bl ~n'B.'cos {4;' +2e. ). 

If the ends of the string have no longitudinal motion, the alter· 
ations in the length due to the finite amplitude of vibration 
would result in corresponding alterations of the tension. These 
may be of considerable importance if (as is generally the case} the 
modulus of extension of the string be a large quantity in relation 
to its tension when at rest. It is seen that there is a non-periodic 
increase of tension proportional to "i.n'B.", and there are also 
periodic changes of tension. The influence of these alterations of 
tension upon the forced vibrations is readily found by analogy 
with the case of a simple vibrator executing forced oscillations 

. of large amplitude. The equation of motion of a symmetrical 
vibrator under periodic forcing is 

ti+ku+(n1
1 +Pu') u=E cosmt. 

If we write the solution of this in the form 

u=A, sinmt+B1 cosmt+A8 sin3mt+B8 cos3mt+etc., 

it is found on substitution that to a first approximation 

{n1
1 -m' +F) ..4 1-km B1 =o 

(n1"-m" +F) B1 + km A 1 =E 

F=3P {Aa"+B,') 
4 

where 

and is thus proportional to the square of the amplitude of vibra· 
tion. It is evident from this that the effect of the term pu• in the 
expression for the restitutional coefficient is equivalent to an 
alteration in the natural frequency of the vibrator; instead 
of n1" we have to write simply 
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n,'+3P (A,'+Bll).-
4 

It should be remarked that the restitutional coefficient (n1
1 + Pu') 

may be expanded and written in the form 

n1
1 +~ • (A 11 + B11)-~ • (A11 + B11) cos 2 (pt + ~:) 

2 - 2 

where 

It follows that the effect of the periodic variation in spring of · 
double frequency 

[ -~(A 11 +B11)coS2(pt+E)] 
is equivalent to a permanent increase in spring of half the amount 

[ ~ (A11 +B1')J, 

in respect of the principal oscillation. Returning now to the case 
of the bowed string, it is obvious that the non-periodic increasE7 
of tension which is 

Young's Modulus w-1 ~ "B 1 
Tension x 8l' ""'n • 

raises the natural frequencies of all the component vibrations and 
does not disturb their harmonic relation. The periodic part of the 
variation of tension is 

Young's Modulus w-
1 

'-.! 'B 1 {4nd } - T . lJC 8B...,n • cos -T +2~: •. enswn v 

Each harmonic component of this periodic variation is equivalent 
to a further increase, namely, 

Young's Modulus .-1 n'B.• 
Tension lJC 8l' • z-

in the tension of the string, but this increase, unlike the first, is 
eff~tive only in respect of the particular (n'") harmonic com
ponent of the vibration having half the frequency of the variation 
of spring, and not to all alike. This is readily seen on substituting 
the variable tension in the normal equation for free vibrations. 
Since, in the case of the bowed string, the amplitudes B. vary 
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n'B 1 

generally as rJn•, 7 also varies as I/n', and the harmonic 

relation of the natural frequencies is thus disturbed. The 
frequencies of all the natural vibrations are raised, but those of 
the higher components to a lesser extent in proportion than in the 
case of the graver components. In practice, this would be 
probably set off to some extent by the effect of stiffness which 
raises the pitch of the higher components to a relatively greater 
extent. The general result however remains that the effect . 
of a finite amplitude of vibration is to raise the pitch of the bowed 
string, and also, to some extent, to throw the natural frequencies 
of the higher components out of the harmonic relation and thus to 
increase the forces required to be exerted by the bow for the main
tenance of the motion beyond what would otherwise be necessary. 

That the vibration of a bowed string, if of large amplitude, 
cannot remain as a free oscillation in the absence of the bow can 
be shown directly from geometrical considerations. Taking, 
for instance, the simplest type of vibration (Fig. r on page 25) in 
which the configuration of the string at any instant consists of two 
straight lines, the point of intersection of which travels on 
two parabolic arcs, it is obvious that the length of the string and 
therefore also the tension would be a maximum when the two 
straight lines intersect at the vertex of either parabola, and would 
be a miilimum when the string passes through its position of 
equilibrium. The velocity of travel of the wave along the string 
cannot, in the circumstances, be uniform. This is inconsistent with 
the assumed type of free vibration. 

The periodic variations of tension in the string produced by a 
large amplitude may have an effect on the forced vibrations of the 
instrument. This will now be considered. 

EUect of the Longitudinal Motion of the Bridge. 

The periodic forces exerted by the vibrating string on the 
bridge at the point over which it passes may be resolved into two 
sets of components, one set transverse to the string and the other 
set parallel to the string. The magnitude of these forces and their 
generalized components may readily be calculated. To being the 
stationary value of the tension of the string, the tension at any 
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given instant may be written in the form T0+8T0• If the string 
at the bridge makes an angle 8 with its position o, equilibrium, 
the force exerted by it may be resolved into two components 
(T

0
+8T0) cos 6 and (T0 +8T0) sin 6 respectively parallel and trans

verse to the string. The transverse· force may to a sufficient 
approximation be written simply as T0 (J and is thus of the first 
order of small quantities. The longitudinal component is 

(T0 + 8T0) (I- 8'/,) 
and may be written as 

To+8T0 -To (}1/i· 

If Y be the modulus of extension of the string, l0 its unstrained 
length, and t:..l0 the extension necessary to give it a tension T 0 , the 
length of the string in the position of equilibrium is 

l0 + t:..l0 =l, (say). 

If l+8l be the actual length of the string at tbe given epoch during 
the vibration, we may write 

Longitudinal force= Y( t:.l0/l0 + 8lfl0 - fl't:.lo/210). 

Of the three terms within the brackets, only the second and the 
third include periodic quantities: The deflection of the string 
from its position of equilibrium produces an increase of length, and 
in the preceding sub-section, 8l has already been calculated on 
the assumption that the bridge has no motion parallel to the string. 
It is of the order otl0·, and 8lfl0 is thus of the order 0'. · The third 
term (}1~10/210 is therefore of a smaller order of quantities than even 
the second term which is itself proportional to the square of the 
amplitude of vibration of the string. It is thus seen that the 
only part of the periodic longitudinal force which is sensible is 
that due to the fluctuation of the effective length of the string 
when in vibration. If "' be the longitudinal motion of the bridge, 
we may write 

8l=7J+tr1/8l. ;n'B•' {x-cos4';'+2e•) 

and the longitudinal force = Y • 81/l. 
In finding the generalized components of force corresponding 

to the normal modes of vibration of the instrument, and the 
transverse periodic components of the tension, we are only con-
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cerned with the motion of the bridge transverse to the string. 
Similarly in finding the generalized components of the longitudinal 
forces, we are only concerned with the longitudinal motion of the 
bridge. If the principal normal modes of vibration of the body of 
the instrument do not involve any longitudinal motion of the bridge. 
the effect of the longitudinal components of force may be ignored. 
In any case, these components are of the second order of smallness 
in magnitude and can be ignored if the amplitude of vibration of 
the string be sufficiently small. In special circumstances, how
ever, they niay attain some importance. The periodic part of the 
longitudinal force depending on the vibration of the string is of 
double its frequency, and if one of the frequencies of resonance of 
the itistrument is,of suitable value, the string may succeed in 
forcing an appreci!lble vibration of double its own frequency. As 
remarked in the preceding sub-section, the periodic variations of 
tension in the string vibrating with :finite amplitude may also 
appreciably in1luence the frequency of its excitation by the bow 
and the magnitude of the force required to maintain the motion. 

(To be continued.) 
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Gleanings 

THE CHURCH AND MONASTERY AT ASSISI, BUILT IN MEMORY OF ST. I'RASCIS. 

A man who Chose to be Poor 

L IFE in Italy seven hundred years ago 
was not very different from life in 

England to-day. Though they bad none 
of our wonderful inventions, yet the people 
themselves were much the same. There 
was selfishness everywhere. Kings and 
dukes were constantly making war on each 
other, and each war meant pain and sorrow 
and death to thousands. Even in times of 
peace there was more trouble than there 
should have been. In every town there were 
a few rich men who had more money than 
they needed, while hundreds of poor people 
wondered where to look for their daily 
bread. 

There was also much sickness, and very 
little was done to care for the sick. One 
disease especially was very common, and 
was terrible beyond what we can imagine; 
this was leprosy-the same leprosy of which 
we read in the Bible. Poor suffering lepers 
could be seen almost every day, begging 
in the streets of the cities and villages, but 
few ever seemed to pity them. The people 
were all so busy with their own selfish aims 
-trying to have a good time, or to get rich, 
oiULY 1918 

or to hurt their enemies. In the Church 
itself people were selfish. Many of the 
priests were rich and cared more for money 
than for Christ's work. Even the monks, 
who were supposed to be especially holy, 
were only trying to save their own souls. 
And some of them were not even thinking of 
that, but were enjoying themselves in their 
monasteries. 

Just such a selfish place was the little 
city of Assisi in Northern Italy, in the year 
A.D. 1200. But in that city at that time 
there lived one man who really loved every
body, and whom nearly everybody loved. 
His name was Francis. He is known in 
history as St. Francis of Assisi. Of all the 
great men of Italy, none has done more 
to bless and help the world. 

His father was a rich cloth-merchant 
named Pietro Bernardone. Francis grew up 
a selfish lad like all his friends in Assisi, 
caring only for fun and frolics. Yet he some
times tired of living only for pleasure, when 
so many were suffering for the lack of what 
he wasted-and especially when he read in 
the Gospels of the life and teaching of Jesus. 



A man who Chose to be Poor 

One day Francis was out riding on horse
back, when he met a leper, whose face and 
body were horribly eaten away by the 
disease. In his disgust Francis turned his 
horse and rode in the opposite direction. 
Then he thought how loving Jesus had been 
to lepers, and he was ashamed of his own 
selfish cowardice. Going back to the man 
he sprang from his horse, and with gentle 
words gave him all the money he had. 

From henceforth Francis began to live a 
·different life. He used his money to help 
the poor, and instead of idling his days away 
as a rich man's son, he worked for his daily 
bread at whatever he could find to do. -Much 
of his time he spent in hospitals for lepers, 
bathing their sores and helping to make 
them more comfortable. His father Pietro 
was very angry at what seemed to him the 
crazy notions of his son; and once he caught 
him, dragged him home, and kept him bound 
for a number of days. -
- A little while after that, Francis heard 
read in church the great words of Jesus: 
"Wherever ye go, preach, saying, the king
dom of heaven is at hand. Heal the sick; 
cleanse the lepers ; cast out devils. Freely 
ye have received, freely give." "0," 
thought Francis, " that is what I want to 
do ! " Those words pierced his heart : so 
he gave away all his possessions, and went 
about from place to place trying to persuade 
people to forsake their selfishness and love 
one- another, and- to _follow the love of 
Jesus. 

Very soon other men were deeply stirred 
by Francis' loving words and his enthusiasm, 
and they wanted to go with him. So there 
came to be a band of them, like the first 
disciples of Jesus. They gave all their money 
to the needy and went from place to place, 
helping the poor and sick, rebuking the rich 
and powerful, and teaching every one Jesus' 
way of love. 

Wherever they went, Francis and his 
followers tried to show by example what 
Jesus mea11t by the law of love. They gave 
up their own property and chose to be poor. 
When people did not give them food in 
return for their sermons, they worked for 
their bread; they would gather wood, or 

sweep floors, or carry water, or wash dishes. 
Often they were persecuted. Often they 
could find no place to sleep except in the 
cold, hard porches of churches or houses. 
But often, too, they found what Francis 
promised them, that is, "men full of faith, 
gentleness, and goodness, who will receive 
you and your words with joy." 

Many stories are told showing the won
derful love which Francis showed toward all 
living creatures. He loved animals,and called 
the birds his " little sisters." There is a 
story that he even gathered the birds 
about him and rreached to them. He loved 
,children. Once, when he and some of his 
followers were going on a journey by sea, 
the boat was too small, and some of them 
would have to stay at home. So Francis 
called a little boy who was playing near 
by, and asked him to point to the men 
who should stay-just as boys and girls in 
their games nowadays "count out" with 
rhymes, such as " Eeny, meeny, miny, mo." 

Those were the days of the Crusades, 
when all Europe was at war against the 
Muhammadans, trying to win back the Holy 
Land. Francis was more interested in a 
better kind of Crusade, which would conquer 
the hearts of the Greeks and Arabs and 
win them to the love of Jesus. He sent 
his followers to Syria and also to Spain ; 
Francis himself went to Egypt to visit the 
Sultan and tell him about Jesus Christ. 

- In the later years of his life Francis and 
his followers were organized by the Pope 
into an order or society of monks. But as 
long as they were true to the spirit of Francis, 
they were quite different from most other 
monks of that age. Instead of spending 
so much of their time i:n fasts and prayers, 
to make sure that they themselves would go 
to heaven after they died, these Franciscans, 
as they were called, went about, 'like Jesus, 
doing good. 

The influence of Francis lives on. We 
love to read about him, because he was so 
much like Jesus Christ-perhaps more like 
Him than any one else who has ever lived. 
And his example of fearless love is still 
helping to conquer selfishness and to estab
lish in all the world- Christ's new kingdom. 

This sketch, by Harold B. Hunting, is reprinted, somewhat 
shortened, from" Every-land," by the Editor's kind permission. 
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About Ourselves 

PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSO~ has 
become a member of the Pocket Tes

tament League. According to the Indian 
Witness, on Sept. 19th last year he signed the 
membership card, "making it the rule of my 
life to read at least one chapter of the Bible 
each day, and to carry a Testament or 
Dible with me wherever I go." 

From the Bible House a stream of Red 
Cross Testaments, Gospels, and Psalters 
still flows out steadily to hundreds of hos
pitals, to be given away among the sick and 
wounded soldiers and sailors who are being 
nursed there. Togiveonlyone instance among 
many-during the 
last week in l\lay 
a fresh grant of 
4,000 books was 
sent free to a Chris
tian worker who 
regularly visits 
several large mili
tary hospitals in 
Yorkshire. 

Here are a very 
few among many 

·fresh testimonies to 
the power and pre
ciousness of Scrip
ture. A wounded 
Italian soldier 
wrote : " The Gos
pel is for me the 
only consolation. 
In certain sad mo
ments I open the 
golden booklet and 
set myself to read 
some of the words
gracious, sublime, 
full of the Holy 
Spirit. The Gospel 
bas given peace to 

A French soldier on leave, who was offered 
a Gospel, told our colporteur that he had one 
already: "1\lany a time under shell-fire it 
has braced my courage. I have read it 
again and again, and I never grow weary 
of the reading." 

Ill 

In Korea a Canadian missionary tells us 
that about twelve months ago he went to a 
village away among the mountains, where 
so far as he knew there were no Christians. 
Yet in most of the houses he discovered 
our Society's cheap little Testaments or 
Gospels in Korean. He held services for 
the villagers. At his first service an old 

; my heart. I was 
weak as a reed, and 
it has made me 
strong like a 
tower." HOWE O.N LEAVE FROiol THE !'ROXT. 

man, more than 
seventy years of 
age, came and said 
that he was a 
Christian, and that 
he had read the 
New Testament all 
through several 
times. He showed 
his copy to the mis
sionary; who saw 
that its pages were 
thumbed from St. 
Matthew to the 
Revelation, and 
nearly every verse 
was marked with 
pencil. Without 
any Christian 
teacher, merely by 
reading the Book 
of books, this old 
man had found his 
Saviour. He had 
never been into a 
church and he knew 
nothing about 
Christian customs : 
when he went to 
that service which 
the missionary coq
ducted, he pulled 
out his great long 
pipe and began to 
smoke during the 
Iierman. 
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Giuseppe 
By Miss Stuart 

GIUSEPPE, the adopted son of the San 
Petunio Brotherhood was fifteen years 

of age. 
The old Superior who had watched over 

his childhood was dead, and a new Prior 
reigned, who was very proud of the boy, 
and pushed him forward whenever the 
credit of the monastery was at stake. Per
haps this was not very judicious treatment; 
but Giuseppe had turned out amazingly 
clever, and was an example of both piety 
and learning as Brother Bruno had pre
dicted. 

Once when the Archbishop attended a 
festival at the monastery, the "adopted 
son " was permitted to recite in· Greek and 
Latin before the guests, and not only his 
scholarship but his unusual- demeanour 
made him a remarkable figure among the 
Brothers. 

They were a countrified community, and 
the boy with his quick intelligence and high
bred air stood out " like an eagle among a 
flock of crows," as the Archbishop whispered 
to his chaplain. 

•• We must do something for the lad, and 
keep our eye upon him," he said aloud to 
the gratified Superior. "Such talents will 
be worth dedicating to the service of our 
Holy Church." 

And when the great man left San Petunio 
he held out his hand, with the magnificent 
church ring on. the thumb, for the boy to 
kiss: "We must have you at the Seminary," 
he said graciously, " Reverend Father will 
arrange it." 

Truly Giuseppe had learnt all the country 
monastery could teach hii:n. The old Prior 
had taught him Latin, and the new Prior 
had started him in Greek ;..._he soon surpassed 
them, and craved for further instruction. 

Some of the Brothers had a smattering 
of modem languages, and a certain blind 
Irish Brother, Patrick, who had drifted to 
San Petunio as a lay-assistant, taught him 
what both fondly believed to be English, 
with a strong Dublin brogue. Thus equipped 
with several languages and all the blessings 
of San Petunio, he started for the Arch
bishop's celebrated Seminary, for had not 

In Three Parts-11 

his Excellency said, "such talents must be 
devoted to the service of our Holy Church" ? 

His heart beat high as he made this first 
venture into the world, beyond the monastery 
walls. At a tum of the road he could still 
see the branches of the cherry-tree, loaded 
with ripe cherries ; like the tree he had 
been sheltered by those walls; he must try 
and repay the dear Brothers by bringing 
forth a harvest of fruit such as the cherry
tree yielded in due season. 

m m m 
The Seminary is a wonderful place, 

the glory of a grand old Italian town; and 
from its learned halls have sprung many 
famous men, as well as eminent ecclesiastics 
of the Roman Catholic Church. Because 
this is a true story, and Giuseppe a real 
person, I had better not say exactly where 
the great school is situated, for I might in
advertently make some mistake in describing 
it. 

There are splendid grounds round the 
college, for the students' recreation, and a 
world-famous library for study and research. 
Most of the scholars loved the gardens better 
than the library, because from the terraced 
walks they could look down upon the town 
and the blue waters of the harbour, where 
the ships of all nations_ came· and went. 
Even though they might not visit the town 
unattended, the harbour was an unfailing 
source of interest to the boys, and soon 
Giuseppe learnt to distinguish the ships and 
their ensigns. Truly this was a wider, more 
exciting life than San Petunio had afforded 
him, and he could not help thinking that 
if he had not been educated for a Preaching 
Friar, he would love to be a sailor, to see 
new countries and find out all the wonders of 
the world that lay beyond the blue harbour I 

It is necessary for this story to tell how 
at this point of his career Giuseppe got into 
mischief-mischief none the less real, though 
it was undiscovered at the time. 

One day the Seminary was keeping 
holiday ; it was suddenly hot spring weather, 
and the boys had been allowed to exchange 
their sober cloth habits for lighter wear. 



Giuseppe 

Giuseppe found himself close to the postern 
gate of the kitchen premises, while a market
cart of vegetables was being unloaded, and 
the old porter, Gian Battista, supposed to be 
checking the baskets, drowsed in the sun
shine. The temptation was as sudden as it 
was overwhelming. Giuseppe had darted 
through the gate into the road a~d had run 
some distance before he realized what he had 
done. He had never visited the town, nor 
indeed had he ever been anywhere by him
self before, in his life; but once the die was 
cast, all duty to the Seminary was forgotten 
in the excitement of freedom as he sped down 
the hill. 

Off came his student's tell-talecassock and 
cap, which he rolled into a bundle and tucked 
away under the gnarled roots of an old 
sycamore tree overhanging the road. Now 
the trim young schqlar was a shirt-sleeved, 
rough-headed boy, loafing down to the 
harbour, with his hands in his pockets and 
his black eyes dancing with delight. Even 
if the Prior of San Petunio had met him, he 
would scarcely have recognized such a daring 
young ragamuffin for the sedate Giuseppe of 
the class-room and the chapel. 

' The harbour was full of shipping 
and s&.iiors of all nations 
were bustling about; two 
English Jack-tars were 
bargaining for 
with an old 
woman, who 
screamed 
like a parrot 
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and grimaced like a monkey, while her 
puzzled customers tried to complete their 
purchase. 

Here was Giuseppe's opportunity-had 
not Brother Patrick taught him English 
"as she is spoke" in Dublin ?-so, with a 
smile and a little bow that werewhollyltalian, 
he plunged into the bargaining in a brogue 
that would have done credit to the Liffey. 

" Sure the English gintlemin could not 
ate them oranges, 'tis for preserving they are, 
and a rare ould pain they would be having 
if they attimpted ut.'· The sailors were 
in fits of laughter to hear this explanation in 
a well-known, home-tongue from the lips of 
an unmistakable native, and while the old 
woman groped in her baskets for sweet 
oranges, they overwhelmed " Paddy " with 
questions as to how he came" to sling their 
lingo " in this particular fashion ? " The 
name of me master was Mister Patrick after· 
the great Irish Saint," Giuseppe explained, 
and the Englishmen clapped him on the back, 
called him a brave boy, and gave him half 
a dozen oranges for himself. After con
sulting him as to the values of the money in 

their pockets, the sailors paid the old 
woman her exorbitant charge, and went 
off, still chuckling at the encounter. 

"All mad, the English," mut
tered the old fruit-woman, but 
Giuseppe thought they were very 
kindly lunatics. He was glad he 
had thought of saying "Mister" 

in1tead of 
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had laughed so when he spoke; perhaps it was a New Testament, and the story of 
because he had saved them from much pain the feeding of the five thousand with the 
if they J:la~ ~aten the bitter oranges. miraculous loaves and fishes caught his 

And what had they meant when they attentio.u; he read ~n intently with the 
said: •• Never mind, nipper-English, or wrapt concentration of the born scholar, the 
Irish, or even Eyetalian, they are all free men old colporteur watching him the while and 
upon a British man o' war!" He did not forming his own conclusions. 
know what a nipper was, but ., all free men " This seems a very holy book," Giuseppe 
upon a British man o' war," had a splendid said at last, lifting his fascinated eyes from 
sonnd, and he kept repeating it to himself the page and turning eagerly to the book
long after the sailors had rolled out of sight. seller. 

If-if by any possibility he were not to " It is ; it is the Holiest Book in the 
be a Preaching Friar and a credit to San world," answered the old man, smiling. " It 
Petunio and the Seminarv he thouaht he is the life of the Son of God when lie dwelt 
would like to be an Engiish sailo~: with on earth, a pattern for all men." 
baggy serge trousers and a pocket full of ., He did miracles like the holy saints," 
silver money, and laugh and eat oranges continued Giuseppe wondering; "We have 
as ., a free man upon a British man o' lives of the saints at-- in my school, but 
war" ! this book seems more real than they, and 

Another happening of that wonderful it is new to me, while I have read and heard 
afternoon printed itself deeply upon the boy's the others a hundred times. Pray, Sir, are 
memory, and was destined to have far- your books very costly, for I should much 
reaching results upon his after life, though at like to buy one of these, and--" 
the time its significance ,-i::I not reach his •• Put it down! put it down! it is a 
intelligence. temptation of the devil, and he will come 

At a comer of the principal square, andcarrytheeawayintotheblackpit,ifthou 
where a little patch of shade made a pleasant meddle with his magic ! " exclaimed an old 
testing place, a- travelling book-merchant woman who had come up unperceived, as 
had opened his pack and had spread a few -she snatched the red volume from Giuseppe's 
small volumes on a seat beside him. The hand, and flung it in the face of the book
passers-by stopped and received a cheerful merchant : " Run, run, lest the evil one 
greeting. Some pf them fingered the books catch thee I if I mistake not thy cut, thou 
and perhaps stood reading for a minute, art one of the Seminary lads, and ought to 
turning the pages with curious interest ; know better than to finger such witchcraft I •• 
others, atp-acted at first, dropped the books. Then she spat violently in the direction of 
in dismay and made the Italian's favourite the old Colporteur to show that she, at least, 
gesture with the forefinger of the right hand had no traffic with him or his wares ! 
to avert evil ! In vain the old book-merchant Giuseppe was terrified. Though he was 
called out cheerily: ., Have no fear-there fifteen years of age, he had never been out 
is nothing there to harm any one!" People by himself before; and the woman's violence, 
still remained oddly divided ; some inter- her mention of the evil one and the black 
ested, others repelled by the inconspicuous pit, but, above all, her hint of recognition, 
little volumes which were all the old man's sent him racing up a back street and by 
stock in trade. After watching this small devious ways to the point, beneath the 
comedy for some time, Giuseppe made up Seminary wall, where he bad left his clothes 
his mind to go nearer and investigate the hidden under the sycamore. He crept 
mystery for hilllllelf. back by the kitchen postern unpe.-ceived 

·~ 'Vhat are your books, Signor?" he and, .marvellous to relate,. his aftc~ 
asked politely. "May I be permitted to escapade was never discovered. 
look at one of them ? " In the years that followed the memory 

•• Surely, my son, look as long as you like." of some of it faded from his mind, which 
Attracted by a bright red leather binding, was growing apace; but he never entirely 
Giuseppe picked up a slim volume and forgot either the English sailors or the little 
began to read at the first place that opened ; red book. 
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Trials of Translators-VII 

L ET us look this month at the way in 
which a living translator has wrestled 

with one particular language. If you were 
to sail up the great River Niger from the sea 
for about 500 miles, you would find living 
along both banks of the stream a race of 
black men who call themselves the Nupe 
people. They are at home on the river and 
are expert canoe-men, and they supply crews 
for all the government and trading steamers 
on the Niger. A Canadian missionary, the 
Rev. A. W. Banfield, went. and lived among 
these people for a dozen years, and he 
mastered their speech so thoroughly that 
they used to call him "the white Nupe." 
He has translated the New Testament into 
the Nupe language, and two years ago it was 
published by our Society. Here' are some of 
his experiences of the difficulties which he 
had to conquer in carrying out this t ask. 

Nupe is a very rich language, 
with a. copious vocabulary. Mr. 
Banfield compiled a Nupe dictionary 
with over 11,000 words. He dis
covered great numbers of terms 
which me11-n nearly. the s;tme t~ing. 
Thus, he found more than 100 words 
meaning " large," and 
about 6o words meaning 
" small." In English we 
use the same word when 
we speak of thin soup, or 
of a thin man, or of thin 
string; but the Nupe use 
a different adjective in all 
such cases. They have 
so or '6o different words 
meaning " ·short." 

The Nupe possess no name for "bache
lor"; but they have a word which literally 
means " red-eye," and this is used to de
note a young man who is sad because he 
would like to marry and have some one 
to cook his food, but he has not enough 
money to buy a wife. 

In Northern Nigeria kings and queens 
do not wear crowns, nor do they sit on 
thrones. The king sits on a mud platform, 
raised abopt four inch~s high ; so " throne •• 
had to be translated by "the sitting-place 
of the king." The idea of placing a crown 
on the king's head has never crossed the 
mind of the Nupe people; but a turban is 
wound round the head of a king or chief 
as a sign of authority. Hence, in the Nupe 
New Testament we read: "They took thorns 
and made a turban and put it on His head." 

As no wheat is grown in the country. 
no bread is made ; so the word used 
for bread is zambu, which means 
"cold corn-porridge." This food, 
tied up in banana leaves and sold 
in the markets, takes the place of 
bread_. 

servant is called a slav~. 
and in fact "God's 
slave" is the Nupe 
term used for a dis
ciple. To the Nupe 
people God is known 
as Soko. They all 
believe that Soko is 
the maker and ruler 
of the universe. But 
they have no word in 
their speech for 
a theist or infidel. 
They simply do not 
understand how any 
man can disbelieve 
in the reality of God. 

After many years 
of study 1\lr. Banfield 

could 1in4 no 
better equivalent 

Some of their idioms 
are curious and pictur
esque. The phrase they use 
for fasting means literally 
" to thrash yourself with 
hunger" ; the phrase for 
happiness means "to be 
sweet inside '.' ; the word 
for to thank is " to pros
trate yourself on the 
ground "; while the word 
for to repent means " to 
change your character." THI!. SICIPPI'R OP A STEAMER ON THit NIGER. 

for soul than 
nyagban (bosom). 
The word eko means 
the heart as a bodily 
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Trials of Translators 

Plloto by J, Flint, C.M.G,, !iUPE MINS1'REI.S AT LOKOJA, ON THE UPPER NIGER. o.f tile Nirer Co., Ltd. 

organ, but not as the seat of affection ; 
that is expressed by gbako (stomach) or 
nyagban (bosom). A Nupe who wishes to 
speak of his heart being at rest or pacified 
will say: "My bosom is lying down." 
" Soul " and " mind " and " conscience " 
are all included in this comprehensive term 
nyagban. 

In translating the New Testament MI. 
Banfield adopted a word for "holy" which 
literally means "clean." For "pacified" 
he used a word meaning a" heart which has 
lain down." There was no proper word for 
"believe," so he had to make one by com
bining two which mean " accept " and 
"word." The Nupe word for "to give 

A Penny Loaf 

alms" means" to give to God." They have 
never seen snow, so he translated" as white 
as snow" by "as white as cotton." For 
"lily" he used" white flower," as they have 
a little white flower in the fields. " Syna
gogue " is rendered as " school." He has 
had to coin a word for the Church, which 
he expressed as "the holy company"; but 
the building in which Christians worship 
is called the " house of God." 

Mr. Banfield tells us that the Nupe them
selves have often said to him: "You take 
our words and so change them that we hardly 
recognize them again." . . . " We never 
thought that you could say such pure things 
v.d.th our language." 

By John Bunyan 

T HE great author of the PiltJrim's Progress loved little people, and said many things 
which they should know-and remember. Among his other works he wrote A Book 

for Boys and Girls ; or, Temporal Things Spiritualized. His plan was to make common things 
speak to us of the higher wisdom of the heart .. .The following quaint verses on "A Penny 
Loaf" come home to us now that we are rationed. 

" My price one penny is in time of plenty; 
In famine doubled 'tis from one to twenty; 
Yea, no man knows what price on thee to set, 
When there is but one penny loaf to get. 

8o 

"This loafe an emblem of the Word of God
A thing of low esteem before the rod 
Of famine smites the soul with fear of death, 
But then it is our all, our life, our breath." 



With our Colporteurs last year 

I N countries which are being ravaged and 
wrecked by war. the work of colpor

tage must needs be crippled. The marvel 
is that among our Bible-sellers the great 
majority have been able to carry on their 
calling with so little interruption and with 
so much success. They plod their way 
patiently-these humble, devoted men
across the rice-fields of Bengal, and over the 
snowy passes of Peru, and through the 
rubber-plantations of Selangor. They sell 
the Scriptures to settlers on the Canadian 
prairie, to pilgrims at Buddhist shrines in 
Japan, to students from the great Moslem 
university at Cairo, to pleasure-seekers at 
crowded fairs in Spain. Everywhere they 
carry the Gospel of God's love to the poor. 

Their duty is no holiday task. We heard 
last year of colporteurs arrested as spies in 
France, and cast into prison in Sicily, and 
pelted in remote Paraguay. On the nitrate 
pampa of Chile Colporteur Diaz is a well
known figure along the railway line from 
Antofagasta, early and late about his 
Master's business ; at the end of· one hard 
weary day he said quite simply to his com
panion, " Often I think how tired Jesus 
Christ must have been." 

We have only space for two or three snap
shots of these men at their task. At a village 
in the Nile Delta the barber was a Copt, who 

could not read ; but he 
bought a Bible to put in 
his shop so that his cus
tomers might read it to 
him. An hour later, when 
our colporteur came back, 
he found twenty men 
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sitting in that shop, listening to a small boy 
who was reading the B1ble aloud. 

At a railway-station in Ontario, where 
some men were loading timber, their spokes
man declared that " the boss wanted them 
to get their work done, and not to look at 
Bibles." The colporteur promptly under
took to do his job, while he came and in
spected the books. So they changed places ; 
and before many minutes two Bibles, a Tes
tament, and three Russian Gospels were sold. 

At Port Said a Greek who had purchased 
the New Testament complained because it 
had no sign of the Cross on the cover. 
" Read it carefully," replied the colporteur, 
" and you will find inside how our Lord 
suffered on the Cross for you and me." 

In heathen lands the colporteur habitually 
acts as a pioneer evangelist. A missionary 
sends this witness from Korea: "Yester
day I went to the town where one of your 
Korean colporteurs is living, and a man and 
his wife came to me for baptism from a tiny 
village up among the mountains, eight or 
nine miles away. Six months ago this col
porteur had visited their village, where he 
took time to " speak a good word for Jesus 
Christ," and then sold a couple nf ~spels. 
Ever since they have been keep.ng Sunday 
alone up there, reading the books and 
worshipping as best they could our risen 
Lord. Once or twice they have walked 
down to the colporteur's house and wor
shipped with him, but the printed Gosr-el has 
been practically their only 
teacher." 

FOLLOW MY LEADER 
AT A CBILDitEN"S HOSPITAL IN LONDON. 



In Australia 

CAMELS AT A WELL, IN WEST AUSTRALIA." 

BULLOCKS Dl<AWING TIMBER IN QUEENSLAND. 

SHEEP YARDS IN AUSTRALIA. P!toto 6y /. C. Remiss. 



Our Letter 
Mv DEAR YouNG PEOPLE, 

Notwith&tanding the war, our 
GLEANINGS Stamp Corner con
tinues its good work. We owe 
a deep debt of gratitude to Miss 
Oliver, of the Bible House, Lon
don, who with her helpers con
tinues to manage the Stamp 
Corner at no small expenditure 
of pains and patience. Although 
we have received fewer gifts of 
stamps, and communications from 
overseas have become more difficult, 
yet the net profit earned for the Society 
by the Stamp Corner during the year 
which ended on March 31st last amounted 
to £20 I6S. sd-as compared with £23 Bs. 
in the previous year. By means of this 
money our Stamp Corner just man ages to 
support two colporteurs in the East. One 
of them, is a Chinese Christian, named Mr. 
Tsi, who does good service in t he district 
round the city of Liangchow, which stands 
on the northern edge of China, close to 
the Mongolian desert. Last yea r Mr. Tsi 
sold twenty-two New Testaments and 3,723 
smaller portions of Scripture, •most of them 
Gospels. Mr. Kao, our former Stamp Cor
ner colporteur at Liangchow-about whom 
I wrote to you in the GLEANIN Gs Letter
Box last July-has grown feeble with age; 
but this good old man, though he has retired 
from active service, is still able t o go about 
the streets of the city and sell a fe w Gospels. 
Last year he succeeded in putting eleven 
Testaments and 748 portions into the hands 
of his fellow-countrymen. Thus altogether 
more than 4,500 copies of the Scriptures 
were sold last year in this distant part of 
China as one result of our Stamp Corner. 

We also support another colporteur who 
works in Burma. I hope later on to give 
you some particulars about him. Meanwhile 
ask your friends in foreign countries to save 
up any strange stamps and send t hem to the 
"Stamp Comer," Bible House, London. 

Here is another way of helping our 
Society. In south-east London, a "Boys' 
Bible Band "was founded at Forest Hill two 
years and a half ago by Mr~. Waring, who 
holds a monthly meeting in her own house 
for the members. In November 19 16 they 
gave a public entertainment and realized 
about £7 for the Bible Society. Since then 
the Band has grown in numbers, and last 
April they held a most successful exhibi
tion, with a sale of work and ingenious com
petitions. The proceeds, with the boys' 
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PLOUGHING IN CHINA. 

monthly collections, amounted to £14 ss. 
Of this sum £12 will go to support a special 
colporteur in Burma. 

At Wadhurst, Sussex, our devoted 
friend, Miss E. Shepheard-Walwyn, recently 
organized a most successful sale of work. 
Interest among the young people there had 
been quickened by her story Bobbie's Bible 
Box, which appeared in the April number 
of GLEANINGS. So generously did every one 
work and give and buy, that the net pro
ceeds realized £37 7s. for our Emergency 
Fund. 

Our first letter this month comes from 
Lilian, who is a " girl guide," and is trying 
hard to win a " Search Texts" prize. 

I go to school at lp>wich. It was really " The High 
School, Pelix:;towe._'' b !fore the war b~gan, but the house 
was commandeered and so the school was moved to Ip.;wich. 
There are ninet~en girls at my school,: and twelve of us are 
Girl Guides. We are working up for oursecond·class badge, 
aad oo Saturdays sometimes we go to the meding; we 
collect sacks of waste paper for th~ Government. On 
Friday afternoon we had a glorious game of hockey ; the 
worst of it wa< we did not win! I hope that I shall get a 
prize for my u Search T.exts" this year. I am trying hard. 
My sisters and hrother used to do them when they were 
little.-Lilian Odell, lj>sft'ic~. 

Phyllis gives an account of a " rally " 
which will interest all our readers who belong 
to the scouts. 

At our scouts and cuhs rally in the recreation ground 
there were: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Woking, Christ Church, St. 
:Mary's Church, Horsell Church, and other companies . The 
Congregational Church scouts, and cubs are 1st Woking, 
Baptist znd, and Wesleyan 3rd Wokiug. One of the in· 
spector.;. was a naval man, and four other men in scouts• 
uniform. After the inspection the scouts drilled. Our 
scouts did dumb·Mil drill . The cubs tied three knots . Two 
of our cubS were in the front . They were to tie the knot 
in a certain time ; when th<J' lud tied it they moved on a 
step. Four scouts in each ..:ompany had a race. Christ 
Church company did some gymnastics. T...,y stood upon 
one aDOther's backs, aad shoulders, aad on their heads. The 
last item was ambula!M:<: by the scouts. One scout out of 
every company lay down, and P<etended to have either a 
broken leg, hrokea arm, broken collar-bone, hrokn~ jaw, 
crushed halld, to be nearly drowned, or to have broken a 
finger. Then two boys out of every company b:uldaged 
them up. It was very interestiJ:g. The rally commn>eed at 
tlm:e o'clock, aad finished at half·past five.-Phyllis Brown· 
iug, Wo&ifll. 



Our Monthly Prize Competitions 
Nom-Your postcards will now require a Penny Stamp. 

Read the Rules in January or May "Gleanings" 

Anagrams of Bible Mothers 
and a Mother-in-law 

For readers not over 18 on luly lot 
r. Vee (Gen.) 4· Rodebah (Judg.) 7. Buzaha (I Kings) 
2. Ahrsa (Gen.) 5· Olmehiths (l.ev.) 8. Nahnah (I Sam.) 
3· Ayrm (Matt.) 6. Aleh (Gen.) 9· Monia (Ruth) 

These look very unlike names of people mention<d in the 
Bible as mothers, yet most of them are quite familiar. Here 
the letters are placed out of their proper order, but when the 
letters of each curious-looking word are properly ananged 
they spell the names correctly. All you have to do is to find 
out the names byreananging the letters, and then write them 
on a postcard, numbered as above. The books containing 
the names are given for reference only and are not Tequin:d 
in the answeJS. Your full name, age, and addnss must be 
added, the competition rules observed, and your answer 
posted in time to reach the Editor of GLEANINGS b:r July 31st. 

Prophets and Patriarchs 
For readers not over 16 on luly lot 

1. In which prophet's time was Naaman cleansed of It pro'y 1 
(I.uke.) 

2. Who uttered the prophecy fulfilled in r<building Jericho? 
(Joshua) 

3· Who doubted news from Egypt he thought too good to be 
true 1 (Genesis.) 

4· Which is the "crowning city " described by a prophet ? 
(Isaiah.) 

5· Who of the patriarchs is called the "Friend of God " ? 
(James.) 

6. Which prophet did Ahah call his enemy? (I Kings.) 

Write the six names on a postcard, and send it off in time 
to reach the Editor of GLEANINGS by July 31st. References 
are not required in answers to this competition. 

A Military Acrostic 
For readers not over 18 on luly lot 

1. I am complete, behead me and I am open. 
2. I shun you, behead me and I am vacant. 
3· I am in the garden, behead me, add hin place, and I swim. 
4· I am in the Transvaal, behead me and I am a conjunction. 
s. I am angry, behead me and I scold or chide. 
6. I am astont", behead me and I am a companion. 
7. I tear asund<r, behead me and I come to a finish. 

The acrostic is formed of 'se,·en words: theil' initiallettefs 
read downwardsspf'll a word US(d to describe a military maD 
which is used three times in the Bible-1 Kings, 2 Chroniclts, 
and Isaiah. Each word is reqmred cmnpl..te, but you are 
also told what each word stands for when its first lethr is 
taken away, so that you may more easily solve this acrostic. 

Write the seven words, in the order indicated, on a post
card, and send it off in time to reach the EdJtor of GLEAN· 
INGS by July 31st. 

Prize Competitions May-Results 
Prize-winnera lhoula oena word in whioh European language they wilh to have their Pri2e Bible or Testament 

Anagrams of Churches 
1. Antioch. 
2. Cenchrea. 
3· Gulatia. 
4· Macedonia. 

s. Bab:rlon.. 
6. Ephesus. 
7. Smyrna. 
8. Pergamos. 

9· ~hya~ira. 
10 ..... ardJS, 
u. Philadelphia. 
12. I,aodicea. 

This is the most popular of our May competitions, and 
with few exceptions the rules have been observed. Prize 
Bibles are awarded to I.ily Cotton (age Iz), 36, I.utwyche 
Road, Catford, S.E.6, and Gweneth Barnes Hughes (u), 
I.inden Croft, I.ondon Road, Deal. A prire New Testament 
is awarded to Dorothy Ashton (8), 64, Severalls Avenue, 
Chesham, Bucks. These awards are for exceptionally neat 
and correct answers. 

The following list contains the names of competitors who 
deserve Honourable Mention--their answns are correct and 
they have observed the rules: D. K. Dix, 0. C. Allison, H. 
B. Weinberger, D. Grant, I.. M. Shearing, W. Hawker, P. 
Grieve, E. Jackman, H. P. Rowe, D. E. Bass, B. BlEw, H. 
Maclagan, V. Cutler, M. Ramwell, G. P. Nicholson, D. Parr, 
F. O'Connor, H. F. Wield, A.M. Abbott, W. E. Philip, W. K. 
Periam, H. Smith, E. Abraham, J. Keigwin, A. M. Hard, 
J. M. Spriggs, G. Hanmer, P. W. Brook, M. Jordan, G. Gam· 
ble, F. A. Crooke, D. Talbot, and G. E. Cook. 

Modern Warfare in Palestine 
TRENCH-WARFARE. 

1 Sam. xvii. 20 and :x:xvi. 5, 7, Luke xix. 43· 
This takes a poorsecond place in the competitions for May 

but some competitors have done exceptionally well. Prize 
Bibles are awarded to Geoffrey Gamble (age I2), I6, Burton 

Road, Ashby·de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire, and Grace Besc;ie 
Blanche Millgate (IS), Canterbury House, Castle Road, New
port, Isle of Wight. A prire New Testament has been woo 
by Ella M. Hillman (I3), 2, Woodcote Villas, West Norwood, 
S.E.•7. Six competitors destrve Honourable Mention for 
sending in correct answers and also observing the rules: 
H. F. Wield, E. Heasman, M. Willis, J. Watson, r.. C. Bass, 
and R. G. Beloe. 

A Whitsun Acrostic 
prick. 
Espy. 
Number. 
Tact. 
Estrange. 

charm. 
0 ration. 
Star. 
Toil. 

Very few answ{rs were receivEd to this competition-aD 
from girls! A prize Bible is, however, awarded to Alice 
Hybert Freeman (age t6), u GJenholme," Nightingale Road, 
Rickmansworth, for the neatest -correct solution. EileeD 
Rowan deserves Honourable Mention. 

Letter-writing Competition 
We want letters so that more prizes may be awarded. 
Write with ink and as neatly as possible not more than 

250 words, and on one side only of the paper. 
Write about whatever you thiuk will interest the Editor 

and his readers most, and do it all yoursell-without any help. 
Give your full fUitne, age, and address. Readers alwoarJ ma)' 
compete. 

Write the words For Competition at the top of your 
letter, and address it to the Editor of GLEANINGS, 146, Queeu 
Victoria Street, I.ondon, E.C 4· The postage fl1111 be Jld. 

Daily Scripture Portions for July 
JULY_ ]oh,.. ]olm. ]oh,.. ]olm_ AUGUST_ 

1•""· 'IS s_ 1-13 13 1 f. 43 54 :I 6. 2S...40 :I 8. 12-30 ]o'zn. 
. I 1 • t-14 8 3- 14 s 5 1-18 8. 3I-47 :I 10. I9-30 14-24 6. 41-58 

ll 1. 15-28 8 48-59 10. 31-42 
9 3. 2r3& ts 5. 19-29 21 s 6. 59-71 3 1. 2 H9 285 9 I I2 11. I-I6 

I 1. 4o-51 10 f. I I4 16 5. 30-47 :t 7. I.-18 

:I 
9. IS 11 I3·25 I7-3I 

5 2. 1-12 11 f. IS-30 I 'I 6. 1-14 7. 19-36 9. 26-4I !I 11. 32-46 
6 ll. I3-25 12 4. 3I-42 18 6. I5-27 7. 37-53 10. 1-18 11. 47-57 



April 1918 Correct and Complete "Search Texts·· Lists 
(and List from Abroad) received up to May 31st. 1918 

Please Remember.-If you put your" Search Texts" list in an envelope (not fastened). 
or m a wrapper, and without any letter, the postage is !d. for 1 oz. or Id. for 2 ozs. But 
your list will now cost Ild. by post when you fasten the envelope or enclose 11 letter. Recently 
some lists from Birmingham, Cheswardine and Eltham were posted to the Editor underpaid. 

Abraham, E. E. !Francis, P. G. A. Jordan, A. Morgan, C. H. sal.,., S. oop, R. • 
Adame, P. C. Buckland, G. \Franklin, I. Jordan, E. MOJll!an, E saunders, G. orltington,J.K. 

Abbott, N. Buckingham, B.'Francis, K. L. !Jones, N. Moody, D. 'Rymer, P. W. ~ooi"Y I 

Adame, T. 11.. Bullock, H. W. iFr-<>n, C. M. Jordan, I,. Morphnv, I,. C. ~Schofield, P. II. "'van, H. K. 
Allsopp, W. burdt:U. B. Game, A. )f. Keats, L. Morn:y, E Scott, S. W. ~11, P. 
Andr<ws, A. Burgess, J. IGarmston. E. 'Ktng, B. A. Morse, Ena. Sharman, C. B. ugwood, E. A. 
Andrews, F. M. Burgess, M. 1Gamham, H. A. !Ktng, D. Morse, Ernest. Shearing, E. A. Turner, D. I,. J. 
Ashby, K. P. Burt, D. M. !Gater, E. King, P. Mosley, B. hearing, L. K. Turner, E. L. 
Atkmson, E. K.. Butcher, E. GheraUi, F. ~K~g, M. Muscott, A. J. hearing, lf. A. \"anscolina, D. 
A kinson, W. Butterworth, E. G1bb, E, II.. !Ktng, M. I. Nation, W. D. Sheldrake, I. Yan..«<>lina, II. 
Attnll, L. E. B. IGlasse, D. King, P. A. Nawson, G. Sh<ppard, T. G. \'inc:ent, D. 
Baddeley, J. Caddy, H. Glov<r, M. E. Kirkby, E. M. Nelson, A. Short, H. K. Vineent, N. 
Ba1ley, C. Cal!yn, 0. E. Gorton, I. D. Kirkpatrick, A.INibbett, T. G. imister, G. \"obe, D. 
Ba1ley, E. T. Caldecourt,D.M. Gouldtng, J. Kitch1n, W. Nicholson, G. P. Simmonds, E. aite, R. E. 
Ba1ley, J. Carr, V. E. Greav<s, K. J. Knight, G. E. Noble, E. Skinner, G. P. Waller, D. 
Ba1ley, N. Chadwick, N. Gr<en, W. L. Kn1ghts, B. E. Nott, A. Skynne, John. 'aller, K. 
Baker, D. N. Chambers, R.J. Groombridge, G. Knocktr, J. H.L. O'Connor, F. C. Skynne, Joy. Walley, M.A. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

GRAN NY loves to tell, with 
a smile, how the folks 

in the old village sighed and 
shook their heads. ''The Belle 
of the Village," they said, 
" could never make a good 
housewife." But she did. The 
work never became irksome, 
because Hudson's Soap took all 
the drudgery out of it. 
The young housewife to-day has still 
the help in the house that her Grand
mother had. Hudson's Soap stands 

unequalled for all home cleaning, 
for washing-up after meals. 

IN PACKETS 
EVERYWHERE. 

R. S. HUDSON LIMITED, 
Liverpool West Bromw:ich and London. 
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PREFAC_E • 

. • 
Twenty years ago when this book :first made its appearance, it 

created great excitement in a certain' section. of the Indian Com
munity. But, on. the other hand,· it was greatly appreciated by 
educated and liberal-minded Indians, The Administration Report o(._ 
the N.-W. P. and Oudh for 1899;-1900, ~oticed this book as follows:: 

"Among the smaller books on Hinduism the only one which 
need be ·specially mentioned· is A Hindu Catechism, by Babu Srish 
Chandra Bose, B.A., a member of the Judicial Service in these Pro
vinces. This is an attempt to.state in plain language and in a brief 
form the leading teachings of that religion, both dogmatic and prac
tical ; but its chief claim to notice consists in the evidence. it affords 
of a growing tendency to liberal and broad interpretation of the texts 
and to the need which is becoming felt in certain classes of educated 
Hindu Society for g~eater freedom, both of thought and practice.'' 

The :first edition was soon e:xhaustod but the author found 
little time to bring out another edition in his life-time. Howeve~, 
he revi!'ed the work and left it almost complete for ,the press. -

It is hoped that this revised edition of the book will be found 
useful by those who are interested in the study of Hinduism. 

-The Ediior, S. B. H. _ 



A Catechism of Hindu Dharma . 

•• • • . 
CHAPTER I. 

1. Q.-TVho is a Hindu "i 
A.--He who accepts the Vedas, the Smritis, the PuraQas, and. the 

Tantras as the basis of religion, and th~ rule of conduct, and believes 
in one Supreme God (Brahm), in the law of Retributive Justice 
(Karma), and in Re-inc~nation (pu~ar-janma).-

2. Q.-lVhat is Dharma or Religio1i bJ 

'41<QJI:c:ailirent~in \l'~fa" srm: 1 
A.-" That which suppor.ts, that which holds together the peoples 

(of the ~niverse), that is Dharma." MaM.bharata, Kar.Q.~ Parva, lx.jx, 
5!). 

3. Q.-L-lVhat are the sou1•ees of the Dharma of a Hindu? 
A.-Four. The Sruti or Revelation, the Smriti or Tradition, the 

Sadachara or Custom and Atma-Priya.m or Self-imposed vows &c. 
4. Q. -TV hat is a Sruti ? · 
A. -~ruti literally means 'heard.' Technically it means Revela-

tion- that which an inspired sage her.r rs in his entranced supe1·-normal 
condition. It is the Voice (Vak) of God heard in the conscience of 
the Holy sage. 
'· (); Q.-How many lcinds of Srutis a1·e there? 

A.-Two. The Vaidikt and the Tantriki, 

~~ rn:~~ '~~l en~ Iii (Harita as quoted by Kulluka on 
Manu ll. 1). · .• 

6. Q.-lVhat is Vaidik£ Sruti? 

A.-The Veda of the Hindus constitutes the Vaidikl ~ruti. . It. 
was the Revelation given to the first Aryan race. It is the founda· 
tion of the exoteric Hindu Religion. 
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7. Q.-What is the Tantrikt S1·uti? 
A.-The Revelation of the Eternal as found in the Tautra, of the 

esoteric bases of Hindu 1·eligion. The present catechism is mainly 
based . on such Tantrikt Sruti. 

8. Q.,_ What are the si;e schools of Indian Philosophy. 
A.-1. Nyuya, 2. Vai~e~ika, 3. Sankhya, 4. Yoga. 5. :w. 

marisil and 6. Vedanta. . 
-· 9: Q.-What is the main object of all these si;e Darsatws? 

::.. A. -'r_:o remove human suffering by the remo•val of ignorance, the 
' cause' of bondage. . . . . 

· 10.. Q.-Oan a person not bom of Hindu pa.rents become a Hindu? 
A.-Y:es, according to the Sastras he can. · 
In ancient_ Ingia non-Aryans were raised to the rank of :Aryans by 

the performance of Vratya-Stoma. The Vratyas were no~-Aryans, 
aborigi1.1es and foreigners and included also_ the degraded Aryans. 
The description of it is to be· found in 'the TaJ;t<Jya Brahma'Q.a of 
the Sarna Veda,, Ch. XVII. In later times, Vaif:!J;tavas admitted into 
their sect MahomedanB; as Haridasal the Ma~omedan disciple of 

.. ~ri-Chaitan_ya. ·Thus in Srtmad-Bhagavata we find:-

~~to~ 9;Itrrcr~r "''~~ .. , ~: ~etcr~: 1 

~ !ill ~~tn~qt~f: gc~;:a ~~ sr~~~ om: 11 _ 

"Reverence be to that All--pervading by taking refuge in whom 
-the Kiratas, the HG:rtas, the Andhras, the Pulindas, the Pukkasas, the 

• .Avirasr the Kankas, th~e Yavanas, the Khasas, and other sinful races 
. are purified." (Bhagavata). 

This· 'shows that persons belonging to foreign nations and coun
tries other than India, could become 'Hindus. A 1\Iah~me_dan convrrt 

·to Hinduism, named Darli.b Khan, composed a hymn addressed to 
the Ganges, and that hymn is daily chanted by the BrahmaJ;tas of 
India-without scruple at the time of bathing in that river. · 

So also we find in the MahanirvaJ;tatantra : 

vb S0q(I'Jltt ~at: <i'lq~; ~tf fir~ I 
~ !r'~lt~4e¥~~wt ;~~,qq~~~~ n 

, ~' Oh! how holy are the followers of Universal Brotherhood 
(Kaula) because they make others holy, like the sacred waters of holy 
places, for by coming in contact with them, the sinners, the out-castes 
and the foreigners become purified." · 



CHAPTER I. 3' 

'rhus it was a glory of the Saivas that they could raise up others · 
to their rank.-

. ~t ~ ~fia ~tfilt~at tlf.RI 

!"~;nt fcl~;:~rsfq ri •r..-.elicr ~r~pt 11 

tltU~rrti enft!f 'lqtt~tf!Pn~~({ 1 · . 
" (' 

Ci'QT ~;~ llfi{( if ~~i{t: 'l'-1~ II 
fci'~c~:ntQacral ~~ ~s'SI' ~~ 1 
ft' U~S~Jiot: ~~cqr~ ~~f\;m~: II 
srNtlf.CI '!'m';rt.:: it t~ m;ren: I 
mot: 'f$:~=1. '!'ililrsfit tRci iRet ~ 11 
cq~r~ tl~ ~ .ll'm ~~~~-tlt I 
If.~ -. !ittn~ t~: et)tiS: ~Nitr tll~\:lrrrftfq_ u 
mnfuitfm{ tl({ ~ 9;{~qO:c1~~dq ' 
m:~ 11il~ ~~~ ~~~ p ll . 
"As the waters of' rivers :flowing into the Ganges become-6acred as 

the Ganges; so all persons entering into this religion become holy." 
"As rivers running into oceans do not retain their separate 

nature, so all persons entering into the ocean of this religion, retain 
not their separateness." 

-" From the most learned Brahmin down to the low born uut-caste, 
verily all human beings on this earth, are entitled to lhe privilege of 
this Brotherhood." · 

"A Hindu (Kaula) who refuseth to initiate another who is solici
tious of entering this. religion, goes to the howling darkness. 
That Hindu who does not make another a Hindu, despising the latter 
because he is a chal).qala or a fqreigner or a degrade4 _one or 
because she is a woman, goes on the down-ward path." ... '· 

"A merit which one acquires by hundred~ of pra1ers or cere
·. n1onial performances is acquired a thousand-fold by him. who makes 

one person a Hindu." (Uahanirval)a, XIV. 181-188.) . 
11 .. Q.-What a1·ethe Vedas? " 
A.-The truths revealed t'l mankind by a Higher Being, are 

called Yedas. They are not confine:l to any particular country or 
people. The Vedas of the Hindus, however, are collected in four 
books :-Rik, Yaju·§l Saman, and Atharvan. 

12. Q.-How many Vedas are there'! 
A.-The Veda, like caste, was originally one. Vyasa divided it 
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into four parts : J;tik, Yaj ns, Sa man an-d Atharvan for facility of 
reference and study. 

. ' 
. ~iRi 9 ~ ~q~ ~~q( 

(Dev1 Bhagavat, I. iii. 19.) 
1_3, Q.-What are the two divisions of the Vedas? 
A.~ The Mantra portion or- the hymns and the Brahma:Q.a portion. 

;l~f( ;&~iilltil~-li~ot ~'<1: (Vidyarar;tya, _ Taittariya Vartika, p. _ 87 
Ananda~rama Series). · 
· 14:. Q.-What do the Brahmar.za-portions of the Vedas treat __of? 

A.-They treat of history (itihasa), mytliology (cosmology, p,urar;ta 
&c.), the occul~ sciences (vidya), transcendental ph_ilosophy {upani~ad), 
metrical compositions (!:tloka), proverbs and aphoristic sayings 
(sQt~as), explanati~s of those aPhorisms, anu-vyakbyanas and com
meU:taries on such explanations (Vyakhyana). 

~e-: ~ f4o:.u~fifqC\: ~~~~t: ~v~~QlifiR 6Q'R*<IItttR 
(Ibid. p. 81). _. , 

15. Q.-Name the principal Brdhmavas? 
A.-Aittareya Br., Taittareya Br., Talavakara Br., Satapatha 

•. Br., Tal}.~ya Br. ' 
• .16: Q.~Name the p1•ineipal Upanif}ads '! 

A-t~~iT~~:rn·~~..;n~<N-fureR:: 1 .: 
' Q:a(As;q m~ ;:~~tii crt~~ u 
1. l~avasya, 2. Kena o~ 4 TalavaHra, 3. Ka~!J_a, 4. Pra~na, 5. 

Mul].qaka, 6. Mar;tqukya, 7. Taittariya, 8.- Aitareya, 9. Chhandogya 
and 10. Brihadaral}yaka, are the ten principal Upani~ads. Besides 
the~e, KaU!Htaki, Maitrayan _and Sveta&vatara are also among the 
important ones. · · _ 

17. Q.-lnto how many schools or Sakhds are 'the jou1· Ved~s 
divided? 

A,_:_ The J;tig-Veda has 2U~akhas, the Yajur-Veda ha~ 109 ~akhas, 
the Sama-veda has 1,000 ~akhas, and the Atharva-Veda has 50 Sakhas. 

~~~~ ij ~~~~~~~ftr~~~; I 

-..cnf'll!fi'{l(f ~~~ t~~) ~ticnciill 11 

etN~~~qr ~cwr~~am-: qv:crq: 1 

~l!J~ mQT~~: ~r~~~ '(~ 11 · 

Theoretically every"one of these ~akhas has a particular Upani~ad 
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of its own. (Mukti. Up. 12, 13). But 108 Upani~ads are generally 
found. 

18. Q.-TVhat are the Smriti&'l 
A.-Smritis are traditional or memori_al laws, civil and reli

gious, delivered by human authors. It literally means what is 
remembered as opposed to Sruti what is heard, (Revelation). 

19. Q.-How many prineipal Smritis are there ? 
A.-20, namely :-

lli~rsr~~uih'r~tc!~itrsffu: 1 

tlJfN~:f~_:r;'ij~\: Etl~fQ'iF£{~'«fr II 

'Rro1:-QQ'rt=r·W'51-~cn cr\tmtn:~' ' ' ' 

mcmrtit q"~g~~~limt=!il'~rll'~: u 
11 .Manu, · Atri, Vi!;!Qu, Harita, Yajiiavalkya, U&anas, -Aflgiras, 

Yama, Apastamba, Sambarta, Katyayana, Vrihaspati, Para&ara, 
Vyaea, Sankha, Likhita, Dak~a. Gautama, Sa~tapa and Vasis~ha, 
are the compilers of the DhaJ•mtJ...Stl~tras or Codes of Law." (Yajiia-
t·alT,ya I. 4-5). · 

21. Q.-What is a Purdua? 

Q. a~; srrcra:t~ ~m li~ro~ ~ -, 
fims~~ ~~ ~~ -i~~ IL 

11 Pural}as have five characteristics, namely, they treat of the crea
tion, the secondary creation, the dynasties.(of godl.'l, sages, and kings,) 
the ages of t~e world, as well as the career of the dynasties.". (Vi~tm 
P. III. 6. 25.) _ . 

20. Q.-How many ·principal Purar;~as are tTzere? 
A.-18, namely:-

~rcr~~TllllR ~~r.: ~~ t 
il&f qt~ ~~~ ~i ~ aqr II 

~tlr~ ;m:~~~ ~~~q t=raJ:O:{ 1 

~a~ V'l~, ~R~~ -mi ~ u 
I 

crmi ~~ ~it~n ~, 
~u::ti UJC\=l~~ ~'f:t;~otr~ si~tnl. n 
~~qftrnt~~~· 

~ . 
~t~~ Ill~~~ qn~ mr: tnl{ n 
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-'"Eighteen PuraQas are enumerated by those versed in the 
Paral'}.as:-1. the Brahma, 2. the Padma, 3. the Vitli}.U, 4. the Siva, 
5. the Bhagavata, ~- the Narada, 7. the Marka~qeya, 8. the Agni, 
9. the Bhavi§ya, 10. the Bra)!!!lavaivarta, 11. t~e Li..nga, 12. the 
Vara.ha, 13. the Skanda, 14. the Vamana, 15. · the KU.rma, 16. 
the --Matsya, 17. the Garuqa and 18. the Brahmdi}.qa." (V i~tzu 
P. III. 6. 21-24.) The Bhagavata mentioned above is . the Devi 
Bhagavata. The Vi~I}.U ~hAgavata is an upa-Purai)a .. 

22. Q:-What aJ•e the Tant?·as ? 
A.-Tantras are ~rutis like the Vedas but more arcane and 

cosmopolitan.· It comes from the roof~" to spread or 'to expand." 
The following iS-its description. 

~li! stfde;i~ .... ifil~ a:et li! 1 

~Eidli\IS'q ~;\' at~Rt~ Cl~~ II 

a&crmq~ ~SH.:C~il'~ 10:1 I 
. -

~~~et ~~ ~llll~~q ~: " 

R ft . . ·~ :stq -a .:c~&wt&~"Ei a~ ~~~{Ia~ 1 

: ~;\' ~fdllil~ ~tnf~fititef "Ei' II 

'tt~ ~"~ zrcrtid qfbn~m~ 1 

~ .m..:cE'<i "iil~?.Uir iR~~ Cfl~l' .. ~ II 
{{~ ~;\' tmtiat~q ~I .... --
·u~l ~·n·nql ~rr~~ • ~~ 

~~ i!IEI(R~ ~ cenv.nC&I~~ I 

~~~~" 
- "Tantras are books which treat of . creation, minor creation; 

mystic mantras, and their determination, the description of -the 
Devas-and their temples, the description of sacred pilgrimages, the 
duties of various .Airamas or stages of lif;,· the characteristics of 
the Brahmins and of various elements, the rise of various learned 
men, the birth of Go<'G, tre~s &c., the description of celestial bodies, 
narration of various stories, description of treasures and determination 
of religiou.CJ vows and services; narration of purity and impurity, 
descri_ption of various kinds of hells, the hints· about secret as
sem'blies, the characteri_stics of men and womenJ the duties of kings 
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and the duties fit I~n· Yarious yugas and civil law a_s well as trans
. ccndental philosophy." (V achaspatyam.) . 

23. Q-How many principal Tantras are there 'I 
.A.-:Mabanirval'}a, Narada Pancharatra and Kularl}ava. 
24. Q.-lVhat do the Sastras say in reft-rence to Brahm? 

A.-~ar ~~ ~ it-t ~a-~ fagfa' 1 
-~~ (iotV{(g ~~;:it ifl ~ ~~: II 

"From which the whole UniYerse has come ·out, (at the beginning 
of a kalpa) by which the creation is sustained, (during a kalpa) in 
which all are absorbed (at the time of Pralaya), know that to be 
the Brahm." This is as He is described by Si>a to Parvatl :-. 

(t ~"' ~~ et~q: ~sia": ~= 1 
~s:rl!f.m: u~'lftl: iEif!El~tit~<t\tlJI': n 
" He is one alone, mere. Existence; True, One with'out a second, 

supreme, self-effulgent, always fuli;- whose definition is Sa&lc~ida
nanda (existence, knowledge and bliss)." 

~mr Fm'elRt ~f~"'l r;tup: 1 

!Jl!Jt8R\': U~En\"ft ~mrt *~; II 
"He is immutable, without any support, without difference, and 

eYer-full. He is beyond all attributes, witness of all, soul of all; and 
spread in aU quarters." 

~: 6~~ ~a~ ~QQ'ttft iEiitlQof: 1 

~~!Jl!lMtiEI: t=l~~~~r~mr: n 
" He is hidden in all beings', is all-per~ading,·and ~ncient. He. 

is the 1ight of all the senses and their respective objects,· but He · 
is devoid of all senses." . 

~~8lm ~t!li~~ .. eilt;qt: a 
"' 6 ~~ ~ Q~(l~ ._ 3(TiUfa' lti~ II 

(,He is beyond all worlds. He is the cause of all worlds. He 
cannot be comprehended by speech or intellect. He knows the 
Universe. lie is omniscient, but no one knows Him." 

tf~ ~ (!(~~~~~I{ I 
~cn~fri~~~ ~ u 

. "All this universe and the three worlds, movable and immovable, 
are under His control ; this world exists supported by Him inscrut
able and mysterious." (Mahanirvat~a II. 34 &c.). . 
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25. Q.-How then i.~ it that many gods are i{OI'shipped by the 
Hindus'? 1 

. lfit{ld d~r-U «. ~~: q~~~: l 
~~~ ~rt!l!fi(UJI~ '-?~'~ ~fa lll~~ II 
~~ :qmfqcrr ~~ ~{:eli a~~ijf 1 

A.-" As the ~ause of all the creatures, that Great Lord is 
one: (but in His r;pa:ijy.aspects He is worshipped under different 
names). Thus through His will, Brahma is known as the Creator 
among men, Vi$Q.U as the P.ortector, and I as the Destroyer.'1 (Ibid.) 

26. Q.-Whom do you mean by" I"? 
A.-·Here Siva is speaking, and even he speaks of h imsel£ as an 

aspect . of Brahm-and not himself as Brahm. . 
27.' Q.-Are the ..:rninor Devas Wee I ndra • &c. wider His cont1·ol ? 
.A:-Yes: 

~~~ ~~t{E(: ~ ~erue~f~: 11 

'Jt ~~sN\tit~ R(tm:~ m«fa a~~~·, 
tci ~~fa~ ~ft:r ~~·u 
"Indra and other Loka-palas (rulers of spheres or planetary · 

t:piri.ts) exist but through his will." . 
"All these rule o_ver their respective dominions, appointed and 

cont!olled by His order. Thou art His great Prakriti (Nature) 
and art so worshipped in the three worlds.'' (Ibid II. 42). 

28. Q.-Who is r;fer_red to here by the word ' Thou' ? -
A.__,;_Parvati, the oonsort of Siva: She represents Sakti or Pri

mordial energy, the -material and efficient. cause of this Universe. 
29.- Q-A1•e ·the forces of Nature indepe~dent worke1·s or under 

the control of the supreme God ? . 
.A • ..:._Brahm is .immanent in all Nature. Therefore He is called 

Antaryamin or the Inner Ruler. 

. . a-.r;a~\~lll ~fiX'sr!f~r: ' 
~m S~<ri~icr ... ~~= ~~ u - "' 
"He being the Inner spirit of all, guides them all to their proper 

functions. They do their works neYer independent of Him.'' . 

'Qi(;tatfd cmitsFt ~~qfd ~~~ 1 

qqfit~ ~(\{: ~ ~Cia' a~ert E~it 11 

l!lit~ 'fit~~ lfi~T ~~)~fil~t ~I{ l -.. 
*rl;:a~vr iitten~ ~~ttq®J\1o: 11 
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"Through fear of Him blo\vs the wind, through fear of Him the 
sun gives light and heat, the clouds rain in their due season, and the 
flowers bloom in the forests." 

" He puts out Time at the time of the great Pralaya, Be is the 
Death of death even and the Fear of fear ; He is the Supreme Deity -
declared by the Vedanta and the Vedas by the words Y at-Tat 
(IIe That)." (Ibid. II. 43:45.) ' 

30. Q.-lVhat is the philosophy of tlze Hindus in :worslli-pping 
ra1·ious Gods and Goddesses 'l 

A.-The Hindus worship' various Gods and Goddesses, because 
they consider these as parts of that Supreme. 

a~ ~.:n~:;:r ~~~ tfr~t ~(?ffrcr« I . . . . 
W~)lqtt~r(t tr.JI~ u~ ~t( 11 

"Oh Devi 1 all Devas and spirits are from Him, as well as the -
whole Universe from a tuft of gras:r up to B1·ahma." (Ibid. II. 46.) 

31'. Q.-Is it necessary to worship. all these De~as to satisfy 
llim 'l 

A.-No. Be who worships the Supreme need not-nay should 
not-worship any minor deity. For him it is super~uous, and 
therefore, sinful to do so. 

~JtEfli ~llt( ~ silit«~ sftiiJRf ~ I . -
Cliii~f{M ~fc( 9~'-tf sft'1lr;i ~~-t( II 

tfU;i&n~~llr ~m at~na~·r: 1 

. ~f;a' tfGt!iiUt( (ftU ~Sifm\~: ll 

~ ~~~fia" ~R:ar!!lit,.m 9~'lia'lll 

aqt~~rFI tt;;~mu 81f,~rFI q"t~ u 
"He bei~g pleased, the whole creation ia pleased, He being-· 

sati~fied, the creation is satisfied. By worshipping Him, all others 
(Devas &c.) are satisfied." -

"As by pouring water at the root of a tree, its branches ·and 
leaves are all satisfied, so by devotion to Him, all Immortals are 
s!l tisfied." 

"As all th& rivers, through nect:ssity, fall into the ocean, so all 
prayers and sacrifices (to lesser deities) reach Him." (Ibid. II. 47-50.) 

32. Q.-Who should worship these minor deities? 
A.--Persons mentally incapable of grasping the abstract idea of 

tl1e Supreme. 
: 
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33. Q.-- Who are su~h persons called? 
A.-Kani~tba Adhikaris or younger souls. As in a school there 

- are boys of various grades of advancement, so in this world there 
-are souls of various degrees o_f development. For the youngest of 
these are the- external symbgls and images, like the toy-alphabets 
of the infants. -

34. Q.-How many grade8 of worshippers are there according to 
their mental evolution 'I • · 

· A;-Four; 

-, ~-~,\~t~m~il'~: 1 

~faJiqrs-df ~~ ~: 1J.~IITS\llfl II 

" The realisation -~f the Supre~e in all is the highest form of 
. worship, the meditation of Him in, the form of a mental image . i3 
the middling state; prayers to a~d praises of Him with the silent 
repetition of His ·name is the lowest, and- the external adoration 1s 

lower than the lowest.'~ (Ibid. XIV. 122.) 
· 35; Q.-Does higher Hindz,~sm eneourag~ image tcorship 'I 

A.---No. On~ the ~ontrary it deprecates it in the strongP.st lan
guage. 

&ucail~"iRt ~~ €'1'1n:lt~moc;r,_l 
~-w&~Pist ~= .. ~ ~ wnsr ~u~: n 
~~ 'fifcet~dl at.h.i:, ~~or,_ ilt\l~~<i\" I 

~p~" mil, ~ JI'A~ffi\1 n 
.v~'\il's~'q\~, ~m~~: 1 

_ f'fa~;:aeqm \tlir feli\t in\i '0\' ~f;a- tt II 
- I 

"He who is devoted to the Supreme God, and bas abandoned 
.all imagined forms and names as so many play-things for children, 
attains salvation without doubt." 

''If mentally imagined forms could give salvation to mankind, 
then verily all dreamers would become kings in fact, because they 
in thejr dreams had obtained- a kingdom." 

"Those who think th~t God has a form made of clay, stone, metal 
or wood merely- trouble themselves by fruitless · austerities, for 
without right. knowledge they shall never attain to emancipation." 
(Ib~d. XIV. 117-119) .. 

Thus not only physical idolatory is denounced but menta,Z 

imagery as well, · 
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' 
30. 9.-Hot~ ~any principal nrani/estat_ion& are there of 

Brahm? -
A.--Three: Brahma the Creator, Vi~QU the Preserver, and gh·a 

the Regenerator or Destroyer. · 
- 37. Q.-How many minor manifestations are there of Brahm 1 

A.-Innumerable: but' chief amongst the~ are, thirty-three, via., 
the eignt Vasus, the eleven Rudras, the twelve Adityas, and Indra 
and Prajapati. <Brihadai:al}yaka III. 9. 2-10.) 

38. Q.-Who are the Vasus ? 
A.-Fire (A.gni), the earth (Prithivi), the air (Vayu), the welkin 

(Antarik~a), the sun{Aditya), the s'ky ~Dyu), the moon (Chandramas); 
and the stars (Nak~atras). They are called Vasus, because in them 
all dwell (va& 'to dwell'). 

39. Q.-Who are the Rudras? 
A. -The ten organs of sense (jiianeadriyas} and motion (karmen· 

driyas) in the living soul, together with the common sensory (manas) 
which is the eleventh organ. When they d~part from this mortal body,. 
they make us cry (rodayanti) and becau.se they make us cry, they are 
called Rudras. . · 

40. Q.-TVho a1·e tTte Adityas? --

A.-The twehre months of the year and they are Adityas, because 
they move along (yanti), taking up everything (ada<Janal;tl, the life 
of men and fruits of their work. · 

41. Q.-lVho is Tndra? 

A.-Indra is thunder or king of gods. 
42. Q.-lVho is P1·aj~pati 'I 

A.-Prajapati is the sacrifice by which the universe was mani-
k~~ ' 

43. Q.-lVlzat is the chief idea expressed by these Devas, and 
what was tha later development 'l 

A.-The chief idea running through them is that of Power. 
The next development was in the Upani~ad period, when Chai
tanyam or intelligence or wisdom of the Divinity was more dwelt 
upon than His Power. The third period represents God as Ananda
Maya or All-Love. The Pural].as are the chief repositories of the 
Love-worship of God. Thus the Supreme God-the Almighty ( ~) 
All-lfise (~)and All-love ( ~~ )-has always been worshipped 
by the Hindus, in all periods of their history, though with varying 
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, h . . H' h I H' . d d intensity-some emp as1s1ng Is power, ot er§l Is w1s om, an 
some RiB love. 
• · 44. Q.-lVhat l1as contributed to the pel'maneney of the Hindus 
through ~the manifold revolutions eo!lvulsing India for a thousand 
years aizd more'? · -

A.-1. Their inoffensive and pure religion as contained in the 
' Vedanta. 

2. . Their social and domestic economy as ·manifested by 
sympaf.h:izing with one another. . 

3. The peculiarity of landed tenure secm:ing a permanent 
interest in the land for all classes of the people ac· 
cording to their respective capacities. 

4. The most minute and detailed provisions made in the 
Hindu Scriptures for all classes of people, all ages and 
.stati~ns of lile are sufficient to keep the people happy 
and contented.* 

* I found this question and its answer in one of the papers of my father, 
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On TVorship. 
' 45. Q.-Does modern Hinduism enjoin eongregg.tio11aZ worship? 

A.-No: except in tqe Tantrika secret assemblies. The Hind11 
worship is essentially individualistic. Hence it makes the Hind11 
really religio11s in his private character, so that his religio~ _is not 
for the purpose of public s_how ~r manifestation but for private 
practice. 

46. Q.-Deseribe the met1tod of worshipping Brahm 'l 
A.-The most sacred form11la for worshipping Brahm is the 

mantra~~ sRI($ i1iR II After performing his daily ablutions, the Hind11 
should sit in a sacred place, in an easy posture, O_!}_ a seat of n~4 -

conducting materials as ~escribed in the Gita. (VI. 11.) 

~~ ~~ stRIU114 ~qong'1¥11dtit: I 
'1tc~~ ;nftf~ ~~~~Ut II ' 

J. In a pure place, established on a fixed seat o[ his own, neither 
Yery much raised nor ve1y low, made of a silk, a bbck ~ntelope skin 
and kuia grass, one over the other, 2. Then after performing 
!ichamana or sipping of water, he should magnetise himself by repeat
ing the above mantra, on the various centres of tho bopy. 3. Next 
be should perform the PraQayama. -

47. Q.-What is the. method of Pt·a:l').ayama? 
• 

STt~;i trcr: !'t~~~~ R~ .. err 1 

~'C~Ifl'11rllllli~~ ~~ Ql~rct II 

q'tlfi1RU~ "lt~r Ci\t'1fg~" Iii 1 

'l_(~ q~;{ ~f ~~firer :Bq;( II 

~~ .. ~~ifl~d '1-ltCI'f ~!fi~a: I 
:ai:tta:•fsi~a•"l~~r a~r cr~~ 11 

~~= ~~~~ :BqOJ.. ~nt~r if~ 1 

crtlfiftm~~~ ~~~~~ 11 

!r1~~~r: ~~ ~~ ~{1{~& I 
smtr~~Rf: sffir.t RirJmr~ Ul~~ II 

"Then let him perform Prai)ayama (restramfi of tbe breath) with 
the whole mantra or with the syllable Om only, in the following 
way." 
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"He should close the left nostril with th~ middla and the ring
fingers of the right hand, imd inspire air slowly through the right 
nostril, repeating eight time~ the Mula Mantra (the root Mantra, i.e., 
Om Sach Chid Ekam Brahma~.'; 

-. "Then let. him close the right nostril with .the thumb, and 
practise Kumbhak Yoga (retention of air), so long as he can repeat 
the above Mantra thirty-two times.'' 

· . "'fhen let hi~ slowly expire the air through th~ right nostril, 
repeating the mantra sixteen times. Similarly let him practise Purak 
(Inspiration), Kumbhak (Retention), and Rechak (Expiration) with the 
left nostril." 

.. Let him then do so with regard to the right nostril again and 
sa.. on as before. This is the method of Pral}.ayama, by which success 
i~th~ Brahm Mantra is obtained." (MaMnirvatttJ III. 4!-48.) 

48. ·. Q.-What F.hould be done after Prdtu1ydma? 
A.-Jle should th(m meditate on Brahm as seated in his heart 

thus:-

. ~ffQ~w iii~ -~i . 
. . {~-~-RI~~ ~~Rrw.n{ I 

· ~~~_fi<1Bfiftnilb ~~ ~"ri 
UA~~·ii{A' ~dR4417 ll 
, "I contemplate on that Brahma Chaitanyam (the Supreme Intel

ligence), situated in the lotus of the heart; Who is with(ijlt differ
ences, without desires, Whose m'imifestation:-s are Brahma, Vi!ii}.U 
and Siva,. Who is approached by the Yogis ill their contemplation, 
Who destroys the fear· of birth and de~th, . Whose form is existence 
and knowledge, and 'Vho is th~ seed of the whole Uni,·e~·se." (Ib-id. 
III. 50.) · . 

49: Q.-What ·form is one to mrditate_ upon in Brahm 
Dhy~na'l 

A~-The_ Brahman has no form :but for the purposes of upasana. 
He is meditated upon as Light --a steady, glowing diffused Light 
in the He3:rt. While meditating, the worshipper should concentrate 
his inind on this L!ght. 

50.. Q.-What slwuld he do next '1 · 
A.-After such meditation or Dhyana;he should offer the Deity 

mental P6ja thus :-
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'1.-d ~nnfta~i ~~.roil'~ ~ 1 

q_q ~~ ~itf inf: UJ~q~~ I 
~d mer;~"' S«\Vll~ ~1m~ n 

15 

"Let the Prithivi tatwa (subtle earth) be offered as scent, let the 
.Akatfa tatwa (subtle ether) be offered ~s flower, let the Vayu tatwa 
(subtle air) be offered as incense, and the Agui tatwa (subtle. fire) 
as candle light, and the jala tatwa (subtle water) as food-offering to. 
the Supreme Self (~bid. III 52.) 

51. Q.-What Blzould he do then? 
A.-Then he should perform external puja by dedicating 

material offerings to the Deity with the following mantra:-

iitEg"(~ ~(Pcr£"rm ~tiiT_Ffl!. ' 
R~ itif 'lo:QQ?j ~~ ~Oft II 

" Brahm the oblation, Brahm the clarified butter, are o_ffered to 
Brahm the fi.l'e, by Brahm; unto Brahm verily shall he go who · 
in his action meditateth wholly upon Brahm." (Ibid. III. 56.) This. 
mantra is the Grand Purifier. All food, drink etc. prepared by a 
Hindu or ·a non-Hindu when purified by this mantra by reciting 
seven times over it, become sanctified, and may be eaten by every 
Hindu. In dining with non· Hindus in India and outside of India, 
a Hindu reciting this Mantra can never commit any breach of his 
religious rules. 

52. Q.-Of what does this ea:ternal offering gene1'ally, eomist 
tv7let~ tv07'shipping minor deities with symbolie t·epl'esentations? 

A_.-Sixteen ingredients or ~oqatfa-upacLara. 

q'l~~~~\~~~~~ ~iflo!J ~Qif~i!J I 
"'~!ltiq q_qt(t~ ~:q~~o!J a-cr: 11 

en~~~~"' ~~ti crqm ~ -m~~QtJ( 1 

sm~~"'~lll.. n:qrd~g ~~s~: " 
The sixteen homages should be paid to a Diety while wor

shipping 1. Padya, water for washing the feet, 2. Arghya, offering 
(water, milk, ku~a, curd, ghee, rice, barley, &c.), 3. .Achamana-water 
for sipping, 4. Bath ingredients, 5. _Dress, 6. Ornaments, 1. Scents, 
8. Flowers, 9. Incense, 10. Candle-lights, 11. Food, 12. Water for 

·washing the !llouth, 13. Betel, 14, Prayers, 15; Praises, and )6. 
Tarpa-r:a. ·-
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.....t. . • • ~ .Q 
lll&~~;:t"' ~fla qf~, ill~ili~il'il~ I 

~q<fi'Ed'l'IT.mi ~ .. ron-~ ~~ " 
~ '{qtfrttr ~ q.:i\ir crqy (Ibid. XUI. 203.) 

According to others- it co~sists of 1. seat, 2. welcome address, 
3. pA.dya, 4. arghya, 5. and f). achamaniyas, 7. madhuparka, 8 to 
15 as 4 to 11 above, and lastly, 16.. salutations. 

53. Q. -_What sho_uld he do after this? 
A.-He .should perfo£m. japa or silent repetition of the mantra, 

Om Sach Chid Ekam Brahm.a~ at least 108 time~, meditating upon 
the Deity. . · 

·54. Q.-lVliat shoul~ he do after japa? 
A.-He should recite th~ following Brahm stotra or Universal 

prayer:-

811 ~~ 9~ e;latlfil~~, 
il~~ ~ ~a'i\QicJI~ I 

irinsm~~ 9Rn~, 
itilt ~ G!ll~ iiPtlll~ II . .... 
-~~~~q~~' 
~itt. ~lltl.~~ fii~ii4@~ l 

.::....:.. ~ ~ 
Ntttb ~ l!li'8 qtq !ftcq, 

- c. ~ 
ccriffi qt m~ fir~~ It 
~iwJm~~~ 
~ ~ ·-~ lltCI'f !l'h"-1"\1 q'Nif tnii4itti{P{' 

"~~i Mt4 .. Qfili4<fi, 
trorl qi ~~ ~~ ll 
~u srilt ~~Itt~~ • 

... "(' ....,.."t'~c;::,..,..,.'7'r' 
'JIM(~4 eq ... ~IIIRJ ~ I 

"'~ ~q~fitGQm-a~,. 
311li(IEI'fitiro ~qmq: II 
a'~ ~(\JI(rl~ ~QlJI: . 

a~ct 31'1€(EU~ itJIIJir 
~ s:::..-.• .,.. A • 

~ '1. on 1'1 o:uif A <I (!}¥4J:l1~ 

+m~~cr ~~V?:i znru::r: u 
" Thou art reaLexistence, ·Thou -art the refuge of all worlds, 

salutation to Thee. Thou art intelli~ence~ Thou art the Self of Uni-
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versa! forms, salutation to Thee, salutation to Thee. Thou art one 
without a secon(j., Thou art the giver of salutation, salutation to 'l;hee. 
Thou art the great One, the all-pervading and free from all attributes, 
salutation to Thee." 

"Thou att the one great guide, Thou art the one great object. 
of worship, Thou art the only cause of the world,- and the Universal 
form art Thou. Thou art the one creator of ·all, the protector, the 
destroyer. Thou art One, the highest, the unshaken, the immovable 
and free from all modifications." · 

"Thou art the Fear of fear itself, Terror of terror itself, Thou 
art the goal of all living beings; 1'hou art the purifier of all. that 
purifies, Thou alone art the appointer of all those who rule on high 
places, Thou art greate~t of the great, and the protector of the 
protectors." · · 

;' Oh Thou great God ! Oh Lord ! Thou art in every form, Thou 
art indestructible and inscrutable. Oh Truthful one! Thou canst 

not be reached .by any of our senses, our mind cannot eompre
hend Thee, Oh Thou, un~ecayable one! All-pervading and. unma
nifested is Thy nature. Thou art the manif~ster of all the Uni:. 
verse and ruler thereof, protect us from all evils, Oh Lord!:! 

"Thee one alone do we constantly remember. Thy one na~~do 
we constantly recite. Thee, Oh witness of the Universe! we humbly 
adore. Thou art the Supreme and the Absolute Lord, the ship in 
this ocean of the Universe, we take shelter under Thee." (Ibid. III 
G9-G3). -

55. Q.-What should he do ne:rt ? ~ 

A.-He should then repeat the following (Kavacl1a) to 
himself from all evil influences:-

~~mr ~: ~-~ ~iroR: 1 

~ qr~ 'W'l'mm erl\ii u~ficni: u 
lliU it ~i! ~CJn "'eft ~~ ~: 
~i ~ ~ ~lir~ UO{TlfiU:I,II 

protect 
' 

"Let the Supreme Self protect my hea~, and the Almiglity God, 
my heart, let the Protector of the world protect my throat and my 
mouth, the all-seeing God." ~ 

"Let the AU-soul protect my hand, let the All-intelligence protect 
my feet, and the Highest and the Ancient Brahm always protect 
e,·ery part of my body." (Ibid. III. 67-08.) -

3 
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56. What should be done ?le:tt ~ 
A.-He should then finish the pftja by performing prai}.A.m or saln

~·tation with the following mantra: 
an ~qui~~~ qun(+l=t 1 

fil;i41u<a wc¥ti'irw ~~ wn:ft .om: 11 
' -.a ~ ... 

· "Om salutation to the Supreme Qod, salutation to the Supreme 
Self, salutation to Thee, who art above the three-fold attributes of 
matter, E?alutation to Thee, again, and again, Oh Thou the Real Exist-
ence." (Ibidr III. 74.) ~ 

57. Q.-What should he do nezt '? 
A.~-Then he should distribute the food offering to his family 

members and other friends, and partake himsell of the same. 
58. Q.-What is this offering-called? 
A~- Prasada. 
59_ Q~ What are the 1•estrictions about Brahm Worship ? 

A. No restrictions except me~tal purity : 
~ .rot~ itlql("-Rte~ 1 ~ ~ 
m di!it~!J ~~~«Mill{ u 
"In this worship of the Supreme God, there is n() necessity of 

performing· any ceremony of Avii.hana (invoking or welcoming) 
~or • Visarjana (bidding farewell to a Deity) at, the end of the 
pi}ja. This Brahm worship may be performed everywhere and 
at all times." (Ibid. III. 77.) ~ 

60. Q._:_Is a man who is prevented from bathing before worship 

to abstain from it ? 

A.:-No. : . 
~ qT %d4£il~f ~ EflN :~f\nf: I 

'{~t( tronC¥11if UC\1 ~~a: II 
. "Whether a man has bathed or has not bathed, has taken his 

food or iS with empty stomach, he may worship the Supreme Self 
always with a pure heart;' (Ibid. ill. 78.) .· 

~61. Q.:_Is theJ•e "any restriction as to the food offering dedicated 
t.o God, or any conditions of auspicious times for His worship 6J 

A.-No. 
iA:~~~s~ ~ !1lid if~ 1 

I -

if ~f.r;:iil<aM if qt ~ .... tl..,.l"rEj;lr..:ij;~Q-m'"'l( II 
.~ "In this Brahm worship there is no distinction of the eatable or 

non-eatable food nor of. what is to be accepted or what is to be 
~ . . . ~ . ~ ' 
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rejected, there is no restriction as to proper astrological times nor of 
place." (Ibid. III. llG.) . . 

G2. Q.-What is the only condition in tT~is worship? 
A.-Purity of Heart. , . 

~~s~ fl{lfi•Sil ~: qft:tf~cr: .I 
~ il~if;5(~ m~~~ 11 

"The only condition in .this practice is that he shoJ!ld possess a 
pure heart, and the only resolution that he should form is a mental 
resolution or thought control." (Ibid. III. 120.) 

63. Q.-The mantra8 being spiritudl, fo1·ees are said to produce 
contrary effect, if wrongly pronounced &e. Is there the same danger 
in Brahm mantra 'I 

A.-All other mantras have generally -some selfish object iii 
view, and therefore danger lurks in them. But not so the Brahm
mantra which is pure self surrender. 

u~ R~d ~f<f m~~ ~t:mt~: 1 

-.. 'illt~ m~~sf~(f ilt~'l~lllitcr rq u 
"' "Let the Brahm worshipper consider everything as if fnll of divi-

nity. In this worship the devotee incurs no risk, even if in repeating 
the mantra he commits mistakes." (Ibid. III. 121.) · 

6!. Q.-Are there any restr·ietions about Prasada. 
A.-No. . 

llfitil• ~";:flO' ~q~~~ ~ ~~ I 
(ttr~ qdtttttr 8~ trNir ~ II 
m l:ltfit it q':t~ en ~~~tiJTir.f Jri;sr(l1{ I 

~:n\ltt R~mq_~ ~it~~~~: U( u
ilt'l ~~~s~cr itlf'.w~~~·Ull 
" ~~~r~:i ~r;tt~~ ~ rq 11 

~~ ~~~it tr~flt~il 0~~ I 
qt«tq_~~~oaa:r~il\C4i(~ro;iot:.u ·-

" Whatever food or drink has been offered to the Supreme God 
by reciting the B1·ahm mantra that even bec9mes the great purifier 
itself." · • 

"Whether it be cooked food or uncooked, having purified it with 
this mantra, let the worshipper eat it with his friends and kinsmen." 

"There is no distinction of castes here, no scruples about. ita 
being stale; no restdctions about time or purity an<fimpurity." 
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" In whate¥er time, in whaten:r place, by whate,·er means 
obtained, let the food, sanctified by the Brahm mantra, be eaten 
without hesitation." (Ibid. III. 79-83.) 

· · 65. Q.-Should the P1·asad brought by a pe1·son of a lozcer caste 
be eaten by one of the higher caste ? -

A.-Yes. . . 
1ttwfuf ~~onrtt ~~~itt Ft':~m:t 1 

~-~ ~ ~i!f ~~~~~~II . 

~ ~r~n~nn814¥taa ~ ~~~a~ 1 

a~ iUiQ~£1~tUit-~ ~o:tm~: u· " 
3rtftrillt i( ~:' SR=n~ quff~tt: ' 

~~s~~f.i ~~ u ll'tt"ltotl ~ n 
" Whether it be brought by a Cha-QcJala or fallen from the muulL 

of a dog, this food is ~acred and dear to the Devas eve!J." 
- "Let the food belong to a man of the- lowest caste, it is pure 

if it is offered to God, ~nd it must be eaten by the holiest Brahmins 
versed in all Vedan!ic lore." - ' 1 

, 

"In t~s food sanctified by offering to th_e great God, one should 
not make petty caste distinctions, J!e who through perversity of in
tellect considenJ it impure, becomes a great si~ner." (Ibid. III. 

. 84-; 91, 92.) . 
66. Q._:_Where is this· pmctically illustrated? _ 
A.-;-In Puri or Jaggannath in Orissa, and among the sec.ret 

societies of the Tai1trikas. 
61. Q.-'-IVlw are entitled to this Brahm-iilitiation? _ 

, A.-All, the ,five sects of' Hindus as well as all non-Hindus. 

~~: ~~-~~ ~ ~lfl!IQdltdm' I 
fWr f.:tfid<l~i!f ri~~tftt!l: II 

"The w~rshippers of 1. ~akti, 2. Siv~, 3.'Vhn;lU, 4. Surya or 5. 
' . -GaJ;mpati, a Brahmin or· a n_on-Brahmin, yea, ALL are entitled to 

this religion. (Ibid ~ll. 142.} -
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Atmc! or Soul. 

68. Q.·-What is Soul or Jivdtma ? 

A.-~~iqsrtr~r~~:~1JtiUFr ant;~~r · ~""R· 1 
(Nyaya I. 1. 10) "The m~J,rkB of soul are desire, aversion, conation, 
pleasure, pain and knowledge." In other words, to u~e the langu
age of modern philosophy, "~hat which feels, knows, and wills 
is soul." Desire and aversion, with their correlative pleasure and 
pain constitute Feelings. Activity or Prayatna or conation is Willing 
or Volition. And knowledge or Jiiana is Intellectiol\· Or Volition, 
Emotion and Intellection are the characterisrtcs of Soul. 

GD. Q.- Has Jtva (so!Ul) any size ? · . 
A.-No. It changes its size, with the body that it temporarily. 

occupies. Figuratively, however; it is sometimes spoken of as having 
-the size of a thumb, and sometimes as 'very minute. 

ifggllt~ ~~~q:, ~~m~micr~r q: • · 

~~1mflt(JI!l'iiJ" ~~. ~~t!ffl't~~a:rqbsf?t ~: u 
filt(!5'1!f~(01tfl~ -~~~ l!fiftn(Wl ~ I 

lltm it~:~~~~:, ~ ~ .. ~~ l!fi(!qa- u 
That lower one (Jiva) is not larger than a thumb, but bril

liant like the sun ; it is entfowed with personality and thoughts, 
with the qu_ality of mind and the quality of body, and is seen: small 
even like the point of a goad. · 

. That Jiva is to be known as a hundredth part of the point of 
a hair, divided a hundred times, and yet it is to be infinite. 
(~veta~vatara V. 8, and 9.) 

70. Q.-Has Jtva (soul) any se;x;"' 
A.-The soul bas no sex. 
;{~ ~it !P.f~q it ~sfi -.~~: 1 

~1: ~~~~tc:;-d aif aif ~ ~ II 
It is not woman, it is not man, nor is it neuter; whatever b;dy 

·it takes, with that it is joined. (~vetalfvatara. V. 10). . 
71. Q.-lVhat are the three Gur.tas 07' attributes of Suul ? . 
A.-Sattva or purity, Rajas· or activity, and Tamas or passivity. 

Intellect corresponds with Sattwa, Volition with Rajas and Emo· 
tion with Tamas. 
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~~ ~il~~nt-•:fa" g111'r: Sliilat:rill~: 1 

Rif''ilfia' ~tr~n{r t~ ~~;m~l( i1 
a'5r ~~ fimtt«cn~ Sl!lilU'Iiil;n~~lt. ' · 
~~" ~~rft:r \\'tif~ ~~ n 
titr~m~ ~f.=: qqnssq~a1t~ J 
af~;f~rftl ~ti«~ ~~ ~~iflt. n 
mf~lwwi_~~ itttff ~~I{ i 

. Sltll1\t~fil${1~~~'iiftfu ~ II 
~~ ~V ~il~ ~:fi: lfi~ m'(a' I 

-~-~ iJ em: sr'ft~ ~~!F' n · _ 
. · . Gita XIV. 5-S: 

. . 
"Sattva, Rajas, 'Tamas, such are the Gu:r;tas; Prakriti-born they 

bind fast in the body, 0 great armed one, the indestructible -dweller 
in the" body." ' -- . . 

- '"Of these Sattva, from its stainlessness luminous and healthy, 
bindeth by the attachment to bliss and the attachment to wisdom, 
0 sinless one." . · - · -

"Rajas, having the nature of passion, know. thou, Is the source 
~f the attachment to the thirst for life, 0 Kaunteya, that bindeth 
the dweller in the body ~y the attachment to action." 

·~But ';ramas, know· thou, born of unwisdom, deludeth all_ dwell
ers in the body; that bindeth by. negligence, indolence and sloth, 
Oh Bharata." 

" Sattva attacJ:teth to bliss, Rajas to action, .0 Bba.rata. Tamas, 
verily having shrouded -wisdom, attacheth on the contrary to negli-
• ' , . . 
_gence. . . 

_ 72.- Q.-What is the principal characteristic of the Soul ? 
A.-Consciouness or ~~. · 
73. Q.-What is the nanie given to Soul with regard to eansciou.s-• . 

ness?, . 
. A.-Sffl or Seer, smrrlcm or Subject. It is the name for the pos-

sessor of mental experience. 
74. Q...:..What is the chief feature· of this mental experience? 

_ A.-Its conti:~mity or c~-~erence. It is one and indivisiqle, it can 
never be broken. · 

/ 

~~fl~ 'l(fTS~qoit~--t 
itt~fa' ~~~ gf?l{qt ~srilt II . 
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" Throughout all mo~·ths, years, reomi and kalpas, throughout 
all paHt, present and future-( through afl "diversities Of time), the 
consciousness remains one and ·self-luminous ; (it neither has a 
beginning nor arrend), it neither rises nor sets." (Pa.fichadalfi 1~ 7.) 

75: Q.-Is not the continuity of consciousness broken in dream-
less sleep 'I · 

A.-No. In su~opti also_· one is conscious of Ananda ~r bliss. 
See Brihadara1,1yaka IV. 3. 23, to 30. . ·- ~ . 

tJi em ~m-nftr Rl'iitifr~ em RIJ~Rtftt it ~ ~\Tfij~~~
~-l-.m:mqr ~~a-s~'fri?u«nwa- !I ~§rq11f~ ams~fii~~~~~~ 

"And when (it is said that) there (in the su~?upti) he does riot 
know, yet he is knowing, though he does· not .know. ·For knowing 
is inseparable from the knower, because it cannot perish. But there_ 
is then no second, nothing else different from him that he couid know." 

70. Q.-lVhat are the val'ious states of consciousness·? 
A.-Four: Jagrata or waking, Svapna or dreaming, s11 'upti or 

dreamless sleep and Turiya or transcendental. 
77. ·Q. -Describe the waking stateP , 

A.- -S(t'l~qtilt. ii~:~: emf Q;tlilnf~~: ~~~~~~'1~: 
s:rq~~; q'T(\f11 

" The first quarter is the soul in the waking state, externally _ 
cognitive, with seven members, with nineteen inlets, with fruition 
of the sensible, the spirit of_~aking souls, Vai!fvanara." 

In this state the consciousness deals with objects called external,-
78. Q.-lVhat are the seven members here referred to?. · 
A.-The head, eye, Lreath, body, bladder, feet and mouth, on 

the analogy in Chbandogya Upani~ad v; 18. 2. 
79. Q.-TVhat are the nineteen inlets"' 
A.-They are the five organs of sense-hearing, touch, sight, taste 

and smell: the five organs of motion-speech, handling, locomotion, 
exc1·etion, and generation: the five \'ital airs-respiration (pral}a) 
descending (apana), permeating (vyan-a), ascending, {udanal, and 
assimilative fsamana) vital airs, the common sensory manas, the 
intellect, buddhi, the self-asserth·e, ahahka.1'a, and the memorial 
faculties, Chitta. 

80. Q.·- TV~t are the names of individual and unice1'salsouls 
i11 thia state"' 

A.-The individual . embodied soul is called ViJva and the 
Soul presiding over the r:;um of embodied sou1s, Vair:tvan;u-a. 
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81. Q.-Why is God called Vaiseanara in .His physical aspect? 

• A . .::_He is so called, because He in this aspec't awards the fruits 
of action, in the shape of pleasure and pain, to all human beings, 
according t6 their good and bad deeds. He is also called Yira~ in 
this aspect. · 

. ~'a'o;w:, ~t.'tqciialll ~~·. stt~it'tl~ \llddm~l~l!J -
\l{i'f!:irr~srtql!J~ d"'t=S qra-r ~~r;m:r~~r ~~fa- 11 ( Anandagiri -
on Ma:r;HJO.kya I. 3.) 

For a fuller description of Vira ~-rupa, see the GitA. Chap~er XI. 
82. Q.-Describe the dream-consciousness'! 

~tsrcr:~:_ ~ tJ.:~~~~: srfcf~~ ~m frif~: - - "' - -
~:,11 -

"The second quarter is the soul in the dreaming state, with seven
members; with nineteen inlets, with fruition of the ideal,-the 
dreaming spirit." -

.83. Q.-What are the names of individual and universa~ souls in 
I . 

dream~ng state ? . · · _ 
·-' The individual sleeping soul is styled Taijasa, the Soul presiding 

' over -the sum· of sleeping souls in their invisible bodies is HiraJ}ya-
'garbha. . . _ 

84. Q.-Why is soul ca7l_ed Taijasa in its su"'.Jtle state? 
' 'A.-Because-in this state, its body is luminous and bright (teja), 

like lightning. . 

_tti ~~ ~ ~atifiJroc~ ~: u~im ~fir ~~, ~~~~~
. Rt~fa' ~~ ~Nl'~ml: ~r ~~~~ ~~~~m ~~s®¥4~: 
~~s~fter u ~s~¥4rc_~~~3lQfw.{ ~ u~ 11 

'' This lightning is the :honey of all beings, and all beings are 
_ the.honey of this lightning. Likewise this brigh.t, immmtal person 

in.this lightning,·and that bright, immortal person existing as light 
in the body (both are Madbu). He indeed is the same as that Self, 
that Immortal, that Brahm, that All." (BrihadaraQyaka. II.' 5. 8).'' 

' 85. Q.-De:~e1•ib~ the dreamles.<J. consciousness? · . . 

A . ..:....~~ if ~:er"' ttini~~~ ot ~~"' ~ ~nr a~~ll:. 11 
~~QA ~~~; Q(;re(if Q;q'fil~~~ i'Itfil•C{~ ~(it~; srl~~l~: 
Q'ft\: II 

- "Dreamless sleep is that state in which the_ sleeper desire~ no 
desire and sees no dream. The third quarter is the soul in the 
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state (Jf dreamless sleep, being-one in itseli, a mass of cognition, pre
eminent in bliss, with fruition of beatit1;1de, having tho-ught as its 
inlet, and of transcendent knowledge." 

86. Q.~ lVhat is the name given to the individual_ soul and 

the Unit:e1·sal soul in this state? • 
A.-The individual soul is called Prajfia and the Universal soul 

is called livara, who is the lord of all, the eternal ruler, the source 
of all things; '\)'hO is that out of which all things proceed and 
into which' they shall pass back again. 

87. Q.-You have said that God or l~vara is the totality of 
all eonseious_ness. Is this totality, like that o/ an "army" which is 
the name given to the totality of ceJ•tain men, but tlz~ u army, devoid 
of tlze men is nothing? Is God lil:e llzat 1 

A.-No. In that case God would be _no Personality, hut 
merely, nn abstraction, -a name and no substance. But He is the 
substance or Sat: and He is the Highest Person called Plll'uljlottama 
(the Supreme Man.) , . 

8~. Q.-lVill you, illustrate this idea further by some simile t 
A.-1\Ian is perhaps the best simile. He is called PiQ<Jan4a or 

microcosm as opposed to Brahmal}4a or macrocosm, and this micro
c~sm is a miniature universe. Human body, physiolQgy tells us, is
made up' of innumerable small cells, each cell a living organism. 
Each cell of the human bod1 (some ~f them as minute as~ of an 
inch) has a jiva or Soul, for it possesses the seven marks or 
characteristics of soul-it has desire (ich-chhA), aversion (dve~a),• 

'·olition (prayatna), pleasure (sukKa), pain (dul}.kba) and knowledge 
(juana). EYery cell in the human body has its own likings and 
dislikings, its sorrows and troubles ; every cell exerts its own little 
will and has a dim consciousness. But all these myriads of jivas 
or souls are unde~ the control of the supre~e soul or man.' It is. 
through man, that each cell exists, it is for man that each celL works, 
it is a portion that goes to make man. But though man is made up 

·of these, yet human consciousness and soul is a distinct personality, 
infinitely higher than the personality, of the cell. So is li;ara or 
God. Every creature lives in Him and because of Him. He is the 
Inner Ruler or the Antaryamin Purm~a of all of us, and though He 
is the totality of us alJ, yet He is infinitely superior to us in Power, 
Wisdom, and Love. 

80. Q.-lrhat lesson dots it fUJ·thcr teaeT• 'l 

" 
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A.-That we must co-ordinate our Will- to the Supreme Will. 
As the will of each cell works in harmony with the will of man, so 
must every man work in harmony with the wili of God. 

90. Q:-What do we call when a cell.acts contrary to the 
Human Will 'I . 

~ 

A~-I£ any cell in any portion of the human body begins to act 
independently to -the human will, that portion becomes ~diseased, 
and we say the~e is a· disease in that portion. 

,' · 91. Q.-What is the fate of such a cell P 
. A . ....:....rt is expelled out of human organism, if not cured of its 

perver~~y.· 
- ·. 92 .. _ Q:-Wl1at do we calt a ,m~n who acts CO!_Ltrary to Divine 

Will 'I 
A.-A sizrne:r. 
93. Q.-What is the fate of a confirmed sinner? 
A.~Expulsion f~om the body of God, and :~oul-death. 

- 94. Q.-When a cell itJ diseased, man feels pain; doe~ similm·ly 
God feel pain when a man sins 'I 
_ ·.A.-Yes. Isvara feels pain for us all when liVe sin: and because 

· he- love~rns so well, that he feels for ~s more acutely. than any one 
of us can ever feel. 

95 .. Q.-Deseribe the Pure consciousness P 

/ _illiCr:sni -it ~~:saq~'Qa:sr~ ._ smtil~ " · srv wt~ 1 

- ~r:r&rcrtt~mJI(.JS\!f1Jm~Jia!Jq~~l!filtiQmq'Q~I~ SIQ~lq~" 

::rn;:ci BJ~~-~ ir.Q•~ u mc:~rr u ~ti~: 11 . 
"Ne.ither internally- cognitive nor externally cognitive, nor 

! cognitive . both without and within; npt a mass of cognition, 
neither cognitive nor incognitive, invisible, intaugible, charac
terless, unthinkable, unspeakable; to be reached only by insight 
into t)le oneness of· all spirits; that into which the world passes 
away, changeless, blessed, above duality ;-such do they hold the 
fourth to be. That is Self. That is to be known." In this _state one 
becomes, as if, one with Brahman the ab!.lolute. 

96. Q.-What are the distinguishing features-of these four states 
_of Consciousness ? . /' . 

· A.-The Visv.a and the Taijas are manifested in the realms of 
cause and effect. The Prajfia manifests itself in the realm of cause 
-only, while the Turiya is above cause· and effect. 
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mm~~ <rr~~ ~~~WI 
snv: mur~tt it~~~ it ~: u {Gau<JapAda K.), 

\ - I 

The Vi~va and the Taijas are said to be bound by-cause and 
eliect, the Prajiia is ·bound by cause only, but both thes~ cause and 
effect do not affect the Fourth-Turiya .. 

!)7. Q.-lVhat is the difference betu:een the Prajiia and the Turiyei 
consciousness ? 

A.-Both have this common characteristic, that there is unity of 
consciousness in both of them, no duality is perceived: but Pr4jiia 
has latent in it the seed of lower states and is drawn back to those 
states. But not so the Turiya. 

i{~!:l{lli ~~: !IUlf~: I 
iift3lM~J~a': sn.~: {{[ r.:r aU it~~ n (Ibid.; - · 
98. Q. lVhat a1•e the two kinds of souls ? 
A.-Daivi ol:' angelic souls and asurl o~ satanie s~uis. 
9!). Q.-Describe Daivt attributes? 

~?.~ t:t~~m~r•race1~fa: 1 . ~ 

f\{tt '1~ 'l~~ ~~Q~~ iRJ'Hq'( II 

~~~ QCQ~q~: ttrfkRfmit'( 1 

'1~1 ~~;r~~ ~ gl'~l( II 
ftw: ~"' 'lfa: ~~=nr~b ;nfamiiray 1 
~~fr(l' ~·1~ ~<fcR'fu'm~q ~ II The Glta XVI. 1-~. 
Fearlessness, purity of heart, steadfastness in the yoga of wisdom, 

alms-giving, self-restraint and sacrifice and study of the !llst.ras~ . 
austerity and straight-forwardness. 

Harmless_ness, truth, absence of wrath, renunciation, peacefulness, 
absence of calumny, compassion to li-ving beings, uncovetousness, 
mildness, modesty, absence 'Jf fickleness. 

Boldness, forgiveness, fortitude, uprightness, amity, absence -of 
• pl'ide-these become his who is born with the divine properties, 0 

Bharata. · -
-

100. Q.-Describe thB clsurC sampat? 

A.-~ ~sfi:rm~ ;iN: tn~~itcf r.:r I 

'ltifr-i cqtt~nnaEq" tnd ~nq~+tttl~'l. u 
srtN li.l mf~ r.:r ~it ~a: I_ 

~ ~,J ;nfq ~it if Q~ it~ ftroit ll 
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'4Ri((4+t~it ~~iil~€40( I 
-~~;~ f.ii+t~~ ~~a~ 11 
q;,af ~fi!:i4!!4f!~ ;mm~TS(!~t~: I . "' 
~ G~: ~ ~s~: II 

' ~ ~ cri+r~rfr:&'tn: 1 
. ~ . 

iltut•zfuqts~~ot ~·~~~ar: u . . 
~~~ lill SlCi5<41"di~: I 

"" 
~~liiQOII QOdlqf?{fdJOift;:rat: U 

~~~INI~~~e.«r: ~~tlm: 1 
S-..... ~ ~ ::. ~7=.· ............... 
~q_itl ~~·•'Nii .. QI41CI~~:qQtl{ II 

~w:ll~~~~;(~l 
tctJmft~ it ~r€1'<4f<J !1"~"'1{ 11 

=Jm' ;r<41 ~: ~sr(iit~ liJitqu;d'q 1 . .. 
t~stif{ mtft ~lsi I(~~ 11 

"' ~sfinroc!!4tocA:q tr~sra ~ ~ 1 
~ c;-~m ~Q ((q*'"~""~au 11 

~!tf'd"6NmPat ~l(~lci~iii{dl: I 

~: ttll+t~ qaf.a' ill:iS~~ II . ... 
~mmr: m~ t~ociiaOCiiC\ff.!!4or: 1 

~ ' 
QP~ ~~ ~iltf:l'~fi~ II 
-~ ~ ~ m ~ liJI itmat: t_ 
+tliilc+tq~~ srf~M~~: II The Gita XVI. 4-18. 

. Hypocrisy, arrogance and conceit, wrath and also h~ishness 
and unwisdom are his who is born, 0 Partha, with asuric properties. 

A.suric men know not either action or inaction {religious action 
or inaction); nor purity (of. body), nor even purity of conduct, nor 

tmtn is in them: 
·"The universe is without truth, without (moral) basis," they "say 

"without a God, brought about by ~utual union and caused by 

lust·a~d no~hing else." 
Seeing. thus, these uncurbed ruined .men, of small intelligence, 

of fierce deeds, come forth as enemies for the dastrnCtion of the 

world. 
Surrendering themselves to insatiable desires, possessed wiih 

hypocrisy, conceit and arrogance~ holding evil ideas through delusion, 
(they) engage in action with ii:r:'.pure resolves. · 
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Giving themselves over to. numberless plans, whose end is 
death, regarding as the highest the gratification of lusts, feeling sure 
that, that is all. 

Held in bondage by a hundred ties of expectation, given ·over 
to lust and anger, they strive to obtain by unlawful means hoards of 
wealth for sensual enjoyments. 

"This to-day by me. hath been gained, that desire I shall 
obtain, this wealth is mine already, and also this shall be thine in 
future." 

"I have slain this enemy, and others also I shall slay. I am · 
a lord, I am the enjoyer, I am successful, I am powerful, happy." 

"I am wealthy, well-born ; what other is ther~ that is like unto 
me? I will sacrifice, J will gi\·e (alms),_ I will rejoice." Thus 
deluded by unwfsdo~, ~ · 
_ · Bewildered by numerous thoughts, enmeshed in the web of 

delusion, attached by the gratification of desire, they fall downwards 
into a foul hell. -

Self-conceited, obstil!-ate, filled· with pride and the intoxication 
of wealth, they perform lip-sacrifices with hypocrisy, contrary to 
scriptural ordinance. -

Given over to egoism, power, insolence, lust .and wrath these 
malicious ones hate :Me in the bodies of others and in their own •. ... 

101. Q.-TVhat a1·e the other names of Devas and Asuras 7 
A.-Wise and unwise souls. 
102. Q.-Describe tlzem? 

:cmrn;i ~f~ ~~ ~~i ~~~ !J 1 

~~ ~~N fc(~ lfitt Sf!f(Wt lOt II 

t~~fin"t~~q~~6!i m;nr"{t. 

vtc~~~~ m~~f!tm: II 
~~~ fc("'"'~"l:. lltffa ~ lfitm ~~r 1 

8~~~1fin ~R ~c:n t~ ~il: 11 
~~~\ttif?ftO( mte~~: ~s~: I 
if~ ae~~rftr ~gf~~~ftr 11 

~ ~ltffi{~ ~fa ~~: ~~ ~: I 
~ 9 (l'(q~oitfa ~t ~ it ~~~ ti' 
~aRfu~~ JA: ShhFU"at:.l · 

~u~: qron'=ritf<f a~: qui ~ u 
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. . 
, ~~fil!ftW\cUO( ¥rel{+-'(!!mwc ll'ilm .{i~t 1 
~f;'l(~IU~!E4~fir ~,qr {q {it(~! II Katba I. 3. 3-9. 
Know the self · to be sitting in the chariot, the body t~ be the 

chariot, the intellect (buddhi) the charioteer, and the mind the reins. 
The senses they call the horses, the objects of the senses 

their· roads. When he (the Highest Self) is in union with the -body, 
the senses, and the mind then wise people call him th~ Enjoyer. 

·. He who has no understanding and whose mind (the reins) is 
never firmly held, his senses (horses) are unmanageable, like vicious 
horses of a charioteer. -

But- he who has understanding and whose mind is always 
firmly held, his _senses are· under control, like · good horses of a 
charioteer. 

- He who has no understanding, who is unmindful and always 
impure, never reaches that place but .enters int~ the round of . 
births. · • 

Dut he who has understanding who is mindful and always pure, 
reaches indeed-that place, from whence he is not born again. 
- . ·But he who has understanding for his chariot~er, and' who 

holds the reins of the mind, he reaches the end of his journey and 
that is the highest place of Vifilt;~U. · .• 

·103. Q.-Does soul survive death"' 
A."-'-YesJ it is immortal. , 
lllftriltfu ij (I'~ ~ ~met (l'(p{ ' 

~ocro*ll~~ o:t l!fi~tJ:. ~~fan 
~tfilocr tit ~·Fi~m: ~ft1D: 1 

lll~ittssril'~~~ ~q: ~~~ ¥m:a 1 
-. wrq~ r~~ en llfii\T~f?.i~qt;rf~ten ;c ~t~: 1 

lllm iirtq: m~ms'd ~iii:rr ;c ~5 i.~it ml{ 11 
~t=rift:ritm\F.fml~Rro~ov.rrfif ~ria' iiUS'Rlim I 
CN1 ~~ftg ~{TQ it'li\Pt~Plltfir ~fa W\~.flfif ~{t II 

~ ~~ mmim ~ ~fcr ~!li: 1 

· it' ~ i~~;:{qt<n if in~ m~ct: u 
~a~s~"~•mrst~~sW>t~ ~ "~ 1 · 

fit~: ~: ~t~t"i~Sll {iW\t<IW\: II 

~sliJI~sliJIN~h~~ 1 

~~~ f~i( ~*~~ 11 Gita rt. 17-25. 
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- Kno\V TIHT to be indestructible by whom all this is pervaded. 
Nor can any work the destruction of that imperishable One. 

These bodies of the embodied One, which is eternal, indes
tructible, and boundless, are known. as finite. ·Therefore fight, 0 
Dharata. 

It is not born, nor doth.it die, nor having been, ceaseth it any 
more to be: unborn, perpetual, eternal ·and ancient, it is not slain 
when tlie body is slaughtered. • 

As a man; casting off worn out _garments, taketh new ones, so 
the dweller in the body, casting off worn-out bodies, entereth into 
others that are new. 

Weapons cleave it not, nor fire bur'neth it, nor waters wet it, 
nor wind drieth it away. 

Uncleavable it, incombustible it, and indeed neither to . be 
Wetted 110r dried away ; perpetual, all pervasive, -StableL immova.ble, . . . . 
ancwnt. 

Unmanifesi, unthinkable, immutable, i! is called; therefore 
}mowing it as such, thoq shouldst not grieve. 

104. Q.-What are the vehicles through which the soul manif~sts 
itself in its different states of consciousness? 

A.-In its pure consciousness it has no vehicle or Sarlra. In 
its Su~upti state, the vehicle is the Klra.!}.a Sarira or the causal 
body : in Svapna the vehicle is the Suk~ma Sarira or the subtle 
body pitts the causal body, and in its waking state, the vehicle islbe 
Sthula Sarira or physical body plus the other two. 

105. Q.-lVhat are the fit•e Sheaths or Tcoqas? , 
A.-They are the -following: Anriamaya ko~a. or nutrimen

titious involucrun~ or the sheath of food. 2. PraQarnaya ko~a or 
tenuous involucrum or the sheath of vital airs. 3. :Manomaya ko~a 
or the sheath of mind. 4. · Vijiianamaya ko~a or cognitional involu
crum or the sheath of intellect. 5. Anandamaya ko~a or beatific in
volucrum or. the sheath of bliss. 

106. Q.-lVhat is Annamaya ko~a 'l 
A.-This physical body is called the Aqnamaya ko~a or the 

sheath of food. · 

~'a'~~\lnt eF.tmttt ~ll.bS'alltr: ~to:- {Sarrasara Up.) 
' 

~'Ql~ q~:Jtt.df{~~ ~: ~~S'a'Er~!ti: II (Panchadatfi I. 34.) 

The collection of materials that constitute the element of food 
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is called food Sheath. Or the dense body, formed of the fixe gross 
elements is called Annamaya ko~a. 

107. Q.-lVhat is Pra:(lamaya kof}a? 
A.-=PraJ].amaya ko~a is the Sheath of vital airs as acting in the 

dense body. 
sn~t~ ~~~ ~li''lqiJ~ ~~~~au sm~Pf'U im: II _ (Sarva.) 

~ ij ~: ~: smrr: ~~~: "' 11 (Panch. I. 34.) . .· 
:When the fourteen sorts of Vayus into which Pral}a is di\1deq 

dwell in the Annamaya ko~a, then it constitutes the· PraJ].amaya 
ko~a. 

The PraJ;tamaya ko~a is the aggregate of the five vital airs and 
of the five organs of action as existing in the Linga-deha '(subtle-
body): consisting of the rajasie po~'tion of the five elements. . 

lOS. Q.-What is the,Mariomaya kof}a 'i 
A.-The sheath of manas or sensations and desires is called 

Ma~omaya ko§la. 
~itltli14S~ ~'Ill~ ~16!Jt~~JIT~T~f.t~?.J~ifl;:oqJif"J,. 'm~ 

a~p JAlll?.l: ~: II {Sarva.) ' -

"'~t~~: 9tt ~RJII JJ~m?.J: 11 (Panch. I. 35.) 
·when this soul dwelling in the two- above vestures :~.nd using 

·the fourteen inst111ments- (manas, buddhi, chitta, Aha:lJ.kara, five 
jfianendriyas, :five karniendriyas) perceives sounds &c., has doubts 
and desires, then it is said to work in l\Ianomaya ko~a. 

-' The Manomaya ko!}a' ~onsists of the Satvil3 portions of the five 
~lements together with the :five organs of sense, and has the quality 
of doubting. 

· 109. Q.-lVhat_ is Vij-1ianamaya kof}a? 
. A.--It is the sheath encased in which the soul discriminates 

and reasons upon the materials supplied by the l\Ianomaya ko!}a. 
- 'latirow-19~ ~~itt-~ ~m:r~ mp ~~TiiJiq: m: II (Sarva.) 

~{if "'iii f.t~•nNr ~ f.rllf?.ITRfiT 11 (Panch. I. 35.) 
"' · When the soul, in contact with the above three sheaths 

illuminates all, by its sp~cial discrimination, it is said to n:ork in 
Vijiianamaya ko~a. . . 

The Vijiianamaya ko~a.has the same constituent elements as 
the Manomaya ko!ila, but its quality is that of determining. 

-·no. Q.-lVhat is Anandmaya ko~Ja ? 
- A.-It is the sheath of bliss or the causal body. 
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. ~ 

~ittt•l"'-i Qn "fTttrl~~ ~=mtfil<r til qJ' m a({IOI"\¥14: 

~16: U CSarva.) 
~ tM'ftot•it+tar llmf«fuflr: 11 (Panch. I. 36.) , 

When in contact with the above four ko~as and ·ignorant of 
its own cause, like a tree involved in its seed, the soul remains 
unconscious_ of duality, that state of the soul is called the !nanda
maya ko~a. 

The Anand~maya )Lo~a •is the Satva-glll}.a as existing in the 
Ca·. sal body, with its functions of joy, satisfacti?n &c. (PancbadatU. 
I 34-36. See Taitt. Up. I,I. 1-5). . 

In the Lillga-deba (f!!ubtle-body) there are. two forces ·Jiiana 
tfakti (faculty of cognition) and . Kriya-tfakti (faculty of action). 
Prai].amaya ko~a is the vehicle of Kriy3.-iakti~ while the JiiA.na-tfakti 
manifests itself through the other two (VidyaraJ;J.ya). 

111. Q.-To what· do these vestures correspond in modern 
psyc1zology? . 

~.-The food sheath correspondS"' to physical body, .'with the 
pby~ical forces of heat, light, gravitation, .and magnetism~ It is 
the mineral king,dom of nature. The second corresponds· to the ·• 
Life plane, which is above the physical plane, a~d represents the 
vegetable kingdom : ~11 active functions such as those of growth and 
reproduction of the physical body belong to thia sheath. The third 
belongs to the animal plane or the· plane of passion, doubt an"d desire, 
the chief characteristics of the animal nature.. The fourth belongs 
to the plane of intellection or :Man proper: it is this that differentiates 
m~u from lower animals. The fifth is the yesture of gods in the 
Heaven of bliss. This is the goal of human evolution. In other 
words, these five sheaths correspond to the fi. ve planes of existence :-
1. Mineral, 2. Vegetable, 3. Animal, 4. Human, 5. Angelic. • 

112. Q.-Does not PJ·aoa mean breath and do vegetables breathe 
that you sa11 they have Pra'l].amaya Sheath? • · -

A.-Yes, Prai].a means in popu1ar language breath, but it means 
also life. Vegetables also have. Prai].a or life-fluid : because they 
breathe in (prai].a) carbonic acid gas, and breathe out oxygen gas 
(apana), they have alao got samllna by which the sap is circ~lated 
throuj(hout their trunk-s and branches. They possess also rudiments 
of the five organs of action, namely (1) they reproduce themselves 
(generation) (2J some have locomotion also (3) they can catek flies 
&c. (4) they ezcrete gums &c. 

5 
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-
113. Q.-Does the soul always: junction m eve1'y one of tl1ese 

-sheaths? 
A.-No. The .soul&- of the majority of men work with the first 

three sheath'3, .which are well developed in all. The intellectual 
sl1eath is._not fully developed in • the majority. The great philoso-

. phers; artis~s and scientists constantly use it. While the last sheath . 
is developed fully only by the ecstatic yogis and saints. 

114. Q.-Can these. sheath!J be se'{Xl:rated one fJ·om the other? 
A.-Yes; but not completely. At death the physical vestut"e is 

completely thrown •off. But ~he soul retains the other four sheaths. 
115. Q.-Are none of them shalcen off by the soul after death? 
A.-These constitute the subtle and the causal body of the souL 

Tlie soul which has not developed highest purity- and has not freed 
himself from "th~ wheel of births and deaths, cannot r:olunta1·.ily throw 
off these, .till t1Ie end of ka1pa. Then the subtle body of all 
souls is destroyed and the souls rf)main.. in their last vesture, with 
which they- emerge again at the beginning of a new kalpa.. . 

116. Q.-What states of consciousness eo1·respond with u·hat "" . - ~ .. ' 

sheath? 
_ A.""7'Roughly speaking, wakliig consciousness deals with . all 
these sheaths, dreamiqg consciousness deals with the last three of 
them ; for then the physical body and the franas are not unde~ the 
g~idance of the conscious self, and. the dreamless sleep corresponds 
to the beatific sheath. 

· 117. Q:=-Show in a tabular form these sheath' and their con·es--- . . 
pondenees. · 

(See the annexed table}. 



Sariras and Kosas or Gunas or I Sakti or 
Jiva&Isvara, Sheaths. qualities - forces. 

Lokas or 
Planes, 

Tatwas or 
elements. 

The Five Gross Elements : 
1. · Earth made up of 

2. Air 
3. Water 
4. Fire 
5, Ether 

. ..___ 
C 0 N S 'l' 1 T tJ . ..,----------------

Ill NT S. 

Subtle elements are 'l:' -
... '-k Subtle Earth ~n~atras: 

Fire + t S, Etht. a ~ubtle Air + t Subtle Water + t Subtle 
1 S A1'r + 1 s "· ... .,- • a • El\ th 

... t S, ":ater + t s.rE + t S, Water+ t S. Fire+ t S. Ether. 
... i S. F1re + t s E • + t S, Air + t S. Fire + t s. Ether. 
... i S. Ether f! s,' E' + t S, Air + t S, Water + iS. Ether, 

· + t S. Air+ t S. Water+ t S, Fire, 
"'. FUNOTI~" , 
~-:= Pra!!a or Up-breathing ... Respiration, Cheat LOtJALITY. CoLoR. 
~ s ... Ruby or blood-red color (Arterial 
~ ~ Apana or D~wn-breathing ... Intestines. Excretion blood), 
t:e 0 Vyana or Back-breat.hing ... Vascular Syste~: Circuiat ... Crimson_!{~~: (Venous blood), 
,~· ~ Udana or Out-breathmg ... Throat: Deglutition(Al• ion ... Pure ~h1te hke light (Archis), 
~ ~ Samana or On-breathing ... Navel: Assimilation lmelltation). Pure whitish (mt~) gray. 

---- 1-------- ~ ... Milk white (lacteal circulation). 
ce 
iS= oJJ 

..., 1=1 • 

.s ·ro-= 
"" 0 

~.; ~ 
'" OJJ,... .... <I) 

'<~ 0 
~ 

Karma Indriyas or organs of actions ... 
Jfiana Indriyas or organs of Perception ... 

Antar Indriyas or organs of Ideation 

1. loice 2 l' 
1, klight.' 2 hnds .. 3 Feet. ~- Excreting. 5, Generation. 

· Hearmg, 3. Taste, 4. Smell, 5. Touch. 
1. Mana!l-o 
3. Chitta r (!o-gitation. 2, Buddhi or Determination, 

0 1.' _Memory, 4, Ahankara or Egoity, 

Subject-Consciou~ness or Abstract idoos. This is 
Ahamtatva of the Sankhyas, the Jivatm:l of the Naiyayikas, and the 

The Sat-chid-a nanda atrna or the Self free fr@m all _ 
according to some, no body but ll ~lJadhis or determining limitation. It is, 

ra ltnan Itself. ~ee;Vedanta Sutras 1. 1. 12. 
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Karma and Re-birth. 

118: Q.-lVhat is Karma·? 
A.-The literal meaning of the w~rd is' an action.' In techni

cal language it means" any action voluntarily done, with a motive." ·. 

· ~rmf.~tf: ~~ llfibift~'i'mlif'its~iid 'fiii~ ~ 11 • 

119. Q.-How many kinds of harmai are there? 
A.~Three, Nitya, Naimittika an!l Kamya. 
120. Q.-lVhat are the Nity-a karmas? . 
A.-They are obligatory· (Nitya) duties, which every person 

must perform, the omission of which produces sin, though-the doing 
of which does not prod_uce merit (k.arma); such as the five daiiysacri-
fices. f.lm Wfl~ sr~'r;rt:rr'tATfif, il~~~~;rrct\P-r II _: · 

12!. Q.-What are the five daily sacrifices? 

A.- G~~ri~tn(111~1'\~~faftm~~ I . 
~amfi~R~QttJJt lf(TIIlm: u Yajiiavalkya I. 102. 
"' a ~ 

The five. great sacrifices are, first, Bhutayajiia or ·duty toward!f· 
all rreatures, which is done by giving food, morning and evening to 
lower animals11nd degraded men; second, Pitri-yajiia,- or ancestor
'yorship, by offe1ing oblations to the departed manes or Fathers; 
~n<}. remembering their'great deeds;. thirdly, Deva-yajiia or sacrifi~e to 
thtrDeYas by offering homa-oblations in fire; fourthly, Brahma-yajiia. 
or studying the Vedas ; and lastly, Aianu§ya-yaj iia or honoring and 
feeding the guest. 

122, Q.-lVhat are the Naimittika karmas? 
A . .'-Duties which are obligatory under certain circumstances 

only: or an occasional duty; such as the ten sa_rhskaras or sacraments, 

~~lfirfif ~snr•lfr~-113~"tWf srcr-~a:u;ftf'ln , 
123. Q.-What a1·e the ten Sacraments? 

A.-~ilhtr~~ '!e: ~~if ~q .. q•U(!£U I 

~~it en ~J~~m~~ ~cr'ti~ rer u 
11~~~~ '1111 ~ fllfg f"~: I. ' 
~~~srroil J~tft:r ,~ emt ~~~If 
~q-ir.:l: ~~ ~ft:r aft~~' .. 
CJ_'<Ifti1cn: ~:~hut firctttt~ ~IF-f~: 11 
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~W ~' ICI&l411~CQ:.ItliU{ I 
~~ ~~ ftrom~ ~~~II 

1. In season the garbhadhana (or the ceremony of conception), 2. 
before the quickening the pumsavana ceremony (or the ceremony of 
h~vin.g a male child), 3. in the sixth or the eighth month the simanta, 
(or parting of thQ hair of the head and to so arrange it as to indicate 
that the woman is eneiente), 4. on delivery, the jatakarma (or birth 
ceremony),· · 

, .-- 5. On the eleventh day the nama ceremony (or naming the 
child l, 6. ·on the fourth month the ni~kraman, (showing the child to 
the sun), 7. on the sixth month the annaprUana (giving cooked food to 
the ch~ld), 8. chuqakarana (tonsure) is to be performed according to 
the family usage. By this the sin produced from the seed and the 

-embryo is destroyed. These. ceremonies in case of women are 
I 

performed fn silence, their marriage is with the mantra. 
9.- In the eighth year of conception or in the eighth cyear of) 

birth, the_.upanayana ceremony of the BrlhmaQa, of the K~atriyas 
in the eleventh, of the V aitfyas in the twelfth. Some say according 

- to the family custom. The tenthsacrament'f~ marriage. :Yajiiavalkya 
II. 11.-12. 13. 14. -

124.* Q.-Describe the SamsM1·as more' fully. 

A~~amskA.ra literally means perfectly made, completing, giving 
the finishing stroke. .It also means the _power of memory and faculty 
of recollection, hence convictions which when obtained without 
·discrimination is like giving a decree before investigation. Hence 
Prejudice.. 1s ~- But, the' term ~~ technically means one 
who -has not received "the purifi9atory rites observed. One who has 
been den:ied of such liturgical rites is a~: who has not received 
the purificatary rites.and is as such~~~ UII.educated-~~:-
deprived Qf rites. - · · 

ccli=tli4qq&l"'(i iltidEIE4iltl iild~ilr<lif ·One-who has not been purified 
up to his 16th year is unfit for any observances and to receive any 
dona.tions. He is also called. a ~!!«udt'li: one . who has lost the 
Gayatri and being ignorant of the Vedas is as it ostracised. But 
th~ term~ of the body or clothes ~onsists in placing · stich 

· * This important paper on Samskaras is from the pen of .that 4istinguish,e4 
~~~olar, th~ recl~e of Vindh!,acha11 · 
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fragrant herbs as are caned Pat-Purer in the Parisian markets with 
which garments are treated. Amara says:- · · 

~if.r.m:lihm: ~ ~~ 'lltmi For garments such powders are 
perfumed and persons are purified, adorned-(toiletted) by I"P't 

(perfumes) and ~q garlands; certain hymns of the Rig Veda. 

are said to purify ( ~ ) the soul. 

Yajiiavalkya says 

~Onl~s:J ~~>:IRlil~r ~3tt: I 

M~~ij~(;c(~~~~ ~ ~= ~: II 
Of the Va.r~as, Brihma~a, Ktatriya, ,Vai&'ya and Sudra, the Grllt three are 

called Dvija, twice-born, From birth till death all their acts are accompanied b7 
hymns, fjjq• l.iterally means aspersion, infusion, impregnatioa and the ceremone7 

connected with it. t'I1J!11 the place of the llnal disposal of the corpse. ~ 

These Samskaras have to be observed. of the first three Var9aa 
with chanting of Mantras. 

Of the VarQas=colour-tint; from v"t, to screen etc., the firRt 
three which are Twice-born (fta) from conception to the funeral 
ceremony, all observances must' be accompanied with hymns. • 

The later authors such as Yajfiavalkya ·have excluded the 
~Qdras from those of the Twice-born caste. Dut in the Mababharata 
which refers to earlier periods, a more liberal view of the ~udra is 
taken. The term ~udra has been in later grammars and lexico
graphies derived from v'~- to purify, ... being changed to cr and the 
vowel emphasized. Dut in the Vedas we find (Chbandogya Upani!}ad) 
the term is derived from U~=grief; one who· having heard of grief 
melts; one who is affected· by small things and is ruffled by 
trifles. ~ailkara explains the_ passage and Anandagiri corroborates 
by saying that 1 

~11r~r~ lfitt1Dt~ ~~ 1 ~{r~m~ . • - . .a 

Rl'lir{r ift~ftr ~ us::~i!J ~\Rargrll~!c€li1 ~rn~ ~~ l 
One who is desirous of misappropriation of other person's property is called 

a ~Q.dra. As also one who is denied the teaching by the Srnti, thus in the chapter 
of S Qdras it has been determined :-Suga is ~ one who melts b7 grief is a 
~Qdra. 

In the vernaculars we have ~l-(IA hence ~As,. tb,e_ first 
sympathetic or pathetic utterance of the Great Epic author ~f$.

Jn the MahabhA.rata Bhi~ma· Pit!lmaha takes a more liberal 
view of th~ caste i in the ~~ we ~n<l • ' 
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tttit~in~~ qtticq~~ ~iiea11 
~;r c{l~~'ffcnn•n:lli{t$~ 1 

vwa~:eufdccti.\':i:il ~"rt~fffiitmn 1 

iiflifa!i:q(cqfUrti ~it q:::111~~ I 

q:r fqm;r(( q:::ll~O.« ati1G: I 
~ . ~,......, ........ ~ 
•a~-~~ ~ ~l~&wt~~ ~::n-t r .... - ~~ .... 
it\ttfia' am~ men! q:::~ fn+lfur<r: 1 

fcJ:~~ ~: qi ~tftltt~fcr I -a.... "\6,.'1. 

Anger, envy, illusion, cruelty, cheating, persistent enmity, Immense vanity, 
non-rectitude, irrelevance, garrulity, wickedness, great acquisitiveness, rustication 
from the Vedas, ignorance: all these enter a Biidra on his birth. Pitimaha (Brabma) 
observing the f:iddra obsessed by chaotic darkness with a view to alter hi~ 
sentiments assigned the following_ of the Brihma!Jas as loyal vassals,; Sudra by 
'oyally following a Bri.hma!Ja attains excellence by association. · 

Is it not said that "Tell me who are your friends and I well tell 
you who you are." For hawks with hawks and pigeons with pigeons 
fly: 

(1) In support of this we have 113=-

. ~~: ~li{~ ~ttk"N~: I 
~: .. rqm >aAAaNifit.qsiJ&J: II 

The envious, the wicked, the nngratefal and one who retains vindictive 
motives lor any length of time arc four sorts of Chanclalas, one born of Chand ala 
parents is the lilth Cha!l~ila. • · · • - -

Yasi~tha read~ it 

- . ~~ Wt~~ ~{t r~oo'l'!li: • 
cq?4au: ~vsw.t a;;ra~fq q~JH 1 

~si~~ba substitutes the fttril by one who kills ~r lllJUres a 

BrAhmaJJa. 
·Such vile affections as calumny, ingratitude, an infidel and one 

who retains his wrath .for any length of time, thinking for revenge, 
are four CM~(Jala& by their actions and the fifth Chd7JlJala is· one 
born of CM.r::(Jala ·parents. The whole thing hinges upon one's 
conduct and behaviour for it lias been distinctly said that, ' By birth 
every one is a ~udra which refers to the animality of th13 being as 
the Naiyaikas have defined man to be an anima], a biped, without 

. ' . 
tail and horns. ~"9~trrilf.ttR~t~~: I The animality is connected 

· with birth. 
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~ ~ ~~: ~~ ~ ii~q~ I 

. ~~~ ~~ fur: iliQCI~ !J ~: I 
Every m:m born is a &'udra, he is called a Twice-born(~) after plU'ification 

bacerdotal rites). Ha is called a Vipra when he is educated in the Vedas and 
he ill a Brihmatpa who has acquired the knowledge of the Final Cause. 

The passage of the Mahabharata quoted above means (tm=) 
wrallJ, anger, (i•= =} enmity, hate, (~ =) loss of consciousness, 
(~i=) scn;rilousness, contumacious speech, (~-) malice 
(um· =) villainy, (~li =) ~~1 in .Hindi) a deep-rooted family
antipathy, a long cherished anger,- (wRtlifil =) high ~aughtiness, 
arrogauce (Willi.=) moral crookedness, (~~rfa::rni=) approbious 
speech, (qU'~ =) espionage, depravity, (f.Qifa...:....) intense cupidity, 
( 111 ~mit~) dishonesty, Ignorance. Stupidity when grows tn 
a man, he becomes a Sudra, in him Sddrata grows or enters, 
he becomes one of the mob. Brahma the 'Creaior, having. 
observed such obsession in some men, enveloped by darkness 
ordained them Sudras to the service of the learned twic&-born, a 
.:eformatory punishment by which the illiterate are enlightened, their 
folly minimised and they attain better manhood. - • · 

There is a Bengali saying which depicts the -short-sightedness 
of Lhe illiterate '1~ ~~{1_i( . C"l~ -tt~ 11f! I ~~ .<ffl"l ·~fil l.fl\;' 

;{\1) '5lf-s 1-He-£tops not to think, he is misled by the yellow colour oJ 
turmeric and· commits the vile sin of theft {mistaking it for gold>' 
without adequate gain. It leads -us to the better and more substan
tialla:=;ting happiness if we simply for a short time restra-in our 
cupidity. 

In the :mP.,w-1 we find that- Sudras are allow~d such 
liberties as to utter ~ etc., and with them let him observe the 
rites of the cooked sacrifice himself being the ritualist. 

~um:-~m:~ ~"a· rcNr~ .__ 
• .~!!.\'it 
~ ~ q'("fiq~~ d ~611-t ~II 

"Let him observe with such Mantras as have ~~ etc. the 'llillfl-which con

Bists in 'l'i!r'oi incllidiog oblations to the ~~:. lo the ~. the dail;r obsequial iites 
and hospitality, sacrifice and distribution of food being necessary." 

In the Vi~~;tu Pura~;ta we ha,·e _ 

~~ ~ ~fq ~~ li! I 
~~~ q ~ti qlt: !& it"' U I 
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A BQdra may give doations annd may adore the Manes with cooked rites or he 
may by donations substitute all the rites. 

It need not be mentioned that there is much difference between a 
~udra:;:Moh and a 0M'IJ.(/4la, thE}lo~est caste; for we find 

'li~VI~if ilt~'lll~if !if I 

etql\l{f~t~lll U~:;:tfVI'Tt'5Ql~?:Ht{ II 
The term_ ~u.dra is confined to any caste, it sometimes stands for 

tl1e million: other than those specified as the twice-born. For in 
'the above passage, such of the million and nude persons as taste 
the milk of the Kapila Cow, or who go to a Brahmini (female) and 
who cavil the wordings of the Vedas become Cha~~alas. A 
ChaJ;lQala appears to be the lowest in the Aryan community. In the 
Bengali Vernacular a ChaQQala styles himself as one w4o makes 
obiesance to (stoops), ~ven to a tfudra (~is a ChaJ;l~al in Bengal.) 

The SamskA.ras necessary for the Twice-born are ten in num
ber. SamsUra does not create but it .has to b3 taken in the 
sense as ~qrr'rt (repair) of a tank or building, conservation, 
clearing or cleansing .out. They bE'gin with conception which 
is n~ sexual enjoyment but is the niost holy and sa~red act of 
Procreation.. As the sacrificial fire is. kindled with certain observ· 
ances of ritualistic ceremonies "and hymns ~. the il+lfqJTi~ is a 
similar cere!_nony. Adhana is the depositing or taking possessions of . 

. The second is ~<A (Sll=a male, and~= oear) a ce_re{nony aimea 
' ~ . 

for the bringing forth of male· children only, a natural 'desire for 
every one 'who_ has the interest of the family, the race and the 
country at heart. Did not Shakespeare make Macbeth express such 
a desire in admiration of the heroic energy of his lady ? As a 
matter of course it is observed after the vitality of the fretus is 
noticed and therefore after the suppressions of the menses for 2 or 
more months. It is a deep question of Biology how the footus 
is affected by the- mental condition of the mother. During conception 
and in child-bearing when a new life is generated in the 'womb, 
the: constitution needs extra feeding for that whicli the mother 
partakes nourishes the footus which is a limb of the mother. The 
third purificatory ceremony necessary amongst the Hindus is the 
e'hio:ffiit:q;r which literally means the parting and combing of the 
hair of the f~~ale after conception so as to divide t4e hair over 

-the two temples and making as it were a distinctive road, ~·f§ 
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being separation of the hair, (the (~)·on each side so asto leave 
a distinct line the top of the- head. -This ceremony is· observed 
in the 4th, 6th or 8th month of pregnancy. These ,thre~ ceremonie.s
need not be repeated at·every conception; once observed they purify· 
the womb. Before conception the Hindu females ate pe;mitted· to -
so comb their hair (as is .known in Bengali ~ ~·~ the right- -· 
word combing of the hair) or to collect the· end· of the hair~ 
all in a tuft, behind the skull.G But after conception such tying 
is forbidden. The t=ftwa"T;rttor distinguishes a- female, a ·wife from 
$1. virgin and when one becomes a widow, she resorts . to -the 
prior method of tying her hair all in a knot coi:ffre at the 
back if she does not shave. her head clean. Apparently 
~1=xtt"f is an. Empiric- Convention, ·~ custom limited- :in each 
society, just as the tattooing ail'ift of the arm· or chest and forehead 
of a female is only observed after marriage. A tattoo distinguishes -
an unmarried female from a married one. In'Bengal the _vermillion 
mark on the t:ftwa distinguishes a wife from a widow and a ~irgin 
just as the hood, the veil the err~zt the (e:z, which however-_in. t_he 
Non-Aryan Dravidians is dispensed with in cases of married fem~les, 
it is only the widow who use the veiling hood : ·they argue that so 
long the female is a femme-covert her protection is assured · by her 
consort, it is only after widowhood that she must use the veil (hood) 
to protect herself. · The idols · of· godde;ses are -·never vi~led ·nor 
hqoded, they need it not. But even in Vindhydchal on the two 
Novenas, the autumnal an<?" the vernai, the !ace of the idol in the 
shrine is screened from the 4th to the 9th day when the feet alone 
of the goddess is seen ~~:dif. A tantr~c observance now ·much 
resorted to is the 1!JJ!Ttl'l,~r. the adoration of virgin girls specially 
of the Brahman caste and in doing this in Bengal,· the vermillion -
mark is placed on the · f9rehead of the girl bufin these places they 
do not allow· the vermilli~n on their bead, it is. plac_ed on the feet. _ 
Girls-virgins, Kumaris are differently addressed in· their wo~Jiip 

-a\:cording to their approxim"ite age, the appellation ~Tt\ is· given 
to a girl of eight years. · 

• An anecdote is recorded in the Vedas which i41 a manner explains authprita
tively why the forehead of man is free from the growth of hair; a circumstance noh
to be observed in the quadru~nana though the Hylobates hoqlock may be seen to 

. walk erect on its feet in a sailor style and has arms stretching much .below its 
thighs~~~ -

0 
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~ in the lexicographies and vocabularies means the dressing 
of the hair di'1il8~~~-~:ufci~m diJRr~q;J sewing-suture is also 
applied in tlie lig-aments of the joints. 

!{~~ ~~;at: ~at ij~ft': I ·. 

· ~m ~~m ~~H ~~;m~ sr-tl~m: n 
Anatomically there are U sutures mentioned by the learned Mnnis with which 

are ligaJl!ented and connected the limbs eto., of the human body and hence they 
are called ligaments. 

Is it then the branding of the female with the mark of a wife
Mid-wife ; so like the warning which is chanted to the Bull let loose 
in TU~ad ceremony ? 

. ' . ~ 

- 'l ~~ '«u;~lif ifPfiitt ~ rn~ r 
. Browse not another's crops a_nd attack not a pregnant:cow. 

The fourth purificatory essential~~" is ~a!li3\-the festival 
of the nativity. When before· the new-born is separated from the 
womb, i.e., before the Umbilical cord is cut through it is observed and 
'the first rite is to make the baby lick in a gold spoon a small quanti
ty of 'clarified butter. Matrons add pounded pepper and they say the 
phlegm slime which chokes the gullet of the new-born is extracted 
and· respiration initiated, the baby then utters cries. The father 
has then to obse;ve the Nandimukha Sraddha but not with cooked . ~ . 

rice. Until' the navel cord is cut through, the birth of the baby is 
not legalised and therefore the ~ouvade-the uncleanness-of the 

, parents and of the otlier members of the family does not begin:
the new-b~rn is until then technl~ally~ speaking a limb of the 
mother, the same blood circulating through them both. The 
individuality of the baby ,begins after the incis~on of the C~Qrd. In 
the. case of the death of a ~nmeaa mere death does not effect a couvade, 

-it begins after-the corpse is cremated and the same is consumed on 
a pjrre: the .individuality is supposed to subsist i.n the corpse. 
This clea~ly explains the couplet in the opening lines of ;mf;:aqcj so 
often misconstrued as an apology for observing 30 days couvade of 
the Kayasthas of Bengal. - - , -- . ~ 

p~m& ~tro ~qqf Qt~ttr: 1 

X · X X . X 

~llii ~:6f4cq;:a) llmflti Gtf8:: ~~ 1 • 
They having o.liered oblations to the manes of their kindreds, the Sons of Pandu 

puri1ied, returned to the city after a month. _,--
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The thirty days of this 'llit"f were made up with 18. days ·of 
warfare and 12 days of~ couvade as ordained -for K~~triyas 
whose deads were cremated after the conclusion of the war. · 

The naming of the new-born ;JAf:fit~ is the fifth observance 
a~~t. 

But during pregnancy, specially the first, there is a custom 
amongst the Bengalis which is known as m\l4t!fl!f. Those- ;who are 
well-to-do observe this ;ite on two occasions :-on the 5th month of 
pregnancy and on the 9th month, the first being known as llihntn'cl 
and the last as llm&N. In the former the female, on an aus
pi~ious day well dec~rate4 ~nd bejewelled, is made to dine with 
female relatives on dishes mostly consisti~g of parched, puffed, Halted, 
roasted, baked and fried articles. On the last the mature wcr day 
cooked food of all possible kinds is served. . 

The third Sarbskara ~~~;:aArq;r with its appendage the Clif'EIT and 
lfr<fif~l\1 "the Jointure" nature,of the SarbsUras purifica~ory ceremonies 
ceases. The remaining s~ven observances pertain to the male. A 
female on her first conception and until the birth of her first child 
partakes of the three ceremonies and once opserved her womb is consi
dered purified ~or ever, she· escapes the period of accoucheuse though 
she plays an important part. in sacrifices as a ~~-for cooked 
oblatory cakes and for helping in other sacrifices, sh(t becomes a con-
sort, a partner. . 

The remaining seven Sarhskaras pertain. to the male-the 4th 
~ari, the 5th illllili~. : 

The sixth is r.r.~~. Until this the new-born is considered too 
del_i.cate to be_ expo~d. On~n auspicious day the new-b~rn is carried 
out to see the luminaries, the sun and the moon. The seventh is , 
ow•sn:rror which takes place about the time the baby is teething. 
Henceforth the ceremonies are restricted to the ni~le baby the female 
baby does not according to the Sastras require any further rites until 
her marriage age. The birth of a girl has always been a source of 
anxiety to her parents. 

~ arnn lldrtS: ~~ ~ ~fa ~tr-t ~i: 1 

~ wi snt~fa qt ~~ '16w:nf~ ~ -rnrlli~ u 
A girl being born is a source of great anxiety ;-to whom to be given in marriage 

is a serious question, Given in marriage to a person, 'She might be happy or not ; 
to b«;l father or a girl is really a misfortune. 
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Although there are such Vedic passages ~s recommend the 
better treatment of daughters, they suggest that there must have 
been such necessity 

~~f( ~~ucrt fcfflfli•g;tia€41 'l:ll~QTTQ..I 
· :qmif1i"t~ w~ffi ~1=mfq~~tt ilfiftfrf'q ifO~il. 11 

Oh lndra ~d .Agni, both of y~u are liberal donors of Wealta. Listen the unlearned 
bridegroom· ~ of the brother of the bride who for the lleneflt of his sister lilo for 
you I offer fresh Somaiaice etc. 

Sayal}.a interprets the above passage thus 

. ~~ ~ ~~t~o:aftr~fqBJit a-nmn ~~~qr~i\': 1 srm 
s:rcr~ ~m~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~"' ;z{~~~~~ ~~let ~'lt 
~: !f~ 1 ~J~ftr ~t ~C\~'R'l ~fa~"if if! sr~sr~ 9;~
~etc. 
, Me~ in society regard their daughters with tnuch affection as also their sons· 
in-law and their sons (the sons of daughters), they give wealth to their brothers-in• 
law to secure ~he happiness of their girls and sisters, give slaves etc.· 

.. In the Chhandogya Upani~ad, the way to attain Brahmaloka is 
fully. describ~d. ·Having been educated in an university i.e., having 
completed his· studies; 'IIT"t~iil'ffl:. <f~q'<ft~ etc., and having after 
completing his . studies ~g~ etc., -one . should . marry and, 
having provided for his family,- ~~ ~:IT ~'ql~~r.ri etc., 
attains. Brahinaloka_. and not otherwise; as is 'now done without 
educatioU: and before- marriage or neglecting families to take up 
asceticism. Manu derides those who neglecting reiatives seek the 
co~fort of the Atithi ·which -is the ostensible object of th~ ascetics 
and ~crmits of the present ~ge. · 

- fi: ~if ({m ~~ ~;~f.t'fir I 
: ·~;rtqffir f.rm~: t'lt'cl~sr~q$:-

~·(If) an opulent man (is) liberal towards strangers, while his family lives In 
distress, that counterfeit virtue will first make him taste the sweets (of fame, but 
afterwards) make him swallow the poison (of punishment in hell. Mann xi. 9." 

·.. ·The seventh is ~SI'roor when the teeth have appeared and 
when the new-born craves for solid food, when bits of ivory or wood 
witn little bells ·are given to the child to masticate to harden his 
gums. -This is directed not to be observed before 100 days. 

The eighth is ~.=Tonsure, when the hair of. the child is 

sh~ved for the ·first ti~e. · 
-The ninth is ~q;t~il, investiture of the sa~ramental .thread, 

a Qa.~ge of distinction but is also a bondage of duties as it is called 

in these provinces Ra'l;:.qi{ • 
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· The last is marriage which is an observation purificatori and · 
i~ as essential as any of the above. 

Such are the Samskaras ·enumerated in the ~ast~s which 
e\·ery. Hindu is bound to obser>e. One who has not observed these 
ceremonies is a iin~ and he is fo~bidden in :parties becoming 'Aiili, 
unfit to be permitted in the same line of the table. - . 

A ~literally means a multitude, the promiscuous. million- . 
one who sinks in the abyss of the millions losing his individ\lality 
becomes forgotten in the mob. A 2fW.l as·- stlted above is an out
caste, one ostracised, an apostate unfit to be allowed a place in an 
assembly. 

Local customs have modified some of the above observances; 
The earlier authors go far· 

~~ N<n ~en ~r;f wt fq~ ~ zrttq .:~ ~~: 
Whose father or even the grandfather has not tasted the Soma juice is-an ~ut~ 

caste. 

In the Taittiriya Samhita we find quoted by Sayar;ta. 

~?:1 ~~ ~ ~F:~ti~ fSr~ I~ ~ ~~lilttit ift~ -~ 
~~fa: Jl . . :. . . 

One who has lost the Vedas and the altars for 8 generations is a bad BrAhmapa 
and is as low as a garlic eating sinner. · 

And Katyayana h~s r_uled 

~~?:1 ~~?:1 ~ \:l4: "'[~: ~~1i{~: J 
-'1fa~~~b~ ~m ~ ~~qifn 

That is the usage and custom which is ~this country and which has been 
current at all times and which is not opposed to the Sruti and the Smriti, that ill 
verily~ i.~· - · · 
This restricts the custom. within legitimate j nrisdictions. The caste 
restrictions as to intermarriage have been adopted by tha more_ civi
lised nations of the west; for are there no such things as :eonnubium 
which is the q~ and~ of the' Hindqs -and the· com~ensu_ality
which were in force amongst the plebians and patricians of Rome and 
they are still observ-ed amongst the great Germans and the Russians.
The rules of Endogamy and Exogamy are' current ~11 over the world. 
That certain classes eat together is an universal custom, is a worldwide 
phenomenon and it is idle to impute superstition and ignorance to us 
Hindus only. In other countries, however, they are not fixed and im
mutable and they are not quite the same in successive generations.. 
Caste everywhere dependa on the sanction of public opinion_ and the 
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opinions as expressed in the current ~astras seem to be stable but 
'they tend to vary as to degree . according to the clever exegesis of 
the times.· The gradual growth of the Indian system and the gradual . . 
formation of the new sectarians with the gradual extension of such 
institutions, all_ trace up wrongly or rightly their descent from the 
same source. Geographical distinctions were not originally recog-

--nised so long as there was ilo substantial difference between the 
settlers of the valley of the Ganges and of the Hills. Limited edu
cation has 'gradually narrowed the jurisdic~ion but progress being 

- the unchangeable mundane Law such nice distinctions as Uttara
~a<)hi, Dak~ir;ta _ Ra<)hi, Barendra, V aidika ~rotriya etc., like 
immature growths survive ephemerally. Liberal cosmopolitanism is 
what the Vedas ·and U pani~ads teach us and every thing tends 
towar_ds that N9ble-path. But gradually a~ natural growth, they 
must not and cannot be forced and thrust without serious detriment 
to the welfare of the community at large. 

-,Vhen Buddha appeared Caste was in the making. There were 
fou;classes with undefined lim.tations. After the decline of Bud
dhislll: t~e Brahmans successfully· ousted the nobility:. There was a 
gr:~dual ~ailing off in ~he Buddhist cannons. A!loka attempted to 
rectify but he simply expedited the Decline. The KuJins of Bengal 
under the masterful. control of Master Puran~ar Khan accepted rigid 
rules which they began to break through in the ·first century of this 
institution. 

M~nu therefore has ruled that unperverted conscience is the 
. only truct guide - . 

~: ~~: _ gfi;f;i~~uffmt: I 

q:~iAI~51la1 a, ~ f.RNa II 
· ·"Learn that Sacred law which is followed by men learned (in tbe Veda) and 

, assented to ln their hearts by the virtuous, who are ever exempt from hatred and 
inordinate a~ection." Manu ii, 1, 

_and concludes by saying 

-tion~ ~) tttcn ~ ~: fQactltr: 1 

~if ttt~q:_ m m~ ~if~~& II iv. 178. ' 

~ ~~t~q qf{~(~o:(l~l:f'O{: I 

trcsrtl~if ~ ~qUa~ ~~~II i~. J.61. 
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"Let him walk in that path of holy men which his fathers and grandfathers 
followed, while he wal kB in that he will not su1fer harm." 

" When the performance of an act gladdens his heart, let him perform it with 
diligence, but let him avoid the opposite." 

He forbids such asceticism as 

· ~:v~~ ~ ~u~~~· 
~mn~n~~t~~!l~tf4~q~ 1 

u ~ mra E,qllf ~illltlt•l'he ~It 
Abandoning any act because of the physical inconveniences is Do forsaking. 

That abdioation is considered secondary. That is no abstinence and there is DO 

merit in the same. · 

. And such Sadhus have bee!l called as political beggars. . - . 
126. Q.-What is a kdmya karma (option11l action)? 

A.-An act performed for some particular object, and with a 
view to future fruition: as the Jyoti§~oma sacrifice made in- order to· 
get to heavenly regions &c._ 'lilRlt'f.r ~-~ 9Nillfir itfa.eml<(tfir u 

127. Q.-What'is the othe,. meaning in which the word karma is 
generally wed? 

A.-It means also the universal law of action and re-action,
" a causation operating on the moral as well as on the physical and 
other planes : what a man sows that must he reap_.!' 

. ' - -
128. Q.-What are the l'arious terms by which _this Law is 

called.? 

A.-Fate, Destiny, Adri~~a, Apu_rva, and Prara~dha. · 

129. Q.-0 f how many kinds are the fruits 'of Ka~a ? 

A.-Three: Saiichita, Prarabdha and !gAmin~ 

130. Q.-What a1·e the Saiichita-Karma-Phalas? 

A. -'R;;a~~'Ri aft~~ ~ "«\ !fiJi~ 't~~ti fa1Ri a~ 6m 
. ~q~n 

:rhe aggregate of Karmas wr~ught previously,•that ~xist as the 
seed (or potential cause) of an infinite millions of births is known 
as Saiichita. (Tatwabodha) 

131. Q.-What. is Prarabdha? 

{~ ~~{~qm {~it ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ 8(( 

sm.i\n{, ~~ .. ~ ~fa' 1 SI'Rifl"wiau ~~ ~ ua-aa 
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. The Karma that generating this body yields forth pleasure and 
pain &c., in this region is called Prarabdba : it comes to an end by 
enjoyment (i.e., fru~tion). · For it is said 'the destruction of Pra
rabdhtJ. Karma comes through enjoyment alone'. 

132. Q-What is Agamin ? 

ilf~q~~~;Cfi •lfil~'{ii(i ~rm !fiiq. ~ ~ oiimnft~fu~r-

That Karma is called .!gamin, which appears as virtue and vice 
performed bJ._the body of a sage, after --the dawning of knowledge 
(on him)._ 

133. Q.-Does this law teach fatalism ? 

A.-No. As the pleasures and pains experfenced in any life are
the fruits ·of one's own actions, it follows as a logical consequence, 
)hat j1·ish and new actions can sometimes totallJ destroy and some
. times counteract, the effects 9~ past actions and prevent thtlir mani
£estation. 

134. Q.-How do you. harmonise the law of Karma with th.e 
doetrirte of Grace ? · -_.... -

A.-The graceor sRmt of God~ is strictly in accordance with 
-~his law.· '£he act of. prayer· ?ond totaJ dependence upon God is 
the 'highest _Karma possible. It requires a great effort to bring the 
soul ·to this attitude, and as a result there is Grace. 

135. "Q.-How is ihe love of God manifested in this WOJ•ld? 

A.--:'The infinite patience 'and love of God is manifested by His 
-willingness to work through organs-developing them through 
sons oJ labour: eo th~t ·e~ch ego- or mona4 may b~come conscious 

·of God's love and sympathy and become a co-worker with Him. 

136. Q.-What Karmas_ can be dpstroyed? 

:A.-The Sa.iichita Karmas can be so destroyed. 
. • • r -: 

~~~~ ~-- q:~ ~ ~~6~~ -~~~rei' \ii;J~ti( Sll"'t 

~m: 6~q~ ~~~ -~~~~(( ~;~a "- · 
·~Former works, i.e., work~ whether good ol" evil, wp.ich have 

'been accumul~ted (saiichita)jn previous forms of existence as well 
as in_the cu.rrent for;,_ of existence before the origination of, know.:_ 
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ledge, are destroyed by the attainment of knowledge." {VedAnta-
Sutra IV. 1. 15 ~ai}kara). · 

137. Q.-fiUI.at cannot be destroyed? 

A.--The Prarabdha actions. 

if~~~ m~~ ~~~~air~ filf4a~ 1 

"'!'hose works, on the other hand, whose effects have begun 
(Prarabdha) and whose results have been hal£-enjoyed-i:e., those 
very works to which there is due the _present state of existence in 
which the knowledge of Brahman arises-are not destroyed by that . 
knowledge." (Ibid.) Their effect must be either suf!~red or CO!tn
teracted. 

138. Q.-How can the Saiichita Karmas be destroyed~ . 
A. -By the knowledge of Brahm, or by the proper discharge 

of Nitya duties. (Ibid. IV. 1. 16.) , . / _ 
_ 139. Q.-How can Agami K.ar;n(L be destroyed? 

A.-By knowledge: like saiichita. However there is no con
nection of the knower with Ag§.mi:karma : like waters on the petals 
of a lotus. · ~Rrnfir !lid ~rq. ~rir.f lif{li~ 11 fq mmflr·lfi~~ lif~~mr
~qrq~ 5Jlfililf ~ liftffilll (Tatwabodha). 

140. Q.-What is the dijferenc~ between the Nitya and Kdmya 
wor7cs ~n this respect ? · · 

A.-l'he Nitya works subserve -mediately fi~al ~elease, but ~ot' 
so the Kamya (Ibid. IV. 1. 16-18.} • · 

. 141. Q.-Has not the belief in the_ doctrine of karma mad~ 
1 ndians fatalists? .• · · 

.. 
A.-To a certain extent it has: bui it is the result of misunder-, · 

standing this law, ;hich has made ignorant people confound karma 
with k~smat. Our wise men have always taught the contrary. 

7 

~;!tr ~ ~~ lRT~~~ li!t~r 1 

~qt~ ~titfa' snmoi ~ ffil( aqt u 
· itf{'F.: s:mnoi tf.cr Sffin~ts~a.i ~ 1 

~tt(\1' ~qtt\Q .. qQ'ISTf3~"t ~~l II 

~'Qai(~ttcr ~i ~~ ~({ 1 

~ ~ ~~~ ~~~r ~q- u~~ u 
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Just as the effects of an evil work performed yesterday may 
1 be counteracted by a good work done to-day, so one can make 

amends for the works done in his previous lives. 
. Amongst the works of this life and those of the previous life, 
the works of this life have greater power generally, on account of 
their being visible; just as a y~ung wan can easily conquer a boy, so
the mature works of this li£e can conquer the weak works of the past. 

Sometimes the works of'this life destroy the works of the past 
· iife, sometlmtJs on th~ contrary the past life overc01res the works of 
this life. /The rule is that the stronger always 'conquers. Yogava
si~~ha Mumuk~a VI. 5, 18 a;nd 19. 

·., 142. Q . ....-Do the karmas themselves produce theil' effect? 
A.-No. It~vara or God ordains the fruits of action. He rewards 

and puoishes,all accor<!fng to iheir merits and demerits, !or actions 
themselves are "!1-nintelligent and cease as soon as done. 

edf~ ~lf ~~ ~~~.rtf t~: l , 
~~hfto:aqtt:t l!fi~: ~'C\IQ;'aT, II 
~a;n~ ~~: ~:n&ft~~ 'l,fti~t~ 1 

l!fit~trcrt q;~!C~il~QR:~r 11 · 

Q,:(IVq ~~ l!fi~ . ~'(~fa a ~itt ~+<{ ~~a- ~ ~ 
q:~ 11i4 l!fi'('(~ a ~~ F~on~ u . 

tn itt ~ ~ a.! ~m-: ~~~m~rcr • 
~~ CIE~I~cii ~ atitef f~ctf.II~{J{ II 
~ ~ ~~ ~{~R~~~ I 
c.n~a: q acr: ~m;s:, ~~~~ f4i@c;s:, ~ 11 

-,~ .. -

. -·~~ ~~~i ~ ~ ~~~- 1 a~~ ~~t:~ 
. ~~~ ~~~qr: !1~: ~mff, ~~~3QQ"(~(~sN~l511: 

ii(I'Sl~~tf SIEI~~;:(i II. · 

Does K~rma itsell-prod-uce its fruit or God· allots the rewards 
and. punishments according ·to one's actions? -.(The followers of 
Jaimini hold) that Karma itself produces the fruit through an invisi
ble power _called Apurva. The uninte~igent Karma howeYer has 
no such power to produce fruit. But the God- the adorable One 
allots the fruits of actions, and so there is no ·necessity of believing 
in dn invisible entity called Apu.r-ra. 

He makes'him whom He wishes to lead up from ~hese· worlds 
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do a good deed : and the same makes him whom He wishes to lead 
down from these worlds do a bad deed. Kau. Up. III. 8. 

Whosoever seeketh to worship with laith any such semblance~ 
I verily bestow the unswerving faith of that man. 

ITe, united to that faith, seeketh the worship of such a one, an~ 
he ohtaineth these desires, I verily decreeing the benefits. "The GitiL 
VII. 21-22. . . 

All Vedanta-texts, moreover, declare that the LOrd is the only 
cause of all creation. And His cre'ating all creatures· in forms and 
conditions corresponding to atd retributive of their former ·deeds, 
is just what entitles us to call the Lord the cause of all frnits of 
actions. And as the Lord has regard to the merit and demerit of 
the souls, the objections raised above-as to one un1form cause 
being inadequate to the production of various effects, &c.-are with
out any foundation. Vedanta. ~ankar. III. 2. 41. 

143. Q.-Is this18wara an e;rtm-eosmie D~ity? 
A.-No. He is in all: and dwells within the Human soul. 

"'fil~f ~~it ~~~r . ~u: wTi crrf'r.rtar!ll i!{t: 1 "'!!~ ~~~ 
~~ ~qf 'l~ ~· ri~P(RmB II MuQ~. JI, 1. 4. 

Fire is His head, the sun and moon His eyes, the regions 'His 
ears, the open :Vedas are His voice, the air is His vital breath, whole 
world is His heart, the earth ·springs from.His feet, for this is- the 
Inner soul of all living things. ' 

, srrqr) ri'tt q: {:l~~$iltrfa ~w·~ ~~ \l'la on~<~~ ~ ~~ 
Vl~'lt~: fstiqJCIJ~• Jlll~t .. ~: U Mund. Up. III. 1. 4. . 

This liwara is the living breath that .vari.ouslimanifests itself 
in all living things. Knowing bini, the sage ceases to speak of 
many things ; his sport is in the Self, his joy is in the Self, his action 
is rclati ve to the Self, and he is the h,est of !hose that know the Self. 

144. .Q . ..:..lVhat 'is tlze result of karma? . 
A.-Rebirth-Good karma leading to incarnation into hiKher 

Rpheres, bad karmas into lower. . . ~. .. 
~ rrJA~, rm~a~~ 1 

~~~" tqrqqlif, f~f\~ ~:II 
Dy ,·irtuc (is obtained) ascent to higher plane~; by vice, de

sct>nt to the lower, from wisdom (results) beatitude; and bondage 
from ~he reverse. (SabkhyakArika, 44.). 
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~ ~ ~ g4 euy¥~it€f qt 1 

~ ~~ itnjt ~ 'fiW~Cl(jq II 
~ ~'{~~: qt~: q"t~: ~~~~dq I 
am~ ~~~m: m~~: ~: ll 
~: m ~ 'Com !fl'q~fTl i 

- 8mr ~ irnJ ~ qr-i if ~a' II ' , 
So long as karmas, whether good or bad, are not exhausted, 

men do not attain Mok~a or release even in hundreds of kalpas. 
. Both good and bad karmas bind tight the jiva in their chains ; 

one is a chain of gold, the other is that a! iron. _ 
A man may·always -do karmas suffering great pains, but release 

will not be got by him, so loug as wisdom is not attained. 
Mahanitval}atantra XIV. 109 to 111. 

145. Q.-How is this wi8dom to be~attained? 
A.-By reflecting over the True or Brah~ or by doing action 

without any desire of reward. 

- - -~ a~~fi!f;:rl(l!J f;rt:trilotitrl !fldiun 1 

anQ \4Tl!RIIRU ft~ mm~ II 
146. .!),.-How is emancipation attained? 

·A.-Through wisdom, devotion to God and His grace. 

(,q{: ~ ~~il fttgftr I 
.s "' "' ;{I~ ~"-'~R ~·SII~iiM1 ~ ll 

. aiti!f ~ llT.9 6ci~" mu=r 1 

~ snrf<\~t~:. qti ~ _~toi sn~f{:r ::Ul~i!fd'( 11 

- -~mf~~frldilll~l 
m~QOJ~ ~ 8 stRnuit fSI~sf{:r it 11 

, ~ .m:~-q mifeli ~ ErW I 

~ ~~ d~in m¢Qtqrl;r m ~:-u · 
_ livara dwelleth ii{ the hearts of ~ll beings, 0 Arj~na, by His 

Maya (power) causing all beings to revolve, as though mounted on a 
potters' whe~l. _ Flee unto Him for shelter with _all thy being, 0 
Bharata; ·by Hi::~ grace thou shalt obtain supreme peace, the everlaat· . .... , -

ing dwelling-place. · 
- · (Place} the Manas on Me, be My -devotee, sacrifice to Me, pro

strate thyself before Me, thou Shalt come even to Me. I pledge thee 
My troth.i thou aH- dear to me. -
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Renouncing all Dharmas,. come unto Me alone for shelter; 
sorrow not, I will liberate thee from all sins. The Gita XVIIL 61, 62 
and 65, 66. 

147. Q.-Aecompanied with u:hat ·body does the sou_l migrate? 
A.-With the astral body {Suk!)ma garira or Lillga Deb a). 

~'Nll~ i"ttldUiii~l~{{e:liWa~ I . 

Qtrotr ~it ~~~ti ~ u 
The mergent, subtle (astral) body,-formed primevaUy, uncon· 

fined, permanent, composed of Buddhi · and the rest down- to the 
primary elements,-migrates, is without enjoyment, and is invested . 
with dispo~itions. (S. KariU 40.) · 

148. Q.-What is flie composition of this Linga Deha? -
A.-Astral Body is composed of Buddhi and the f'est, down to 

the primary elements. That is to say, it is an aggregate of Buddhi 
Ahankara, the ele1ven senses and the five primary elements, and as 
such it is specific, being endowed with the properties of calmness, 
restlessness and dulness. . -

149. Q.-Can a Sllksma Sarira rem~in without a specific body?, 
A.-'-No. As a shadow cannot subsist without lL substance · . . , 

Ao this Libga Deha. 

f.;;ri tl~~~ ;eQTQt(t~~ ~O{T tJQt~ I 

craftrilt ~~~~ faBfcr mtwJ ~II 
As a painting stands not without a ground, nor a shadow with

out a stake, so neither does the Linga (Buddhi &c.) subsist s~pport- · 
less without a specific (body). (S. KariU 41.) • 

150. Q.-lVhat is the nature of this specific body? 
A.-Wh~n on earth, this specific pody is of blood; bones, &c. 

called the dense or physical b_ody ; after death this spe'cific body 
consists of subtler pbysical.E>lements (light, ~lectricity-ether). -

;e~~tiir ~~FD iiiiil ~~FD ~ft ~~ I 
fititlt!!~<tcJI!!~~ ~t ~ttt~~tsf't ~= u · · 

The embodied souljnvests a variety of bodies, supersensfble and 
sensible, with the lasting influence of its works in earlier embodi
ments ; and, -according -to the nature of its works and the nature of 
its bodies, is united with some fresh body, and seems to J>e another. 
(~\·eta4vatara V. 12.) _ 

151. Q.-Qan this Linga-Deha assum~parious shapes? 
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4..-Yes. It can be trained to· assume various· forms-sensible 
and supersensible. 

$(i"4ltl{~fll{ firf;re~f;{~qit I 

Sl'&dfii~~ltll'a!EU:&~RnJ~ ~II 
Formed for the sake of the spirit's purpose, the Astral Dody 

plays its parts lik~ a dramatic actor, on account of the connectjon o£ 
means and consequences, and by union with the predominant power 
of Nature. 

Tha& is to say, as a dramatic actor, occupying different stages, 
_pla~s ·severally the pa~ts of Para~urama, Yudhi!?thira, Vatsarii.ja, f10 

does the astral body occupying various gross bodies, play the part 
of man,_brute, or plant. Sailkhya Karika. 42. 

152. Q.-Wha.t forms may the Linga-Deha of a holy pe1·son 
assume after death? . 

. A.-It may assume, the form of a deva or a shining one. 

CRI'lt q~~ qtm'TIIPilijlll~i~IRhl~ 'liC?.mlrclt ri ~, 
~RErtqlffiRti -~ fir~s~ mtf~41Ri'aEH1t ~iji4UCI{ ~ ~~ 

. - ..... 

frr.~ qr ~ .qr ~ qr snm~ qr am qr~ qr ~"Ill. I!_ 

And as a goldsmith, taking a piece of gold, turns • it into an
other, newer ana"' more beautiful shape, so ·~oes this self, after having 
thrown off this body and dispelled all ignorance, make unto himself 

·another, newer and more' beautiful shape, whether it be like the 
"Fathers, or like -the Gandharvas, or like the Devas, or like Praja-
pati, or like Brahm& or li!e other beings (Brihadaranyah IV. 4). 

153. Q.-How many grades of Daas are the1·e ?. 
- A.~ There are eight grailes of Devas. 

~N~ ~dnit~~ ~\lt ~I 
. 1113"4~~:, ~~ mfa~: eq; II 

The divine class has eight varieties, the lower animals, five, 
mankind is 'single in its ·class ; thus briefly is "the wodd of li v-
ing beings. · 

.The ~ight divine varieties are the Brahma, the Prajapatya, the 
Aindra, the Paitra, the Gandharva, the Yak~a, the Rak§asa, and . 
the Pail!acha. 

The five"\Tarieties of lower animals are quadrupeds (other than 
deer), deer, birds, creeping things, and the immovable trees &c. 

:Yankind is single-not cont_aining sub-divisions. 
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!.:it. Q.-In ultat do the Deras di§er? 
A. -In tl1e amount of their bliss. 

57 

There is the following computation of beatitude : Let there be 
a youth, a gooJ youth, veroed in the Veda, an able teacher, hale and 
btrong, and let the whole earth, full of wealth, belong to him. This 
is one humau bliss. A hundred of these human beatitudes are the 
one bliss of the man that has become a Gandharva and also of a 
bage leamed in tLe Veda and unstricken with desire. A hundred of 
tlteoe 1Jeatitudes of the man that Las become a Gandharva, are the 
one bliss of the divine Gandharvas, and also of a sage learned in 
the Veda and unstricken with desirP. A hundred -of these beatitudes 
of the divine Gandhan-as, are the one bliss of the Pitris and so on of 
Devas, Indras, Brihaspati, Prajapati and Brahman. Tait. Up. II. 8. 

155. Q.-llow many Higher zJlanes a1·e there to the zJhysical? 
A.--Six, namely :-Dhuva~, Swa~, Mahal,1, J anal], Tapas, Satya . 

. ICirika 44. 

Hi6. Q.-What are the ttco Paths on tchich tlt~ souls of the good 
go after leaving the gross body at death? 

A.-Pitriyana-Lhe Path of the Fathera; and Deva·yana-the 
Path of the Shining Ones. 

'Vfi:r~·H~~: ~= ~mm ;re~t~Jt 1 

a'l sr~rcrt rr~fkr ~ if~Rf~ ~ift: 11 

~'ft{tf~a'lr ii'lD': qo;nm ~n_tmt~il~ 1 

c:fst ~r~'f~ ii~fu~Tifr srttl:l f;r~~~ II 
Fire, light, Jay-time, the bright fortnight, the six months of 

the northern path-then, going forth, they who know Brahman 
go to Brahman. Smoke, night-time, the dark fortnight also, the six 
months of the southern path-then theY ~gi, obtaining the moonlight, 
returneth. (The Gita. VIII. 21·25). 

Those who know this and those who in tLe forest follow faith 
aud austerities go to light, from light to day, from day to the light 
half of the moon, from the light half of the moon to the six months 
when the sun goes to the north, from the six months when the sun 

-goes to tl1e north to the year, from the year to the sun, from the 
sun to the moon, from the moon to the lightning. Th_ere is a 
person not hum~n. He leads them to Brahman. This is the path of 
the Devas. 
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But they who living in a village practise sacrifices, works of 
public_ utility, and alms, they go to the smoke, f;om smoke to night., 
from night to the dark half of the_ moon, from the dark half of the 
moon to the six months when the sun goes to the south. But they 
do not reach the year . 

. - From the months they go to the world of the fathers, from the 
world of the fathers to the ether, from the ether to· the moon. That 
is soma; the _kinj. Here they are loved by the Devas, yes, the Devas 
love them. 

Chhandogya Up. V. 1 to 4. 
157. Q.-What i.~ the fate of the soul when it has ezhausted 

the good works~{n Heaven? 
A.-It returns again to this physical world . 

. al%~a;qm!Irrcqrs&cr~ql\~&4 ~f'iler;J~ ~~!firo'Rl· 
~mnat~ ~~t41 ~ ~tr ~s~s~ ~ u 

· q ~ iNr ~er~ itm ~ ~ sr~fcr a u: ~~~· 
~~W~~ti~~mqr tfu ;m~a-sat ~ ~ !R~,~i in in ~~~f~ 
flt ~a: l@::afct ~ ~qo ~crnr u .... 

~aving dwelt there, till their (good) works are consumed, they 
return again that way as they came, to the ether, from the ether to 
the air. Theri: the sacrificer, having become· air, becomes smoke, 
having become smoke, be becomes.mist.- -

Having become mist, he becomes a cloud, having become ~ 
loud, he rains down.. Then he is born as ric; and corn, herbs and 
trees, se.samum and- beans. From thence the escape is beset with 
most diffic~lties. _For whoever the person may be that eats the food, 
andbegets offspring, he hence forth becomes like unto them. 

Chhandogya Up. V. 19. 5 to 6. 

a~ ~: ~- lili.l~ra- ~ ~ -~ mij'l+i\~ " srtQU~ 
tfi;Jm\tt~ ~R~(- l!li~l~tl¥{ u CI~Jilftl!fit(~~~ ~~ 'iii~ 

' . 

. tfa' ?J ~~~llfil: II · 

'fo whatever object a man's own mind is attached, to that he 
goos str(muously together with his deed; and h&\·ing obtained the 
end (the last results) of wpatever deed he does' .here on earth, he . 
returns again from that world {which is the temporary reward of 
his deed) to this world of action. - . 
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158. Q.-Does the soul ezhaust aU ita pa.st u:orks before it 
descends for re-incarnation? 

A.-No. It descends with a remainder. 

wcn~~~~Alq;~ ~itmqs:q u 
On the passing away of the works (the soul descends) with a 

remainder, according to Scripture, and Smriti as it went (i.e.; passing 
through the same stations) and not thus <i.e., in the iiiYerse orderJ: 
Ved. S. III. 1. 8. 

159. Q.-Souls go to heaven t~ obtain a complete requital of 
their works, how can they return with a remain~er? · 

A.-All works may be div-ided into two classes, works per
formed for the sake of _the heavenly world; and work~ other than 
those. The fruits of the first set of works are enjoyed completely in 
heaven. The remaining other set of works, whose fruits ar~ to be 
enjoyed in this world, constitute the so-called Anu!laya or remainder, 
with which the soul redescends. 

_ 'Vr!J~'R'fi'n~ . 'fi"m ~~~~ ~r:cid~!fi~~;&S ' Ql;:tmmf 

'IA'3~'-R~Fms~•a'ffcr u 
160. Q.-What is the nature of those work. fo'l' the requital of 

whieh the soul returns to this wo1.zd? 
A.-All our high aspirations and divhie ·longings find their 

complete requital in heaven. The soul comes ba;k to this earth for 
the requital of those works which were done with a worldly motive. 

161. Q.-Do all spuls go to lzeaven? 
A.-No. The souls of those persons who never performed 

any act of Self-sacrifice, go to Samyamanam or the region of punish-
ment. _ 

162. Q.-What is the mode of descent from heaven? 
A.-They return again the way they came &c.See~bove Q.l43. 
163. Q.-What is meant by. thtJ soul becoming ether &e.? Do;s 

it become identified with them. 
A.-No. It does not become identical with them, it only passes 

into a state of similarity to ether. When the body; consisting of 
Astral light which the soul had assumed in the sphere of the moon~ 
or mental plane, for the purpose of enjoyment, dissolves at the time 
when that enjoyment comes t~ ;-n end; then it become'"s subtle ·like 
ether, passes thereupon into· the power of the -~ir, and then gets 
mi.xed with smoke &c. (Ved. S, III. 1. 22.) 

8 
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164. Q.-,. Whether the bouls really pass over into plants &c. and 
,enjoy their pleasures and pains? 

• A.-No. They enter merely into a state of conjunction with 
the body of plants &c. - ' . 

_The _souls to which a remainder attaches enter merelx into 
conjunction . with 1·ice-plants, &c., which are' already animated by 
other eouls, and do not enjoy their pleasures and pains. 
. ~~~tfilftlftijs ~~3 uali~11Jtlf3:UI'ir-r sriam i( a~~=~\ll'ftt 

"'"f.(l """~I VedAnta St1tra,.lll 1. 24. 
165. Q.-Wha~ becomes of the soul after this ? 
A.-After that (there takes. place) conjunction (of the Soul) 

with him who performs the act of generation. 
166. Q:-Can a man: know, what was his past life and what 

wou~d be his future fife? . 
:A.-Sometimes he can, if he attends to_his dreams. 
This same self has two stations: any given present embodi

ment, and the embodii~ent that is next to follow. And there is a 
third place : the state intermediate between the two-the place of 
dre.ams.. Standing in the place of dreams, it· sees both these 
stations, t~is embodiment and the embodiment next to come. In 
the place of dreams it steps on to the path it has made itseJI to the 
next em~odiment, and sees th~_pains and pleasures that have been 
in earlier lives and ~re to be in after-lives. 
- - -~"' q;~ s~q i -~.. ~.we ·~a ~~ q~it'i~R~ ; uP\~ <Idhi 
~il~ II fa~~ ~~~ mia Cflt ~if q~d}~~. IRiRi~IITil'' II ~ 
qvn~sq lftit'iWiit \l<rfts a111~~1r ~·~ 1ft~ mil~i~ wda II 

. , Bri. Up. IV. 3. 9. 
167. Q.-Oa'i~ the Human soul v'isit the highe1• spheres? 
A.-Yogis can voluntarily do so. Ordinary men -do so occa

. eionallr in dreams. Ibid, 1\~. 3. 12, 



CHAPTER V. 

The Rules of Conduct. -

163. Q.-trhat are the NrioJU stagtr of lift tzrrough tchU:h 4 

Hindu passu from hia birtla to hu d~;:th? 
.A.-Four: namely, Student (Brahmachar.fa\ Hou..c:e-holder 

<Grihastha). Hermit {Vinaprastha) and Sa-nnyisa.. * 
169. Q.-Are all these four a.irama.t obaened in thu oge? 

'A.-In this age there are really only two rufram?-~ :-house
holder and sannrasa. 

~:~~~~~· . ~ 

~~ CAt.m{ iiOOlt1ri 'l'Ni ~ II 
(!>....... " 

~ , "·~"'(} u ~: ~ srt~recn: • 
~ ~ ~ ~ Elli(lo:Q ~~II 
~ ~ EIII(SU:tJTsN ;r fi&tt I 
Itt~ ~!6~~i!C ~ V ~')~II 

Four castes as well as lour Uramas were known in the firs~ 
three Yugas. with their distinctive rules of Good Behavioor for each 
caste and stage: but in this Kaliyuga there are five castes, namely 
the Brahma9-a, the K~atriya, the Vailya, the Sudra, and the 
8amanya or the common caste. 

Of all these castes there are two Mramas or stages of lile. 
-In this age there is no Brabmacharya A~rama nor any Va.na

prastha !irama. In this Kali -age there are only- two Asramas, 
the Grihastha and the Bhik~uka. · , 

Mahanirdnatantra Vlli. 4, 5_& 8. 
liO. Q.-What are tllS duties of a hou-~-lwldef. ill hu diJ!~ 

periods of lif~? . ' 

f?i?J15q1a~~ ~ tA ~~ ~ I 
~ ~ ~.... ~ ~ .. 
~''i' ~~~"" CUi I(!J ~ Sfil.a~ ~ II 

'! 

In his early age. he should acquire knowledge, in his youth, he 
ehoulJ acquire wealth and marry, in his maturer age. he _should 
perform -religious duties, and in his fourth age he _should wander.-
forth as a SannyAsi. Ibid. VIII. 16. 

111. Q.-Can a penon buome a SanrtylsC in his youth?· 
.A.-No, generally nol 
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mat No(~ ;nuii~~€1 Wcl~l 
~~j~:q m ~ ~-{OP..n:i ~II Ibid VII. 11. 

Abandoning an old father and mother or a devoted wife or a 
.Jilinor child, one should never ~nter the Sannyasa stage. 

mao{ fur-l fuu;r_ ~ ~Fil"l ~~fq l 
~ ~ 

q! Sl. ~diW( 9 ~{Tlrnrtt ~II Ibid. VIII.18 . 

. He ~ho becomes a Sannyasi, ~bandoning father, mother, child, 
wife, kinsmen and relatives, becomes a grt1a1i sinner • 

. 172. _Q.~What are the ehief duties of a house-holder? 
A.- -. . . 

it&I~B1 ~: ~1'({ ~;m:~: l 

-~ ~ q. sr~ ~fta Q&IQ~~ II Ibid. VIII. 23. 

'fhe house-holder should be devoted to 1he Supreme God, and 
aspire for divine knowlejgc. Whatever action he s~ould do, he 

·should offer it to i,he Supreme, Brahman •. -c _ 

it ~~ ~C( it!;:{ ~Q:i ,...Q""'&~=&f.lril:"({ l 

~i!Cd&id~~~~-~~~~~11 Ibid.~ j!. 
He should not tell falsehood .nor deal in duplicity, he should 

be consta~tly engaged in worshipping gods, parents ~nd the guests. 

ma-i fQa<~~q ~~ ~~€tau{ l 
-men ~U m~ QC\T ~~: II Ibid. VIII. 25. 

-
Tlie mother and the father, thesP. are the visible manifest deities, 

thinking them as such, let the house-holder serve them always -with 
due attention ... 

~~~~~~~ ~.,..' 
~~ ~•UW( ~~~ mr: ~: II Ibid. VIII. 35. 

" He should protect hi"s wife,. educate his sons, maintain his 
kinsmen and frienas, this is the ancient religion. 

. ~~ ~ ~b ~~if sr~md': ' 
~: fuf\:rcr: sfrerr fu~~~~W( q~~~ II lbid. VIII. 

36. 
This body was nourished by the ~other, produced by the father. 

·-and trained by the kinsmen with great affection, therefore· he who 
abandons them is a wretch. 
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em: ~niffi.ar~ ~~iir~m:-1 ~ 
~~rraJ~a\ilr-( ;z~u: q~~C{ II Ibid. VIII. 49. 

Steadily he should maintain the persons belonging to his own 
religion, his co-villagers, the strangerd an~ the ·asce~ics. 

~~~ ~~~ ttt~~ liJI I -
Ibid. Vlli. 51. 

He should not be addicted to sleep or laziness, nor to physical 
comforts and the embellishment of ~is body. He shoul4 not have 
too much attraction either for food or dress. 

~{ft.) ~fil~ fila('us~flnt~!Ff: 1 

~~r ~: ~f~~ ~: ~ld' ~~~ ~~ Ibid. VIII. - ' " 
52. 

He should be moderate in his fooO, moderate in sleep, and in his 
speech, he should keep, the passions under restraint, he· should be 
simple and pure, modest, dextrous and energetic in every work. 

~: ~~a: ~tncr ~~ !Jq~ 1 
" ~acn-r_ if ~a' iflqll~ ~~~~: 11 Ibid.- VIII. 53. 

He should be brave towards his enemies, and humble before 
his kinsmen and elders, he should not honor the wicked persons nor 
should te show disrespect to the honored ones. 

~ ~: ~~s:~ w:rQ- 'iifuas:q ~ 1 

: ~ ~~~ ~) if Sf!fil'l~C{ II Ibid. VIII. 56. 

He should not divulge his own. fame or prowess, or secrets, 
told to him, or-what he has done for the benefit of another. 

~UJ\lot~~"~ ~amif ~~ 1 

Qq"~it~6at ~ ~~~II Ibid. VIII. 58 •. 

He should abandon vain quarrels, the company of bad persons 
and indulgence of all sorts. He should acquire. with great energy. 
religious merit, fame, wealth, and learning. 

~ ~ fsrq ~~r cn<ft.i ~a'!fi~ 'El~C{- 11 _ 

lltl~lq_!fi~ f~ .n11.1t ~~&~~ I Ibid. VIII. 62. 
He should say what is beneficial t() others, what is pleasant 

what is sweet .but always truth. He should !lOt indulge in vai~ 
glory of his own self or utter slander about others. · 
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173. Q.-What.are th(duties of a son to his parents? 

A.-~;i ~ ~ q(O\~lfttmt li.fl . , 

Ibid. VIIJ. 28. 
The son should give to, his father and mother, seat, dresses, 

Iood and drink at the propei")ime, whenever they ask for thefe. · 

~q .. U~f Cf11DT ~~~ fW.mt~Ht . . . 

fqsit~~~~ ~ ~t(~: ~Wftt; If_ Ibid. VIII. 29. 
_He should speak sweet wor4s, always do what is pleasant to 

them, be' obedient to his parents, for such _a son is the glory of 
the family. · 

~ ~{T~~ ~ ~l!nl,.l . 

~a- if ~ $~~~~ ftQlt..ll Ibid. VIII. 30, 

ire should' not be haughty, or arrogan_t in their presence, nor 
laugh or rebuke any one ; or abuse any body if he wants his own 
good.-

mai: Fmi ~~tlf i{ccitre~ ~~~n 1 

~r~~ ilr'tfEI~ ef.:ffa': ~~~ U Ibid. VIII. 31. 
He sho~ld rise up respect~lly, and bow to them whenever be 

sees his father- or mother. He should not sit down without their 
pe~ission; he should always remain under the comma~d of his 
father. 

~~tai fqai ~ ~wtfaP.l~t~:r.• 
i{m az{t if ~~t( sn~: lfi~N II Ibid. VIII. 33. 

The householder &hou'ld not eat under any_ circumstances 
witho~t having first fed his fathe;, mother, son, wife, brother and 
-guests. 

_ El~TlP-lc41 ~ il~ ~ ~~ ~~++«: I 
t~Cf m~ ~s~ ~ ifl~~ ~t( II Ibid. VIII. 34. 

H~ .who takes his food without feeding his elders and friends, 
that selfish man becomes despised in this world and goes to hell 
in the next. · - , 

-:- 174. Q.-How should a husband tJ•eat his wife'? 
-A.-

if ~aau;anr~t( i!filN ~t( qn.~qt( ~'(II 
if c.qitt( ~m:l!fl~SN ~R( ~lWr qfQEm n Ibid. VIII. 39. 
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-
He should never chastise his wife, but should always maintain 

her like a mother, even under greatest affliction he should never 
abandon a chaste and dutiful wife. 

~it!! ~q~~ ~~;:~( ~ 6~ l 

~~~((ttl f~~ :J,;:llqr W{R~ ~~II Ibid. VIIJ._~o. 
The wise householder should noL even think 

ofanother's.wife, for ~y so doing he incurs sin. 
with eviL mind 

f~~~ u~ir crt~ ~ittt srntn q~f~llr 1 . 
~~~t'-tlll~ ftwl ~r~ ~ ~ IJ Ibid. VITI. 4i. 

He should not sit or dwell with another's wi!e in a solitary 
place, and .should not speak harsh words to Lis wife nor tr~at her 
cruelly. . 

\l~i1 '116ttt mllrt ~~~trm~~: I 
etfa it~~ (\IUil ~fsPi tR~tTl'{~ II lbid. VIII. 42 

He should always satiafy his wife by giving her-presents, 
dresses and money, and also by love, respect and pleasant words; 
hut he should never behave unkindly towards her. · 

~~'t ~:rl:mFI ·n~ ~t~r qfai«tf 1 

qql ~; R~it~ ~~fa f~ ltCI 9: II _ lhiil. VIJI~4. 
0! Goddess! a man whqt is loved by his chaste wife, bas 

acquired all merits and becomes thy beloved . 
. 175. Q.-What are the duties of a u•ife? 
A.-

~ 8\qet~r i{t~mi ilrqt~rttt~~: f:n~;~r: 1 - -

~tl Z«rri1t filllm ~: ~lli mr II Ibid. VIII. 100. 
The truest duty of the wife is to serve the husband and not 

going to pilgrimages or keepi~g fast, · or performing v~ws, unless 
with the husband's permission. · 

~~t~ ~~crt lit-1 aih ~;f .zra gq: 1 · 

ct~~ e-e:~W{t ill'd qfa-ecri 611't:q~ II Ibid. VIII. 101. 

The husband is to a woman her pilgrimage, her austeritie~, her 
alms giving, her vows and her preceptor. Therefore should a wife 
serve her husband with all her soul. ' · 

q~: fsrfl t=r~ ~~t~ ~ar qf{~~~ t 
crcpftll~:qd ~Cit cit~~~ Q'fcratt~ctl~ U Ibid. VIII. 102. 
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Let her always do what is pleasant to her husband, both by 
serving as well as by speech .and, always remain obedient to his 

·command and respect his kinsmen. 
176. Q.--How should a householder t1•eat his sons ? 

A. lilg<i~lq-fet ·~ ~~~~~~~fun l 
Cia: itt~~ g~~ fclm;i:~ ~~~II Ibid. VIII. 45 

_ The father should fondle and give indulgence ~o his sons upto 
their fourth year. Then up to their sixteenth year he should teach 
them scienc~ and arts. . 

Fi~~~~r-r~ ~~ ~~\ll -
· c:raQitEg(?;(~~il Jmn ~~if_sa~;(i~~~~ Ibid. vnr. 46. 

Then up to their twentieth year, he should -make the sons do 
household works aud treat them with affection and .equality. 

111. Q.-=-Shouid a daughter also be educated in the same way ? 
·- A.-:-Y~s, she also· should be 'taught so as to fit her to be a 

good wife, ·and mother: 

~~~~~~~~a: 1 

_-~ ~~ ~ \'A~~e;rfiq(n It Ibid. VIII. 47. 
ThE} daughter' must be educated and brought up with great 

care j~st like the' son, and she should be married to an educated 
husband, with ri~hes and ornaments as dowry. · 

178.- Q.-:-Wha~ are the duties of a householder• to the' public? 

A.~~C!51;(lt~l~ ~~ ~tJPl(Wc-qf;r l · 

~s: ~il!al ~" tt" ~m. ftrcn:t 1t . Ibid. vn1. 63. 
The ho'uE>eholder should dig tanks, plant trees, and. erect reRt

houses: on the roads and make bridges over rivera, by such great 
works he can conq aer the three worlds. 

1-79. • ·Q.-Who are said to have won the three tcorlds? 

A.-~,~~~ m:KQJt: I 
fl~a ~?.JUT ~rmif ~rm firall u Ibid. vnr. 64. 

He whose pa1·ents. are satisfied, whose frie~ds are attached to 
him, whose praise the people sing, he has conquered th~ three worlds. 

Gml'i sffi ?M ~ ~~ ri'll' I . 

. ~ CIU .q~ ail ~lllri ~ U Ibid. VIII. 65. 
He whose vow is truth, who is always corapassiopate to the 

poor, ·whose passion and anger are under his control, h~ has con
quered the three worlds, 
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~~=~~W~I 
~~(litr ~- iflSri ~ II Ibid. VIII. t>6. 

He who feels no attraction for another's wife nor does he envy 
another's. riches, he who is devoid of pride and· haughtiness, by him 
are conquered the three worlds. 

;r ~ .:~~ ~ mris~:q~~ I 
" ~~m~i~~~~ Ibid VIIL 61. 

He who is not afraid to die in tne battle, nor turns his back to 
his enemies, whos9 glory_ is~ to die in a just war, by him the three 
worlds are conquered. - -

• '~~~mt ~= IUI'~a~: 1 

~~~ f(ar 4!11 ail ~ ftrtlll 11 - Ibid. VIII. 68., 
· He who is free from unnecessary doubts, he who has faith and 

devoted t~ the duties 0~ this religion, he who follows my commands, 
by him are conquered the three worlds. · · 

~ irliqf~A m ~d£-n I 
ftq;:it a" iii'lffi!I a" im~?i ftra~ 11- Ibid. VIli. 69. 

That wise one who performs all duties merely for the sake of 
carrying on the worldly activities, he who has equal rep:ards for all, 
by him are conquered the three worlds. · 

180. Q.-How many sorts of purifications arB there 1-
A.-Two, mental and physical. 
~ ~~~ ~fct itl~t+mr: I 
Bi@v41~1il~ ~~ ib'OUitraftt ~ II . _ Ibid.- VIII. 10. 

The purifications are of two kinds, external and mental ; offering 
one's self to the will of the Supreme is mental'}>urification. 

'If~~' cnfq RAnN'i~ 1 • 

"~~~'{q;r qf(::ffi:oi ~II Ibid. VIII. -11. 
To purify the dusts and dirts of tqe body by water or ashes is 

external purification. 
181. Q.-Ho~o many times should a householder pray everyday? 

, A.---:He should pray thrice, at the times -of three sandhyas 
and perform puja of his tutelary deity. 

182. Q.-What are the sacred days? 

A.-m~tl{.~tl __ .. . ~~ 

~~Ci!fft ~ 8~h4!fllqm §: II 
~~ .. ~ fqinit11l•mu: 1 

~9<1"~~ ~: ~Ria: II lbid. VIII. 96-91 
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The first day of the month, of the year, of the lunar fort
~igbt, the fourteenth day of the moon, the eighth day and the 
eleventh day of the new mo~>n, one's own birth day and the ~nniver
sary day of the deaths of father and mother, and the days of joyous 
festivals; are sacred days.-

183. Q.-What a1'e the sacred tirthas ~ 
~~gu:~:q· 
~~~~ ~~~ ~~ 1141Rffi1lll Ibid. VIII. 98. 

The river Ganges, all great rivers; the house of the teacher, 
the famous shrines, are said to be the sacred Tirthas or places. of 
pilgrimage. ~ .. 

181:. Q.-But what duties are higher than going to Tirthas? 
A.-:-~~-;f~~~{Nqjitl · 

;r~ ~~~ atqfq mrni ~ II Ibid •. VIII. 99. 
· A P.ersoa should not go. to Tirthas by renouncing t~e study of 

. scriptures or the nursing of his old parents or protecting his wife, 
'for he who does so incurs)in instead o.f merit. · 

~ lfrq tlm a'i~ lfr~~~~; I -
......$.._ . It\ ~ 
~.,.,..-a.. a~ aN Z1Q"=.,.EI"51'ftli~ltio::!Eim&l~4. Iii n 
cpil a.-1 ~~Q Q;titq~q~'Q{4d ·, 

JIG'Eita qi a.a .8\~ fsrqq•l?(a• n 

--~~~Q~at~~· 
' a'iq~ ~ fqf:i;:llhl~ ~~~.II 

Truth is pilgrimage, forgiveness is pilgrimage, the restraint 
of senses is pilgrimage, kindness towards all living beings, straight
forwardness· of dealing, alms-giving, controlling the eind, content
ment, chastity_- are the best of all pilgrimages : so also speaking 
kindly ; knowledge, -fortitu'de, doing virtuous deeds are all true 
pilgrimages-but the pilgrimage of all pilgrimages is the purity of 
heart., - . 

185. Q.-At what age should a gi1·l be ma1•ried? 
A. After reaching years of discretion. 

- . QtMfafl~l~ ~~~llJ; I 
in(l~~ filar amrti( .r~a\l~tUQill~ u Ibid VIII. 107. 

A girl who does not know to serve her husband, who does not 
&now the honor due to him, such a child should not be married by 
t'he father noruntil she knows the duties and precepts of religion. 

• 
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. -
18G. Q.-lVhat meat is forbidden <J 

A.-;nqf~ or ij1iftq'IC( ~q~ I 
_ ll['liJJ{I"( IIT!It m~ {~~ II Ibid. Vlll. 108. 

One should not eat the flesh of man nor of animal •having 
human structure, nor of cows, nor of carnivorous a~imals. 

187. Q.-Are any vegetables forbidden? . 
A.-No. 

'lim ~~ ~Tfir ~f.rcnr.. .... 
_ ~finmnfir !.1o<ifflll ~f.f ~ ar~ u Ibid. Ylll. 109. 

All vegetables wild as well as cultivated, all roots and every 
kind of vegetables that grows from the earth, may be eaten accord-
ing to one's wish. .... 

188. Q.-What are the duties of a Bl'ah11_tat)a_? · 
A.-~ rm~q ~smut AA~+i'( I . 

~") .-ftlq~uf ~~Gc~f~ctll . Ibid. VIIL 110. 
Teachin.g and sacrifiqing for others, are- the highest duties of 

the Brahmai.J.a, but if he is incapable of doing that, he may earn 
his livelihood by doing the duties of a KrtJ.atriy~ or a Vahfya. 

~lm ~+i: :ur-=a: mq~ ~~: I 
f.luh«(r fir:!i~R~ ~~ illrir ~II . _Ibid. VIII. 114. 

lie should be free from envy an<ravarice, he should ~be calm, 
truthful, and leader of his senses, free from haughtiness and guile. 

'f'c?.ITClq~ ~q:(?.ll ~ gi=ffl~: I , 

~~cilllif(~ ~ q.;m~~~: II Ibid. VIII. 115 
lie should teach his pupils considering them as sons, he E>hauld 

be the well-wisher of all humanity and free from all-partialities-
and prejudices. -

~tlltqtf~ Rm~ I . . 

;ft~: sr«~ ~ ~~II _ Ibid. VIII. 116. 
Useless talk, envy, gambling, harsh words, keeping the com

pany of low persons and pride, should always be renounced by a 
Bdhmin. 

189. Q~-What are the duties of a K~atriya? · 
A. -Pl.~ ail 'iftr~~ ~ ~qqnq'll{ r 

~Aiit~ll!ll ~'i ;A ~~"~ 11 The Gita 
Bravery, energy, fortitude, dexterity and flying not in batt~e,_ 

gift and lordliness are the nature-born duty of the K~atriya. 
!Wffi 11fiat ~' 6UIR: ~~~~~ 1 
~at v P! tlill'f41•d ~ 1 MahanirvaJJa VIII 117. 
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The desire for war is heinous where an honorable peace can 
be made by a ·king; the duty of the warriors is either to win the 
battle or die in it : 0 Devi_! ' 

-~rillft ~~ srsn~oi ~~"~ tffimi ~ 1 

· ~~ "CPR ~~ qtiri~ srnr: Jl Ibid. VIII. 118. 
The king should not b~ avarici~us of the wealth of his ~ub

jects, he should take moderate taxes, his duty being to protect, he 
should like a fathe1· nourish his subjects. ' 

190. Q,:_ls a per~on Brahmin by deeds or by birth? 
·A.-A man is a Brahmin by deeds and not by birth. 

~ Cifi{ ~ ~1a¥i~,J~ em 'ell!lT I 
. ~ 

m;:a- ~ ~ 9 ilf~liJ ~fu ~; II 

· ~ ~ ~~-ae:ct, fir~ ~ if ~~ 1 

~ us(r ~lll ~if~ ill~: II 
. ~ ~\ta- u.f ~~ 9 Rm'llr: ~: 1 -

· ~ ~(( ~ ~ ri U~Rt Aftfilq_ II 
-

Maba..bharata, Vanaparva. 

Truth, 'alms-giving, forgiveness, good conduct, want of cruelty, 
austerities, and mercy, wherever these are to be found, he is a 
Brahmin, 0 king of the Nagas, for this is the law. · . 

, If thes~ attributes are seen in a (born) Sudra a~d are not~ · 
found in a (born) Brahmin,- then that Sftdra is not a Sudra, nor 
is that Brahmin a Brahmin. 
· ·. · Oh Serp~nt t wherever these qualiti~s are to be found, the law -
declares him to be a Brahmin, and wherever these qualities are not 
found· [in a Brahmin], he, 0 ·Serpent, should be regarded as a 
Sudra. · 

191._ Q.~Oan a S'lldra beeome a Brahmi!': 
A. Yes, ·· 

·. ~~~~em1 
~ it1Q4!Jat ~ ~: \tfSI'~t "~II 

By rightly performing these duties, 0 goddess, a Sudra be
comes a Brahmin and a V aisya becomes a Kfi!atriya. 

~~; ~ati~ ~~~~~:I 
, ~s(lQU41¥it1'~t fcJ:m ~fcr ~: II 
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Dy the good meri.ts of these works a Sudra, though born m 
a low caste family, becomes a twice-born sanctified person when he 
has studied the laws nnd the Vedas. 

r:r~r q{o:t{qt~n ~~~d1nr<{: 1 

&n~ ~Jr?!Q.a~ ~mrf<1' en~: 11 
And a Brahmin who follows evil conduct and eatA with low 

people, loses his Drahmanity and becomes a ~udra. 
If;~: gR:t~r;r ~~;{' f4ma~~~-n 1 

~sfll fa~~~~~ ~f<1' ~3"m~i{il.ll 
By pure actions, 0 goddess, by purity of mind and the conquest 

of senses, a Sudra even becomes as honorable as a twice-born, for 
this is the command of Brabma. 

~ci ~ cq g+i" ~~ ~'f:)sf{r fa-gf<1' 1 
Rl~-q: ~firm~~ f~q da it iifcr: u 

Wherever in a borntldar are found natural tendencies to
wards virtuous deeds, be should be known to belong to the twice
born caste, this is my opinion. 

if ~Rt:tffq ~~1;1~1 if ~ if cq ~;crfa' I 
"" 

m~tf.:r ft:WtWl ~i{~ a 'fiR~~{_ II 
Neither birth, nor sacraments nor the study of the Vedas nor 

ancestry is the cause of Brahmai.Jahood, livelihood is the only 
cause of BrabmaJ;~abood. · 

~ ~~tt ~" cq Pcrcft~a 1 

'[:6 f(~~g ~~SN ~cc( fi{Q~ftf II 
All persons are known to be Brahmins -who follow the duties 

of a Brahmin. A Sudra even who follows the good conduct 
ordained for a Brahmin, becomes a Brahmin. 

·' ~~: ~QtRIJ Q~: ~it Rf<1': I 

~m rrr~ ~ ~~ fa-gf<r {:( r~: 11 
-a 

Oh auspicious one! the Brabma quality is the same e\·erywhere, 
wherever that Brahma, who is free from all attributes and pure, 
dwellA be is a Brahmin. 

~«~~ !Itl~~ci ~m ~~~ ~~ fint: 1 

~~ ~ ~gm ~q_ erm ~(~R4iil~ 11 
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Thus have I told thee how a Brahmin may become a Sudra, 
by not performing the :duties of his order, ~md how a Sudra may 
become a Brah~in by doing higher duties. 

liahabharata, Vanapal'\'a. 
192. Q.-Did cast(depend on ui1·th? 

A.-Not so in ancient India. 

if ~~~ ·ql!J~f ~Er ill~~~ I 
~~fu:~~ml~ll 

c. 

~~ ifl~"UJOTitfa ~~~ ·a::.:at~ 1 

\t~~~·H ~;;:~~~~~~ rq II Mahabharata. 

There is no distinction of castes, the whole uni\·erse is the 
progeny of Brahma, for all men were created equal in the beginning; 
by actions (karmas), they acquired various castes. A Sudra may 
become a Brahmal}a, and a born BrahmalJ.a may be degraded to the 
rank of a Sudra, so. also one born a K~?atriya or a Vai~ya. 

193. Q.-What is a Brahmava? Is the Soul Brahma1.1a? 
A.-The soul (Jiva) is not Brahmal}a, for the one soul animate~ 

in successive lives various bodies, past and future, and one soul, 
through its Karma, obtains various bodies. 

!$ffihWrtl'lffi~~{l;ri ~<1~~~ q~rfil ~~~lti~Q:~~'I~, t=~i· 
l(l'fuP!lf ~~IR!ffil II (Vajra Suchi Upani~ad.) 

194. Q.-ls the body 'BrdhmtJ't].a '? 

A.-if, '!11"4IO"iHirt~~f ~~ q"(O:~~~if ~limi~, ~RU:RllJ'· 
\lqNlU~S'llq~~. il'~llf: ~:, 'iiRRl ,~,, ~~q: qt~~:, ~: 
~ ~~ f<rqm~rcn~ n tq.~~mnWI ~~~t il'&l'Q:~~ ~~ ' (Ibid.) 

No, for the body of all men down to the lowest chai;~4ala is made 
up of the self-same five elements, and because all human bodies 
are equally liable to death and decay; nor is there any such dis
tinction that a Brahma!)a is of white colour, a K~atriya of a red 
colour, a Vaisya of a yellow color, or a Sudra of a black colour. 
l\Ioreover body is not Brahma.ga, because it is burnt at death by 
the sons, who do not the;reby incur the -guitt of killing a Brah
ma.ga. 

195. Q.-Does then jdti or birth from or in a particular family 
make a man Brdhmaua ? 

A.-if, ~~•crtn.~il''f>Jilffi~ ;t~~ ~: ~fr~ II SltiSqllljj) ~:, $lfu 6 

~:m~. \;!~~ ~· ~tl crm:ft<ir~, ~= ~ ·~~. IJ~m, 
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ri)Em:, m ~' ~: ~·:U il'RI ~ ~I ~ ~ ~it~ 
~ . 

~~~~~:~II (Ibid.) 
No, for there have been many great :{l.i~is born from animals 

belonging to various species, as well as from men belonging to 
\'arious castes. I;li'.'lya!lringa was the son of a deer, Kau~ika was 
from reed, JambQka was born of a jackal, Valmika from 'an' ant.: 
hill, Vyasa was the son of the daughter of a £sherman, Gautama 
was from Sa!lapr~~ha." Vasi!ltha from Un·a!li, and Agastya was born 

"in ajar. 

190. Q.-Does then the possession of spiritual knotvledge make a 
man Br~hmaT)a ? · 

A.-No, for K~atriyas and others also have possessed' the 
transcendental knowledge. 

;r, ~qt~rsfq mN~~~ts~:gr ort!.l: {:!Rr n (]bid.) 
I . 

197. Q.-Is it then karma that makes a man a Brahmava? . 
A.-No, for all men act as impelled by their Karmas, and 

Karmas are three-fold prarabdha, saiichita, and agamt with regard 
to all living beings. . • 

ar, ~ snfilr;rt stt{i'ct~~fil ~m~~ill'?( llim~ftar: 9~ ;r-ri: 
fw.qr ~qf.a II (Ibid.) . 

198. Q.-Ts then a person who perfo1·ms acts of religious merit 
(dharmika) a BrahmaT)a ? _ · 

A.-No, for many K~atriyas and others are also charitably 
disposed and give gold &c. 

199. Q.-Who is' then a BrahmaT)a? 

A.-q: ~~rnu~?i ar~qrfi&qy(t;f ~~rn~ a~'Rrt« 
~~~Tillit~r;r..a~ m firf<\lliiillm~r.ni, \I:Uqatar .. a~fflr~ qaRiitt(, 

\IPa~f(!IJ 'Ill$~~ ~·· Q~~r<rt(, . "~' ~~Ut(, 
'lCJ{r~rn\ln:rm;rt(, lfi~Cil'~ ~11ft(( ~"t~q !iaNa?:R llim~-
~rl(a: :uq~q~~~m \TN-R~t:r~r-~:m-innf~d{ar, ~-nst~~flrt~
~cn "a« II ~!f~iil'f~l q: g '~"' il'liifqJ: {fa ~Rrw;RtgtrcURritetotrllfllm: 
II \~"NT f( Jrl~~~~f~<t II . 

(Vajra SQcht Upani~ad.) 

He who has realised that the Atma is one without a second, 
that He is devoid of all differentire of genus, attribute or acti· 
vity, that He is free from the six-fold hnman infirmities (grief, 
delusion, decay, death; hunger and thirst), that He i11 free from 
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the six fold stages of existences (origination, exifitence, modifica
tion~ increase, decrease, destruction), that He is true, knowledge, 
~liss, and infinity; that Himsell unmodified, He is the substrate' 
of all modifications, that He -is the Inner Ruler of all created 
things, _that he is all-pervasive, in and out, like space or ether; 
that he is indivisi~le, all-joy, Immeasurable, Unproveable, known 

, by intuition alon~ lie is ·the most direct cognition, like a plum 
in one's hand,-a person who has realised God-vision in this way, 
who i~ f~ee from-lusts and attachments &c., who is endowed with. 
tfama and dama &c., (subjection of the senses and of mind), who 
is free from .envy, desire, expectations, delusion &c., whose mind is 
untou~hed by pride, hypocrisy &c," surh a person alone is a Brah- _ 
mal}a, according to the real meaning of all Revelations,. Traditions, 
Ppral}aS and Itihasas. There can be no Brahminity in anything 
else. · -

. Such was the high ideal of a BrahmaJJa. Now-a-days, how
ev~r, a Brahmal}.a is one who is born of Brahmal}a parents; for 
now-a-days caste is determined by bir~h only. · ·. · 

200. Q.-What are the duties of a VaiSya? 

A-.-~t iifEIEldimru"cz~ ~ g;n~ll 1 

' ~~if m~i ~~ sd~i4fd II 

The ancient duty of_ a· Vaisya is agriculture and trade, and 
all those means by which the bodily welfare (food supply) of the 
community is maintained. ·Mabanirvaiia. VIII. 133. 

w: EIEI~ciliCI ~ '41Pn~f4'tifq'fi:uitl I 
.........,~~-~ •&l:; ~::-. 
sn:u~;:qeifl(!5~ l+i"-<41 ~_i.:tEC:a4(( n 

0 Devi! He should leave all ca~~lessness, evil habits, laziness, 
falsehood and cheating in dealing with others in commerce and 

·agriculture. . Ibid. Vlll. 134 .. 

201. Q.-What are the-duties of a ~11dra? 
A.-ere: W~: EtC~ ftlaPis{l ftraM(4; I 

~~ iil<l~~= GEII'i'J ri~: II 

The man who follows the profession_ of service should be dex
. terous, pure, tgith-speaker, master of sleep, master of his passions, 

free from carelessness, and not lazy. 
Ibid. VIII. 143. 



CII.4PTER V. 
-~------- -- . ---------------------

uWi~etit ~: ~m :r.r.Uam ~ 
mo:Qt~d•;(l~ ~~: ~ ~~: II 

The master should be respected like God Vi§~u, and ·his 
wile like- mother. The kinsmen of the master should be honored 
by the servant, if he wants happiness in this and the next life. 

Ibid. VIII. 144. 

~inisnrtr_ 61~mu ~~a~,, 
~: dctt fa~ st~\lf sr~ot II · 

The master's friends should be regarded by him as his iriends.' 
the master's £oes, his foes; he should always b~ ready to carry 
out the orders of his master, and have fear. . 

Ibid.· vm~ us. 
V'tmwf IJ:B:~~ ~d .. ~qt~s:;:r ~I 
q(~~,a\~"'~ ~ ami\fa~: 11 • 

. He should conceal carefully the disgr.,ace. of his master, the -
family ruptures, whatever is said to him in privacy, and what-
ever would bring discredit on his master. Ibid. _viii. 146. 

'~~~= ~~~ ~~ ecrr~ilf{~ ~: 1 

a~ ~r~~ itft~t {Rti qftm~ 11 

He should have no avarice to possess the riches. of his master. 
he should always be devoted to his master's welfare j he should 
leave improper speech, play and laughing in his presence. . 

·Ibid. YIJJ.-147~ 
.. q{q""~ ~;afq arraz~~ l 
~~'ffi~U::i tt~ mfu: et ~qJi~~ n 

He should not look with evil mind his fellow maid-servants; 
he should not laugh with them or 1·emain.with them in a solitary 
place, Ibid. v.qr. 148 

R~t: ~~~;j ~i{ m m3fi(f{ir c;:f .II . 

. ~i(i{ ~ m -.mnd ~nt~ n / 
He should never use for his own purpose the master's bed. or 

seat, or caiTiage, or dress, or household-furniture~, nor his shoes or 
ornaments, or weapons. . Ibid. Vlii. 149. 

'.l'~t ~o~~ SIN~: stm: t 

~· ~~ Q't~~N4ll~~~~ 
10 
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. ' 
- He should ask tha. pArdon of his master, if he has committed 

a fault:. be should abandon arrogance, defiant speech, and vile 
conduct. . . Ibid. VIII. 151. 

· 20.2. Q~~:What are the duties of the commons? 

.et+t'"''"''"a ~t...t ~il'!tq"'~!l 1 

· :~sfa ~~fb t~t5iltSf~~ n 
0 Goddess~ ihe common caste may adopt ·any means ot 

livelihood other ;than that of a. Brabmal}a,_ in order to maintain 
themselves. · ·· Ibid. VIII.113. 

MARRIAGE. 
~U3~ t.J,,::_Ho;;,:· many forms of ~arriage· were allo'!J)ed m 

llnc,ier~~ #1JI...t$ ~- · -: 
' A.-Eight; viz: Brahma, Daiva, Ar~a, Prajapa~ya, Asura, Gan· 

dharva, Rak!fasa and:Paiiacha. 

. Rtlit ~ mnm ~ u:mq<!5'i·iidt 1 . -·~~~~~ ~ ' 

~~ ~~: ~!liftlmd,l( n 
_; ~'r4~~J~ ~~.l~d- a Brahma marriage wherein the bridegroom 

being invited;the bride is given away, bedecked according to the 
girl's meaniil. . The son bor~ of her p!J.rifies twenty-one persons on 
each side.. ·· ; - · Yajiiaval\ya I. 58. 

~ ~.~Q~~ ~~~qtq~ QfB:~i( I 
. ~ : cqijtu Snm~: !!"''t!!'d<~;t ~ 1 -

_ . ~ (Giving a-way the bride) to the U,itwij sitting at. a sacrifice 
makes ·a ':D~i~a marriage. Giving the bride after taking two cows 
makes an Ar~a marriage. The son born ·of the . first marriage 
purifies fourteen :generations, that born of the second,· six. Ibid. I. 59. 

. : · (~mei&~f \:1~ 61: ~~~s~ 1 . . ·' . . . . 
- -~~: ~~: q?: qe Cl~iEmm'ilt II . - . . . ~ ·" 

G'ivlng 'tlie girl to tP,e suppliant ~rid~groom saying "May· she-
walk in religion with yoq " is Kaya marriage; . The son born of it 
will purify six and. six gene;ations together with himself. Ibid. I. 60. 

·fs4t\'l(&~fqtU&C\l;n~~: t:s¥tqcfi¥tq: i. .· 
. . . _ · <t~~r $lt<UJn~ttt•Eu ~&qifltY<!51tf. u· 

.- .. Tlie-A~u:ra· is constit~ted by_ taking_ of money, the Gandharva by 
mutual consent,· the · Rak~asa by- -{orcible: taking . in war and 

. 
7 Pai~acha by deceiving the girl. - ~bid. I. _61. . . . 



CllAPTER V. 11 

20!. Q.-How many form! of marriage are current 11t this 
ar;e? 

A.-Two. Brahma and Saiva. 
205. Q.-TVhat i8 the Saivct fotm of marriage? 
A.-This is tbe form of marriage solemnised under the 

Siva's ordinance. Under this form, a man of one caste can marry a 
woman of another caste. 

~;c:.I~SiiR=I~ ~~ ~~: 1. 

Q('Eq(~l'i 41~ !'~: ~~: II 
The Vira worshipper may marry by mutual choice another, in · 

the assemblage of Sakti-worshipper, when a circle is formed. , 
, Ibid. IX. 279. · 

q~I€1Wf.4~rits~ ~~it mm I . 
' , I 

. ~ 
~t=rfffQ~t ~~lUI{ q:~~R1itl~.ll 

·In the ~aiva marriage there is no distinction of castes, nor 
restriction of age (such as that the girl should" be· 'married before 
puberty); the only condition is that she should not be a Sapir;Hfa 
relation, (agnate), andl should not ha,·e a husband living. · 

· Mahanin:a1P: IX·. 278. · · 

20G. Q.-Can a widow be re-ma1·ried? 
A.-Yes, 

~ ~~ srn~ ~~ rq qfa~ q{tt 1 

~rqq_~ ~1IIt m<~r N~~ II 
A second· husband is allowed by law for those women who 

ha ,.e fallen in any one of these £i ve misfortunes : -:-1. ·whose· husband 
is missing, 2. or is dead, 3. or becomes a religious anchorite,· 4. or is 
impotent; 5 .. or bas fallen from caste. (Pa1'asa1a ~nd Nclrada). · 

~mltert ~ lf.t~ta1asfq ~: a 

\iri~Pdiil(q~~ ~ ~~: 11. 
This is the law given by Siva; the king should decree the 

re-marriage of that girl who has been manied.to an impotent pereon, 
even after a lapse of time, as soon as the defect is known ... 

llahanirvantantra XI. G6. 

~atit<ltrcrr~~~~· -. -
~~m 2;;c: Pl;n ~ttn'it~4 Nftl: n . 
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: : U a girl Jias passed through the ceremony of marriage, but has 
not lived with her husband, she also should be re-married by her 
father, if she -loses her husband, for this is the law of the Saivas. 

Ibid. XI. 67 • 
. 201. Q.-Was Saiva form ever prevalent in- India? _ 
A.-8ugrlva married the widow of his brother, Bali; Vibhr~al}a . 

of his brother Ravana and even in this Kali age Arjuna married the 
widowed daughter of 1d~g AirAvata. . _ . . 

208. Q.-Did true Hinduism allozo burning of the widow? 
_ ~-No. : It prohibited- it In strong language. It considers 

th& body of every womaq as the iniage of the Goddess Durga, and 
. to w_ilfully destroy the body was con~idered as sinful as pollut.ing the 
image of a "Sacred deity. · 

~ ut !~mr.. i( '\ltJ:. ~M~, 
~--~~~~~r~· 
-~ mtf~m~~ ~~flAt n 

-.The wife sbould not- 'be burnt with the husband. · All women 
are thy iiDage,· 0 Goddess ! thou d wellest in this world in the form of_ 
women! thai woman, iherefore, who through (ignorance or) delusion 
(or exceSsive iove lor. her-husband) burns herself on the funeral pile 
of her dead lord goes to hell. . _- .Ibid. X. 79-80. 

209. Q.-What_is_the Hindu ideal of marriag~? 
-A.-It is considered a sae1·ament rather than a secular con. 

tract:· And as the wile is ·considered to belong to the family of her 
. hnsb:fud's father, the transplanting fro~ orie family and engrafting 
he~· i~tO another takes place -at a comparatively tender age. The 
h~b;m:d _ h~weve; is-not allowed to approach· her :till several years 

~~~--~- _:_ ~: _-_- ~ ·: -· - - • ! 

210. Q.--What is ths te~hnical n_ame gi~en to this ceremo~y? 
.A.-It is called ·Gaun~ in these Provinces-dviragamanam 

or second marriage,· or garbhadhana qr con~eption ceremony. 
·J21L- QL'""':""At what age should this second marriage take place? 

. : ~~A.t_tlie _age_ when . the hus~and is 25 years old and the 
· wife is 16 years old.. _ _ - · 

: ·-~: .q~ ~~maC~¢: ~t ~a,snl( ~ 
~Q4!ilft~·~-SIE(dli( iliC((I~~rq'(l{ q~ II ~f 
~CU+!I\lqt q'&Rj\JfaqQ;_ -~; ~q Sf_~ II 



CHAPTER V. 79 
---------------------~------------

A man of twenty-one years of age should !113riY a girl olt~e1ve 
years of age, or thereabout: she must belong to a different gotra, 
and different Sapi~~aship, and must not belong to a family having 
any hereditary disease. The husband having reached his 25th 
year should approach her when she is 16 years _of age, in order to 
beget a son. (A~~anga Sangraha, Sarirasthana). 

rule? 
212. Q.-Wha~ are the good consetiuences of following thia 

cr~ ~ fu suaf1~t ~~ ~ 3l'Wcl: n 
Both being then mature produce a strong progeny. (Ibid.)· 
213. Q.-What are the evil consequences of violating this rule? 

3;0{q'S;:r~~~ ~i:ttn~~t arl'~, ml ~ ~ q,cr 
ftl;n~'t ;vr:3~, ~!ii~f~~ 'a ~, N!fi~~ tnll 

"Th_e conception produced by a man under twenty-five, _on a 
wife under sixteen is liable to abortion, or the progeny of such tin ion 
would be short-lived, weak· and constantly ailing, 01 defective in 
some organs of sense." (Ibid), -
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Report· of the National Council 
of 

Young Men's Christian Associations of lodia and Ceyloll 
to the 

Tenth lfational Convention 
at Calcutta 

November 23-27, 1920 

TO the Tenth National Convention of the Young Men's Christ
ian Associations of India and Ceylon, the National Council 
have the honour to submit the following report of the work 

done since the last Convention. 
When the Ninth Triennial Convention adjourned in 

Bombay on December 31st, 1910, it was expected that December 
1913 would see the Tenth Convention in session. At the Bombay 
Convention there were present among the 138 voting and fraternal 
delegates, fifty-four students, college principals and professors; 
the first All-India Student Conference which met under the 
auspices of the Student Department of the Y.l\I.C.A. at Serampore 
December z6, 1912-january r, 1913, formed the Student 
Christian Association of India and Ceylon and decided to hold a 
National Conference quadrennially. In order, therefore, to avoid 
conflict of dates in the future, it seemed best to the National 
Council to postpone the Convention until the cold season of 1914 
and by July of that year plans were well in hand for tb~ meeting, 
at some place in the North, for the New Year season of 1914-15. 
Then the war came, upsetting all plans of normal work. During 
its continuance it seemed impossible for reasons of finance and 
personnel to call a Convention, and it is therefore only now~ 
practically ten years :tfter the Bombay Convention, that .the 
Tenth Convention is possible. 

The period bas been one of great changes, both in staff 
and constituency, and of numerous and extensive developments. 
The Association Movement has carried responsibilities which ten. 
years ago no one would have thought possible; it has lived in an 
atmosphere of "emergency," with chronically undermanned staff; 
it bas expended sums of money which make the "before the war" 
expenditure seem insignificant. It now finds itself in a new India, 
with perplexing problems on all sides,-divisive ·tendencies and 
the general unrest that seems to characterize the whole world. 
What is to be its future 't Can it go on in faith that the enlarged·. 
work of the decade that is past i:> only· an earnest of that whidi. 

- - .. _ .. J 

A 
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is to come ? Or is it to drop back to the old dimensions, as 
having had beneath it during these years no really permanent 
strength commensurate with the work that has been done under 
its auspices? What is the will of God for it in the immediate and 
more distant future ? . 

To these and other similar questions it is hoped that the 
following review may help to furnish an answer. 

I. STATISTICS AND BRANCHES 
STATISTICs.-The first National General Secretary, Mr. 

David McConaughy, arrived in India in January 1890 and the 
first National Convention was held in Madras, February 19-22, 
1891. It is therefore about thirty years since the National Union 
was formed. - · 

The following statistics show some aspects of the material 
development ~hat has taken place during these thirty years :-

Number of Associations 

" 
Members 

, Bldgs owned 
Value of ., 
Oebt Qn ·, 
Amount spent for 

1890 
55 

2451 
2 

1901 
149 

6558 
' 10 
6,47,200-0 

1910 
~ 

I21QQ. 
26 

16,51,856-o 
2,51,340-9-1 

1920 
~ 

10463 
~ 

32,74.862·0 
98,oS2-o 

current expenses 15,667-II-7 58,041-0 3,72,310·3·3. 3,78,409·0 
Number of paid Secretaries I 20 ~ ~~ 
Number of volumes in 

libraries , 3705 27,206 

. -In the' i920 figures for membership as compared with 1910, 
it should be remembered that there are now no College Associa
tions, whereas in 1910 there were 32; and that the constituencies 
of. :the Rural and Army Departments are not recorded by any 
~statistics. · ·. . 

.- : ·Other interesting facts as shown by the reports from l.4l. 
branches foT·1919 are the following :-us6 men were serving on 
committees; there was hostel accommodation for 814; the daily 
attendance at the II9 buildings (there are go rented and 32 rent
ftee ·in addition to the 57 owned) averaged 3250; at 4423 Bible 
class sessions there was a total attendance of 51,668; at 4228 
other teligiou~. meetings, 88,108; 734 literary-meetings brought 
together 44,233; 2264 educational class sessions had a total 
attendance of 52,072; there are 12 gymnasia, 144·courts and 21 
playing .fields'; at 2338 physical department sessions, 76,097 was 
the attendance; 85,254 attended 733 social gatherings. 
· · STAFF.-:-During the period under review ~different paid 

secretaries have served orr the staff, local and national. Of these, 
.5~ were. in the temporary cadre, working among the troops 
®ring the .war ; 202 were Indians and Ceylonese. Of the 300 on 

I 
the regular staff during the. period, 156 w.ere Indians, Burmese and 
Ceylonese. · · · · · · 
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In December 1913 there were 86 full-time secretaries in 
the entire field, of whom 4 came from the continent of Europe, 
24 from the United States, 29 from the British Empire outside 
India and Ceylon, and 29 from India and Ceylon. Forty-two of 
these men are still in the active service of the Association in India 
and Ceylon. On june 3oth, 1920, the entire staff consisted of 231, 
of whom 149 are Indians, Burmese and Ceylonese, 3 Anglo
Indians, 28 Americans, 49 British and z Swiss. Of the entire 
number 59 are supported by local Associations (in some cases 
with help from the National Council), 124 by the National 
Council, 5 by the English N ~tiona! Council, 1 by the Scottish 
National Council, I by the Australasian National Council and 
41 by the International Committee. In the number supported 
by the National Council are included the So secretaries of the 
Rural and Army De~artments : 24 of the latter are working 
under local Associations though their present support comes from 
National Council funds. 

Since january 1st, 1911, the-following members of the staff 
have died: · . 

I. J.P. Hill, Army Secretary, Poona, 22 February, Igii. 
2. W. H. Beeken, Branch Secretary, Calcutta and Lahore, 

13 March, 19I3. 
3· W. Blackford, Superintendent, Apprentices' Home 

(Mazagon) Bombay, 17 july, 1914. 
4· T. H. Clark, 'Army Secretary, Mesopotamia, Septem

ber, 1917. 
5· S. P. Soondrum, Secretary, Hyderabad, Jubbulpore and 

Cannanore, u December, 1917. 
6. Rev. Emlyn Holt Davies, Secretary in Indian Labour 

Corps, France, March, 1918. _ 
7· F. D. Ballou, Army Secretary in East Africa, March, 

1918. 
8, R. A. Pritchett, ......... , March, 1918. 
9· R. A. Bunyan, Assistant Secretary, Bangalore, Octo-

ber, 1918. • 
Io. Howard Arnold Walter, Literary Secretary and 

Student Secretary, Lahore, I November, 1918. 
1 I. John Irving Roberts, Army Secretary, Lucknow,· 

November, 1918. 
12. R. H. Gunawardene, Secretary, Boys' Work, Delhi, 

june, 1919. 
13. Owen Wickrematunge, Branch Secretary, Colombo· 

and Karachi, 15 October, 1919. 
· - 14. J. C. Eliatamby, Secretary, Jubbulpore, France, Nag-

pur, 17 January, 1920. · 
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The National Council would express on behalf of the entire 
Association movement their sense of loss and their deep apprecia
tion of the life and service of each of those named. 

The proportionate growth of the Indian and Ceylonese 
staff has been very gratifying and has made it a matter of urgent 
importance to standardize the conditions of recruiting, training, 
assignments and transfers, salaries and allowances. After a long 
period of investigation, study and discussion the National Council 
have adopted for their Indian staff a plan which is reproduced in 
Appendix I. 

In I 912 a Provident Fund was established with the aim of 
ensuring to new secretaries recruited in India opportunity for 
study at stated periods, a competency in case of retirement after 
a definite number of years, or an insurance for relatives in .case of 
death. Under stated rules, the secretary deposits 5 per cent. of 
his monthly salary and the employing body adds a like amount, 
both sums being deposited with the National Council. Interest 
on payments is compounded. In the administration of the Fund 
certain .difficulties have arisen from time to time which are now 
being considered with a view to revision of rules. 

At the Secretaries' Conference in I 917- the " Secretaries' 
Mutual Assurance Alliance" was formed. It is open to all 
regular, full-time secretaries of Associations in India and Ceylon. 
The dues are Rs. 10-8-o, payable on application for enrolment,. 
and subsequent assessments of the same amount, payable within 
sixty days of receipt of notice of the death of any member of the 
Alliance. Of each assessment, Rs. 10-o-o is available in toto for 
the beneficiary of the next secretary to die ; the remainder is for 
printing, postage and other incidental expenses. The Alliance is 
administered by a managing committee of five, plus a secretary 

, and a treasurer, all elected at the annual Secretaries' Conference. 

BRANCHES :-In 1890 there were 35 branches 
1901 149 
1910 158 
1920 242· in 206 different places. 

The following is the list of Associations officially in exis
tence and recognized by the National Council as affiliated with 
the National Union!* 
Ahmednagar R Amraoti T 

B.A. Anantapur R " - v Allahabad Central c Anikad 
City c Arupukara v , v 

" 
Katra c Ashtamudy 
Muirabad c Attungal v 

" Alleppey T, Badulla T 
Amalapuram v Balli a R 
Amichary v Bangalore (Cenotaph Road) c 

· '*The 'following abbreviations are used: C-City-Association; T-Town: V-Village ~ 
H.S.-High Schoe>l; B.A.-British Army; I.A.-Indian Army; R-Rural, S-Student. 
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Bangalore ~Bourdillon) c Ferozepore (4) I;A. 
, Ba~hdad Camp) B.A. Gadag-Betgeri T: 
, (Co b Branch) B.A. Galle c 
, (lggulden Park) B.A. Gooty R 

(Richmond Lines) I.A. Gopalgunj v , 
T Ben ares R Guntur 

Bhagalpur c Hamirpur R 
Bombay Central c H yderabad (Deccan) Eden 

, Girgaum s Garden Road. c 
" Procter .c , College Street s 
, Byculla c Hyderabad (Sind) B.A. .. Cooperage B.A. faffna c .. Dadar I.A . amalpur T 

Marine Lines I.A. Jhansi B.A. 
Calcutta Central c , (2) I.A. 

, Boys c Jhonbanea v 
College Street c Jubbulpore c 

" 
Machua Bazaar s .. B.A. 

" 
Taltollah c .. I.A. 

" 
Sibpur s Jullundur I. A. 

" 
Wellington c Kaliyanipuram v 

" 
Ronaldshay Hut B.A. Kandy c 

" 
Ali pore I.A. Kanniti v 

" 
Barrack pore I.A. Karachi c 

" Fort I.A. " 
Keamari B.A. 

Calicut .c " 
I.A. 

Cannanore c Karapuzha v 
Chavara v Karavallur v 
Chenganur v Karur v 
Cheppaud v Kattanam v 
Cherukol v Kayankulam v 
Cheruvallur v Kilvaipur v· 
Chitoor v Kistna R 
Chingleput R Kodomdi v 
Cocanada T Kodukalanghy v 
Codakal v Kohat (4) I.A. 
Coimbatore c Kolhapur T 

" R Kolicode v 
Colombo Central c Kotagiri v 

" Bambalapitya c Kottarakara v 
" Maradana c Kottayam c 
" B.A. Kundara v 

Cuddappah R Kunnamkulam c 
Cuttack c Kurianur (4) v 
Oarasamand I.A. Kurnool R 
Dehiwala T Lahore c 
Delhi c , B.A. 

" (3) B.A. , (2) , I. A. 
" (2) I.A. London Student Hostel s 

Deolali I.A. Lucknow Dilkusha B.A. 
Dina pore B.A. .. (4) I.A. 
Dindigul v Madras Chintadripet c 
Uonakonda R , Esplanade c 
Edathua v 

" Royapettah c 
Ell ore T , Vepery c 
Erode R Ft. St. George B.A. 
Erumpara T " St. Thomas Mt. I.A. 
Fatehgarh R Madura c 
Ferozepore. B.A. " il 

, Fort B.A. Malabar R 
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Mallapally V 
Mandalay T 
Mangalore T 
Martandam R 
Marthicapally V 
Martinpur R 
Masulipatam T 
Matale T 
Matara T 
Mavelikara V 
Maymyo T 

, B.A. 
Meerut R 

. Mengnanapuram V 
Melparamba.. V 
Midnapore T 
Montgomery R 
Multan B.A. 
Murree Hills Gharial B.A. 

, , B.A. 
, Su~ny Bank B.A. 

Mussoorie T 
Nagercoil T 
Nagpur S 
Naini Tal T 
.Nalumavady V 
Nandyal R 
Narayangunj T 
Navaly V 
Nayudupet T 

Poona 
, Connaught Institute 
, Ross Road 

Pudukottah 
Puthenkavu 
Puthupalli 
Puvathur 
Quetta 
Rajamundry 
Ramapatam 
Rangoon Central 

, 
, 
, 

Godwin Road 
Town Branch 

Risalp~~ 
Salem 
Secunderabad 

, 

Shillon'g 
Simla 
Simla 
Sivakasi 

Begum pet 

South Arcot Dist. 
Sylhet 
Tellicherry 
Thalvady 
Tharrawady 
Thevalarni 

c 
B.A. 
I.A. 
c 
v 
v 
v 
T 
T 
v 
c 
s 
c 
B.A. 
l.A. 

B.A. 
c 
c 
B.A. 
I.A. 

T 
c 
B.A. 
T 
R 
T 
T 
v 
T 
v 

Nedumpram V 
Nedungadapally V Thiruvaluthinadanvillai V 
N ellore R Tholashery V 
Niranam V Thottapushacherry V 
Nowshera B.A. Thumpamon V 
Olesha V Thumpamon (North) V 
Ootacamund T Tirupati H.S. 
Palamcottah T Tiruvella T 
Palghat T Trichinopoly (2) I.A. 
Pallam V Trichur T 
Palipad V Trivandrum C 
Panadure T Vellore T 
Panidem, Guntur T Vengal V 
Pasumalai H.S. Venmoni V 
Peshawar I. A. Wellington B. A 

· ' During the period a considerable number of others have 
been in existence but for one reason or another have discontinued 
their activities. 

·II. RESPONSIBILITIES, PERSONNEL AND ORGANI~ 
ZATION OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL 

: I. RESPONSIBILITIES.-The National Council was con
stituted in 1891 by the National Union of Young Men's Christian 
Associations of India, Burma_ and Ceylon, which is the .finally 
responsible body representing, and controlling the policies of, th e 
Association. The National Union meets at stated periods in 
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National Conventions, where, among other actions, it appoints 
the National Council of thirty members, to whom the Union 
delegates the management of its affairs, under specific conditions 
and with specific responsibilities laid down in the Constitution of 
the National Union. The "Memorandum of Association," regis· 
tered under Act XXI of 186o, on the 13th May, 1911, is appended 
to this report. (Appendix II.) 

Generally speaking,. the work of the National Council is to 
serve as the co.ordinating body of the various local Y.M.C.A.'s, 
organize new Associations, recruit and train secretaries, publish 
Association literature, arrange conferences and camps, conduct 
financial canvasses, provide plans and supervise erection of build
ings, arrange lecturing tours, promote work for special classes 
(boys, soldiers, students, etc.l, pioneer new lines of work, focus 
the best thought and progressive ideas of the Associations, main· 
tain relationships with foreign Association movements and import
ant outside organizations of Church and Government, secure men 
and money from abroad, and carry on such other work as can 
best be done by a central body. 

The Headquarters of the National Council are at 5~ Russell 
Street, Calcutta, in a building, with a compound of slightly over 
an acre, purchased for Rs. 1,9s,ooo-o in 1916 with funds most 
generously provided by friends connected. with the Young Men's 
Christian Association of Toronto, Canada. At the beginning of 
the period the offices were at g6, College Street, being moved from 
there in 1914 on account of insufficiency of room, to 9, Russell 
Street, thence in 1916 to 6, Chowringhee Lane and in September 
1917 to the present quarters. 

Because of the age of this building (over roo years) with 
the consequent need of a new building within a few years at most, 
and also because of the growing expensiveness of the locality, 
negotiations are proceeding for the sale of the property with a 
view to providing permanent quarters in some less expensive place, 
possibly some distance outside Calcutta. 

His Excellency Lord Hardinge in September 191i gracious
ly consented to become Patron of the National Council, a mark 
of favour which His Excellency Lord Chelmsford has continued. 

Raja Sir Harnam Singh. K.C.I E , has continued as 
President of the National Council throughout the period under 
review. 

Z. ~1EMBERSH.IP. OF COUNCIL.-The present membership 
of the NatiOnal Council 1s as follows (members of the Executive 
Committee are indicated by an asterisk): 

Raja Sir Harnam Singh, K.C.I.E., President, 
A. H. S. Aston, Esq., Bombay. 
B. N. Athavle, Esq., B.A., LL.B, Bombay. 
J. R. Baneriea, Esq., M.A., B.L.,• Calcutta. 

. \V. J. Bradshaw, Esq.,• Calcutta. 
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Sir Henry P. Burt, K C. I.E., Simla. 
M. J. Cary, Esq., Colombo. 
Rev. J. R. Chitambar, B.A., Lucknow. 
F. C. Danger, Esq.,• Calcutta. 
S. K. Datta, M.B. Ch.B, Calcutta. 
The Rt. Rev. The Bishop of Dornakal, Nizam's Dominions. 
J. C. Dutt, Esq., M.A., B.L.,• Calcutta. 
Rev. A. G. Fraser, M.A., Kandy. 
\V. R. Gourlay, Esq., C.I.E., I.C.S.,• Calcutta, Honorary Tr~asurer. 
The Ho?'ble Mr. Justice \V. E. Greaves, Bar-at-Law,* Calcutta, 

Chaarnunt. 
E. S. Hensman, Esq., Madras. 
The Hon'ble Mr. \V. \V. Hornell, M.A.,• Calcutta. 
J. C. Jansz., Esq., B.A., Colombo. 
H. A. F. Lindsay, Esq , I.C.S.,* Calcutta. 
A. J. Moir, Esq.,• Calcutta. 
S. C. Mukerjee, Esq , M.A., B.L.,• Serampore. 
Col. G. \V. Palin, C.I.E., Poona. 
Sir Stanley Reed, Kt., Bombay. 
J. Hope Simpson, Esq. 
Rev. \V. M. Zumbro, M.A., Madura. 
E. C. Carter, Esq, B.A., O.B.E. 
K. T. Paul, Esq., B.A., LT., O.B.E. 
F. V. Slack, Esq., M.A. J

l Ex-officio members of 
Council and Executive. 

Of these, the Chairman and Messr$. Aston, Banetjea, 
Chitambar, Datta, Dutt, Fraser, Gourlay, Hensman, Jansz, Zumbro 
and the Bishop of Dornakal have served throughout the period 
under review. 

In addition to the present membership, the following have 
serVed for varying periods since January 19II : 

R. Anderson, Esq.,* Calcutta. 
Rev. C. F. Andrews, M.A., Delhi. 
C. G. Arthur, Esq.,* Calcutta. 
Hon'ble Mr. S. R. Arthur, C.I.E., I.C.S., Poona. 
Brig. Gent. F. G. Bond, C.B., Bangalore. 
F. J. Clark, Esq., Bombay. 
Rev. A. H. Clarke, M.A., Ahmednagar. 

-·w. A. Cole, Esq., Colombo. 
Rev. A. H. Ewing, Ph.D., D.O., Allahabad. 
Rev. D. J Fleming, M.A., 1\I.Sc., Lahore. 
Hon'ble Mr. F. C. Gates, C.S.I., I.C.S., Rangoon. 
Maj. Genl. H. Hendley, 1.1\I.S., Lahore and Quett< 
A. L Hosie, Esq.,* Calcutta. 
Rev. S. V Karmarkar, M.A., B.D., Bombay. 
Dr. H. H. 1\fann. D Sc., Poona. 
Sir Ruthven G. 1\lonteath, Kt.,* Calcutta. 
Dr. T. Narayana Swami, Nellore. 
Sir Henry E. E. Procter, Kt.,• Bombay. 
J. H. Simpson, Esq., United Provinces. 
Sir Francis H. Stewart, Kt., M.A., C.I.E.,* Calcutta. 
Eric Studd, Esq. ,• Calcutta. 

Sir Robert Laidlaw, London, G. B. McNair, Esq., Calcutta, 
and E. R. Wood, Esq., of Toronto, served during the early part 
of the period as Advisory .Members of the National Council. 

F. J. Clark, Esq., resigned in 1918 after twenty-sev~o years 
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of service having served continuously since the formation of the 
National Council in 1891. The services of the Rev. A. H. Ewing, 
the Rev. S. V. Karmarkar and Dr. T. Narayan Swami were 
terminated by death, in 1912, 1913, and 1917 respectively. ! 

In the lack of a Convention since 1910, vacancies in the 
Council have been filled, in accordance with the constitutional 
provision, by the Council itself, members as appointed being 
eligible to "remain in office until the next Convention or until the 
-expiration of their terms of office." The Constitution also 
provides that members shall retire three years after their election, 
but shall be elegible for re-election. Strictly speaking, therefore, 
the entire Council as it now exists, will pass out of office at the 
coming Convention, though any or all members are eligible for 
re-election. 

With this method of filling vacancies over so long a period 
it has been impracticable to ensure the adequate representation 
of the different parts of India, Burma and Ceylon on the Council. 
A glance at the present list of members will show the situation in 
this respect. 

3· EXECUTI-VE COMMITTEE.-The Constitution instructs 
the Council to "elect from its members an Executive Committee, 
consisting of five or more members residing in the same locality, 
which shall be authorized to attend to routine business and such 
other matters as may be referred to it by the Council. Tire 
Executive Committee may also bring forward and consider any 
other matters, but shall thereafter submit its proposals to the 
National Council for decision." 

In accordance with this provision the Executive Committee, 
as already named, has been carrying on in Calcutta the work of 
the Council throughout the period. .Most of the routine business 
is carried on by the circulation of Notes and Memoranda. Monthly 
meetings are also held, the minutes of which are circulated at once 
to the entire Council. If no two written objections to a minute 
are received within twenty-one days of the posting of the minutes, 
the m~nute is considered to be confirmed. 

It must, however, be admitted that this control by the 
entire Council has become a purely formal matter.· Objections, 
-comments or questions are very rarely received and in practice 
the Executive Committee really is the Council. The size of the 
territory and the difficulty of securing the attendance at meetings 
of members of Council from such distances are so great that it bas 
been all too easy to accept as practically impossible the ideal of 
genuine control by the whole Council. 

Moreover, during the war, there was an enormous amount 
of emergency work which could not wait upon the tedious 
~rocesses of circulation t? all parts o~ the ~ountry. Large execu
tive plans had to be earned through mvolvmg the expenditure of 
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large sums of money and under the circumstances nothing but a 
.centralized control would answer. 

It is therefore very largely the force of circumstances 
which has been responsible for what is often held to be- an undue 
centralization of authQrity at the headquarters in Calcutta. The 
:present Executive Committee are clear that immediate steps 
should be taken toward decentralization, probably by the constit u
tion of provincial or regional committees which will act on behalf 
of the entire Council in the respective areas. 

Sir Ruthven G. Monteath, Sir Francis H. Stewart, and the 
Hon'ble Mr. Justice W. E. Greaves have served successively as 
Chairman of the Executive, 1911-16, 1916-20, and 1920-, respec
tively. W. R. Gourlay, Esq., has been Honorary Treasurer through
out, except for the period November 1918-December i:919, being 
then absent in Europe. R. Anderson, Esq., and H. A. F. Lindsay, 
Esq., acted successively as Honorary Treasurer during this time. 

. The National Council desire to acknowledge, on behalf of 
the whole movement, their unstinted appreciation of the services 
of all these gentlemen, and especially those of Mr. Gourlay. 
Unnumbered hours of toil and unwearying zeal have marked these 
_years of devotion to the work of the Y.M.C.A. on the part of 
.otherwise very busy men. Heavy financial burdens have been 
borne efficiently and cheerfully and their names have been a con
stant guarantee to the general public of reliability and trustworthi
ness, for which the movement cannot be too appreciative. 

As the work increased so enormously during the war it 
became impossible to bring every matter before the entire Execu
.tive Committee and therefore the Committee in 1917 assigned 
departments and functions to its different members, determining 
the extent of the responsibilities which might be exercised by the 
individual members in the name of the whole Committee and 
~ouncil. The following assignments exist at present : 

· · . • G { Appointm~nts. 
Hon'ble Mr. Justice \V. E. reaves: Training. 
J. R. Banerjea, Esq.: Rel.igi_ous Work. 
W. J. Bradshaw, Esq.: BUJldmgs. 

f Army. 
F. _C. Danger, Esq.: Physical. 

Railway & Industrial. 
J, C. Dutt, Esq.: Legal Problem. 

(Finance. 
W. R. Gourlay, Esq.: ~ Revenue. 

l Rural. 

t Student. 
Hon'ble Mr. \V. \V. Hornell: European \Vork. 
S.C. Mukerji, Esq.: Publications. 

4· STAFF.-At the beginning of 1911 the National Coun
cil bad the following staff at headquarters : 

General Secretary A. C. Harte 
Student J. N. Farquhar 
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Evangelistic Secretary G. S. Eddy 
Army ,, J.CaUan 
Financial , H. G. J)oud 
Business ,. E. M. Moffatt 
Architect H. Schaetti 

Besides these there were the following district secretaries,. 
who represented the Council in the areas mentioned : 

Bengal B. C. Sircar 
Bombay F. Anderson 
Burma 0. H. McCowen 
Ceylon M. G. Brooks 
Malabar Rev. Ed. Schaetti (Hon) 
Punjab G. D. Turner 
Tinnevelly J. Devadas 
Travancore { T. P. Chandi 

and and 
Cochin P. C. Kora 

Of these, M~ssrs. Sircar, Devadas, Chandi and Kora spent 
their entire time in the district work. Mr. Schaetti was in regular 
missionary work and each of the others had large responsibilities 
in connection with a local Association, so that they were able to 
spend only a small fraction of their time in district work. 

During the year Mr. Eddy and Mr. Doud left India and 
Mr. F. A. Wilson-Lawrenson succeeded Mr. Moffatt, who became 
General Secretary of the Allahabad Association. 

In 1912 Mr. E. C. Carter returned to India and became 
Joint General Secretary· with Mr. Harte. Mr. Farquhar retired 
from the Student Secretaryship to give all of his time to literary 
work as Literary Secretary, being succeeded in the Student work 
by Mr. F. V. Slack. Mr. R. A. Hadley became Bible Study 
Secretary but spent most of his time at language study. Mr. K. J. 
Saunders joined the staff as Principal of the Training School. 

In the district work Mr. H. Kuhner succeeded Mr. Ed· 
Schaetti who went on furlough and Mr. G. Alexander too~ the 
place left vacant by the resignation of Mr. Kora who had decided 
to enter the ministry. Mr. Anderson had to leave India on 
account of his health ; 110 successor was appointed. Mr. Turner 
also left for good. Mr. H. W. White was made 'intercity secre
tary' for the district from Tanjore to Palamcottah and Mr. M. C. 
Samuel became district secretary for Cheppad-Alleppey. Mr. 
J, R. Isaac was asked to serve as Travelling Secretary for the 
Tamil field and his services were offered to the Student Depart
ment for such a period as the Department might desire. 

In March, 1913, Mr. K. T. Paul became the third Joint 
General Secretary, with special responsibility for the Rural 
Department which was then started. Mr. Harte went on furlough 
in August and did not return to India, finally resigning his connec
tion with the Council in 1916. Mr. Hadley returned to America 
to finish his theological studies and was unable to come back to
India on account of the health of his wife. Mr. Saunders and Mr. 
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H. A. Walter were made Literary Secretaries, the one for Buddhism 
and the other for Muhammadanism. Mr. Wilson-Lawrenson 
became Financial Secretary, being succeeded as Business Secretary 
by Mr. D. W. Peterson. Mr. A. D. Solomon became Office 
Secretary. Mr. H. Glunkler was appointed Architect along with 
Mr. H. Schaetti. Mr. F. C. Freeman came for the Railway and 
Industrial Department. Mr. Isaac was appointed to the newly
-created post of the High School Secretaryship and Dr. j. H. Gray 
to the new post of National Physical Director. Mr. I. jacobi 
became associated with Mr. Kuhner in Malabar. 

· In july, I cj 13, the Council resolved to have, instead of three 
travelling secretaries in Travancore and Cochin, one secretary each 
in Alleppey, Kottayam and Trivandrum, placing on each the 
responsibility for the village and small town associations in the 
vicinity. Consequently Mr. Samuel became Secretary at Alleppey, 
Mr. Alexander at Kottayam and Mr. L. A. Dixon at Trivandrum. 
Mr. Chandi was transferred to Calicut as General Secretary. 

Early in 1914 Mr. Dixon was made District Secretary for 
Travancore and Cochin ; Mr. M. R. Shelton joined the staff of the 
Railway and Industrial pepartment; and Mr. McCowen left on 
furlough, being succeeded by Mr. C. Baker. Mr. Wilson-Lawrenson 
was ordered home by the doctors. Mr. j. G. Harley, formerly 
Student Secretary in Lahore, and at the time on furlough, had 
accepted the Council's invitation to become Mission Study 
Secretary. ' 

Then came the war. In October 1914 Messrs. Callan, 
Saunders and Shelton sailed for France with the first Indian 
contingent. Mr. Harte was soon placed in charge of the large 
Y.M.C.A. work for Prisoners of War on the continent of Europe; 
Mr. McCowen became Chief Secretary for the English National 
Council in France. Mr. Callan, after six months with the Indian 
troops in Marseilles took charge of the entire Y.M.C.A. work in 
Rauen, probably the largest and most efficiently managed of all 
the great British Y.M.C.A. centres in France. Mr. Harley spent 
some time with the Indian troops in Marseilles and then took a 
-commission. 

In july, 1915, Mr. Dixon was sent to Mesopotamia as Chief 
Secretary, to open work there; in November Mr. C. R. Webster 
was sent on a similar errand to East Africa. 

At the end of 1915 Mr. Carter was granted leave to spend 
two months in Egypt, Europe and America, inspecting the work 
-of the Army Y. M. C. A. of India, conferring with Headquarters 
in London and New York, and securing additional secretaries. 
He left India early in 1916 and returned in August, having, in 
addition to the work of inspection, collected a large sum of money 
and secured eighteen additional secretaries in England and 
Scotland and thirty-eight in the United States and Canada. On 
his arrival in August the National Council received an urgent 
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request from the English National Council for the loan of Mr. 
Carter's services for six: months, in view of the unprecedented 
crisis and opportunity before the Y. M. C. A. in England and 
France. The request was granted and the time was extended for 
various further periods until the United States entered the war,. 
when Mr. Carter was appointed by the International Committee 
to become the Chief Secretary for all their work in France. He
has not yet returne4 to India. 

On Mr. Carter's departure in 1916 Mr. Paul was asked to 
assume full responsibility for_ the General Secretaryship and Mr~ 
Saunders was recalled from France to carry the executive work 
in connection with the National Council's work overseas. This 
he continued until the latter part of the year when he went to 
England to help the English National Council. He was succeeded 
by Mr. Shelton. · 

These are only a specimen of the effects of the war on the 
Council staff, as may be seen from the following list which shows
it as it was at the beginning of 1917:-

General Secretaries 

Associate General Secretaries 

Architect 
Army Department Secretary 
Finance and Business Secretary 
High School . 

Literary 

{ 
E. C. Carter (absent) 
K. T. Paul. 

{ 
M. R. Shelton, 
F. V. Slack. 
H. Schaetti. 
R. D. Whitehorn. 
W. E. D. Ward. 
J. R. Isaac. 

H. A. Walter. { 

K. J. Saunders (on leave). 
J, N. Farquhar. 

Physical J. H. Gray. 
Publications D. \V. Peterson. 
Rural 0. 0. Stanchfield. 
East Africa-Chief Secretary C. R. Webster. 
France " S. K. Datta. 
Mesopotamia . " L.A. Dixon. 
Bengal B. C. Sircar. 
Ceylon G. P. Wishard. 
Malabar I. Jacobi. 
Mid-India J. C. Eliatamby. 
South India H. C. Herman. 
Tinnevelly District J. Devadas. 
Western India W. B. Smith. 

During the succeeding three years Mr. Brooks and Mr. 
Baker resumed their responsibilities in· Ceylon and Burma 
respectively; J. Mathers and R. B. Young served in tum as. 
District Secretary for South India Army work; D. M. Devasaha
yam succeeded, as High School Secretary, Mr. Isaac who became 
General Secretary in Bangalore; on Mr. Devasahayam's. 
resignation he was succeeded by Mr. J. S. Aiman who after 
nine months' work went to America for further study, being 
succeeded by Mr. G. V. Job; Mr. Whitehorn retumej to England 
and was succeeded as National B.ritish. Army Secretary by Mr_ 
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H. W. Bryant, Mr. J. H. Fowler acting in the interim; Mr. Pau 
went on deputation to England and North America and Mr. Slack 
was appointed Joint General Secretary with Mr. Dixon as 
Asssociate and Mr. H. T. Beaver as Chief Secretary in Mesopota
mia. Mr. S. P. Singha after serving as Chief Secretary for Indian 
work in Mesopotamia returned to India and was made National 
Indian Army Secretary to which afterward was added executive 
responsibility for Indian Army work overseas; ~lr. Dixon went on 
furlough at the end of 1919 and Mr. Herman was appointed 
Associate General Secretary in his place, being assigned specially 
to Revenue work. Mr. D. Swamidoss became Secretary for the 
Rural Department in 1917. Dr. Gray, and Messrs-. Stanchfield, 
Peterson, W. B. Smith and Shelton went on furlough and have 
not been able to return. Mr. Walter died in 1918 and Mr. 
Eliatamby in 1920. 

The staff as existing on 1st October 1920 was as follows:-

General Secretaries 

British Army Department 
Indian , 

Association Press-

Building Department 

Business and Finance 

Hiih School Work 

Evangelistic 

Literary 

Physical 

Revenue and Publicity 

Rural--

Training 

{ 

E. C. Carter (on leave) 
K. T. Paul. 
F. V. Slack. 
H. W. Bryant. 
S. P. Singha. 

J N. R. Ghose. 
l J. H. Waller (on leave) 

{ 

H. Schaetti, Architect. 
G. A. Daniel. J J. D. Hermon. Assistants. 
A. Manickam 
B. I. Simon 

{ 

W. E. D. Ward. 
A. 0. Brunnschweiler. 
A. H. Seth. 
G. V. Job. -

{ 

T. P. Chandi. _ 
H. A. Popley. 
D. Samuel. 
B. C. Sircar. 

{ 
J. N. Farquhar. 
K. J. Saunders. 
A. G. Noehren. 

{ 
\V. H. Heinrichs. 
H. C. Herman. 

{ 
V. M. Ilahi-Baksh. 
D. Swamidoss. 

f S. K. Datta. 
l G. P. Wishard. 

- France E. P. Hillier. 
Mesopotami~ W. S. McMullen. 

- During the period,. several of the national secretaries have 
served- on committees of many kinds outside the Y. M. C. A. Mr~ 
Carter Mr. Paul and · DI". Datta have -been members of the 
Executive Committee of the National Missionary Council and in 
all parts of India and Ceylon the Y. M. C. A. has be.en represen~ed 
in the Provincial Councils. Dr. Datta helped the Bthar and Onssa 
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Representative Council of Missions in connection with. the work 
in the Lutheran Mission in Chota Nagpur. l\lr. Paul's services 
were loaned for a brief period to the Missionary Commission on 
Rural Education. 

5· ORGANIZATION OF SECRETARIAT :-As will have been 
seen from the staff list as existing on 1st january, 1911, the National 
Council Secretariat consisted of one General Secretary, six depart
mental secretaries and nine district secretaries. Except in Ceylon 
and Travancore and Cochin these district secretaryships involved 
very little, if any, executive responsibility, for the reason that there 
were few local Associations apart from those which had full-time 
secretaries. Occasional visits were paid to the few existent 
centres and the rest of the secretaries time was given either to 
general evangelistic work or to the local Associations of which 
they were the general secretaries. One aim discussed at that time 
was to build up the "vernacular work" in various parts of the 
country, with Indian secretaries to supervise the large number of 
small Associations which would have been formed, but this aim 
was never carried to any general fulfilment except perhaps in the 
Tamil districts. : 

In 1912 Mr. Carter, in resuming his connection with the 
Association in India, was made Joint General Secretary with Mr. 
Harte, the various departments being divided between them. 
This arrangement, however, did not last long, for Mr. Harte went 
on furlough in August 1913• In August, 191.4, Mr. Carter requested 
authority to delegate to Mr. Paul the correspondence and 
administrative work for the Madras Presidency, including the 
district, rural, student, boys, teachers, physical and general 
departments. Mr. Carter was to continue with the departments of 
army, railway, buildings, missionary education and training school. 
The Council, feeling such a scheme to be important, ordered that 
a letter of inquiry be sent to secretaries throughout the Madras 
Presidency asking for suggestions and support; in the light of the 
replies arrangements were to be made to test the feasibility of 
this reorganization for the next twelve months. The scheme was 
subsequently dropped. 

As the work rapidly increased during the first years of the 
war, the problems referred to the National General Secretaries 
from the different localities increased so largely that one or two 
men could not deal with them. It seemed necessary to devolve 
this responsibility on other secretaries of reliability and experience 
on whose recommendations the General Secretaries and the 
Council could act. Also, it proved increasingly impossible for the 
General Secretaries to take advantage of the various opportunities 
for the deepening and widening of the work, partly as a result of 
normal expansion and partly of the confidence placed in the 
movement on account of its \Var work. Devolution was· .neces
sary. 
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. On the return of Mr. Carter in August, 1916, definite pro-
posals were submi.tted to Council and after considerable discussion 
were endorsed for nine months' trial early in 1917. These pro
posals called for the following:-

I. A" divisional" or "provincial" secretary, who would 
be in effect the deputy of the National General Secre
tary, in each of the following areas:-

(a) Madras Presidency, including Travancore, Cochin, My
sore and Coorg. 

(b) Bombay Presidency, Sind and Nizam's Dominions. 
(c) Punjab, Baluchistan, North West Frontier Province 

and United Provinces. 
(d) Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa, Central Provinces 

and Central India. 
(e) Ceylon. 
(f) Burma. 

The duties of each of these Provincial Secretaries were 
to be:-

(r) To undertake close supervision of the Associations of 
the division. 

(2) To study and report upon the unoccupied fields with a 
view to extension in line with the national policy. 

(3) To make proposals to the National Council through the 
National General Secretaries on all problems affecting 
the Association movement in the division. 

(4) To assist the National Council in raising funds in the 
division. 

{S) To execute such other functions as might be assigned 
by the National Council. 

Provincial Secretaries were to report to the National 
General Secretari~s and through them to the Council, and were 
considered the executive officers of the National Council for their 
respective areas. 

z. The appointment of one or two "Associate General 
Secretaries" to assist the General Secretaries as required 
and to relieve them for their distinctive service as 
executive officers of the National Council, responsible 
for the administration of the whole work of Depart
mental and Provincial Secretaries. These Associate 
General Secretaries were also to be responsible for such 
departments and other duties as might be deputed to 
them by the National General Secretaries . 

. 3• ·The continuation of National Departmental ~ecretaries 
·whose duties -were :-
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(I) To initiate and secure the adoption of departmental 
policies for all India arltl Ceylon. . 

(2) To co-operate with provincial secretaries in carrying 
out departmental policies. ~ 

(3) To arrange for the handling of inter.:provincial matters 
of the Department. 

The relationship of any Departmental Secretary to a 
Provincial Secretary was thus defined :- . 

11 In each province the plans and policies of all departments 
shall be arranged in consultation with the Provincial 
Secretary." · 

4• A bi-monthly meeting of the National General and 
Provincial Secretaries, known as the 11 Cabinet," to 
ensure that the General Secretaries be fully acquainted 
with the plans of the Provincial Secretaries and that 
the latter maintain the closest relationship to one 
another, thus ensuring the harmonious development 
of the national movement as a unit. · 

In accordance with this scheme, the following appointments 
were made:- · 

Associate General Secretaries:-M. R. Shelton; F."V. Slack. 
Provincial Secretaries :-

S. India: H. C. Herman. Burma: C. Baker. 
W. India: \V. B. Smith. Ceylon: G. P. Wishard 

(later succeeded by M.G. Brooks) 
District Secretary for Central Provinces: J. C. Eliatamby. 

Mr. Shelton was given departmental responsibility for all 
army work overseas, for revenue and for buildings. Mr. Slack's 
departmental responsibilities were for student work, training, 
conferences and conventions, reports, special tours, and various 
subsidiary matters. 

The assignment of portfolios to· members of Council, as 
already explained, also tooK place at this time. , · 

It will be noticed that not all the provincial areas contem
plated were supplied with provincial secretaries. This was due 
to shortage of staff. In the areas without provincial secretaries 
the departmental secretaries exercised executive functions as 
requested by the National Council. 

At the end of 1917 this plan came up for reconsid~ration. 
Certain weaknesses had appeared in its working and certain 
elaborations seemed necessary to its complete understanding. 
The General Secretary was still overloaded with details. The 
Associate General Secretaries had been too heavily loaded with 
departmental responsibilities really to exercise the functions of 
their office ; there was need for the further definition of finance 
and business department relationships, as also of those existing 

B 
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between provincial and departmental secretaries and of both to 
the Council. These and other allied questions were made the 
subject of a Memorandum, drawn up by the Cabinet and approved 
by the National Council on 23rd January, 1918. 

The main points were as follows :-
(1) The General Secretary represents the National Coun

cil in all relations with all secretaries and local Asso
ciations. This involves both a considerable amount of 
touring and close touch with the Headquarters office 
and with the Executive Committee. 

(2) 

(3) 

There should be at all times at Headquarters an 
Associate General Secretary, to act for the General 
Secretary in his absence in all relations, to deal ~t all 
times with as much as possible or desirable of the 
General Secretary's "secretariat" work in order that 
the _latter may have time for study and deliberation. 
The Associate General Secretary should have no 
departmental responsibilities at all ; he should have 
no other functions than those of " secretariat" work. 
The Provincial Secretaries are in direct relation 
through the Associate General Secretary with the 
General Secretary and through him to the National 
Council. 
The Finance Department, being officially related to 
all others in a special way, deals for the General Secre
tary and the Associate General Secretary with the 
functions of Finance and Business only, deals with the 
Council through them and acts on orders only in 
consultation with them. This is intended to secure 
that the General Secretary remain the primary execu
tive officer of the Council; it does not detract in any 
way from the financial control of the Treasurer. 

(S) The Departmental Secretaries have, as such, no execu
tive functions, but are 11 specialist" advisers of the 
Council on their departments, submitting proposals 
and recommendations through the General Secretary. 

(6) The Cabinet is an unofficial body without any 
authoritative functions. 

· As this report is being written further readjustments are 
being-made, particularly al?ng the line of providing a full comple
mimt of provincial secretaries. 

6. DISTRICT AND REGIONAL COMMITTEES.-ln Travan
core and Cochin there was organized in 1912 a District Union for 
Central Travancore, consisting of eight village Associations, which 
still exists and holds occasional gatherings for mutual inspiration 
and conference. 
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~lore definite is the Ceylon Sub-Committee which existed 
'before 1911 as the ''Ceylon Central Committee .. with no official 
relationship to the National Council, but was reconstituted in that 
year as a sub-committee of the Council. It has continued ever 
since, on a plan which has been revised once or twice and which, 
as last agreed upon in 1915, is in essence as follows : -

Nine voting members elected in Ceylon, of whom five must 
be resident in or near Colombo; advisory members may be added 
by the Committee as deemed wise; Ceylon members of the 
National Council are ex-officio voting members of the Committee ; 
the secretary to be appointed by the Committee on the recom
mendation of the National Council; the Committee to have its 
own bank account and budget, the latter to be submitted in advance 
to the National Council for approval ; definite amounts to be paid 
.quarterly to the National Council; surplus balances at the end of 
any year to be remitted to the National Council; the Committee 
to meet at least four times a year. 

The difficulty with the working of this plan has been 
.almost entirely that of staff. ·Time after time the full·time 
secretary of this Committee has had to assume the responsibilities 
of the general secretaryship for Colombo, with the result that the 
work of the Sub-Committee has stopped. 

In March 1912 tentative approval, subject to a fuller 
development of the plan, was given by the National Council to 
the idea of constituting the National Council members in Western 
India into a sub-committee for that area, with power to nominate 
advisory members to be elected by the entire Council, but nothing 
more definite came of it. It is probable that here also (though 
the records do not furnish any information on the point) the fact 
that there was no full-time secretary available made the working 
of the plan impossible. 

So far, the decentralization process has been more along 
the line of the secretariat than of the CounciL 

In February 1919 proposals for territorial organization were 
submitted and were generally approved, on the understanding 
that thev should be carried into effect from time to time as the 
situation in the different areas might warrant, the Council to be 
consulted in each case before final arrangements were made. 

These provided for sub-committees of the National Council 
in the different areas where there were provincial secretaries, such 
sub-committees to have full powers to act for the Council in 
matters relating purely to the particular area concerned in 
accordance with policies, financial relationships, etc., agreed ~pon 
;in advance. These proposals were never carried through, for 
three reasons : 

( 1) The undermanned staff. Mr. Herman went on fur. 
Iough early in 1918; Mr. Smith early in 1919. No 
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successor was available for either. Mr. Webster, 
appointed to the Punjab in 1918, left for furlough a 
year later. 

(2) There must be a sufficiently wide-spread and varied 
basis of local Associations in any area if Provincial 
Committees are to be really representative. Outside 
Ceylon and the Madras Presidency, it has been a 
question whether that stage of development has yet 
been reached. 

· (3) The Y.M.C.A. since the end of the war has, like all 
other such organizations, been Yery hard pressed t() 
bring together the loose ends left from its '' emerg
ency" work and attitude of mind. There seemed t() 
come a retrogression in many ways from the vitality 
of war times and advance policies have been difficult 
of accomplishment. 

The National Council believe strongly that the time has 
now come for this type of decentralization and recommend that 
they be authorized by the Convention to carry it out, with what
ever further instructions the Convention may desire to give. 

7· RELATIONs WITH FoREIGN AssociATION MovE
MENTs.-The Y.M.C.A. in India, Burma and Ceylon has continued 
to receive from the Movements in England, Scotland, Australasia, 
Canada and the United States liberal assistance, both in personnel 
and finance. A minute passed by the National Council 21st July 
1913 reads as follows:-

"Resolved that we believe it would facilitate the work of the Y.M.C.A. 
in India and Ceylon if the foreign National Councils and Committees 
of Y.M.C.A.s doing work in India would regard the National Council 
of India and Ceylon as their agent for all work in India and Ceylon. 
At present many of the foreign Councils deal directly with the local 
Associations with reference to secretaries, finance, etc , and do not 
inform the National Council what they are doing; yet, when there is 
any difficulty when a secretary resigns or is invalided the burden is 
placed on the National Council.," · · 

This minute, sent to the foreign Councils concerned, 
received their heartv assent and has ever since been loyally 
observed. · 

The English National Council besides munificent contribu
tions during the war, now fully supports five men, some in local 
and the others in ~ational work. Scotland, which had two men 
before the war now has one and expects shortly to add more. 
Australasia supplies a general secretary and an Army Secretary in 
Hyderabad, besides contributing to the support of the Physical 
Director there. In addition, Australasia has given a generous sum 
for the securing of buildings for the use of the H yderabad Associa
tion. The gifts from Canada and the United States come through 

\the International Committee· of North America, which supports. 
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l forty-one men on the staff and during the last ten years lias given 
large sums for buildmgs. 

The National Council, on behalf of the National Union, 
desire to express their most earnest appreciation of all these 
contributions which come from men and women interested in 
India and her people. 

Formerly foreign Councils were in the habit of supporting 
definite posts; now, with the exception of Australasia whose 
foreign work is in. that stage of development which makes it 
desirable to have a special place on which to focus its giving, they 
support men, who are placed according to local needs and personal 
qualifications, the idea being that the different foreign nationalities 
should be mingled rather than kept separate, and so make a more 
cosmopolitan contribution to the Indian Association development. 

To facilitate direct contact between India, Burma and 
Ceylon and the western Association movements the National 
Council have appointed ''liaison officers" at London and New 
York whose duties are to act in an advisory capacity to the 
English National Council and the International Committee with 
regard to candidates for appointment and the use of the time of 
secretaries on furlough from India, Burma and Ceylon. They are 
consulted also in various other matters regarding the work in 
India, Burma and Ceylon. 

The International Committee appoints one of its secretaries 
as ~enior Secretary, to act for and speak on behalf of the 
Committee in appropriate matters, the authority of the National 
Council and the solidarity of the entire staff being suitably 
safeguarded. . 

In 1916 the English National Council proposed to the 
National Council for lnd1a and Ceylon that the latter body include 
Malaysia in its jurisdiction but because its responsibilities were 
already so heavy, the National Council felt it could not undertake 
to control this work, though it was willing to help out in special 
circumstances whenever possible. · 

To a similar suggestion made with regard to East Africa 
in 1918 a similar reply was sent, with the suggestion of the 
possibility of offering the services of Indian secretaries to work 
under local Boards, if such were constituted, or directly under the 
National Council if that were feasible. 

III. FINANCE AND REVENUE 
FINANCE :-It is well known that the expenditures of the 

National Council have grown enormously during the period under 
review, and that by far the greater portion of the increase has 
been due to the Army Work. The civilian work has had a 
normal increase from year to year. The following table will 
show the-receipts (including the gross profits only of the canteens 
in Mesopotamia) and actual expenditures for each year:- . 
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1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
i914 and 19I5 

Emergency fund 
19I6 
19I7 
1918 
1919 

22 

RECEIPTS ExPENDITURES~ 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

36,789 12 8 37,429 7 I I 
47,697 I3 0 
47,837 II 10 

4S,763 10 6 
49,87S 9 3 

63,232 IS 6 61,960 6 5 
63,92S 0 2 63,I8S I3 6 

2,s8,218 I 4 2,06,625 14 6 
10,22,989 12 6 
I3,46,72S IS 0 
20,60,83s 10 9 

6,26,6 s6 I4 3 
11,69,819 IS S 
I8,48,346 · IS .7 

16, 90, 050 '/ 2 19, 8~ ~·77 S 6 
Previous to I9I7 the Association Press accounts were 

included with those of the National Council ; thereafter they were 
kept separate. 

In I 9 I 4 a. National Emergency Fund, separate from the 
other accounts, was started to meet the financial situation arising 
on account of the War. In I9I6 this was combined with the other 

- accounts since it was found impractical to maintain such a separate 
fund in view of the close relation of all parts of the work of the 
National Council. The statements of accounts appended to this
Report show by departments the various purposes for which 
money was received and expenditure made by the National 
Council. 

The surplus at the end of 19 I 9 amounting to about 1-' i 
lakhs, was mainly in the form of stores remaining. from investments 
in canteen supplies in Mesopotamia. This surplus was necessary 
as the National Council reqlrired capital for investment in 
canteen stores for Mesopotamia, the sale of which filled a real 
need, the profits also helping considerably to pay the expenses of 
the workthere. This investment at the end of the war amounted 

J to Rs. 71351593·4-4· The ·stores, considerably reduced in value 
chiefly on account of the heavy fall in exchange and the necessity 

11 of rapid sale, have been sold as the work of the National Council 
in Mesopotamia has closed. The money realized has been used in 
carrying on, in India and abroad, the work for which it was 
originally given. Part of the surplus has had to be reserved from 
year to year for a working capital in proportion to the annual 
budget, which in 1920 was 10 lakhs. This is more especially 
required at this time when there is such difficulty in securing 
funds as.compared with the War years. 

REVENUE :-The problem of securing the funds necessary 
has been continuous and pressing, in spite of the wonderful 
generosity of friends in India and abroad. 

Previous to the outbreak of the war the National Council 
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secured its funds from local Associations, grants from a few bo~ies 
in India in recognition of services. rendered, ~a':lts from foreign 
Councils and Committees and pnvate subscnptwns secured by 
personal solicitation which had to be carried on with due allowance 
for the needs of local Associations in the same centres. It was 
always a" hand-to-mouth" existence. 

On the outbreak of the war it was decided to make a 
special appeal for the army work, separat~ from t~e civili~n funds, 
and during 1914 and 1915 this was earned out. Certam grave 
difficulties arose, however, in this plan. It separated the emer
gency from the regular work so decidedly, and so much effort for 
army funds had to be spent by those responsible also for the 
administration of the civilian work, that it seemed essential to find 
some more satisfactory method. This was made all the more 
necessary by the need of local Associations to keep their own 
regular activities going, and a wide canvass for army work funds 
soon showed that very serious results might come thus to the 
various local Associations. 

After much consideration, therefore, the principle of the 
Joint Financial Campaign was adopted by which the local 
Associations and the National Council pooled the amounts they 
needed for their respective budgets, under all heads, and approa
ched the public jointly for the entire sum. Sometimes the local 
Association received a certain percentage of the receipts ; at 
others, a definite sum based on the local needs, as regularly 
provided in the budget by the Board of Directors. This had the 
advantage of making only the one public appeal in any year and 
of appealing on the basis of support of the entire work, details 
being given as to how much was needed for local and national 
work, with special reference to the war work in both cases. 

Regular campaigns of this sort were begun in North Eastern 
India (Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa) in 1916 and have contin
ued ever since; also in the United Provinces, the Punjab, and 
South India. In Ceylon and Burma there have been one or two 
such combined efforts. The Chambers of Commerce, Trades 
Associa~ions, and similar bodies gave, throughout the war, official 
assistance and to these, as well as to the most generous spirit of 
the various sections of the entire community we are indebted for 
the large sums received. · 

. In the Bo!flbay Presidency where, .u~der the patronage of 
Th~u Exc_ellencies, Lord and Y:-ady Willmgdon, the Imperial 
Indian Rehef Fund, Bombay Presidency Branch, co-ordinated all 
~f!orts to ra~se mone:y for such purposes related to the war, no 
JOint campaign was maugurated, the Relief Fund contributing 
most generously lum~ sum~ from tim~ to ti!fle, specifically to the 
work . of the. Y. M. C. ~- m connectiOn with the troops in the 
field, m hosp~tals an~ m convale~cent depots. Similarly in the . 
Central Provmces assistance was g~ven the National Council from 



Lady Robertson's central fund. The Association in these sections 
has thus not had the opportunity to make a direct appeal to the 
public, such as has resulted in the other areas in many new friends 
and in enlarged financial support, especially from the commercial 
firms. A difficult financial situation is being faced in consequence. 

Organization at headquarters was constituted for the neces-
sa ublicit work Iannin ne a er a ertisements sendin 
to t e papers p otographs and accounts of work bemg one, 
cataloguing lists of contributors, sending out appeal letters, and 
managing the many other necessary features of revenue 
campaigns. 

The following illustrated pamphlets and folders, among 
others, were issued describing the work done :-

With the Indians in France 
At the Sign of the Red Triangle 
The Army Y. M. C. A. of India with the Indian Expedi-

tionary Force 
An Indian Hospital in France 
The Army Y. l\1. C. A. of India with the Territorials 
A Night in Camp with the Indian Expeditionary Force 
A Glimpse of the Work in Mesopotamia 
The Red Triangle in the East 
TheY. M. C. A. National Emergency Fund, I9I8 
Steady and most generous support came from foreign 

Association Movements, especially the English National Council 
and the lntP.rnational Committee of North America. On March 
Ist, I9I6 the English Council began giving a grant of j, r,ooo per 
mensem, later increased to £z,ooo, besides which it carried a large 
~mount of expenditure for Indian troops in France, and sent 
various special gifts to India from time to time. The Interna
tional Committee contributed $zooo a month from January Ist, 
I9I6 for two years, then increasing the amount to $6ooo. It also 
gave a special grant of $2 so,ooo in July I 9 I 9, toward the expenses 
of work among Indian troops. Both of these bodies have also 
given generous special gifts from time to time. 

The Australasian National Committee contributed per
sonnel to Army work in Hyderabad, its "sphere of influence ' in 
India Association work. 

The following Honorary Treasurers have accepted res-
ponsibility in the various provinces :-

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Assam ... \V. R. Gourlay, Esq., C.I.E.,I.C.S. 
Punjab Lt. Col. E. C. Bayley, C. I.E. 
United Provinces J. LaPraik, Esq. 

K. M. Balfour, Esq. 
Bombay 
Madras 

Ceylon 
Burma 

.:. 

L. Robertson, Esq., C.I.E. 
Sir William Beardsell, Kt. 
Sir Bernard Hunter, Kt. 
T. Villiers, Esq. 
D. \V. Dalziel, Esq. 
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Hearty thanks are due to all these gentlemen, :and especi
ally to W. R. Gourlay, Esq .. C.I E, who also has worked more 
than indefatigably as general Honorary Treasurer throughout the 
entire period. 

IV. ARMY DEPARTMENT 
I. PRE-WAR WoRK :-Before the war Y.M.C.A. ·work 

amongst troops was of t~o kinds :·in Army branches of l_o~al 
Associations and at Volunteer Camps. Army branches for Bnt1sh 
troops existed in 1913 at Bangalore, Poona and Maymyo. The 
Madras Army branch had been closed a few years earlier. ·At 
Volunteer Camps in South India, Burma and Ceylon, Association 
11 huts" were provided for lectures, reading and writing, games, 
concerts, tea and coffee, in short much of the type of work which 
became so common during the war. 

In this work, which so unexpectedly proved to be the 
foundation on which the war work was done, the endeavour was 
to work out a new method and type of institutional work for 
soldiers, supplementing other agencies through an organization 
whose definite objective was to minister to all phases of a man's 
life as over against one-sided, partial appeals, and which was in 
close and intimate contact with Indian life, thus making the Army 
work a contribution to the life of India. 

With the conviction that the soldier often went wrong 
simply for the lack of something better to do, there was a definite 
aim of ministering to the social life ; because most soldiers were 
on-lookers at games, instead of participants, the endeavour was 
made to get every man into games, under Christian direction; to 
help meet the great need of the I 5,ooo men who were leaving the j 
Army annually and of whom 75 per cent. did not get satisfactory 
employment, a strong intellectual stimulus was felt to be needed, 
which would bring to the soldier the best in art, literature and 
science, preparing him to take up civilian life successfully; to help 
offset mere sentimentality in religion the attempt was made .to 
meet the need for a strong, deep, moral and ethical note in all 
religious contacts . 

. The Chief Y.M.C.A. centre for troops was Bangalore where 
in the years just before the war Mr. 1. Callan had established an 
effective and well-planned, all-round work which was bearing 
visible fruit in the erection of the Central Army Branch of which 
H. E. Lord Hardinge laid the corner-stone in November 1913. 
The work in Poona was carried on in the Connaught Institute, 
leased from the Army authorities, and in Maymyo in the Soldiers' 
Home, given to the Y.M.C.A. in I9I2. 

In I909 the Bangalore Army branch started work at· the 
camps; in january 1910 Mr. H. W. Bryant was in charge of a 
camp for the R. A. at Doddballapur and another for the infantry 
at Hebbal. In February-May, I9121 the Branch worked among 
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the 1500 gunners encamped at Rajangunti, fifteen miles from 
Bangalore, and the contingents of infantry, each 300 strong, at 
Hebbal. Pandals were erected for lecture halls, and separate 
halls were made for billiard tables, game·s, reading and writing, 
and light refreshments. Outside, there were facilities for football, 
hockey, basket ball and quoits. One hundred and thirty-eight 
teams played through eleven tournaments; and there were 1117 
entries for twenty-nine indoor games tournaments. Illustrated 
lectures, concerts and social gathermgs occurred almost nightly ; 
religious addresses were given twice a week, with an attendance 
of 8900 at ~wenty-nine meetings. Free paper and envelopes, pens 
and ink were provided free and stamps were on sale for the large 
amount of letter-writing which was done. Over 3000 letters were 
despatched. · 

A very successful Holiday Camp for the Cameron High
landers was held near Poona, January 1-5, 1914, taking over 250 
men away from the temptations of the New Year season. 

The largest piece of work of this sort before the war was 
at. the Dacca Concentration, in January and February, 1914, 
where 4000 troops, both European and Indian, were gathered for 
five weeks. At the request of Government, and at their expense, 
the Y.M.C.A. took charge of the recreative life of the camp. Two 

I 
large pandals gave accommodation for (1} lectures and (2J games, 
reading and writing, library, bookstall, post-office and refreshment 

, bar. The attendance averaged from 1500 to 2000 each night, for 
the lectures, concerts and religious meetings. Thirty teams 
competed in an inter-company football tournament and there 
were inter-regimental championships in athletics and aquatics. 
A combined athletic meet for Indian and British troops created 
great interest. 

It will thus be seen that the greatly enlarged work done 
during the war did not come about fortuitously, but had a solid 
back-ground of experience behind it. And the Y.M.C.A. of India 
and Ceylon may well take pride in the services rendered not only 
in its own war work but also in that of other countries, as indicat
ed by the following list : 

0. H. McCowen (General Secretary, Rangoon), Chief 
Secretary of the entire British Y.M.C.A. Army work in France. 

J. Callan (Nati(lnal Army Secretary), Chief Secretary in 
Rauen, the largest and most efficient British Y.M.C.A. centre in 
France. 

W. Jessop (formerly Secretary, Chowringhee Branch, 
Calcutta), Chief Secretary of all Y.M.C.A. work in Egypt and 
Palestine ; pioneered work in the Dardanelles. 

A. C. Harte (National General Secretary), established and 
directed Y.M.C.A. work in the prison camps jn Europe. 
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E. C. Carter (National General Secretary), Chief Secretary 
of all American Y.M.C.A. work in France. 

R. L. Ewing (formerly General Secretary, Madras), Chief 
Secretary of all American Y.M.C.A. work in Great Britain.~ 

H. W. 'Bryant (formerly General Secretary, Bangalore}, 
Chief Secretary the North Midland Division in England, wher:e 
eighty-five Y.M.C.A. war centres were established for British 
troops. 

Long before the war broke out the National Council were 
planning to secure funds -to make possible the steady advance of 
the Army Department and the opening_ of new work. Those 
plans were carried by the war far beyond anything that bad been 
dreamed of. 

2. WAR WORK 
BEGINNINGS.-The war took the Association by surprise. 

Immediately after the declaration of war, the situation in India 
was obscure, but after a few days of uncertainty, work seemed to
continue as usual. However, the previous efforts on behalf of 
the army, as already described, had begun to fructify ~ and seemed. 
to point the way to something special and definite for the welfare 
of the divisions which were being mobilized to be sent over-seas. 
The Association in India had no experience of work with the· 
Army in the field to go upon, though in its record~ were accounts 
of work which had been done by the Japanese Associations with 
the Japanese army in the late Russo-Japanese war. What the 
English National Council were preparing to do, was unknown in. 
lnd1a at that time. 

Late in the month of August 1914, certain definite sugges
tions were made by Mr. Carter in which he proposed that the 
workers of the Association should accompany the Army which 
was proceeding overseas. After certain preliminary negotiations 
as to volunteers, who were mostly recruited at that time from 
outside the Association ranks, as ·well as to the financial problems 
involved, a small group of men met at Simla and there, together 
with representatives of the National Council definitely formulated 
a scheme of work. Negotiations were immediately opened with 
the civil and military authorities. In the third week of October,. 
the first party of Y.M.C.A. workers had actually sailed for France,. 
disembarking at Marseilles early in November. They were the 
first Y.M.C.A. workers of any nation to arrive in the war area. 
The party consisted of the following members :-

Regular Association Secretaries :-J. Callan (Chief Secre
tary), K.J. Saunders, M. R. Shelton. 

Temporary Secretaries (Specially recruited) :-K. K. 
Benjamin, Hakim Din, Fazal Shadi Khan, Rev. T. E. Riddle, 
Rev. A. Duncan Dixey, B. M. Roy, and Dr. Buchanan. Another 
temporary worker, Dr. S. K. Datta, was at the last moment 



prevented by sickness from accompanying the party but he 
together with Mr. S. K. Rudra joined them a few weeks subse-
quently. . 

During the· period of the war, this work begun on such a 
~mall scale, extended to very great dimensions. As responsibilities 
m France became heavy the staff was very largely increased. 
The characteristic of the work in France was that it devoted itself 
wholly to meeting the needs of Indian soldiers. Work for the. 
British soldiers was undertaken naturally by the English National 
Council. 

The work in Mesopotamia was begun eight months later. 
It was probably the largest piece of organized work undertaken 
by the Council anywhere. It was methodically planned and 
efforts were made to cover as far as possible the whole of the 
Army field. 

In November, 1915, responsibilities were taken for work in 
British East Africa. Here the work was undertaken on behalf 
very largely of the British army. Work for the Indian soldier 
did not develop as rapidly as was expected, indeed it was more 
or less in the background. Another feature of this work in East 
Africa was the acceptance by the Association of full responsibility 
for the canteen ~rrangements of the Army. This enabled it to 
eliminate the sale of alcohol, though on the other hand it crippled 
the intensive work and the many-sided efforts on behalf of the 
soldier, which characterised the work of the Association in other 
theatres of war. 

The work in Palestine and Egypt done by the Indian 
National Council was established very late in the war, the reason 
being that the authorities both military and civil in Egypt believed 
"that facilities given to a Christian society to work for non-Christian 
soldiers would create a misconception regarding the objects of our 
work, in the minds of the local inhabitants. This effort in Egypt 
and Palestine was small. It never was extensive,. due partly to 
the fact that by 1917 our resources in personnel were so depleted 
that it was impossible to send a large number of men to this 
particular area. . 

Side by side with efforts made for the overseas forces a 
greatly larger and heavier demand was made upon us by the 
actual situation in India. Towards the end of 1914 a large 
number of Territorial battalions, consisting of 3o,ooo men, arrived 
in India to take the place of the old British army which bad been 
sent overseas. The advent of these soldiers gave the Association 
a great opportunity. Here were young men, many of them of 
education and culture, whose minds were open and who for the 
first time in their lives bad been sent abroad to a country where 
the difficulties of climate and social environment were damaging 
both to health and character. The Association believed that a 
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special effort should be made to help this particular class of men 
who came to India. Later, work was extended not merely to 
meet the needs of the British ·army in India, but to the hospitals 
and base camps for Indian soldiers, where there were large
numbers of Indian recruits for the rapidly expanding army. 

GENERAL ACTIVITIES.-The scope and purpose of the 
overseas work done by the Y.M.C.A. were common in all other 
theatres of war. The same problems in every case arose, with, ot 
course, variations; but in the main, the efforts made to meet these 
needs were very similar.-

The actual work done by the Association may be classified 
under the heads of Personal, Social, Educatjppal and Religious .. -
We shall consider these separately. 

1. PERSONAL.-When the first party of workers arrived 
in France a very large part of their duty was to keep the men in 
touch with their homes. This was done mainly by letter writing. 
Our workers from all the theatres of war report in a sim1lar slram. 
Letters were written literally by the thousand and the stationery 
distributed reached a colossal figure. Apart from letters in the 
case of the Indian army, a special feature was made in obtaining l 
n ws for men who had been cut off fr m their homes. It was 
difiicu t or re a 1ves unng e earlier part o t e war to open up 
channels of communication with those who had gone abroad. 
The Association established an enquiry bureau in Lahore which 
was under the charge of Mr. W. H. Hume. To his efforts 
thousands of soldiers owe letters of communication from their 
friends and relations. 

Those who are familiar with the Indian village will realize 
that the villager has an almost constant fear lest his land and 
property should be seized either by the money-lender or by some 
unscrupulous relative. After a few days of work overseas, the
Association staff recognised the anxiety which was being caused 
to a very large number of soldiers and "petition writing" became 
a regular feature of the work._ By this means the civil and 
military authorities in India were approached on behalf of a, 
soldier and not infrequently his anxiety was thus removed. 

The report from Mesopotamia, particularly one from· 
Mr. Leonard Dixon for the year 1916, gives some very interesting 
information regarding work done for Indian soldiers in hospitals 
and during the period when sanitary and medical arrangements 
were very bad in that theatre of war. Here the Association
helped both the British and Indian soldier alike. We quote from 
M.r. Dixon's report:-

"Early in December after the battle of Ctesiphon, a large 
number of wounded men were brought down the river to the 
hospitals at Amara and Busra. Their conditions were pitiable. 
As soon as the boats which brought them arrived· in Amara, we-
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·were able to take a supply of hot tea and coffee to them as they 
y on the decks in the cold wind. It was not much, but it was 

·most gratefully received. A few weeks later when the convoys 
·of wounded arrived we were better prepared for it. The first boat 
came in on a Sunday night. ·It was cold and raining heavily. 
There were hundreds soaked through. The Colonel of a famous 
:Scotch regiment who was among them has described the situation 
as follows:-

"The scene is on the Tigris. There are three boats on the river. 
They are large boats and they are full, overflowing with :wounded 
,soldiers. There are highlanders from Scotland and highlanders 
from the Himalayas.; there are Christians, Hindus and Muham
madans, but all have this in common, they are wounded -and on 
those three boats there is space for great suffering, yet room for 
.tittle comfort. When the three boats reached Amara there came 
on boat two men from the Y.M.C.A. depot. These two men 
worked in conjunction with the army doctor. I cannot tell you 
what a change they wrought among these 300 wounded men. The 
food they distributed, the shelters they contrived against the rain, 
the quilts and mattresses they ,lay under the wounded on the decks 
that were swimming in water." 
- Continuing his report, Mr. Dixon says, "Probably our 
best work among the Indians was done in the hospitals. Any one 
who knows what it means to be a patient in a hospital amongst 
strangers in a strange land knows how to appreciate the visit of a 
-cheerful friend. Let such a person try to picture the thousands 
of Indians who have at various times passed into the hospitals of 
.Mesopotamia, let him try to appreciate what it means to them to 
be away from their beloved home conditions and friends in a place 
where they seldom have anyone to visit them with words of 

~,friendly comfort and cheer, and he will realize the need of our 
work in these places. Our men have gone into the wards with 
the express purpose of cheering, comforting and helping in every 
possible way. They have taken with them gifts, illustrated 

1\ papers, gramophones, cinemas and games. They have written 
l\ thousands of letters and postcards." 

SociAL.-The centre of the social work of the Association 
-overseas was the "hut," which varied both in size and in comfort. 
In France there were quite often large and spacious wooden huts 
which provided frequently the social centre of the camp. In 
Mesopotamia, marquees were used for advanced areas. Huts 
were constructed of unburnt brick covered over with thatch. In 
East Africa the materials used were matting and bamboo. 

The hut is both a place where certain elementary needS' of 
the soldier can be met, usually by a small canteen, and a ~entre 
of social expression on the part of the men. The intentiOn of 
the Association has been to provide such facilities as will enable 
.such expression. The canteens appear to have varied. The 
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minimum stocks were carried in the huts in France where only a 
few things were needed, as the _army ordinarily buy~ the provision 
through their own canteen service. In Mesopotamia the canteens 
were better stocked and in East Africa, as recorded above, the 
canteen service of the army was represented by the Association 
itself. For British soldiers the hut activities were comparatively 
highly organized and the equipment was superior. The Indian 
with his fewer needs received less, although in France where the 
National Council's efforts were mainly directed in work for Indian 
soldiers, the equipment _was' quite as good as in British huts. 
Where a British hut had ~n organ or a piano, the Indian was• 
content with a gramophone. 

A special feature was made of entertainments : for example 
a party of jugglers was sent from India to perform in various huts 
in Mesopotamia. In Egypt and Palestine Mr. Nasir organized a 
very successful- touring party. It travelled in the lines from 
1 erusalem to Cairo giving entertainments in various camps, 
hospitals and convalescent depots. In France theatrical part1es 
organized by the men themselves were a very successful feature. 

Another feature which was developed both in France and 
in Egypt and Palestine is worthy of notice. In France a club 
was opened in Paris for the entertainment of Indian officerS'Oii 
leave from the front and later for members of the various labour 
companies. This experiment was attended with very great success 
and became one of the most interesting places in Paris. In 
Alexandria a similar, though larger, club was establised for Indian 
officers and men on leave from Palestine. This club did signal 
service and was much valued by the military authorities. . 

EDUCATION.-~ne of the features of the later years of, 
the war was the establishment of a regular educational programme, 
particularly with the British forces. It received very great 
development in Mesopotamia. The educational work took the 
form of classes f he teaching of s ecial sub· e ts particularly in I 
view of u t1mate demo 1 tza wn, w en the soldter should find 
himself a civilian again. These classes were at a later stage 
extended, though on a much smaller •SGale, to the Indian army. 
But it must be remembered that the problem was very different. 
The problem with the British army was to afford facilities which 
would result in education and culture, or to give opportunities to 
young men to continue their studies which had been interrupted 
by the war. The case was different with the Indian soldier. His 
main problem was illiteracy, as was soon discovered by the 
demand_s. made on us to open classes where ek_mentarnbreading 
and wntmg should be taught. The reason is not dt cult to 
understand. For the first time in his life, the Indian soldier was 
wholly dependent for news to and from his relatives through the 
channel of letters. The opportunity to reduce illiteracy in the 
Indian Army was a very great one and if it had been seized by 
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the military -authorities, they could have rendered India a real 
service by affording to the men much greater facilities, particularly 
during the period of demobilization. Very good work was done 
in Marseilles and in the Bagdad area in teaching Indians to read 
and write. 

The programme of education for British troops carried on, 
on a very colossal scale, by the English National Council in 
France has now found a permanent place in the post-war army 
and has been carried on by the military authorities themselves, 
through the agency of a special Army Department recently 
organized. 
. The second method of educational work included libraries. 
Here again it was much easier to obtain libraries for7'Bntisfi 
soldiers and every hut was so provided. These, we believe, were 
very much appreciated by a large number of men. With regard 
to the Indian soldier, library provision was a great difficulty. In 
the first place, the bulk of the men could not appreciate 
it as they were mostly illiterate. In the second place, the 
diversity of languages proved a difficulty and in the third 
place suitable books were almost impossible to obtain. Still, 

.in spite of these drawbacks, some attempt was made to 
meet the needs of the men who were illiterate. To illustrate 
the difficulties which existed we shall take an example from 
France. With the advent of the labour companies towards the 
end of 1917 and the beginning of 1918, it was discovered that 
books in at least seven languages were necessary if any library 
provision was to be made for the men. Languages as far removed 
as Lushai and Khasi were represented among the labour camps. 
A large consignment of books in these languages arrived in France 
and were sent to the town of Albert on the Somme. A few days 
after its arrival came the great drive of March 1918. Albert was 
captured by the enemy together with all materials including our 
stock, with the result that these books perished probably by .fire. 
Thus ended a special form of effort that we had made to meet the 
needs of different groups of tribal peoples. 

LECTURES.-Much more reliance was placed on the lecture 
(with pictures or without) as a means of education. Special 
lecturers in Mesopotamia rendered very conspicuous services 
among British troops in Mesopotamia, in teaching the men about 
the country, its problems, and people. Much elementary instruc
tion was given to Indian troops by most members of the 
Association staff, but in France it was possible to use by inter
pretation the regular service of lecturers constantly visiting the 
British Army from England. 

- - RELIGIOUS WORK.-Tbe religious work of the Association 
/I with the overseas forces was ordinarily limited to the British arl?Y· 
. Services were organized in many of the Army huts as also Bible 
classes and study groups. Lectures were given as means of 
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work being done in the occupied regions. · 

Religious work was also undertaken on behalf of Indians 
who were Christians. Of these large numbers had been enhste<T 
as camp followers or in the labour companies. Indeed the Asso
ciation workers in France and in other theatres of operations 
performed duties which ordinarily would have fallen upon chaplains. 
With multifarious vernaculars spoken by Indian Christians, it was 
impossible for the army to find suitable chaplains who could be 
responsible for pastoral duties. Efforts of this kind on the part of 
the Association workers proved a very great opportunity and they 
solidly contributed to the spiritual welfare of many Indian 
Christians. 

We also have to record that while no organized religious 
work was done for non-Christian soldiers in the Indian army, still 
conversation and example brought before the.! notice of men the 
fact that the stimulus of service was due to. t.he message of 
Christianity. It might not be out of place to record here that 
testimony to this effect was forthcoming. It is strange, but 
nevertheless true, that to a large majority of our Indian peasant 
soldiers Christianity has no meaning at all save as a disruptive 
force which is at the basis of the upheaval of society. The 
thristian to them is one of a very humble origin, who has prob
ably been bribed to make a profession of a new religion; that any 
good could come out .of him was impossible. We are assured that 
huhdreds of soldiers have returned to their homes with the con
viction that they had for the first time met Christians who were 
worthy of friendship and to whom they owed much for service 
freely rendered in a spirit which was apart from that of ordinary 
life. . 

It is interesting to record the many requests were received 
from and granted Indian soldiers for the use of our huts and furni
ture tor services of their own religion. All the great festivals for 
Hindus and Muhammadans and Sikhs were not infrequently 
celebrated under our auspices. We were also a channel through 
which hundreds of religious books such as the Quran, the Ramayana, 
the Gutkas and others found their way to the soldiers. · 

The account given above covers the general activities of the 
Association in many theatres of war. As we have said before, 
each theatre represented its specific problems and these were -met, 
as far as it lay with the Association, in a spirit of Christian service; 
The Association was permitted to make its own special contribution 
also. It acted as the great interpreter to men who werein strange 
and unknown surroundings. In France the Association worker 
found th~ minds of the men often stimulated, and they were eager 
and anxwus to understand the country where they temporarily. 
sojourned. It was the duty of the Association to promote a· 
better international understanding and large numbers of Indians,. 

c 
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bumble peasants though they were, began to think in terms of 
other countries. For the first time, in our experience, the Indian 
became internationally-minded. We have also referred to the fact 
that the National Council's work in France was the first effort 
made by any national Association to work for troops in the field. 
As the result of the conspicuous success of our staff similar work 
was opened for other Asiatic troops in Europe. Very successful 
efforts to minister to the needs of Chinese labourers were made 
both by the British and the American Associations. This was due 
to the work that had been established by us for Indian troops in 
France. In East Africa, another experiment was made. \V ork 
was begun and developed for African troops co-operating with the 
British Indian Army. Our representatives began this work and 
the National Council recruited in the United States a number of 
secretaries belonging to the African community who were sent out 
to minister to Africans in the army. 

FRANCE 

The work in France was begun on the sth November, 1914, 
when a party of workers from India arrived. The story of their 
being permitted to travel in army transports to France is a romantic 
one. Most of the workers, who were not regular members of the. 
Association staff, but voluntarily offered themselves for service, 
arrived in Bombay early in October and together with Messrs. 
Callan, Shelton and Saunders contributed very materially to tjle 
welfare of the troops who-were awaiting embarkation. A friendly 
officer made arrangements that they should find passages in the 
various transports and they actually sailed from Bombay with the 
expeditionary force. After their departure, instructions were 
issued by Government ordering that they should be compelled to 
.disembark at Port Said. Fortunately, these instructions were 
received too late to be acted upon, the transports already being in 
the Mediterranean by that time. On arrival in Marseilles they 
experienced difficulties, as they were unauthorized visitors. 
Happily for them, the Base was under the command of an experi
enced officer- of the Indian army, Colonel Tinley, C.B., D.S.O. 
In an interview with him, the secretaries were told that the 
military police were at that time having considerable difficulty in 
securing that the men be kept within bounds. The temptations 
and novelty of a city like Marseilles it was feared might undermine 
discipline and morals. 

The Commandant welcomed the Association and gave 
permission for. the staff to begin work. A small wooden hut was 
secured for their use in the great Indian camp. The first duties of 
our workers were limited to providing entertainments and to 
meeting the ordinary needs of the men. For example, a hair
dressing saloon was for a few weeks the most important part of 
QUr a<:tivities. ." Another duty was the . writing of letters and distri-
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bution of stationery. Within a few weeks, the local military 
authorities recognized the extraordinary possibilities for good of 
the work that had been begun in this voluntary and unofficial way. 
Permission was soon secured to erect a large hut in an. Indian 
camp. The work during I 9 I 5 did not extend as rapidly as it 
might have under more favourable circumstances. The gravest 
defect was that the Indian work in France during the year was 
without a leader responsibl~ for extension of centres to all parts of 
the country where Indian troops were stationed or operating. 
Mr. Callan who had been appointed in India in charge of the 
National Council's work in France, tempted by the greater 
opportunities of British work, had accepted other responsibilities 
without definitely severing his connection with the Indian work. 
Early in I9I5 Mr. ]. G. Harley, who was then on furlough in 
Scotland, joined the Indian staff in France. It was due to his 
efforts that work was extended to the northern hospitals, parti
cularly at Boulogne, Hardelot, and Montreuil. Towards the end 
of I9I5, the Indian work suddenly became .small as the infantry 
divisions left France for Mesopotamia. Work, however, continued 
in Marseilles and at the hospital at Montreuil, which in the early 
part of I 9 I 6 was transferred to Rouen. 

The work during I916 was confined to four centres in 
Marseilles and two at Rouen. Mr. Shelton who had taken Mr.
Callan's place towards the middle of the year left for America. 
His place was taken· by Dr. Datta. The situation contmued 
unchanged until the early months of 1917, when Dr. Datta was 
transferred to take charge of all Indian work and attached to the 
headquarters staff of the British Y. M. C. A. at Abbeville. This 
brought him into close touch with the headquarters of the Indian 
army. Work was then developed with the two Indian divisions 
which included five brigades in the line. Brigade centres we(e 
opened up mostly with the help of short service men, usually 
Englishmen who had lived in India as missionaries or government 
officials. · 

' 
Towards the middle of that year, the Indian work again 

increased in France due to the arrival of forty labour companies. 
Work for these companies was most successfully undertaken by 
the Rev. A. W. McMacMillan of the London Missionary Society,. 
Benares. He gathered round him a group of very devoted work-· 
ers and undertook the responsibility of opening seventeen centres 
with the labour companies in the 3rd and 5th army area·s. To-· 
wards the end of the year, it was decided to open in Paris a club 
for Indian officers of the two cavalry divisions. The officers of 
the Indian army themselves asked the Association for facilities of 
this particular kind. The higher military authorities were at first· 
averse to giving Indians leave to visit Paris, but due to the efforts 
of ~ieut.-Gen~ral Sir Edward Locke-Elliot, Indian Military: 
Adv1ser, sanctiOn was accorded to the: Association by the·Com-:.. 



mander-in-Chief to proceed with this scheme. The club became 
the centre of a very great activity under Mr. M. N. Chatterji, who 
had joined the staff from the United States. The club was opened 
on the 4th November, 1917, and continued throughout 1918 and 
part of 1919. Probably no piece of work that we undertook in 
France brought more encouragement or popularity to the Associa
tion. In passing, we woul~ add that the club was visited by 
many distinguished people including Lord Sinha and His Highness 
the Maharaja of Bikanir. The club was a most interesting experi
ment and was the first effort of the kind undertaken by Indians 
for their own people abroad. Early in 1918, the work still further 
extended, due to the arrival in Franc:;e of Indian munition columns 
which were attached to British divisions. Mr. Chatterji was 
largely responsible in establishing this work on a successful basis. 
After the signing of the armistice and with the advancing Army 
of Occupation new centres were opened, particularly in Calais, 
and Dieppe ..and clubs were opened at Brussels and Cologne in 
Germany. • 

In the summer of 1919 Mr. E. P. Hillier took charge of the 
work from Mr. Chatterji, and by the summer of 1920 the work in 
France was closed as evacuation by Indian troops was complete. 

· This is a short description of the work that was accom-
plished in France. It was our oldest work overseas, and, in many 
ways, the most successful. The problems it faced were more 
simple as the Association was ministering only to the needs of 
Indian soldiers who were comparatively small in number. Facili
ties of all kinds were easier to obtain, and the English National 
Council on whom the main financial burden fell were liberal 
beyond praise in the money and resources they placed at the dis
posal of Indian work. To them the thanks of the Indian 

'National Council are hereby tendered. 
. We desire to take the opportunity of paying a tribute to all 
the friends and supporters of the· Association in the Army. To 
the Lieut.-General Sir Edward Locke-Elliot and Lord Ampthill, 
lpdian Labour Adviser to the Army, the best thanks of the 
secretarial staff in France are due. Both of these officers support
ed the Association through many critical periods. They called 
upon . the Association for help and they gave to it their best 
co-operation and thought. To Col. Tinley, who to our very great 
regret died in service, is due the credit of having foreseen during 
the earliest days of the war the possibilities of the Association to 
gi~e to the men that moral uplift which was necessary in a strange 
land, with its manifold temptations. To Col. Barnfield, Comman.d
ing the· Indian General Hospitals at Montreuil, and later, .Assis
tan.t Djrector of Medical Services at Marseilles, we desue to 
express our thanks for the personal interest that he took . in the 
weJfare: of every member of the Association staff. In him the 
staif had a friend to whom they owe much. 
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MESOPOTAMIA 
It was not until july of 1915 that the National Council 

was in a position to open up work among the troops of Indian 
Expeditionary Force "D.'' Mr. L. A. Dixon who previously was 
in general Association work in Travancore was then sent to Basra, 
where he opened a centre for British soldiers in a convalescent 
camp. During the remainder of the. ~ear anoth~r centre was 
opened, and three other' workers Jomed Mr. D1xon. . 

A brief reference to conditions in Mesopotamia at the time 
will not be out of place. The conditions of fighting, the climate, 
the isolation and the hundred and one hardships consequent on 
difficulties of transport led many of the officers and men who had 
come from France and Gallipoli to say that while they had no 
"picnic •• there, by any means, they would infinitely prefer to be 
back there than on the Tigris. Needs ghastly and pressing were 
everywhere present with the Mesopotamian force, and inasmuch 
as the Association aimed to meet men's needs, they carried the 
Red Triangle into every one of the camps in so far as the resour
ces of men and money_permitted. From Basra, Association work 
spread to Amara and Nasariyeh on the Euphrates. At first only 
British centres were permitted by the authorities and, by the 
beginning of 1916, there were established fourteen British huts 
with thirty-two workers. These supplied the various needs, 
namely (a) canteens,. (b) healthy recreation, (c) athletics, (d) 
religion. In January 1916, Indian work was begun. It was the 
same kind as was done for British troops. Hospital work, that is, 
visiting the sick and wounded, distribution of small gifts and 
letter-writing were much appreciated by patients. To be spok_en · 
to in their own language and to get a word of cheer penetrated, 
their hearts and the happiness they showed amply repaid any 
effort made on their behalf. 

The equipment supplied to the huts, both British and 
Indian, consisted of pianos, billiard tabl6S, libraries, gramophones, 
canteens, games, papers, writing-tables, cinemas, athletic equip
ment, tablas, dholaks, harmoniums, etc. Services rendered were 
various : as money forwarded to "wife and bairns," foreign money 
changed, missing men traced, commissions attended to for people 
in the lonely outposts. There was nothing too small for the 
secretary in his endeavours to serve the men in khaki. The 
Indian work rapidly developed so that at the end of the year 
there were nine centres and eighteen workers for the sepoy. 

In January 1917, twenty-three centres in all had been 
opened and were worked by a staff of fifty. This success was. 
due to (1) the capacity of the Y.M.C.A. to meet the need; (.zf 
the financial help given and the trust reposed in the Y.M.C.A. by 
the public; (.)) the cordial co-operation of the military autho
rities. By the end of 1916 work in advance area had already/ 
begun. At first men travelled in hospital boats up and do'Wn the' 
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river. British and Indian .work had been opened at Sheik Saad. 
New centres were begun at Sunniyal on the left bank of the 
Tigris and at Surim. In March 1917, work was started at Azizie. 
In the middle of May 1917 three centres were opened at Bagdad, 
the Princeton Hut, the Karada or Madras Hut and in a large 
Indian hospital. 
. Troops moved forward in ,four directions after the occupa-

tion of Bagdad and the Red Triangle followed each of them. 
The work on the Diala river was opened first. Then a fine centre 
was given by the G. 0. C. at Baquba. In June work was started 
in Teluja, and in September at Samarra. On the line of com
munication work was started at Kut-el-Amara. At Amara special 
stress was laid on hospital work both British and Indian. This 
very rapid growth of Indian work was due to the appointment of 
Mr. S. P. Singha as Associate General Secretary in Mesopotamia. 
Work at Kuma was started and the centre at Nasireyeh improved. 
At the base at Basra the numbers of the centres increased to 
twenty so that practically all British and Indian camps and most 
of .the hospitals were then provided for. The increase of Indian 
Christians in Mesopotamia made it necessary for the Association 
t.o accept particular responsibility for them. 

By October 1917 there were fifty-two centres with fifty-one 
s.ecretaries, each having more work than he could handle 
satisfactorily. 

r In that month Professor Archer of Yale arrived and 
planned an elaborate educational system of regular classes, popular 
lectures and " khaki universities." There is no doubt that many 
profited by the classes and obtained promotion in the army and 
subsequently, after their demobilization, better positions than they 
could otherwise have obtained. A case in point was that many 
soldiers learnt Arabic so ~s to get the gratuity promised by the 
Government to those who passed an examination in Arabic. The 
Association gave such men regular instruction. The ·educational 
work was also a great benefit to the Indian troops, though the 
Indian secretary had to bear most of the burden· himself, as it was 

!not possible to provide him with help. 
· One main result of these activities was the impression made 
on· the men. From the conception that the Association stood for 
a Tamasha Ghar they associated it now with the ideas of service 

'and its workers they now looked upon as men with whom they 
' had a real. and vital relationship. 

As the work increased, the staff. was enlarged. In the 
month of July 1918 work was started with the Indian brigades, 
ten secretaries being attached to ten brigades. 

_· The signing of the armistice in November 1918 found the 
Y.M.C.A:. with 102 centres and 100 secre · on their staff. 
~y March 1919 the demobi Izabon o the army began in earnest, 
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though 30,000 British and 7o,ooo Indian troops were to remain as 
the army of occupation. In April 1919 there were sixty-six: 
centrec;, twenty-four British and forty-two Indian, with ninety 
secretaries. The army of occupation had its special: needs. 
To meet them a comprehensive educational programme wa.c; 
undertaken though its results do not appear to have been any
thing extraordinary. The average attendance at the classes per 
week was 412 British and 665 Indian soldiers. Part of this was 
due to the constant movements of units. Popular lectures were 
provided by Messrs W. R. Burrell and W. G. Fletcher. A com
pany of Indian jugglers from India toured for three months 
amongst both British and Indian centres and the Arabs too had 
the benefit of their entertainments on occasions. Concert parties 
were organized. Indian dramas, about fifty in number, were 
staged for the Indian troops, in many cases by the men them
selves. There was work also amongst 2000 Chinese labourers, 
carried on by two Christian Chinese lent by the Depot. 

In September further contraction reduced the work to only 
thirty-five centres. The English National Council took over the 
British army work in February 1920 and due to lack of adequate 
staff for supervision the Indian work was closed in March 1920. 

A few facts regarding the work in Mesopotamia will 
illustrate the magnitude of the Association's operations in that 
theatre of war :-

DATE No. OF CENTRES. No. OF WORKERS• 
September 1915 16 4· 

do 1916 23 52 
October 1917 so 51 
January 1918 66 78 
October 1918 102 100 

During the whole five years 274 secretaries were employed 
of whom u8 were Indians and Ceylonese. . 

• 

CANTEENS. 
DATE 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 (approx) 

1916 
1917 
191~ 
1919 

CANTEEN PROFITS. 
86,741 13 7 

339,279 8 2 
625,067 2 1 
350,000 0 0 

11p11o88 7 IO 

MAINTENANCE EXPENSES. 
r,8s,s8s 3 5 
5,30,270 8 2 

12,15,876 5 5 
9,87,845 0 0 

28,so,577 I 0 
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· - - The 'maintenance expenses, as will be readily seen from 
these columns, were twice the canteen profits. This deficit was 
met by payments from the amount placed at the disposal of the 
National Council by the . public. The canteen prices were 
approximately 15 per cent. above cost to cover transport, 
deterioration, losses and handling charges. Among free gifts 
writing paper and envelopes was the most important item ; no 
less than 6oo,ooo sheets a month were distributed. As parts of 
the programme to reduce illiteracy 1oo,ooo vernacular readers 

, :w~re given away to Indian soldiers. 

EAST AFRICA 
1. BEGINNINGS.-Soon after the outbreak of war the 

Nairobi Y. M. C. A. opened. correspondence with the National 
Council in India requesting that secretaries be sent to East Africa, 
but on account of heavier demands in other war areas it was not 
until November 1915 _that any men could be sent. The first 
secretaries to be sent to East Africa from India were Messrs. 
C. R. Webster, H. Newell and Fazl Shadri Khan, who arrived at 
Mombasa in November 1915. Prior to their arrival a large mar
quee had been sent to Nairobi Camp and the Nairobi Association 
had re-adapted its building for the use of the troops, but nothing 
bad been done in the way of institutional work outside Nairobi. 

. Branches were immediately opened at the three largest camps at 
the front, Maktau, Kajiado and Bissel. 
- II. FIELD FoRCE CANTEENs:-ln july 1915 the Nairobi 
Association had been requested to take control of the Field Force 
Canteens which consisted of small shops managed by the Director 
of Supplies and Transport. The local Board of Directors were 

,unable to commit themselves to this project. At that time it was 
a· very small undertaking compared with its later growth, the 
receipts being less than Rs. 4000/- per month from the three exist
ing depots. 

On 2nd December 19 1 s, at a conference of senior officers 
and representatives of the Y. M. C. A., a tentative agreement was 
drawn up, whereby "Supply and Transport" were to provide the 
stores, and the Association as " selling agents" were to undertake 
the distribution and sale. TheY. M. C. A. were to receive certain 
concessions of transport and accommodation, and the profits 
accruing were to. be administered by the General Officer Command
ing. Provision was made for charging against canteen funds th"e 
cost of providing recreation for the troops . 

. lt was-soon found that the S. & T. purchasing agents in 
Bombay were unable to procure. stores in sufficient quantities 
adequately to stock the canteens. Accordingly the Purchasing 
Department of the National Council Y. M. C. A. of England were 
asked to become buying agents, a work they carried out most 
efficiently. The original capital of £so,ooo was advanced at five 
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per cent interest from the War Office and funds were repaid as 
stocks were liquidated. 

The canteen business rapidly assumed large proportions, 
necessitating the employment of a staff of nearly one hundred 
salesmen, book-keepers, inspectors, motor drivers and clerks. A 
number ·of these were ass1gned by the military authorities and 
others were privately employed in special capacities for canteen 
work. This staff was quite apart from the secretaries and their 
assistants who were responsible for the Y. M. C. A. Institutes, for 
which separate books and records were kept, although frequently 
the secretary held the dual post of Y. M. C. A. secretary and 
canteen manager. 

Up to 30th June 1918 the sales exceeded fifty lakhs of 
rupees and the profits were two and a half lakhs. The record 
11 takings" at a single camp in one day amounted to Rs. 76oo, by 
two men ; at another camp one man single handed took in Rs. 
4300. From time to time appropriations were made to·wards the 
Y. M. C. A. work, totalling £3500 at the above date, and later a 
sum of £zooo was remitted to the English National Council to
wards the erection of an 11 East African Hut" in France. · 

Ill. DEVELOPMENTS IN 1916-1918.-Up to the end of 
1915 the military operations had been largely confined to guarding 
the railways and important towns of the British Protectorate. In 
January 1916 the South African forces under General Smuts began 
to pour in and the rapid advance of the British, Indian and African 
troops began, with Nairobi as the base. 

The slender resources of the Y. M. C. A. in men, equip
ment and stores were strained to the utmost. Large camps, posts 
and bases would be established and flourish for a time ; then the 
evacuation of the line of communication would begin and soon it 
would be found necessary to transfer the establishment several 
hundred miles to another line. 

The arrival in March of fifteen Association workers from 
South Africa made possible rapid headway in establishing new 
branches at Kajiado, Bissel, Longido and Kumbulum ·for the 
cavalry division which operated to the north-west of .Mount 
Kilimanjaro. So rapid was the advance through this territory 
and so acute the transport difficulties that the Association workers 
could not hope to keep up with the movements of the troops, 
who were frequently on part rations. At the most distant branch, 
zoo miles from the railway, the secretary's stores were reduced to 
lead pencils and boot-laces and as there was no prospect of 
transport facilities improving, advance work on this . line . had 
reluctantly to be abandoned. . 

From Voi Function on the Uganda Railway a line was 
constructed for military purposes and the Association was able 
to use rail-head as a depot, pushing stores and recreation facilities 
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ahead by motor transport. At Voi two branches were establish
ed, one in the main camp and a refreshment room at the railway 
station. The large branches at Maktau and Mbuyuni provided 
for the needs of men who were poured in towards the German 
Frontier. Soon after the capture of Moschi, the junction point of 
the military line and the German railway, at the foot of Kiliman
jaro, a large institute and canteen· depot were opened. 

From there the work rapidly extended down the Usambara 
Valley to Sanje River, Nauri Bridge, Korogwe, Handeni and 
Tanga. A few days after the fall of Dar-es-Salaam, the chief 
town· in German territory, in August 1916, the Y.M.C.A. staff 
arrived with their very much needed stores and equipment. Up 
to this time Kilindini, the port of Mombasa, had been used as a 
base depot, but from this date stores and equipment were landed 
in Dar-es-Salaam harbour. ·The headquarters offices were also 
removed from Nairobi to _the splendid building provided by the 
military authorities in Dar-es-Salaam. 

During December 1916 and the ·early months of 1917 the 
most strenuous efforts of the Y.M.C.A were required to cope with 
the needs of the South African forces as they waited for the trans
ports on which they were re-embarked from Dar-es-Salaam. At 
this stage also two branches were pushed up the Central Railway, 
just as soon as reconstruction of bridges and transport facilities 
made it possible. Makessi was the first to be opened and from 
it a temporary branch began at Summit Camp, fifty miles from the 
railway. Morogoro and Dodoma, opened later, proved to be very 
large and important centres, each catering in their earliest days 
to a large proportion of the men who were bearing the brunt of 
campaigning. A branch was also opened at Tabora and by 
arrangement with the Railway Department every month a Y.M. 

~ C.A. truck was attached to the pay train, and brought stores, 
literature, cinema, and gramophone entertainments to the many 
small garrisons scattered along the line from Dar-es-Salaam to 
Kigoma. , 

Branches were also opened at Kilwa and Lindi, both port 
towns to the south-east of German territory, in which most of 
the operations were carried on dpring 1917. The big advance 
from Kilwa about July 1917 was responsible for ~he opening of 
the branches at Kisiwani and Mtandawallah, the latter place be
ing 150 miles from the coast. From this point stores were 
pushed out to the front whenever transport was available from 
the A.S.C., the Y.M.C.A. Fords having at last failed to negotiate 
the indescribable roads. On the Lindi line branches were opened 
at Lindi, Condell's Creek, Schaedell's Farm, Mtama,· a_nd a 
travelling secretary did an excellent. non-equipment work m the 
camps extending right across the Portuguese frontier. 
. . Towards the end of 1917 the German forces were fin~lly 
ddv~;tl across the Rovuma River into Portuguese East Afnca. 
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Almost simultaneously the Association entered Port Amelia and 
branches were opened at Mtugi and Mtusi. 

Early in 1918 the National Council of South Africa was
requested by the secretaries from India to take entire responsi
bility for the work in Portuguese East Africa. The South African 
Council agreed to do this and to provide for any future develop
ments in' that country. As the fighting zone was transferred t() 
Portuguese territory the . camps in German East Africa were 
gradually closed down. Nairobi and Mbagathi, in the British 
Protectorate still remained open. The Dar-es-Salaam Institute 
and camp centres continued with even increased vigour, the 
cinema, lectures, concerts, and sports furnishing a constant 
supply of recreation facilities for the troops wh.o were being 
evacuated. Lindi and Dodoma likewise remained open through
out the year. With the signing of the Armistice came the end of 
the fighting; the troops were speedily removed and the war work 
of the Y.M.C.A. closed entirely in February 1919. 

The vast areas covered during 1916-8 and the long lines of 
communication extending towards several different fronts made it 
exceedingly difficult to reach the troops who were actually in the 
fighting zone. Several times however the workers were under 
shell fire and in many places where permanent camps were not 
established the Association was able to render very practical 
service and lessen the hardships endured. While the primary 
responsibility was for -British troops, who suffered greatly because 
of climatic and other conditions, a considerable amount of work 
was also accomplished on behalf of the Indian and African troops, 
and in several centres separate branches were opened for them. 

IV. SECRETARIAL STAFF.-The National Council of 
India and Ceylon sent to East Africa altogether nineteen European 
and nine Indian secretaries. Eight others came from South Afric~ 
a~1d seven splendid negro secretaries from the United States. 
In addition three were recruited from missionary societies in East 
Africa and one left a business appointment to join the staff.: 
The above figures do not include canteen staff. 

Of the twenty-eight secretaries sent from India no less than 
thirteen were invalided out of the country for health reasons. 

V. Y.M.C.A. INSTITUTES.-(a) TVith British- Troops.
The work for British troops included the usual features provided 
in other war areas,. a great drawback however being the lack of 
volunteer help which was available in some of the other war areas. 
The accommodation varied greatly with the exigencies of the 
campaign. · Sometimes the Red Triangle was displayed on a mud 
or grass hut, the familiar marquee, or one of the more substantial 
buildings which were turned over to be used as institutes for the
men, as at Tanga or Dar-es-Salaam. 

The religious and educational work was often carried on 
under difficult conditions owing to the transitory nature of the-
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camps. Meetings, lectures and concerts were frequently held in 
the open air. Portable cinemas were sent to remote camps, the 
expressions of appreciation on these occasions amply compensat
ing the secretaries for the efforts involved. 
. At Dar-es-Salaam the main hall was crowded nightly at 
cmem~, musical, or other entertainment, and one night weekiy 
a spec1al performance was arranged for officers and sisters, this 
being the chief social event in the town. Among the lecturers 
and speakers from the Association platform might be mentioned 
the following : the late Bishop Peel, of Mombasa ; Bishop West 
of Zanzibar; Bishop Willis of Uganda; Col. Montgomery, Red 
Cross Commissioner; the Hon. F. H. Guest, M. P.; Col. Till
bury Brown, R.A.M.C.; Captain Sheary Kearton, big game photo
grapher and explorer; and others of note. Athletic and aquatic 
and indoor sports were promoted and some excellent tournaments 
were carried out. A party of professional actors, known as the 
"}ambos," were organized under the Association auspices and 
their tours were one of- the popular features of the Association 
activities. 

(b) The Indian Work:-At Nairobi and Dar-es-Salaam 
large institutes were provided under canvas for the educated 
Indians, of whom a considerable number were employed in the 
postal, railway, medical and other departmental services. A very 
encouraging feature of this work was the readiness with which 
Hindus, Muhammadans and others joined together in visiting their 
less . fortunate countrymen in the hospitals, taking with them 
gramophones, literature and writing materials. Occasionally all 
races and castes joined in taking a nieal together, and the usual 
programme of lectures, debates, indoor games and tournaments 

~ was actively promoted. 
(c) Work for African Troops and Carriers.-The great 

mobilization throughout East Africa of black fighting men arid 
porters gave the Association an opportunity in the base camps 
of rendering a service · to these simple and good natured 
people. Seven American negro secretaries went to these camps 
with their mirth-provoking apparatus, and t)le wonderful sense of 
humour p9ssessed by the African made it easy for them to amuse 
whole camps at a time. Night classes were started with the aid 
of native teachers and in these classes many hundreds first learned 
to read and write. Others were taught English and simple 
arithmetic, enabling them to become more efficient in their mili
tary duties. Seven branches of this type were conducted in Dar
es-Salaam alone, where the co-operation of the chaplains was 
freely given, and they were greatly helped in their efforts on 
behalf of the mission boys enrolled in the Carrier Corps. The 
Association was requested by the Director of Military Railways 
to conduct a Technical Training School, the aim being to provide 
native employees for the Railways. Seventy-five students were 
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enrolled and were put under training for the work of telegraphists, 
signallers, clerks and book-keepers. When the railways passed 
from military to civil control a change was made and the railway 
authorities assumed complete responsibility for the school which 
was continued on a much smaller scale. 

(d) Number of Branches.-During the period under 
review work was carried on at fifty-one points as under:-

British 32 
Indian 6 
African_ 13 

6. THE PROMINENT RESULTS ACHIEVED.-The follow
ing might be stated in general terms to be the results achieved :-

(I) Through the management of Field Force Canteens 
liquor was eliminated from all camps and the troops were protect
ed from being exploited by unscrupulous traders. 

(z) The Association work helped greatly in reducing the 
hardships endured by the troops, in a country where campaigning 
conditions were exceedingly difficult. Within one month of the 
work in the camps being started Major General Tighe, then Gene
ral Officer Commanding, wrote: 

"On my tours of inspections on all parts of the front I have had repeat
edly brought to my notice the keen appreciation by the men of the work of 
your secretaries and staff. Tr.ere can be no doubt that your institutions are 
proving of the greatest help in ameliorating the hardships and discomfort of 
campaigning." · 

(3) The Association lectures and classes led to a better 
understanding between the races. Racial prejudices were strong 
among some of the troops and these were largely overcome by 
the presentation of the best of life in India and Africa. 

(4) The presentation of the missionary enterprise in Africa 
by missionary lectures enabled the men to gain a knowledge of 
missions and sympathetic outlook towards the African people. 

(S) The troops were given opportunity of improving them
selves through the Association libraries, night classes, and educa
tional groups. 

(6) Moral and health safeguards were made possible 
through the Association lecture platforms. Frequently medical 
officers were assigned by the authorities for this work. 

(7) The co-operation of the chaplains of every denomina
tion was given whole-heartedly, the Y. M. C. A. huts and mar
quees being used for parade services. The Roman Catholic and 
Jewish Chaplains also used the Association facilities. 

( 8) The beginning of permanent Association work for 
the Indian and African population was made, the•latter taking· 
the form of industrial training for which there is the greatest 
need. 



EGYPT AND PALESTINE 

Indian troops were stationed in Egypt, mostly along the 
Suez Canal, as early as August, 1914, but the requests of the 
Y.M.C.A. of Egypt for permission to begin work among them 

-did not receive a favourable response until March, 1917. Then an 
appeal was sent to the National Council in Calcutta for workers, 
and in June Mr. S. C. L. Nasir, who had worked in France and 
England, reached Cairo to start the work under the general super
·vision of the Egypt Committee. 

Suez was then the most important centre for Indian troops, 
with a Base Camp and two large hospitals, and here Mr. Nasir 
began his activities. A medium-sized mat hut was placed at his 
disposal for recreation purposes, suitably furnished with forms, 
tables and a counter. After a few days during which the sepoys 
wondered whether this was a canteen opened by the military 
authorities,- or a Recreatton Company of some sort, or a depart
ment of the post office, the personal friendliness of .Mr. Nasir, 
helped by.some of the troops who had known the Y.M.C.A. in 
the camps in France, made itself felt and the hut began to fill 
with men eager to have letters written, play a game of draughts, 
listen to the gramophone or enjoy a cool drink. The secretary 
.also was able to be of much help in shopping and doing odd jobs 
for the men in the town of Suez, then out of bounds on account 
of plague. Open-air entertainments were given in the evenings, 
the men coming forward willingly to provide the various items, 
-dancing, singing and conjuring tricks. Entertainments were also 
provided for the hospital patients. Writing paper was distributed 
to those who could write and letters were written for the 
illiterate. · 

In September, 1917, a second secretary arrived in the person 
of s: Bakkal who, after a brief period in the hospital work, was 
sent forward to Palestine where General Allenby's great advance 
had begun. Mr. Bakkal proceeded to the Jordan Valley where he 
divided his time between Jerusalem and the front line. In 
jerusalem he acted as guide to the sight-seeing parties of Indian 
troops who came to visit the holy places, and rendered much 
-service in preventing the enemy agents in the guise of guides 
.getting at the credulous and simple-hearted Indian sepoy with 
their propaganda work. 

. The Jordan Valley is a very thirsty country. Conse
·quently a large amount of effort was spent by Mr. Bakkal in 
providing drinking water, lime-juice and cocoa. Letter writing 
was carried on briskly, a canteen was established and gramophone 
:and harmonium made available. Occasional" lectures were also 
given. Orders for all sorts of things for the men were sent weekly 
to Cairo,-from repairs to old watches to the buying of new 
-coloured handkerchiefs, and once a fortnight when Mr. Bakkal 



went to Jerusalem on duty, for a night, he would buy and carry 
back about £100 worth of things ordered by various men. 

Ten centres purely for Indians were going during the year· 
September 1917-'18. ; 

Early in January, 191~, a very large number of Indian 
troops began to arrive in Egypt from Mesopotamia, and France 
till by April the number had grown to 1,oo,ooo. Towards the end 
of March the Indian Base Camp was transferred to Kantara, on 
the Canal between Ismailia and Port Said. The Y.M.C.A. work 
in Suez was accordingly -closed and Mr. Nasir proceeded to 
Tel-el-Kebir, temporary headquarters for the Indian Cavalry, just 
come from France. Many old friends from Rouen and Marseilles 
were found and a centre immediately sprang up which was of 
great service. Five weeks later Mr. Nasir moved on to Kantara, 
but other workers had begun to arrive, making possible the 
continuance of the Tel-el-Kebir centre and the opening of another 
at Ismailia where an Indian Leave Camp had been opened. 

Kantara now had two large Indian Camps, the Infantry 
Base Depot and the Cavalry Base Depot, situated at no great 
distance from each other. Two centres could therefore· be super
vised and were at once opened. The usual activities were carried 
on in the huts, though the best sphere of the secretary's work lay 
in his little bell-tent which was open to visitors, mostly Indian 
soldiers and officers, at ~11 times of the day. Here the work of 
friendship was quietly carried on, private family matters discussed 
and advice given, legal petitions written and many other personal 
services rendered. 

In July a big Indian drama was staged in the Cavalry 
Camp; with the aid of properties and clothing furnished by the 
Association, offi~ers and men themselves got up the show which 
was a hugct success. Out of this grew the idea of forming an 
Indian concert party and touring among the Indian Camps in 
Palestine. A party of six: was organized and equipped. Permission 
for the tour was readily granted by the military authorities and in 
September a start was made. Thirty shows were given to sixteen 
camps in Ludd, Kantara, Suez and Cairo, the programme consisting 
of songs, dances, conjuring tricks and sketches from Indian life. 

After the signing of the Armistice a very wide-spread 
distribution of the Indian troops took place. At least four divisions 
were located in Egypt while three others remained in Palestine 
and Syria. The arnval of a few new workers made possible a 
somewhat more adequate occupation of the field though the work 
suffered from the beginning from shortage of staff. 

Two Indian divisions were scattered over a large area in 
Alexandria. The military authorities, recognizing the need for a 
place where the men on leave could safely spend their time and 
feel at home, secured the old Indian School in Rue Abil Dardar 
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and asked the Y.M.C.A. to run it as an Indian dub. The Associa
tion furnished it adequately at considerable expense, and provided 
comfortable lounges and smoking, reading, writing and dining 
rooms for officers and other ranks of Indian forces. There were 
also different rooms for smokers and non-smokers and separate 
cook houses. Sleeping accommodation was likewise provided. 
A specialty was made of Indian sweets prepared on the premises. 

In Cairo two centres were carried on, one in a medium-sized 
room at the Abbasia Convalescent Depot and the other in a large 
marquee near the Pyramids. Canteen, games, reading and writing 
departments were open on all days of the week from nine to nine, 
and the lending library (containing Hindi, Gurmukhi and Urdu 
books) every afternoon. Football and basket-ball each afternoon 
attracted crowds to the grounds outside the Y.M.C.A., and every 
evening there was either a lantern lecture, a sing-song or a concert 
given by various units. The Concert Party arranged-by Mr. Nasir 
gave four performances to an audi~nce of about 3000 each night. 

A third centre was opened in Kantara and occasional 
entertainments were given in the three hospitals which were 
there at the end of 1918. New centres were also opened in Suez, 
which early in 1919 again became a centre of considerable impor
tance, with a big Indian Transit Camp and three hospitals. 

In July 1919 the Indian secretaries at Cairo and Suez were 
asked to arrange for. special Peace Celebrations for the Indian 
troops. In Cairo 4500 Indians of all ranks 11700 from different 
units outside Carlo) were entertained for five and a half hours at 
Luna Park, Heliopolis. The attractions of the Park, scenic rail
way, water chute, hurdy-gurdy, maze, helter-skelter, merry-go
round, etc., were open to all, free. There were also sports in the. 
gymnasium, tea and Indian sweets, an Indian sing-song and 
dancing and fireworks. An address was made by t~e General 
Officer Commanding, Cairo District, explaining the reasons for 
the celebrations. 

In Suez 6ooo men were entertained at the Indian Transit 
Camp; Y.M.C.A., with cold drinks, cakes and grapes, and later 
a variety entertainment: 

In addition to the above work which was continued 
throughout 1919, expansion took place in northern Syria where 
Mr. Bakkal, with Aleppo as his base, started a number of centres 
among the thousands of Indian troops scattered in brigades and 
battalions within a radius of 120 miles. Huts were established 
in Aleppo and Aintab in April and within the next few months 
the secretaries were able to ~et into more or less close touch with 
all the units of the North Forces. Fortnightly tours were made 
to distant camps· with games and writing paper, as far as the 
Euphrates river and. Jerublus · (Kak01niah) in· Upper Meso
potamia. 
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As was often the case in Palestine the huts were used by 
both Indian and British troops, some learning English, some 
Hindustani, through the limited medium of Arabic. The other 
usual activities were carried on. In Aleppo much was done also 
by way of visiting hospitals, organizing outdoor games, helping in 
the Army Educational Scheme, running refreshments for_Hindus 
and Muhammadans at sports, meetings and teaching classe~. 

The help of the military authorities was freely and most 
kindly given. Without their assistance it would have been im-
possible to carry on. _ 

The work in Egypt and Palestine still goes on and is 
expected to continue throughout 1920. 

WORK IN INDIA 
When the war broke out, there were three centres, ·which 

by January 1915 had been increased ~o ten, the expansion being 
largely among the Territorial regiments which had arrived in 
India. Further expansion was impossible at the time because of 
lack of resources. By the middle of 1919, army. centres had 
increased to eighty-two which were worked by forty British or 
American and thirty-four Indian secretaries. During the five 
years there was a total of I I 5 branches, seventy-four for British 
and forty-one for Indians; 4I2 different men and women several 
as full-time paid workers, for varying periods. 

Mr. R. D. Whitehorn, who was responsible for this branch 
of work, thus laid down the object of Y.M.C.A. activities: "to 
carry out a work of Christian service to soldiers. In all activities 
we emphasize the Christian character of our \vork by encourage
ment of the study of the Bible, of reli~ious and missionary subjects 
and by religious services so far as th1s does not conflict with the 
work of chaplains." 

Here, too, the same activities were carried on as in centres 
overseas. The Association endeavoured to assist soldiers on the 
educational side by means of lectures on various subjects. also by 
study groups and classes, by the provision of libraries and reading 
rooms. Another aspect of the work was the physical side of the 
soldier's life, and the Association catered also for the social and 
recreational needs by providing games, billiards, concerts, cinemas, 
tea rooms and supper bars. The work was mainly carried on in 
rented houses or in tents, sometimes in buildings which had been 
specially erected for the purpose. Special work for men on 
furlough from Mesopotamia was conducted in 1917 and 1918. . 

The Indian work differed from the British inasmuch as no 
religious work was done except in the case of those regiments 
consisting wholly of Christians. · 
• We give below a list of places . that were· est~blisbed both 
for British and Indian troops. _ 

D 
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The centres established during 1915-1919 were as follows:-

. I. In the Frontier Brigades: Centres were established 
witb the Waziristan Field Force which included four British and 
four Indian branches. Also at Bannu and with the Derajat 
brigade. · . 

z. Peshawar Division: At Peshawar itself the Y.l\I.C.A. 
accepted responsibility to work the local Church of England 
Institute. Centres were opened at Nowshera and Risalpur,. where 
a building was erected. 

3· Rawalpindi Division : British work was undertaken 
here in the winter of 1917 and 1918. Indian work was also 
opened during the latter half of 1918. In the .Murree hills, work 
was begun in july 1916. By 1917 four centres were op~ned and 
a permanent building was erected to serve British troops. A 
centre was temporarily opened also at Abbottabad. 

4· Lahore Division: Work was started in March 1915 
in the Lahore Cantonment and has been continued ever since. 
Some work was carried on also at the Fort in Lahore. Indian 
work was begun in the cantonments and a hut was erected 
towards which a Sikh Raja gave a donation of Rs. ;,1oo-o-o. 
At the following places work was carried on: Multan, Feroze
pore, Dalhousie, Simla, J utogh. In Simla and the neighbourhood, 
two hostels for ·accommodation of soldiers on furlough were 
opened. · · · 

5· Karachi Brigade : Work was opened at Karachi itself, 
Kiamari and at H yderabad, Sind. In this brigade Indian work 
was done on a large scale particularly in the convalescent camps 
at Karachi. Industrial work for Indian troops was also provided. 

· 6. Quetta Division : Temporary work was carried on 
with Quetta as a base, with the men of the East Persia Cordon 

~during 1919; but this work was not developed because of the 
necessity of transferring staff and finances to the Afghanistan 
Expedition. 

7· Mhow Division: Work at Mhow, Ajmer and jubbul
pore and jhansi. At Ajmer, a hostel for British troops on 
furlough was maintained during 1918. Most of the work was 
done by a local Honorary Secretary and 'the expenses were also 
borne locally. At jubbulpore a large permanent army building 
was erected costing Rs. 45,ooo-o-o. The Indian work was begun 
in April1916 and a bungalow was placed at the disposal of this 
work by a prominent Indian resident of the town. At Jhansi, a 
bungalow was converted into an army centre for British soldiers 
at a cost of Rs. 31,ooo-o-o. Two branches with Indian secretaries 
were opened in 1917 and 1918. 

8. Poona Division: Work at Poona, Bombay, Ahmed
nagar and Deolali. The Connaught Institute at Poona had been 
placed at the disposal of the Association free of rent by Govern-
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ment ; it has some hostel accommodation. Several other centres 
were also carried on for both British and Indians. During 1918 a 
furlough camp was opened at Kirkee. Indian work was started 
with the Bombay University Corps in 1918 but was closed soon 
after. It was later re-opened for labour companies. In Bombay 
two buts with ample accommodation were erected, one each for 
Indian and British troops. Very extensive work was carried on 
in hospitals and with men embarking and disembarking. At 
Ahmednagar a hut was built for British troops. In the Prison 
Camp work was also done, financed from a special fund. At 
Deolali both British and Indian troops were served on a consi
derable scale. 

9· Meerut Division: Work was carried on at Delhi, Naini 
Tal and for a short time at Agra. At Delhi a centre was opened 
in December 1914. This was later expanded to three centres. A 
centre for Indian work was also carried on here. At Naini Tal 
the Association building was used during the war entirely as a 
Soldiers' Home, accommodating seventy-five men. . 

10. Lucknow Division : British and Indian work was 
carried on at Lucknow itself. Some work was done at Allahabad 
and Benares. Permanent work was initiated in Calcutta and 
several out-stations both for British and Indian troops. The 
Ronaldshav Hut was erected on the maidan at a cost of over Rs. 
36,ooof.- At Dinapore, Y. M. C. A. work was maintained under 
an Honorary Secretary. 

II. Secunderabad Division: British and Indian work 
was carried on at Secunderabad where a permanent building has 
been erected for the use of British soldiers. At Trimulgherry the 
Church of England Institute was worked by the Association. In 
Bangalore the Cobb Army Branch was carried on toward comple
tion at a cost of Rs. 67,500/- During the period of the war seve
ral temporary centres were opened for Indian and British work. 
Permanent Indian work is carried on at the Remount Depot. 
\V ork was also carried on at Wellington, Ootacamund and Madras; 
also at Calicut and Cannanore and Madura. 

12. Burma Division: In Rangoon a hut was erected in 
1916 for British troops. Work was also carried on at Mandalay, 
Maymyo and Meiktila. Three centres were opened for Burmese 
or Indian troops. 

13. Ceylon: Work was established at Colombo and seve
ral other places in the island, most of them temporazy. It is· 
proposed to assign a portion of the new building projected at 
Colombo for work for British Soldiers. 

During six months in 1919, in connection· with the Afghan
ista? Expedition! ten branches for British troops and ten for 
l!ld1an were. c~med on at Peshawar, Jamrud, Ab .Masjid, Landi 
Kotal, Land1 Kbana, Dakka, Cbaman and Fort Spin Baldok. · 
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'- · 3· PosT-WAR SITUATION-As every one now knows,. 
though most people failed to realize it at the time, the War period 
and conditions continued long beyond the Armistice ; indeed it 
was not until the beginning of 1920 that the situalion gave any 
dependable signs of settling down to normal. During 1919, there
fore, it was not possible to come quickly to post-war conditions,. 
though a gradual decrease of work took place overseas and a few 
branches were discontinued in India. 

The East Africa work was finally closed in February, 1919; 
in France, Mesopotamia, Egypt and Palestine work continued on 
the usual lines. 

In Mesopotamia there was a steady reduction of centres 
from 102 at beginning of 1919 to thirty-five at the e~d, concen:.. 
trated in Baghdad, Amara and Basra. Special emphasis was laid 
on educational work for both British and Indian troops during the 
demobilization peFiod. In March 1920 the British work in 
Mesopotamia was transferred to the English National Councilr 
but it was decided to continue work among the Indian troops,. 
both in Mesopotamia and Egypt and Palestine. A few secretaries 
are still at work in the latter area, but on account of certain later 
developments it . seemed best to allow the Indian work in 
~esopotamia to lapse for a time. Mr. W. S. McMullen, who has 
been appointed Chief Secretary, left in October on a tour of 
investigation, and on the basis of his report plans for the future 
will be made. 

The work in France closed about the middle of 1920 ; in 
Egypt and Palestine a small number of secretaries are still working. 

In lndi~ there was a general reduction to a peace-time 
basis during 1919 ~at the beginning of the year there were fifty
six British branches ; at the end, thirty-two. The Indian bra.nches 
increased instead of diminished, for reasons that will appear 
below. -

·Plans were initiated early in 1919 for work in East Persia,. 
but the outbreak of the Afghanistan trouble made a shift necessary. 
In connection with the Afghanistan Expedition ten British and 
ten Indian branches from Peshawar to Dakka and at Chaman and 
Fort Spin Baldok were opened. The work continued for six 
months, closing at the end of November. 

Special work was done during 1919 for troops under demo
bilization at Deolali and a special hut at the docks in Bombay was 
erected to speed departing troops and welcome the new army. 
Writing· paper and various pamphlets of educati,onal and moral 
value were distributed to incoming and outgoing men. 
_ British Jilrmy. One interesting experiment in co-operation 
~i_tQ other agencies in work among. British troops is worthy. of 
mention. At. Wellington, in the Nilgiris, there has been, for 
several years, a Church of. England Institute, in the management 
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<>f which the Y. M. C. A. co-operated during the war. As a result 
()f negotiations between the Bishop of Madras, who was sole 
Trustee of the then existing building, and the National Council, 
which had received a grant of Rs. so,ooo from the Madras ,War 
Fund for the Army Y. M. C. A. at Wellington, it was agreed 
that (I) in consideration of the fact that this money is spent 
mainly on the improvement and enlarging of the existing Institute 
a second Trustee should be appointed by the National Council, 
the whole property, including all buildings, to be held in common 
by both Trustees. Further_ conditions of the agreement are : (2) 
The management of all Y. M. C. A. work in Wellington and the 
camps connected therewith is vested in a Committee consisting of 
the following ex-officio members :-

The two Trustees; theY. M. C. A. secretary or secretaries 
appointed to work at Wellington; one Chaplain of each Christian 
-denomination appointed by Government for work among the 
troops at Wellington and stations connected therewith ; and five 
by members nominated by the ex-otficio members of the Com
mittee and appointed annually by the two Trustees. 

•(3) The Committee is to appoint annually a Chairman and 
a Treasurer from among its own members and the senior 
Y. M. C. A. secretary is to be secretary to the Committee. 

(4) Four members form a quorum at all meetings and the 
Chairman shall have a v~te and a casting vote. · . 

(5) The Committee is responsible for the management of 
the funds of theY. M. C. A. and also for raising money-locally 
for the support of the work. 

(6} One . or more sub-committees are to be appointed 
annually by the General Co~ittee for the management and 
control of particular branches of the work, such as work in thd 
different camps, among furlough men, the organization of tea 
parties and amusements, arranging for lectures, concerts, debates~ 
Bible classes, study circles, etc. Members of the sub-committees 
need not necessarily be members of the General Committee. 

(7) The accounts are to be audited quarterly and present-
ed to the National Council of theY. l\1. C. A. . 

(8) The constitution of the Committee may be altered by 
the Committee itself with the consent of the Trustees and of the 
National Council. 

As early as 1915 the National Council felt the necessity of 
appointing executive or advisory committees for several of the 
new Army Associations in order to greater permanence and stabil
ity and such committees were appointed for Jhansi, Ferozepore 
and Ahmednagar. The Council also gave power to the National 
General Secretary to appoint other members to these committees 
and further committees on behalf of the National Council as 
occasion required. During the last few months such committees 
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have been constituted in Hyderabad (Sind), Lucknow, Dinapore, 
Risalpore, and Murree Hills, with a view also to ensure local in-
terest and support. · 

A new constitution for local army centres, where there are 
no Boards of Directors, has been drawn up and approved by the 
National Council, and is now operative. Under this constitution 
responsible local committees may be formed, to guide and direct 
the work of the local branch, working within a prescribed budget. 
Sub-committees for the various activities may also be formed. 
An army membership has been started for all India, the member
ship cards being available for any army branch in India. To link 
the men up with the Home Associations, a letter of introduction 
to the secretary of the Y. M. C. A. nearest the man's home, is 
given to every member on his return to England. · 

By the formation of governing local committees and sub
committees, and the creation of an Army membership, an effective 
and permanent work will be possible for the British soldier in 
India. 

The Army Authorities have recently adopted a scheme of 
education for soldiers in India. In this new scheme the National 
Council believe the Y. M. C. A. has a definite place. It was the 
English Y. M. C. A. which led the way in this work in France, 
during the War, sending out the very best lecturers from the 
colleges and schools, who worked under theY. M. C. A. Educa
tional Director, Sir H. Haddow. After the Armistice, when the 
full value of this educational work could be appraised, Mr. H. A. 
L. Fisher, President of the Board of Education, said in an intro
duction to the Report on the Y. l\I. C. A. Educational Work 
during the War that "it was the greatest educational experiment 
in history." 

An Educational Officer in a North Indian garrison with 
whom our local secretary, recently, co-operated writes:-

" During the past two months, on t~e sugg~stion of the local sec~etary 
I have been making use of the shde servtce of the Y. M. C. A. tn the 
educational work of the battalion. I cannot speak too highly of the 
system as a whole. Every effort appears to have been made to obtain 
the best views possible, and I am convinced that they have been of 
real use in awakening in the men some interest in countries other than 
their own and in matters not purely military. On subjects with which 
the lecturer is not personally acquainted the written lectures should 
provide ample information upon which he can work. 

The new scheme of education in the Army is only in its infancy and 
such things as illustrated lectures are almo_st impossible in I~dia unless 
there is co-operation between the Educatton officer of a umt and the 
Y. M. C. A. local secretary." 

With our present number of centres and our personnel an 
effective work is being doner but with the development of our 
British Army work in other centres, and a~ in~rease of staff, we 
shall be in a position to make a larger contnbutwn to the moral 
well-being and comfort of the soldier in India. 
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Indian Army.-As has been pointed out before, the Indian 
Army Work in India during the war came under the category of 
war work and so, though ordinary Depot work was attempted, no 
serious thought or planning was given to it. But before the war 
terminated, the extensive and much-appreciated Indian Army 
work in the Field had undeniably proved its utility and promised 
a bright and useful future if made a permanent feature of Associa
tion activity in India. To this end the National Council decided 
that the Indian Army work in India should be no longer merged 
with the British Army work, but created into a separate Depart
ment, with a special National Indian Army Secretary. Mr. S. P. 
Singha, Chief Secretary for Indian Army work in Mesopotamia, 
was asked to take charge, on his return to India, of this work. 
The appointment was made in June, 1919, when the separation 
into two distinct Departments was completed, with separate 
budgets, and each having its own departmental bead. 

The Department is aiming to establish work in every 
important cantonment in India. The undertaking is very big, and 
its execution will largely be determined by the funds available. 
As a first move it is intended to have at least one Depot centre in 
each of the most important cantonments. These centres will 
serve as models and as inducements for further invitations. The 
work will then be gradually extended as funds become available. 

At the middle of the year 1920 the Department had :-
1 Centre in Peshawar (started June, '19) 
I ,. in Kohat (started l<ebruary, '20) 

in Parachinar (started March, '20) 
, in Thai (started March, '2o) 

1 ,. in Lahore (started October, '2o) 
3 Centres in Ferozepore (1 centre started February, '18) 
3 ., in Delhi (started November, '19) 
4 ,. in Lucknow (1st centre started August, '17) · 
I Centre in Karachi (started September, '16) 
2 Centres in Jhansi (started November, '17, and Jan., '18) 
I Centre in Dinapore (Burmese Troops-started August, '19\ 
3 Centres in Calcutta (started '19) ' 
1 Centre in Oeolali ' 
I ,. in Jubbulpore (started with Hospital work April, '16. 

Work for convalescents in the bungalow 
of Dewan Bahadur Ballab Das, April, 
'18. For combatants in military Hut 

2 Centres in Bangalore 
2 ,. in Bombay 
1 Centre in Poona 

since middle or 119)-
(some work in '18; Hut started, '•9) 
(August, '16 and October, '17) 
(started April, '18. Begun in the first 
instance with Bombay University Corps). 

2 Centres in St. Thomas Mount, Madras. (since '17) 
2 ,. in Trichinopoly 
1 Centre in Rangoon 
t , in Secunderabad 
1 in 1\teiktila 

in 1\taymyo 

Total, 37 

(started February, '18) 

(started January, '18) 
(started September, 'aS) 
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· ·. : .Be~ides the~e, temporary work was dorie i~ Ra~alpindi, in 
1918, with· two secretaries and two 'centres; in Abbotabad in 
t 9 I 8 ; Bolaram in I 9 i 7. · · · · 
. ·· ·.;·The major portion of the work is being done in military 

barracks, the~e .~eing only six pukka central Huts, viz., . · 
1 at Lahore 

I at Rangoon 
I .at Deolali 
I at Poona 
I at Bangalore 

.. I at Bombay, 

(gift of Raja Fateh Singh of Sheikhupura, built at a_ 
t:ost of Rs. 71oo/-. The Local Government is 
considering the erection of a large institute at a cost 
of about Rs. so,oooj-.) 
(gift of English National Council) 
(erected from certain War Funds) 

. ·During the year 1920, a system of standardized equipment 
has been introduced and the centres have been listed in three 
dasses-A, B; and c:_ Efforts have been made to bring the centres 
up to the standard as far as financially feasible. The standard of 
work has also been greatly improved and a policy to make this an 
educational force has been particularly emphasized with much 
~uccess. Definite· class work has also been undertaken especially 
for Indian Officers and N.C.O.'s, besides running regimental 
schools wherever required. On account of expenses and difficulty 
in securing suitable films the Association has discontinued the 
cinema in most places, substituting instructive magic lantern 
lectures. Special stress has also been laid on dispelling false 
rumours. 

Co-operation from the Military has been much less than 
during the War. Opinion is also expressed in some quarters that 
the Y.M.C.A. is not necessary for troops during peace-time. 
This, the Association believes, is due to a superficial estimate of 
~Indian Army work, taking into consideration only its recreational 
side and disregarding the more serious aims, such as education, 
higher morality, interest in social reforms, sanity in civic views, 
co-operation and improvement in agriculture, and such like. The 
Departmen~ feels convinced of a successful future. 
, ' The individual regiments are on the whole keen, and not 

averse to having a Y.M.C.A. But the chief difficulty always is 
accommodation. The Indian Depots .have no recreation rooms 
provided, and the regiments inviting the Y.M.C.A. can make room 
for it only with difficulty. An inflation in the number of troops, 
or more exacting needs of an incoming regiment after a transfer 
of battalions, means necessarily the vacation of rooms by the 
Y.M.C.A. in favour of more primary and definite military demands. 
Thus an Indian Army centre is ever exposed to sudden death. 
The only remedy for this is to build small regimental Huts, or 
have regimental recreation rooms sanctioned by Army Head
quarters or to confine the Associations activity to central institutes 
as in British work. · 
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We already have !>ix Out-of-Depot Huts. 1\Iore can be 
bUilt only by a gradual process as they are rather ex_pensi,·e, ~ut 
in the long run the central rendezvous 1s more econom1cal, reqmres 
less man-power aed is capable of more comprehensive service. 
At present it is apt to prove less effective and popular as compared 
to the regimental centre, for the sepoy is neither used to these 
central clubs, nor can he always leave his Depot freely. G.O.C. 
Brigades are almost everywhere in favour of these central Huts 
where the distances are not prohibitive. As these Huts are made 
more ami more attractive, they are bound to gain in popularity as 
is borne out by the steady growth in attendance already vi:,ible 
in the Huts now in existence. 

Finally it may be said that growing financial support and 
official recognition by Government are pre-requisites of a success
ful future for this Department. The Department is optimistic as 
to the former, but considers it to be to a certain extent dependent 
on the latter, which, in many ways, is the more important because 
of the peculiar nature of the work. 

One of the results of Indian Army work is the beginning 
in May, I9I9, of work for demobilized sepoys, returned from 
France, Serbia, Gallipoli, Egypt and Palestine, Mesopotamia, and 
East Africa, and anxious to learn to read and write and to improve 
conditions in their villages. The majority are fam1liar with the 
Red Triangle service and aims. In one village in the Ferozepore 
District there is a secretary at work, carrying on extension work 
also in thirty surrounding villages, containing 6oo returned sepoys. 
General recreative work and a school for men and boys are 
carried on. 

V. BOYS' WORK DEPARTMENT 

. At .the beginning of the period special work for boys was 
bemg earned on Ill Madras, Rangoon and Calcutta. In Madras it 
was begun in I 90 I with a membership of thirty-eight Indian 
boys, ":hich ha~ increased by I9IO to about Ioo. In that year a 
whole-t11ne lnd1an secrctar)', Mr. S. Manuel was in charae · , "' , 
quarters for the exclusive use of the boys had been set apart and 
a l1brary of. I so ,·olumes b'uilt up; lantern lectures, educational 
lectures, B_1ble classes and other religious meetings, gymnasium 
classes, vanous cl~bs, a museum, a manual training class, socials 
and ga1:nes, c~mpnsed the activities. The first Association boys' 
camp m In.dl~ was held near Madras in December, I9IC, with 
twen.ty Chnst1an boys in attendance. During the same year a 
boys club at Royapettah was opened with Bible study, games and 
sports. 

. The ~angoo1_1 boys' work was begun in I 902 with a Boys' 
Bngade wh1ch enlisted fifty European and Anglo-Indian boys 
betw~cn the ages. of twelve and seventeen in regular religious 
meetmgs, talks, dnll and out-door sports. In 1904 a camp was 
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held and has been repeated each year since. At the end of 1906 
Mr. J. W. Storey arrived as Boys Work Director and re-organized 
the Boys~ Brigade into a Boys' Department. In 1910 there were 
seventy members ; a library of 400 volumes was in existence ; and 
a. well-rounded programme was being carried on. Football, 
gymnasium classes, Bible classes, a games tournament, and the 
annual camp which was attended by seventy boys were the main 
features of the work. Mr. Storey left during the year to continue 
his studies and did not return. 

In 1903 the first, and, up to the present, tbe only Y. M. C. A. 
building specially erected for boys was opened with sixty members 
in Calcutta. It provided one floor of three rooms for the boys 
and a gymnasium which was to be shared with the adjoining 
College Branch. The first secretary was a missionary kindly 
loaned by the Church Missionary Society. In 1904 Mr. C. S. 
Paterson arrived from Canada to become secretary of the branch ; 
be has continued in the post ever since. A steady and vigorous 
development characterised the branch from the beginning. In 
1906 Miss Helen Gould donated a library of 1000 volumes. Bible 
classes, lantern lectures, gymnasium classes, debating clubs and 
literary societies, lectures on examination text-books, sports and 
games, annual outings, and socials were regular features of activity. 
In 1910 there was a membership of 250. Nine Bible classes were 
conducted with an attendance of 100. A hostel was opened with 
five boys in residence. 

During this earlier period the Allahabad, Bangalore, Bombay 
and Lahore Associations made beginnings in special work with 
boys but none of the attempts proved permanent. 

· The general types of work initiated by Madras, Rangoon 
and Calcutta have been continued and developed during the period 
under review in this Report, but despite the solid work done in a 
few centres, not yet has any standardized policy on a wide 
scale been worked out and applied in this Department: a condi
tion that may be expected to continue until the Movement gives 
to the work with and for boys the wide-spread, specialized atten
tion so greatly needed. 

GENERAL WoRK.-Among the general developments of 
the period may be mentioned the following: in Madras, the growth 
of the Royapettah branch until in 1919 it became possible to 
acquire at a nominal cost a very well adapted property with a large 
compound, where it is hoped to e~ect a boys' hostel as well a~ to 
provide members of the branch with adequate space for athletics ; 
and the coming of Mr. A. H. Tebben as Boys' Work Director; in 
Rangoon, the opening in 1914 of a branch for Indian boys in 
connection with the Town Branch, the starting of Scout work, 
and the arrival of Mr. W. B. Hilton as Director of the Boys' 
Department; in Calcutta, the growth of the membership to over 
soo boys, representing thirty high schools, the sending of Mr. M. , 
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R. Biswas for a special perio~ of training in the ~O)~s· J?ep~rtment 
of the Shanghai ) . ~1. C. A.; m Allahabad, the mst1tutwn m 1917" 
of an "honour system," being an attempt, through a system of 
honours a wards, commendations, etc., to arouse, stimulate and 
mamtain interest and participation in constructive undertakingsp 
conferences of older men interested in work among boys, a night 
school for street boys, and the assignment in 1920 of 1\Ir . .:\1. \V. 
Barlow as Boys' Work Secretary; in Colombo, the appointment 
in I 914 of a Boys' \V ork Secretary at the Bambalapitiya Branch, 
the formation of Scout troops and the assignment in 1920 of Mr. 
W. H. 1\iarrison to the Boys'. Department; in Calicut, the forma
tion by volunteer effort of a boys' branch in I9I7 and the starting 
of Scout work; in Delhi, an attempt under Mr. A. P. Park to 
develop athletics and sports on a character building basis in the 
high schools; in Lucknow, the assignment of 1\Ir. H. G. Hart to 
the study of Urdu preliminary to the denlopment d boys' work 
in the city, a plan broken off by the death of Mrs. Hart, forcing 
Mr. Hart to return to America. 

HosTELs.-The hostel started in Calcutta in I9IO has 
continued ever since and with steadily increasing success. It 
accommodates twenty boys, a number limited only by the avail
able space. In I 9 I 5 a hostel was opened in J ubbulpore with 
accommodation for sixteen boys; because of financial difficulties it 
was closed early in 19 I 9· Seven boys are accommodated in the 
City Branch Hostel, Allahabad. 

CA!\tPs.-Camps have become a regular feature of boys' 
wmk Rangoon has continued regularly its \'ery successful annual 
camp which is held for a fortnight on the lakes or at the sea-coast. 
In I 913 the \Vellington Branch, Calcutta, conducted a camp for 
twelve days at Christmas with forty-eight Anglo-Indian boys in 
attendance. The following year a second was held at Puri with 
sixty boys. Some of the Associations have initiated or paticipated 
in camps for high school boys conducted in co-operation with 
other agencies. 

These High School camps have been held at various times 
during the period, in or near 1\Iadras, in the Central Provinces, 
Telugu_ Districts, Tamil Distr!cts around Trichinopoly, Tanjore 
and Tmnevelly, and the Umted Provinces. Members of the 
upper forms in high schools were frequently invited to some of 
the Student Camps formerly carried on by the Student Depart
ment of the Y.:\LC.A., a practice continued by the Student 
Christian Association. 

The camps for high school boys largely owe their initiation 
to the w~rk_ ot .:\Ir. j. ~· Isaac who, late in I9I3, was set apart 
by the l\ atw~al Cou?ol to make a special study of the High 
School field, With part1cular reference to South India. After over 
a year of study a report was presented to the Xational Council 
by ~Ir. Isaac, on the basis of which the Council in March, 1915, 
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confirmed as permanent the post of High School Secretary and 
approved a plan of work for the ensuing year which consisted 
chiefly of the arrangement of eight or nine camps in the following 
areas: South Tamil, North Tamil, Telugu coast, Telugu interior, 
Mysore and vicinity, Travancore, Madras City and Malabar. 
T~e ~rst camp for high school boys was organized in the Telugu 
D1~tncts and met for four days in September, 1914, the object 
bemg Bible study, devotion and discussion of methods of service. 
There were present 127 boys and eight leaders, representing 
seven schools. In November, 1915, Mr. j. C. Eliatamby organized 
and carried through a camp for high school boys at Hoshangabad 
where fifty-three boys and twenty leaders gathered for five days. 
This camp was repeated in 1916, with sixty-six boys. 

The first United Provinces Christian Boys' Camp ·was held 
in 1917, being a union effort of the churches and the Y.M.C.A. 
Forty boys attended. 

Growing out of the work for high school boys as repre
sented by most of the camps, has come the endeavour to help 
create and sustain among Christian teachers in high schools a 
sense of personal responsibility outside of school hours for the 
boys under their care. Special camps with this purpose have 
been held in Ceylon, Madras, Tanjore and the Central Provinces, 
and help has been given in the formation of groups of Christian 
high school teachers who should carry on such camps on their 
-own initiative. 

In i916, Mr. Isaac was sent to Mesopotamia for several 
months, on account of the great pressure of the need there, and 
-on his return was posted to Colombo as General Secretary. He 
was succeeded in the High School Secretaryship by Mr. D. M. 
Devasahayain, who served until june 1918, when Mr. j. S. Aiman 
was appointed. Mr. Aiman went to America in 1919 for further 
study and was succeeded by Mr. G. V. job who still occupies the 
post. · 

During the visit of the Deputation of Friendly Service, 
Mr. C. F. Angus prepared a graded course of Bible lessons for 
#lixth· form boys which is being widely used in the Christian high 
schools. It was published by the Christian Literature Society. 

BoY ScouTs.-A few Associations have had Boy Scout 
troops, e.g., Rangoon, Colombo, Calicut and Delhi, but it is the 
general conviction that the best service the Y .M.C.A. can render 
this excellent organization is not by having troops, but rather by 
having, where desired by the Boy Scout Associations, Y.M.C.A. 
secretaries serve as Scout leaders and on committees ; by helping 
in the recruiting of competent Scout officers ; and by placing 
Y.M.C.A. equipment at the disposal of Scout t~oops for tests, 
troop meetings, and rallies. Thus in _several cities local s~cre
taries · have the privilege of acting as members of advisory 
committees. The National Council secured and loaned to the 
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Boy Scouts' Assoc.iation pf Madras, the services of Mr. J. Vincent 
Mendis, apd to the similar. body in Mysore State, for one year, 
of Mr. Frank C. hwin, both o( whom have J"endered most excel~ · 
lent service in putting the Scout, movement on solid foundations 
in those areas. A third man, Mr. J .. Ross, has similarly just been 
rec~uited for the Central Provinces. . . . _ . 

Under the auspices of the. Boys' Division of the Allahabad' 
Association a two weeks' Scout Master Training Class was held_ 
at· Ewing College in June 1920, where thirty men received a very 
practical training in the ·full meaning of scouting and are now 
prepared to start troops of Boy Scouts in their respective schools; 
Twenty of the members of the class were Christians ; the remain--
der Hindus and one Muhammadan. . , . 

VI. 'BUILDING DEPARTMENT 
· The National Council Building Department' was created' 

in September 19101 on the arrival from Switzerland of Mr. H: 
Schaetti, Architect.· At that time the following Associations were 
already provided with buildings : -· · · . ·· · · · · · · 

I. Bombay-Wodehouse Road Branch: cost, including equip~-
ment; Rs. · 1;88,325• Rent for the site is paid to the 
Bombay Improvement Trust to the extent of Rs. :rsoo. 
annually. · · · j 

2. Calcutta-Chowringhee Branch : cost, including site and_ 
equipment, Rs. 3,oo,ooo. · . _ 

3· Calcutta-College Street and Boys' Branches : cost, including· 
site and equipment, Rs •. 3,oo,ooo. · ·· . ·· ·· · · •· · 

4· M~di'as-Centra1 Branch : cost, including site and equipment;. 
Rs. r,89,2 58. · · . . ' · · · . . . . 

5· Colombo-Racquet Court: cost, inclqding equipmep.t, (site 
' on lease at Rs. 29oj- per year) Rs. 9o,ooo. · · · 

6. , Rangoon-Central Branch : cost, inciuding. site and equip·:· 
ment, Rs. 2,32,544· · .. . 

7• Simla-River View : cost, including • site and·. equipment,.· 
· Rs. 67,300. 

. The College Street Branch,- Calcutta, was · originally a 
hospital, converted and added to at various stages; to accommo

. date a student branch, a boys' branch and residences for secre:" 
taries. The Simla building, originally intended for a bungalow, . 
was purchased, repaired and added to at different stages. . · ·· · 

On the Madras, Rangoon . and Simla: buildings there were · 
debts respectively of Rs. r8,soc!, Rs: 1,48,348; and Rs~ so,ooo~ 

. . Moreover, all· th~se'-btiildings'w~~e, ~rected, or adapted~. 
before anything like a general ;form of Ass.ociation architecture 
had been' produced. · The. pJans were !herefore iul.tried.and ex-. 

•' . ' ' ' , , " "• ' j ·~ I' ' • ' ~ ' • , - ·- , • . .,. ~ ;_ .. 
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-perience has proved that not one has been really satisfactory from 
an architectural view-point. Simla has been condemned ; Rac
·quet Court, Colombo, has been reclaimed by Government and no 
ionger exists. 

The following buildings were under construction at the e~d 
-<>f 1910 :- .. 

8. , Allahabad-Central Branch. 
9· Lahore. 

ro. Bombay-Student Branch. 
Allahabad was finished early in 191 r, at a total cost (includ

ing five acre site valued at Rs. 3o,ooo) of Rs. 73,ooo, of which 
Rs. 14,ooo came from abroad. The Bombay Student Branch was 

.. completed in May 19II, at a cost of Rs. 1,os,r41, exclusive of the 
site; including site, Rs. !!,so,ooo. The Lahore building required 
a year longer, being opened in June 1912. The total cost was 
.approximately Rs. 8s,ooo. 

- The aim of the National Council in establishing the Build
ing Department wa_s to help meet the situation caused by the 
.development of a considerable number of local Associations, 
_previously housed in rented and ill-adapted quarters, to the point 
where they were anxious to have their own equipment specially 
planned for their distinctive needs. There had come from the 
Associations of North America the promise of a large sum of 
·money· to help in the erection of buildings in India and this 
·promise had encouraged many of the local Associations to fulfil 
the conditions laid down for securing a share of the money. 
Building fund canvasses were being planned or carried on in twenty 

-centres. Sites needed to be selected, plans made, mistakes in 
tormer buildings avoided, the experience of one Association made 
.available to others, and general standard plans for different types 
·of Associations developed. · 

The original purpose 6f the Department was to serve in 
-consultation only. Any local Association might apply to the 
National Council for the services of the Architect for help in 
selecting sites and in preparing suitable plans. It soon became 

-clear, however, that this could not be the only responsibility of 
the Department. Plans can easily be made in an office anywhere 

·in India, but whether they will be carried out by local agencies 
·jn keeping with the intentions of the Architect, is another problem. 
·To find local agencies that could and would carry out such plans 
'in the best interest of the Association and of the donors of the 
funds, proved practically impossible. 

. From the very beginning, therefore, with the request for 
advice and help with plans came also requests that the Architect 
take personal charge of erection. All such requests have been 
met within the limits of the time and strength of the Architect. 
Thus competent supervision has been secured and local secretaries 
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have been relieved of a resi'onsibility _which ~s generally_ beyon~ 
their capacity and which would senously mterfere With thelf 
regular Association work. . 

This involved the development of a good and efficient staff 
for the Department. The work of arranging the contracts, 
supervising the work of the contractor in ·order to make sure that 
plans and specifica~ions ~re followed, measuring up the w~r~ .a~d 
settling the final bills With the contractor, are the responsibthty 
of the Architect and should be carried out by him or by some 
competent person immediately responsible to him. Equally im
portant is it constantly to watch the expenditures and to keep 
them inside the sanctioned estimates. 

During the first five years the Architect was without any 
permanent assistants, thus being forced to move about almost 
constantly from place to place where buildings were under 
erection. During 1910-12, when few buildings and those mostly 
in one section of India, were being erected, the Architect was able 
to get along with such temporary help as could from time to time 
be found. In more than one instance, however, such temporary 
help proved to be not of the right kind; as a result the work 
suffered. 

Early in I 913 a second architect was brought from abroad, 
in the person of Mr. H. Glunkler, who took charge of the build
ings in South India, particularly Bangalore and Bombay. The 
outbrea!{ of the war, however, resulted in Mr. Glunkler's intern
ment, making it impossible for him to continue his work, though 
he did as much as was possible on the plans for the British Army 
Branch in Ban galore. No other architect has been secured in 
his place. 

In cases where it was not possible for the Architect to live 
in the place where a building was to be erected it was essential to 
put in charge an overseer who had had some experience in the 
Architect's office. Thus Mr. A. Manickam, aft~;r spending two 
years in Bangalore, was sent to Bombay in charge of two buildings 
being erected, where the success of the experiment fully proved 
the wisdom of the arrangement. For Calcutta, where also two 
buildings were being erected, no such man was available, so that 
temporary help had to be engaged to look after the work during 
the Architect's absence. This proved very unsatisfactory, the 
work done during those days being not up to standard. 

. As it_ seemed impossible to find Indian Christian young men 
with practical and theoretical training in building work, the 
National Council decided to train such men themselves and in 1915 
Mr. J, D. Hermon and Mr. B. I. Simon were taken on the staff 
and sent to the Technical School in Bangalore for a two years' 
course. On the completion of their study they joined the Building 
Department staff where they are still working. A fourth man 
Mr. G. A. Daniel, a graduate of the Madras Engineering College~ 
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operations in Colombo, for which the Colombo Association have 
asked the Building Department to take full responsibility. 

The office of the Department has been shifting from the 
beginning, as the Architect settled for a time in one place after 
another. The work has now, however, assumed such proportions 
as to ~ake a permanent office essential, with a man in charge who 
can keep the files of plans and letters and carry on the office 
routine .. Mr. Simon is now serving in this capacity. Since 1918 
the office has been successively in. Calcutta, Bangalore, Poona and 
Madras. It should be permanently established at the National 
Headquarters, as soon as those are finally fixed. 

One of the most vexing problems facing the Association 
movement at the inspection of the Building Department was that 
of the debts on already existing buildings. These devoured money 
badly needed for other purposes, and were a heavy weight on 

. local Boards of Directors and secretaries alike. 
· In January, 19II, a group of representative secretaries met 

and passed the following resolution which they asked the National 
Genera~ Secretary to present to the National Council:-

"That the most imperative need of our work in India is the immediate 
extinction of all debts on buildings; and that they urge upon the various 

. councils and committees interested in the work. in India and Ceylon, the 
vital i~portance of co-operation in securing immediate relief from these 

.. overwhelming burdens. They further urge the importance of an agree
ment on the part of the various councils and committees concerned and the 
local boards of· control in India to the effect :-that no further debt or 

• mortgage be incurred on existing buildings, or on any new buildings which 
1.. .shall be constructed in India." .. 

As a result, the National Council at its February meeting 
unanimously passed the following resolution :-

"The Generai Secretary is directed to request the co-operation of the 
. American lnter(lational Committee, the English National Council, and the 
Scottish National Council in an effort to liquidate all debts on buildings in 
India; and further that the International Committee, the English National 

.. Council and the Scottish National Council be urged to stipulate, when 
assisting Associations to get buildings, that all buildings shall be erected 
free of debt; and that no building shall be mortgaged without the consen~ 

, . of the National Council, it being understood that this consent will not be 
· ·granted unless there are exceptional reasons for it." 

. . . The Foreign Committees concerned gladly agreed to the 
wisdom of 111a~ing such conditions. In all the money given from 
these countries since that time, it has been stipulated, with a few 
e~ceptions, that the final payment of their share should o~ly_be 
made on condition that payment would complete the bmldmg 
atiso1utely free of debt. 

. The entire indebtednesS at ·ih.~ :beginning of 1911 on a 
total building valuation of Rs. 16,75,427·was Rs. 2,33,000 toward 
the cancellation pf. which, as a result of the initiative of the 
National General Secretary, Mr . .A. C. Harte, Rs. 27,soo-o-o bad 
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been subscribed in India. Other secretaries were enlisted in the 
effort in India and abroad with the result that the only part still 
remaining is Rs. 40,000 on Rangoon Central. 

The indebtedness at present on total initial costs of build-
ings of Rs.JZ,74,86z is as follows:- : 

Allahabad Central Branch Rs. 1516 o o 
Bans:alore City Branch , 3846 o o 
Calcutta Student Hostel , zs,ooo o o 
Hyderabad-College Street Branch , zo,ooo o o 
Rangoon-Central Branch , 40.000 o o 

,. Student Hostel , 7,700 o o 

Rs. 98,o6z o o 
Since January 1st, 1911, the following buildings have been 

added to Y.M.C.A. property in India, Burma and Ceylon. In 
their planning and erection the Building Department has been 
able to render large service to the local Associations. In some 
cases the construction was entrusted to other parties, oil P.ccount 
of pressure of other work in the Department or for local reasons, 
but in most, the plans have been made and the construction super• 
vised by the Architect and his assistants. 

AHMEDNAGAR.-British Army Branch: Plans were pre
pared for a small building which was completed in 1919. The 
cost was Rs.xo,ooo, met by a gift of £750/- from Nottingham, 
England. Because of poor construction this Hut is probably 
worth not more than Rs. J,ooo at present. . -

z. ALI.AHABAD.-City Branch: A site of st a~re5 was 
secured with the help of Government in 1914, within Allahabad 
City, at a cost of Rs.I7,ooo. Because of lack of sufficient funds 
to construct the entire building it was decided to erect only an 
open hall, 27 by 39 feet, equipped as a lecture hall, and a 
g-ymnasium, as also a partially complete small bungalow for the 
Branch Secretary. This was done in 191 5· Sir James Meston 
(now Lord Meston) opened the Branch, December nth, 1915; 
Additional funds were secured in 1918 and plans were completed 
for the entire equipment, with athletic field. One wing of the 
new building was erected in 1919 and it is hoped that the remain
ing portion may be finished shortly. The secretary's bungalow 
was completed in 1920. The total cost amounts to : site, 
Rs.17,ooo; building, Rs.zz,soo; equipment, Rs.2,500; secretary's 
bungalow, Rs.3,900; total Rs.4519oo, toward which GoYemment 
g-ave Rs.Sooo (besides acquiring the land), the National Council 
Rs 3,ooo, and the International Committee Rs.Jo,ooo ; Rs-4,900 
was secured in local donations. 

ALLEPPEY.-A small building comprising an institute and 
hostel, completed in 1913, at a cost of Rs.s,ooo. With site and 
equipment the property is valued at Rs.7,65o. Toward this 

E 
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amount Rs.2,500 came from America, the remainder being 
secured locally. 

4· ARANGAON.-lndian Army Branch: A small "hut," 
for which Brigadier General Nore bad secured Rs.Io,ooo, was 
erected early in I 9 I 9· Before the end of the year all the Indian 
troops were removed from the camp and the hut bas been 
dismantled. 

5· BANGALORE.-Cobb Army Branch: In December, 
1912, a site of six acres was given the Bangalore Association by 
the military authorities of the 9th Division, and in November, I9I3, 
His Excellency Lord Hardinge laid the corner-stone of the new 
building,- the first to be erected by the Y.M.C.A. in India in the 
interests of the British soldier. It was particularly intended to 
provide facilities for technical education so as to prepare the 
soldier for civil life. The _work progressed rapidly until Septem
ber,.1914, when the outbreak of war brought a lack of supervision 
and of funds. In 1916 the great influx of troops to Bangalore and 
the imperative need for larger quarters made necessary the 
resumption of the work. -The masonry work and one roof were 
completed and the building, though quite unfinished, was taken 
into use. It has not yet been wholly completed, on account of 
lack of funds, though each year bas seen some addition. Altera
tions have been made in the plans to provide for expanded work 
and the final product will be a considerably larger scheme than 
was originally planned for. The completed equipment will 
consist of a large athletic field suitably equipped, a commodious 
institute, with restaurant, lecture hall and stage, class rooms, etc., 
a separate library and a: secretary's bungalow. His Excellency 
Lord Chelmsford opened the library in November, 19I9. The 
amount expended so far as been Rs.67,5oo, of which Rs.Is,ooo 
came from America, Rs.3s,ooo from the National Council, and 
the balance from friends in India. · 

. . ' 
6, 7 & 8. BANGALORE.-British Army Branches at Heb-

bal, Maude and Baghdad Camps, erected for temporary use during 
the war at a total cost of Rs.23,soo; Hebbal and Maude Bran
ches have now been done away with. Baghdad is valued at 
Rs.71500. 

9· BANGALORE.-British Army Branch Tea Pavilion at 
Iggulden Park: An attractive centre for social life, with garden and 
ten_nis court attached, provided in I9I8 at a cost of Rs.xo,ooo, 
from Bangalore funds. It is still in operation. 
· . xo. IL'\NGALORE.-lndian Army Building in Richmond 
Town : An attractive "hut" of the bungalow type erected in I 9 I 9 
at a total cost of Rs.2x,ooo, of which Rs.xs,ooo was provided 
from National Council Army funds. 

u. BANGALORE.-Bourdillon Branch: In 19I6 a building 
and grounds were purchased from the London Missionary Society 
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Tamil Church at a cost of Rs.Io,ooo; and were remodelled and 
equipped at a cost of Rs.s,zso, to provide for the removal of this 
growing Branch from its former inadequate quarters. The neces
sary funds, Rs. I s,z so, were secured from the International 
Committee. · 

u. BANGALORE.-City Branch (C!notapb · Road.) In 
August, I9IZ, His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore laid the 
corner-stone of this building, for which be bad most generously 
given a beautiful site of sl acres. It was formally opened by Dr. 
john R. Mott in November .of the same year and was finally 
completed a few months later. The cost, exclusive of site, was 
Rs.6z,s73·7·6, of which Rs.48,035 came through the Interna
tional Committee from a former secretary and his sister. There is 
a debt of Rs.3,846, which is gradually being liquidated. Because 
of the closer supervision of the Architect this building is more 
satisfactory than others erected during the same period. . It has 
proved to be in many respects the ideal equipment for an associa
tion in a city of the size of Bangalore. The building contains the 
usual institutional features, with a good lecture ball, and on the 
first floor a hostel for twenty-two men in single rooms. There is 
a separate bungalow for the Branch Secretary, which adds to the 
attractiveness of the group of buildings. The materials used being 
the beautiful Mysore granite, the exterior of the buildings is indes
tructible and never needs repairs. The grounds are attractively 
laid out, with games courts and gardens. There are three courts 
for tennis, two for volley-ball, several for badminton, and a full-size 
football field with running track. In this building the first attempt 
was made to install up-to-date sanitary fittings in a city without 
public sewers: they have proved a great attraction and have 
amply justified the expenditure. . 

I3. BoMBAY.-Byculla Branch: Completed in 1915 and 
opened in August of that year by Her Excellency the Lady 
Willingdon. It contains institutional features, a hostel for thirty 
residents and excellent quarters for the secretary, with separate 
entrance. The actual cost of the building and equipment, exclu
sive of "Site, was Rs.66,I64-I-4 toward which the International 
Committee contributed Rs.zs,ooo. Government gave an equal 
amount. 

14. BOMBAY.-Central Branch Tennis Pavilion: Erected 
on the tennis courts ofthe Wodehouse Road Branch, in 1914, at 
a cost of Rs.z,468. · · 

IS. BoMBAY.-British Army Branch: An attractive and 
commodious Hut at the Cooperage erected in 1917 at a cost of 
Rs.Jo,z63, met from local funds, and still in use. . 

16. BoMBAY.-Indian Army Branch: A Hut for Indian 
Troops in the Marine Lines, erected in 1917 at a cost of Rs 
18,7os-u-z, met from local funds and still in use. 
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17. BOMBAY.-Procter Branch: Formerly the Mazagon 
Apprentices Home. A new building was completed early in 1915: 
His Excellency Lord Willingdon, Governor of Bombay, opened it 
in March of that year. It contains social rooms, a hostel for sixty 
Anglo-Indian apprentices, single rooms for boarders, and accom
modation for a married secretary, an assistant secretary and a 
house-keeper. The actual cost of building including equipment, 
was Rs.1,001276-8-7, toward which Rs.43,750 was given by Govern
ment, Rs.2s,ooo by the International Committee and the balance 
by citizens of Bombay. 

18. CALCUTTA.-National Headquarters:· In 1916 the 
property at s, Russell Street, was purchased at a cost ofRs.1,951ooo, 
to provide accommodation for the largely increased work of the 
National Councilw On equipment an additional sum of· Rs. 
I31107·8-3 was spent. The money was given for this special 
purpose by Association friends in Toronto, Canada. 

I9. CALCUTTA.-Chowringhee Branch: Remodelled in 
I 914 at an expense of Rs.4,ooo; certain other changes were made 
in I 9 I 2 and I 9 I 8, costing Rs.2,ooo; the funds were secured 
lpcally. · 

· 20. CALCUTTA.-Ronaldshay Hut: a very well equipped 
and popular H.ut erected in I917 on the Maidan at a cost of 
Rs.J~1ooo; the cost being met jointly from local and National 
funds. 

2I. CALCUTTA.-Barrackpore Indian Army Hut: erected 
in 1918 at a cost of Rs.I,ooo. This has since been replaced by a 
large pucca barrack made available by the O.,C. 73rd. Carnatics. 

22. CALCUTTA.-Student Hostel: In December, 1913, the 
site of approximately one acre, at 62, Machua Bazar Street, was 
purchased for Rs.96,ooo. In April, I914, construction was begun 
and .in July, 19I51 the hostel was opened. The contract was placed 
in the hands of a local firm who carried out.the work in a very 
unsatisfactory way. Moreover, much of the work had to be done 
very inexpensively in order to keep within the available funds. 
This, together with the bad :wor~manship by the contractors, made 
the building below the desired standard in some respects. As 
regards plan the building has proved satisfactory:- thirty-five· 
single and four double rooms for students, · social rooms and 
residential quarters for the Warden· and Assistant Warden. The 
estimated cost was Rs.8416I3; actual, Rs.82,126-7-5· The grounds. 
are laid out as a student playground, with two tennis courts, two 
basket-ball courts, two volley-ball courts, an open-air gymnasium, 
three hand-ball courts, a squash racquets court and a badminton 
court; Building and grounds together are considered to be in 
many respects an ideal equipment for a student hostel and play
ground in a large city. The total cost including equipment was 
Rs.1,95,286-3-91 toward which Government gave Rs.74,364. Of 



the balance the International Committee contributed Rs.97,II2; 
the National Council advanced Rs.zs,ooo to cover the remainder 
and hopes to recover it from a special grant from Government 
which would doubtless have been paid in 1915 except for the 
outbreak of the war. 

23. CALCUTTA.-Wellington Branch: An institute and 
hostel for Anglo-Indian young men and a residential flat for the 
secretary, at 42, Corporation Street, completed in February, 1915. 
In the g-rounds are two pukka tennis courts and a badminton 
court. The estimated cost of the building was Rs.83,500; actual 
cost Rs.8o,zs7-II-2. The total cost, including site and equip· 
ment, was Rs.x,s6,189-S·3, of which Rs.4o,ooo came from America 
and Rs.so,ooo from Sir ~obert Laidlaw. 

24. CALICUT.-Opened March 1st, 1913. It is a compo
site building, comprising institutional features, a hostel and a 
secretary's residence. Because of an existing building which had
to be preserved and brought into connection. with the building, 
the working out of the plan for the new construction was not 
quite satisfactory and some inconvenient features could not be 
avoided. The building cost Rs.q,ooo; the total value of the 
entire property is Rs.z5,270. Of this amount Rs.1o,ooo came from 
America and the b~lance locally. 

25. COIMBATORE.-A composite equipment containing 
the usual three features, institute, hostel, and a small residence for. 
the secretary. It was opened in March, 1912, and cost Rs.14,038. 
With equipment the total cost was Rs.16,099-7-6; of which 
amount Rs. 7,ooo came from America. To make the size of the 
building in keeping with the needs of the Association, the work 
had to be done as cheaply as possible, and in consequence there is 
constant and considerable expense for upkeep. . 

26. CoLOMBo.-Racquet Court: Between 1910 and 1913 
extensions and improvements were carried out at an expenditure 
of Rs.21,ooo. The building was dismantled in 1916 on orders of 
Government, to make way for rat-proof rice· granaries ; a new site 
was given by Government and compensation of Rs.x,os,ooo for
the building. The Architect is now engaged on the plans and 
erection of a building on the new site, at an estimated cost of 
Rs.s,oo,ooo, including a Soldiers' and Sailors' Institute to cost 
Rs.1,75,ooo. · 

27. FEROZEPORE.-British Army Branch: In 1918 the 
Wesleyan Missionary Society Institute was purchased by the 
~ational Council at a cost of Rs.6,ooo, to which was added Rs.2,65o
for necessary repairs, additions, fixtures, stamps, etc. 

28. GALLE.-ln 1913 the local Association purchased for 
Rs.7,500 an old building in need of reconstruction for which the 
Architect prepared plans. .The work was carried out locally in 
1916 at a cost of Rs.z,soo. Toward the total ·cost of Rs.to,ooo1 
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the-. International Committee gave Rs.3,ooo. The building and 
eqwpment are valued at Rs.2o,ooo. 

29. GOPALGUNGE.-For a small building, plans were 
prepared by the Department and the building was erected in 1913, 
at a cost of Rs.2,6oo, of which Rs.1,700 was given by the Inter
national Committee, the balance being secured locally. Unfortu
~ately the cyclone that devastated a large portion of East Bengal 
Jn 1919 destroyed the building; only the steel frame of the walls 
and the roof being left. Efforts are now being made to rebuild. 

.. 30. HYDERABAD.-Chapel Road Anglo-Indian Branch : 
In October, 1911, the building which had been erected in 1896 at a 
cos~ of Rs.s<?oo was enlarged, at a cost of Rs.15,ooo, half of 
whtch was ratsed locally and half donated through the National 
Council by the International Committee. At present the branch 
is not affiliated. 

' , 31. HYDERABAD.-College Street Branch: In 1919 a 
gift of Rs.29,772·5-11 from the Australasian National Committee 
made possible the purchase of a building of considerable size for 
this branch (established in 1912,) which cost H. S. Rs.so,ooo. It 
was necessary to take out a mortgage for the extra Rs.2o,ooo, on 
the joint security of the Australasian Committee and the National 
Council. It is expected that this will shortly be wiped out by the 
generosity of the Australasian Association. 

32. ]HANSI.-British Army Branch: A bungalow re-built in 
I9l8 at a cost of Rs.31 11oo, met entirely by the National Council. 

· 33· ]UBBULPORE.-British Army Branch: In 1918 Lady 
Robertson, wife of Sir Benjamin Robertson, late Chief Commis
sioner of the Central Provinces, secured from the Feudatory Chief 
of Sirguja, the generous gift of Rs.1s,ooo for a Y.M.C.A. Hut for 
British troops in Jubbulpore. It was· then expected that the 

, building would cost Rs.2 s,ooo and the National Council ag!eed 
to furnish the balance. For various reasons the amount originally 
estimated was insufficient and in all the National Council has 
given Rs.25,ooo. The building, which is unusually substantial 
and adequate, was opened July 3rd, 1919, by Sir Benjamin 
Robertson. The plans were prepared by T. Mackenzie, E~qr., 
Garrison Engineer, who incorporated in the plans some suggestiOns 
made by the National Council Architect; D. N. Thompson, Esqr., 
M. W. S., superintended the building operations free of charge. 

34· ]UBBULPORE.-Civilian Branch : This building was 
erected in 1914, with the idea that it should serve as a 11 cosmo
politan" centre for all communities: the situation in Jubbulpore 
has not yet allowed of the attaining of this ideal. The total cost 
including site was Rs.241718-2-I, of which Rs.s,ooo came from 
Government, Rs.9,ooo from America through the National Coun
cil and Rs.1 r,ooo from individuals in Jubbulpore and other parts 
of India. During 1916 it was closed on account of an inc~easing 
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debt incurred far current expenses, decrease of membership on 
account of the war, and the lack of a full time secretary, and 
was rented to the Army Clothing Department, with the result 
that the old debt has been paid off and the surplus placed on fixed 
deposit until the Branch shall be reopened, which is expected to 
be in the near future. · 

35· KANDY.-The plans call for an institute and a small 
hostel, tor which a site of exceptional attraCtiveness, beside the 
lake, was leased from Government in 191.4 for Rs.s per year, free 
of taxes. In 1917 the institutional section was erected and equip
ped at a total cost of Rs.u,ooo of which Rs.3,000 came from 
America ; the hostel has not yet been built, on account of lack 
of funds. 

36. KARACHI.-Completed in October, 1914, the plans 
having been prepared by the Architect who made frequent visits 
during construction, which was done by a local contractor under 
the supervision of an engineer of the Public Works Department 
who acted in an honorary capacity for the Building Committee. 
The building contains institutional features, a good hostel, and an 
annexe for the secretary. The grounds are very spacious, so,ooo 
square yards, of which 8ooo are beld on 99 years' lease and the 
remainder on temporary tenure as recreation grounds. There are 
two tennis courts, and football and hockey fields. A gymnasium 
(still unequipped) and lecture hall is connected with the building 
by a covered passage. The total cost was Rs.8o,ooo, of which 
Rs.~s,ooo was given by Government, Rs.1s,ooo by tbe Interna
tional Committee, Rs.s,ooo by the National Council and the 
remainder, Rs.4s,ooo, by citizens of Karachi. _ 

37· KARACHI.-Gaza Lines Hut and equipment costing in 
all Rs.12,8oo, provided locally and erected in 1918. The Kea
mari Hut and the two Rest Camp Huts, one for Indian ar.1 the 
other for British troops, have just been closed down for want of 
secretaries. 

38. KUNNAMKULAM.-Plans and estimates have been 
prepared for an institutional building, for a hostel and secretary's 
residence. It is doubtful whether funds will allow of the entire 
equipment desired, but the cornerstone of the main building was 
laid by Mrs. G.S. Eddy in June, 1919, and the building has reached 
the plinth level. Rs.9,500 have been subscribed locally, of which 
Rs.5,300 has been collected. A promise of Rs.1o,ooo has come 
from abroad. 

39· LAHORE.-Indian Army Branch: A Hut erected at a 
cost of Rs.u,822 of which Rs.7,100 was donated by the Rajah 
of Shei~hupura, Rs:x,ooo by Lady O'Dwyer and the balance by 
the National Counc1l. · · 

40· MADRAS.-Anglo-lndian Hostel : Now in course of 
reconstruction at a total cost, estimated, of Rs.so,ooo, secured 
locally. · 
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41. MADRAS.-Royapettah Branch: Purchased in 1919, 
especially as a centre for boys' work, for Rs.zo,ooo ; repairs to 
the extent of Rs.5,ooo carried out in 1920. The entire cost came 
from America. 

42. MANDALA Y.-A building was purchased in the latter 
part of 1911, but because of the closing of the Association was sold 
10 1919. 

43· MIDNAPORE.-ln 1914 Mrs· Duckett of Duckett's 
Grove, Ireland, gave Rs.7,500 for a building at Midnapore. A 
centrally located. site of about five acres was leased at a nominal rent 
from Government and local gifts were secured amounting to about 
Rs 4,ooo. The cornerstone was laid in 1914, but actual building 
work was not undertaken until December, 1918. It was finished 
about a year later at a cost of somewhat over Rs.13,ooo, the 
balance of the funds being supplied by the National Council. The 
original plans included a hostel, but only the institute section has 
been built. 

44· MuRREE.-Sunny Bank Army Branch : A gift of 
Rs.s,ooo from Lt.-General Sir Arthur Barratt, for the erection of a 
Hut to be called the Lady Barratt Memorial Hut and originally 
intended for RawalPindi, was shifted to the Murree Hills where 
it will serve as a social centre and a Furlough Home. The build
ing was completed in June, 1920, at a cost of Rs.zo,5oo, the 
remainder of the funds being supplied by the National Council. 

45· MURREE.-Gharial British Army Branch, erected in 
1918, at a cost of Rs.5,ooo; including equipment it is valued at 
Rs.xo,ooo. 

· 46. NAGPUR.-Student Hostel: During 1913-1915 several 
plans were prepared until an agreement was reached with Govern
ment as to site and building plans. The hostel was finally 

~completed in 1918 at a cost of Rs.51,ooo. It has accommodation 
for ~hirty-five students and a social room, and stands in very 
attractive ·grounds near the Morris College. The plans include a 
separate bungalow for the Warden, but because" of the great 
increase of prices during the war the funds available, Rs.zs,ooo 
from Government and Rs.25,ooo from America, proved insuffi
ci~nt to erect the bungalow. As soon as funds can be secured the 
bungalow will be· constructed and the grounds will be equipped 
more completely for games. · 

47· NAINI TAL.-Originally a civilian branch, with a 
bungalow and compound then valued at Rs.z6,ooo, given the 
N3.ini Tal Association in 1912. During the war the equipment 
was devoted entirely to British Army work, serving chiefly as a 
furlough home for the large numbers of soldiers on leave. On 
account of the age and bad -condition of the existing buildings it 
has· been necessary to arrange for an almost complete reconstruc
tion and extension. Plans were prepared and up to date about 
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one third of the proposed work has been carried out at a cost of 
approximately Rs. 18,ooo. 

48. NAVALY.-(Ceylon): A smallbuildingerectedin 1914 
at a cost of Rs.1,6oo on which there is a debt of Rs.225. , 

49· PooNA.-British Army Branch: The Connaught Insti
tute was taken over from Government in 1913 at a cost to the 
National Council, for compensation to the R. A. T. A., for altera
tions, equipment and repairs, of Rs.9,755· It has continuously 
been used rent free as an Army Branch ever since. Repairs and 
improvements ha,·e since been added from time to time, at a cost 
-of Rs.9025, locally secured. 

so. PooNA.-Indian Army Hut: Erected in 1918 at a cost 
of Rs.12,ooo, locally secured. 

51. RANGOON.-British Army Branch: Through a gift of 
£300 from the English. National Council, adde~ to local subsc~p
tions, funds were provided for an Atmy Hut m Rangoon whtch 
was erected in 1915 at a cost of Rs.8,ooo. It was further extend
ed in 1917 at a cost of Rs.6,ooo. 

52. RANGOON.-Indian Army Branch : A Hut completed 
in 1919 at a cost of Rs.8,ooo, oj which Rs.s,ooo was received 
from the "India Day" collections made by the English National 
Council in Great Britain. The balance was secured locally. 

53· RANGOON.-Student Hostel: An attractive building 
accommodating thirty-five Burmese students, with Warden's 
quarters and tennis courts, erected from plans drawn up by the 
National Council Architect, under the supervision of a local 
architect. The building was finished in the latter part of 1913 at 
a total cost of Rs.73,8o8-1-7, to\\'ard which the International 

·Committee gave Rs.22,5oo. There is a debt of Rs.7,700. 

54· RISALPUR.-British Army Branch : Institute, built 
in 1918-19; and large compound partially laid out. The initial 
gift of £soo came from Her· Highness the Princess Victoria's Fund 
and to this from time to time the National Council has added. 
The total amount sanctioned is Rs .• p,soo, of which Rs.zs,soo 
has been spent, the remainder being in band for the early erection 
of a secretary's bungalow and the completion of certain necessary 
equipment of the Institute. 

55· SECUNDERABAD.-Plans for a small building for the 
-civilian branch were prepared in 1912 and the comer-stone was 
laid on September 6th by the Hon'ble the Resident, Lieut.-Col. 
Pinhey. The construction was in charge oflocal agencies and the 
building was completed in 1913, being opened by General Sir 
Arthur Phayre, C. B., in January 1914. The cost was Rs.u,ooo 
-of which half was raised in India; the remainder came from 
-America. 



56. THIRUVALUTHI~ADANIVJLEI.-A ,-i!lage Association 
building-the smallest building and longest name on the list! and 
the first Y.~I.C.A. to own a building in the Tinnevelly District
erected at a cost of Rs.120 in 1912, completely at the charges in 
labour and money of the Association in this Tinnevelly ,-illage. 

57· WELLI~GTO~.-British Army Branch : During the 
war a temporary agreement was made between the Bishop of 
~Iadras and the Xational Council for the management of the 
existing Church of England Institute. This has worked so 
satisfactorily that all concerned have decided to make the arrange
ment permanent. In August, 1919, a grant of Rs.so,ooo to the 
Y.~I.C.A. from the :Madras Presidency War Fund made possible 
ertensi\·e improvements and additions to the property. The 
existing wooden Hut is being replaced by a permanent concert 
ball and other buildings, and a bungalow for the secretary is being 
also erected on the same site. It is expected to complete the 
work early in 1921. The entire property, equipment included,. 
will be held in common by the two Trustees: ( 1) Tl1e Bishop 
of Madras and (2) the nominee of the Xational Council. 

Besides the above buildings which have been added to the 
Association equipment since 19II there are a considerable number 
of places where investigation of sites bas been made and pre
liminary sketches prepared. Because of the lack of funds, or for 
other causes, the buildings have not yet been started; but it is still 
hoped that the necessary funds may be forthcoming, when con
struction will be started:-

I. DELHI.-The Delhi Association and the National 
Council have applied to the Delhi Government for two sites, one 
in Xew Delhi and one in the City Extension area, for buildings 
for European and Indian young men and boys. The Delhi 
Municipality have already granted a site in the Queen's Gardens,_ 
near the heart of the main city, on which a semi-pukka pavilion 
mll probably be erected in the near future, primarily to serve the 
educated Indian Community. 

2. ]AFFNA.-A site tentatively planned to be leased from 
Government was found unsatisfactory. 

3· ]UBBULPORE.-Indian Army Branch : Plans are in 
band for a brnlding similar to the Bangalore Indian Army Branch 
and it is hoped to begin erection soon. 

4· KoTAGIRI.-A. site of nine acres in this hill station was 
secured in 1914, with the aim of providing equipment for summer 
conferences, training institutes, and a holiday home for secretaries 
and members of South Indian Associations. The plan has not. 
yet been worked out. 
• 5· KoTTAYAM.-For the past ten years this Association 
has been endeavouring to secure a site and put up a building,. 
having been housed in rented quarters for the entire period. In 
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1920 a site was secured and as soon as mo~ey for actual building 
is available the work can be begun. The sum needed is Rs. 
Js,ooo. 

6. LAHORE.-Student Hostel : Several tentative plans 
have been prepared. A site was purchased in 1915 by means of a 
gift of Rs. 5o,ooo from Scotland, on condition that a similar amount 
be raised locally. The equipment is to include secretary's quar
ters and a playground. Because the local funds are not yet 
available and the site is not wholly satisfactory, the construction 
has not yet been started. 

7· MADURA.-A site and a small building near the great 
temple were purchased, for Rs.14,6o6-I5-I0, toward which the 
International Committee contributed Rs. 12,ooo. Ever since that 
time efforts have been made to secure funds for a new building 
but so far without sufficient success to warrant proceeding with 
the building. Several plans have been prepared. 

8. OOTACAMUND.-Several studies have been made of 
the possibilities of various sites under consideration. In June, 
I9ZO, the Government presented a good site in the middle of the 
town to the Association, which has taken due possession of the 
same. As soon as fund~ become available the work will be 
started. 

9· PALAMCOTTAH.-For ten years it has been hoped to 
find a satisfactory ·site and erect a building here. Some money 
has been secured, but not sufficient to warrant going forward with 
construction. Nor has a suitable site been found. 

10. PooNA.-City Branch: Ever since I9I4 this branch 
has been promised help to secure an adequate build.ing, but the 
effects of ·the war have so far prevented the fulfilment of the 
promise. A site was purchased, the International Committee 
giving Rs.Io,ooo, and plans and estimates were prepared before 
the outbreak of the war; only the outhouses, ho.stel kitchens, etc., 
have been built and these are being used as games and meeting 
rooms for the Branch. The expenditure on site and these 
outhouses was Rs.zs,ooo. The building is urgently required, but 
the tremendous increase in the price of building materials makes 
complete new plans necessary and demands twice the money 
originally estimated. Final plans and estimates are ready. . 

II. SALEM.-A site of one acre and eighty cents has been 
purchased for Rs.s6o and a contiguous strip of about one acre has 
been leased at a nominal rent from the local Zemindar; Rs.750 is 
available toward a building, plans for which are being matured. 

12. SIMLA.-River View : The present building is not well 
suited for Association purposes and,· besides, has been condemned 
and must be replaced. Unfortunately ftmds are not yet available. 
The location is very good .. Several plans have been worked 
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<>Ut and Government has been asked to help financially on the 
ground of the service rendered by the hostel. 

There are thus at the ·date of writing fifty-seven buildings 
<>wned by theY. M. C. A. in India, Burma and Ceylon, erected at 
a cost of Rs. 32,74,862, and with building debts amounting to 
Rs. 98,062. No attempt is here made to estimate the present value, 
which is in many cases far greater than the original cost. The 
majority of the buildings belong to local Associations, but in a few 
cases the National Council holds the title. In addition, there are 
thirty rented and thirty-two rent free buildings, making in all 
II9 occupied for Y.M.C.A. purposes. 

In connection with these buildings hearty acknowledgment 
is made of the liberality of many different people in India, who 
have given largely-Government, ruling princes, 'missionaries, 
Hindu and Moslem Zemindars, Indian Christians, Parsee business 
men, and the large number of those whose small gifts have joined 
to make the large total which has been invested in the permanent 
equipment which provides for the Associations the centres from 
·which to carry on their work. 

Much of the incentive to this giving has come from the 
most generous gifts from abroad, to whose donors we are incal
culably indebted. 

For the purpose of utilizing any further gifts from abroad 
for buildings the National Council have appointed a Building 
Commission whose duties are to study the entire situation as 
regards new buildings needed and to make recommendations to 
the Council for the distribution of all funds secured for building 
purposes. In full consultation with the local Associations concern
ed, a complete survey of the different cities and towns is being 
carried out with a view to securing all the relevant· facts and 
arriving at such recommendations as will ensure the adequate 
equipment C'lf all Associations so far as the securing of the necessary 
funds permits. 

VII. LECTURE AND PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT. 

For several years the National Council has had a Lantern 
Slides Department for the service of local Associations, carried on 
with varying degrees of efficiency and co-operation from the 
Associations concerned. With the war the demands for lecture 
material grew very large and for most of that period the service 
was practically limited to the Army Department. 

. During these years, also, there has been an increasing need 
of attractive and complete publicity material in connection with 
the various financial campaigns and with the securing of men and 
money from abroad. 

It therefore seenled desirable to the National Council to 
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develop both of these departments and to appoint a special secre
tary to have charge of them. Consequently, in April 1920, Mr. 
W. H. Heinrichs was appointed Secretary for the Lecture and 
Publicity Department, and was directed to study the material 
available and the needs of the field, and to submit proposals in 
detail for the working of the Department. 

During the time that has elapsed since the creation ofthe 
Department the slides equipment has been thoroughly renovatedj, 
all the slide sets have been renumbered and refiled, over 800 
broken or cracked slides repaired, ninety new sets purchased and 
sixty secured as donations, fifteen new lectures prepared to go
with the slides (100 more such lectures are needed), and a depart
ment established which has been opened to missionary societies 
and other similar bodies on certain conditions, as well as to 
branches of the Y.M.C.A. 

At the beginning of the work there were on circuit 94 sets 
of slides in fair condition, with 3974 slides. There are now 339 
complete sets with a total of 13,021 slides, many of which are hand
coloured. Over forty lectures have been duplicated and suitably 
bound for circulation. An adequate supply of special boxes for 
shipment has greatly reduced the damages sustained by breakage· 
in transit. 

In the Publicity Department 200 blocks have been assem
bled, cleaned, filed and placed at the disposal of local Associations. 
A complete list of all the photographs now available for advertis
ing purposes, eJthibits and displays has been made. Eleven large 
wall charts and twenty-five large panels of ten photographs each,_ 
showing Army Work in France, Mesopotamia and East Africa 
have been prepared for the Indian War Memorial. For the forth
coming National Convention over 6oo different pieces of local 
Association printed matter have been assembled on lOO mounts,.. 
besides ten large "Thrift Campaign" posters, zoo photographs and 
twenty-six graphic charts of Y.M.C.A. work in India, zso of 
Y.M.C.A. Army "'ork in France, Mesopotamia and East Africa,. 
and certain other exhibits. A complete file of branches of the 
Association in India and Ceylon has been prepared, and a. 
cultivation list of some 550 selected names. 

VIII. LITERATURE DEPARTMENT. 

The large development in this department gathers about 
the work o_t Dr.J. N. Farquhar, who, in 1912, by an arrangement 
made poss1ble by Dr. John R. Mott, was set apart entirely for
literary work. Previous to this time Dr. Farquhar had become. 
one of the leaders among that group of missionaries in India who 
felt the need for a new method of Christian apologetic for Hindus 
involving a thorough overhauling of their ideas of Hinduism ~ 
frank and full recognition of all the good that is iiJ it, and a cl:ar_,. 
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_well-thought-out statement of the relation in which its teachings 
stand to Christianity. He had previously published Gita and 
Gospel (1903), and a Primer of Hinduism (1911}, and had joined 
a small group of men-Dr. -N. Macnicol of Poona, Dr. H. D. 
Griswold of Lahore, Professor A. G. Hogg of Madras, Dr. R. E. 
Hume of Bombay, and later the Rev. John Mackenzie of 
Bombay-who banded themselves together for the definite pur
pose of producing a series of books which should be thoroughly 
scholarly and trustworthy, sympathetic in attitude to the religions 
of India, yet steadily loyal to Christ. Each chose a subject and 
an agreement was reached as to the general character of the 
books and their publication. Dr. Griswold and Dr. Farquhar were 
selected as editors of this" Religious Quest of India Series." Dr. 
Hume and Professor Hogg dropped out of the company in course 
of time, but the rest have held on . 

. By ~he new arrangement of Dr. Farquhar's work he was to 
spend the winters in lecturing in India, keeping in close touch 
with missionaries, the Indian Church, and non-Christian activities 
and opinions, while his summers were to be spent in Oxford under 
-conditions that would give him uninterrupted leisure for writing. 
In his new position he was designated Literary Secretary of the 
National Council. 

During his first summer in England he was able to form a 
-connection with the Oxford University Press which has since 
then developed into a league between the Press and the Litera
ture Department. In the summer of 1912 Mr. Milford, the head 
of the Press, published the second edition (the first had been pub
lished by the Christian Literature Society, Madras) of the Primer 
()f Hinduism of which not less than 1o,ooo copies have been sold, 
taking the two editions together. His Majesty the King-Emperor 
used it on his way out to India in 1912. 

-During the same summer, Mr. K. ]. Saunders, a Cambridge 
man, who had for some time been teaching in Trinity College, 

· Kandy, Ceylon, passed over to the service of the Y.M.C.A. in 
India. About the same time two valuable books on Buddhist 
subjects, which he had written in Ceylon, were published, 
Buddhist Ideals (C. L. S. Madras) and the Buddha's Way of 
Virtue tMurray, London}, a translation of the Dhammapada one 
of the Buddhist canonical works. Both have proved most 
valuable. 

Dr. Farquhar's first winter's work in India as Literary 
Secretary proved very encouraging. H .. A. Walter, a brilliant 
.American student, who had already published a notable volume 
.of religious verse, My Creed, arrived in India to take up work 
under the Y.M.C.A. among educated Muhammadans. It was, 
therefore, arranged that he and Mr. Saunders should be appointed 
Literary Secretaries alongside of Dr. Farquhar, Mr. Walter taking 
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Islam as his subject, Mr. Saunders Buddhism, and Dr. Farquhar 
Hinduism. 

During the same winter two new series of books were 
planned. The first was to be called The Religious Lzfe of 
India series, and was to deal with Hindu and Muhammadan 
sects, the Outcastes and the Wild Tribes. The second, The 
Heritage of India series, was meant to be a lengthy series of 
small volumes, each dealing_ with some healthy element in t.he 
civilization of India. The Bishop of Dornakal became Jomt 
Editor of the Heritage Series with Dr. Farquhar while, at a later 
date, Dr. Macnicol undertook to be Joint Editor of the Life Series. 

In the autumn of 1913, Farquhar's Crown of Hinduism 
was published by the Oxford Press. The subject of the volume is 
the relationship of Christianity to Hinduism. It thus raises the 
whole question of the right attitude of the Christian to the reli
gions ot India. The book provoked a certain amount of hostile 
criticism: yet the great majority of the reviews were favourable. 
The original edition soon ran out ; and the book is being sold in 
cheap editions in England and in India. There can be no doubt 
that it has exercised a wide and deep influence on missionaries 
and the Indian Church in India, and also on Christian opinion in 
Britain and America. Many leading Hindus have read the work, 
and it is frequently referred to in The Indian Social Reformer 
and other .organs of moderate opinion in India. A number of 
Roman Catholic priests in India have studied it. 

Having been appointed Lamson Lecturer at Hartford 
Theological Seminary, Conn., U.S.A., Dr. Farquhar delivered 
eight lectures there in November, 1913, on Modern Religious 
Movements in India. According to the conditions of the Lecture
ship, the lectures are published by the Macmillan Co., New York. 
The MSS. was sent to New. York early in the Summer of 1914. 

During his visit to India in 1913-1.4- several new writers 
were secured, notably J\!rs. Stevenson of Rajkot, Kathiawar, who 
joined the Quest of India group. In 1914 nothing was publish
ed, but in February, 1915, the !lfodern Religious Movements in 
India appeared in New York. The book was at once acclaim
ed as a valuable addition to our knowledge of India, and has been 
accepted as authoritative on all hands. It is constantly quoted 
and referred to by writers on India. The section on Theosophy 
has been translated into Dano-Norwegian and Marathi. The 
following year the author received from Oxford University the 
degree of Doctor of Letters (D. Litt.) on the ground that the 
Jiodern !lfovement forms a valuable contribution to learning._ 

1915 proved a very fruitful year, for two volumes of the" 
Quest Series were published by the Oxford Press, Dr. Macnicol's 
Indian_ Theism and Mrs. Stevenson's Heart of Jainism. Both 
books were well reviewed and are now accepted as standard 
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works. When questions come up in a law-court in Gujrat with 
regard to what Jain teaching is, The Heart of Jainism is 
frequently quoted as the last word on the question. Indeed, the 
leading Jains of Gujrat would have liked to publish the work for 
use in the Jain community, since they have no book of their own 
that expounds the religion so faithfully, but they desired to omit 
the last chapter, which shows the relationship of Christianity to 
Jainism, and natura1ly, Mrs. Stevenson would not have her book 
mutilated. The same year the Oxford Press also published the 
first volume of The Heritage of India Series, Saunders' Heart 
of Buddhism, which is a collection of translations from Buddhist 
hymns and popular texts, of great value to the student. 

Early in 1916 the first volume of the Religious Life of 
India Series was published by the Oxford Press, being The 
Village Gods of South India by the :Bishop of Madras. The 
book has proved exceedingly useful, as is shown by the fact that 
it has gone out of print. A revised and enlarged edition is now 
in the press. 

Thus the Oxford Press had undertaken to publish all three 
series of special works on Indian subjects which the Department 
was endeavouring to get prepared. But the rise in the price of 
paper occasioned by the war soon made it impossible for the 
Oxford Press to publish the Life Series and the Heritage Series 
at the low prices- necessary for India. An arrangement was 
therefore made that the Association Press in Calcutta should have 
the volumes of these series printed and published in India, while 
the Oxford Press would import supplies from India and publish 
outside India. The Quest Series remained in the hand of the 
Oxford Press. 

In 1917 another volume of the Heritage Series saw the 
light, Asoka, being a biography of the great Buddhist emperor, 
by Di.J. M. Macphail, a medical missionary stationed at Bamdah 
in Bengal. It was the first of our volumes printed in India in 
accordance with the new arrangement. Every one acknowledged 
the high quality of the printing and binding. The department 
owes a great debt to Mr. Gould of the Wesleyan Mission Press 
for the accurate and artistic work he has produced. 

Dr. James Hope Moulton of Manchester University, who, 
according to Harnack, was the greatest authority of his day on 
the language and the grammar of the New Testament, and was 
also an accomplished Zoroastrian scholar, cam~ out at the invi
tation of the Y.M.C.A., to lecture to Parsees. He lost his life, 
through submarining, on his way home. ·While in India, how
ever, he had written The Treasure of the llfagi the only ~ork 
in existence on Zoroastrianism which is at once adequate, reliable 
and readable. - It appeared in the Quest Series some six months 
after his death. 

The same autumn a volume on Indian Painting by Mr. 
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Percy Brown, Principal of the Government School of Art in 
Calcutta, appeared in the Heritage Series. It is the first complete 
introduction to the subject ever published. 

During the winter of 1917-18 two other volumes of the 
/Ieritage Series saw the light, Kanarese Literature and The 
Samkhya System. Kanarese is one of the vernaculars of South 
India, and possesses a great literature stretching back into the 
past for over a thousand years. Mr. Rice's volume is the first 
history ever written, and at once took its place as an authorita
tive work. The Samkhya is one of the six orthodox philo
sophies in recent years, and the new volume gives a clear and full 
account of the history of the school and the development of the 
system such as has not appeared before. The author is Dr. A. 
Berriedale Keith, Professor of Sanskrit in Edinburgh University. 
Dr. A. A. Macdonell, Professor of Sanskrit in Oxford University, 
Prof. Poussin of Ghent, and one of the junior instructors of Johns 
Hopkins University, have each promised a volume for the 
Heritage Series. That these men should associate themselvei 
with our literature is clear evidence that it is scholarly and 
reliable. 

In 1918 two volumes were published, which do not fall 
under any one of the series. The first was The Story of Budd
hism by Saunders, which sketches the whole history of 
Buddhism and is thus most helpful to students. The other was 
Ancient Indian Educa.timz by the Rev. F. E. Keay of jubbul
pore, and is the pioneer volume on that most impo1tant sub~ect. 

A great sorrow fell on us on the 1st of November, 1918,. 
when Howard Walter died of influenza in Lahore. He was by 
far the most brilliant man in the Y.M.C.A. staff in India, and was 
making careful preparations for writing a great work "Islam in 

·India." Shortly after his death, a small book from his pen, The 
Ahmadiya llfovement was published as the second volume of 
The Religious Life of India Series. Every reviewer bas re-
cognized its high qualities. . 

In the summer of 1919 a new volume of the Quest Series 
appeared, Redemption: Hindu and Christian by Dr. Sydney 
Cave, formerly an L. M.S. Missionary in Travancore, now 
Princiral of Cheshunt College in London. It has had an excellent 
receptiOn in India. In the autumn a fresh volume of the Heritage 
Series was published, Dr. 1\facnicol's Psalms of Maratha Saints, 
which, from the literary point of view, is probably the best book 
we have yet published. 

A fresh work by Dr. Farquhar--bis war-time opus-has 
just been published by the Oxford Press in the Quest Series: An 
Outline of the Religious Literature of India. It is meant to 
provide materials which will make the serious study of the 
religions of India more ~ossible than it has been in the past. 

F 
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During Dr. Farquhar's tour in 1919-20 a larger number of 
new writers were enrolled than ever before, amongst them a few 
Indian Christians. Eleven fresh volumes were arranged for. 
It was decided, after a good deal of thought and discussion, to try 
to produce a series of informing volumes on the women of India. 
Two have been arranged for. Miss Cornelia Sorabji will edit this 
interesting series along with Dr. Farquhar. 

The Chamars, by the Rev. G. W. Briggs, in The Religious 
Life of India Series, and Hindi Literature, by Rev. F. E. Keay, 
in 7/ze Heritage of India Series, appeared in September, 1920. 

How far has this literary movement proved successful ? 
It has certainly been successful in leading many missionaries and 
Indian Christians to adopt the new attitude to the religions of 
India. The books have also roused many missionaries and a 
percentage of Indian Christians to far more earnest study of the 
religions than was usual twenty years ago ; and they have also 
helped to convince mission boards and secretaries in the West 
that it would be wise to give prospective missionaries a brief 
training in the religion and the civilization they are to be faced 
with, before they leave home ; so that, when .they arrive, they 
may understand a good deal of what they see and be able to carry 
their studies still farther without. difficulty. We are also glad to 
find that it is now a good deal easier than it was seven years ago 
to persuade capable missionaries and Indian Christians to under
take books on Hindu subjects or on elements of the civilization. 

Its influence on cultured people in Western lands is also 
worth noting. The league with the Oxford University Press is 
certainly very significant. The books will be found on the shelves 
of most University libraries in. English-speaking lands. But the 
most striking fact is the way in which all Orientalists have 
accepted the books as trustworthy literature of a high order. 

The most serious test to which such books as ours are ex
posed is their reception by non-Christians. If they fail at this 
point, they fail altogether~ How have our books been received 
by Hindus, Buddhists, 1 aills and Parsees ? 

First of all, they are actually being read ; they are not put 
aside as negligible. That in itself is a great matter ; they are 
sufficiently interesting to attract the attention of non-Christians; 
and their tone does not repel. Secondly, all non-Christian reviews 
fully recognize their trustworthy scholarship. That also is a 
matter of great importance. We are steadily building up a library 
of descriptions of the faiths of India of a truly scholarly character. 
Thirdly, non-Christians recognize our sympathetic outlook, our 
eagerness to be absolutely fair in criticism; but, naturally, they 
do not accept our Christian conclusions. Nor do we expect them 
to do so all at once. It is a great triumph to have our books ac
cepted and read as scholarly productions. Lastly, it is clear that 
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our sympathetic attitude has begun to ten on non-Christian 
leaders. This fact manifests itself most clearly in a new friendliness 
to the Y.M.C.A., and an increased willingness to help our work 
forward. 

A further fact of great importance is this, that our literature 
pays its way; we need no subsidies. All of our books which are 
published by the Oxford and other presses are published at the 
charges of these presses; while all the books being published by 
the Association Press bring in at least as much as they cost. 

Clearly then we haye succeed,ed in making a beginning at 
least in the production of a fresh type of apologetic literature in 
English, a literature marked by scholarship, sympathy and 
Christian faith. But much yet remains to be done; we want many 
more writers; for there are a large number of sects, of outcaste 
groups and of wild tribes which have never yet been described. 
The value to the missionary and to the administrator of a scholarly 
monograph on some group marked off from others by their religion 
and social life is very great. Until all the chief outcaste groups 
and wild tribes have been carefully dealt with, the missionary has 
to work without one of his most helpful tools. Further, scholarly 
study of Hinduism has reached a point where further fruitful work 
will be exceedingly difficult until each of the great sects bas been 
reliably described. The whole strength of Hinduism for fifteen 
centuries has lain in the great sects; so that no trustworthy 
estimate of the religion can be formed until they are well known. 
Thus for several years more we shall have to hunt for competent 
men and women to undertake each a much-needed volume. 

A look into the future at this point may be pardoned. 
Even if our apologetic is as yet tentative and fragmentary, there 
is no need to be downhearted ; we are gathering stores of material 
which are necessary for a really great apologetic; and we are · 
trying many lines of approach to the Hindu. May we not say 
then with confidence that we are preparing the way for the great 
apologist who, we hope, is to come ? . · 

We next give, under each series, a list of books published, 
in the press, and being written, and thereafter an analysis of the 
whole list of writers :-

1. THE RELIGIOUS QUEST OF 
INDIA SERIES. 

a. PUBLISHED. 

Indian Theism ... Dr. N. Macnicol. 
The Heart of Jainism ... Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson. 
The Treasure of the Magi ... Prof. J. H. Moulton, 
Redemp~ion ~ Hindu a:n~ Chri~tian ... Dr .. Sydney Cave. 
An Outhne of the Rehgtous Ltterature of lnd1a ... Dr. Farquhar, · 

b. IN THI!: PRESS. . 

The Rites of the Twice-born Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson. 



C. BEING WRITTEN. 

Hindu Ethics ... 
The Religion of the Rigveda 
Buddhism ... . .. 
The Vedanta .. . 

Rev. John :\lcKenzie. 
Rev. Dr. H. D. Griswold. 
K. J. Saunders. 
Rev. Dr. W. S. Urquhart. 

II. TJIE RELIGIOUS LIFE OF INDIA SERIES. 
a. PUBLISHED. 

, The Village Gods of South India 
· The Ahmadiya Movement 

The Chamars ... 
b. IN TH'B PRESS. 

The Bishop of Madras. 
H. A. \Vatter, Lahore. 
G. W. Briggs, Cawnpore .. 

The Village Gods of South India (New edition) 
The Bishop of Madras. 

c, BEING WRITTEN. 

The Vaishnavism ot Pandharpur 
The Chaitanya Sect .. . 
The Sri-Vaishnavas .. . 
The Tamil Saiva Siddhanta 
The Vira Saivas 
The Brahma Movement ... 

·The Ramakrishna Movement 
The Khojas .. , 
The Matas and Madigas 

·The Dheds 
The Mahars 
The Bhils 
The Criminal Tribes 

Dr. N. Macnicol. 
M. T. Kennedy. 
E. C. Worman. 
Gordon Matthews. 
W. E. Tomlinson. 
Manilal C. Parekh. 
J. N.C. Ganguly. 
W. M. Hume. 
The Bishop of Dornakal ; 
P. B. Emmet; S. Nicholson. 
Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson. 
A. Robertson. 
D. Lewis. 
0. H. B. Starte. 

III. THE HERITAGE OF INDIA SERIES. 
a. PUBLISHI!!D: 

The Heart of Buddhism ... 
Asoka 
Indian Painting 
Kanarese Literature 
The Samkhya System 
Psalms of Maratha Saints 
Hindi Literature 

b. IN TH~ PRESS. 

The Karma Mimamsa ... 
Hymns of the Tamil Saiva Saints 

Co BEI·NG WRITTEN: 

Hymns from the Vedas 
Mahayana Hymns , .. 
Translation from the Upanishads 
An Introduction to Hindu Philosophy 
Sankara's Philosophy 
Indian Architecture 
Indian Music · 
The Minor Arts 
Indian Coins -
Life of the Bu~dha 
Life of Akbar 
Hymns o~ the Bengali• 

K. J. Saunders. 
Dr. J. M. Macphail. 
Principal Percy Brown. 
Rev. E. P. Rice. 
Prof. A. Berriedale Keith. 
Dr. N. Macnicol. 
Rev. F. E. Keay. 

Prof. A. Berriedale Keith 
Rev. Francis Kingsbury & 
Rev. G. E. Phillips. 

Prof. A. A. Macdonnell. 
Prof. L. de Ia Vallee Poussin. 
Rev. F. J. Western. 
Farquhar & McKenzie. 
A. K. Sharma. 
R. L. Ewing. 
H. A. Popley. 
Percy Brown. 
C. j. Brown. 
K. J. Saunders. 
F. V. Slack. 
E. J. Thompson.. 



Hymns of the Alwars 
The Tulsi Das 

Sufi Hymns 

J. S. M. Hooper. 
G. J. Uann. 

f Prof. R. Sirajuddin, Lahore and 
l W. R. Wilson, Esq., I.C.S. ; 

Bengali Literature 
Marathi Literature 
Tamil Literature 
Telugu Literatur e 
Malayalam Literature 
Sinhalese Literature 
The Syrian Christians 
Indian Folk Tales 
Poems by Indian Women 
Indian Temple Legends 

C. S. Paterson. 
Nicol Macnicol. 
Francis Kingsbury. 
P. Chenchiah and Raja Bhujanga Rao. 
T. K.. Joseph. 
H. S. f>erera. 
1{, C. Mammen Mapillai. 
W. Norman Brown. 
Mrs. 1\facnicol. 
K. T. Paul. 

IV. WOMEN OF INDIA SERIES 
Editors:-Dr. J. N. Farq•lhar and Miss Sorabji. 
BEING WRITTEN :- . 
Hindu Women of Bengal ... Mrs. W. S. Urquhart, Calcutta. 
Punjab Village Women Miss Bose, Asrapur, Amritsar Dist: 

While our strength for the last ten years ha:s gone into the 
effort to write well on the religions of India, we have also done a 
little in the way of purely Christian literature. The following are 
the most noteworthy publications:- · 

I. THE CoLLEGE CoMMENTARIES (FOR NQN·CBI.ISTIANS) 
1. Farquhar, The College St. Matthew. 
2. Young, The College St. _Mark. 

A third is being written by Canon Holland, The College St. John. 
II. THE INNER SHRINE (Devotional Booklets) . 

1. Walter, Selections from St. Augustine's Confessions, 
2. Pearson, Selections from the lmitatioft of Christ. 
3· Mrs, Stevenson, Songs of Pilgrimage. 

III. A STt::DENTS' LIFE OF CHRIST IS BEING PREPARE» 
BY C. B. YouNG oF DELHI, 

ANALYSIS OF LISTS OF WRITERS. 
a, 0RIENTALISTS. 

Prof. A. A. Macdonnell, Oxford. 
Prof. A. Berriedale Keith, Edin

burgh. 
Prof. J. H. Moulton, late of 

Manchester. 
Prof. L. de Ia Vallee Poussin, 
Ghent. 

Dr. Norman Brown, Philadelphia. 
b. THE CIVIL SERVICE. 

0. H. B. Starte, Esq., Bijapur. 
\V. R. \VIlson, Esq., Dera Ghazi 

Khan. 
c. GovERNMENT CoLLEGE PROPES· 

SORS. 
Princieal Percy Brown, Calcutta. 
Prof. J. C. Brown, Lucknow. 

d. BISHOPS. 
The Rt. Rev. the Bishop ol 

~adras. 

The Rt. Rev, the Bishop of 
Dornakal. 

e. MISSIONARIES, 
Rev. John MacKenzie; Bombay. 
Rev. E. J. Thompson, Bankura. : 
Rev. J. S. M. Hooper, Madras. ·· 
Rev. G. J. Dann, Patna. 
Rev. Dr. Macnicol, Poona. 
Mrs. Macnicol, Poofta. 
Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson, Rajkot. 
Rev. Dr. Sydney Cave, Principal. 

of Cheshunt College, England. 
Rev Dr. Griswold, Lahore. 
Rev. Dr. Urquhart. Calcutta. 
Rev. George W. Briggs, Cawn-

pore. 
Rev. F. E, Keay, Jubbulpore. 
Rev. G. E. Phillips, Bangalore. 
Rev Dr. J. M. Macphail, Bamdah 

Bengal. -



Rev. E. P. Ri~e, formerly of 
Bangalore, ·. 

Rev. F. J. Western, Delhi. 
Rev. Gordon Matthews, .Coimba

tore. 
Rev. W. E. Tomlinson, Gubbi, 

Mysore. 
Rev. P. B. Emmet, Kumool. 

'Rev. S. Nicholson, Cuddapah. 
Rev. A. Robertson, Poona. 
D. Lewis, Esq.,Jhalod, Kathiawar. 
Rev. C. B. Young, Delhi. 
Rev. C. G. Pearson, Barisal. 

v. M. c. A. SECRETARIES. 
H. A. Popley, Madras. 
K. J. Saunders, Calcutta. 
C. S. Paterson, Calcutta. 
F. V. Slack, Calcutta. 
H. A. Walter, late of Lahore. 
M. T. Kennedy, Calcutta. 
E. C. Worman, Madras. 
W. M. Hume, Lahore. 
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J. N. Farquhar, Calcutta. 
R. L. Ewing, New York. 

INDIAN AND CEYLONESE WRITERS.

K. T. Paul, Calcutta, General 
Secretary of theY. M. C. A. 

J. N.C. Ganguly, Calcutta, Y.M. 
C. A. Secretary. 

The Bishop of Dornakal. 
Prof. R Siraj-ud-din, Lahore. 
Prof. A. K. Sharma, Patiala. 
Miss Bose, Asrapur, Punjab. 
Manila) Parekh, Rajkot, Kathia-

war. 
T. K. Joseph, Trivandrum. 
Rev. Francis Kingsbury, Banga-

lore. · 
K. C. Mammen Mapillai, Travan-

core. 
P. Chenchiah, Madras 
H. S. Perera, London. 
Raja Bhujanga Rao, Ellore. 

THE ASSOCIATION PRESS. 
. "Association Press" is the Publication Department of the 

National Council, and contributes to the purposes of the entire 
Association movement by making available in India, at the lowest 
possible prices, good literature of ethical and t;eligious value. 
It also imports and produces various types of publications of a 
more technical character, which are needed in Y.M.C.A. and 
allied work. 

The agreement with the Oxford University Press has 
already been mentioned. The Association Press is also sole agent, 
with rights of reprinting and translation, for use in India and 
Ceylon only, for the publications of the Association Press, New 
York, which is the Publication Department of the International 
Committee of Young Men's Christian Associations. Negotiations 
are being carried on with a view to establishing a similar relation
ship with the Red Triangle Press, London. The Press also holds 
the right, subject to a small royalty, to reprint publications of the 
British Student Christian Movement for circulation in India and 
Ceylon only. 

The Association Press is treated by the National Council 
as a self-contained trading branch of its work and is aided from 
the general funds by an annual subsidy duly included in the 
Budget. A report of the policy of investment and of business 
done, with audited financial statements of all funds invested and 
entire stock held, is presented to the National Council each year. 

An Editorial Committee, to advise the_ Press secretaries 
with regard to suggested publications, was appointed in 1919 and 
consists of the following secretaries: Dr. S. K. Datta, E. C. 
Worman, M. T. Kennedy, B. L. Rallia Ram, Dr. J. N. Farquhar 
and K. 1. Saunders. 
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Two secretaries are in charge of the Press, N. R. Ghose 
and J. H. Waller. Mr. Ghose is in general charge of produc~i<_>n, 
advertising, importing and office sales; Mr. Waller of pubbctty 
and promotion. To D. W. Peterson, who was in charge from 
1915 until .1918, the Press largely owes its present sound 
condition. 

An idea of the growth in the amount of literature produced 
by the Press since 1911 may be gathered from the following table 
of volumes printed per annum: 

1912 6 books and pamphlets 13,000 copies 
1913 9 " .. rs,ooo " 
1914 12 , ,. t8,ooo , 
1915 9 .. " 23,700 " 
1916 25 " .. 67,000 .. 

• 1917 35 n ., 1,73,000 , 
1918 31 " .. 1,61,000 .. 
1919 42 .. " 2,20,000 " 

A large proportion of this increase was due to the fact that 
during the war, the Press produced large quantities of literature 
for Army Y.M.C.A. work in the various areas. Importations of 
books also increased in volume during the war; from October 1918 
until September 1919, 3,24,276 English and vernacular books, 
magazines and pamphlets, of a value of Rs.1,07,934·2·9, were 
supplied to Army centres in India and overseas. 
. The value of stock on band at the end of..each year since 
1914 was as follows:-· • 

1915 10,413 14 . 6 
1916 13,820 10 6 
1917 18,517 8 4 
1918 39,108 14 9 
1919 55,269 14 o 

A comparative statement of accounts from 1910 to 1919 is 
appended to this report (Appendix). 

The following publications were issued by Association Press 
during the period under review : 

1911 
Bombay Convention Souvenir. 
Christian Student and the Indian Church-Or. S. K. Datta. 
How to Organize a Y.M.C.A.,-B. R. Barber. 
Indigenous Expression of Christian Truth-C. F. Andrews. 
Letters of a Teacher-D. J. Fleming. 
Practical Service by Christian Students-D. J. Fleming. 
Primer of Hinduism (Indian Edition)-J. N. Farquhar. 
Secret Prayer Life-John R. Mott. 
Some Attempts at Social Service in a Ceylon School-K. j. Saunders. 
Suggestions for Student Camp Committees-F. V. Slack. 
Value of the Committee System-B. R. Barber. 

1912 
Association Hymns. 
Buddhist ldeals-K. J. Saunders. 
Christ's Message of the Kingdom-A. G. Hogg. 



Hymns for Student Camps. 
Ka1i Charan Banurji-B. R. Barber. 
Prayer-L. P. Larsen. 
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1913 
Approach of Christ to Modem India-J. N. Farquhar. 
Civic Virtues-J. N. Farquhar. 
Constructive Suggestions for Character-Building (Indian Edition)-G. S. 

Eddy and J. R. Mott. 
De:ision of Character-John Foster. 
Doubt-Suggestions for those having Intellectual Difficulties-(lndian 

Edition) G. S. Eddy. 
Personal Work-J Krishnaswamy. 
Social Mission of the Chu.ch in India-D. J. Fleming. 
Social Study, Service and Exhibits-D. J. Fleming. 
Victory-Temptation and How to Meet It-G. S. Eddy. (Indian· Edition). 

1914 
Eight Studies in Psalms-The Bishop of Dornakal. 
Faith of the_Crescent-j. Takle. 
Faithfnlness-L. P. Larsen. 
Intercessors: The Primary Need-John R. Mott. 
Life and Works of Jesus according to St. Mark-W. D. Murray. 
Morning Watch-(Roman Urdu)-Alex. McLeish. 
Prayer-L. P. Larsen. 
Pioneers-K. J. Saunders. 
Studies in the Book of Acts-r;. S. Eddy. 
Studies in the Book of Acts-G S. Eddy. 
Studies in the Pauline Epistles. Vol. I.-G. S. Eddy. 

1915 
Awakening of Asia-G. S. Eddy. 
Constmctive Suggestions for Character-Building-G. S. Eddy and J. R. 

Mott. 
Handbook of Work with Student Enquirers-H. A. Walter. 
India and Missions-V. S. Azariah (Revised Edition). Christian Literature 

Society and Association Press. 
Manhood of the Master-Harry Emerson Fosdick. 
On Some Painters of the Renaissance-Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson. 
Prime!' of Hinduism-J. N. Farquhar. 
Supreme Person and Supreme Quest.-Rev. R. A. Hume. 
Troth in a Nut Shell. 

1916 
Adventures of a Christian Sonl-K. J .. Saunders. 
Association Hymns. 
Awakening of Asia-G. S. Eddy. 
Bible Reading Calendar (Tamil). 
Bible Studies in the Book of Acts. (Tamil)-G. S. Eddy. 
Christ's Message of the Kingdom-A. G. Hogg. 
Constructive Suggestions for Character-Building-). R. Mott, and G. S. 

Eddy. Nos. 1 and 2. 

Heart of Buddhism-K. J. Saunders, (Heritage of India Series.) 
Helps for the Tempted-Amos. R. Wells. 
High Emprise-Rev. R. A. Hume. 
Karma and Christianity-C. B. Young. 
Life and What to Live For-G. S. Eddy. 
Manhood of the Master-Harry Emerson Fosdick 



Meaning of Prayer-Harry Emerson Fosdick. 
Meaning of Prayer-Harry Emerson Fosdick. znd Impression. 
Secret Prayer Life-John R. Mott. · 
Spiritual Awakening-Life and Lectures of Charles Finney. 
Studies in Acts. (Marathi)-G. S. Eddy. 
Supreme Person and Supreme Quest-Rev. R. A. Hume. 
Upanishads and Life-Rev. W. S. Urquhart. 
Village Gods of South India-Bishop of Madras. 

(Religious Life of India Series) 
Zenith of Moral Power-Rev. R. A. Hume. 

1917 

Asoka-j. M. Macphail. (Heritage of India Series.) 
Bible Study for Personal Spiritual Growth-Or. J. R. Mott. 
Christ in Every Day Life-E. I. Bosworth. 
Christ's Uniqueness-J. H. Osmaston. 
Doubt : Suggestions for those having Intellectual Difficnlties-G. S. Eddy 
How to deal with Temptation-Robert E. Speer. 
Indian Painting-Principal Percy Brown. (Heritage of India Series.) 
Jesus of History-Or. T. R. Glover. 
Maker of Men-G. S. Eddy. 
Manhood of the Master-H. E. Fosdick. 
Meaning of Prayer-H. E. Fosdick. 
Morning Watch-Or. j. R. Mott. 
Paul in Every Day Life-Dr. john Douglas Adam. 
Power of Crucified Love-j. H. Osmaston. 
Power of Jesus Christ in the Life of a Student-Or. J. R. Mott. 
Rational Sex Life for Men-M. J. Exner, M.D. 
Studies in the Pauline Epistles. Vol. II.-G. S. Eddy. 
Suggestions for Social Service.-Edited by Rev. H. A. Popley. 
Things that make a Man-R. E. Speer. 

1918 

Abundant Life-G. S. Eddy. 
Ahmadiya Movement-H. A. Walter. (Religious Life of India Series.) 
Challenge of the Present Crisis-H. E. Fosdick. 
Compelled Men-Fred L. Pattee, 
Facts and Meaning of Islam-H. A. Walter. 
India's Place in the World-(Statistics). 
Kanarese Literature.-Rev. E. P. Rice. {Heritage of India Series) 
Life and Work of Jesus according to St. Mark,-W. D. Murray. 
Manhood of the Master-H. E. Fosdick.• 
Meaning of Faith-H. E. Fosdick. 
Jesus as a Friend Saw Him-Paul Sup~ and Jay A. Urice. 
Life's Clinic-Edith H. Hooker. 
Medical Examination Cards. 
Meeting the Master-Ozora S. Davis. 
Personal Evangelism.-Messrs. J. H. Oldham, \V. J. McKee and Miss 

Bertha Conde. 
Practice of the Presence of God-Brother Lawrence. 
Rational Sex Life-M. J. Exner. 
Samkhya System of Philosophy-Prof. A. Berriedale Keith. (Heritage of 

India Series) 
Secret Prayer Life-john R.l\lott. 



Second Mile-H. E. Fosdick. 
Selections from Thomas A. Kempis' Imitation o£ Christ-C. G. Pearson. 

(Inner Shrine Series.) · 
Selection from the Confessions of St. Augustine-H. A. Walter. (Inner 

Shrine Series.) 
Social Principles o£ Jesus-\Valter Rauschenbusch. 
Thirty Studies about Jesus-E. I. Bosworth. 
Triangle Athletic Handbook-Compiled by Dr. J. H. Gray. 

1. Major Games. 
2. Indian Games. 
3· School Compound Games. 

Vidory or Temptation and How to Meet It-G S. Eddy. 

1919 

Bible Study for Personal Spiritual Growth-John R. Mott. 
Christian Church in the Roman Empire-T. R. Glover. 
Compelled Men-F. L. Pattee. 
Decision ol Character-John Foster. 
Doubt-G. S. Eddy. 
Fight for Character-H. C. King. 
Friend or Enemy-M. J. Exner. 
How to Deal with Temptation-Robert E. Speer. 
How to Make the Bible Real,-John R. Mott. 
How to Find God-G. S. Eddy. 
Intercessors the Primary Need-John R. Mott. 
Jesus Christ a Reality-John R. Mott. 
Jesus of History-T. R. Glover. 
Life and What to Live For-G. S. Eddy. 
Makers of Men-G. S. Eddy. 
Manhood of the Master-H. E. Fosdick. 
Morning Meditation-A. G. Hogg. 
Morning Watch-John R. Mott. 
Nietzsche and the Superman-G. C. Walker. 
Physician's Answer-M. J. Exner. 
Power of Jesus Christ in the Life of a Student-J. R. Mott. 
Psalms of Maratha Saints-Nicol Macnicol. (Heritage of India Series.) 
Rational Sex Life-M. J. Exner. 
Secret Prayer Life-John R. Mott. 
Some Modem Facts about Alcoholic Drink-Franseau-Stoddard. 
Songs of Pilgrimage-Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson (Inner Shrine Series.) 
Soul Surgery-H. A. Walter. 
Spiritual Awakening-Charles G. Finney. 
Things that Make a Man-R. E. Speer. 
Victory-G. S. Eddy. 
Why We Believe in a Personal God.-H. E. Fosdick. 

1920 (Until September 30th.) 
The Chamars-G. M. Briggs. (Religious Life of India Series.) 
History of Hindi Literature-F. E. Keay. (Heritage of India Series) 
Some Aspects of the Holy Communion-R. L. Pelly. 

Besides these there have been twenty-two pamphlets and other 
pieces of miscellaneous printing, such as constitutions, report forms, 
prospectuses, etc. Catalogues have been issued at regular intervals. 
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The promotion side of the Association Press' work has 
suffered through the department being almost constantly under
staffed, vnth the result that in comparison with the growth of 
bu5iness during the war, the present tura-over is neither so large 
nor rapid as it might well be. Until the Press can employ a man 
who will be able to give the whole of his time to this section of its 
work, adequate promotion cannot be expected. Advertisements 
are published in various religious and secular papers; consignments 
of assorted books are sent for exhibition and sale to student camps 
and other religious conferences and conventions; catalogues are 
distributed widely twice a year. At a !\lela held in December, 
1919, at the Eden Gardens in Calcutta, the Press had a \·ery 
attractive display and did good business; likewise at the Welfare 
and Health Exhibition held somewhat later in the Calcutta Town 
Hail. During the year a Branch was opened at 86, College Street, 
Calcutta, and beyond a few minor displays, agencies have been 
establi::.hed in the following cities :-

Allahabad-North India Tract and Book Society. 
Ben ares-W esleyau 1\1 issionary Society. 
Bombay-Tract and Book Society. 
jubbalpore-Indian Sunday School Union. 
Lahore-Punjab Religious Book Society. 
Lucknow-Methodist Publishing House. 
Madras-Oxford University Pres5 (Wholesale) and the 

Christ1an Literature Society. 
N ellore-Chambers' Hall Book Depot. 
Poona-Scottish Mission Industries Co., Ltd., 

"The Heritage of India" and "Religious Life of India" 
series are displayed on railway bookstalls in many parts of India. 
To anyone ordering a copy of each Eng-lish publicatwn, or of any 
vernacular, or of both, to be sent by V.P.P. on publication, the 
Press gives a 25 per cent discount. 

The publications in the "Heritage of India •• and the 
·• Reli~ious Life of India" series have been regularly brought to 
the attention of educational authorities of Provincial Governments 
and Native States, with the result that some of the volumes have 
been officially recommended as library and prize books. 

MAGAZINES 
Three magazines have been published for ,7arying periods:

Kera/a Yut•avu, The Inquirer, and The Young Mm of India. 
KERAL\ YUVAVU.-A 1\Ialayalam monthly journal in

tended f<:>r circulat~on on the west ;o~st, was authorized in January, 
1912, w1th a subs1dy from the i'\atwnal Council of Rs. 100. per 
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-y_ear. Later the amount was increased toRs. zsof-. The maga-
zme continued, under the editorship of Mr. I. jacobi, until the 
e~d of 1918 when, because of largely increased costs it bad to be 
d~sconti.nued. During the six years of its existence it bad a steady 
circulatiOn and was of very real help, especially to the number 
of small Associations and other similar groups along the Malabar 
coast. 

THE lNQUIRER.-A weekly, devoted to Christian apolo
getics, edited in Calcutta, has been in existence for several years, 
and at the beginning of the period under review was being ably 
edited by Mr. F. W. Steinthal, then one of the secretaries of the 
College Street Branch of the Calcutta Association. In 1912, 
owing to the absence from India of both Mr. Steinthill and Dr. 
Farquhar, and to the inability to find anyone to fill satisfact~rily 
th_e Editor's place, the publication was suspended temporarily, 
With a possible revival after six months. By that time, howevt::r, 
Mr. Steinthal had resigned his connection with the Y.M.C.A. and 
the difficulty of finding a successor still continuing, it was decided 
not to resume publication. This decision, though necessary, was 
very regrettable, for the Inquirer had been of very genuine value, 
with its able and sympathetic answers to the questions of many 
men throughout India who were desirous of learning more about 
the Christian Faith. 

THE YOUNG MEN OF INDIA.-The official organ of the 
Association movement, has continued its existence throughout the 
period. It is a monthly magazine which aims to record Associa
tion events and to treat public questions and subjects of moral and 
1-eligious interest in a spirit of enlightenment and Christian 
leadership. _ 

It has been edited successively since 1910 by A. C. Harte, 
E. C. Carter, K. T. Paul, W. Harvey Moore, F. V. Slack and Dr. 
S. K. Datta. Beginning the period with twenty-four pages monthly, 
it has been enlarged to sixty-four pages and has also been !;reatly 
improved in appearance and quality. A special expresston . of 
appreciation is due to Mr. Harte on this account, for it is to h1m 
that the.magazibe owes its new start in 1912. 

- The subscription price was increased in February 1912 
from Re. 1-o-o to Rs. 1-8-o per year, with a special rate of 8 
annas for Christian students. In December 1913 the rates were 
again increased to Rs. z-o-o and 12 annas respectively, and in 
1914 toRs. 3-o-o and Re. 1-o-o. In 1916 the cost of production 
was 5 annas per ~py. The rate for students was extremely low, 
the subscription price paying little more than the cost of posta~e. 
In spite of these low rates, the magazine became self-suppor~mg 
for the first time in its history, in 1914, this being made possible 
by the increased number of advertisements, and the fact that 
nothing was charged to its account for editorial work or for 
handling. In 1915 a subsidy of Rs. 1000 was necessary. The 
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year 1916 was better, but during the following year, because ~f~he· 
tremendous increase in cost of production, (the cost of P!lntmg 
in 1916 was Rs. 3,915-12; in 1917, Rs. 7,42o-51, a substdy of 
Rs. 1 ,z so was necessary.. In 1918, there were SJ?ecial~y hea~~ costs 
for promotion, so a substdy of Rs. 1,400 was gtven. m addttton to 
which there was. a deficit at the end of the year of Rs. 438-15·1. 
The year 1919 saw a shrinkage in subscriptions of Rs. 1,791 below 
the 1918 figure, (during the War the magazine was used widely 
in Army Branches and in publicity work; 1919 marks the end of 
that situation) and an increase in printing charges of Rs. 1200 over 
1918. Consequently in spite of a subsidy of Rs. 1100 there was 
a deficit of Rs. 2,318-7-11 at the end of the year. 

The following table gives the figures for receipts from 
advertisements and the number of copies printed for each year· 
since 1911 :-

Receipts from advertiaementa. Number of copie• printed, 
1911 Rs. 232 5 o 
1912 820 7 o 19,000 
1913 1u8 u o 2o,65o 
1914 1558 1 1 2o,6oo 
1915 2099 3 s 2o,5oo 
1916 2342 9 9 20,700 
1917 2374 14 IO 20,400 
1918 2903 3 o 19,800 
1919 2515 1 o 18,6oo 

The circulation has thus averaged about 1700 per month. 
Receipts from subscriptions and expenditures on printing: 

and postage during the period were as follows :- . 

1911 
19U 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 

Receipts 
736 II o 

1223 3 0 
16g3 8 6 
3646 13 II 
1903 9 0 
3o66 9 2 
5436 15 2 
4692 8 6 
4272 8 4 

Expenditures. 
2,384 12 3 
4000 6 3 
4626 4 3 
4910 8 4 
4722 10 0 

5415 13 5 
8993 IS 9 
8064 5 3 
9215 4 3 

IX. PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
Games and sports have been one of the prominent features 

of Y.M.<?.A. work in India and Ceylon for many years, but it was. 
not unttl 1908 that the broad modern programme of physical 
education and welfare, as t?,pified by ithe work of the specially 
trained "Physical Director,' was inaugurated. In the autumn of 
that year Dr. J, H. Gray was brought to Calcutta from America 
to pioneer this wo~k,_ one third. of his budget _b_eing provided by 
the Calcutta AssociatiOn, one thtrd by a few c1t1zens of the city 
and the remainder by the Government of Bengal, to whom he 
acted as Advisor in matters relating to physical education. The· 
first years had to be spent in demonstrating just what was meant 
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by physical education, a process fairly well completed, so far as 
Calcutta was concerned, by the beginning of I 9 I I. By that time, 
also, one Indian Physical Director had been trained, Mr. P. K. 
Biswas of Calcutta. 

As Dr. Gray's work became more widely known there 
began to come requests from other Governments, so that the 
beginning of I9I4 saw the Imperial Government, and the Madras 
.and Punjab Governments, in addition to Bengal, sanctioning sub
stantial grants for the extension of the physical work through 
~he Y.M.C.A. _ 

At the end of 19I3 Dr. Gray was made National Physical 
Director, being succeeded in Calcutta by Dr. C. P. Segard. ~Ir. 
C. R. Webster was posted to Bangalore, but with the outbreak of 
·the war was transferred to other work. In I914 the Bombay 
Association engaged the full-time services of Mr. Donald Munro. 
In -19IS Messrs. j. S. Robson arrived for work in Lahore, A. G. 
Noehren for Madras and H. G. Beall for Hyderabad, H. H. the 
Nizam's Government having also sanctioned a grant and the 
Australasian National Committee having contributed as well. 

By December I 9 16 the following staff of Physical Directors 
-was at work :-

J. H. Gray 
J, Alexander 
P. A. Bassinger· 
H. G. Beall 

National Physical Director. 
Madras Association for training. 
Jubbulpore Association. 
Hyderabad Association and H. E. H. the 

Nizam's Government. 
P. K. Biswas College Street and Boys' Branches, Calcutta. 
R. W. Cammack Colombo Association. 
L. Hoxsey Bangalore Association. 
G. Law Allahabad Association. 
D. Munro Bombay Association. 
J. I. Muthiah Lahore Association. 
A. G. Noeliren Madras Association and Madras Government. 

- J. S. Robson Lahore Association and Punjab Government. 
W. Sarcka North Calcutta Association. 
E. E. Saunders ... Trivandrum Association. 
C. P. Segard Calcutta Association_and Bengal Government. 

Of these, Messrs Cammack, Hoxsey, Law, Sarcka and 
:Saunders were short service men who came in connection with 
the Army work. · They were, therefore, able to give only brief 
periods to the physical work. 

This list represents the high-water mark of physical 
-directors during the period. Within the next two years Messrs. 
Alexander and Bassinger left the Association, Dr. Gray went on 
furlough, Mr. Sarcka was succeeded by Mr. P. B. Means who also 
·returned to America at the end of 1918. Dr. Segard went on 
furlough not to return. Mr. Robson was forced to return to 
America on account of the death of his wife. 
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In September, 1919, Messrs. H. C. Buck, E. C. Earl and 
W. D. Healy arrived and were assigned respectively to Madras, 
Labore and Rangoon, a grant having been sanctioned by the 
Burma Government in 1917. , 

The following physical directors are now on the staff 
(September 30, 1920) :-

A. G. Noehren National Physical Director and Advisor to 
Madras Government. 

H. G. Beall Hyderabad Association and H. E. H. the 
• Nizam's Government. 

P. K. Biswas College Street and Boys' Branches, CaL 
H. C. Buck Madras Association. 
E. C. Earl Lahore Association and Burma Government. 
W. D. Healy Rangoon Association and Burma Government. 
J. I. Muthiah .. Bangalore Association. 
W. M. Zaccheus Assistant in Madras. 

Together with this decrease of staff, which will be ftJtther 
accentuated in the spring of 1921 by the departure on furlough of 
Messrs. Noehren and Beall, the Department is faced with increas
ing demands for service. The Calcutta Association needs a 
physical director for its entire work and an additional man for 
North Calcutta. Bombay and Colombo also need men. More
over the Governments of Baroda, Central Provinces, and Bihar 
and Orissa have requested that the Y.M.C.A. provide men under 
conditions similar to those of the other Governments. The staff 
situation of the Department is genuinely perilous and can only be 
met by the speedy securing of more men from abroad-a very 
difficult matter-and the adequate training of Indians, Burmese 
and Ceylonese. 

TYPES OF WoRK DONE.-The work done in connection 
with the various Governments has consisted of lectures and 
demonstrations in the schools and at Training Colleges ; training 
classes for drill-masters, of whom hundreds have been thus trained; 
school inspection of hygienic and sanitary features and physical 
activities-meeting the problem of the weak boy with no desire 
for exercise, improving gymnastic drill methods and apparatus 
work, introducing purely recreative programmes and stimulating 
interest in physical training ; standardizing of school athletics, and 
the framing of standard physical efficiency tests for Indian boys ; 
inspection tours and miscellaneous advisory duties to Government. 
Special services have also been rendered from time to time, e.g. 
advising as to physical welfare facilities at the Dacca University, 
testifying before the Calcutta University Commission on physical 
education and welfare in colleges. Physical training drill text
books in English and Urdu have been produced for the Bengal 
and Madras Governments. 

Assistance has been given to various municipalities in 
connection with the initiation and development of public play-
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grounds, notably in Calcutta, Madras, Colombo and Hyderabad. 
Several notable exhibitions have been carried through, by way of 
demonstrating the possibilities of mass play and of giving adequate 
and enjoyable exercise, not merely to a few picked boys, but to 
large numbers who have no special inherent capacity along these 
lines. 

The Department has also been able to render aid to 
Mission Schools by means of special training classes during 
holiday seasons. Twice at Mahableshwar, once at Sat· Tal and 
once at Hyderabad, such classes have been conducted with from 
seventeen to fifty in attendance. 

Inter-school athletic associations have been organized at 
Hyderabad and Secunderabad. Service bas also been ·rendered 
to a great variety of -athletic organizations. For some years 
Dr. Gray acted as Honorary Secretary of the Bengal Presidency 
Athletic Sports Meet and in Bombay the Association has con
ducted a sports meet open to all parts of the Bombay Presi
dency. 

In the regular pliysical department activities of the 
Y .M.C.A. itself emphasis bas throughout been laid on encouraging 
regular habits of normal, recreative exercise among the rank and 
file of the membership through gymnasia, swimming, out-door 
games, individual physical examinations and the prescription of 
corrective exercises, and general instruction in personal physical 
welfare. In the Calcutta Student Hostel Playground much has 
been done toward the solution of the problem of providing ade
quate opportunity for exercise to student communities living in 
the midst of a congested city. The various members of the staff 
have been' able, in their personal relationship to a large number of 
students and others, to impart wise and much needed education 
and advice in matters of sex. Particularly in Lahore and Madras 
a study of indigenous games has been carried on with a view to 
adapting them to the requirements of schools and group physical 

'-~ work. In Hyderabad investigations have been carried on as to 
the relation of the weight and height of boys to athletic achieve
ment. Many demonstrations of mass play and physical training 
have been given in various parts of the field. Some inter-high 
school track and field meets have been held; also inter-collegiate 
tennis tournaments and other similar activities. Some of the 
local Associations, notably Lahore, Calcutta, Madras and Colombo 
have engaged in the International Hexathlon contests. 

Mass· games and athletics were conducted for Burmese and 
Indian troops at Secunderabad, weekly parades being ordered by 
the regimental 0. C's. As many as 900 and 1300 men were engag
ed in sports at one time. Athletic meets and games tournaments 
for British troops have also been conducted in Hyderabad and 
Bangalore. 
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There are at present among the local Associations repor~ing 
on this department of work, 12 gymnasia. 144 courts of vanous 
kinds-tennis, badminton, volley-ball, basket-ball, etc.-, and zo 
athletic fields. 

The outstanding problem of the Physical Department is the 
training of Indian, Burmese and Ceylonese physical directors. 
Only so can the great opportunities for service in this aspect ?f 
life be met. Foreign physical directors can never be secured m 
sufficient numbers, even if that were desirable. Adequate plans 
must be made for all such training which can possibly be secured 
in India and Ceylon : even then it will be desirable for at least 
some years to send picked men abroad for additional study. The 
beginnings of a school of Physical Training were made in August, 
1920, in Madras under the leadership of Mr. Noehren and Mr. 
Buck. Five men are under instruction in the following subjects : 
Principles of Physical Education, Methods of Physical Tr~ining, 
Play and Playgrounds, Anatomy, Physiology, Hygiene, First Aid 
to the Injured, and Sex Hygiene. The National Council have 
provided the necessary funds. 

X. RAILWAY AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT. 

The work in Jamalpur, where the Railway Institute is 
managed by the Y .M.C.A., has continued throughout the period 
with the East Indian Railway Company providing Rs: 3000/- per 
year for the support of the Secretary. During the war emergency 
conditions made necessary frequent changes of staff, as in many 
other departments, 

In the latter part of 1913 an arrangement was entered into 
with the Tata Iron and Steel Company at Sakchi, for the manage
ment of the Institute for European employees. The Company 
met the expense involved and the National Council loaned a 
secretary who served under a local Committee appointed by the 
National Council as a General Committee of Management. About 
a year later the arrangement was renewed and continued until 
1 une, I 915, when it was reported that as a result of a change in 
the management of the Company, the authorities were not giving 
the Secretary the same degree of support that was accorded for
merly. It was therefore decided to withdraw from Sakchi. 

On May Jist, 1919, the National Council sanctio.ned the 
opening of Industrial Welfare work in the Empress Mills, Nagpur, 
fo~ an experimental period of one year on lines agreed upon 
w1th the manag~ment of the Mills, who were to furnish Rs. ro,ooo{
to cover the esttmated expenditure. At the end of the year the 
exact relationship between the Mills and the Y . .M.C.A. was to 
come up for revision. By the end of the year a staff of three 
secretaries was at work and a new agreement has been entered 
into for a further period, with a local Committee of Managemen~. 

G . 
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half ·representing the Mills and the rest the Y.M.C.A. Educa· 
tional work, institutes, games, sports and other similar activities 
'are carried on. 

One other piece of industrial work should be mentioned. 
A Workingmen's Institute was established by Government at the 
Salt Depot, Madras, to provide wholesome and cheap food, amuse
ment and recreation, as counter attractions to the common evils 
prevailing among the working classes, especially drinking. Govern
ment provided equipment and buildings at a cost of Rs. 14,ooot
and asked the Madras Y.M.C.A. to assume the responsibility of 
management; supplying a full-time secretary. This has been done 
and the Institute is now in active operation. · 

XI. RELIGIOUS WORK DEPARTMENT. 
: From the very beginning of Y.M.C.A. work in India, 
Burma and Ceylon it has always been held by the responsible 
bodies, both local and national, that the religious aim and empha
sis should be chief among the objects of the Association. Bible 
classes, devotional and evangelistic meetings, the annual Week 
of Prayer, individual efforts to win men and boys to see in Jesus 
Christ their personal Saviour and Lord, were the inspiring 
elements of all the work. Secretaries came into it with deep 
spiritual motives under the dominance of 1 esus Christ as Lord 
and Saviour. -

.In many of the smaller Associations, particularly, the 
distinctively religious work continues to occupy practically the 
entire attention. With the development, however, of other 
.aspects of the three-fold aim of the Association, the religious work 
as such has not received the proportionate amount of attention 
-that was formerly given to it. There is, indeed, good reason for 
affirming that the bulk of work done along religious lines is not less 
than formerly, but it is undoubtedly true that other phases have 
developed to a much greater extent during recent years. The 
_Movement of course aims to have every phase of its activity 
_inspired by moral and spiritual power, and adheres to its repeated 
insistence on the real sacredness of all that is wholesome and good 

_in life. And yet it must be confessed that there has been a 
deCided shifting of the distinctive emphasis on religious work, 
as such, as the centre of the Movement's interests. The develop
ment of economic service in the Rural Department and of social 

-service generally and, in particular, in the Army Department during 
the war, has paralleled the marked shifting of outstanding 
interests in the educated life of the entire field during the past 
ten years. Many people who have during the past five years 
especially, been deeply interested in the work of the Y.M.C.A. 
have been attracted by these so-called 11 non-religious " aspects of 
its work : they have given their money and time to those aspects. 
Undoubtedly! much good work harmonious with Christ's own life 
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(){ service has been done and large numbers of those engaged in 
it have been inspired by His spirit in it. Definitions have been 
broadened, conceptions of Christian service widened, contacts 
with the true source of all unselfish service deepened. But the 
solid "spade-work" of quiet, steady and enlarging spiritual 
contacts with men has not kept pace with the other develop
ments. 

On January 1st, 1911,. the Rev. B. C. Sircar, formerly 
secretary at the College Branch, Calcutta; was made field secre• 
tary for Bengal with special reference to evangelistic work. Later 
Mr. Sircar was in such frequent request for special evangelistic 
work in other parts of India that be was made a national evange• 
listic secretary, in which position he has been doing most effective 
work ever since. 

At the end of 1910, Mr. R. A. Hadley arrived in India to 
take the post of Bible Study Secretary left vacant a few years 
before by the departure of Mr. H.]. Keith. Mr. Hadley remain
ed for three years, of which period he spent two-thirds in language 
study, carrying on certain minor duties meanwhile. Unavoidable 
circumstances prevented his return after Carlough and the post 
has not since been occupied. 

In March, 1913, Mr. George S. Ingram became Honorary 
Secretary of the Mission Study Department, which already owed 
much to his zealous interest, and continued unti11916. Mr. J. G. 
Harley, formerly student secretary in Lahore, was called in 1914, 
being then on furlough, to the secretaryship of the department and 
had accepted when the war broke out and he was unable to come. 
The post lapsed and has not since been occupied. 

Special series of evangelistic meetings under the leadership 
of Dr. john R. Mott and Dr. G. Sherwood Eddy, were held in 
Colombo, .Madras, Bombay, Lahore, Allahabad, Calcutta and 
Rangoon, in the cold season of 1912·13, which were specially 
related to the student communities and entirely under the direction 
of the Y.M.C.A. Again, in 1915·16, Dr. Eddy and Mr. F. N. D. 
Buchman made another visit to work in co-operation with the 
churches in an evangelistic campaign started by the South India 
United Church, and which resulted in an awakening of the Indian 
church to a sense of its evangelistic responsibility and power. 
A month was also given to evangelistic work in North lndii, 
under the Association, and five united coaventions were held in 
Travancore-at Kunnamkulam, Kottayam, Tiruvalla, Mavelikara 
and Kottarakara-under the auspices of the Y.M.C.A., at which 
a t~t~l. o.f zoo,ooo people were present. One result was 
the mlllattOn by the 1\lar Thoma Syrian Church of a forward 
movem:nt .through the whole church to deepen the spiritual life, 
r~orgamz~ 1~s finances and make the church more of an evangelis
tiC and misSionary force for the whole of India. 

Largely as a result of this visit and by the kindness of the 
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London Missionary Society and the International Committee, the 
National Council were able, in July 1916, to appoint the Rev. 
H .. A. Popley, to whom the South India United Church had 
committed much of the responsibility for the evangelistic campaign, 
as National Evangelistic Secretary. Mr. Popley gave a great deal 
of his time in the first two years to the development of the 
Evangelistic Forward Movement in connection with the Madras 
Representative Council of Missions and was asked by the National 
Council to submit a scheme consolidating the evangelistic campaign 
work of the Council in different parts ot India. With Mr. Sircar, 
Mr. Pop ley arranged for the services of Messrs. B. Bhaskare, John 
Devadoss and T. P. Chandy, all association secretaries, to be added 
to the Department and also secured the co-operation of the Rev. 
E. Stanley Jones of the Methodist Episcopal Church in special 
evangelistic work among educated Indians, a form of work in 
which he had specialized with notable results. During the follow
ing years, these men rendered very acceptable service to the 
churches in all parts of India, in occasional meetings, special 
campaigns, and in helping to train in evangelistic work the rank 
and file of members of the churches. 

In 1918, Mr. Popley organized in Madras a Summer School 
of Lyrical Evangelism in order to help preachers to utilize better 
their musical talents in presenting the gospel to non-Christians. 
Twenty-two students were sent by ten different missions and 
churches. 

In January, 1919, Dr. Eddy arrived for his third visit during 
the period under review, again working very largely in connection 
with the churches. Mr. Popley was again in executive charge of 
the preparations and carrying through of the campaign. The 
other secretaries of the department also co-operated, as well as a 
large number of Associations in the different places visited, such 
as Lahore, Allahabad, Calcutta, Poona, Madura, Bombay and 
Travancore. 

Meanwhile, a number- of the regular secretaries of the 
Y.M.C.A. were becoming increasingly concerned over the general 
situation as regards religious work inside the Associations 
themselves. At the annual conference of secretaries (a body with 
no executive authority but representative of what may be termed 
the "expert" opinion of the Movement) in 1918, those present 
from different local Associations all over India came to the 
unanimous conclusion that increased emphasis should be placed on 
the religious work of the Association. This need was felt to be 
so insistent that they requested the National Council to set aside 
a secretary who should devote his time to the study of the 
problems and methods of religious work. They also appointed a 
commission of experienced secretaries with a view to formulate 
for submission to the local Associations and the National Council 
a policy for tbe future religious work of the Association, asking. 
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the commjssion to confer with representatives of the Church, 
outside the Association, before making definite recommendations. 
The Conference also expressed its convictions on the following 
subjects :- : 

1. Religion is the fundamental underlying stratum of all 
Association work and as such is related to all departments of 
Association activity. The Association is" a Christian brotherhood 
seeking to build Christian manhood,'' which must remain domi
nantly religious in its aim. Its one supreme purpose is to win 
young men to Jesus· Christ : fo inaugurate a religious programme 
adequate to the realization of that aim, through religious educa. 
tion, Christian service, full and hearty co-operation with the 
Church and other organized efforts in the realm of social and 
religious endeavour for the promotion of the ideals of the 
kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. 

2. Recognizing the Church as the supreme agency in the 
promotion of the religious life, the Association reaffirms its loyalty 
to the Church; intends that all its activities shall be used to the 
extension of the influence of the Church ; seeks to supplement; 
not to duplicate, the work of the Church by putting emphasis on 
activities which the Church may not be able to develop; to point 
men to the Church and to lead them into any branch that they 
may prefer. 

3· It is the duty of the Association to help the churches 
in all possible ways m fulfilling their evangelistic aims. The 
Association's distinctive part is: (I) inside its own membership, 
through Bible classes and personal relationships, to lead educated 
young men into the fellowship of the Church and not to allow the 
Association to become a substitute for the Church; (z) to present 
the claims of Christ to the educated classes generally; (3) to stand 
whole-heartedly for an evangelism which links itself to the reli
gious past of India and utilizes the wealth of India's religious 
history in its presentation of the gospel. · 

4· The special development of Bible study as a most 
effective means of leading men to the knowledge of Jesus Christ 
and the development of Christian character. 

5· The responsibility to secure recruits for Christian 
leadership should lead the Association to unselfish co-operation 
with the Church in bringing before men the challenge of the 
various Christian callings. 

6. The recruiting and training of secretaries is a most vital 
problem. All candidates should have genuine Christian character 
and a real desire for service in the Y.M.C.A. for a period of years. 
The facilities for training should guarantee the preservation and 
growth of the candidate's religious experience and train him in the 
common types of religious leadership which are expected of an 
Association secretary. There should particularly be careful· 
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instruction and practice in the common forms of religious leadershipp 
e.g., Bible class leadership, personal work and leading in public 
prayer. 

The Commission presented its report at the 1919 Secretaries~ 
Confer~nce and after full discussion it was again urged that special 
emphasis be given to the religious work objective and the National 
Council was again asked to set aside a man for this special work. 
Certain difficulties raised by the war work and in the relationship 
of the Association to the Church led the Conference to appoint a 
second Commission, very representati\le of all parts of India and 
of different types of work, to make a survey of the religious work 
now being done by the Associations in India, to ascertain the 
opinion of church leaders in regard to the religious work of the 
Association, and to study the religious work policy of the 
Association in other lands. 

The repott of this Commission was presented to the 1920 
Conference. Its investigations were conducted through personal 
enquiries in various Associations by members of the Commission, 
by a detailed que~tionaire submitted to all of the general secre
taries in the field, through correspondence with roo representative 
missionaries and through personal contact with Indian leaders of 
the Church. It also had at its disposal the experience of the 
travelling secretaries who knew most of the local Associations 
intimately. A brief summary of the report is here given. 

I. WORK AMONG EUROPEANS AND ANGLO-INDIANS 
(CIVIL AND MILITARY.)-Very little religious work is being done: 
a few Bible classes, several Sunday evening meetings of more or 
less religious significance; secular activities not highly flavoured 
:with Christian ideals. 

During the war the necessity of keeping men happy,. 
contented, and physically fit led to the placing of too great 
emphasis upon the secular side of the programme; secretaries have 
been slow to adjust themselves to the changed conditions. 

Most secretaries realise the deficiencies of the religious 
work as evidenced by their use of every sort of apology and their 
eagerness to seize upon every occasional meeting that could 
possibly be credited to the religious programme;. but the institu
tional activities draw so heavily upon their time and resources that 
the religious side is neglected. 

2. WORK FOR NON-CHRISTIANS.-About half of the 
Associations reporting have Bible classes attended by non-christ
ians; 70 per cent: have Sunday meetings but the attendan~e of 
non-christians is generally small, with certain notable exceptions ; 
6o per cent conduct discussion groups ; so per cent attempt 
social service, but the participation of non-christians is very 
limited; three Associations conduct comparative religion study 

'groups, Christian literature is meagrely used ; few co-operate witn 
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non-christian organizations that are working for the uplift of 
India ; most co-operate with the pastors in street preaching and 
in the Evangelistic Forward Movement. 

Aside from this last effort the programme of work; for 
non-christians is generally inadequate. Chief emphasis should be 
laid on co-operation with church agencies, but not to the exclusion 
of the Association's teaching function in the Bible class, religious 
meeting, personal interview ·and common service. The. work, 
with few exceptions, bears evidence of too little careful planning : 
the reports mdicate intermittent and spasmodic effort. By 
neglecting service and co-operation in community affairs the 
Association fails to win the confidence and good will of men who 
otherwise would respond to effort made for them and who in tum 
would be a source of strength to the Association. 

3· WoRK FOR CHRISTIANS.-Twenty-two Associations. 
report a Christian membership of about z,soo, among whom there 
are the following activities:-

55 Bible classes, some of which have non-christian members. 
33 Christian members leading classes in the buildings 
53 Christians leading classes outside the buildings. • 
16 Prayer groups, apparently including hostel and secretaries' prayer 

meetings. 
:a Social service study groups. 
5 Evangelistic bands. 

23 Weekly relig-ious meetings. 
12 Associations conduct special religious meetings. 
3 Associations emphasise personal interviews. 
J Bible Teachers' Training Class. 
3 Classes for boys. 

1o6 Christians doing social work outside the building, chiefly relief 
work of a temporary nature. 

:rsoo (Approximately) religious books in libraries of which about 1,250 
were used during the year. Only two Associations report a total issue of more 
than 25 per cent of the library totals. ' · 

Practically all Associations report some religious magazines, but the 
general grade is very low. 

Associations are assisting the pastors in the following ways;...;. 
7 conduct Bible classes, 

12 give lectures, 
5 conduct boys' clubs, 

16 supply preachers, 
9 supply office bearers, 
9 join in general activities such as Christian Endeavour 

meetings, Sunday-schools, etc, 
Very little effort is being made to acquaint the Christian com_munity 

with the best Christian literature. 

The Associatio~ has failed to make progress in religious' 
work commensurate \\'lth that of other phases of activity. The 
m~agre reports and the conf~ss~ons of ~ecretaries amply justify 
tb1s statement. Work for Chnsttans, wh1le more extensive than. 
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that for non-christians, lacks plan and objective. Most Associa
tions are omitting the essentials of a growing religious work, 
namely, prayer, training,· and plan. Co-operation with the 
Church, while encouraging, needs renewed emphasis. 

4• CHURCH. RELATIONSHIPS.-Tbese are admittedly not 
what they should be, though criticism is much more prevalent than 
constructive suggestion. There is a general feeling that a gulf 
exists between the Y.M.C.A. and the Church. This is due to a 
variety of causes, among which are the following:-

. · (1) Some missionaries, accustomed to control all agencies 
that deal with their youpg men, see in the Association an attrac
tive organization which enlists their young men in m~mbership 
and activities but over which they have no control. 

(2) The Y.M.C.A. is charged with taking men from the 
ministry and other forms of mission work by offering attractions, 
chiefly" higher salaries, beyond the reach of the Church, thus 
hindering the best development of the Indian Church. (It is 
admitted that the Indian ministry is low in standard and sadly 
underpaid.) Other reasons for men serving in the Y.M.C . .:\., 
rather than in the Church, are thus stated: less personal sacrifice 
required; more freedom and less control; liberal terms of training 
in America; more responsibility; better social position ; work 
easier ; a free and irresponsible life ; more showy ; no theological 
tests; can begin without training; more real brotherhood. 

(3) Most missionaries feel that the Y.M.C.A. emphasis 
is on the social side rather than on the distinctly religious. 

(4) The Indian minister, especially in small centres, often 
looks upon the Association as an unnecessary organization since 
it has the same men in it that he has in his midweek prayer 
meeting and his' young people's society. Within the Church he 
controls· them, .but in the Association he sees them doing things 
with which he has little sympathy and over which he has no 
control. 

(S) Lack of realization, on the part of secretaries, of the 
·need for "thoughtful consideration .of the point of view of those 
outside the Association. · 

The Commission made definite suggestions as to the correct
ing of the present difficulty and outlined a programme of general 
religious activity, ending with a renewed appeal to the National 
Council. for. the appointment of a National Religious Work 
Secretary. 

· · · In September, 1920, the National Council approved the 
creation of a Religious Work Department, on the following plan:-

RELiGious WoRK ·DEPARTMENT:-

I. Association Branch-whose objects shall be-
l. To'o;timulate and conserve the religious emphasis in all Association 

activity. · · \ 
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2. To a~sist local secretaries in outlining and inaugurating progTam':"es 
of Religious Education. This implies special effort along the lme of B1ble 
study, social study, religious meetings, personal interviews, etc. 

3· To train effective leaders among the Association members for ~ork 
in the Association and the Church. ' 

4- To secure the production and distribution of new religious literature 
that may be necessary, and to co-operate in the distribution of existing • 
literature. 

5· To assist local Associations in securing suitable religious books and 
magazines for libraries and reading rooms. . 

6. To assist where necessary in arranging such programmes of serv1ce 
as may give expression to the religious work of the Association. 

1· To serve as a clearing house for the latest. and_ best methods of 
f'eligious work for men and boys, and to keep secretanes mfOf'med of these 
methods. 

11. ExTENSION BRANCH-whose objects shall be-
l. To carry on the evangelistic work of the Association. 
2. To help in organizing co-operative evangelistic efforts among the 

churches. 
3· To assist the churches in the conservation of the results of such 

evangelism. 
4· To produce and distribute such literature as may bF necessary for 

these purposes. 
5· To help the churches in carrying out a social work programme. · 
6. To arrange for the services of experienced evangelists to be at the 

disposal of the churches. 
7· To assist the churches in co-operative efforts in continuation training 

-of pastors and other Christian.workers, and in the promotion of Lyrical Train• 
ing Schools. 

It is understood that there will be the closest co-operation between the 
two branches of the Department. 

Mr. H. A. Popley was appointed secretary of the Extt:nsion Branch 
and Mr. E. C. Worman was invited to become secretary of the Association 
Branch. 

XII. RURAL DEPARTMENT. V 
· On 15th December, 1913, Mr. K. T. Paul, who had been ap-

·pointed one of the National General Secretaries with special refer
ence to plans for the development of work among rural communities, 
presented to the National Council a memorandum recommending 
the organization of Rural Young Men's Christian Associations on 
the lines of registered Co-operative Societies, and through them to 
(1) foster habits of prudence and thrift; (z) increase the earning 
power of the villager by making available the recommendations 
of Government experts in agricultural and cottage industries, and 
by procuring from the financing Co-operative Banks the necessary 
capital at a cheap rate of interest; (3) enrich the social side of 
village life by means of bkajat~as, excursions, and festivals such as 
are suited to villagers ; and (4) attend to their physical culture: by 
providing facilities for healthy and cheap Indian sports and gym
nastics. Tho activities were to be under the guidance of district 
secretaries who would be given the necessary training in the Co
operative Socities' Department of Government and in an Agricul-
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tural College. It was suggested that a beginning be made with 
three such district secretaries in 1914, the work to be increased as 
!apidly as experience would warrant. The start was to be made 
tn South India and the cost of the three districts for 1914 was 
estimated at Rs.4,500. 

After detailed consideration of the Memorandum, the Exe
cutive Committee decided that the work was necessary, a legiti
mate sphere for the Y.M.C.A, and likely to meet with support 
from Government. It was voted to take on S. Manuel at once for 
the first district, but that before further steps were taken, efforts 
to ensure financial stability should be made. Definite assurance 
was to be asked from missionary societies up to one-third of the 
cost and the County Work Department of the International Com
mittee was to be asked to contribute two-thirds of the budget the 
first year, one-half the second and one-third the third. The latter 
plan was not carried out. 
· In-February, 1914, a budget of Rs.2,550, later increased to 
Rs.33SO, was adopted for the year and three secretaries, s_ 
Manuel, D. ,Swamidoss and D. Gnanasundram were appointed as 
from May 1st. On that date all went into training in the office of 
the Registrar of the Co-operative Credit Societies, Madras, and at 
the end of three months were assigned to work in Malabar, Ceded 
Districts and Salem-Coimbatore, respectively. In January, 1915,. 
two additional secretaries, I. Isaiah and S. Thiruvengadiah, were 
appointed as from May zst, 1915, on condition that additional 
funds were secured to cover the extra expenditure. From the 
beginning it was proposed to develop in the various districts local 
Boards which would act in a manner somewhat (though with 
necessary alterations) analogous to Boards of Directors in ordinary 
Associations. One such District Board was created on a tentative 
basis, at Erode in June, 1915·, and as a result of experience gained 
there and elsewhere the following plan was finally worked out and 
approved by the National Council in 1919. 
0B.JECTS: 

1. To arrange for effective supervision of the Y.M.C.A. Co-operative 
Societies in the District. 

2. To organize new societies. 
3· To develop the work of societies and unions. . . . 
4· To direct the work of the Rural Secretary and help h1m m h1s 

comprehensive programme of service. 

CoNSTITUTION : 
(All members must satisfy the conditions of active membership in the 

Y. M. C. A.) 
1. Representatives of missions and church organizations which contri-

bute to the funds of the District Boards. . 
2. Representatives of the affiliated Unions, elected by the Unions. 

- 3· Co-opted members from among the panchayats of one or more 
isolated societies which cannot be organized into unions. 

4· Nominees of the National Council, Y. M. C. A., so long as it 
gives a grant. 
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5· The Rural Secretary as Secretary of the Board. 

FUNCTIONS: 

1. Organiz::ltion of new Co-operative Societies. 
2. Promotion of organization of unions for purposes ol supervision. 
3· Arrangements for supervision of isolated societies. 
4- Safeguarding interests of the Christian Central Bank and the recom

mendation of loans to affiliated societies. 
5· Periodical surveys of the field with a view to securing lines of 

advance. • · 
6. Promotion of other Association activities as opportunities offer. 
7• • Employment and supervision ofthe work of the Y.!\f.C.A. secretary. 

FUNDS: 

r. Contributions from missionary and church organizations. 
2. Contributions from affiliated Unions. 
3· Feesirom Societies directly s11pervised by the Board. 
4· Contributions from Christian Central Bank toward the •·ork of 

supervision. 
S· Donations from individuals. 
6. Grants from National Council, if necessary. 

GENERAL: 

1. Area of operation to be determined by the National Council in the 
fir~t instance and subsequent alterations to be made in consultation with the 
District Board. • 

2. The National Council to undertake to recruit and train secretaries 
and to provide expert advice to the District Board regarding programme and 
finance. 

3· Any National Council grant-in-aid is to be on a sliding scale. 
4· The Rural Secretary to be under the direction ol the District Board 

as r<'gards all his work. The National Council to determine his salary. 
Condttwns of service to be as agreed upon between the National Council and 
the District Board. 

5· Eaah District Board to frame its own rules provided they do not 
contravene the principles' of this Constitution. · 

At the end of the first twelve months of work twelve Rural 
Co-operative Societies in connection with the London and Basel 
Missionary Societies had been registered, of which six were in the 
Ceded Districts, with a borrowing power of Rs.I I,ooo-o-o and 
benefitting a community of 1200 people. It had become perfectly 
clear that the number possible was limited only by the available 
funds for financing. An effective point of contact had been 
established with the villagers through this economic service. 

Early in the development of the Department the need was 
manifest for larger funds available for the Christian societies which 
could not, for various reasons, secure sufficient from the already 
existing agencies. Plans were set on foot, largely on the personal 
initiation of Mr. Paul, for the creation of a Christian Central Co
operative Bank which was finally started in October, 1916, at 22, 
Popham's Broadway, Madras, with the object of lending money to 
Christian Co-operative Credit Societies. It works on a limited 
liability system, borrowing money to the extent of eight times its 
paid up share c~pital and reserve. Neither ~he Y.M.C.A. nor any 
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Y.M.C.A. secretary has any official connection, i.e., as a paid 
officer, with this Board, which is an altogether independent body. 

' The Department steadily expanded year by year, but was 
confined to the South until early 1918 when work was begun in 
Punjab, at Martinpur, District Gujranwala, in connection with the 
United Presbyterian Missionary Society. .Mr. Hira Lal was the 
first secretary. Somewhat later in this year secretaries were. 
stationed in the United Provinces. · 

In 1918 also there was added to the staff the first men to 
give full time attention to developing cottage industries. This 
was Mr. I. Washington a trained weaver, who after carrrying on 
work in several villages has started a class in weaving at J ammala
madugu, on a two-year course intended to enable the pupils to 
pass the elementary and intermediate Government Examinations 
in weaving. 

Through the generous kindness of Sir Daniel Hamilton, a 
beginning has been made in developinl! the fruit growing industry. 
One orchard is now being planted at Panyam. 

A report printed early in 1919 shows the results of the first 
five years of work, as follows:-

The number of secretaries has increased from three to 
twenty-three; Co-operative Societies from five to 110; member
ship from 200 to 4,ooo; the working capital of societies from 
Rs. s,ooo to Rs. 1,5o,ooo. All the secretaries are trained in 
co-operative work, four in agriculture, one in weaving, and one in 
sericulture. The following definite results achieved may be of 
interest:-

Several individuals and families are now free from the 
bands of money-lenders; small areas which have been lying 
fallow are now brought under cultivation ; in a few villages the 
number of cattle has doubled ; thousands of rupees have been 
invested in the purchase of food stuffs during the harvest time 
when commodities are cheap ; several new houses have been built 
and thatched buts have been replaced by tiled houses ; landless 
people have been enabled to acquire lands; panchayat members 
have been disciplined for in temperance and bad business methods; 
the introduction of fly-shuttle looms has made it possible for 
weavers to double and treble their income ; cheap Meston 
"ploughs have been introduced with success in a half dozen villages ; 
village congregations have increased their contributions for 
Christian work ; in many places the rate of interest charged by 
money-lenders bas come down ; a dozen law suits were amicably 
settled through the arbitration of the panchayat of the Co-opera
tive Societies. 

The latest statistics available (January 1920) show the 
present situation :-

169 societies: 128 in Madras Districts, 23 in United 
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Provinces, 7 in the Punjab Districts, 11 limite~ liability s~cieties 
in the towns, number of members 5135 benefittmg approXImately 
zs,ooo individuals. , 

Working capital of the 158 Rural Districts, Rs.I,44,000. 
Of this sum Rs.29,ooo is share capital subscribed by members;. 
Rs.I8,ooo represents deposits of mem}?ers; Rs.n,ooo-deposits of 

.outside individuals; the balance, Rs. 87,ooo, has been borrowed 
from other- banks (Rs.67,ooo from the Christian Central Bank). 
Money lent at rates of interest ranging from 91 to 15 per cent, 
as against the current rates varying from 37i per cent upwards. 
Loans given under fair conditions which encourage thrift. Few 
loans overdue up to 1919, when failure of monsoon made necessary 
the renewal for a further period of twelve months of loans 
amounting to Rs.zo,ooo made in 1918. 

The work in Malabar, one of the very best of the districts,. 
was closed in june, 1920, and the ca.operative societies started 
there by the Y.M.C.A. are now taking care of themselves under 
the· general oversight of the Governmt:nt Co-operative Depart
ment. 

The National Departmental Secretary is Mr. D. Swamidoss 
who pioneered the work in the Ceded Districts in 1914, where the 
first society was formed, at Yadiki within the Anantapur jurisdic
tion. 

During the six years that have elapsed since its inception,. 
the Department has attempted to serve the Christian Church in 
India through a definite economic and social programme aimed to~ 
help solve the problems of poverty, debt, ignorance, drink and 
dirt. It has worked mainly in Mass Movement areas and 'while· 
as a rule it has entered only those villages where there is a 
Christian element in the population, its services in these villages 
are extended to the whole community, irrespective of creed. 
Loans in the societies are made on the basis of character, among 
people who have little or no tangible_ property. The staff of the 
Department is enthely Indian. • , 

Thus far the economic section of the original plan has
natur~lly received almost the entire attention of the Department. 

A few educational attempts of simple character have been 
made among the older boys, but the results have not been very 
encouraging. Games, lantern shows, and sports of various kinds 
have met with a good reception. There is great need for special 
work among village boys, based on a thorough study of their 
condition. There is also need of wholesome general literature in
the vernaculars for the use of village Christians. More secretaries 
of good educational qualifications, with Christian character and 
sympathy, are badly needed-not less than 100 within the next 
five years, to be added consistently with firm and steady growth. 
The problem is a tremendous one and the work the rural secre~ 
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taries have undertaken is fraught with difficulties and disappoint
ments. Years of oppression and slavery have left indelible marks 
on the people. To lift them up from their state of degradation 
.and make them respectable citizens is not the work of a day. 
It needs plenty of grace and patience to deal with these people 
.and to put up with their shortcomings. However, it is the 
Department's finn conviction that in the years to come the same 
people will prove a source of strength and influence in the Church 
.and in the community. 

XIII. STUDENT DEPARTMENT. 
Throughout the first twenty years of the existence o( the 

National Union, work among students received a very large share 
of attention. Student Young Men's Christian Associations were 
-established in many colleges, and in the larger student centres 
there were institutional Y.M.C.A.'s' that addressed themselves 
-particularly to the student community by ,means of hostels, and 
literary, social, physical and especially religious work. 

The development of this department at the beginning of the 
period under review is shown by the following facts submitted in the 
-report to the World's Student Christian Federation at the end of 
the c~llege year 1910-I9II. There were 32 Student Associations 
·with a membership of 2,045 (half being high school boys of the 
·upper forms); and 5 boys' branches with a membership of 627. 
Ten student camps were held during the year with a total registra
tion of 773, of whom 436 were college students. There were, in 

; .the various branches, 766 student members in regularly conducted 
i Bible classes and 148 in mission study circles. Social service of a 

-simp!\: character was carried on in 9 branches, of which 6 reported 
a total of 57 students working at one fonri or another of social 
service. One National Secretary, Mr. J, N. Farquhar, gave his 
entire, time to the work of this Department. 

The work was under the general supervision and direction 
of a special Student Departmen~ Committee which had been 
appointed early in 1910, with a view to a more effective specializa
tion oii work among students as a class apart; on the securing of 
.secretaries who would concentrate entirely on this work as their 
one and only responsibility; and on the development of a move
menf among Christian students for which they themselves would 
be entirely responsible. 

The members of the Committee were : Rev. D. 1. Fleming, 
and Dr. S. K. Datta, of Lahore; Rev. C. F. Andrews, Delhi; 
Rev. W. E. S. Holland and N. C. Mukherji, Esq., of Allahabad; 
Rev. R. Gee, Rev. W. S. Urquhart and W. W. Pearson, Esq., or 
Calcutta; J. X. Miller, Esq., Pasumalai; K. C. Chacko, Esq., 
Madras; A. G. Fraser, Esq., Kandy; Rev. V. S. Azariah, 

· Dornakal ; and Dr. H. H. Mann, Poona. The Committee had held 
its first meeting in Calcutta, May, 1910, ]. N. Farquhar, Secretary, 
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and Dr. Garfield Williams and the Rev. Arthur \V. Davies, then 
secretaries of the Student Department, being also present. 

Resolutions to the following effect were passed:- , 
(I) The development of a specialized work for students, 

with secretaries to concentrate entirely on this community ; 
{2) The ultimate development of a national, indigenous 

movement controlled and directed by the students themselves ; 
(3) Every secretary assigned to work among students, 

to receive a very careful an-d thorough training both in study (of 
an Indian vernacular, Indian religions and conditions), and 
practice in work among students in such a quiet way that the 
study may not be interfered with. , 

Very considerable differences in point of view had develop
ed in the Committee, one group contending for practically 
complete independence of other types of Y.M.C.A. work, both 
locally and nationally, -with complete control of both local and 
national student workers by the Committee, and the other hold
ing to the theory of ultimate control of student work as of other 
branches, by local Boards of Directors in the case of cities and by 
the National Council, in the wider relationships. The latter 
agreed that freedom for the'' student missionary," as the proposed 
specialist was designated, should be ensured, but held that this 
could be done through. proper committees locally appointed. 
Under this idea the Student Department Committee would be 
more of an advisory than a controlling body, in its functions 
regarding any individual" missionary" in a local field. 

At the second meeting of the Committee, held in Allahabad 
in March, 19 II, the question of the control of the student work 
received further definition, as will be seen from the following 
resolutions:-

( 1) That there shall be two types of control of those working in con
nection with the S. D. C. : 

(a) Those who enlist for the work under the control of local 
associations. 

(b) Those who enlist to work permanently under the S. D. C. 
(2) That for purposes of study and training, both classes of workers 

shall be directly controlled during their first two years. by the S. D. C., in 
consultation with their Home Committee. • 

(3) That the S. D. C. shall not place work of class (b) in any city, 
where }here is an already· established Y.M.C.A., without the consent of the 
loca I, ).{tthorities. 

{4) That in no circumstances shall a student worker be diverted by the 
local authority to any other line of work except with the consent of the S. D. C. 

(5) That in places where there is not a Y.M.C.A. the S. D. c. shall 
control all student workers, either directly, or through a local committee ap-
pointed by them. . 

(6) That in such cases the S. D. C. shall do all in its power to stima
bte local responsibility by delegating control in so far as leaders suitable for 
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the direction of ~tudent work can be found, and ultimately to form local Student 
Associations. 

(7) That where a Y.M.C.A. is already in existence and expert guidance 
in student work may be obtained, an arrangement shall be made whereby a 
committee of student specialists shall be appointed to control the student worker. 
This committee shall be appointed either by the S. D. C. or by the local Asso
ciation in consultation with the S. D. C., but in this case only workers of class 
(a) can be appointed •. 

It will thus be seen that the principle of local control, 
with .safeguards, had been granted by the majority of the 
Committee. . 

. At this meeting Messrs. J, N. Farquhar and K. C. Chacko 
were appointed as representatives on the General Committee of 
the World's Student Christian Federation. 

Some of the members of the Committee and Messrs. 
Williams and Davies still found themselves unable to agree with 
the remainder in the matter of student work relationships to the 
Y.M.C.A. as a whole, in consequence of which they resigned, in 
the early part of 1911. 

At a meeting of the Executive of the Student Department 
Committee, held in Delhi, October 28, 1911, a number of prac
tical matters were decided upon. Special efforts were to be 
made to secure the services of young Indians leaving the uni
versities for travelling work among the colleges·. It was decided 
to prepare and keep in stock various kinds of literature for use in 
student camps : hymn sheets, Bible studies, suggestions for camp 
committees and for delegates, and Resolution cards. Four pages 
of the Young Men of India were to be filled monthly with student 
notes and reprints were to be supplied to students and Student 
Associations at a fixed rate. This was begun in January 1912. 

' - During this year proposals were made by the Committee to 
place a Y.M.C.A. student worker in the Scottish Churches College, 
Calcutta, to work under the College Council (the Association to 
have minority representation on the sub-committee controlling 
his· work), and to give his entire time to personal friendship 
and religious work among the students of the College. 
The proposal was r!;commended by the College Council to the 
Home Committee, which, however, felt itself unable to agree, on 
the ground that it would be unwise to give the agent of another 
society a definite position within the College and in its 
internal work. · 

The regular work of the Department was continued through
out 19II and 1912, Mr. Farquhar resigning from the secretaryship 
in April,. 1912, to .give his entire time to literary work, and being 
succeeded by Mr. F. V. Slack who was joined within a few months 
by Mr. K. K. Kuruvilla as travelling secretary, generously loaned 
and paid by the National Missionary Society. Meanwhile events 
were so developing as ultimately to tum the immediate attention 
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of the Department from the question of the control, training and 
work of" student missionaries," to that of the development of a 
Student Movement controlled by the students themselves. . 

This hope had existed from the beginning of Y.M.C.A. work 
among students, and had been clearly expressed at the first meeting 
of the Student Department Committee. Now, joined with the 
hope of the older men was an increased desire on the part of the 
students for the expression of their own initiative. The marked 
growth throughout India of. the national spirit during the first
decade of the twentieth century was one of the leading influences 
toward this most desirable end. 

A Bengal Student Christian Union was formed in 1909 and 
a Punjab Union the next year, the latter being somewhat the more 
vigorous. At the Punjab Student Camp in February, 19IZ, the idea 
of an All-India Camp was broached by the students, and the 
Student Department Committee offered to defray the expenses of 
any two Punjabi students whom the other students might choose, 
for a trip among other student centres, to carry the spiritual 
greetings of the Christian students of the Punjab and to discuss 
various questions connected with an All-India Student Camp. 

· This trip was carried out in August and September, by 
Messrs. B. L. Rallia Ram and S. P. Singha, who visited Bombay, 
Ceylon, Travancore, the Tamil country and Madras. . 

Meanwhile, in May, a good friend of the Student Depart• 
ment had made possible the bringing together for a Retreat, at 
Dharmpore, in the Simla Hills, of seventeen students and three 
older friends, from different parts of India. Here, where the time 
was spent in Bible study, corporate intercession and close personal 
intercourse, it was made known that during the succeeding cold 
season Dr. John R. Mott, General Secretary of the World's 
Student Christian Federation, and Mr. Sherwood Eddy, widelr 
known among Indian students, were coming to India, Dr. Motts 
main errand being the. holding of several important missionary 
conferences, as Chairman of the Continuation Committee of the 
Edinburgh Missionary Conference. It was understood that Dr. 
Mott and Mr. Eddy would be available for a limited series of 
evangelistic meetings for students in the chief university centres.' 
After some discussion and prayer the students unanimously voted 
that such meetings be held, and at their own expense issued a 
Call to Prayer to friends throughout India for the meetings. They 
also appealed for an AU-India Conference and asked the Student 
Department Committee to take the intiative in calling such a Con
ference, which should be planned and managed by a special com
mittee to which each provincial group should nominate a member. 

During the next cold weather, therefore, large and widely 
known series of evangelistic meetings were held, almost entirely 
for students, in Colombo, Madras, Bombay, Calcutta, Allahabad, 

H 
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and Lahore. In all Christian students took a large part in mak
ing local arrangements and in supporting the meetings in prayer 
and other individual effort. Deep impressions were made by the 
meetings themselves, but the work of conserving results was not 
successful. 

The AU-India Conference met in Serampore, December 27, 
1912-]anuary 2, 1913, bringing together 194 Christian students 
from seventy-four colleges. Dr. Mutt was present throughout. 
·From ths;l point of view of the organic Movement the most 
important event was the passing of the Serampore memorandum, 
-by which the Student Christian Association of India and Ceylon 
was formed, to assume responsibility for the work formerly done 
by the Young Men's Christian Association among· Christian 
students and in Christian colleges. On the General Committee 
of the new Association the National Council was empowered to 
appoint eight members, in addition to the two General Secretaries 
of the Council, members ex-officio. 

· The Student Department Committee of Y.M.C.A. con
tinued until the new General Committee was constituted, on April 
1st, 1913, and then ceased to exist. 

The university year, 1912-13, is therefore the last in 
which the Student Department of the Young Men's Christian 
Association carried on special work for and among Christian 
students. During that year there were fifty-one student Asso
ciations and two national secretaries. Including Serampore, 
thirteen camps were held, of which four-Ceylon, Tamil, Mysore 
and Burma-met for the first time ; there was a total attendance 
of 894 delegates. Bible circles enrolled 6oo students ; thirteen 
colleges reported local bands of" student volunteers" with 124 
members. One hundred were in mission study classes and 700, 
approximately, in social service of various types. Dele~ates were 
sent to the Lake Mohonk Conference of the Worlds Student 
Christian Federation. • 

The National Student Secretary was loaned to the Student 
Christian Association and served for two years as its General 
,Secretary, when he went on furlough. In addition, the National 
Council gave a grant of Rs.750 per annum to the new Association; 
since 1918 this grant has been decreasing at the rate of Rs.so per 
annum. 

As a result of these new developments the special student 
work of the Young Men's Christian Association has been confined 
to student hostels, which now exist in Lahore, Bombay, Calcutta, 
Nagpur, Rangoon, Madras, and to the work of local secretaries, 
generally in institutional buildings, in Lahore, Allahabad, Calcutta, 
Bombay, Madras, Bangalore, Poona, Calicut, Kottayam and 
Colombo. . . . . 

The relationship of a student secretary of the Y.M.C.A. to 
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the local branch or branches of the Student Christian Association 
is of a purely informal and unofficial character and depend~ ~n 
personal relationships, just as the case with other individuals an 
the city. In most places the Y.M.C.A. secretary has been able 
to give a considerable amount of such friendly help to the 
Christian students, being called to their assistance on their own 
initiative. 

The following resolutimi of the Student Christian Associa
tion General Committee is recorded in the National Council 
Minutes of 16 December, 1915:-

Resolution received from the Student Christian Association:-The 
General Committee felt the necessity of a more vital connection with the National. 
Council in the work among ~;tudents and hence the following resolution was 
passed:-

" 150· Relation with local Y.M.C.A. st11dent secretaries. Read 1\fr.' 
Slack's memorandum and other papers and after prolonged discussion it was 
resolved that the General Committee of the Student Christian Association 
realizes the responsibility of the Movement for all work that has to be done by 
way of service to the students of India and Ceylon, but regrets that at the 
present time it is not in a position to undertake complete control of the various 
local activities of the Indian National Gouncil of Young Men's Christian 
Associations for and among students. Accordingly it recommends to the 
Indian National Council as an interim measure to appoint a special Student 
Work Committee for the present on which the Student Christian Association 
may be represen.ted to the extent of half its number; it being understood thAt 
the Student Christian Association representation consist of a majority of 
non-students." 

The National Council voted to accept this proposal as an 
interim measure until the time of the next National Convention 
and to leave the appointment of the Committee to the General 
Secretaries of the Council, their recommendations to be confirmed 
by the Executive. 

Because of the lack of a whole time National Student 
Secretary these instructions have never been carried out. It is 
most desirable that the vacant post be filled as early as possible and 
that these or similar arrangements be carried through. It is likely 
that at the next All-India Conference of the Student Christian 
Association, meeting in Poona in December, 1920, considerable 
changes will be made in the constitutional provision for represen
tati\·es of theY. M. C. A. on the Student Christian Association 
General Committee. 

The student hostels named above have the following 
accommodation :-

Lahore zs Madras 65 
Bombay 6o Rangoon 35 
Calcutta 45 Nagpur 3.2 

Of these Nagpur and Calcutta are directly related to the 
~ational Council, the former because there is no local Association 
to which it could be affiliated, the Jat~e~ b~~~u~~ of a debt which 
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the National Council regret they have not yet been able to 
wipe out. 

After long consid~ration the National Council, on 4th 
February, 1920, opened m London a club and hostel for Indian 
s~udents to help meet the pressing problem of living accommoda
tion there. Its central feature is that it is under Indian manaae
ment, with an Indian staff. A local Committee of which t'rr 
Edwyn Bevan is Chairman controls the work on behalf of th~ 

.National Council. 
The " Shakespeare Hut," formerly used by the Australian 

Y. M. C. A., at the corner of Keppel and Gower Streets, W C. 1, 
- was taken over at an annual rental of £3000 and, after re-building 
·and furnishing at a cost of about £8ooo, contains 102 cubicles, provi-

_.ding accommodation for about 130 students. Forty beds are 
reserved for students of British parentage. There is also Institute 
accommodation for soo, equipped with a reading room, library, 
recreation and social rooms, a gymnasium, and a restaurant with 
\Vestern and Indian menus, open to resident and outside members. 

XIV. TRAINING DEPARTMENT. 
I. TRAINING SCHOOL.-Previous to 1911 no special 

course of training was provided for new recruits in the secretary
ship. Men were taken on the staffs of local Associations to fill 
definite vacancies or to provide for definite expansion and apart 
from the practical training afforded by their duties, picked up 
what they could with regard to Association policies, history, 
methods, etc., in general. Naturally, as the work began more and 
more to expand this desultory method of training proved ineffec
tive, as well as unfair both to the man and to the work. In some 
cases men were of necessity given responsibilities which it was 
unfair to expect them to carry, with the consequence that they 
left the Association branded as failures. Others, with insufficient 
foundations in general education, stopped growing after the first 
few years and prevented progress. Still others, who were 
·ultimately successful, were severely handicapped, having to learn 
by often bitter experience what they should have been taught in 
advance. 

Plans were put under way by the National Council in 1910 
for the opening of a small Training School at the headquarters in 

·Calcutta and the first session began in January, 1911, under the 
principalship of Mr. A. C. Harte, National General Secretary, with 
ten students, of whom three dropped out before the end of the 
year. The following subjects were taught :-General Introduction 
to the Bible, Life of Christ, Religious Pedagogy, Comparative 
Religions, Church History, Association History, Literature and 
Biography, Association Policy, Administration and Records, First 
Aid to the Injured, Hygiene, Indian History and Literature, 

·English Lan~ag-e and Literature. Practical work was alsQ 
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sllpervised. With the exception of the courses i.n ~eligious Pe~a
gogy and English, all were taught by Assoc1at10n secretanes. 
Seven men completed the course on January 19, 1912: one 
Bengali, two Tamils, two Anglo-Indians and two Europeans. ; 

The second year's work began in August, 19IZ, with Mr. 
K. J, Saunders as principal, the curriculum being broadened on the 
non-Association side by the additi~n of courses. i~ Science. of 
Religions, and Psychology, EducatiOnal and Rehgtous. J?unng 
this year it became increas_ingly clear that the very hmited 
accommodation available at headquarters with the consequent 
difficulty of securing sufficient quiet for study, made a change of 
location desirable, with the result that the School was moved to 
Bangalore for its third session, with the expectation that it ·would 
be brought back to Calcutta later when there should be more 
commodious accommodation. Mr. Saunders, in order to continue 
his studies in Buddhism, went to Rangoon as Student Secretary 
and Mr. j. Callan became Acting Principal of the Training School, 
with the help of other secretaries and, most kindly, of members 
of the faculty of the United Theological College. The students 
lived at the Bangalore City Branch. 

The fourth and fifth year sessions were likewise held in 
Bangalore, Mr. 0. 0. Stanchfield having succeeded to the princi
palship. When the war broke out the shortage of staff was so 
great that both principal and students were called into war work, 
with the result that between the end of 1915 and july, 1917, no 
sessions were held. On july 7th, 1917, the School opened again 
under the principalship of C. F. Angus, Trinity Hall, Cambridge, 
one of the members of the Deputation of Friendly Service to 
India. By the g-reat kindness of the Council, principal and staff 
of the United Theological College the students and staff of the 
Training School were given accommodation at the College with 
full use of all the equipment and permission to attend such College 
classes as were deemed desirable by the Training School 
authorities. With Mr. Angus were associated Dr. J. H. Gray 
(for three months) in charge of physical work, which was in tum 
thrown open to the College students, and, in November, 1\fr. K. 
K. Kuruvilla, lecturer in Indian Economics. Mr. Angus left in 
1918 and was succeeded, after a few months' interim by Mr. 
G. P. Wishard, 

Meanwhile considerable thought and many discussions bad 
been devoted to the whole question of the permanent location, of 
the School and the type of training to be given. This discussion, so 
far as the employed staff was concerned came to a head at the 
Secretaries' Conference in 1919, where a Commission on Training 
submitted its report. The report defined as the aim of the 
Training School the providing of "adequate general and technicai 
instruction to qualify young men for the position of all employed 
officers of the Y.~I.C.A.," and sketched a curriculum designed to 
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attain this aim. Much of what this report contained was fully 
approved by the secretaries present, but it was felt that more 
emphasis should be laid on making the School a means of 
"linking up the spirit and devotion of India with the service of 
India ·under its modern conditions." An enlarged Commission 
was appointed to carry out these ideas in more detail, for sub
mission to the National Council. At the meeting of the Executive 
Committee on May 3rd, 1920, Dr. S. K. Datta was made 
Principal and recommendations along the following lines, drawn 
up by him, were approved in general and the Training Depart
ment was empowered to make plans accordingly for the next 
session of the School, which opened October 18th, in Bangalore, 
tl1e permanent location having not yet been decided upon. Mr. 
Wishard continued on the staff as Vice-Principal and "lecturer on 
Association subjects. 

0BJECTS:-

(lr To provide facilities for study and research for those seeking to 
devote their lives to the service of .Jndia through the Young :\len's Chri~tian 
Association. 

(2) To acquaint and train intending Y.M.C.A. secretaries with the 
needs of India and those of the Christian Church and inspire them to de\'ole 
their lives for the solution of some cf those needs. 
· (3) To provide in its staff a corporate fellowship of workers who, while 
themselves actively engaged in studying the problems of India arid their 
possible solutions and educating public opinion (particularly Christian opinion) 
on· various net!dy lines, will associate with themselves younger men, inspiring 
and training them for an efficient service for Chri5t and India. 

SoME GENERAL PRINCIPLES :-

• (1) More emphasis to be laid on personal study under the guidance of 
the teacher than on class-room instruction. 
· · (2) Each Secretary to have a free hand, as far as possible, in choosing 
his special line of study and work for the years to come. 

(3) . Special facilities to be providl'd for practical training and the 
observation of actual conditions. 

(4) This training to be done in specially appointed training centres 
where the students could carry on their study, observation, collection of data for 
their thesis, etc , under the guidance of some strong leader. 

CURRICULUM :-

- (1) · To be divided into two parts each year, the first consisting of 
lectures from October to March on the social message and teachmg of 
Christianity, Indian economics, the history and development of modern Indian 
religious movements, Association methods, history, business, and office routine; 
and the second, of practical experience in chosen centres, from June to 
December. 

(2) In the second year each student to specialize on some special 
department. A third year for such as need it to carry still further their special 
subject. 

STAFF:-

: · (1} Special, whole time lecturers In Association history and methods, 
economics, the message of Christianity. . 

(2) Close association with the school of the heads of various depart-: 
'!Ients, such as Rural, Building, Religious \Vork, and others. 
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z. PROBATIONERSHIP.-Each recruit for the secretaryship 
is now taken on a year's probation before being sent for training or 
being confirmed. During this period he is placed in a local 
Association under competent direction, where be bas a chance to 
prove to himself and to the Association whether be is of such 
character and capacity as will be likely to make him permanently 
contented and useful in the secretaryship. It is the aim that 
certain courses of reading shall be outlined for him by the Training 
Department for complet_ion during the year, but m?~t ofthe testin~ 
comes in the regular dally work under the supervJsJon of a parti-
cular local secretary. · 

3· SUMMER ScHOOL.-While it is expected that henceforth 
all new secretaries will take the full training school course, there 
are on the staff a considerable number of older and permanent 
secretaries for whom that is not possible. In addition there are 
the foreign secretaries, who, though they have in practically all 
cases had previous Associa~ion experience before coming to India 
or Ceylon, still need help in understanding general conditions. 
Moreover, those who have completed regular training need from 
time to time the freshening influence of the study of new ideas in 
company with others similarly placed. 

For these classes the Summer School is intended. It was 
first held in Calcutta in 1912 for two -weeks, with eleven in attend
ance, the curriculum consisting of lectures on the introduction to 
the Life of Christ and the Book of Amos, Y.M.C.A. work in its 
various phases and daily gymnasium class. 

In I 914 two Summer Schools were held, one in Calcutta for 
a fortnight, in June, and the other for a month in Bangalore, in 
September and October. Bible study, social service, history and 
policy of the Y.M.C.A., finance and business, hygiene and p~ysi
cal education, psychology of religion and certain technical courses 
were given. 

Advanta~e was taken in 1916 of the presence of Dr. T. R 
Glo\'er, Dr.}. H. Moulton, Dr. G. H. Leonard and C. F. Angus 
to hold a considerably enlarged school, particularly for the junior 
secretaries. There were present seventy-two men (forty-three 
Indians and twenty-nine Europeans) representing thirty-two 
Associations in India and Ceylon. The next year the School 
was held for three weeks in KodaikanaJ, with seventeen men in 
attendance, and in 1918 at Khandala with fourteen. The 1919 
and 1920 Summer Schools met in Bangalore with approximately 
the same number of students. 

4· STUDY ABROAD.-It is the desire of the National 
Council to send abroad for further training, from time to time, 
secretaries who, having completed their training here, and having 
satisfactorily demonstrated subsequently, for a period of from three 
to tiYe years, their ability to carry large responsibilities, are consi· 
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dered worthy of additional opportunities. X'ot more than one ot 
two can be sent in any one year and the' average period of their 
absence is from one to two years. During the period under review 
Messrs. J, S. Aiman, E. P. Hillier, S. C. L. Xasir, C. E. V. 
Nathanielsz, J. Martin and E. A. Williams have thus been helped. 
T. J, Cornelius, J. N.C. Ganguly and P. D. Ranganadhan have 
also gone, at their own expense. 

XV. MISCELLANEOUS. 

I. BASIS OF ME~IBERSHlP.-The question of a revision of 
the Basis arose first of all in Travancore, one of the most success
ful fields of Y.l\l.C.A. work in India, where t~ere exists the great. 
old Syrian Christian community. It is now split up· into five 
distinct sections. With the reformed branches of the Church no 
difficulty arises in the matter of the Basis ; but members of the 
Jacobite section can scarcely, in any honourable way, use the 
word Protestant of themselves. Hence a very real difficulty 
arises. In consequence of this difficulty an amendment to the 
Constitution was passed at the Convention of 1901, permitting the 
admission to the active membership such members of the Syrian 
Christian Churches as subscribe individually to the principles laid 
down in the Constitution and desire to engage in active Christian 
work. • 

The subject, however, came up again, as it did not seem 
quite satisfactory to have two forms of Basis. 
. At the Convention of 1907 the Rev. L. P. Larsen gave 
notice that at the following Convention be would move that 
sections I and 2 of Article II be amended so as to stand as 
follows:-

Section 1.-Any -voung Men's Christian Association in India, Burmah 
and Ceylon, whose voting membership is limited to its active membership 
as defined below (Section 2) shall be admitted to membership in the 

· Indian National Union and be furnished with an official certificate to 
that effect; on filing \,·ith the Council of the Indian National Union a 
copy of its Constitution and an attested copy of its resolutions ratif~ing 
this Constitution. But no Association which may hereafter be orgamsed 
in a city or town where a Young !\len's Christian Association ~!ready 
exists, shall be recognised by the National Council, or ent1tled _to 
representation in the National Convention, Associations amongst spec1al 
classes (e.g. students, railway men, soldiers, etc.) excepted. . . 

Section 2.-Active membership in the Young 1\len's Christian Assoc1ahon 
shall be open to young men who, being communicant members «?f a· 
Christian Church, accept Jesus Christ as their Divine Lord and Savu:~ur 
according to the Holy Scriptures, anq recognizing their ess~nti~l umty 
in Him, desire to associate their efforts for the extension of H1s Kmgdom 
am0 ng young men. 

· · On behalf of Dr. A. H. Ewing, 1\Ir. F. J. Clark gave notice 
that at the next Convention an amendment would be moved to 
alter Article II so as to read as· follows :-

Section 1.-Any Young !\len's Christian Association in India and Burma," 
whose voting members are members in full communion of Protestant 
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Christian Churches, or who accept the Paris Basis shall be admitted to 
membership in the Indian National Union and be furnished with an 
official certificate to that effect, on filing with the Council of the Indian 
National Union a copy of its Constitution and an attested copy of its 
resolutions ratifying this Constitution. But no Association which may 
hereafter be organized in a city or town, where a Young Men's Christian 
As.,ociation already exists, shall be recognised by the National Council, 
or be entitled to representation in the National Conventions, college 
Associations excepted. ; . 

Section 2.-0nly those churches shall be held to be "Protestant and 
Christian" which maintain the Holy Scripture to be the only infallible 
rule of faith and practice, arid which believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, 
the only begotten of the Father, King of Kings and Lord of Lords, in 
whom dwelletb all the fulness of the Godhead bodily, who was made sin 
for us though knowing no sin, and who bore our sins in his own body on 
the tree; and that his name is the only name under heaven given among 
men whereby we must be saved from the guilt and power of sin and from 
everlasting punishment. 

Section 3.-The Pari• Basis is as follows: "The Young Men'• Christian 
Association seek to unite those young men who, regarding Jesus Christ 
as their God and Saviour, according to the Holy Scriptures, desire to be 
His disciples, in their doctrine and in their life, and to associate their 
efforts for the extension of His Kingdom among young men." 

Section 4.-Any Association changing its test of voting membership to any 
other than that prescribed in this article shall be held to have forfeited 
membership in the Indian National Union. 

Mr. Larsen also gave notice of the following amendment 
as an alternative :- · 

The active membership of the Voung Men's Christian Association shall be 
open to young men who, regarding Jesus Christ as their God and 
Saviour, according to the Holy Scriptures, desire to be His disciples, in 
their doctrine and in their life, and to associate their efforts for the 
extension of His Kingdom among young men. 

These proposed amendments came up for discussion at the 
Bombay Convention, December, 1910, when a great deal of 
difference of opinion was expressed. Every one was eager to find 
a form of Basis which would admit Jacobite• Christians, and also 
Anglican Highchurcbmen who object to the word "Protestant," 
but from several Associations there came objection to making the 
Basis a mere statement of personal belief, on the ground that in 
certain localities undesirable elements might come in and S\Ump 
the government of the Association altogether. So keen was the 
discussion that it became evident that in the short time available 
no decision could be reached. In consequence, a motion to post
pone the whole matter and to have it thoroughly looked into by a 
competent committee was carried, with instructions (a) to consider 
the matter thoroughly with a view to discovering a Basis likely to 
be acceptable to all; (b) to prepare a statement regarding the 
reasons which have led to the desire for a new Basis; and (c) to 
submit this statement to the Associations through the Secretary of 
the National Council together with the Basis proposed, or in the 
event of a majority and minority report, two or more alternative 
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proposals, not less than six months prior to the next Triennial 
Convention .. 

The following were appointed on the Committee: Re~. C. 
F. Andrews, Rev. L. P. Larsen, Rev. j. H. Maclean, 0. H. 
McCowen, Rev. V. S. Azariah, K. C. Chacko, Rev. S. V. Karmarkar 
and J. N: Farquhar, Convener. 

' Considerable correspondence was carried on by the Com
mittee up to early 1913 but no final conclusions were reached. 
Certain aspects of the question were particularly mentioned: e g., 
the phrase "communicant members" was seen to form a very real 
difficulty for young Christians of both the Jacobite and Reformed 
Syrian Churches and at the same time certain members of the 
Committee felt that it should be retained, with a speci~l c1ause to 
meet the needs of Syrian Christians. 

The Convention which should ordinarily have been held at 
the end of 1913 was postponed until a year later and in July, 1914, 
the National General Secretary, on behalf of the National Council, 
issued a notice to the effect that at the business meeting in connec
tion with the expected Convention the two following constitutional 
changes would be proposed:- . 

I. That the Aims and. Basis, and Declaration of Membership in the 
Associations, be altered to read as follows :-

.1. ArM AND BASIS :-In order to promote the highest physical, intel
lectual, social and spiritual welfare of the young men of India and 
Ceylon, the Association aims to lead young men into full acceptanc.: 
of the Christian faith in God~ Father, Son and Holy Spirit; to 
promote among them regular habits of prayer and Bible study; to 
keep before them the importance and urgency of the evangelization 
of the world, the Christian solution of social problems, and the per
meation of public life with Christian ideals; and to lead them into the 
fellowship and service of the Christian Church. 

· 2. DECLARATION OJ' ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP :-In joining this Union, 
I desire to indicate my full sympathy with the aims and basis of the 
Association, and to declare my faith in God through Jesus Christ to 
whom as Saviour and Lord I desire to surrender my life. 
Any young m~n who is a member in good standing of a Christian 
Church shall be considered eligible to membership in the Young 
Men's Christian Association, on signing the above declaration. 

II. PROPOSED CHANGES IN ARTICLE 11.-1\IBMBERSHIP :-SECTION I. 
Any Young Men's Christian Association in India, Burma and 
Ceylon whose voting membership is limited to its active membership 
as defined below (Section 2} shall be admitted to membership in the 
Indian National Union and be furnished with an official certificate 
to that effect, on filing with the Council of the Indian National Union 
a .copy of its Constitution and an attested copy of its resolutions 
ratifying this Constitution. But no Association which may hereafter 
be organized in a city or town where a Young :Men's Christian 
Association already exists shall be recognized by the National Coun
cil, or be entitled to representation in the National Convention, 
Associations amongst special classes (e.g. students, railway men, 
soldiers, etc.) excepted. 

SECTION 2.-Active rnembPrship of the Young Men's Christian Associa
- tion shall be open to young men who, being communicant members 
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o( a Christian Church, accept lesus ~hrist as their Divin~ ~d and 
Saviour according to the Hofy Scr•ptures _and, ~".lzmg theit 
essential unity in Him, desire to assoc1ate the1r efforts fOf' the exten• 
sinn of His Kingdom among young men.'' , 

With the indefinite postponement of the Convention on 
account of the War the matter has been allowed to stand as it was, 
nothing further having been done, save for the new amendment 
circulated early in 1920, which reads as follows:-

Active membership shall be .open to all young men who accept Jesus 
Christ as their Lord and Saviour, recognizing their essential unity in 
Him, and desire to associate their efforts for the extension ol His 
Kingdom. · 

z. DEPUTATION OF FRIENDLY SERVICE.-One of the 
pleasantest and most valuable features of the general work during 
the war was the formation of the Deputation of Friendly Sen·ice 
whereby several prominent Christian scholars, e\·angelistic workers 
and representatives of the Y M.C.A. in other countries were invited 
to ·visit India and Ceylon for the purpose suggested by the name 
of the Deputation. Lectures were given throughout India and 
Ceylon and were listened to most attentively and appreciath·ely. 
Equally valuable were the contributions made through personal 
contacts with a large number of Indians, Ceylonese and Europeans 
The members of the Deputation were as follows:-

Rev. C. F. Angus, Trinity Hall, Cambridl!e; F. N. D. 
Buchman, Hartford Theological Seminary, U.S.A.; ReY. Dr. Percy 
Dearmer, London; Dr. G. S. Eddy, New York; Dr. T. R. Glover, 
St. John's College, Cambridge; Rev. Prof. W. j. Hutchins, Oberlin 
College, U.S.A.; M. W. P. Lascelles, New Zealand; Prof. George 
Hare Leonard, Bristol University; Prof. j. Hope Moulton, 
Manchester University; Rev. W. Paton, British Student Cltristian 
Movement; Rev. j. R. M. Stephens, Baptist Missionary Society, 
London. 

Dr. Glover's lectures were later published in England under 
the title of •• The jesus of History." 

All who in any way came into contact with Dr. Moulton 
were inexpressibly shocked at the news of his death, from a 
submarine attack in the Mediterranean. An appropriate minute 
of sympathy was passed by the National Council and forwarded 
to Dr. Moulton's relatives. 

3· RELATIONSHIPS ABROAD.-Rajah Sir Harnam Singh, 
President of the National Council, has continued as representative 
for India and Ceylon on the World's Committee of the Y.M.C.A. 
Sir Henry E. E. Procter and j. Hope Simpson, Esq., I.C.S., were 
appointed to represent India at the World's Convention in 
Edinburgh June I0-15, 1913, and a year·later Sir Henry Procter 
and A. C. Harte, Esq., represented the National Council at the 
British Y.M.C.A. Conference at Nottingham and at the Conference 
011 work among boys at Oxford immediately thereafter; also at a 
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plenary meeting of the World's Committee in London. Messrs. 
J. R. Isaac, E. C. Worman and E. C. Carter represented the 
Student Department at the conference of the World's Student 
Christian Federation at Lake Mohonk, U.S.A., in 1913, and 
Mr. Isaac also attended in an official capacity the assembly of 
Boys' Workers at Culver, Indiana. At a similar Assembly in 1920 
Mr. ]. S. Aiman was present. In 1919 1\Ir. K. T. Paul and 
Mr. B. C. Sircar visited England and America in the interest of 
the work of the National Council. As a result of 1\Ir. Paul's visit 
the official relationship between the National Council and the 
International Committee, and the English and Scottish National 
qouncils, were made more definite and intimate. 

In March 1920 the National Council became a member of 
the British Empire Y.M.C.A. Union, whose objects are (I) closer 
fellowship of national Y.l\I.C.A. organizations within the Empire; 
(2) wider dissemination of useful information on the work done 
by the national organizations; (3) interchange of visits by officers, 
members of governing boards or ordinary members of national 
organizations within the Empire, extension of a welcome to such 
when travelling on private business, and the utilization of their 
services for Association purposes; (4) securing that members of 
Associations on tour shall have privileges of membership accorded 
them in the countries visited; and (51 securing an interchange of 
views through · channels of regular official correspondence and 
conference on questions affecting Y.M.C.A. work throughout the 
Empire. 
. Complete autonomy of each national organization is a 

fundamental principle. Twelve members of the British Committee 
and hvo each of the other national organizations form the Manag
ing Committee of the Union; this Committee cannot involve any 
national organization in expenditure without the consent of the 
organization concerned. The members of the Union are the 
national organizations of the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, 
India, New Zealand and South Africa. Dr. ]. N. Farquhar and 
Mr. R. D. Whitehorn are representatives of the National Council 
of India and Ceylon on the Managing Committee of the Union. 
A grant of £25 is made annually toward the current expenses. 

At the end of 1919 the National Council made a grant o( 
£2so.to the Training School of the English National Council in 
token of appreciation of services rendered their secretaries during 
the war. · 

. 4· CoNFERENCE.-The regular: annual Secretaries' Con
ferences have been held throughout the period, with one or two 
exceptions. These conferences have no executive authority what
soever, their purpose being to bring together the men who are 
spending their entire time in the work of the Association for in
formal conference on methods. and policies of work and for the 
development of that esprit de corps among the staff which is so 
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essential to the strength and growth· of the movement. Each 
conference appoints the committee to arrange for the succeeding 
one. 

Various smaller conferences of workers have been 'held. 
during the period, mainly departmental in their scope. An All
Ceylon Convention was held in November, 1912; the Serampore 
Student Conference is described in the Student Department section 
of this Report. · 

TI1e Association had.a share in arranging for the tour of 
Dr. G. W. Knox, Union Seminary (New York) Lecturer, in the 
cold season of 19I1-IZ; and of Prof. Charles R. Henderson, of 
the University of Chicago, Barrows-Haskell lecturer, in the fol-
lowing year. · 

5· WORK FOR Ex-DE'fENUS.-For ten months in 1920 
special welfare work was carried on by the National Council in 
Calcutta, for those interned under the Defence of the Realm Act 
and released under His Majesty's amnesty. A house was secured 
as a hostel where in all, somewhat less than 200 men were 
accommodated for varying periods. Games and normal social life 
were encouraged and help was also given in securing opportunities 
for technical training of various sorts, and for business openings 
for the men. The work closed in October. The total cost \\'aS 
approximately Rs. IJ,ooo. Much credit is due the secretary, 
Mr. R. 0. Raha. · · 

6. SCHOLARSHIP LoAN FUND.-ln December, 1916, the 
National Council sanctioned the establishment of a Scholarship 
Loan Fund for the purpose of assisting the educational needs 
of male Christian students of European, Anglo-Indian, Burmese, 
Ceylonese or other Asiatic parentage intending to take up Christian 
work in India, Burma or Ceylon. The Council made an initial 

·grant of Rs. IOoo, which it was intended should be supplemented 
with further funds from the same or other source. Adequate rules 
were drawn up for the disposition of tbe Fund. 



NATIONAL COUNCIL YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS, INDIA & CEYLON 

Consolidated Financial Statement for tlze years 19llo 19U, 1913, 1914, and 1915. 
(Five Years) 

INCOME, EXPENDITURE. 
Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P· Rs. As. P. 

to Balance on 1St January, 1911 1091 II 11 By Army Department-1911, '12, 
Individual Subscriptions 47523 6 5 '13, 114 ... ... "' 3365 8 6 
EmerJJency Funds, 1914 and 1915 185oo 0 0 Dacca Concentration Camp.-1914 ... 3328 5 3 
Assoctation Subscriptions ... 12574 1 6 Phr.sical Department-from 1913 ... 9058 0 1 
Army Department, 1912, '13, '14 2305 11 9 Rat! way Department ... .. , ... 22951 0 6 
Dacca Concentration Camp, '14 3328 5 3 Tata Iron Co. Branch-1914 and '15 5400 0 0 
Phr.sical Department, from 1913 9968 1 7 Rural Di)artment-from 1914 7132 11 () 

Ratlway Department .. . .. . 21104 611 ~tudent ep.utment... • .. 12306 2 7 
Tata Iron Co. Branch, '14, & '15 4905 3 0 Training School ... ... 1o!115 13 6 
Rural Dept. from 1914 ... 1640 11 7 Training School-Loans 1750 0 0 
Student Dept .... 10232 9 5 Subsidising Associntions 19193 6 9 
Training School .. , 11197 7 2 Salaries of Secretaries .. , 26862 II 0 
Training School-Loans ... 70 0 0 Expenses of Secretaries ... 12184 6 10 
Subsidising As~ociation!l .. , 16618 7 I Sees. Conf. and Summer School 2212 2 3 
Sal. and Ext. of Secretaries ... 12619 Ill 5 Convention-1911 131 15 0 
Secretnries onf.-1911 and '12 57 13 0 Office Staff ... 13969 6 4 
Office Staff ... ... .,,' 3468 14 9 Office Servants 510 II 9 
Miscellaneous ... ~518 6 ll Office E<{ui{lment .. . ... 2195 2 6 
I.ibrary-1913 .. . ::: ::: 99 I 0 Office Prmttng and Supplies ... 4777 7 10 
Lantern Lectures and Slides ... 1124 3 0 Postage and Telegrams 7125 12 0 
Provident Fund 2169 4 (I I.i~ht and Power ... 984 5 0 
Ceylon-!tenerai-191J. ::: 457 8 7 Cultivation-1914 51 J() 0 
Mission tudy 1913 a~d '13 ... 891 0 0 M iscellancous ... 6123 3 5 
Young Peoples Miss. Movement, I.ibrary-1911-1915 ::: ... 411 13 4 

1911 and 1912 ... ... 2:l 3 0 Lantern Lectures and Slides ... 243 I IO 
World's Committee Y.M.C.A. 172 13 6 Provident Fund 3379 10 0 

Rs. As. P. 

... ... 
Q\ 



F.ar-Marked Fund-1912 
Trans£. afc with Au5tralia ... 

do with E.N .C., r914 
Publications \A,scn. Press) ... 
•Bible Study-Publications and 

Contributions, 1911, and '12 
•Mi,sion Study-Pubs '11 and '12 ... 
... Young Men of India" ..• . .. 
... Inquirer," Subs. and Contr. 

'II and 'u ... . .. 

4846 t 0 
20027 8 9 

467 u 3 
28938 10 3 

840 13 9 
1352 2 II 

16007 10 II 

772 6 
---- 259483 5 2 

Ceylon-general-1913 ... 
Young People's Miss. Movement 

1911 
National Men's Mis~ion-1912 
Worlds Committee Y.M.C.A. 
Ear-Marked Funds-19U .. . 
Transfer afc with Australia .. . 

do with E.N.C., 1914 
Book Department 1914 ... 
•Publications (Association Press) ... 
•Bible Study-Pubs., 1911 and 'u ... 
•Mission Study-Pubs., 19t1 and 'u 
... Young Men of India" ... 

'•"Inquirer "-Prtg. and Postage, 
1911 and 'u 

664 10 10 

54 6 0 
:168 IJ 6 
614 4 0 

4846 I 0 
2o627 8 9 

481 6 0 

IS8o 9 6 
27451 13 0 

656 15 0 

2559 15 3 
20095 s 4 

• 1.148 u a 

Balanc1 on Jist D,c,mb,,., 1915-
General Account 

--~- 158.314 IS 7 ... ... 
Association Press 
"Young Men of India" 

260575 I 

• Details of these accounts are submitted in a separate statement by the Association Press. 
Compiled from the Audited Statements of accounts each signed as follows :-

1999 II 6 
So 3 7 

aBo a s 
6 

"We have compiled the above statement from the Books and Vouchers submitted to us and certify that It is in accordance 
therewith." 

Mauo&N~. KtNo & Co., 
Ch,,.t,,..J .t&&oll"t'"'''• CtJl&NtttJ, 

...., 



Subscri p~ions 
Interest · 
Refund of Loan 

CALCUTTA, 
15th June, 1916. 

NATIONAL CpUNCIL Y.M.C.A., EMERGENCY FUND. 
Summat;y of Receipts and Payme'ftsfo,. the pe,.iocl ending 31st Dqcembe,., 1915•, 

RECEIPTS. PAYMENTS. 
Rs. As. P. ExPEDITIONARY, Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P. 

2,54,167 II 2 Tel. and Post. ... 3.065 9 9 .. , so 6 .2 Current Expenses . • .. 9,248 5 4 
4,000 u 0 Equipment 14,592 i4 u 

Less: Refund 37 o o 14,555 14 II 
Office Expenses 3,946 14 0 
Travelling 20,274 4 4 
Marseilles 24,729 14 II 

Less: Refund 35° 0 0 24,379 14 II 
Persia'n Gulf 1,000 3 0 
Poona 2,514 6 0 
Misc. Expenses · 462 4 9 
Salaries g,o78 13 5 
Trading stock 1,2~8 8 0 89,825 2 s 

TERRI'l"ORIAL-
Miscellaneous 1,196 13 5 
Building Account 2,000 0 0 
Eng. Nat. Council 19.732 3 3 
Loan 4,000 0 0 
Prisoners of \Var 2,8oo 0 0 
Salaries 14,663 12 2 
Trav. Expenses 9·478 0 5 
Current ,. 22,498 14 10 
Equip. and Outfit 11,994 4 6 
Postage 4,oS6 4 6 
Office Expenses 5.85o 7 0 gS,3oo u I 

Transfers to General Funds, 1914 
and 1915 18,5oo 0 0 

Balance 51·592 2 IO 
ToTAL Rs. ... 2,58,2I8 I 4 ToTAL Rs. 2,Si:!,2I8 I 4 

'Subject to our report of even date addressed to the Committee, 
(Sd) MEUGENS, KING & Co., .Auditors, 

Chartered Accountants. 

... 
l\) 

co 



ASSOCIATION PRKSS. 

Comparatif!l ~tatement of .Accounts from 1911-1919. 

I I 
-

.&911 I 1912 I 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 . 1918 1919 

N, C. Publications :- I I 
Sales ... 237 1013 6o3 3 6 4,816 2 0 4.671 7 0 3·782 15 6 5,o68 8 8 7,S39 9 4 1],722 9 3121,206 0 3 Printing ... 87 5 9 soo 15 9 2,311 14 10 4,008 14 6 1,742 8 3 6,19~ 210 9·724 II o 16,919 8 0 3J.746 ·~ 3 Po$tage ... 10 0 0 48 9 6 373 7 0 553 6 5. 446 10 3 973 •s' 3 662 3 7 517 IO ~ 491 13 4 Joint Publications:- I ' 
Sales I 4.814 12 I 3,686 3 3 2,~17 61o ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... ... .. . 

···~··· Printing ... ... . ..... ... . ..... ... ... ... ... ... ... . .. . ..... ... 
:::c 

2,720 12 7 4,163 9 Q 7·356 13 4 Postage ... ... ... ... ... . ..... .. . ... ... ... ... ... . .. ... ... .. . 374 5 9 372 7 2 429 0 2 
Foreign Publications:- . 

Sales ... 275 6 3 1,076 12 8 4·•79 12 4 3,617 911 3o87CJ 3 0 9.978 6 0 34.274 '611 79·586 8 4 98,]86 4 5 Purchase ... 696 14 6 1,]96 6 3 4.772 8 I 3·091 14 7 3.878 13 8 9.768 14 4 25,474 7 8 69.901 9 8 101,608 2 10 
Postage ... IO 0 0 56 lo 6 324 3 0 403 0 7 479 10 9 1,112 

~ 
9 512 13 II 4,Q21 14 2 3oll7 o I 

OffiCI Establishment afc ... ... ... ... ... . ..... ... ...... 420 0 0 727 4 0 1,495 3 2,67] 710 ],64Q 3 6J1o,159 I 0 
OffiCI Su~lie1 and Eqr!/ement ... ... ... ... ... . ..... ... ... ... .. . ...... . ..... ... ... 413 0 6 •.. 1,113 ll ..~,~ ... ~93 3 0 
Special ubsidy for ew . 

Literature ; .. ... . ..... ... ... ... ... . ..... ... ...... ... .. .. . s,go6 II 7 ... . ..... 
Publication• Promotion ... ... ... ... ... . ..... . .. -'• ... ... . ..... .. . ... ... ... . ..... 6o6 0 6 1,o8o 9 91 2,802 12 l 
Subsidies (National Council) ... ... ... ... ... . ..... ... ... ... .. . ...... ... ... ... ... . ..... 8,U4 Ill 8,667 5 0 9,0]1 6 6 
Stock afc 

1 ... ... ... ... . .. . ..... .. . ... ... ... . ..... 10,413 14 6 13,820 10 6 18,517 8 4 39,1o8 14 9 ss,:a69 14 0 Capital a/c ... ... ... ... .. . . .... ... 
r:· 

... , ... ...... ... .. ... 15,166 12 4 J0,722 7 4 47·5'3 14 II 65,230 5 7 

: I -

The items in italic are-expenses.•' 



·':NATIONAL. COUNCIL Y.M.C.A., 1916, 1917,.1918. 

ADMINISTRATION-
To Stationery, Office Supplies ... 
,. Office Rents and Mamtenance .. 

Glnll'al.Jncoml a"d Ex~1nd1'tur1 Acco11nt. 

Rs. As. P 
26,428 II I 
23.370 0 4 

Rs. As. P. 
1,639 8 0 

,. Salaries, Allowances and Expenses 
of Secretaries · ... 2,s6,780 

6
1 4 

I By Ass~ciation Subscriptions 
• 11 Subscriptions, per 

schedule Rs. 34,42,076 6 I 
Less-Direct pay• 

ment9 to co· 11 Secretaries' Conferences ... 
11 Travelling Expenses of Local 

Secretaries 
., Passages and Expenses of Secretaries 

·to India from Abroad ... ... 
,. Boote Grants to Indian Secretaries 
,. Prayer Cycle 
.,. Provident Fund .. . 
~• Advertising and Publicity .. . 

Mssor. INCOME AND Exr. AccT.~ 
Deficit Transferred 

.ARMY WoRK. IN INDIA-
Deficit Transferred 

WoRK IN EAST AFRICA--
Deficit Transferred 

Oi'UER WORK-
Deficit Transferred 

Balance, carried to Balance Sheet 

ToTAL Rs. 

' ,,112 8 

6,275 IS 10 

18,243 0 3 
449 II 6 
848 9 u 

3,009 4 0 
6~,031 8 ·8 

4,06,548 II · 7 

7.31,543 14 ~ 
9,39,753 I 

'77.691 2 0 

I 
2,18,i,:a6 . 7 '7 

2~.74,263 4 8 
. 9.35·7n 9 o 

operatin$' local 
Associataons 

, Interest irom Investments, 
Bank~, and Gain in Exchange 

, International Committee
Administration Subsidies 

TOTAL Rs. 

Compiled from Audited Statements for the years 1916, 1917, 1918, 

... 
35,957 12 II 

3·349 2 3 

... 33,09,990 13 8 

... 
tH 
Q 



NATIONAt-COtn\~tL--y.l\f.c:-A:;"'1916,-1917, 1918.-
.l/ :..r ~- · \'"oi!i.LN A\EsoPoTAMIA 

Income and Expe'nditut'tJ Account. 

To Equipment and Publications 
, Gifts and Comforts issued 
, Printing and Stationery 

Rs. As. P. 
6,21,115 4 6 
2,06,867 s 10 
g8,J6~ 7 0 

, Salaries, Allowances, and Travelling Ex· 
· .penses ofpersonell .. 6,s6,c8z 14 a 

,' Repairs, Renewals, Building Maintenance, 
·· Transport and Office Expenses 

=== 

91 
J _, 

I 
I 

I 
I 

---~. 

By Special Gifts, as per schedule 
, Canteens, Gross 

·Profits · -. · ·,;, :- Rs,' Jo,s8,387 14 ·3 
f-ess-

Expenses,, Loss in 
Transit, Damages, 
Discounts, and 
Overcharges .. _. .Rs. 3,26,431 8 I 

, · Deficit,· carried to General Income and 
· Expenditure Account 

.l 

Rs. As. P. 
~.8z,66J . 7 . g 

•. l 

' ( 

... 
7.31.956 6 t ~ 

g,14,617 13 II 



NATIONAL COUNCIL Y.M.C.A., 1916, 1917, 1918o:·-=
OTHER WORK. 

/ncom1 and Expmditur1 Account , 

' . 
"To Indian Army in France ... 
,. Indian Army in Egypt and Palestine 
, Indian Prisoners in Germany .. . 
, Association Press Subsidies .. . 

•11 Boys' Work ... 
., Building Department 
•11 Deputation of Friendly Service 
•11 EvaP.gelistic Work ... 
., Grants to Local Worl( 
, Physical Depa•tment 
., Railway Department 
., Rural Department 
., Training and Recruiting 
·" Student Department ... 

Rs. As. P. 
39,060 I 2 
21,260 14 6 
3·630 15 6 

13,5'1-0 0 0 
6,921 13 10 
1,886 II 0 

37,030 14 9 
12,355 4 0 
86,222 2 4 

7,839 0 2 
9,148 4 0 

47,230 10 I 
26,690 5 9 
2,634 2 II 

ToTAr. Rs. 3·•5·451 4 o 

By International Committee:
Grants-in-Aid to 

Local Work Rs. 37,920 12 3 
Training and 

Recruiting Rs. 9,442 rs 4 

, English National Council-Entire Sup
port of Secretaries in civilian Local 
Work 

, Railway Work 
11 ~ural Department, subscriptions as per 

schedule ... ... • •• 
, Special Grant to Physical Work (Govern-

ment Grant) . .. • .. 
, Special Grant to Boys' Work (from 

Government of Mysore for 1918) ••• 
, Association Press-Surplus transferred, 

1916 

11 Deficit, carried to General Income and 
Expenditure Account 

Rs. A. P. 

9,914 0 9 
9.981 s 0 ... 

c...o 
~ 

18,079 IS 3 

S,ooo 0 0 

2,400 0 0\ 

g8S II 10 

96.724 12 s 
2,18,726 1 1 



NATIONAL COUNCIL Y.M.C.A., 1916, 1917, 1918. 

To Buildings, Equipment, and Special 
Grants ... ... 

, Recurring Grants to Branches 
, Salaries, Travel, and Allowances 

of Secretaries 

ToTAL Rs. 

To Equipment and Maintenance of 
Branches 

., Salaries, Travel, and Allowances 
of Secretaries 

ToTAL Rs. 
~--

ARMY WORK IN INDIA. 

Income ami Expenditure Account. 

Rs. As. P. 
By Special Gifts ... 

4,0J,J99 14 ·o , Deficit, carried to General Income 
2,22,832 9 3 and Expenditure Account 

3·90,709 l l 

lO,J6,941 8 4 ToTAL Rs. 

WORK IN EAST AFRICA. 

Income and Expenditure Account 

Hs. As. P. 
By Deficit, carried to General ln~:ome 

and Expend•ture Account 

ToTAL Rs. 

• 

Rs. As. P. 
77oJ88 7 3 

' 9·39.753 l 0 

... 10,16,g.p 8 4 



NATIONAL COUNCIL, Y.M.C.A. 
Balanct Sheet as at Dec1mb1r JISt, 1919. 

LIABILITIES. 
ENGLISH NATIONAL CouNCIL-
Susp~nse Account .,. 

INTERNATHlNAL CoMMITT££
lndian A•·my Fund-Suspense 
Contingent Fund .. . 
Foreign Department .. . 
Subsidies 

AusTRALIAN CoMMITTEE 
WoRLD's CoMMITTEE Y.M.C.A. 
EGYPT (Equipment) 

I. c. T. FqND ... 

23,481 10 10 
1,306 14 J 

10,700 0 0 
796 4 9 

AI!'GHANISTAN ExPEDITIONARY WoRK
Sundry Creditors 

WELLINGTON BRANCU, ARMY Y.M.C.A-
Grant held in ~rust 

SALARIES DEPOSIT-held in trust 
WELFARE WoRK-Empress Mills, Nagpur 
PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT 
MESOPOTAMIA SUSPENSE AcCOt>NT~· 

Sundry Creditors, etc, ... · · · • 
HEADQUARTERS BUILDING FUND-Surplus Clf 

Rents realized, set aside for Repairs, etc, 
PROVIDENT FUND-Contributions held in trust ... 

Rs. As. P. 

36,284 13 8 
n,998 14 6 

481 15 

2,433 1) 2 

528 13 2 

12,360 14 11 

50,000 0 0 

1,053 5 0 

2,609 10 0 

J.417 ' 4 0 

20,149 7 I 

5·778 4 2 
2,230 0 0 -

ASSETS. 
0FFICO: FuRNITURE 
STOCK oN HAND- Rs. As. P. 

Stores in Transit tMesop. Canteens) 5,610 o o 
Stock in Trade 1,55,484 15 o 

Rs. As. P. 
15.975 0 . 4 

----1,61,094 15 0 
ADVANCES- • 

Temporary 27,093 4 IO 
Permanent 6,190 0 0 
Foreign Secretaries' 4.942 12 3 --- 38,226 

CAR'rER WAR FuND 
4 9~ Advance Recoverable 3·944 

LoANS to Students (for Training) 6,764 8 ··5 ol>o 

ENGLISH NATIONAL COUNCIL- . 
Subsidies Outstanding 23,999 8 4 

. Suspense Account, (major portion 
since adjusted) 72,470 8 6 

Busrah Office 2,200 0 0 ---
ScoTTISH NATIONAL CouNCIL-

98,670 0 10 

Advances Recoverable 847 3 2 

INTERNATIONAL CoMMITTEE AccouNT-
Indian Army Fund 1,13,262 10 0 
Subsidies 8,381 4 10 

1,21,643 14 10 

NEw ZEALAND v.M.c.A. 177 0 3 
EVANGELISTIC CAMPAIGN FUND-

Advances Recoverable J,OIO 13 8 



FuRLOUGH REsllRn-Provision for the Secretaries • ·•fiti4M- ....-..6 
BANK oF BENGAL-Overdrawn ~ t';42,s'25 1 "3 
AcccuuuT&D BALANCE roa. WoRKING CAPITAL=--·---

B~lance at Dec. 31st, 1918 _ Rs •. ~8~698: 9·· 9 ,:,_.., : ' 
L111 : Excess of Expenditure 1 

over Income fot the year . Rs. 2,94,626 14 4 

SnmaNr CHRISTIAN AssoCIATION 
UNITED PROVINCIIS CAMPAIGN FUND

f.unds in the hands of the Honr. Treasurer 
INvESTMENTs- Rs. As.' P. 

Loan to Building Fund 25,000 o o 
War Bond Investment j,u,ooo o o 
Cash Certificates 170 8 o 

CAsd ON HAND Dec. JUt, 
BaQks 

1919-

Cash in Hand ... 
Mesop. General Cash, in Bank, 

hand, and transit •.• 
Cashier's Contingent Fund ... 

17.549 8 6 
270 I II 

47,004 3 8 
J,OOO 0 0 ·---------

8,5].404 9 8 .;: -----"" 
We have audited the above Balance Sheet as compiled from the Books of the National Council Y.M.C.A. in which are incor. 

porated the returns of the Mesopotamia Branches, and have obtained all the information and exrlanations we have required, 
In our opinion such Balance Sheet exhibits a true and correct view of the state of affairs of the Counci according to the best of our 
information and the explanations given to us and as shewn by the Books of the ('ouncil. 

MauGINS PlAT & Co., Aud•'tors, 
Calcutta, Nofltmbtr, 16th, 19:10, • Chart1r1d .Actountants. 



NATIONA1.-_C6UNCIL YM.C.A.'' 
General Income and Expenditure Account, 1919. 

ADMINISTRATION-
To Stationery, Office Supplies and Equipment 

Postage and Telegrams ... 
Purchasing and Despatching Expenses 
Office Rent and Maintenance ... 
Salaries of Secretaries and Staff 
Allowances , 11 ... 

Travel , , ... 
Secretaries' Conference ... 

'Rs. As. P 
I9.430 6 8 
17,360 2 0 

Travelling Expenses Local Secretaries 
Salaries, Allowances & Expenses of Men Abroad 

paid by our London Office ... 23,568 

5,197 I 10 
10,918 IS 3 

I, t8,472 9 4 
24,6oo 4 '1o 
30,054 I2 ro 
3,019 4 I 

3·347- 8 3 

Passages and Expenses of Secretaries to India 
8 4 

from Abroad .. , ... 
Passages and Expenses of Secre-

22,980 9 6 

taries leaving India for Abroad 2,05,927 l2 10 
Less Transferred from Reserve ·97,146 10 o 

------1,o8,781 
Furlough Expenses .. . ... ... 2,649 
Book Grants to Indian Secretaries .. . 387 
Contributions to Co-operating Organizations 2,840 
Prayer Cycle 143 
Provident Fund ... 1,718 
Advertising and Publicity 30,118 

2 10 
13 0 

7 3 
0 0 

IS 0 

14 0 
12 8 

Mesopotamia Income and Expenditure 
Account-Deficit. Transferred ... 
Army Work in India-Deficit Transferred 
Other Work ,. 

11 

2,28,424 4 0 
4,86,5o9 4 o 
2,o5,452 u 1o 

13,45.976 9 2' _.___. 

By Association Subscriptions 
Subscriptions, .as per Schedule: 
International Committee 4,05,187 12 7 
Less Refund to Foreign Dept. 

Int. Committee 53,500 o o 

English National Council 
Campaigns and Individuals 
Less Direct payments to 

co-operating local 
Associations 9,ISO 0 0 

Gain in Exchange .. . ... 
Interest from Investments and Banl<s 
Sundry Equipment returned from Branches 

net proceeds .. . .. . 
I nLernational Committee-Administration 

Subsidies ... 
English National Council-for entire support of 

Secretaries in Administrative work ... 

Rs. As. p• 
I,686 0 0 

3·51,687 u 1 
3·07,111 2 8 

'' .. 

3·31,230 5 7 
31,967 14 10 ~ 
12,065 3 II Q\< 

4,603 10 5 

2,727 10 8 

3,785 4 6 
Special Gifts from American Indians for work of 

John Devadas ... ... ... 514 10 I 

I0,47,379 II 3 
Work in East Africa .... Surplus Transferred... 3,¢9 15 7 

10,51,349 10 1()1 
Bala-nce canied te Balance sheet 2,94,626 14 4 

13,45.976 9 . J 



NATIONAL COUNCIL V.M.C.A. 

To Equip111ent 
Libraries and Publications 
Periodicals ... 
Gifts and Comforts issued and Entertainments 
Allowanct!s 
Printing and Stationery 
Salaries 
Tr:n'elling Expenses 
Office Incidentals 
Conveyance~ and Transport 
Repain, Rental~ and Bu~ldi,!lg Maintenance 

\Vo1ut tM MasoroTAMIA. 

Rs. As. P. 
I ,47,572 2 to 

39·708 II 3 
J0,209 13 ·6 
68.720 13 II 
66,o16 0 7 
16,314 6 0 

2,95.469 4 9 
24.496 9 :l 
9·782 2 9 

10,95.1 to 9 
3' .gs 6 4 

By Special Gifts, as per schedule 
Canteen Gross Profits 6,24,729 to 8 
Less 

Expenses, Loss in Tran· 
sit, Damages, Discounts, 
Overcharges and Cash 2,13,057 10 II 

Sale of Equipment 

Deficit, carried to General Income and Ex· 
penditure Afc. 

Rs. As. p• 
tJ,O:U 9 0 

4,11,671 IS 

n.ss• s 
s.u.sH 13 

9 
2 ... c... ....... 

II 

... :a,a8,424 4 o 



To Special Grants 
, Grants to Branches 
, Periodicals 
, Libraries and Publications 
, Printing and Stationery 
, Salaries 
, Allowances 
, Travelling Expenses 
·, Equipment Stock 
, Buildings . 

NA:flONAl-COUNCIL V.M.c.A. 
1: I ARN!Y ZWi>RK IN INDIA. 

In comB ·;m·a "Eifin'ditu''' Account, 1919., 

Rs. As. P. 
62,'772 13 7 

,., 1122,84Z 6 6 
8,284 13 9 
7,552 1J 6 
31990 10 0 

... 1,54.748 1 9 
10,449 1 I 
23,515 II 1o 
65;532 13 9 
82,147 14 3 

I 

By Special Gifts, as per schedule ... 
, Special Grant from Government of India for 

Worlc with the Afghanistan Field Force, 
1919 

Rs. As. P. 
5,327 14 0 

50,000 IJ 0 

55·327 14 0 
, Deficit carritd to General Income and Expendi-

ture Afc. .:: ... ••. 4,86,509 4 · o 

5o41,837 2' 0 5,41,837 2 0.: 

~==========~====================~~==========================·~ 
WoRK IN EAsT Al'RICA. 

Jncom• and Expenditure Account, 1919. 

To Equipment and Gifts ... ... 
•. " Salaries, Allowances, and Travelling Expenses 

, Surplus carried to General Income and Exdendi· . 
ture A/c. • ... 

Rs. As. P• 
. 41 9 ~ By Rtfund from Field on closing work · 

9,810 14 3 

9,852 7 9 

3.969 15 7 -----

Rs. As. P. 
13,8~2 7 4 

.• 



NATIONAL COUNCIL Y.M.C.A., 
OTHER WORK 

Income tmd Expenditure Account, 1919. 

To Indian Army in France,-Salaries, Allowances, 

" 
" 

" 

· and Travelling Ex
penses 

" 

'" 

" 

" 
-Equipment, Gifts 

and Periodicals ... 
Egypt and Palestine-Salaries, 

Allowances and Travelling 
Expenses ... 

Egypt and Palestine-Equip-
ment and Gifts 

, , , Constantinople 
Work for Demobilized Sepoys 
Letter-writing for Indian Troops-Punjab 

Agency · ... 
Association Press Subsidy 
Boys' Work .... 
Deputation of Friendly Service 

' Evangelistic Work •.. 
Grants-in-Aid to Local Work-Salaries, 

Bldgs., etc. .. . . . . . . .. 
Entire Support, Secretaries in Civilian \Vork, 
Railwal' Department ... . •. 
Rural Department-Salaries ... 

,, , other expenses 
Training and Recruiting 
Student Department ... 
l • ~ '. . J. 

Rs. A. P. 
66,627 15 I 

3,666 II 6 

24,376 3. 2 

25.159 13 10 
3·362 14 8 
1,950 o o 

131 3 0 
9.138 15 I 
6,J83 12 9 
1,2J8 0 9 

10,616 II 3 

33,979 14 II 
13,557 CT I 

2,998 u .o 
2'4,163 II 2 
11,577 o 11 
25.908 4 4 

1,591 12 0 

By Special Gifts for work overseas 
Boys' \Vork 

ks:-..c P. 
5·500 0 0 

Rs. A. P. 
Special Grant from Govt. of l\lysore 
From International Committee 
From English National Council 

Boo o o 
2,495 15 10 
I,JtiS 4 o 

International Committee:
Grant-in-Aid to Local Work 
Training School 

4,661 J IO 

S~holarships Abroad 

1:1,944 II 8 
],831 3 9 
4.495 13 0 

Entire Support of Secretaries in Civilian work:-
English National Council 9,348 14 

25,261 12 s ... 
\H 
'oQ 

National Committee of Y.M.C.A., 
Australia and New Zealand :;.Q.Jtl 3 10 

15,295 
Railway Work 3,000 
Rural Departm~nt-Subs. iu per Schedule 7,257 

. Oo,9]5 
Deficit carried to 4ene~qncome and Ex pen. A/c 2,0~,4~1 

a,hll,411l 
Not, 

Special Crant for Physical Work 
• (Govt. G~an,t) .. ~ . ... · 4,QOO o o 

II 
0 0 
6 6 

,8 !I 
12 to 

5 6 

. ,• l.es~ e~eendcd • . ... :;!b u o 
Funds carried forwaru . -- 3,417 4 o 

Special Grant from Empress Mills, 
. Nagpur, for \Velfare \Vork s,ooo o o • 
l.ess expended 2,390 6 o 

Funds carried forward 2,609 to o 
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APPENDIX I. 

STANDARDIZATION OF INDIAN SECRETARIAT. 

I. THE CADRE. 

I. There shall be one cadre of Association Secretaries in India and 
Ceylon as recognized by the National Council of the Y.M.C.A.'s of India and 
Ceylon, in the name of the National Union of Affiliated Associations. 

- 2. Enrolment in this cadre shall be by (a) enrolling the secretaries who 
have completed the course of probationership and training indicated in the 
articles hereunder; (b) receiving the secretaries lent or nominated by the 
International "Committee of New York, and the National Councils of England, 
Scotland and Australia; (c) an annual roll of the cadre shall be corrected and 
recorded at the end of each year. 

U. RECRUITMENT. 

1. The responsibility to recruit probationers shall vest in (a) the 
General Secretaries of Allahabad, Bangalore, Bombay, Calcutta, Colombo, 
Delhi, Lahore, Madras, Poona, Rangoon and such other cities as shall be added 
to this list from time to time; (b) such of the Heads of Departments directly 
worked by the National Council and such Provincial Secretaries, as are autho
rised by the National Council; (c) the National General Secretaries. 

2. In addition to the qualities required for Association secretaryship 
anywhere, such as spiritual purpose, physical fitness, social gifts, powers of 
initiative and organization, conditions of Association work in India demand
(a) university education, (b) ability to hold happy fellowship with men of 
different races and belonging to different parts of India and Ceylon, (c) member
ship in a recognized .Church, and (d) that age do not exceed 25 years. 
Exceptions to sections (a) and (d) may be made by special sanction of Council. 

3· Before recruiting, careful enquiries should be made as to antecedents 
and experience with particular reference to the qualifications mentioned above, 
and a memorandum giving full details should be furnished to the Council, 

• including a medical certificate from a competent practitioner acceptable to the 
Council. 

4· The Association is pledged to work in comity with the other Christian 
organizations in the country; this should be observed in the matter of 
recruitment. 

5· It should be a condition of enlistment as probationer that the candidate 
is willing to undergo a course of suitable training as arranged for by the 
Training Department of the National Council. For this reason he shall be put 
in touch with the Training Department immediately on recruitment. 

Ill. PROBATIONERSHIP. 

I. All candidates shall undergo a specified period of probationership, 
which will ordinarily be one year. On the expiry of this period, if no action 
has been moved by either party, the probationership continues indefinitely until 
action is taken either way. 

2. During the period of probation, remuneration shall be as determined 
between the probationer and the paying body. 

3· In determining whether a probationer should continue conne~t!on 
with the Association, the National Council will be guided chiefly by the opmwn 
of members of the National Secretarial Staff and of the local Associations in 
which he has worked. 
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4- The Probationer "shall then, ordinarily, become a .. candidat.e" and 
be pu.ed on to the Training Department, which will determine what course of 
tr;taning, if any, he should u.ke. 

5· When a candidate has been for si~ months under the Training 
Department it shall indicate whether he could continue further. 

6. In the light of this report, the National Council shall determine 
whether the candidate should be placed on the cadre of secretaries or shoald 
have a further ~iod of trial or at once cease connection with the Association. 
If the decision as for admission to the cadre, it shall be on the condition that he 
will continue the course prescribed for him by the Training Department, until 
he has completed it to the satisfaction of the Department. 

IV.. TurNING. 

r. There shall be constituted a Training Department which will be 
responsible for (a) a School of Training for candidates and others; (b) Summer 
and other sessional schools for groups; (c) determining and arranging (Of" the 
special training of men in need of such; (d) correspondence courses and the 
direction of research work such as may from time to time be required; (e) 
recommendations as to arrangements for the training of secretaries abroad; 
(f) advising probationers as to any courses of study preparatO?' to entering the 
School of Training. 

2. (a) The remuneration of candidates in the School of Training shall 
be determined on the recommendation of the Training Department. · 

(b) Family allowance during the period of training to candidates shall 
be fixed by the body respon&ible for payments to the candidates in consulu.tion 
with the Training Department. 

V. AssiGNMENTS .t.ND TuNSFERS. 

At the close of the training course, local Associations may n~otiate 
with unassigned men, either direct or through the National CounciL Engage
ment for services shall be on the following conditions :-

(a) that during the first three years of a secretary's service in a local 
Association neither the National Council nor anv other local Association should 
inatiate any suggestion for transfer within that· period. The employing local 
Association may move for his transfe~ giving him six months' notice. If a 
transfer is desired by the secretary, he should move the local Association (with 
a notice of six months) which should bring the matter to the ootice of tM 
National Council, even when it opposes his motion. Ordinarily no engagement 
of a secretary shall be made for less than three years. . 

(b) . that the support of the secretary shall be the responsibility of the 
local Assocaation; any grant-in-aid received hy the local Association towards 
the man's ~udget should be arranged on a sliding scale looking towards its 
c_omplete dtsappearance in as short a time as passable. Allowances; contribu
twns towards Provident Funds, travelling expenses to Secretaries' Conferences 
s~all rest on the local Association and be included in its budget. The grant-in
aad shall be the only charge of the National Council. and should in every case 
be paid to the local Association. 

(c) that the local Association shall undertake to collect froon the 
~retar>: all his obligations to the National Council, regarding which full 
!nformataon should be furnished to the local Association before the engagament 
as finally made. The National Council shall not add to these obligations after 
the engagement, without the assent of the local Association. The RCX"mal rate 
of payment shall be 10 per cent of the secretary's monthly salary. • 

. (d) that the salary, etc., of a secretary on transfer shall be met by th 
Assocaatton he leaves till the actual termination of connection and fM such 
period as he is entitled to as vacation. 



The inviting Association shall pay all the expenses of the transfer. 
(e) that if a secretary has no invitation from a local Association or a 

National Department, he will be given a subsistence allowance by the National 
Council, for not more than three months. 

VI. SCALE OF SALARIES AND ALLOWANCES. 

(a) Under consideration of Council. 
(b) Medical allowance should be given for actual doctor's fees and 

prescriptions up to a maximum of Rs. so for bachelors and Rs. ISO for 
married men. 

Every case requiring a local allowance will also be considered as a 
special case by the Council. 

VII. TRAVEL. 

1. Secretaries whose duties require constant travelling a.ll over the 
country shall be allowed Second Class fare. 

2. The Class to be allowed to Secretaries proceeding to join duty or on 
transfer or going on leave and to secretaries proct>eding to conferences, camps, 
Summer Schools, Training School, or on special duty, shall be as determined 
by the Head of the Department or the National General Secretary. 

Expenditure on food while travelling will be allowed Rs. 5 a day while 
on train, Rs. 2-8 a day while halting, for secretaries under Class I. In regard 
to secretaries Under Class II, a flat rate will be fixed by the person responsible 
for determining the Class of train-travel. 

VIII. 

The Provident Fund should be made more comprehensive than at present 
making the savings available not only for study but also as a Retiring Endow
ment. 



APPENDIX IL 

MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION. 

(Registered under Act XXI of 186o on the 13th May, 1911) 

1. The name of the organization is "The National Council ol the 
Young Men's Christian Associations of India and Ceylon." 

2. The office of the Council will be situated in Calcutta. 
3• The objects for which the Council is established :-

(a) To facilitate the work of the National Union of Young Men's 
Associations in India and Ceylon. 

(b) To take over the whole or any of the building assets and 
liabilities of the unincorporated organizations known as Young 
Men's Christian Associations in India and Ceylon. 

(c) To form organizations of Young Men's Christian Associations 
and federate them with the National Union. 

(d) To foster the various departments of the Associations, viz.: the 
physical, social, educational and religious departments; and to 
assist in the securing, training, and locating of secretaries, and 
in securing funds for the erection of buildings, the maintenance 
of the work, etc. 

(e) To employ travelling secretaries and departmental specialists 
for supervasing, encouraging, and extending the work of the 
Associations. 

{f) To promote work for special classes: boys, students, railway 
men, soldiers, etc. 

(g) To arrange national conventions, week-end conferences, stu· 
dent camps, and training institutes. 

(h) To publish the Young Men of India, Inquirer, and such Bible 
study, mission study, social service, and devotional literature 
for young men as is demanded by the Associations and is for 
their development and extension. 

(i) To secure the services of Bible study and mission study spe· 
cialists for special tours among the Associations of India and 
Ceylon. 

(j) To provide and conduct a school for the training of general 
secretaries, physical darectors, and Bible teachers, and such 
hostel facilities and library facilities as are necessary for the 
best development of the School, and the Young Men's 
Christian Associations of India and Ceylon. 

(k) To purchase, take on lease or hire, or otherwise acquire and 
hold any movable or immovable property or any right or 
privileges necessary or convenient for the purposes of the 
National Council and the National Union of Young Men's 
Associations of India and Ceylon. · 

{I) To construct or alter and keep in repair any buildings required 
or used by or for the National Council and Associations of the 
National Union of Young Men's Christian Associations of 
India and Ceylon. · 

(m) To invest the moneys of the National Council not immediately 
required in such securities as may be determined on from time 
to time. 



(o) 

To promote, subscribe or assist or amalgamate with any other 
society or association, whether incorporated or registered, and 
having objects altogether or in part similar to those of this 
organization, 

To borrow or raise money at interest upon banking account or 
otherwise by the issue of or upon bonds, promissory notes, 
debentures, or other obligations or securities of the National 
Council. 

(p) To execute or register all deeds and documents necessary for 
any of the purposes aforesaid and to do all such other things as 
are incidental or conducive to the attainment of the above 
objects or any of them. 

4• The income and property of the National Council whencesoever 
.derived shall be apphed solely towards the promotion of the objects of the 
National Union of Young Men's Christian Associations of India and Ceylon as 
set forth in this Memorandum of National Council and no portion thereof shall be 
paid or transferred directly or indirectly by way of dividend, bonus, or·otherwise 
howsoever by way of profit to the members of the National Council 
PROVIDED that nothing herein contained shall prevent the payment in good 
faith of remuneration to any officers or servants of the National Council or to 
any member thereof or other person in return for services actually rel1dered to 
the National Council. 

5· True. accounts shall be kept of the sums of money received and 
expended by the National Council and the matter in respect of which such 
receipt and expenditure take place and of the property, credits, and liabilities 
of the National Council and subject to any reasonable restrictions as to the 
.time and manner of inspecting the same that may be imposed in accordance 
with the regulations of the National Council for the time being; such accounts 
shall be open to the inspection of the members. Once at least in every year 
.the accounts of the National Council shall be examined and the correctness of 
.the balance sheet ascertained by one or more properly qualified auditor or 
.auditors. 

6. · It shall be lawful for the National Union of Young Men's 
Christian Associations of India and Ceylon from time to time to alter or amend 
its constitution but only by a vote of two-thirds of the voting members present 
.at any convention; and provided that the amendment shall have been proposed 
in writing at the previous convention, and that previous notice of the same 
shall have been given to all Associations composing the National Union, or 
that a written copy of the amendment shall have been circulated to all 
Associations in the National Union of India and Ceylon six months in advance 
-of a convention. 

7· If upon the dissolution of the National Council there remains after 
the satisfaction of all its debts and liabilities any property whatsoever, the same 
oShall not be paid or distributed among the members of the National Council 
but shall be given or transferred to some institution or institutions having objects 
similar to the objects of the National Council to be determined by the members 
of the National Council at or before the time of dissolution and in default thereof 
by such Judge of the High Court at Calcutta as may have or acquire jurisdiction 
in the matter. 
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Woman U nd.er Christianity 

Before we begin this chapter we should like to explain the 
following two points to save any misunderstanding. ' ' 

(1) We have the greatest possible respect for Jesus as a 
Prophet, a Reformer, and a Man. His teachings and the laws he 
really laid down could not but be good. But the original words 
in which he taught and any authentic contemporary records of 
the life he led are absolutely extinct, and he, being an Asiatic. 
the parables and metaphors he used and the right import 
and significance of his teachings were not properly, and in 
certain respects not rightly, understood by those European 
translators and writers who are responsible for the modern 
versions of the Bible. ] esus himself is in no sense responsible 
for those blasphemous conundrums that are supposed to be the 
religion of Christ and go under the name of Christianity, or for 
those vices and immoralities-some of which we shall have to · 
discuss in the following pages-which are found in the ~ 
religious, civil, and social laws of such nations as pretend to 
follow the teachings of that exalted and holy man-Jesus of 
Nazareth. For example, we do not believe that Jesus was dis. 
respectful to his mother, as some versions of the Bible allege. 

(2) Even when we do not express our explicit disagreement. 
from all those Christian apostles whom we shall freely quote as 
the best religious authorities, who have piled vituperations upon 
the woman sex, or those Christian writers as good civil or social 
authorities who have run down woman, it must not be taken 
that we agree with them. On the contrary, we believe that 
human nature, as animal nature, is 'the same in the East and the 
West, the North and the South. The difference in latitude and 
longitude, in colour or even in creed, does not change human 
nature. There are good men and women and bad men and 
women everywhere. \Voman as a woman is virtue-loving; 
sentimental, affectionate, gentle, sympathetic all over the world, 
even when she is in barbarous countries and under savage laws. 
Our respect and love for European woman, Christian woman, as 
a woman, i.e. when she is not unsexed, is great. We have no 
doubt that in a few .reSpects the civilization that goes by the 

I 
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name of Western civilization is somewhat superior to that 
civilization which goes to-day under the name of Eastern 
civilization. In fact we think that a union of the two civiliza
tions, which can perhaps be quickened by intermarriages between 
the people under these two different civilizations, would evolve 
a very good civilization if. it takes some of the good of the 
one and some of the good of the other to weaken the failings 
of the two . 

. We also think that th·e life of European woman and even 
man is much more regular and systematized to-day than that of 
an· Asiatic. We admit that generally speaking even Muslim 
women, notwithstanding the commandments of their religion 
to seek knowledge, are in education and literacy far behind 
Christian women, although the latter have no religious com
mandments to acquire knowledge, just as now Muslim men are, 
in education and scientific progress, far behind Christian men who 
were once their pupils. We have no hesitation in saying that the 
advancement in education has produced very good results, and 
but for that the moral condition of women as of men under the 
so-called Christian civil and social laws would have been 
much worse than it is. We ourselves favour monogamy, which 

• modern civilization of the West has adopted as a rule, although 
we do no\ consider polygamy a sin or anathema. 

. What our aim in this chapter shall be is to show how 
Christianity, as a religion, a moral power, a social institution, 
has treated woman and with what results. We shall endeavour 
to put a looking-glass which will reflect the condition, past and 

, present, and some even future, of woman under the religion 
that goes by the name of Christianity, and under the civilization 
which is called the Christian civilization. In the same way in 
the next chapter we will show how Islam as a religion, a system, 
~ law, treats woman, and what is the effect of that in respect of 
the religious, social, and moral conditions of woman when Islam 
is acted upon. 

Every impartial person will see that perhaps there is no 
religion in the world which has so· lowered and degraded 
woman as that religion which professes to worship a God, 
or the son of a God, born of woman alone without the 
agency of a male. ·Christians do not recognize the immaculate 
conception of Lords Krishna and Buddha, but they feel 
proud of the immaculate conception of their " Saviour." 
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Although they deny a father to their ~ or part of a God, 
they do not deny him a mother. And the major portion of 
them almost adore that mother too. They believe that to save 
mankind from sin, as the intercession of the "son • is required 
with the "Father," so also the intercession of the mother is 
needed with the son. Roman Catholics give a high place to the 
Virgin Mary in their pantheon of saints and gods. Yet all t~e 
Christians, reformed or unreformed, Catholics or Protestants, 
have based the very foundation of their religion on the crimin
ality of woman. They have not only accepted the Hebrew 
story of the "fall of Adam,". but have gone so far as to weave 
a network of blasphemous superstition round about it : that 
Eve ate the forbidden fruit first, and then instigated Adam 
to do so, who out of his love for her complied with her wishes so 
that she might not suffer alone the punishment of a revengeful 
God ; that God sent them both down on the earth and the 
curse of their sin became ineradicable, so much so that every 
man born of woman is born in sin and the whole humanity 
required a saviour to satisfy by his own blood the wrath of 
a relentless, unforgiving, vindictive God ; that that saviour, 
although a part and parcel of God Himself, came in the human' 
form on this earth, was born of the Virgin Mary, lived for a few 
years among the fishermen of Galilee, claimed to be the King 
of Jews who put him on the cross, although he himself made 
every human effort to save· himself from that ignoble death 
which was inflicted upon thieves and murderers, and with which 
his gospel-the Old Testament, in ·which he implicitly be
lieved, had threatened FALSE prophets. Thus the whole fabric 
of Christianity rests upon the criminality of woman.. If Eve 
had not shown the frailty of going astray, if she had not 
tempted innocent, childlike Adam, sin would not have become 
inherent in human nature, and no saviour would have been 
required, no spilling of human blood would have been needed 
to "cleanse." No wonder that pious and saintly Christians 
like St. Bernard, St. Antony, SL Bonaventure, SL Jerome, 
SL Gregory the Great, and St. Cyprian, all cursed woman, and 
showered such abuses upon the sex as "the organ of the devil, • 
"the foundation of the arms of the devil: • a scorpion ever 
ready to sting," • the gate of the devil and the road of iniquity: 
" the poison of an asp, the malice of a dragon: and • the instru• 
ment which the devil uses to gain possession of our souls." 
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No wonder that Tertullian defined woman as "the devil's 
gateway, the unsealer of the forbidden tree, the deserter of the 
divine law, the destroyer of God's image-man." No wonder 
that he accused woman thus: "Do you not know that you are 
each an Eve; the sentence of God on this sex of yours lives in 
this age ; the guilt must of necessity live too?" No wonde.r 
that • he groaned thus : "On account of your desert-that is, 
death-even the son of God had to die." No wonder that that 
great Christian saint Chrysostom whined as follows : " \Voman 
is a necessary evil, a natural temptation, a desirable calamity, a 
domestic peril, a deadly fascination, and a painted ill." 

The Vicar of Crantock has summed up in the following 
words the complete inferiority of woman to man in different 
aspects and stages:-

(a) Man's priority of creation : 
Adam was first formed, then Eve. 

(b) The manner of creation: 
The _man is not of the woman, but the woman of the 

man. 
(c) The purport of creation: 

The man was not created for the woman, but the 
woman· for the man. 

(d) Results in creation : 
The man is the image of the glory of God, but woman 

is the glory of man. 
(e) Woman's priority in the fall: 

Adam was not deceived, but the woman, being 
deceived, was in' the transgression. 

(f) The ma!riage 'relation : 
As the church is subject to Christ, so let the wives be 

to their husbands. 
(g) The headship of man and woman : 

The head of every man is Christ, but the head of 
woJ;Dan is man. 

Up to this day, under the marriage law of the Christian 
Church, a woman, when getting married, has to pledge solemnly 
to obey her husband. Both in Great and Little Russia, even 
to-day, the ceremony of the bride taking off the b;idegroom's 
boots for the first time is very important. In certain parts of 
Great Russia the old custom still clings, that as the bride-
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groom is about to take the bride from her house, her father 
takes a specially prepared whip, strikes his daughter gently 
with it, saying he bas done it for the last time. He then 
presents the whip to the bridegroom: 

Towards the end of the sixth century, the same century 
when the real Redeemer of the woman sex rose from Arabia, at 
the Council of M~con a bishop even raised the question whether 
woman really was a human being. He himself answered the 
question in the negative, but the majority of the assembly took 
a more lenient and "chivalrous~ view and considered it to be 
proved that woman, although-she was no doubt full of defects, 
was yet a member of the human race. Still some of the Fathers 
of the Church were careful to emphasize that womanhood only 
belongs to this earthly existence, and that on the day of resur
rection all women will appear in the shape of sexless beings. 

A council held at Auxelle forbade women to receive the 
Eucharist into their naked hands, and in various canons women 
were ·enjoined not to come near to the altar while Mass was 
celebrating. This sounds like a primitive Hindu custom. IC 
a woman, a dog, or a Sudra touched a consecrated idol its god~ 
ship was destroyed, and if that idol happened to be of claY. 
it should be thrown away, otherwise the ceremonies of 
deification must be performed afresh. 

Jesus said that he had come to fulfil the Law, so he accepted 
"Thy desire shall be to thy husband and he shall rule over thee • 
as the maxim of a married life for w_omen. Jesus himself, it is 
said, was disrespectful to his own saintly mother, and addressed 
her in a way which would never be allowed in any respectable · 
society to-day. St Paul, to whom modem Christianity is much 
more indebted than ,it is to Jesus himself, and whose personality, 
too, is much r:nore historical, dictates: "Neither was the man 
created for the woman, but the woman for the man"; and 
again : "Let the woman learn in silence, with all subjection, for 
I suffer not a woman to usurp authority over the man, but to be 
in silence." \Voman cannot touch the pulpit and the altar. In 
the Church of England, by law, she is in practice counted a thing 
unclean. The gulf between the sexes in non-Catholic churches 
is as wide as in the Catholic. 

In fact, even if Christianity had not such a weak religious 
foundation as to be unable to stand firm before the attacks of 
rationalism, it would have still been doomed because of the insults 
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offered by its religious beads and founders to more than half the 
creation of the world. No self-respecting woman, who has any 
regard to the honour of her sex, would care to associate herself 
with such a religion which has nothing but curse and vituperation 
for her, and which bas based the fundamental principles of its 
faith _on the supposed double criminality of woman-first of her 
own disobedience to her Creator, secondly of instigating an 
innocent man to share in her crime, and thus involving the whole 
bumanity in a sin which could not be "cleansed" but by the 
sacrifice of one who was at least half human. 

If Judaic belief also had not involved woman in criminality 
perhaps_ all the Christian women would have blessed that 
nation for having put the "man-god " on the cross, and thus 
secured some atonement for their sin. at least for that portion 
of humanity which bas not developed sufficient reasoning 
power as to see that there can be no possible connection between 
the sacrifice of one :individual and the sins of all mankind. 
But the worst of all is this, that although " the only-begotten 
son of God" has been sacrificed, although the Jews obliged 
humanity by putting an innocent man on the cross, although 
Christ's blood .is ~supposed to have made atonement for the 
.crime, yet Moth~r Eve's sin has not yet been forgiven, either by 
God or by man, yet every human soul is born a sinner, yet 
woman bears the stigma of being instrumental in making the 
whole humanity sinful ! 

What is the proportion of those people who believe in the 
cleansing power ~f the blood of Christ and in his saviourship as 
compared with those who have no such irrational faith? Very 
small indeed. Then it clearly shows that the sin committed 
by woman could not be expiated for the majority of mankind 
even by the sacrifice of God's '.'only son." For the eternal 
perdition of the majority of the human race woman remains 
the chief cause I And there is still a darker side of this 
criminality of woman. Because of her criminality and the 
transmitted guilt, even the new-born· infant of a Christian 
himself is subject to condemnation to the eternal torture of 
undying fire, until baptism has united it to the Church, for 
although it had committed no sin by its own will, it had never
theless by its carnal conception dra~n with it the condemnation 
of original sin. Lecky says that the opinion which was so 
graphically expressed by the theologian who said "he doubted 
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not there were infants not a span long crawling about the floor 
of hell " is not one of those on which it is pleasant to dilate. 

The whole body of Fathers, without exception or hesitation, 
pronounced that all infants who died unbaptized were excluded 
from heaven. In the case of unbaptized adults a few excep· 
tions were admitted, but the sentence on infants was inexorable. 
Even Pelagius, who denied the reality of hereditary guilt, 
retained his belief in the necessity of infant baptism. Because 
of an apple that was eaten first by mother Eve and then by , 
father Adam an infant whose ~xistence was but for a moment 
descended into eternal fire. 

Poor terror-stricken pious mothers, to evade this awful 
sentence of their church which was passed because of woman's 
transmitted guilt, pathetically tried now one way, now the 
other. Sometimes the baptismal water was sprinkled upon the 
womb; at other times, in the hope that Almighty God, through 
the favour of His "son," would be pleased to antedate the 
ceremony, the still-born child was baptized, and so forth. 

Even the Reformation did not do much to relieve woman 
of this horrible and painful result of her old, old criminality. 
The Protestant taught even more clearly than the Catholic the 
doctrine of imputed righteousness, and was therefore more 
disposed to dwell upon ~he doctrine of imputed guilt The;"' 
Lutherans, in the Confession of Augsburg, asserted the absolute 
necessity of baptism quite· as emphatically as the Tridentine 
theologians. Calvin was in some respects more merciful to 
unbaptized infants, but no school declared more constantly and 
more emphatically the utter depravity pf human nature, the 
sentence of perdition attaching to the mere possession of such a 
nature, and the eternal damnation of the great majority of 
infants. A few of the enthusiastic advocates of the doctrine 
of reprobation even denied the universal salvation of baptized 
infants, maintaining that the Almighty might have predestined 
some of them to destruction. All of them maintained that the 
infants who were saved, were saved on account of their connec- · 
tion with Christianity, and not on account of their own inno· 
cence. All of them declared that the infant came into the 
world steeped in guilt, and under the sentence of eternal con .. 
demnation. 

The position of woman in the Jewish faith was low indeed, 
but Christianity has made it still worse. Christianity has 
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fathered upon her the_ cold-blooded murder of not only an 
C?rdinary human being, but the very " son of God." It is true 
that to all appearance a few Jews were responsible for getting 
a man on the cross who was one of them, and alleged to 
have come to be their king, but according to the Christian 
belief that man was no other than the son of God Himself, 
and those Jews were only working in the hands of destiny to 
secure the expiation of the sin committed by Eve. So woman, 
in fact, was really responsible even for that Jewish crime. 
Poor woman I The charge sheet, according to Christianity, 
against her is as follows :-

(1) That woman was the first to disobey God. 
(2) That woman prompted Adam to follow her in dis

obedience. 
(3) That woman was the cause of the fall of Adam. 
(4) That woman's guilt has been transmitted to the whole of 

mankind, and every child is born in sin. 
(S) That owing to woman's crime all humanity except a 

number of Christians is condemned to eternal perdition. 
(6) That woman, even if she is a Christian, is responsible 

to see her own unbaptized infant going to eternal fire. 
.. . (7) That God had to send Jesus to be sacrificed because of 
the first crime of woman, so she is responsible for the crucifixion 
of Jesus. 

(8) That those who believe that Jesus was more than human 
have every reason to curse woman more for having caused "the 
death of their Lord." 

Does woman-Christian woman-plead guilty to these 
.charges? Does she realize her responsibility? If she accepts 
the responsibility which Christianity and even Judaism have put 
upon her shoulders, if she submits to the degraded position 
these religions have allotted to her, will she not feel asha~ed of 

· herself and of her position before those sisters of hers, like the 
Muslim· woman, who have no such responsibility put upon them 
and whose conscience is quite free? The first thing women in 
Christian lands should do to get franchised and be morally 
equal to their Muslim sisters is to bid good-bye to Christianity 
itself, because it is this man-made religion which is respon
sible for their subjection and degradation. Unless Christianity 
is boycotted or its fundamental principles are changed, 
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woman will not be able to secure real respect in Christian 
lands, nor will Christian women have any claim of respect in 
any land 

As to polygamy, if that means any degradation of woman
although how it does it is difficult to see-it was not forbidden 
by Jesus. Of course, early conception of Christian saints and 
priests of women was such that they considered them to b~ 
unclean and never liked to come in contact with them. So 
they preferred for every good man to remain aloof from women, 
and with those notions they could not possibly encourage 
polygamy. They discouraged. marriage itself. Monasticism 
became the fashion of the day. In those days when people 
really followed Christianity they took Christ as pattern. 
There is no proof that Jesus himself disliked women ; on the 
contrary he is said to associate himself with women, and those 
of not very good character. But his disciples tried to follow 
him in his bachelor life, and attached a sort of sanctity to 
singleness and monasticism. If polygamy did not prevail 
much in Christians, the reason for it was the general dislike 
of woman which was inculcated in their minds by Christian 
saints and priests. " If any one shall say the married state 
is to be preferred to the state of virginity or celibacy, let him 
be accursed" (Canon of the Council of Trent). The ministry ·• 
of Jesus himself was too short to lay down any elaborate social 
laws as was done by Moses or Muhammad, so his followers had 
to fall back upon laws laid down by other people, and specially 
the Romans and the Jews. But all the three forms of marriage 
as found in Roman law had the effect of placing the· woman 
in the "power" (manus) of her husband and on the same footing 
as the children. Under Jewish law also w.omen had a very 
inferior status. 

Canon law of marriage is based partly on Roman law, the 
validity of which the Church from the first recognized, and 
partly on the Jewish law. But among Christians the idea 
of the consummating act of marriage is in itself. som~thing 
unholy-a result of the Fall. 

For St. Paul marriage is clearly a concession to the weakness 
of the flesh (I Cor. vii.). The time is short, and in view of the 
imminent coming of the Lord the procreation of children is a 
matter of no importance (ver. 9). Marriage being an inferior 
state, it was discouraged by the heads of the Church, and the 
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tendency was rapidly to narrow the field within which it might 
be contracted. Re-marriage was only allowed after many 
struggles, and then only to laity. St. Paul had laid down that 
a " bishop" must be " the husband of one wife," and to this 
day the priest of the Orthodox Church may not re-marry 
(" Ency. Brit."). Clerical celibacy, at first a counsel of 
perfection, was soon to become the rule of the Church, though 
it was long before it was universally enforced in the West; in 
the East it still applies only to monks, nuns, and bishops. The 
marriage of the laity was hampered by the creation of a number 
of impediments, and in 506 the Council of Agde laid it down 
that any consanguinity or affinity whatever constituted an 
impediment. The Roman Catholic Church did not recognize 
divorce. 

Jerome (420 A.c.), Ambrose (397 A.C.), and other well
known theologians, all encouraged an unmarried life. In 
the ColJnCil of Toledo, in 589 A.C., it was laid down that if 
a clergyman was suspected with any woman, then the judge 
should sell that woman and spend the money thus gained in 
charity to poor people. Gregory the Great was very much 
in favour of stopping all priests and religious Christians 
from getting married, and the result was that when he 
cleared the tank in his church grounds he found six thousand 
skulls of babies. · 

Benedict VIII, in 1022 A.C., in the Council of Panopea, 
decided that all those children who were born of any clergy
men should be given into slavery and must not be recognized 
as clergymen's children. It was so until 1625, when Luther 
set a practical example agains\ this monastic and single life. 

But in· those early d~ys when Christians followed 
Christian and Judaic laws, polygamy· was not considered 
a sin. St. Augustine observes that " there was a blameless 
custom of one man having many wives, which at that time 
might be done in a way of duty, which now cannot be done 
but from licentiousness, because for the sake of multiplying 
posterity no law forbade a plurality of wives." We shall watch 
with interest if the Christian priests and legislators will again 
allow that blameless custom of polygamy when after this death
dealing war the "need of multiplying posterity" will demand it. 
Will they interpret the religious law of marriage in the way 
St. Augustine did? Boniface, Confessor of Lower Germany, 
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having consulted Pope Gregory, in the year 726, in order to 
know in what cases a husband might be allowed to have two 
wives, Gregory replied on the 22nd November of the same 
year in these words: " If a wife be attacked by a malady 
which renders her unfit for conjugal intercourse, the husband 
may marry another, but in that case he must allow his sick wife 
all necessary support and assistance" (Davenport). 

Many works have been published in defence of polygamy, 
even by writers professing Christianity. About the middle of 
the sixteenth century Bernardo Ochinus, General of the Order 
of Capuchins, wrote in favour of polygamy. Selden proves in 
his" Uxor Hebraica" that polygamy was allowed not only among 
the Jews, but likewise among all other nations. 

] ohn Milton, in his "Treatise on Christian Doctrine," after 
quoting many passages from the Bible in defence of polygamy. 
says:-

" On what grounds, then, can a practice be considered as so 
dishonourable or shameful which is prohibited to no one even 
under the Gospel ; for that dispensation annuls none of the 
merely civil regulations which existed previously to its intro
duction. It is only enjoined that elders and deacons should be 
chosen from such as were husbands of one wife (1 Tim. iii. 2 

and Titus i. 6). This hnplies, not that to be the husband of 
more than one wife would be a sin, for. in that case, the 
restriction would have been equally imposed on all, but that 
in proportion as they were less entangled in domestic affairs. 
they would be more at leisure for the business of the_ Church. 
Since, therefore, polygamy is interdicted in -this passage to the 
ministers of the Church alone, and that, not on account of any 
sinfulness in the practice, and since none of the other members 
are precluded from it, either here or elsewhere, it follows that 
it was permitted, as aforesaid, to all the remaining members 
of the Ch~rch, and that it was adopted by many without 
offence." 

H Lastly, I argue as follows, from Hebrews xiii. 4: Polygamy 
is either marriage, fornication, or adultery. The apostle recog. 
nizes no fourth state. Reverence for so many patriarchs who 
were polygamists will, I trust, deter every one from considering 
it as fornication or adultery, for • wkoremongers and adulterers 
God will judge,' whereas the patriarchs were the objects of His 
especial favour, as He Himself witnesses. If then, polygamy 
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be marriage properly so called, it is also lawful and honourable: 
according to the same apostle, • marriage is honourable in all 
and the bed undifiled.' " 

Polygamy flourished in a more or less pronounced form 
until forbidden by the laws 'of Justinian. But the prohibition 
contained in the civil law effected no change in the moral ideas 
of the people, and polygamy continued to be practised until 
condemned by the opinion of modern society. So-called 
monogamy was a sort of compromise between celibacy and 
polygamy. The wives, with the exception of the one first 
married, laboured under severe disabilities. Without rights, 
without any of the safeguards which the law threw around 
the favoured first one, they were the slaves of every caprice and 
whim· of their husbands, as are the mistresses and. concubines 
of wealthy and fashionable " knuts" of present-day Christian 
society. Their children were stigmatized as bastards, pre
cluded from all share in the inheritance of their father, and 
treated as outcasts from society, just as to-day are the issue 
from left-handed marriages or from unrecognized wives. 

Morganatic and left-handed marriages were not confined 
to the aristocracy. Even the clergy, frequently forgetting their 
vows of celibacy, contracted more than one legal or illegal 
union. History proves conclusively that, until very recent 
times, polygamy was not considered so reprehensible as it is 
now. St. Augustine 1 himself seems to have observed in it no 
intrinsic immorality or sinfulness, and declared that polygamy 
was not a crime where it was the legal institution of a country. 
The German reformers, as Hallam points out, even so late as 
the sixteenth century, admitted the validity of a second or a 
third marriage contemporaneously with the first, in default 
of issue and other similar causes (" The Spirit of Islam"). 

Higher classes of the Germans, as also many English aristo
crats and royalties, indulged in polygamous marriages even up 
to the nineteenth century. 

Even the clergy, in spite of the recommendation to perpetual 
celibacy held out to them by the Church, availed themselves of 
the custom of keeping several left-handed wives by a simple 
licence obtained from the bishop or the head of their diocese 
(Hallam's " Constitutional History of England "). 

M. Gustave Le Bon says that monogamy exists in modern 
• St. Augustine, lib. ii. cont. Faust, ch. xlvii. 
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Christian lands in books only. It is not practised, and so although 
there is no legal validity for polygamy the condition of society 
is· not any better than what it would be under a polygamous 
system. In fact, he says there is no reason to consider the 
polygamous system of the East any lower than the so-called 
monogamous system of the West, and that statistics show 
that in France adultery increased nine times from 1826 
to 188o, although it was supposed to be a monogamous 
country. 

M. Le Play goes a step farth.er and says that polygamy is a 
necessity under certain conditions of Society. 

Mrs. Annie Besant says :- "The second fact is the present 
relation between men and women in all 'civilized' countries. 
The true and righteous sex-relation between one man and one 
woman is preached as an ideal in some countries, but is generally 
practised in none. Islam permits polygamy ; Christendom for· 
bids but winks at it, provided that no legal tie exists with more 
than one. There is pretended monogamy in the West, but there 
is really polygamy without responsibility; the ' mistress' is 
cast off when the man is weary of her, and sinks gradually 
to be the ' woman of the streets,' for the first lover has no 
responsibility for her future, and she is a hundred times worse 
off than the sheltered ~ife and mother in the polygamous 
home. When we see the thousands of miserable women who 
crowd the streets of Western towns during the night, we must 
surely feel that it does not lie in Western mouths to reproach 
Islam for its polygamy. It is better for a woman, happier for a 
woman, more respectable for a woman, to live in Muhammadan 
polygamy, unlted to one man only, with the legitimate child in her 
arms, and surrounded with respect, than to be seduced, cast out 
into tke streets-perhaps with an z1/egitimate ckild outside the pale 
of law-unsheltered and uncared for, to become the victim of any 
passer-by, ni'gkt after ni'gkt, rendered incapable of motherhood, 
despised of all. It is good for Society that monogamy should 
be held up as an ideal, for its public recognition as right and 
the inner shame connected with resort to prostitution are 
purifying forces ; but monogamy is not practised where there 
is one legal wife and hidden non-legalized sexual relations. 
The recognized polygamy of the East degrades the social 
conscience more than the unrecognized polygamy of the West 
-• hypocrisy is a homage vice pays to virtue '-but the 
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happiness and dignity of the woman suffer less under the first 
than under the second" {ISLAMIC REVIEW). 

Arthur Schopenhauer says that the laws of marriage pre
vailing in Europe start from a wrong position. In our part 
of the world, where monogamy is the rule, to marry means 
t9 halve our rights and double our duties. In Europe the 
institution of monogamy and the laws of marriage bestow 
upon the woman an unnatural position, and seeing this, men 
who are shrewd and prudent very often scruple to make so 
great a sacrifice and to acquiesce in so unfair an arrangement. 
Consequently, whilst among polygamous nations every woman 
is provided for, where monogamy prevails the number of 
married women is limited, and there remain over a large 
number of women without stay or support, who in the upper 
classes vegetate as useless old maids, and in · the lower 
succumb to hard work for which they are not suited, or else 
become jilles de joi'e whose life is as destitute of joy as 
it is of honour. But under the circumstances they become a 
necessity, and their position is openly irecognized as serving 
the official end of warding off temptatimi from those women 
favoured by fate, who have found, or may hope to find, 
husbands. · 

"In London alone," says the great philosopher, "there are 
8o,ooo prostitutes. What are they but the women who, 
under the institution of monogamy, have come off worst? 
Theirs is a dreadful fate: they are human sacrifices offered 
up on the altar of monogamy. • • • Polygamy is therefore a 
real benefit to the female sex if it is taken as a whole ; • • • 
and from another point of view there is no true reason why 
a man whose wife suffers from chronic illness or remains 
barren, or has gradually become too old for him, should not 
take a second ••• There is no use arguing about polygamy; 
it must be taken as de facto existing everywhere, and the 
only :question is as to how it shall be regulated." He 
ejaculates, " Where are there, then, any real monogamists ? " 
\Ve shall see, when we come to discuss the position of woman 
under Islam, how efficiently and judiciously polygamy has been 
" regulated ,. so as to secure the existence of millions of " real " 
monogamists. _ 

As regards rights and privileges of woman, Christianity has 
said or done nothing of any consequence. Woman has nothing 
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to be thankful for either to Christ or to any of his apostles, or 
to that religion which goes under his name. 

In fact, Christianity as a religion has done nothing towards 
civilization except giving out some borrow~ ethical principles 
of great idealistic value but hardly practicable. Even in that 
respect Christianity has not made any advancem~nt upon the 
principles of ethics laid down by grand old teachers like Buddh~ 
and others. There is nothing in what Christ said or did that 
can be said to have been the foundation of the modern civilization 
of Christian countries. All progress in the West has been 
made in opposition to Christianity. The heads of the Christian 
Church persecuted, imprisoned, killed, and even burnt alive men 
of genius. As long as Christianity held her sway the age of 
reason, of discovery, and of invention could not dawn. Christian 
women, and for the matter of that Christian men, have not 
much reason to be proud of the faith they profess when they 
read any book such as Draper's " History of the. Intellectual 
Development of Europe," or when they read accounts of inquisi
tions, of the ill-treatment of men of science and invention, and 
of the burning alive of women supposed to be witches. 

Alexander Russel Webb says: "The cold truth is that this 
Western civilization has nothing of the true spirit of Christianity 
in it, but is the legitimate offspring of ambition and selfishness. 
It is also a well-known fact that the course of Western progress 
and advancement has always been obstructed by the Christian 
Church, ever since that Church has had an existence. It has 
always stood in front of the procession and shouted with uplifted 
hands: 'You must not go any farther, or you will weaken and 
degrade me.' And when it has been pushed aside and the 
irresistible tide has swept past it, it has tried in every. way to 
impede and harass the moving column. And now with marvel
lous assurance and impudence it says: • See ·what we have 
done I Look at our glorious Christian civilization and then fall 
down and worship us.' The truth is, and every man can ascer
tain it for himself, that what is called Christian civilization was 
born in the eighth century among the Muslims of Spain while 
the Christian world was plunged in the depths of ignorance and 
barbarism .••• I earnestly hope that the Christians will soon 
learn to be rational and honest and that we shall hear no more 
of this senseless twaddle about 'Christian' civilization." 

He is supported by Draper in these words: " I have to 
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deplore the systematic manner in which the literature of Europe 
has combined to put out of sight our scientific obligations to 
the Mussalman. ?urely they cannot be much longer hidden. 
Injustice founded on religious rancour and rational conceit can
not be perpetuated for ever ..... The Arab has left his intel
lectual impress on Europe, as, before long, Christendom will 
have to confess; he has indelibly written it on the heavens, as 
any one may see who reads the names of the stars on a common 
celestial g1obe." 

It may be interesting to many. English men and women 
to-day to know that the very Fleet upon which depends the 
existence of the whole British Empire and the lives and 
liberties of the people of these islands is indebted to the 
Muslim inventions 'Such as the compass, etc. The. very word 
"Admiral" is a modification of the French "Amiral," which 
was a corruption of the Moorish " Amir-ul-bahr." 

It is very necessary for every woman in Christian lands to 
be impressed with· this fact, that all that culture, progress, and 
civilization which is dangled before her eyes by Christian mis
sionary men as a product of Christianity is in no sense a 
product of Christianity, and that the successors of those Christian 
popes, priests, and preachers who established inquisitions and 
other bloodthirsty courts to persecute, terrorize, and even kill 
such intelligent persons who made new discoveries that were 
against the Church myths and superstitions, should be ashamed 
of their false assertions. Every woman should read the history 
of Europe and of the Church, and she will find out that though 
through regal converts Christianity had spread to a great 
part of Europe, it had done nothing to improve the intellect 
of mankind, nothing to improve the social aspects of civiliza
tion, nothing to give rights to woman until it came directly 
under the influence of Islam, and until Muslims opened 
colleges of learning in Europe. The Christians of pre-Islam 
days were so steeped in fanaticism, and superstition among 
them was so dismal and dark, that the star of Reason could not 
rise. The clergymen and the priests did their best to dull and 
stupefy human intellect by their theological puzzles. Like 
Brahmans in India, they did not allow any layman to think for 
himself anything of the unreasonable faith he was asked, nay 
even compelled, to believe: No questions could be put to the 
clergy to explain religious mysteries. Men of genius who tried 
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to make use of their reason were condemned to misery and 
death. Women were looked down upon as contemptible 
creatures cursed by Christian apostles themselves. • 

It was Christian fanaticism and bigotry that extinguished 
the light of culture and civilization lit up by Muslims in 
Spain,. turned out the teachers of Europe from that land, and 
burnt up those valuable stores of knowledge which they had 
collected in their libraries. The result of this premature 
weakening of the foundations of the modem civilization was that 
though it succeeded through. the influence of Islam in defying 
the Christian Church as to the development of its material side, 
it could not free itself completely from the influence of the 

• Church in regard to social and moral affairs and aspects. And 
to-day, when we see gigantic progress made in scientific inven
tions and in the material well-being of mankind, we see also 
deplorable signs of moral and social decay, mostly in that 
aspect in which woman plays an important part While in
fusing ignoble notions in men against women, Christianity failed 
to lay down any practicable laws of intercourse between· man 
and woman or for the conduct of women,. and the _result has 
been tQat the very character of society in the West has got 
tarnished. · 

Dr. lsombert says ~hat the homes in the East are not 
wrecked so often by the misbehaviour or infidelity of women 
as they are in the West. 

M. Gustave Le Bon asserts that adultery with a marric;d 
woman is considered as much unnatural among. the Easterns 
as it is considered natural among Europeans. . -

Mr. Russel Webb says: "Go with me into any large 
American or European city and see the evidence of that 
resistless torrent of vice and crime that rushes and seethes 
through the social fabric ; go with me to a fashionable ball, 
reception, or dinner party, and see the position in which noble 
woman, one of the grandest works of God, has been placed by 
the usages and customs of this nineteenth-century civilization; 

,. see the honoured wives of wealthy educated Christians and their 
virtuous daughters exposing to the view of men, whose blood 
and passions are fired by the fumes of alcohol, personal charms 
which should be seen only in the privacy and purity of the 
home ; take up the newspapers and see the records of divorces, 
social scandals, and marital woes that fill us with shame and 

2 
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disgust, and then tell me that these so-called Christian laws and 
Christian customs are good things." 

There is no doubt that the influence of Christianity has 
been, if anything, pernicious for women and for the civil laws 
lai~ down by legists for them. Until lately women were not 
allowed property rights. Even to-day in England itself they 
are barred by law from certain intellectual professions. The 
law of England has made bigamy a felony, but adultery is not 
treated as such, and the result is that adultery is almost freely 
indulged in. The law itself, as it were, puts a premium upon 
immorality and illicit connection between man and woman. 
As to divorce, also because of the influence of Christianity, 
law permits it only in the case of adultery. Thus, when a 
husband and wife get tired of married life, or when they find 
that it is impossible for them to get on together, they have to 
misbehave themselves so as to be able to cut asunder the tie 
that " God had joined." How God joins a marriage tie is 
beyond the comprehension of every sane man. The relation
ship between mother and son, or brother and sister, can be a tie 

_"joined by God, but when a man chooses a wife and gets married 
to her it is difficult to see how it can be considered a tie joined 
by God and why it should not be separable by those persons 
who have been the authors of it. 
, Justinian was the first to ·prohibit divorce by 'mutual 

consent. But his successor Justin " yielded," says Gibbon, " to 
the prayers of his unhappy subjects and restored the liberty 
of divorce by _mutual consent : the civilians were unanimous, 
the theologians were divided, and the ambiguous precept of 
Christ is flexible to any interpretation that the wisdom of a 
legislator can demand." "It was difficult," the enactm~nt 
stated, "to reconcile those who were come to hate each other, 
and who, if compelled to live together, frequently attempted 
each other's lives.'' 

. Now the law prefers to compel dissatisfied husband and 
wife to choose between a miserable life and adultery, and why 
should one be surprised if they mostly choose to commit 
adultery to secure an end of their unbearable life in company 
with each other. Divorce Court proceedings are generally ex
pensive, and so. it is a Iilxury beyond the means of the poor, 
who replace it by almost openly living an adulterous life. Even 
the rich people avoid going to the court to wash their dirty linen 
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in public, and by mutual consent or connivance give a free vent 
to their licentiousness. In America-that land of the million· 
aire-statistics show that the number of rich men and women 
who simply desert their spouses without bothering about getting 
a divorce is very large. 

The law of coverture was a very palpable proof of the 
inferiority of woman in the eyes of the legislators of even so 
liberal a Christian country as England. 

Prof. Holland says: "The effect of marriage was to 
produce a unity between husband and wife, rendering each 
of them incapable of suing ·the other and constituting a sort 
of partnership between them, in which the husband has very 
extensive power over the partnership property, while the 
wife has not only no power of alienating it, but is also 
incapable of making a will or of entering into any contract 
on her own account. The common law of England exhibits 
these disabilities of the wife in their strongest form." 

Hepworth puts it in a more impressive way, thus: "Our 
common law gives up the wife so thoroughly into her husband's 
power that a woman who comes to the altar young, confiding, 
beautiful, and rich may be compelled by brutal treatment, for 
which the law gives her no redress, to quit it after a dozen 
years, an outraged woman, with a ruined fortune and a wasted 
frame." 

Those who would like to know more what was the position 
of women in England only a generation back should read 
Mill's "Subjection of Women." It is true ~hat women have 
been given rights now, and they can possess personal property 
even after marriage, but for these rights they have not in the 
least to be thankful to Christianity. The people in England 
were, if anything, more Christian thirty years ago than they are 
to-day, and so their treatment of women thirty years ago was 
more Christian than it is to-day. The fact is that heads of 
the Church did their best to keep women without any social · 
rights and position, and what has been done for women has 
been done against the Church, not by its support. As long as 
Western lands remained under the sway of Christian priests, 
woman remained without rights in those lands. All the rights 
which women in Christian lands have now got are a result 
of their own fights and of the s'tackeniog of the hold of 
priests over \Vestern societies and laws. They will get further 
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rights only if they demand them vigorously and persistently. 
For a long time intelligent and educated people in Europe 
have ceased to believe in Christianity, yet they have been influ
enced against woman by the Christian notions. Napoleon, 
Byron, and Schopenhauer have not had much good to say of 
women. 

Napoleon, though admitting that he owed his greatness to 
his mother, says that women have no rank. Lord Byron 
philosophizes : "Thought of the state of women under ancient 
Greeks-convenient enough. Present state, reminiscent of the 
barbarism of the chivalrous and the feudal ages-artificial and 
unnatural. They ought to mind home-and be well fed and 
clothed-but not mixed in society. ·\Veil educated, too, in 
religion-but to read neither poetry nor politics-nothing but 
books of piety and cookery. Music--dancing-drawing-also 
a little gardening and ploughing now and then. I have seen 
them mending the roads in Epirus with good success. Why 
not as well haymaking and milking?" 

Surely his lordship's soul will be delighted to see women 
working on the farms, and if not actually on the roads, at least 
as conductors on the top of the omnibuses that ply on the 
road. 

' 
Schppenhauer's criticism of women is far stronger than 

that of their French or English critics. He has gone even to 
the extent of saying that as the lion has been given sharp 
claws, the elephant big tusks to defend themselves, so has 
woman been given the instinct to apply deceptive methods to 

. gain her objects. He thinks that dissimulation is innate in 
woman, and almost as much a quality of the stupid as of the 
cl~ver ; that perjury in a court of justice. is more often com
mitted by women than by men, and it may indeed be ques
tioned whether women ought to be sworn at all. 

That among them are found the larger number of klepto-
. maniacs or sh9p-lifters. That, taken as a whole, women are, 
and remain, thoroughgoing philistines and quite incurable. 
Hen.ce, with that absurd arrangement which allows them to 
share the rank and title of their husbands, they are a constant 
stimulus to his ignoble ambitions. And further, it is just 
because they are philistines that modern society, where they 
take the lead and set the tone, is in such a bad way; 
. That they form the se.rus sequior-the second sex, inferior 
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in every respect. to the first, their infirmities should be treated 
with consideration ; but to show them great reverence is ex
tremely ridiculous and lowers us in their eyes. When Nature 
made two divisions of the human race, she did not draw the 
line exactly in the middle. 

Schopenhauer concedes that women are directly fitted for 
acting as the nurses and teachers of our early childhood by 't.'le 
fact that they are themselves childish, frivolous, and short
sighted ; in a word, they are big child~en all their lif~ long-a 
kind of intermediate stage . between the child and full-grown 
man, who is man in the strict sense of the word. 

He approves of the old Roman and Indian laws which 
ordained that a woman should always be under a guardian, 
and she should never be given the free control of even her own 
children. 

In fact he is so strong on this point as to proclaim, "It is 
surely a revolting thing that a widow should immolate her
self upon the funeral pyre of her deceased husband, as she 
used to do among· the Hindu races ; but it is also revolting 
that she should spend her husband's money with her paramours • 
-the money for which he toiled his whole life long, in the 
consoling belief that he was providing for ~is children." 

Schopenhauer does.not like the idea of giving women rights 
of inheritance, and says that to allow women to squander the 
property in a short time, or otherwise fool it away, is a grievance 
and a wrong as serious as it is common, which should be pre
vented by limiting the rights of women to inherit. 

In his work, Die Welt als Wz1le und Vorstellung-, he has· 
elaborately discussed that in the darkest recesses of women's 
heart, they are aware that in committing a breach of their duty 
towards the individual, they have all the better fulfilled their 
duty towards the species, which is\ infinitely greater. In his 
opinion woman is only for procreation of children, and that, 
and that alone, should be the object and mission of her life. 

Rousseau, that ladies' man, that writer of the " Social Con
tract," declares, "Women ha\'e, in general, no love of any art, 
they have no proper knowledge of any; and they have no 
genius." John Knox says: "That a woman should bear rule, 
superiority, dominion or empi~e over any realm, nation, or city 
is repugnant to nature,. contumely to God, and a subversion 
of good order. Women are weak, frail, impatient, feeble, and 
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foolish. God has denied to woman wisdom to consider, or 
providence to foresee, what is profitable to a commonwealth. 
Women have been ever liggtly esteemed; they have been 
denied the tutoring of their own sons, and subjected to the 
unquestionable sway of their husbands." " Frailty, thy name 
is woman," is the verdict of Shakespeare. Juan Huerte, an 
eminent Madrid physician, in his well-known book Examin de 
ingenios para los scienzias, denies women the possession of all 
the higher faculties. C~amfort declares that women are made 
to trade with our follies and weaknesses but not with our 
reason. He believes that the sympathies that exist between 
the two sexes are skin deep only, and do not touch the mind 
or the feelings or the character. Selden maintai~s that the 
law condemning women to death for witchcraft was ·perfectly 
just, but that it was quite unnecessary to ascertain whether 
witchcraft was a· possibility. A woman might not be able to 
destroy the life of her neighbour by her incantations ; but if she 
intended to do so, it was right that she should be hung. 

John Wier, a learned and very able physician of Cleves, in 
I 563, writes in his treatise "De Prcesligiis Dcemonum," under 
the chapter " The credulity and fragility of the female sex," that 
women were particularly subject to evil influences, and that 
the witches, in mental and moral infirmities, were pre-eminent 
among their sex. ' 

Even Joan of Arc, a woman of noble fame, fell a victim to 
the superstition of witchcraft, and was killed by an Englishman 
in France. 

Learned men of their age like Coke and Bacon helped in 
passing a law that subjected witches to death. Shakespeare 
himself seems to have shared in that belief. Even during the 
reign of Elizabeth and James I poor women were killed, under 
the law itself, as witches. 

Nevt:r in the history of Islam have women suffered like this, 
even under any superstitious belief as that of witchcraft. The 
rationalism of Islam did nM allow any superstitious belief, and 
Islamic respect for women could never tolerate their sacrifice. 

Those people who want to know how far modern men of 
Christian lands have <;hanged their opinion from that of their 
predecessors as to the rights and status of woman should 
study the recent history of how she has been treated by 
men _when she demanded her fcanchise from them. . The 
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British nation has always boasted of its love of liberty and 
freedom. It possesses a parliament for men which is called 
the Mother of Parliaments. Its male portion was almost the 
first to realize in Europe the 'importance of constitutional 
government and of political franchise; yet when woman 
advanced her claim for the same privileges, she was treated in 
a way that will always remain a disgrace. Just before this 
European war, when woman out of her patriotism postponed 
her demand for franchise, it had become almost a crime to be a 
suffragette woman. They were molested even in public parks. 
Even the ordinary courtesy and courteousness were no more 
offered to women, and the- rupture between the two sexes was 
growing to its highest intensity, with obvious harm to the 
weaker sex. When, to gain their rights, women had adopted 
men's own methods of militancy, they were treated not as men 
but as animals. Now that out of their patriotism they have 
postponed to urge their claims, now that they are working 
as slaves for their country, they are again patted on the back 
by their lord-man. The old etiquette has been revived. 

But there is no doubt that all this superficial courtesy and 
kindness which European etiquette offers to the members of 
the other sex is only to blind her to the real state of the mind 
of man. Even in these social formalities there underlies a hint 
that man is a superior person and can afford to adopt a 
patronizing attitude towards the weaker sex. . 

There is not much of an idea of respect or regard conveyed 
~~ . 

A man while addressing a mixed gathering · addresses 
ladies first and then gentlemen ; when a member of the fair 
sex rises to leave the .room he courteously opens the door, and 
so forth. But does this show that he really respects the woman 
sex? 

Does a father, when he allows several young men, shame
lessly called "social butterflies," to flirt with and. to kiss arid caress 
his daughter before she gets married. to one, or is even jilted and 
rejected by all, respect the woman sex? Does a husband when 
he allows others to carry his wife round and round in a 
maddening waltz, arm in arm with her and front in front 
with her, respect the woman sex? D9 these "social butter
flies" respect the sex whea they fly about after sucking the 
pure and sweet nectar from one half-blossomed flower to 
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another? Do they respect the sex when they call one their 
"best girl," intimating thereby that there are second bests and 
third bests, and so forth to infinity? 

Do those statesmen, legislators and bishops of the House of 
.Lords who have recognized "unmarried mothers" respect the 
woman sex? 

Does a son when he leaves in discomfort and penury his 
old mother, who with personal trouble and sacrifice brought 
him up, and enjoys with his own family a luxurious life, respect 
the woman sex-the highest and noblest phase of womanhood ? 

Does a nation that is not ashamed of the " war babies " 
and " unmarried wives " respect the woman sex ? 

There are two aspects of womanhood which are peculiar 
to her, and which make her a superior being to man. o'ne 
is her virginity which makes her body, nay her veiy breath, 
sacred and demands every care to be taken that it is not 
violated in a dishonourable way by any person. The second is 
her character as a mother, which demands every respect at 
all times. Woman with these two characteristics guards and 
brings up the whole of the future generation, the whole of 
humanity. These make her sacred. These elevate her to a 
plane higher than that which man can ever occu.gy. 

The nation which respects her chastity and her mother
hood does .really and truly respect her sex. But even a casual 
observer will see how the very social system in European and 
Christian lands disregards those. The very conception of 
chastity is extremely low in Christian lands. People in 
Europe do not think that it can be violated not only by 
hands and lips, but also by profane language and even by 
lustful eyes. 

Woman···is sacred; woman is, as a creation, higher and 
nobler than man. It is she that makes or mars nations. It 
is she that can give birth and bring .up good or bad people 
as she ·likes. It is only when she guards herself well as a 
maiden and a wife, and pe~forms her duty as a mother as she 
should, that the future generation takes a high place in the~ 
moral plane of this earth. 

As regards the respect of woman as a mother among 
Christians, perhaps ~he alleged words of their man-god to his 
mother resound in their ears, and they do not feel shy to say 
to their ·own mother to this effect-

' 
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"Woman I who art thou? What have I to do with thee?" 
Nor do they feel shy to have adopted a social system which 

has no place for mother left once children get a spouse. To 
Muslims this life looks more like an animal life, to have nothing 
to do with the mother and the father who laboured and toiled 
to bring up, at personal inconvenience and trouble, their 
children to manhood or womanhood. But Christians can quote 
their Scriptures in words to the following effect, as to the 
justification of this social system : 

"Man should be separated from his mother and joined to 
his ~e." 

As regards the chastity.of woman they have formed a very 
poor ideal, a very poor conception of it, and have, perhaps, 
been influenced in this respect also by the example they 
allege was put by Christ himself in liking to associate with 
women of ill-fame. Even if the Bible is true in depicting 
this character of Jesus, his followers have misunderstood it 
completely to draw conclusions from it that unchastity and 
adultery are not abominable crimes. The commandment of 
] esus is clear on that point, and his association, if it was really 
so, with women of ill-repute could only be with the noble view 
to reclaim them. He was a prophet, a reformer, so he considered 
it his duty to mix with people of all shades and characters. 
It is not easy for European Christians to understand Christ. 
He was an Asiatic. In thei,r vocabulary he was a" dark" man. 
His mother-tongue was Asiatic. He was a Jew, and Jews even 
to-day have not as loose moral laws as Christians have. Under 
Mosaic law adultery is a crime. Christ also considered adultery 
a crime. Christians, if they interpret his life and character in a 
different way, they by their own behaviour and the laxity of their 
social laws do nothing but insult his sacred memory. When 
they frame such laws for their lands and call them Christian laws, 
which punish bigamy but not adultery and fornication, they 
insult the moral sentiments of humanity, degrade the female 
sex, dishonour marriage, and disgrace Christianity. In many 
Christian lands the honourable tie of marriage, the sacred 
bond that unites the two sexes in blameless love, has lost 
its attraction, with the result that there is an increase in 
immorality and disease, and a decrease in population. Because 
of the low conception of the virtue of chastity such notions 
as regards marriage as the following have come to prevail : 
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"If, however, woman is free and big enough to learn the 
mystery of sex without the sanction of State or Church, she 
will stand condemned as utterly unfit to become the wife of 
a • good' man, his goodness consisting of an empty brain and 
plenty of money. Can there be anything more outrageous 
than the idea that a healthy, grown woman, full of life and 
passion, must deny nature's demand, must subdue her most 
intense craving, undermine her health and break her spirit, 
must stunt her vision, abstain from the depth and glory of 
sex experience until a ' good ' man comes along to take her 
unto himself as a wife? That is precisely what marriage 
means." (Emma Goldman.) 

Be it noted that in America as in other Christian countries 
there are matrimonial agencies who circulate among their 
patrons photographs of eligible women in low-necked gowns. 
They sometimes use men decoys to secure matrimonial con
neCtions. Their object is solely pecuniary gain for them
selves, although they thus make the institution of marriage 
itself a mockery. _ 

Wherever the so-called Christian civilization goes it not 
only carries the Bottle of Whisky in its right hand with the 
Bible in its left, but sexual immorality also follows its track. 
Prostitution is on the increase not· only in all Christian lands, 
but also in such Asiatic and African lands where the present 
"civilization" has got any footing. The whole basis of the 
~ocial laws of Christian lands is wrong. The number of 
illegitimate children is on the increase. Even in such seats 
of culture, learning, and religion as Oxford and Cambridge the 
proportion of bastards is forty-five and fifty-three per thousand 
respectively. Venereal disease is becoming almost epidemic. 
Revelations in the divorce court shock the moral sentiments 
of humanity. Home life is coming to an end. The free 
and unrestrained intercourse between man and woman has 
brought the sexual human relations to nearly animal condi
tions. The degradation of the woman sex has reached its 
lowest depth. It must be stopped. There is no evil greater 
than this. 

The illiteracy of women is bad, the close seclusion of women 
is not praiseworthy, the subjection of women is unchivalrous, 
the unenfranchisement of women deplorable, but the prostitu
tion of women which causes the degradation of the sex is 
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the most heinous crime against humanity. If all that ill
treatment of woman which history has recorded be put on 
one side and the degradation of her sex, her prostitution, 
be put on the other, the latter will weigh far more heavily 
against her. The latter is a crime against the whole humanity. 

Deprive woman of all her rights, keep her under rigid 
subjection, even kill her as Spartans or Arabs before the 
advent of Muhammad did, but for the sake of Humanity, even 
iC not for the sake of God, do not encourage lier corruption. 

The very fact that women in Christian lands have begun 
to fight, even at the risk of their life, for enfranchisement is a 
proof that they have not been treated well. Nay, the very 
fact that women in Christian lands have left or are leaving 
'home for politics and for rivalry with men in different pro
fessions and positions is a proof that they themselves have 
now come to misunderstand their due worth. When they, 
who are superior beings, consider it an honour to compete 
with man on equal terms, it is evident that the estimation 
of their own sex has gone down low in their own eyes. 
Instead of devoting their best energy to check the daily 
increase of those shameful creatures who sell the honour of their 
sex, the women of these lands have taken to fight with men 
for equal political rights. Instead of saving man from de
generating into a beast or a money-making machine by 
ennobling his sentiments by their own elevating influence, 
they are struggling to compete with him on the same platform. 
Instead of moulding the character and destiny of future 
generations by zealously guarding the tender nature of_ their 
youths from evil influences, they are themselves entering 
into business like men and are letting their children loose 
to become diplomats or villains as circumstances may make 
them (" I slam and Socialism "). They take a pride in copying 
man in every respect They would smoke because he smokes, 
they would drink because he drinks. They would play the 
rough game of hockey and football because he plays. They 
would gamble because he gambles. They would leave the 
home and spend their evenings in clubs because he does the 
same. They would try to do. all that rough work which 
was considered to be man's work only a few years ago, 
because by this means they want to demonstrate their equality· 
with him. The result is sex rivalry and jealousy, disruption 
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of home and society, much keener struggle for existence for 
the whole nation. Having been brought up under the pre
vailing conditions of social laws and customs, woman fails to 
understand why her man gardener, _illiterate, uneducated, un
cultured, should have the franchise and should be able to 
assist in framing the laws for the nation, including the women 
portion of it, should even be permitted to have a voice in the 
declaration and continuance of a terrible and devastating war, 
while a woman, simply because she is a woman, although 
she be well educated and cultured, although she might have 
studied the economical and financial questions of the country, 
altho~gh she may be best qualified to frame the laws for 
her own sex, should not have any franchise. She is ready 
to go to the battlefield to help the wounded. Even to-day 
in this gigantic war she is taking her full share in· defending 
her country by making munitions and relieving men at the 
farm and in industries to go to the front. If man is defending 
the country in which he has got every right and privilege by 
doing the fighting, woman, without any political rights, is 
doing her very best to keep not only the home going but 
the whole nation, the whole country, in a condition to 
enable . men to fight And after all this she fails to under
stand why the maxim for men should be " no vote no 
tax," but for her "tax, tax, and tax, but no vote." She fails 
to understand why she can be a queen but not a minister, 
why she can be a listener but not a preacher in the 
churches, why she has to be a client often but can never be 
an advocate, and so forth. In her schools she has learnt 
logic and politics and theology and mathematics, etc., all 
like the boys. · She has found herself much more clever and 
shrewd than many dull-headed members of the sterner sex. 
She has found herself morally, too, better than the lying 
diplomats of the other sex. She has 

1
found that when a 

political situation demands sympathetic and generous treatment 
she can manage much better than men. She can captivate 
and rule over the hearts while man can only dominate by 

, sword. She argues-and her argument will get a stronger 
backing after the present horrible butchery of human lives, 
ruthless destruction of property, and terrible sacrifice of money 
an.d commerce which are the result of the hopeless and criminal 
muddling of international affairs by men-that man has failed 
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to manage the national or international affairs in a way so as 
to avoid wars and rebellions, while she would have been much 
more successful if she had been given a chance. 

All the claims which the modern suffragette woman brings 
against man are just when looked at from the point of view of 
modern and so-called Christian civilization. That man does 
not listen to her arguments and does not accede her claims ~s 
simply because he is more powerful. "Might is right" he 
says is the best motto, and he acts upon it. That has driven 
woman to militancy, and if the same state of affairs continues 
disastrous transactions between the two sexes will take place, 
specially after this war, which is reducing the male population 
of all the Christian countries and. is introducing women into 
many walks which were supposed to be reserved for men. It 
will by no means be easy to oust her from those professions. 
Thus, most of the women will become independent, and. if 
to-day it is man who does not like to be bound down by 
marriage ties or to be bothered to work for an increasing 
family when the struggle for existence is getting keener day 
by day, after this war, when the number of women further. 
increases in the population and when she becomes self-earning, 
it will be her turn to despise the fetters of marriage and the 
travails of child-birth as well as worries of child-rearing. Her 
rivalry with man will increase, and this will cause a terrible 
disruption in society. 

If one goes deep into all this upheaval which has of late 
been taking place in European and Christian society, this sex 
rivalry, this increase in bastardy, prostitution, and venereal 
disease, this decrease in population, etc., it will become clear 
that the cause of all this is the low conception' of womanhood 
formed not only by man but also by woman herself. 

The ideal of womanhood has been lowered. Even the 
priceless jewel a woma~ has-her chastity-has become a 
marketable thing. The English nation was blamed by its rivals 
as a nation of shopkeepers, but if copying is the best form 
of flattery, all Europe, the whole Christendom, has flattered 
and complimented England by following it in that respect. 
All European people, without a single exception, have de
veloped in them commercial instinct to this extent that they 
do not mind to colour the face of the earth red with human 
blood simply to secure their commercial place under the 
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·sun, and they do not mind even to put the chastity of wqman 
in the market for commercial gain. 

High-class restaurants engage pretty girls so that they may 
attract customers. As long as the proprietors get money by 
this means they do not mind if they endanger the chastity of 
those girls. 

High-class firms engage fascinating girls in their shops to 
serve behind the counter to gain customers, even though they 
thereby expose those girls themselves to temptations and make 
them a target of man's covetous lustfulness. They cannot be 
ignorant of the result of their pecuniary avarice when they 
know what the phrase a " shop-girl " has come ,to suggest. 

\Veil-established, chic theatres employ young charmers who 
in their half-nude attractive dresses increase the number of the 
audience, but also set many young men's blood aflame. Even 
big dukes and baronets sometimes fall victims to the snares of 
these mercenary and well made up coquettes. __ 

If any minor girl over sixteen allows herself to be beguiled by 
any young man with any dishonourable results the law cannot 
interfere, but the father, to whom the ·daughter is as a servant, 
can sue for damages. The man incurs no. punishment for 
having violated the modesty and chastity of a girl, but he has to 
pay a price for that to the girl's master-her father! Can com
mercial instinct be carried to any stronger pitch than this? 

The ~me happens when a man becomes a co-respondent. 
Then he has to pay some pecuniary compensation for his 
adultery to the master, the husband of the woman he corrupts. 
Unchastity itself is no crime, but a price has been fixed for it 
by the Law. 

All these business ways and civil laws show how low indeed 
has become the ideal of the Christian people of the women sex. 
The rules of social etiquette tell the same tale. A husband is 
delighted to see the personal charms of his wife become an 
object of public gaze and remarks. He does not dislike her 
efforts to captivate the hearts of other men besides himself. 
He believes himself to be the master of his wife, and so takes it 
a compliment to himself if his wife's looks are generally 
admired, in the same way as when any other things he P?ssesses 
are admired. It is considered good manners to allow one to 
take the wife of some other person to dinner and sit next to her. 
It is etiquette to let her dance arm in arm with another man in 
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preference to her own husband, and so forth. Such social cus- · 
toms encourage woman to make herself a sort of public property 
and a marketable thing. As shopkeepers put their things in 
the window in a captivating style to draw the attention of the 
public, in the same way a husband puts his wife and a father 
his daughter before society in public functions. It is 
nothing but fantastic that. the same act which otherwise would 
be considered bad becomes right etiquette at another time. If 
a respectable woman at any other time but in the evening and 
on any other occasion but a ball would meet a man in the semi
nude dress and stand in his ·arms, that would be considered 
outrageous. Yet this happens at every ball. Unfortunately 
the ~ocial rules and the social laws in Europe have all been 
planned without any regard to human nature. The result is 
what should have been expected-extreme· degradation of the 
woman sex. 

Although Christian lands of Europe, thanks to their 
materialism and the exploitation by them of non-European 
lands, are far and far wealthier than non-Christian lands, yet 
there are far more old maids lef~ in Christian lands than in non
Christian lands. The reason for this is that the woman sex as 
a sex has lost all its charms in the West. Mercenary and 
pecuniary interests or sexual lust are the only motives of an 
intercourse between a man and woman, so there is no need of a 
lasting connection or of an honourable marriage tie left. 

Schopenhauer says that there are over 8o,ooo prostitutes in 
London alone, although the laws of England in this matter are 
far more strict than that of other Christian countries like. 
France, etc. 

In the opinion of Schophenha!!_er these lost women are 
nothing but human sacrifices at the altar of monogamy; but we 
should say that they are sacrifices at the altar of the social laws 
of Christendom, including that of monogamy. The number of 
" the Piccadilly girls" in London must have increased at least I 
four times more than what it was ,when Schopenhauer wrote. 
And the sacrifice is daily increasing. 

It is difficult to pass any thoroughfare in London in the 
evening without being accosted in a little too much endearing 
terms by these human pests. According to the Bishop of 
London even promenades of music-halls have become the 
haunts of these vultures. The darkened stages of a cinema also 
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afford them shelter. This Babylon of the present day seems 
to have got infested with them. 

But London is by no means the most immoral place in 
Europe. Even barring those God-forsaken places like Monte 
Carlo, where people go to "enjoy" themselves with wine, 
women, and gambling, and end, at least two a d~y. by destroy
ing themselves, the capitals of so-called advanced powers 
have become notorious for the increase of immorality. Viscount 
de Potier, a friend of the writer of these pages, who has visited 
almost all European capitals, like the writer himself, and 
knows almost all the European languages, says that Berlin 
and Petrograd are worse than Paris in that respect, although 
Paris was considered to have reached the limit. While in 
England law compels a father of an illegitimate child, if the 
parentage is established, to pay the expenses of it~ up-keep, 
in certain other European countries law does not punish the 
father even to that extent. . In fact, there are turnstiles 
put in certain philanthropic institutions in certain European 
cities in which a baby can be put by the unfortunate mother 
without anybody else being able to see it, and by turning 
the turnstile round the baby is exposed to the view of the 
matron of the institution, who takes it up without knowing who 
the unfortunate mother was who left that mark of her shame. 

Pre-natal child-murder and abortion are becoming epidemical 
in European countries, and sex immorality does not seem to have 
any bounds. 

The report of the "National Birth-Rate Commission" which 
has been lately published in England clearly asserts that within 
the last thirty-five years the birth-rate has declined by about one
third. The same tale can be told of almost all European countries. 
In Berlin also the birth-rate is greatly declining. And this is 
the condition of affairs when all over Europe sanitary arrange
ments have been improved, and, as compared to Eastern nations, 

.. people are better housed and better provided with nutritious 
food. Their natural fertility ought to be on the increase. But 
the British Commission reveals the fact that the decline in 
birth-rate is more marked in the prosperous and well-to-do 
classes. The conclusion drawn from this is that there is more 
immorality and corruption in the well-to-do classes. This con
clusion is supported by the fact that the Commission has come 
to the finding that artificial restriction is undoubtedly growing. 
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Young men and women even before approaching the altar 
announce their intended sterility. In the East women more 
than even men have a desire for children; but in the \Vest many 
a "sweet bride" would say, even as she prepared her trousseau, 
"Decidedly I am not going to have children. Children are 
such a nuisance. Harry hates babies. Besides, we have neither 
mean~ time to bring them up." 
~t the " sweet bride " is not to blame for this. The fault 

lies· with the civilization itself which compels one to worship 
mammon, to kill even the best and noblest of sentiments if 
they cause expense. There is no doubt that money has become 
the common denominator of matrimonial prospects, of their 
issue, and of respect and regard for woman sex. 

Schopenhauer puts all the blame of female weaknesses
which he innumerates to be falsity, faithlessness,· treachery, 
ingratitude, extravagance to the extent of madness, jealousy. 
perjury, craftiness, dissimulation, incredible tendency to say 
what is not true, the fundamental fault of having no sense of 
justice, etc.-to herself forgetting that the cause of most of those 
weaknesses which a woman has is the dominating partner of 
her life-the man. It is the man-made laws for woman that 
are responsible for all those weaknesses which are found in the 
women of Christian lands. 

Who is responsible if "the only business that really claims 
the earnest attention of young girls is love-making conquests 
and everything connected with this-dress, dancing, and so 
on"? 

Who sets forth young, innocent girls while they are still at 
school to find out their own future husbands? They. know that 
it is they who have to find out a husband for themselves, and as 
the competition is extremely keen, poor girls, they think that 
unless they begin very early in captivating by some way or 
other the hearts of young boys they might never get a chance 
to get a husband. As the competition is keen they~have to 
keep an eye on and sometimes carry on a sort of flirtation with, 
if not a dozen, at least half a dozen young men from their 
schoolfellows or their church or synagogue companions. \Vhen 
they are forced to do this, then why should they not put them~ 
selves in the market, as it were, and make "love-making con~ 
quests" th_eir sole business from the moment nature provides 
them with an ambition to make love, and the penny novel 

3 
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teaches them how their elders made love before them. Poor 
girls I why should they not cry for good dresses and seek 
every occasion to go· to the balls? Are they to be blamed 
for it? 

Men have lost all taste for the appreciation of character in 
a woman. \Voman as a noble being, a comforter, a partner, 
willing to share man's troubles and worries, ever faithful and 
loving, always ready to help him with all her might, to extend 
every sympathy to him, has no place left in the heart of a 
Western man.· He only wants a woman with a pretty face
even if that prettiness be acquired by powdering or massage 
-a woman who could take a hand at the bridge-table, who 
should be a good conversationist, be able to discuss politics and 
probably horserace topics, and who could make a sensation in 
fashionable society so as to bring her spouse into prominence. 
An honest, truthful, bashful, faithful, modest woman cannot exist 
in Europe under the present social laws, and therefore those 
only survive who have not those virtues. Women under Islam 
in the East still possess those virtues, but they are looked down 
upon by Europeans and under the name of" civilization " pious 
efforts are made to "emancipate" them. Young men of the 
East when they come to the West become themselves a prey 
to the social licentiousness prevailing here. The condition of 
affairs shocks them at first, but gradually they are themselves 
carried away by it. In their own land woman was a sacred 
being not easily approachable. She was not in the market at 
all. In Europe they find scores ready to make love with them. 
But surely it is not the fault of the women to make themselves 
so cheap. It is the fault of the social system. 
_ Schopenhauer complains of that " discord " in married life 

which is so frequent and almost " the universal state " in Chris
tendom, and puts the blame of that also on woman. He 
argues that since women exist solely for the propagation of the 
species and are not destined for anything else, they live more 
for the species than for the individual, which gives their whole 
life and being a certain levity and makes the general bent 
of their character take a direction fundamentally different from 
that of man. 

But as there is very rarely a discord between a Muslim 
husband and his wife, it becomes quite clear that it is the social 
laws of Christendom that are responsible for the perpetual 
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discord and rh·alry in a Christian home he complains of, and 
not woman as a woman. 

When, under the inevitable and immutable laws of Nature, 
a woman loses her physical beauty after she has given birth 
to a few children-i.e. after she has served man's purP<>se by 
propagating his species-lustful man, who has not undergone 
~~ge in that period and who was infatuated simply 
by the youthful beauty of the girl he wed, gets tired of her. 
Under th~ social customs of Christendom he, before his 
marriage, had also had a second best girl, and if she has 
remained single she automatically becomes the best girl now 
that that girl who was his best girl then has lost her charms. 
He begins to pine for the maiden he J:las had in view, and 
neglects his wife. This gives rise to discord and to jealousy. 
But surely woman has not to be blamed for that 1 One of the 
causes of mutual discord between man and woman in Christen
dom is also this, that there is no demarcation of the rights and 
duties of husband and wife in a Christian hom.e. And woman 
can hardly be blamed for that. 

The Christian or European system of marriage, too, is not 
as sound as it is arrogantly considered to be. Two young 
persons of the opposite sex, and both very often of an 
immature age, get infatuated with each other, or they for the 
time being think that they are in love with each other. They 
begin to think that of all the boys the girl knows and of 
all the girls the boy knows, they are the best respectively 
in the eyes of each other. The girl is very often· i-nfatuated 
because that particular boy happens to be in a position' to 
think soon of a married life. Courtship begins and marriage 
ceremony follows. Neither the boy has .time or judgment to 
think what sort of wife or mother the girl will make, nor 
the girl feels that she can afford to lose the chance of 
getting married by too close a searching of the fact what 
sort of husband or father her "best boy" would make. The 
young man gets bored a few months after the marriage when 
the first impulse of infatuation and the first prompting of 
ardent passions pass by. When the young man finds marriage 
to be a chain to his" butterfly" habits, when perhaps the girl 
becomes a mother and loses some of her fascination, he finds 
that it was a mistake to think of that girl as the best girL Often 
he finds out, but alas I too late, that she does not prove as good 
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a wife as she was a sweetheart, and oftener still he comes across 
a more handsome girl in one of the balls, theatres, or cinemas, 
and the quarrel with his wife increases and intensifies. The dis
cord and dissatisfaction after marriage hurts woman much more 
than it does man, because she is robbed of her best jewel
her virginity : she does not remain the same that she was. 
She feels this, and the man, who is most often a most lustful 
brute, also knows this. He, like a villain, takes advantage of this, 
and sometimes causes the woman a living death, a remorseless 
torture. How often it happens that a girl really loves another 
man, but for some reason or other cannot marry him and gets 
~arried to another because he is in a better position te> 
ge.t married. How miserable that girl will remain all her life 
for· the disappointment of not being able to have married the 
man she loved, and how her misery will be doubled if her 
husband is not good and kind to her. 

· Although marriages are supposed in the West to be based 
on mutual love, in practice they are based mostly on pecuniary 
and a sort of mercenary conditions alone. It is money and 
position that very often play the most important part in matri
mony. In case it might be thought that w~ have formed a 
prejudiced notion of European marriage transactions, we shall 
let a native possessing penetrating powers of observance and 
great experience and knowledge of human faults himself speak. 

Schopenhauer says that a man may often think that his 
social or financial position will suffer if he marries, unless he 
makes some brilliant alliance. His desire will then be to win a 
woman of his own choice under conditions other than those of 
marriage, such as will secure her position and that of her children. 
However fair, reasonable, fit and proper these conditions may 
be, and the woman consents by forgoing that undue amount 
of privilege which marriage alone can bestow, she to some 
extent loses her honour, because marriage is the basis of 
civic society, and she will lead an unhappy life, since human 
nature is so constituted that we pay an attention to the 
opinion of other people which is out of all proportion to its 
value. On the other hand, if she does not consent she runs the 
risk either of having to be given in marriage to a man whom she 
does not like, or _of being landed high and dry as an old maid ; 
for the period during which she has a chance of being settled 
is very short. 
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The trend of modern civilization also makes it difficult 
to pay that respect to woman which she deserves. This 
dvilization has made the struggle for existence so terribly 
keen that, excepting a few girls in the upper class, most of the 
girls have to labour and sweat for their living. Even when 
they get married they cannot be kept as comfortably as their 
na~ds. In the Muslim countries even the poor~t 
of the poor will not like, as far as he can possibly help it, 
to see his daughter work for her living at any other person's 
place. A middle-class man would sooner see himself worked 
to death than see that gentle, n~ble, sweet, beautiful daughter 
of his sweat No, woman was not born to sweat It is an 
insult to her sex to let her sweat. Those men in Christendom 
who send their daughters and sisters to work from morning 
to evening are cowards. They do not deserve the name of 
man. They are a disgrace to manhood. They insult their 
own chivalry and they insult the beauty of woman. Men 
in the East are degenerated, yet they remain men in their 
regard for woman. They are never unchivalrous. They never 
insult the beauty of woma?. Women in Islamic countries 
are really beautiful. Most of them possess physical charms 
also, but even those who are not gifted with that, their sweet, 
innocent, faithful, confiding, affectionate, forbearing, persevering, 
self-abnegating, sympathetic, kind, reciprocating, grateful, pure 
and heroic characters give them a charm which none but a 
brute can ignore. Their religion and their customs evolve in 
them wonderfully beautiful characters. 

Of all the beautiful things in this world there is nothing so 
fascinating for a man as a beautiful woman. The stars attract 
man, the new crescent moon is fascinating, the sunset and 
the sunrise draw out his admiration. He fondles lovely animals 
and birds. A melodious song enchants him. A sweet scent 
delights him. A full-bloomed rose thrills him. But .every 
beauty is dimmed by the beauty of woman. A rose flower 
might be perfect, but a living Rose is more than perfect. It 
is true that it is not possible to come across every day with 
a human Rose, but when one does come across a human Rose 
his very soul is thrilled with joy and happiness. A woman 
who' possesses the beauty of both form and character is 
absolutely an unearthly being. Her very smile is celestial, and 
reflects not only the beauty of her face but also that of her souL 
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And what a soul !-more fragrant than a sweet-scented rose, 
more pure than a snow-white lily. 

The Oriental idea of the beauty of woman can be gauged 
by the following poem from the pen of the writer of these 
pages in Urdu language :-

TABASSUM-E-HABEEB. 

Kali ko muskarate usne beyshak barha daikha, 
Gule ra'na ko bhi gulshan main hanste ja-ba-ja daikha. 

Nasime subh ki athkhailian daikhin darakhton say, 
Gulo bulbul ki ulfat ka bhi usney majara daikha. 

Mq.ey khushrung say daikha chhulakta rind ka saghar, 
Namaze fajr main zahid kai sir ko bhi jhuka daikha. 

Ghizale dasht ko daikha chhalangain martey akser, 
Nishato shauq say buchchon ka usney khailna daikha. 

Chamak almas main daikhi woh jissay ankh khira thhi, 
Dun! khush aab daikha aur lale beybaha daikha. 

Shabe mahtab · main nazzara daikha Shakhe-zarreen 
ka, 

Aur usney Taj ki san'at ka naqshe dilruba daikha. 
· Tarap bijli ki daikhi absharon ki ravani bhi, 

Shafaq ko vadiai Kashmir say hairatfiza daikha. 
Tuluai shams daikha aur hilale Eid ka manzar, 
Shabe tarik main zuhra ko usney purzia daikha. 

Dekhaey usko nazzarey hazaron bazme hasti ney, 
. Bahut kuchh aina khaney main usoey khoshnoma daikha, 

Magar yeh jalvahai husn hain sab mand nazron 
main, 

Tabassum jab tumhara ai Habeebe dilruba daikha. 
Tabassum jiska jalva hai laban per aur aankhon main, 
Tabassum jisko usney sir say laeker taba pa daikha. 
Tabassum jo nishani hai muhabat aur sadaqat ki, 
Chhuppa sayeh main jiskey usney qalbe basafa daikha. 

Tabassum jo basharat hai khushi aur shadmani ki, 
Tabassum jisko · usney kuchh a jab jadu-ada daikha, 

Tabassum jisko Khaliq nay diya hai sirf insan ko, 
Tabassum jismain usney jalvai khud Kibriya daikha. 

Mushir e ishq parver bhul baitha saray'alamko, 
Jab is jalvey ko usney aankh uthakar ai Khuda daikha. 
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The translation is as follows :-

THE SMILE OF THE BELOVED. 

He saw, no doubt, many a time a bud smiling, 
And a Rose in full bloom in the garden. 
He saw the evening breeze playing with the sweet flowers, 
And a nightingale making love with the rose. 
He saw the cup of a ri'nd brimful with sparkling wine, 
And the head of a devout man bent in his morning prayers . 
. He saw an antelope pasturing in the woods; 
And little innocent children merrymaking in the towns. 
He saw the diamond that dazzled the eye by its brilliance, 
And a pearl of the first water and. a ruby of great lustre. 
He saw in the moonlight night the beauty of the Golden 

Horn, 
And the exquisite architecture of the Taj Mahal of 

Agra. 
He saw the flash of the lightning and the cascade of the 

waterfalls, 
And from the valley of Kashmir a glorious sunset. 
He saw the scene of the sunrise and of the new moon 

of Bid, 
And also the bright light of the Venus on a dark night. 
In this marvellous world he saw thousands of fascinating 

views 
Reflected, as it were, on a clear looking-glass. 
But all these scenes and views of beauty became dim 
When he saw the smile on your lips, 0 sweet Habeeb 

(beloved). 
The smile that played not only upon your lips but also on 

your eyes, 
Nay, which played upon you from head to foot. 
The smile which was a token of love and truthfulness, 
Concealed under the shadow of which was a pure and honest · 

heart. 
The smile which signified happiness and kindness ; 
The smile which acted like a magic; 
The smile which the Creator has given only to humanity, 
And which manifests His own glory ; 
The love-stricken Mushir forgot all else in the world 
When he saw that wonderful smile of the Beloved. 
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Yet Schopenhauer says: "It is only the man whose intellect 
is clouded by his· sexual impulses that could give the name of 
tke fair sa to that undersized, narrow-shouldered, broad-hipped, 
and short-legged race. Instead of calling them beautiful, there 
would be more warrant for describing women as the una:sthetic 
sex. Neither for music, nor for poetry, nor for fine art have 
they really and truly any sense or susceptibility ; it is a mere 
mockery if they make a pretence of it in order to assist their 
endeavours to please." 

Poor Schopenhauer! He has the experience only of woman 
in Christendom. If he had seen refined Muslim women and 
come to understand them he would have confessed that it is 
impossible to imagine anything more beautiful in physical 
appearance and anything more elegant and sweet in character. 
Every word they spoke would have been to him a piece of 
poetry and music combined, every movement of theirs would 
haye beer) a fine art in its gracefulness and blandishment. 

It is not the fault of woman as a woman if Mr. Schopen
hauel' or any other person in Christendom is prompted to 
contest the title of FAIR SEX for them. The unsexed woman 
of Christendom may or may not be deservedly called a member 
of the fair sex. But surely the women under Islam are. They 
are beautiful in the best sense of the word. Their sex cannot 
be blamed if men in certain parts of the world have made their 
sisters in those countries ugly.· But if Schopenhauer is right, 
then the responsibility even for the physical and moral deformity 
of the woman sex lies upon the civil and social laws and on the 
education given to them in Christendom. All the laws are 
man-made laws, all the customs are man-laid. Why should 
woman be blamed if the result of those laws and customs makes 
woman ugly? If the women in the West do not remain so 
charming it is because they do not remain very feminine, and 
for that man-made social rules only are responsible. 

There is no doubt that all that has been said against women 
by Schopenhauer and others is due to their ignorance of real 
woman-woman as Providence created her. Their experience 
is limited to the artificial woman of .the West, who is but their 
own creation. Is there any woman in London, or any other big 
fashionable town, \_YhO does not live an absolutely artificial life? 
The higher in rank she is, the more unnatural and the more 
artificial life she lives. She cannot give a hearty laugh even. 
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She cannot allow herself to express any great sentiment of 
affection for her own little children, whom under the dictates of 
fashion she can only see at fixed times. She must observe all 
the formalities in relation to all and everybody and everything, 
although most of those formalities are extremely absurd and 
even foolish. Many formalities compel her to dissimulate, even 
to act as a hypeGritc._Y et she must observe them if she wants 
to remain a lady. She is by no means, in no sense, left a 
natural woman-a real woman. She is artificially made up. 
Her hair, her teeth, her fonn, etc., all have to be retouched. 
She lives a~ artificial life. fler thoughts and sentiments, if she · 
has any left, her pastimes-all are frivolous. Schopenhauer is 
not far wrong when he says that the woman of the West remains 
a child, rather a spoilt child, her life long. Self-beautification, 
even when she has passed the age of youth, is her most favourite 
pastime. ·When her natural beauty declines she uses all the art 
and artifice to look as if she is but "sweet seventeen unkissed," 
although it is doubtful if there does ever exist such a person as 
"sweet seventeen unkissed" in all Europe. It is an insult to 
call a European woman old. Those that are old do not only try 
to deceive others, but labour also under the self-delusion that 
they remain young and beautiful. Just as children play with 
toys, women play with· themselves in a looking-glass. Just as 
children seek fun and enjoyment in trivialities, so do the women 
of the West. ] ust as children do not mind the consequences for 
a temporary pleasure, in the same way the women of Christen
dom indulge in freaks of fashion even though that causes them 
inconvenience or even illness. Thin socks, even in winter, tight 
corsets, slit skirts, low-necked blouses, tango dances, etc., though 
harmful to body and mind, yet for fashion's sake they become 
a rage among women. Cinemas and theatres that have rio 
educational value are enjoyed most, and serious and intellectual 
plays are disliked Music halls and operas are thronged more 
with a view to ensnare a man or to show off one's own beauty 
than to listen to music.' The more fashionable a woman is, the 
more frivolous she becomes in her pursuits. The more vain, 
unsympathetic, childish, and selfish she becomes. Her influence 
over the sex is always unhealthy, and spoils middle-class country 
women also, who otherwise are women as made of God-kind, 
sympathetic and hospitable, and have their natural feminine 
touch. 
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Schopenhauer says that in Europe the lady, strictly so-called, 
is a being who should not exist at all. She should be either a 
house-wife or a girl who hopes to become one, and she should 
be brought up not to be arrogant, but to be thrifty and sub
missi'l.-e. It is just because there are such people as ladies in 
Europe that the women of the lower classes, that is to say the 
great majority of the sex, are much more unhappy than they are 
in the East. The routine of life given by a young lady to the 
Bishop of Manchester some years ago is the same to-day what 
it was then. She said, "We breakfast at ten. Breakfast 
occupies the best part of an hour, during which we read our 
letters and pick up society news in the paper. After that we 
have to go and answer our letters, and my mother expects me 
to write her notes of invitation, or to reply to sucl:L Then I 
have to go into the conservatory and feed the canaries and 
parrots, and cut off the dead leaves and faded flowers from 
the plants. Then it is time to dress for lunch, and at two 
o'clock we lunch. At three my mother likes me with her when 
she makes her calls, and then we come home to a five o'clock 
tea, when some friends drop in. After that we get ready to 
take our drive in the Park, and then we go home to dinner, and 
after dinner we go to the theatre or opera, and then, when we 
get ,home, I am so dreadfully tired that I do not know what 
to do." 

Schopenhauer declares that these arrogant, overbearing and 
good-for-nothing women of the West are the product of "Teu
tonico-Christian stupidity," and wittingly adds that they remind 
one of the holy apes in Benares, who in the consciousness of 
their sanctity and inviolable position think they can do exactly 
as they please. 

The present life and character of the women of Christendom 
which has no doubt been the product of the man-made social, 
civil, and religious laws has done a great harm, inasmuch as it 
has given a bad name to the whole sex. Schopenhauer himself 
has fallen a prey to the same fallacy, and says: "But in the West 
the woman, and especially the lady, finds herself in a false 
position ; for woman is by no means fit to be the object of our 
honour and veneration, or to hold her head higher than man 
and be on equal terms with him." Because he found the woman 
in the West unworthy of "honour and veneration," he has 
generalized it for the whole sex. Schopenhauer had no occasion 
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to have any experience of non-European women, yet he had the 
audacity to call all women-the whole sex-unworthy of honour 
and veneration by mixing with such women only who are not 
real women-who are not women as made by God, but woman 
as made to the order of man or by the act of woman herself under 
the influence and command of man. An artificial woman would 
naturally be different from real woman. 

This- fact; tl:raf in the West people do not know what a 
woman as created by God is, has been made quite clear by such 
assertions as that of Schopenhauer when he says "Women 
have an affection for their_ children instinctively just as other 
animals and birds have for their young ones, only up to the time 
that they are helpless." There could not be a greater insult to 
a woman-at least to the woman sex in Islam-than this. If 
people in the West find all such shortcomings in woman, they 
should not blame the sex but their Christian religion, their 
social rules, and their civil laws. 

We in the East would strongly take exception to any 
general condemnation of the woman sex. The respect we have 
for our mothers is second only to the respect we have for our 
Creator. The writer of these pages, who lost his mother while 
yet a child and was brought up under the care of his father's sister 
-late Begum Aziz-uri-nisa-can confidently assert that there 
could not be conceived any other person-man or woman-who 
could be more worthy of honour and veneration than was that 
noble lady of blessed memory. It is almost beyond human 
imagination to think of a more perfect woman. 

Love of a mother in Islamic countries for her children 
lives even when her body perishes. It is not human, much 
less animal. It is godly. It is unchangeable. It does not 
decrease when the child grows up. The child himself may 
prove unworthy of it, although, thanks to the Islamic influence, 
it is very rarely indeed that a man-even if he is a villain
disrespects his mother. The love of the mother will not only 
remain in all circumstances, at every age, the same for her son, 
but would be gifted with almost equal intensity also to his or 
her offspring to the remotest degree. 

Woman under Islam should not be judged by what she 
is under Christianity. Nor should the woman sex be judged 
as Christianity has judged her. 

The best way to judge the difference between the way the 
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woman sex is treated in Christian lands and in Muslim lands is 
to go to such a place where woman under Christianity and 
woman under Islam both can be seen at the same time. In 
such places the contrast will be clear. Take, for example, 
Constantinople. Thanks to the tolerant spirit of the Turks, 
Christians are allowed to go by their own laws and customs 
in Constantinople, and the result is that it is only in the Christian 
quarter that brothels exist, that it is only in the Christian quarter 
that adultery and fornication prevail, and that it is only in the 
Christian quarter that foundlings-those living examples of the 
degradation of the woman sex-are found. The Muslim quarter 
is absolutely free from brothels. The Muslim quarter is abso
lutely free from such immoralities which degrade and disgrace 
the woman sex. 

The roads and the shops in the Muslim quarter are not 
so well paved, not so grand as they are in the Christian quarter. 
A stranger, at the first glimpse, will have a low opinion of the 
Muslim quarter. To his materialistic eye the Muslim quarter 
will look very primitive as compared with the Christian 
quarter. But if he studies the so~ial aspect of the two quarters 
it will not take him long to see what a contrast exists 
between the two laws-the Muslim and the Christian-in 
respect of the moral and social side of humanity. While the 
Muslim law extirpates all the vices of drunkenness, gambling, 
and debauchery, the Christian law encourages them all. If the 
houses of Muslims are ill-furnished and poor, the manly and 
human attributes possessed by their owners are grand and rich. 
If the roads in Muslim quarters are rough and rugged, the moral 
and .social habits of Muslims are pure and chaste. They respect 
and honour the woman sex much more than their Christian 
brothers do. They indulge much less in immoralities than 
their compatriots the other side of the Golden Horn do. 

In such Muslim lands as Afghanistan or Hedjaz, where 
Christianity has found no footing, there are absolutely no public
houses, no gambling dens or clubs, and no brothels. In 
Christian countries public-houses go together with churches; 
even in small towns gambling clubs are numerous, and street 
women in daily increasing numbers. That Christian and Euro
pean conscience has become dumb to these enormities, that 
Brussels is proud of a public indecent fountain, that in most 
of the Christian lands brothels are accepted as a necessary 
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public institution, does not mean that all humanity should 
change its angle of vision. The greatest use of religion is 
moral. If a religion fails to improve morals, it fails in one of its 
most fundamental objects. Unfortunately Christianity fails not 
only to satisfy the reason of man, it also fails to regulate his 
morals. When a mere belief in the cleansing power of the 
blood of Jesus is supposed to cleanse all sins, where is the need 
of any good actions left. When Christ has already been 
crucified for th~ followers and now all their sins roll 
upon his back, why should his followers not give free vent to 
their passions? The defect hi Christianity lies in the fact that 
much too great stress is laid ~pon belief-a belief which has no 
moral value at all and which is irrational to boot-and much 
too little attention is paid to conduct. The result is that all 
that is animal in man goes unchecked and has its full play, and 
so all the vices are on the increase in Christian lands. Woman 
has suffered most as a subject of the animal passions of man. 

Woman under Christianity is really a pitiable creature 
in spite of all her education and culture. Buddhism treats 
her badly, Judaism worse, but Christianity worst. As has 
been shown in preceding pages, Christianity considers her 
a criminal of the gravest type, and so much u~holy that she 
cannot even touch the altar or raise her voice in the church. 
The founders and apostles of Christianity had nothing but 
abuse for her, and the learned men and legislatures have always 
formed a low opinion of her. The social laws of Christendom 
have always been such as to degrade her sex, and the civil laws 
too have not yet given l)er her full human rights. ·She has 
undoubtedly won a few political and civil rights for herself, but 
the fact remains that under the misconception prevailing as to 
her real status in the social economy of humanity she is being 
degraded day by day from the position which God assigned to 
her. It is time now that the conscience of Christendom should 
awake to the intensity of the !!in committed in degrading 
woman. Even if mother Eve was responsible for the" fall of 
Adam" and for the crucifixion of Jesus, both have been 
sufficiently revenged now on the woman sex. Christendom has 
been taking that revenge for over eighteen centuries, and should 
feel satisfied now. After the present war new problems, not only 
geographical, political, and commercial; but also social, will arise. 
Even now in Britain alone there are about fifty thousand more 
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widows because of this war, and most of them are young and 
mar~iageable again. It will be more difficult for them to live 
an unmarried life than it is for those maidens who have failed 
to get a husband from the very first, whose sex-consciousness 
has· therefore remained dormant. There are numerous other 
such woman problems given rise to by this war, and in almost 
all Christian lands of importance. If Christendom persists in 
degrading the woman sex by not amending its social laws, 
then this war, after it is over, will prove as much disastrous to 
it as it would if Europe did not change its political and com
mercial ideas while dealing with non-European races. The 
condition of Europe will be much worse after this war than it 
is at the present moment. The woman question will be the 
most important question, as on one hand their number will be 
comparatively much larger in population than that· of man, 

' and on the other hand each nation will need urgent recupera
tion of its destroyed man-power to be ready for another struggle 
which seems destined to come not very long after the present 
war. 

If social and sex problems are not handled properly with 
due regard to women it will be the turn of women to get 
revenged. Christendom can no more ignore with impunity its 
moral obligations. 

History shows that nations have gone down when their 
population has become licentious and immoral, when the sense 
of right and wrong has become dull. 

Dreadnoughts and mailed fists are necessary to safeguard 
the country from external invasion, but the internal peace and 
prosperity depend upon political constitution with ·a general 
and popular franchise, and national health and happiness 
depend upon religious, civil, and social laws of practical value 
and mutual beneficence in which there is no evidence of sex, 
class, creed, or colour antagonism. In Christendom the woman 
problem is acquiring dangero~s proportions, and if left unsolved 
with due regard to the respect for the sex, it will alone be 
sufficient to upset the real happiness and harmony, and to 
wreck the civilization. If earnest attention is not paid to 
sociological matters, then after this war, under the strain of 
circumstances, real woman will disappear from Christendom and 
a sexless being will come into existence in her stead. The 
social economy of Christendom will more resemble the social 
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economy in a beehive-the women folk resembling the almost 
sexless busy-bees. With the male population reduced still 
more, and with the comparative increase in the female popu
lation in such countries as England, the burden of work in the 
upkeep of the whole national life will fall mostly upon the 
shoulders of women, just as it does upon the busy-bees in a 
colony of bees. Woman will enter into every profession; 
she will have to look more to her education and business teach:. 
ing than she had to in pre-war days. She will have to labour 
more, and will have less time left to look to the home or to the 
discharge of her duties as a mother or as a wife. So she will 
have to adapt herself to th~se altered circumstances, and if 
Dame Nature is allowed to have her course, she will change 
women-most of women-into a neuter sex as she has done of • 
bees. By the sheer force of circumstances a large number of 
women will be condemned to single and virgin life, and thus 
be compulsorily unsexed after some time, or they will live a 
dishonourable and immoral life, and thus be the cause of an 
increase of disease and corruption in society and nation. 

This gigantic war is in some ways the beginning of the end 
of the so-called Christian civilization. It has demonstrated its 
failure in more ways than one, and it will prove a greater c~rse 
in future than it has up till now unless Christendom takes upon 
itself to recast its,outlook of civilization •. Many serious problems · 
are in front of the men and women of thought in the West, and 
the woman problem is by no means the least serious of them. 

Every student of history knows that the chief cause of the 
decay and ultimate destruction of liberty and greatness of 
Greece, as of Rome, was corruption of morals. Cicero himself, 
in his De Republica, attributes the loss of Roman liberty to 
social vices of the people. 

Mitford, in his "History of Greece," says that even great men 
of Greece were selfish, unscrupulous, and licentious. · 

"The ancient political philosophers unroll the wreck chart or' 
the free governments of antiquity, and in that chart are found 
darkest spots, signs of shipwrecks, slavery, and moral corrup
tion. Those philosophers were powerless to save the sinking 
vessels that bore freedom's golden ingots. Destruction swept 
the states whose policies Aristotle sounded with trembling fear, 
and th~ lo\·ed republic of Cicero's despairing heart. Sua and 
soil are there unchan~ed where stretch broken pillars of theatres 
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and temples, fragments of statues, crumbling aqueducts ; and 
where the rush of legions smote the Gaul new empires meet in 
heedless shock. The grandeur of Rome was her wisdom in 
assimilating to herself the nations she conquered, and this 
should more entrance us than some gilt Hercules dug up out of 
her ruins." ("The Old Morality.") 

Those nations which seem to be determined to come out 
victorious in this Titanic struggle will do well to remember that 
many a victory in the battlefield against foreign enemies prove 
disastrous defeats for the nation at home in its own countries 
through social carelessness and moral depravity. 

Every great war which Rome finished with victory on its 
side increased the number of slaves, and because the moral 
character of those slaves was debased by vice and crime, the 
contagion of their depravity spread even among ·the better 
classes and ended in the collapse of Rome. War took away 
the best and most promising part of manhood ; they were substi
tuted by weaklings of their own country or by foreign slaves. 
Moral and social corruption increased, woman degradation 
inc~eased, sensual a·ppetites became insatiable, and thus every 
victory became an indirect cause of national decay. 

·If not ·guarded against, history will return to its old, old 
habit of repeating itself. The decrease in the number of 
men and the increase in the number of women will increase 
licentiousness and sexual immorality. The loss of the vigorous 
and enterprising manhood will leave luxury-loving weaklings 
behind, and this great artifice of modem civilization will tumble 
down like a house of cards built by ingenious boys. 

If Europe wants to survive the shock, then both the sides 
-the one which comes out victorious and the other that is 
defeated-will have to look to their social problems-specially 
those problems that are in respect of their women. The 
danger of eventual social wreck will be greater for that group 
which comes out flushed with victory than for that which comes 
out singed by defeat. 

It is upon \Voman that to a great extent the future of 

Christendom depends. -
Together witlt the danger of reduced birth-rate and sexual 

immoralities there is a more terrible danger of venereal disease 
threatening the countries of Europe, not only for the present 
generation but for generations to come. Dr. Mary Scharlieb 
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-says that the question of these diseases is "essentially a 
woman's." The effect of those diseases is hereditary. Those 
-diseases are due to the laxity of the moral laws of Christen
dom as well as to social customs and habits of the peoples of 
Europe, which encourage free and unrestricted intercourse of 
man and woman, thus helping, as it were, the excitement of 
.animal passions of humanity to an inordinate extent whi~h 
makes it not very easy for young people to be able to 

-control. The full enormity of the increase in such diseases 
has not yet been realized. - They, if. left unchecked, would 
not only wreck the civiliza~ion but the humanity itself. Says 
Dr. Scharlieb, "At the close of all great wars it was a known 
fact that there were epidemics of syphilis and gonorrhcea. 
Already, though the bulk of the male population was abroad, 
there was sufficient infection in the training camps to raise the 
percentage higher than normal. It rested with women largely 
to prevent the spread of the evil by implanting in the minds of 
young people the highest possible standard of religion and 
morality." ~ 

Lord Sydenham, who is the President _of the National 
Council for Combating Venereal Diseases in England, has lately 
-characterized those diseases as the greatest scourges which ever 
afflicted mankind. He has forcibly warned_ the people that 
the evidence given before the Royal Commission, of which he 
was the chairman, proved that the known consequences of those 
-diseases could be traced in a multiplicity of directions, and the 
results arising from their transmission by heredity were of vital 
importance, particularly at a time when th~ war was making 
a drain upon the finest manhood of the country, and an 
increasing number of women were engaging in· industrial 
work, with results not conducive to the best motherhood. 
He thinks that never has it been so important that a pre
ventable source of national weakness should be removed, and it 
would be criminal madness to neglect the task. 

But the question is, what are those preventive measures 
that could be employed. Lord Sydenham suggests that as the 
Grocers' Company had presented to the London Hospital a 
ward for the treatment of those diseases, and within about three 
months two hundred cases had been treated there, in the same 
way if every large hospital could be provided with wards there 
was little doubt that the diseases would soon be brought under 

4 
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control, without which the vigour of the race could not be
maintained. But if the old proverb "Prevention is better· 
than cure" is true, the fact of providing special wards for 
those diseases in every hospital can not be a substitute for· 
adopting such measures as would prevent· the diseases. 
themselves. ' · 

In our opinion the only way to prevent the diseases of this 
character is to improve the morals of men and women both
and specially of men. This can only be done through the
agency of a practical religion, with such social laws as are
framed with due regard to the human nature: It is the social • 
la~s of European nations and their low moral standard which are 
at the bottom of aU these ominous and threatening signs of 
the decay of European nations, in spite of their mat~rial pro
gress and military prowess. It is only thaiJkS to their glorious
advancement in science that they have been able to keep down 
the ravages from the diseases brought about by their social laws
and customs.·. But science cannot take the place of religion~ 
It can heip in curing the diseases of body, but it cannot 
prevent the diseases of the mind. Science cannot improve 
our morals, and such diseases as the venereal are a • 
grave reflection. upon the morals of the people. Unless due-
dignity is restored, under the control of a living religion, to
the woman sex by the men of the West, unless their sociaL 
laws and customs are amended in a way to differentiate those
from animal habits, such. scourges as the venereal diseases. 
will . never be prevented. As far as the animal kingdom is 
concerned, Mother Nature has itself provided means and 
measures to prevent to a very great extent such diseases. 
But poor man has been endowed with a free will, and unless. 
he himself adopts means to keep his animal lusts and passions 
under judicious -and sound control, he will not e~cape the 
consequences. 

Almost ~11 the laws regarding the relations between the two
sexes req,uire a radical recons~deration and reconstruction in the
West. Morally the people have become almost blind. Religious 
susceptibility .has become almost defunct. They require a 
dynamic shaking by a vigorous and living religion. It is the 
duty of the.wise men and statesmen of the Western countries 
to look up for such a religion. Without the help of such a 
religion, all the wise men of the West as also of the East wiii 
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fail to stop the visibly degrading conditions of the moral 
aspects of humanity. 

There is no doubt that when a future lbn-e-Khaldun will 
write ·a scientific history of the present age, or when a future 
Gibbon will philosophically trace the causes of the down· 
fall of the present powerful Christian nations, he will find that 

I 
the darkest spot in the civilization was its irreligiousness, and 
the basic cause of the collapse was its immorality 'and the 
degradation of the woman sex as a sex. . 

The poison that is sure· to kill all the. material progress,. 
scientific advancement, mqnetary wealth and riches, physical 
comforts and lux'uries, and even intellectuaf development, is the 
raging immorality and irreligiousness. • 

This huge, although a bit clumsy and inartistic, edifice which 
materialism has reared up in Europe can be seen crumbling 
down to pieces by those who have eyes to see. Science cannot 
prop it up much longer. Christianity cannot stop its collapse. 
Christianity itself has succumbed to materialism. It cannot 
control human passions. It cannot show humanity •the right 
way. It has no remedy for immorality. It has no social laws 
It has nothing but curses for women. It believes man himself 
to be sinful. 

Not only woman, not only man, but the whole humanity, the 
whole civilization can only be saved by a practical, •rational, 
living, moral religion. Men in the West are inclined to atheism. 
Let the women take upon themselves to find out that religion 
which, and which only, can save the present civilization, and let 
them assert their authority as the custodians of the' future 
generations. Like those benevolent .sovereigns of Japan who 
curtailed their own prerogatives in order to give their people 
the blessings of a constitutional government, let the women in 
Christendom give up that license which they have been given 
by loose social laws. Let them bring themselves under the 
control of sound moral laws so as to insure a healthy, sound,. 
and vigorous generation' for the future. Self-control, self
abnegation on the part of woman alone c~m save the situation. 
Man has been encouraging immorality. He has been proving 
himself the serpent that beguiled Eve. Women should take 
upon themselves to be on their guard The occasions on which 
man seduces woman should be restricted. The opportunity he 
gets to corrupt woman should be restricted Social de~ay must 
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be stopped. Man has failed to stop it. Let. women take the 
task upon themselves. It is a higher task, a nobler task than 
political enfranchiseme~t. higher and nobler task than mu~icipal 
-enfranchisement. If i' is necessary that the roads be well paved, 
the sewage well draiped,· how more necessary it is that human .. . . . . 
habits and life be free from vices and regulated by sound 
moralla~s .. M:n iri the West have failed to .look to the latter • 

• Let wom<;n come forward. Let them actually mother these 
vice-steeped natio~. It is their duty to do so. God ·created 
them to do so. The whole of Europe, the whole of Christendom 
is a sick-man. Mor~l leprosy 'caused by irreligiousness is the 
.disease ·he is suffering' from. Let woman nurse him back to 
health. Woman is aiways' the best nurse. She alone has the 
·privilege of being a mother.' Let her be a mother an.d ·a nurse, 
not for individuals" alone, not even for nations alone, but for the 
whole of :Humanity. Let her be a real WOMAN. 

It is' marvellou-s indeed how the middle class, particularly 
country "'omen, in the west, in' ~pite of loose religious notions, 
unf~vourable circumstances; keen temptations, and unwholesome 
customs, keep their womanly character. They have in them 
.their insti~ctive.virtues and the iJ.bon'l. beauties of a real woman. 
They are kind-hea~ted and sympathetic, even in such countries 
.as England, where men are.' insular. reserved, and cold~blooded. .. . .. . 
They love good by riature. What is needed for them is only to 
.assert themselves. Let their ~~igin~ God-~ade characters ~ave 
full play ; let them defy' the man-made laws and customs 
that h~ve a tenden~y . to unsex them...- and they will help in 
saying Europe from that precipitate fall to which its materialism~ 
-irreligiousness, and immorality ar~ leading. 

ftWJII IIROTHERS, LWlTIW, THE GRI!SRAM PRESS, WOKING AND LOIIDOR . 
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PREFACE. 

The basis of the following pages was a paper on Races within 
the Christian Church, read before a Conference of the Clergy of the 
Diocese of Singapore, held in May of this year at Seremban. A wish 
wa:s subsequently expressed by several who heard the paper that it 
might be made available for a wider audience. 

Revised, therefore, and in many parts rewritten, I now 
submit it to the judgment of a larger circle, but with a diffidence born 
of a growing realisation of the insufficiency and shallowness 
of my treatment of this immense subject. The only justification 
for its appearance in print lies in the fact that hitherto, to the 
best of my knowledge, the subject has received scant attention from the 
religious bodies in this country, at least as far as can be judged from 
public utterances. And perhaps the publication of this pamphlet may 
serve to arouse interest, and move abler pens than mine to the elucidation 
of the racial problem which confronts the Church in this land. 

I must not o"mit to express my obligation to a friend who 
is mainly resp·onsible for the biological considerations set down in Chapter 
2, as well as for many valuable suggestions, and also to certain speakers 
at the Conference abovementioned, whose criticisms of the original paper 
have led me to make various alterations. 

The printing of the paper has been considerably delayed owing to 
other claims on my time, and I have to thank the publishers for their 
patience. -

A. B. C. 

KUALA LUMPUR, 

FFa.~t of SS. Simon a11d Jude, 1918. 



RACES WITHIN THE CHURCH. 

" No more complex and difficult, no more urgent,: problem 
confronts us at the present time, in Church and State alike, than that 
of the relation of the white to the various coloured races throughout the 
world." !•l These words written by the present Metropolitan of India 
with special reference to th~ problems raised by the presence of large 
numbers of British Indians _in the Transvaal, have an equally cogent 
application to the racial prqblems of British Malaya. And scarcely less 
difficult than the question of the relationship of "white" and "coloured" 
is that of the relation of " coloured " races to each other, where as in this 
country, we find members of so many races jostling together and 
endeavouring to work out a possible moduR t•i l't'lrdi in a country where 
we are all alike--including, let us remember, the Malays themselves
jmmigrants, and not autochtonous. This problem it is a function of the 
Catholic Church of Christ to solve. 

Now we may take it as axiomatic, I suppose, that the Church 
of Christ recognises no distinction whatsoever as regards class, colour or 
race. The East and the West are to sit down with the children of the 
Kingdom. No man is to be pronounced common or unclean. There is 
no distinction between Jew and Gentile, bond and free, male and female. 
This is the " Mystery " once hid, but now made known by the Gospel. 
And it is based on the three-fold foundation (a) of the Fatherh·ood of God 
who "has made of one .blood all nationR" (•) (b) of the Redemptive 
work of the Son, for there is no distinction because all have sinned, hl 
and need equally the cleansing of the precious Blood, and (c) of the 
sanctifying work of the Holy Ghost, for •• we have our access in one 
Spirit unto the Father." <+l 

Against this we are told by a certain _school of ·politicians that 
race distinctions are fundamental, that they express themselves in an 
instinctive race repugnance and that when this wholesome natural instinct 
is flouted, a progeny results inferio~ to either parent_. 

I.-Historical Considerations. 
Now, it is at least curious to nate that this alleged " natural 

instinct " appears to be a thing only of recent growth. The number 
of races has not increased in historical time~, and although the discovery 
by Europe of the New ·world and of the Far East and the madern rapid 
methods of locomotion have tended to bring more races into contact with 
each other, the fact remains that there was race contact 
in classical times, and that white Roman and Greek faced 
black Ethiopean and yet knew nothing 'Of a Colour Problem. Nay, 

(1) "nritish Indians In tht> Tran.rraal: an Empire problem." The East and 
th~> West. Yol. vi!., No. :!.1., p. (jiJ, 

1:?) Acts. xvil., 2G. 
c:n Hnm. ill., 22, 32. 
( 4) Epb. ii., 18. 
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four short centuries ago, the marriage of a gallant Moorish gentleman 
to a fair Venetian lady was so little felt as incongruous, that Shakespeare 
was able to produce his " Othello " without any more offence to his age 
than would to us a modern drama including for its characters a Russian 
General married to an English wife. Obviously, Elizabethan audiences 
knew nothing of a Colour line. 

It is true that anthropological theories have sometimes been 
imported into historical considerations, and philosophies of history have 
been' built up on the slender basis of a supposedly innate race hatred 
between Celt and Teuton. Yet, with Mr. Chesterton, " It is hard to 
believe that physical difference has really played so fundamenhl a part 
in huma• history, as for instance the physical difference between the 
Celts, the Teutons and the Latins is said to have done, 

" I know of no way in which fair-haired people can be prevented 
from falling in love with dark-haired people; and I do not believe that 
whether a man was long-headed or round-headed ever mad.e much 
difference to any one who felt inclined to break his head. To all mortal 
appearance, in all mortal records' and experience, people seem to have 
killed or spared, married or refrained from marriage, made kings or made 
slaves, with reference to almost any .other consideration except this one. 
There was the love of valley or a village, a site or a family; there were 
enthusiasms for a prince and his hereditary office; there were passions 
rooted in locality, special emotions about sea-folk or mountain-folk; there 
were historic memories of a cause or au alliance; there was, more than 
all, the tremendous test of religion. But of a cause like that of the 
Celts or Teutons, covering half the earth, there was little or nothing. 
Race was not only never at any given moment a motive, but it was 
never even an excuse." Csl 

· Or again:-" Thus crowds of saints were Irishmen, butS. Patrick 
was not an Irishman. Thus as the English gradually became a nation, 
they left the numberless Saxon saints in a sense behind them, passed over 
by comparison not only the sanctity of Edward but the solid fame of 
Alfred, and invoked a half mythical hero, <6l striving in an Eastern 
~desert against an impossible monster." C7l 

In fact all history points the other way, t•iz., that until quite 
modern times, West was not West nor East East in any Kiplingesque 
sense, but that for instance an ambassage from Far Cathay or Hindustan 
was treated at all the Courts of Europe as a mission, not of an inferior 
species of humanity, but of distinguished strangers. 

It is in fact difficult to resist the conclusion that this " natural " 
colour prejudice is actually one of the developments of the African slave 
traffic, which obviously found a welcome theoretical justification in the 
conception that the white was master and the black slave, not merely 
because the white had the material force to compel the black, but 
because he was of a superior species, created t'O rule, just as the black was 
created an inferior species and therefore only fit to be a hewer of wood. 

(5) Chesterton. A short History of England. p, 32. 
(G) S. George, Patron Saint of. England. 
(7) Chesterton. ·A short History of Englnnd. p. GO, 
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~lavery was known long before the first slaver sailed from \Vest 
Africa. But formerly it knew no colour line, perhaps because to non
Chrihtian habits of thought it required no such attempt at justification. 
The enemy of Rome, who was not killed, was captured and became as a 
matter of course the slave of the captor-no distinction being made 
between German, Nubian or Greek slaves. And when the Roman legio
nary knew that if he in his turn was captured by a Mede he would. become 
a slave in a Kurdish home, he felt no indignation at the thought of a 
European being degraded by an Asiatic. 

It also suggests itself to the student of history, that this genesis 
of the colour prejudice synchronizes with the event known as the" Refor· 
mation.'' Whether pmst hoc propter hoc, would be difficult to prove; . 
yet it is perhaps significant ihat the Colour Problem in its acutest form 
seems to be unknown in Latin and Slav countries, and is in fact peculiar 
to modern Anglo-Saxondom. Perhaps the newly won popularity of the 
Old Testament had something to do with this, resulting in an identifica
tion of the White Conqueror of the Tropics with the Chosen Race 
invading Canaan. The " coloured " races, therefore, are the Allophyloi, 
preordained by God to be hewers of wood and drawers of water to the 
elect race, who would be contaminated by any relationship based on 
~quality. 

However that may be, a hi11torical consideration of the problem 
makes it clear, that until quite modern times, mankind has been 
unconscious nf any essential differen~e set up by Race. 

H.-Biological Considerations: 

Irrespective of the question whether ~ankind until recently was 
unaware of it, the point remains to be settled, whether the essential 
dilference of race is a fact or not. Dr. G. A. Dorsey of Chicago, when 
lecturing at Cambridge University a few years ago, denied that there was 
any such thing as " race." The actual size of the brain bore no relation 
to the intelligence,. he held, and the difference between times and races 
lay in the mental furniture of the brain, not in its size. The well-known 
anthropologist Felix von Luschan similarly states that the great majority 
of modern authorities claim a monogenetic origin for mankind. He finds 
" three chief varieties of mankind-the old Indo-European, the African 
and the East Asiatic, all branching off from the same primitive stock, 
diverging from each other for perhaps thousands or thousands of 
thousands of years, but all three forming a complete unity, inter
marrying without the slightest decrease of fertility." (8) And again 
" V>e are forced to admit the real unity of mankind. Fair and dark 
races, long and short headed, intelligent and primitive, all came from 
one stock." (9l 

In the anatomical theatre, a black or yellow body serves as well 
as a white or red. The organs are identical to the minutest detail. 
Psychologically, the identity is equally prec~se-~lack and white equally 
have the faculty to remember the past, to v1suahze the absent, to invent 

(S) t:niwu;al lta<."t!l> Cougre~>s R{'polt. p. 17. 
~9) .. .. .. " p. 21. 
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the n_ew, to discriminate, to compare, to conceive, to judge. Men of 
pract.tcally every race have sat side by side in the classrooms of the 
world's universities and have completed their courses with substantial 
uniformity of ability. In fact, common sense accepts the essential 
sameness of body and mind as a matter of course. When an explorer 
comes upon an hitherto undiscovered race of naked savages, he does n·ot 
shoot specimens for the museums of his country, or to taste the edible 
quality of their flesh: in short, he does not treat them as if they belonged 
to another species of the animal kingdom, but he acts towards them as 
in the presence of fellow-men. 

The fact remains, that " popular " science and much half
education on the subject have unconsciously tainted most people with 
materialistic ideas. A Negro is black; a Caucasian is white--therefore 
they must for ever remain different. For how can a Negro produce 
anything but a Negro 1 

But exact science recognizes, that if the Negro cannot change" hi!~ 
skin, he can change pretty nearly everything else, particularly that which 
makes him a man-his soul. A race may be backward, but if it is pot 
essentially inferior, it may be developed. The natives ·of Murray Island 
spea~ a language which has numerals only for one and two; yet the 
children taught there in the Mission School show an arithmetical profici
en.cy, in no way inferior to an average English school boy. 

This point is brought out most clearly in the contrasted treatment 
meted out to the transplanted African in British Jamaica on the one 
hand and in the American Southern States on the other. Sir Sydney 
Olivie~., than whom no l?etter qualified observer could be desired, read 
a paper in 1913 before the Church Congress at Southampton, in which he 
contrasted Jamaica and the Southern American States in re~ard to race 
difficulties, and quoted Professor Royce of Harvard University as saying 
that Jamaica simply had not got any race-problem. How has this been 
brought about 1 " The civilization and morality of the Jamaica Negro " 
says SirS. Olivier, " are not high, but he is on a markedly different level 

-from his grandfather, the plantation slave, and his great-grandfather, 
the African savage. The Negro in Jamaica has been so far raised, so 
much freedom of civic mixture between the races has been made tolerable, 
by the continuous application to the race of the the'Ory of humanity and 
equality; equality, that is, in the essential sense of endowment in th_e 
Infinite, of shareholding in the spiritual soul of man, of sonship in the 
household of God. Evangelical Christianity, the m'Ost democratic of 
doctrines, and educational effort, inspired and sustained by the conviction 
and recognition that, whatever the superficial distinctions, there was 
fundamental community and an equal claim in the black with the white 
to share, according to individual capacity and development, in all the 
inheritance ·of humanity-these chiefly have created the conditions that 
have done what has been done for the Negro in' the lands of his exile. 
The improvement, the progress, did not come automatically. They had 
to be fought for, and they have still to be fought for, by men and women 
who believed in these principles, and who did not believe in the finality 
and permanence of racial distinction and disabilities. This is not theory: 
it is history. Emancipation, education, identical justice, perfect equality 
in the Law Courts and under the Constitution, whatever the law of the 
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Constitution may be, these take away the sting of race difference, and if 
there is racial backwardness, it is not burdened with an artificial 
handicap. Negroes are now the equals o( the white men in fields of 
human function in which one hundred years ago slave-owners would have 
confidently alleged the negro incapable of equality. All· such positive 
materialized progress has been made by ignoring the obvious; by refusing 
to accept as conclusive the differences and the disabilities, by .believing 
in the identities, the flashes of respon!<e and promise; by willing that there 
should be light where there seemed to be no light; by the methods of the 
visionary whose kingdom is not of this world, but who is insensately bent 
on assimilating this world to that kingdom-in part even by far less than 
this, by the mere resolute maintenance in the State of principles of 
commo~ justice. 

" My study and comparison of conditions in the United States 
and in the West Indies has brought me to the belief that no solution of 
the American colour difficulties will be found except by resolutely dis
claiming the colour-line and race-differentiation theory. American and 
Colonial politicians and public men are not Exeter Hall Abolitionists 
nor Evangelical Christian missionaries. I do not expect them to adopt 

· the formulas and methods of missionaries or to sympathize with all their 
political programmes. But it cannot be ignored that it happened that · 
the faiths of the men who laid the foundations for a peaceful develop
ment of the mixed community of J awaica were democratic, humanitarian, 
and before all else uncompromisingly Christian, and that not vaguely or 
loosely, in the sense of mere kindliness, but in the sense of that revelation 
of the nature and inheritance of man that gave Christianity power to 
undermine the enormous brutalities and criminalism of the Roman 
Empire.- No more than this is required in regard to temperamental 
attitude. Where the race differentiation formula is held to it must 
increase civil discord. When the bal~nce of numbers is as it i! in Scuth 
Africa it must tend to foster obscure preparations for rebellion or civil 
war. If statesmen and citizens face in the contrary direction I do not say 
they will immediately attain civil peace, but I am confident that they 
will be travelling the only road towards it." 

Confronted with such evidence, which could be multiplied iuiefi
nitely, it is useless to maintain any race fatalism. Neither History, 
Science nor Common Sense provide any evidence for the kind of feeling 
that some time ago produced in the United States the book entitled 
'' The Negro a Beast.'' Yet though neither anatomically nor psycholo
gically any reason for race prejudice has been discovered, the upholder of 
race distinction maintains that there is evidence of fundamental racial 
differences in the observed inferiority of the mixed to the pure races. 

Ill-Miscegenation. 
" Miscegenation," says Lord Selborne speaking of the South 

African Problem, " is a detestable evil "ho) and this '\erdict will be 
endor!led by mo!lt Engli!lh pt>ople. It is strange indeed to find English 
pt>opll', who them!<l'lves owe !lO much to race mixture, to be largely 
a post II'S of race-segregation. And the brilliant French uation, who 
would call them racially pure or homogeneous f Has it in fact not heen 

(10) The East and the West. Vol. 7., No. 21., p. 28•. 
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established that there is a considerable admixture of negrc. Llood in all 
Latin races! Are they fo.r that reason mentally or morally the inferiors 
of the pure-blooded l'euton! A sober and careful obsPrver like I,ord 
Bryce stated that the Chilian peasant, who is at least half Indian, is iu no 
way inferior to the Argentine peasant, who is pra~tically pure white. 

To charge all Eurasians with degeneracy is to make an unwarran
table assertion. Even were it wholly true we should have to" allow for 
the effects of climate and ask ourselves how do Europeans who have lived 
in India or the Tropics for two generations resist the enervating effects 1 
Do they not come to be classed among the despised " Eurasians ·1" And 
if there is an element of truth in the charge, has not the blame of degene
racy to be placed largely at the door ot social usage-the social bar
simster which leads to self-distrust, and to the too orten vicious origins 
and surroundings, ·of half-castes; which origins and surroundings, it may 
be added, are largely due in the :first instance to the impossibility of 
honest marriage between white and coloured, without the punishment of 
social ostracism ! · 

Imagine if conditions had been othtlrwise,-good Christian parents,. 
honest marriage, ·good education, social fellowship, and so on. What 
new types of Christian excellence might not have been produced 1 Indeed, 
even as they are, we have reason to blush far more for the European who, 
having been content to leave the Ten Commandments West of Suez, has 
in the great majority of cases repudiated with incredible callousness all 
responsibility for the physical, mental, moral, and spiritual welfare of 
those wh'o are bone of his bone and flesh of his flesh, than for the follies 
and weakness of those whose resp·onsibility is infinitely less. But this line 
of thought, though it should temper a harsh judgment of those Eurasians 
who fail, has of course no bearing on the case oi many who d·o not fail, 
and have no need of any " apologia." In the case of these we can only 
express our admiration at the display and exercise of so many excellent 
qualities, often in directions where both the white and black man fail. I 
am sure that many of liS are personally acquainted with families, of 

. whom. ~e would consider it a gross insult to suggest that they are the 
~result of a race connection which fundamentally " ought not to be." 

And here, to support our own experience, evidence comes in on 
the other side, which points to the fact that a mixed race does not 
necessarily tend to die out or grow enfeebled. Prof .. Finch of Wilber
force University, U.S.A. brings forward evidences from Tasmania, 
Polynesia, Pitcairn and Norfolk Islands, etc. to show that race-blending, 
especially in the rare instance when it occurs under favourable circum
stances, produces a type superior in fertility, vitality and cultural worth 
to one or both of the parent stocks. (u) The Rev. Stuart Clarke 
speaks of the " large and capable (Eurasian) community domiciled in 
India," as follows:-" In the higher sphere of Christian character, 
those who have been privileged to work amongst them can certify to the 
reality of spiritual experience and to the loyalty of devoted service which 
characterise many a Eurasian worker." {t•) Eurasian women have done 
excellent work as teachers, doctors and nurses. In the old Church at 

(11) Univer:sal Races Congress Report. p. 108. 
(12) The East and the West Vol. ix., No. 23., p. 89. 
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Calcutta is a tablet witnehsing to the worth of a Eurasian priest, the :ke". 
Alfred Slack, who could " preach the go~pel in five vernaculars and 
brought over a thouband souls intQ the Church of Christ through the 
waters of Baptism." In our own Diocese the respected name of Rev. 
W. Gomez among others reminds us of the possibilities of the Eurasian
which we have all too little utilised. 

Again, take the-hisro;y Q{ the West Indies, where negro blood is 
nororiously running in some of the best Planter families, or of some 
famous Englishmen, whose Singhalese ancestry is well known; take the 
number of people in this country, whose mixed parentage has not tainted 
them with degeneracy, but rather has helped tQ make them ornaments 
of the station in life they occupy. 

Again, when the casu-al European speaks of the " inferiority " 
of the Eurasian or Eurafrican-in what does he consider such inferiority 
to consist¥ Is it not practically always in the alleged lack of " force," 
initiative, efficiency, power to rule Y But is the modern German really 
an adequate moral standard, by which to measure the achievements of 
man's nature 7 What if meekness, patience, long-suffering, humility 
were the standard of perfection W • Can• there be any adequate standard 
of comparison which falls short of the ethical and spiritual ideals of 
Christ 1 · 

The results, indeed, of miscegenation are not demonstrable by 
scientific experiments extending over many generations, as is possible 
on a stud farm, and ct;msequently assertions made by the casual observer 
are no proof either way. But this much at least is obvious, that if 
perhaps it has not· yet been demonstrated in terms of a biological 
experiment that miscegenation produces an offspring superior to its 
parent stock, yet enough bas been· said to show the unreliability of the 
common assumption that miscegenation leads to degeneration. 

IV.-The Christian Standpoint. 

As already stated, Christianity is quite clear both on the past and 
the future of all human races-teaching that they once were all one in 
Adam and. that again they shall become one in the Second Adam, 
Christ. And as we have already seen, it seems w be more and more a 
matter of general agreement among· anthropologists that the Hebraic 
account of the origin of the human race from a single srock is correct. 
l\lany people are inclined to the opinion that questions of race relation
ship are best left to the scientific expert, and that consequently any such 
problem as that of the relations of races and peoples within the Church 
must be examined in the light, not of a pr·im·i dogmas of Christian 
Theology, but of the conclusions of modern scientific enquiry. \Vhether 
this attitude be wise or not, it is at any rate satisfactory to meet such 
objectors on their own ground and to show that scientific investigation is 
in jhis case either at one with Christian Theology, or at least can adduce 
no facts contrary to its teaching. 

\\·e have therefore considered it useful, if not necessary, to clear 
the ground somewhat, as we have done in the previous pages, by estab
lishing the fact that there is no scientific evidence running counter to 
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those fundamental as~umptions 011 which Christian Theology rests, and 
which the Scriptures convey to us in the narratives of the Creation, the 
Fall and the Dispersion of the hu~an race. '' God has made of one 
every race of men." " He has determined the bounds of their 
habitation." " All have sinned and fallen short." There is no essential 
vital distinction . 

• 
Here is a fundamental fact of the utmost significance. It lies, 

in fact, at the root of the problem. :For it is quite clear that if the 
U~ity of the Church is to be a real unity, and not an artificial assembling 
together for worship followed by separation (or even less than this, a 
mere sembla11ce of unity of divergent people under a common Diocesan 
Bishop),-if, I say, th& unity of the Church is to express itself in life 
.and not merely in ecclesiastical organization, then that unity will mean 
social relationships between members of different races which will imply 
the ultimate possibility-and if the possibility, then the rightness-of 
inter-marriage between races. 

Now if one were to find the scientific world in its general conclu
sions antagonistic to the idea of race-oneness, then one would feel a 
great deal happier about the attitude of the very large number of people, 
both worldly and devout, who hold the view, that " there is a limit 
beyond which fellowship is neither desirable nor good." A passage from 
Bishop Montgomery's " Life's Journey " shows this attitude very clearly 
and sympathetically expressed. " If the ' colour question ' meant, for 
example, that the brotherhood of man, as one of the great truthS' of tli.e 
Christian Faith, involved intermarriage between all races as a duty or as 
an ideal of the future, I should be extremely unhappy ........ . 
But as I believe that races which have developed in the course of the 
world's history in very different directions ought no longer to intermarry, 
and, remember, in the fullest interests of both such races, I am not only 
~ot unhappy but most hopeful." <•ll 

The Bishop's argument is the usual one that such marriages are 
not successful, and that in fact the differences between (white and black) 
races are so vast as to involve incompatibility for marriage. ·with that 

'argument we have dealt already, but here we have to consider that to 
place an appointed limit of this kind to the development of. Fellowship 
forms logically a most dangerous precedent. It was exactly this kind 
of argument which St. Paul had to face and which led him so passion
ately to assertJ nnt so much the equality, as the onene.ss of all men in 
Christ. " Ye are all-not equal but--ONE MAN in Christ," " that 
.He might create ONE NEW MAN, so making peace." <•4) I do not 
see how it is logically possible to set up a barrier here or there, and say 
" At this point fellowship must stop." I do not see how it is p-ossible to 
say that intermarriage ought not to take place, without also saying that 
social intercourse (which necessarily presupposes sucli contact as involves 
the possibility of intermarriage) also ought not to take place. And if 
science is right and differentiation of colour does not constitute differ
entiation of species, then why is not that race intermixture which is wrong 
between white and black, also wrong between white and yellow, white 

(13) Life's Journey, p. 125. 
(14) Eph. ii., 15. 
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and swarthy, white and ~allow, even white and white t ·where is the 
logical line drawn T And if race intermarriage ought not to be, then 
race ~Pgn•gat ion ought to be, and t h'e man is right who refu~es to eat or 
walk or ride with a black man, and (~ince he is not a hypocrite) also to 
partake of the Saerament with him. 

No, the logical line does not exist, any more than the " natural 
instinct deeper than prejudice," which is only a pretty name for pre
judice. That there are many unhappy marriages between white and 
black or yellow is no doubt true, but that there are no happy ones-nor 
can be-is a monstrous assertion, which mo~t of us know to be untrue. . 

These things will be seen in a clearer light, if we take the parallel 
case of caste-prejudice. · 

Is not ' Caste ' the greatest evil in India, and are we not assured 
that even in the Christian Church the " Caste Spirit " is never truly 
broken until ~nfer-marringr fakn piau between those who were formerly 
of different castes V The conquering race of Brahmans formed the caste 
line for their own protection against men of a defeated race. It is 
l'!<sentially a mark of mrial " inferiority." II ow are we to fight caste in 
India and yet draw what we ought to see is essentially the samt! line 
ourselves Y And do not those not of the white race similarly regard the 
" colour line " essentially. as a ra~<ft' line, and right.Iy and Christianly 
resent it accordingly Y C'an the dividing line between white and coloured 
races be broken by any means short of that necessary to break down 
caste I · · 

Thus the " rightness " of inter-marriage seems to me the au}neme 
test-the breaking down 'of the " middle wall of partition." I would 
venture to call it verily an arfirulu.f sfanfis aut rm/t'nfi• trrltsint' that 
there is no more logical reason why a white man or woman should not 
mate Christianly with a black ~r a yellow, and bring up a truly Christian 
olf~pring, than there is why an Englishman should not marry with a 
Russian or a Chinese with a Japanese. The human race is .a unity. 

I do not wish t.o be altogether misunderst-ood. I am not suggestio~ 
that such "int-er-marriages" should be in any way artificially-encouraged, 
or that rash experiments should be tried. I know that there are at the 
present time inexpediences to be considered in many directions which it 
would be out.~ide the purpose of my paper to discuss. I know that such 
marriages, if recklessly entered upon, would not as a rule be likely to be 
successful. I recognise that the time is not yet fullv ripe, that inter
marriage come11 at the end of the proeess of race fellowship. It is the 
elimax, not the starting point of social relationship. But I am sure on 
the other hand that there is quite sufficient natural repugnanee----eall it 
prejudice or instinct--on the part of the white race to mixed marriages to 
r•revent any rash or hasty or general aceeptance of either the principle or 
the practice. .I am also sure that there is now the possibility-nay 
the actuality--of such marriages being as " ~<uccet;sful " and " happy " 
as it is pos~ible for marriages to be. And I am sure that the Church 
itsplf is primarily concerned to defend and bll'f;s and uphold such 
marriatT!'~, l'nd to PmP'i)asize as vital to the true NliH'!'ption and workina 
out of the f'atholic ideal the ultimate principle that " no race which i; 

• 
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Christian can remain socially segregated from other Christians if the 
doctrine of the Incarnation be true,"h:;l and, ari!-ling from this, that if 
social intercourse be right, then int-er-marriage which is the outcome of 
social intercourse cannot rightly or logically be denied. 

I should apologize for the length with which I have urged this 
point. li is in my opinion crucial. I assent whole-heartedly to the three 
principles laid down in the paper of the Rev. C. F. Andrews on "Race 
within the Christian Church " from which I have already quoted: (1) 
That the human race is une in Christ. (2) That the Blessed Sacrament 
is a sacrament of a Unity comparable to that of the Divine Nature. 
(3) That Christ fully and wholly shares the nature of every man of 
every race. <•s> These propositions cut fundamentally at the policy which 
is the only logical alternative to the one which I advocate, t•iz.: complete 
segregation, ·or at least that 'the races shoul~ part at the Church door, 
that there should be " religious union " (in the Eucharist) without 
social intercourse,-the idea, in short, that there is somethin~ more 
unchristian than race-aloofness, and that is the horror of Christian 
intimacy ending in marriage, whereby (so the subconscious thnught runs) 
the white race receives a stain. · 

On the ~ontrary, the Catholic Church, faced by the fact of white, 
black and mixed races existing side by side, tells them uncompromisingly 
that by Baptism-they have become " one Family in Christ." And if it 
is true that such effect is so far largely potenj:ial, the Church must! yet 
logically welcome a thorough-going application of this principle of fellow
ship--an application which legitimately as well as inevitably must lead to 
the formation of new races and nationalities, as happened in mediaeval 
Europe, as is happening to-day in Brazil and ·other parts of South 
America, and as is perhaps beginning to happen in Malaya. 

And the Church uf Christ by her very nature cannot but help to 
hasten such process. For the primary question is whether the nature of 
the Christian Fellowship is theoretical or practical ? Is it a so-called 
purely religious fellowship or is it also a fellowship of common life? Does 
the fellowship confine itself to the Altar-rails and cease at the Church 

-door ¥ Or is it intended to issue in a social fellowship uf the most 
intimate kind, a real Family Life, a Brotherhood ? . 

Is the unit}"! of the Church. in short, -an artificial thing imposed 
from without upon elements which are essentially separate, and ought 
to remain " segregated "-a bond like the harness which connects a 
team of horses ¥ Or is the relie-ion of Christ intended to forge an 
organic unity...:._making indeed One Body and One Blood those who 
partake of the One ]Jread and the One Cup? 

The answer, I hope, is after our considerations clear, t•iz., that 
since the human race is a unity, this natural unity must be realizable, 
naturally and super-naturally in Christ--in the fellowship of the Catholic 
Church carried to its extremest limits. Christ, it is true, came not to send 
peace but a sword. He is, alas, a fruitful source of division-set for the 
fall and rising again of many : but the division is among those of the 
same household, between those who acknowledge and those who deny 

(15) Rev. C. E. Andrews in East and West. Vol, 8., No. 31., pp. 241 etc. 
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Him, between those who are with Him and those who are against Him. 
In this sense Christ cuts right across other lines of division and causes 
new cleavages. But on the other hand the Catholic Church is designed 
to be in it~elf the pattern and ideal Fellowship for men of every race. 
In so far as it takes men outside the fellowship of the world, it must 
welcome them together the more. whole-heartedly into the FeUowship of 
the Body. 

The world without may rage; but we 
_Will only cling more doMe to Thee,-

and in Thee, we must add, to one another. 

V.-Christian Practice. 
If the foregoing chapter repr~ents the true teaching of the 

Catholic Church, what then has been the practical result so far t . 
To-day, with all the races of the world being more closely brought 

into contact with each other owing to modern facilities of transport and 
the general contraction of the world, we cannot doubt that this closer 
intercourse, coming at the same time as the development of a more 
articulate race consciousness, constitutes both a menace and a hope. A 
menace, because race-consciousness tends to issue in a feeling of national 
hostility. The yellow man thinks himself no less superior to the white 
man than the white believes himself superior to the yellow. At any rate, 
believing himself " different " he finds it only a ste~ from a conviction of 
difference to that of enmity. A feeling of inferiority tends to deepen 
the sense of enmity. As race-consciousness grows am'ong the " subject
races "of the world, as for example among the negroes of North America 
or the people of India; it is accompanied by a growing impatience and 
resentment of a rule which, whether efficient or the reverse, is felt to be 
something less than just or other than sympathetic. It may be said that 
differences of language and customs-and above all differences of religion 
-tend to widen this social cleavage. If we consider the embroglio into 
which the nations of Europe have lately been plunged through inter
national estrangement and suspicion, we can imagine the horror which 
might accompany a great race conflict, in which the coloured races would 
outnumber the white by more than two to one. 

On the other ha..nd there is hope. Science, spreading over the world, 
recognises no colour line. Secular education tends to become of the same 
type throughout the world, and is so far a unifying influence. Industrial 
technique, such things as railroads, telegraphs, aeroplanes, are the same 
in England, China and Peru. The exigencies of commerce demand the 
breaking dowr. of language barriers and the unifying of the measures of 
weight and exchange. All these things are in their several degrees bonds 
between races. 

But what has religion-and in particular -the Catholic Religion
contributed Y Scientific writers discount its influence. " It is idle," 
~ays one " to count "On religion for bridging over the gulf of race. 
Religion cannot unite but only divide." On the other hand Prof. 
Caldeeott (Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of 
Cambridge) speaks of religion as " generating and sustaining a degreP 
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of faith in the advance of men towards a unity of mankind such as 
cannot be attained without it~ aid." h6l 

What are we to 11ay then of the Church to-day 1 How far doe~ 
it show forth within itself such an itleal of Fellowship 7 And how far 
does it contradict it 7 I do not know whether in answering this question 
there is any part of the Church which can afford to throw stones at any 
other.· I fear we have all sadly fallen short. But it has for some time 
been a cherished opinion of my own that here in Malaya we have at 
least a peculiar opportunity of making a very definite contribution 
towards the working out of the great ideal of Christian Fellowship, and 
also that that opportunity is far less hampered by bad precedents and 
acquiescence in non-Christian standards than in other parts of the 
Church, where they are a cause of infinite sadness and perplexity to 
Christian minds. 

In South Africa, for example, we cannot help feeling that the 
Church has failed to a tragic degree in arresting or sensibly affecting the 
separatist attitude of the white towards the black. " There is,"' writes 
Mr. Callaway,' " an absolute and almost bitter refusal on the part of 
white Christians to mingle in any kind of fellowship with black 
Christians."(•7) - The remark-silly enough-of a certain lady, " if 
there are to be Ka:ffirs in Jleaven, I hope I don't go there," is quoted a'! 
indicative of a very large ·section of white opinion. Mr. Hill writes as 
follows in a recent issue of the Paper of the Communitv of the Resurrec
tion: " I am much disturbed about the native. For the old Dutch 
policy of repression }las got into the new legislature. The principle of 
separation is iustifiable if they set apart adequate areas for native 
occupation and purchase, but this they haven't done: the areas proposed 
are wholly inadequate, and the -provisions of the bill make the position of 
natives in European areas very insecure." . 

This quotation is particularly interesting, not only as showing 
that i~ Africa as in other places the Church has failed to educate public 
opinion sufficiently to affect Government .policy in a Christian diJ;ection, 
but also as a revelation of the compromising position adopted by those 
w.ho are themselves convinced churchmen. " The principle ·of separation 
is justified if ....... " Is not this giving the whole case away 1 Is it 
not the thin end of the wedge. which ends logically in denying the 
principle' that Christian ;Fellowship involves social relationship 1 The 
willingness to compromise on this vital question is surely the weakness of, 
the African Church, and we cannot feel surprised when we go on to 
read, " I had to minister on the Sunday to the English people three 
times, to the half-caste people twice, and to the natives twice. Just 
fancy. Mass in three places in one little " dorp." just because Christians 
are unconscious of the brotherhood of man." There are great hopes that 
the 8'outh African Church will soon realize the logical nece3sitv of altering 
its attitude on this question, since they are ttot adverse to discussing it. 
In a recent conversation the Rev. C. F. Andrews informed the writer 
how in his visit to South Africa he had preached on the Colour question 
in all the Churches to which he had been invited. and knowing his views 
on the question of race-segregation, it is allowable kl hope that he left 
seeds behind him which will bear fruit in the future. 

11ft) TTnivPrsnl Ra<'PS Con~rE'SS RE>port. p. 312. 
(17) The East and the '\\Pst. Yol. viii., No. 29., p. flO. 
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ln India there is an equal danger of the race or colour antipathy 
taking the soul-de;;troying place in the Christian Church which " caste " 
takes in Hindui~m. The exi~tence of the " Establi:.hment," the more or 
less rigid distim.tions d1 a wu Let ween " chaplains " and " missionaries " 
and the almost complete separation of their spheres of work seem to me 
to add to this danger. In Calcutta you may go to one Church and find 
a congregation almost exclusively European, to another almost exclusively 
Eurasian, and another entirely Indian. This separation of cong~ega.uons 
cannot always be avoided. Here at least the danger may be noted of a 
silent acquiescence in race and class feeling by encouraging such separa
tions where· exigences of language and locality do not necessitate 
them.<•8> 

, Turning to the United States of America we find that (apart from 
the Roman Catholic whose-general attitude we shall presently refer to) 
the so-called Protestant Episcopal Church of America alone has stood 
out against the segregation of negroes in separate Churches, and has so 
far resisted the clamour for a racial episcopate. Apart from this fact, 
for which we may be thankful, the situation is from the Christian point 
of view most depressing. Negro and white seem to have steadily drifted 
apart since the Civil war. There is deeper antipathy than ever. And 
here again is the same stumbling-block. " The sentiment against mixed 
marriages is so strong that it is not unlikely that National Congress will 
be asked to pass a Federal law forbidding it." And again, quite 
naturally and logically, of course, " Legislation in Southern States is 
definitely and consistently directed uot only against inter-marriage but 
ayainst any hnd of sodal familiarity which might 1uggut it1 
[lfJxxibility. "<•9> . Of course! Separate seats, separate cars, separat~ 
paths to walk on, separate pews or separate churches,-all these things 
which seem intolerable as between Christian brethren, and yet so justifi
able, nay so necessary, if all " kind of social familiarity " which might 
" suggest the possibility of inter-marriage " is to be forbidden I 

And that the Church itself is bowed down by compromising on 
this matter is evident from the following extract from the " Sout of the 
Black Folk'' by Prof~ Du Bois about a negro named Alex~nder Crummel, 
a man of exceptional spiritual power:-

" A voice and a vision called him to be a priest-a seer to lead the 
uncalled out of the house of bondage. He saw the headless host turn 
toward~ him like the whirling of mad waters,-he stretched forth his 
11ands eagerly,. and then, even a!! he stretched them, suddenly there swept 
across his vision the temptation of Despair. 

'' They were not wicked men-the problem of life is not the 
problem of the wicked-they were calm good men, Bishops of the 
A poRtolic Church of God, and strove towards righteo,usness. They said 
slowly, " It is all very natural-it is .even commendable: but the 
General Theological Seminary of the Episcopal Church l'tmnot admit a 
.Y eyro." <•91 And when that thin half-grotesque figure still haunted their 
duu1 R, they put their hands kindly halt-sorrowfully on his shoulders, and 

(lSI For tlw wholt> <ttlt'~<tiou of tht> <'<llll:td of thet Chureh in ln•Iia with the 
t·a"t.- "'Y"t.-m "'>t> Artidt>,; by .Itt>\•. V. F. Andrewg. " llace in the 
Chi·i:-.tiau Church." Ea~>t 111111 West. Vulli. S & 10., !\o. 31 & 40. 

(19) The italics are wine. 
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said, " Now, of course, we-we know how you feel about it: but you 
see it is impossible,-that is, well, it is premature. Some time we trust, 
sincerely trust--all such distinctions will fade away: but now the world i~ 
as it is." 

Well, perseverance triumphed. This man stood at last a priest 
of the Church, and ~hen, applying for work in a certain Di·ocese, received 
this slow and impressive reply, " 1 will receive you into this Diocese on one 
condition: no negro priest can sit in my Church convention, and no Negro 
Church must ask for representation there." And Crummel replied, 
slowly and heavily, " I wlll·never enter your Diocese on such terms." 

The man is dead. These are the closing words of DuBois' memoir: 
".I wonder where he is to-day 1 I wonder if in that dim world, as he 
came gliding in, there rose on some wan throne a King-a dark and 
pierced Jew, who knuws the writhings of the earthly damned, saying as he 
laid his heart-wrung talents down, "Well done," while round about the 
morning stars sat singing." 

And this is America ! Free America ! Democratic America ! As 
·I read· these words I am filled with fear. I am moved to protest with 
all my p·ower against that facility of compromise with the opinion of the 
world which allows men to acquiesce in a policy of race-segregation 
even while they writhe at its logical result in the refusal of the priesthood, 
in the refusal of representation, to a man, solely on account of the colour 
of his skin. 

I cannot help thinking that it is a great loss to our missionary 
councils that so few of us have any reliable knowledge as to the methods 

. and results of Roman Catholicism in those parts of the world where white 
and coloured races meet. It appears in general that feelings of race 
prejudice are far less acute among Roman Catholic peoples, such as the 
:French, Portuguese, Spanish or Italian, whereas the Teutonic peoples 
who are, generally speaking, the exponents of protestantism, chiefly 
exemplify the spint of race exclusiveness. It may be that race prejudice 
i§ one of the baneful fruits of protestantism. The cause and effect of 
both alike is pride. It is possible that the difference is caused by racial 
temperament. It is also possible that the Papal Church, jealously 
guarding the name, has also been more careful to preserve the spirit of 
the Church Catholic. Mr. Tambyah informs us of the Roman Catholic 
Communion in Ceylon that the Vicar-General of the Arch-diocese of 
Colombo is (or was in 1912) a black man, that a Tamil priest in north 
Ceylon has a number of white priests under him in a large district. The 
Bishop of Kandy is a Eurasian, whose powers, spiritual and temporal, are 
plenary and not " assistant," " suffragan " or " missionary. "(zo) 

In South America we have an illustration of races intermingling 
very freely under Roman Catholic auspices. Yes, some· will say, and with 
disastrous results. That I would venture. to question. It is probable 
that a far fuller and more sympathetic investigation is required into 
conditions in South America and into the qualities of its people before 
any such sweeping conclusion can be justified. An~ at any rate it may 

(20) Singapore Diocesan Magazine. August, 1918., p. 42. 
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he Kaid that there is freedom from the great evils of the northern 
continent, lynching, race-sacraments, race-churches! \Vith regard to the 
future of ~outh America, " Those who know the facts best declare 
that the mixed race is showing qualities of acclimatization and 
efficiency that are praiseworthy. "(.,l Nor is there, or likely to be, any 
" colour prejudice " in South America! 

VI.-Malaya. 
Malaya is a new country. Here is the great opportunity. First, 

because of the great variety of races domiciled here; secondly, because 
thi11 very variety tends to make race-feeling less acute; and thirdly, 
because so far we are not irrevocably committed to any of the policies 
which in Africa, in India anli in America seem to conflict with Christian 
principles. We have on the other hand a combination of those elements 
which in the countries mentioned seem to make a Christian S'olution of 
our problem so extraordinarily difficult. 

These may be shortly considered under four heads:

(1) Ra.ce prejudice and antipathy. 
(2) Intellectual and moral differences. 
(3) Differences of language. 
( 4) . The danger of " Europeanising " rather than Christiani

sing. 

(1) Without having got very much to-boast about in this Penin
sula, I yet feel some confidence in saying that actual " colour prejudice " 
is probably less bitter and acute in British Malaya, than in any other _. 
British dependency. (u) No doubt there is among us the complacent 
assumption of the superiority-essential, inherent, inevitable---of the 
white races, and the inferiority of all the others. I believe it is not so 
great here; but anyway, whether much or little, it is wrong. I feel sure 
that the great majority of my readers are ready to combat this easy and 
comfortable assurance of racial superiority.<•Jl We probably have 
friends among coloured people as real and as' esteemed as our white 
friends. If in this Diocese it should happen in the future that a Bishop 
of Chinese or Indian extraction should be chosen to lead us, the clergy 
would willingly submit to his authority and give him the homage due 
to his high office. Whether our European congregations--and our Asiatic 
ones also-would be ready to follow us in this, depends largely, I 
suppose, on the teaching given in our pulpits and the practical fellowship 
encouraged in our congregations. I feel sure, for example, that it is 
thoroughly good that our Asiatic brethren should, as occasion arises, be 
a~ked to minister to. Europeans as European Clergy do to Asiatics; and 
this as an education both to Europeans and Asiatics, for it would be a 
great mistake to suppose that all the feeling and all the blame is only 

(::!11 East lllltl Wt>st. \•ot. R., )1. 2-".:i. 
(:.!:!1 But l'l'<' ~Ir. Thnmhyah'li: nrtif:'lt', nll't':ldy n>fl'rred to, for a diii"Prent 

opinion. R D. ~lag:lzim•. August, 1!11:0:., Jl. 44. 
(:!:l) Ob\"ionsly till' J.~nl't>JK•nn umlt'r I'Xisting" circumstances often has acquired 

a supprior Dlt'ntal and I.JOdily equipment: but this is not an inl1erenl 
superiority, but the Jesuit of greater opportunities. 
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on the side of the Europeau. We may be thankful th~t what would be 
regarded as highly objectionable in South Africa or America is un faif 
accompli in this Diocese, where in certain churches not only do men of 
every nationality habitually meet at the Eucharist to partake of the One 
Bread, but are also ministered to indiscriminately by ministers of 
different races. 

But our contention still is that if such intercourse stDps at the 
Altar, it is something less than Christian Fellowship. I cannot think it 
meets our Lord's intention; for it is an "ecclesiastical," not a vital 
fellowship. One may well ask whether the Chinese Christians who 
worship at S. Peter's really regard the Cathedral as their mother church, 
or whether the Tamils of S. Mary's, Kuala Lumpur in their somewhat 
narrow nationalist ·outlook have any regard for the work of S. Mary's 
as a whole, or. whether the European does not still common!] regard the 
" Native Christian " as a distinct and rather undesirable species 1 

One remedy for this separateness of vital interest is to be looked 
for on the lines of the S. Andrew's Missionary organisation in Singapore, 
which brings into touch at least the workers and those whose interest is 
keen. A further step, towards which we might try and work, would be the 
unifying of the financial arrangements of the various congregations. As 
far as Selangor is concerned, I feel that it would be a step towards unity 
of races, if the principle behind the Selangor Central Church Fund <•41 

were extended to apply not only to European finance, but to the 
centralising of all local funds, English, Tamil and Chinese, though 
the local committees would still exist and manage their local business 
in the same way as the various English Committees do at present. 

Another potential bond is undoubtedly the Singapore Diocesan 
Association, the aim of which is to include as members all communicants, 
not only European but Asiatic as well. In the main the Asiatic 
Christians have not yet been brought in, but attention may usefully 
be drawn to the fact that the minimum subscription to the S.D.A. was 
fixed at $1 per annum in order t'> bring it within the reach even of the 
least wealthy members t>f the community. 

Mention might also be made of the Diocesan Magazine, which 
in some places is read by many Asiatics and deals with the work of the 
whole church; and of the hope sooner or later of a Diocesan Synod, in 
which clerical and lay members of all races will be properly and equally 
represented. At Homes too and other gatherings of a social kind should 
be inter-racial. 

And let me say here that there is at least one aspect of our 
secular education policy which seems very hopeful. It knows in the main 
no race exclusiveness. In the grounds, say, of the Victoria Institution 
at Kuala ·Lumpur, boys of all races, Tamils, Chinese, Malay, Eurasian 
and European, may be seen working and playing together without the 

(2!) A ft'ntml fund for Church pm·po><e>< to whieh the Yarious dh.:tricts of 
Selangor contribute, and administered by a committee appointed by the&! 
districts. 
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slightel>t consciousness of racial antagonism or " natural instinct " of 
separateness. They have their rivalries and quarrels, but these cut right 
across racial lines. A consciousness of race exclusiveness does not seem 
to exist amongst the children of these races,-no, I am sure, not even 
amongst European children,--except in so far as they have imbibed the 
spirit and conversation o.f their elders. The main hope of the future is 
with the children. I could wish that the Church would endeavour to 
work out some policy in line ":ith the great Government educational 
establishments in this- matter, with a view to avoiding schools or 
hosteis marked exclusively " Eurasian " or " Chinese " or " Tamil." 
Such institutions,· it seems to me, do more than anything else to foster 
race-exclusiveness and to fender permanent and insuperable tho 
barriers which .the Church is designed to break down. The more we 
bring people toyefher-and _especially in their impressionable yearr:;-the 
more they will lose their mut~al suspicions and distrusts,' and 'this is' 
the first step towards fellowship. <•s) 

(2) Intellectual and moral difficulties. As between races, these 
are not d1fferent in kind from differences which exist between the well-and 
ill-educated, the moral and immoral, of any one particuar ·race. A 
Christian Englishman has mor~ in common w1th a Christian In<llan than 
with a fellow countryman, who is an atheist. There is likelihood of 
closer fellowship between an Englishman, Indian or Chinaman of the 
same level of culture than between· a highy educated gentleman of one 
of these races and an illiterate of the same. There are many incom
patibilities of thought and outlook which preclude (or s~m to preclude) 
a very intimate fellowship, which have nothing what ever to du with the 
question.of race. 

It was in 1895 'that Joseph Chamberlain made the following 
comment on the Natal Franchise Law Amendment, which excluded from 
electoral lists all Indians not already possessed of the Franchise: " Thill 
measure draws no distinction between the most ignorant and the most 
enlightened. natives of India. I need not r~mllld you that among 
the latter there are to be found gentlemen whose position and attainments 
fully qualfy them for all the duties and privieges of citizenship." And 
Lord Milner, even while feeling that tq place coloured people in South 
AfTica. ou au equ.ality with white is " wholly impractical and in 
priuciple wrong," yet expresses the opinion that " when a coloured man 
possesses a certain high grade of civilisation he ought to obtain what I 
may call white privileges irrespective of his colour." I am sure we should 
all agree with this, and it seems therefore that many of the differences due 
to intellectual and moral variations will tend naturally to disappear in 
the face of a general levelling up of secular and religious education. 

(:!:i) 1iute :-In the convents of this country bourders of dift'erent races live 
together : but the exhsteuce of other " distinctiong " bul!!ed on standards of 
wealth lllllkl's thl' l'XIJeriweut incowplt>te. Of "Church of England" 
ho ... tt•lt< almoNt all Ill'\' run mm-e or lt•t<t< on ml"ial lines. Hoste~ 
t>ntiJ't'ly free frum eitlwr rat'\' or t•la~<.o; tlistiuctiol.l.IS, therefore, have never 
ret't'in"tlu fair tJ·iul, Jot>l'IUtl'~< lwt-anNe UJI to the pre..ent the conditions have 
not IA>en favourable. One sueh e~<'*'ntiatl <!ondition would be that all the 
inmute"' of the lwstelshould be uctuall~· Chri~<thulw. For it ill not claimed 
thut sueh race cleuvatges us exil.t to-day can be b1·idged by natural means 
but only " in Christ," through the power of Christian fellowship. ' 
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1 am, however, very far from advocating what might be called an 
" aristocracy of culture," such as might easily result in an exclusivenegs 
no less unchristian than the most objectionable race or caste feeling. It 
is .obvious that there are and must be in many cases incompatibilities of 
thought and outlook which preclude a very intimate fellowship and 
indeed cause it to be mutually undesired. A boorish person does not 
feel happy in a drawing room nor a " muscular undergraduate " in the 
company of professors. But I suppose the Christian standpoint to be 
this, that however and by whom fellowship is desired of us, there and to 
them it is not' to be refused. From no one who desires his fellowship 
is a Christian to turn away, on account of his colour, his lowliness, his 
ignorance, or his sin, any more than our blessed Lord refused the 
invitation to " eat and drink with publicans and sinn~rs." 

(3) The language difficulty. Here we are face to face with Babel, 
·but it is the teachmg of the Church that Pentecost reverses Babel. 
\Vhatever was the precise nature of the " gift ·of tongues " conferred at 
Pentecost, it is certain that Aimighty God in the first century provi
dentially provided a language for .the dissemination of Christianity, 
without the aid of which the early Apostles might well have been as 
handicapped ifl the delivery of their message as the Church declares 
itself to be to-day. As far as Malaya is concerned at all events, I would 
boldly put forward the suggestion that what Greek was t<> the early 
Church that English is to the Churcb of to-day. 

I should like to ward off a certain amount of possible critici~m by 
saying that I do not here contemplate either the Chinese who intend to 
return to China or the Indians who intend to return to India. Neither 
of these classes can rightly be said to have a permanent place in the 
Church of Malaya. They are strangers and foreigners, having here no 
continuing city, and will find their true home in the Churches of China 
and India respectively. But I take it that the interests of this country 
primarily demand a settled population; that our endeavour should be as 
far as possible to induce people, not nierely to come and make their living 
here and then go, but to settle here, to bring their wives and to rear their 
~families here, who from the start will call Malaya " home." 

It seems clear that more and more there will be pressed upon these 
people the necessity of having a common language. Language ultimately 
is a means of\ communication, and we may apply to it our Lord's words 
about the Sabbath, that language is made for man and not man for 
language. The question £herefore whether a country ought to have 
many languages or one is rather like the question whether each section 
of a country should have its own separate railway guage, or whether 
all should use a common one. The spread of Greek over the 
ancient w<>rld, the common use of Latin in medieval V.l estern Europe are 
instructive historical precedents. The experience of Ceylon to-day as 
well as other British Colonies shows the natural impetus towards the 
acquisition of English. 

Let me here quote from a recent article by Dr. H. H. Manu 
(Principal of the Poona Agricu~t"?'ral Colleg~) o_n the." Problen:s ~~ 
Education in India." " The pos1b?n of Enghsh m Indian education 
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says Dr. Mann, speaking from a purely secular point of view, ." ~ 
peculiar and has been the cause ~f endle'ls controversy. Let us hm1t 
ourt.elves to facts. Engli~h is the one medium of communicatiorr between 
educated people throughout India, and must remain !:10. If it were not 
for South India, Hindustani or Hindi might serve as such, but in South 
India these languages are more foreign than English. This 
being so, opinion is generally coming to the view that, whether we like it 
or not, English must be known t<J everyone who aims at being a citizen 
of India, let alone of the world. The policy initiated by Lord Macaulay, 
though expressed in offensive words and though absurdly depreciating 
the older Indian learning, was in essence right .. -.. and unless India was 
to become a hermit country, English must have been, and must be, the 
language of higher education, the educated vernacular of the country, and 
an essential to any large development. '' These are weighty words, 
applying as they do with equal force to our local ~nditions in Malaya, 
and it would seem indeed foolhardy, were we to run counter to the 
lessons which India has learned from long and bitter experience. 

That the various races should lose their own language need n·ot 
necessarily follow, for it is always possible to be bi-lingual; but as a 
matter of fact it probably would (as in the case of many Baba Chinese and 
some Straits-born Tamils.) In any case, however, the Tamil and Chinese 
languages can be trusted to look after themselves, and we in Malaya have 
no particular obligation to preserve the Chinese dialects for China, nor 
the Tamil for the people of South India. 

We should therefore, encourage people as much as possible to learn 
English. In our schools instruction should be given normally in English. 
Where schools are vernacular, English should also be taught wherever 
possible. Religious instructions should where possible be given in 
English,-not because it is English, but simply because it is the only 
possible common language. It is not possible to conceive of a Malaya 
communicating throughout its length and breadth by the medium of 
Chinese or Malay or Esperanto ! 

(4) The fourth difficulty is the danger of " Europeanizing " 
rather than " Christianizing." Some will be inclined to fear that the 
widespread adoption of the English language will tend to this result. 
Experience, I think, does not bear out this fear. Certainly I kll'ow no 
people so narrdwly national as the Jafina Tamils, who speak English to a 
man. One might instance the Russian or German Pole or the 
ubiquitous Jew, as peoples who have not .lost themselves nationally, 
though they have lost their national languages. Certainly a common 
language in itself- need not bring about a merging of all racial 
charact.eristics. We must look rather for other factors which spring from 
those anti or non-religious elements of Western civilisation ~which the 
Asiatic is exposed. Among these are: 

(a) A shallow and materialistic educational syllabus. 
(1•) An unintelligent adoption of European manners, customs 

and ways of living. 
(r) An emphasis on the superiority of the European which l~ads 

Asiatics to " ape " him and despise their own people. 
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The first danger I am sure we all realise. It has unfortunately 
been the case that sometimes European and American Missionary 
educationalists have been too ready to subscribe to the creed of materia
listic. commercialism. The remedy is not to cease teaching English or 
teacbmg all the best that the \V e.~t bas to offer. in the way of scientific 
knowledge; b~t rather to conjoin this in its true proportion and perspec
tive with clear and definite Christian teaching; to aim at producing a 
nucleus of citizens who have imbibed not the materialism of the· \Vest, 
but its spiritual idealism. \Ve want schools, both f'or gi{ls and boys, not 
I think, of vast size, composed mainly of Christian scholars, in which 
regular Cbris~ian teaching is given and the Christian atmo~pbere and 
influence is paramount. In a large school consisting mainly of heathen 
children, the Christian element is liable to be swamped. In the kind of 
school I advocate the heathen minority should tend to rise to the Christian 
level. Of even greater importance must be reckoned the establishment of 
Christian hostels, which I have already given reason for thinking should 
not be confined as a rule to members of a single race only. 

The danger of the adoption of European customs, combined with a 
sense of European superiority, is well illustrated in a recent article by 
Robert Keable in the " East and the West " regarding the failure of 
native priests with the African troops sent to France. They had grown 
incapable of eating native food. They complained of their accommodation 
on the ground that it was " too near the boys." They complained of a 
medical inspection which they had to undergo in common with the troop~ 
" as if we were the same as they." In a word they bad grown to de~pise 
their- own people. "It is," says Mr. Keable "our own fault." But, 
he adds, " I will never have men so trained in my parish again." 1•61 

We can of course only emphasize that our object must be to make 
Christians, not to make Europeans. In so far as national customs and 
ideals are anti-christian, we want to break them and we ought to break 
them, whether they be English, Indian or Chinese. But for the glories 
and excellence of the nations our purpose must be to bring them all to 
enrich the city of God, wherein it must be· recognised that no race bas a 
monopoly of virtues, that none is without its own distinctive beauties, 
and that there is no question of " superiority " or " inferiority," hut 
only ·of mutual service. 

The Church in short will substitute Christianity for 
" Europeanism " the more it puts forward a Christian standard to 
displace a European standard of excellence. We shall go a long way 
towards breaking d-own the impulse to " ape " the European, in exactlv 
the same proportion as we break down the feeling of the' ' essential 
superiority " uf the European. Neither a Chinaman, nor Indian 
nor Eurasian would wish to imitate the Europe~n. had he not 
unconsciously adopted a European standard of values. And the poison 

(26) The East and the W'e~<t. Vol. 1ft, No. 111 .• p. 5H. The writer worked as a 
missionary in connection with the Y. l\1. C'. A. in Central Africa. and in 
connection with the S. P. G. in South Africa. The article quoted wns 
somewhat severely critici!<M in a subsequent number of the Ea~<t and the 
West, and his statements, while deserving the mo~<t serion~< con~<ideration. 
mul<t he balanced by witne~<s borne by other~< to the good work done by 
African chaplains on the Western Front. 
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can only be eliminated by a true assimilation of that Faith which 
involves the transvaluation of all values,--even the Faith of Him who 
for the sake of all of us became poor and is not ashamed to call U'! 

'' Brethren.'' 

I Htarted my paper by expressing an opinion as to the very great 
importance of the question we have been discussing-that of t~e rela
tionship of races in the Church. In conclusion I submit that it is a matter 
.of urgency that we should grapple with it, and draw some clear outlines 
for the guidance of general policy in this Diocese, which may be more 
and more filled in in detail as the life of the Church progre:;ses. It 
is unquestionably our root prol>lem, and if we fail to think it out clearly 
we may leave. to our successors a legacy of confusion,• waste 
and inefficiency. \Ve know to-day how much we have inevitably 
loHt, how much ~e are now handicapped by the inability 
of those who went before us, if not to see the growth of 
opportunity in Malaya, at any rate to buy it up resolutely. It would 
be a greater tragedy if we should now fail to learn the lesson, and allow 
our lack of cohesion, of plan, of ultimate aim, to become hardened into 
a Diocesan policy, the only underlying principle of which would seem 
to be " Chacun a son gout." 

And let us be sure that now is a critical time; now when the 
whole world is feeling the ghastly effects of international estrangements 
and the terrible repudiation of the Catholic ideal; now when there ~s 
undoubtedly growing and sweeping over the whole world a danger of 
race-antagonism; trot only as between white and black but also white and 
yellow and between yellow and black. Now therefore is the time for 
this Church of many races to step forward with a clear and definite 
enunciation of principle a;nd of policy, which shall be the working out of 
the mighty truth enshrined forever in the Great Catholic Sacrament or 
Unity, that in the Christian FelloVIoship the races of mankind should 
be ONE, with a Unity comparable to that of the Divine Nature,-" one. 
even as we are one.'' 



" He is our peace, who made both one, and brake down the middle 
wall of partition, having aboliRhed in his fieRh the enmity ... that 
he might create In himRelf of the twain one new mnn, so making 
pence: and might reconcile them both in one body unto God through 
the C.ross, having Rlain the enmity thereby: and he came nnd 
preached pence to you that were far off, and pence to them that were 
nigh : for through him we both have our access in one spirit unto 
the Father. -

" So then ye are no more strangers and sojourners, but ye pre fellow
citizens with the saints, and of the houRehold of God, being built 
upon the foundation of the apostles and prophet.'l, Jesus Christ 
himself being the chief corn!'r stone; in whom each sev!'ral buil,ling. 
fitly framed together, grow!'th into a holy t~mple in the Lord." 

Eph. ii., 14-21. 


